Let Hartman Feather Your Nest
HARTMAN'S LEGAL GUARANTEE

We Unreservedly Guarantee every article sold by us to be exactly as represented and described in our catalog.

We Guarantee our prices to be lower than those of any other concern for goods of equal quality.

We Guarantee to ship each and every article on approval and if within 30 days from receipt of the goods anything is not perfectly satisfactory for any reason whatever, we will accept their return, and when the goods are returned to us, we will refund all moneys paid on them including payment of freight charges both ways.

HARTMAN FURNITURE & CARPET CO., Chicago, Ill.

When you order goods from HARTMAN'S, you deal with a National Institution, whose success was founded on honesty, protection and integrity 61 years ago. Our Guarantee assures the same principles today. It is backed by our wonderful retail organization; our enormous Mail-Order Plant, and the indorsement of the strongest banks in the UNITED STATES.
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| LACE CURTAINS | 54-66 |
| Ladies Writing Desks | 203-311 |
| Lamps | 285-286 |
| Laundry Equipment | 314-322 |
| LAUNDRY STOVES | 320 |
| Lawn Mowers | 422 |
| Lawn Sets | 310 |
| Lawn Swings | 311 |
| Library Bookcases | 206-208 |
| Library Furniture | 100, 102, 104, 106-108, 203-222 |
| Library Sets | 100, 102, 104, 106-108 |
| Library Tables | 214-242 |
| LINOLEUM | 48 |

| MACHINES | |
| Sewing | 288-290 |
| Washing | 303-333 |
| Maneuver Sets | 305 |
| Mats, Door | 58 |
| Matting, Straw | 47 |
| Mattresses | 154, 196-198, 280 |
| Mattress Pads | 157-158 |
| Medicine Cabinets | 278 |
| Mirrors | 231-133 |
| MONARCH FACTORY | 69 |
| Morris Chairs | 72, 81, 83-84 |
| Morris Rockers | 80, 83 |
| Morris Rocking Chairs | 80, 83 |
| Music Cabinets | 205 |
| Musical Instruments | 220-292 |

| OIL CLOTH | 47 |
| Oil Lamps | 885 |
| Oil Stoves | 388 |
| Ovens | 388 |
| Overstuffed Rockers | 92-93 |

| PARLOR SUITS | 112-121, 125, 128-129, 131-132 |
| Parlor Tables | 218 |
| PAYMENTS, CREDIT | 214 |
| Pedestals | 414 |
| Phonograph Records | 291 |
| PHONOGRAPH | 290-292 |
| Piano Benches | 289 |
| Pictures | 284 |
| Pillows | 134, 199, 202 |
| Porch Furniture | 310-316 |
| Porch Swings | 310-312 |
| Portable Lamps | 285-286 |
| Portieres | 50-52 |
| Quilts | 201 |
| RANGES | 345, 354-371, 388-389 |
| Record Cabinets | 289 |
| Records, Talking Machine | 291 |
| Reed Chairs | 314 |
| Refrigerators | 341-344 |
| Revolvers | 419 |
| Robes Fur, for Baby | 333 |
| ROCKERS | 70-80, 82, 95-96, 101, 102, 105, 118, 120-121, 129-129, 132-133, 206, 223, 310, 313-316 |
| Bedroom | 86, 223 |
| Children's | 222 |
| Mission | 100-108 |
| Morris | 80, 82 |
| Overstuffed | 92-99 |
| Reclining | 80, 82 |
| Reed | 314-316 |
| Turkish | 97-99 |
| ROOFING, Paints and Supplies | 396-411 |
| ROYAL EASY CHAIR | 83-84 |
| RUGS | 17-43, 47 |
| Satchels | 306 |
| Screens | 279 |
| Sectional Bookcases | 212 |
| Serving Tables | 234, 240, 242, 244-246 |
| Sewing Machines | 268-276 |
| Shaving Sets | 305 |
| Shellac | 404 |
| SHIPPING RATES | 14 |
| Shirtwaist Boxes | 279 |
| Shot Guns | 419 |
| Sideboards | 274-249 |
| SILVERWARE | 293-302 |
| Slats, Bed | 196 |
| Smoking Sets | 305 |
| Smoking Stands | 281 |
| Sofas | 299-302 |
| Springs | 134, 192-194 |
| Step Ladder | 275 |
| Step Ladder Chair | 278 |
| STOVES | 345-390 |
| Straw Matting | 47 |
| Suitcases | 307 |
| Suits, Bedroom | 183 |
| Suits, Dining Room | 240-246 |
| Sulky Carts | 330 |
| Sweepers, Carpet | 67-68 |
| Swings, Lawn, Porch | 310-312 |

| TABLES | |
| Dining | 231-246 |
| Folding | 275, 290 |
| Library | 214-222 |
| Parlor | 218 |
| Serving | 249, 240, 242, 244-246 |
| Table Cloth Sets | 53 |
| Table Covers | 49 |
| Tabourettes | 213 |
| Talking Machines | 290-292 |
| Talking Machine Records | 291 |
| Tea Kettle | 414 |
| Toaster | 316 |
| Telephone Desk and Chair | 281 |
| Telephone Table Sets | 281 |
| Tent Sets | 313 |
| TERMS, CREDIT | 1 |
| Tinware | 414 |
| Toilet Sets | 305, 321, 412 |
| Towel Set | 53 |
| Toys | 417-418 |
| Traveling Bags | 306 |
| Traveling Sets | 305 |
| Trunks | 305 |
| Turkish Rockers | 97-99 |

| Unifold Davenport | 130 |
| UNIVERSAL TALKING MACHINE | 290 |
| UPHOLSTERY, ABOUT 69 |

| Vacuum Cleaners | 87 |
| Vacuum Sweeper | 67 |
| Valises | 308 |
| Varnishes | 403, 406 |

| WARDROBE CHIFFONIERS | 186-187 |
| WARDROBES | 186-188 |
| WASHING MACHINES | 393-395 |
| WASHSTANDS | 278 |
| WATCHES | Refer to supplement in back of book. |
| Water Cooler | 412 |
| Wringer | 392 |
| Writing Desks | 203-211 |

---

**SPECIAL NOTICE**

If Interested In Gasoline Engines Or Cream Separators Which Are Sold Upon Our Liberal Year-To-Pay Credit Plan

**WRITE FOR FREE BOOKS**

**FOR WATCHES**

See Supplement In Back Of This Book

---

HARTMAN FURNITURE AND CARPET CO., CHICAGO
## Hartman's Liberal Credit Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods Ordered Amounting To</th>
<th>First Payment with Order Is</th>
<th>Monthly Payment Is</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.00 to $6.24</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.25 to 7.49</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.50 to 8.74</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.75 to 9.99</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00 to 12.49</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.50 to 14.99</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00 to 17.49</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.50 to 19.99</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.00 to 22.49</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.50 to 24.99</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.00 to 29.99</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.00 to 34.99</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.00 to 39.99</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.00 to 44.99</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.00 to 49.99</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.00 to 54.99</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.00 to 59.99</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.00 to 69.99</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goods Ordered Amounting To</th>
<th>First Payment with Order Is</th>
<th>Monthly Payment Is</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$70.00 to $79.99</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.00 to 89.99</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.00 to 99.99</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.00 to 124.99</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125.00 to 149.99</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150.00 to 174.99</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175.00 to 199.99</td>
<td>27.50</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200.00 to 224.99</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225.00 to 249.99</td>
<td>33.50</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250.00 to 299.99</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300.00 to 349.99</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350.00 to 399.99</td>
<td>55.00</td>
<td>22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400.00 to 449.99</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450.00 to 549.99</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550.00 to 649.99</td>
<td>90.00</td>
<td>34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650.00 to 749.99</td>
<td>105.00</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750.00 to 849.99</td>
<td>120.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850.00 to 949.99</td>
<td>135.00</td>
<td>51.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Copyright, 1914, by Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co., Chicago.*
AS TO OUR RESPONSIBILITY

THE VERY FIRST FACT WE WISH TO DRIVE HOME is that the HARTMAN FURNITURE & CARPET COMPANY was established in 1855. The year of 1916 marks our 61st anniversary. On the following pages you will find photographic reproductions of our immense Chicago mail-order plant and a few of our great chain of retail stores, forcibly illustrating our progress.

SO VAST AN ENTERPRISE AS OURS has taken sixty-one years to build and the investment of many millions of dollars. Yet, even time and money could never have accomplished such tremendous growth if we had not ALWAYS dealt fairly and honestly with our customers. Success of any kind is generally MERITED. We must GIVE in order to GET. After a fruit tree ceases to bear fruit we chop it down and use it for kindling. It is a natural LAW that if you want to succeed you must give others the BEST that is in you ALL THE TIME. That is why, after sixty-one years, we are today the LARGEST home-furnishing organization in the world. We have succeeded MOST because we have served the people BEST. The little acorn of business honesty and good faith that was implanted into the heart of our business 61 years ago, could not help but grow into the giant oak of today—because the best interests of our customers has always been our first consideration. We gave them, always, the best that was in us, in every respect. In return our customers gave us their utmost confidence and helped us to grow.

YOU HAVE EVERY RIGHT TO KNOW something about a firm and the RESPONSIBILITY of the firm you are thinking of doing business with before you pay out hard-earned money on any purchase. With this in mind let us state a few simple facts:

SUCH WONDERFUL GROWTH AND SUCCESS AS OURS CAN GROW OUT OF ONLY ONE CONDITION. Years ago we started out with the firm determination in our hearts to please and satisfy EACH and EVERY customer, no matter who they were, where they lived, or how big or small their purchase from us might be; and we have followed this policy unfalteringly in every case, regardless of possible loss to us. Then, when we started to grow and we numbered our customers in the thousands, our success did not make us less conscientious; and now, after many years, with over a million and a half customers on our books, we are PROUD to say that success has still not changed our policies. Fair, honest dealing is still our motto. It is our inseparable principle—it is the corner-stone of our business. It is even more than this—IT IS THE SECRET OF OUR TREMENDOUS SUCCESS—it is the secret for the implicit CONFIDENCE with which our customers honor us after once dealing with us; and there will be no exception anywhere at any time toward anyone. Time has taught us that it is better to have your KINDLY FEELING than your money. Therefore, you are safe, absolutely, in dealing with us, because we guarantee you satisfaction; because we are here to STAY; because you are dealing with the LARGEST HOME-FURNISHING ORGANIZATION IN THE WORLD; in fact, because it is Hartman's, which means HEADQUARTERS.

FOR OVER THREE-SCORE YEARS we have been in business. We have succeeded. We have grown to be the largest home-furnishing organization in the world. The 61st year of our business career finds us a PERMANENT establishment—AND IN BUSINESS TO STAY! By honest, square-deal methods we have grown from a modest beginning to our present unquestionable supremacy with more than a million and a half customers on our books. You will find "Hartman" homes—"The Nests that Hartman Feathered"—in every nook and corner of the United States; from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico; from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean. We have a combined capital of over $12,-000,000. Any bank, any newspaper, any farm paper, or magazine will testify to our responsibility, for our organization today stands out alone and supreme—a commercial giant, towering head and shoulders above any and all competition.

THE TREMENDOUS SIZE ALONE of this institution is sufficient guarantee of our honesty of purpose. The PERMANENCY of our enterprise, the FINANCIAL SOLIDITY are both irrefutable proof that time and test have found no flaw or weakness in us, and substantially proves that our honesty and responsibility are both beyond question.

DURING OUR SIXTY-ONE YEAR BUSINESS JOURNEY millions of satisfied customers have been proven conclusively and to their own satisfaction that our service was the best, most efficient and courteous; our methods and policies honorable; our ability to serve the widest in scope; our credit-system extremely generous; our values honest. Nowhere else in the world will you find another institution like this—one which has found its way so THOROUGHLY into the homes and hearts of the people.
OUR LIBERAL CREDIT PLAN

OUR UNMATCHABLE BARGAINS AND LOW PRICES. When you look through this Catalog and compare our prices with those of other stores, you will find that our prices are for the high quality of the goods we offer—or if you compare these prices and qualities with other houses or your home town dealers' prices, say to yourself, "There is a reason for such high quality at such low prices."

There is a reason for it and a GOOD one: Situated as we are in the very heart of the greatest furniture market in the world, we have the finest facilities for picking the very cream of the goods on the market. Then, do not forget this: We buy in THOUSANDS where other firms or retail dealers buy in hundreds or dozens. We buy more at one time than most retail furniture houses buy in years, because we buy for our immense mail-order plant, and our great chain of retail stores. Buying this way (in the largest quantities known) we can afford to sell at a lower price than any other furniture concern in this country, and save you considerable money on almost any article you select; and you never get the best that enormous buying power and experience can command.

We bring the cream of the world's furniture markets right into your own home where you can comfortably select the things you want to beautify your home without the anxiety of furnishing. Furniture EVER ASSEMBLED BY ANY ONE CONCERN.

Think what this means: The world's best—the largest range for selection—brought right into your own home. No one else can give you such an UNLIMITED variety to choose from—no one else can quote you such bargain prices or such generous, easy credit terms.

REMEMBER THAT YOU CAN TAKE A YEAR TO PAY YOUR BILL IF YOU WISH IT.

A Hartman purchase means that you will have the FINEST, the BEST that 25 years' experience of buyers could possibly find after thoroughly searching all through the furniture markets of the entire world.

WHAT OUR IRONCLAD, LEGAL GUARANTEE MEANS

ON THE INSIDE FRONT COVER of this catalog you will find our guarantee printed in full. Read it carefully before looking through this catalog. It is the strongest guarantee possible to frame—and protects you absolutely—you take no chance whatever—you risk positively nothing. We have bought only thoroughly dependable merchandise, which we are not afraid to guarantee. That is why we fully pledge ourselves to return your money and whatever freight charges you have paid both ways, if, for any reason whatsoever, you are not satisfied with your purchase; or if you find the goods unsatisfactory or misrepresented.

We are in business to STAY, and we CANNOT AFFORD to have dissatisfied customers. You are the sole judge and jury in this decision, too. We put the furniture in your home and you can use it, examine it, the whole family can inspect it, and judge its value and beauty. Until you say that you are satisfied with the goods we do not consider that the sale has been made.

WE EXTEND LIBERAL CREDIT TO EVERY-ONE—EVERYWHERE. Your income makes no difference. It doesn't make a particle of difference where you live or how much you earn, we extend you the invitation to beautify your home and enjoy the comforts of a finely-furnished home while you are paying for it.

On page 1 you will find our terms, giving first payment and monthly payment according to the amount of your bill. A glance will show you how EXTREMELY LIBERAL these terms are, and how easy it is to have a beautiful home and pay for it in small monthly payments which you will never mind. Hartman's is the most modern method of extending credit known. Experience has taught us that we can trust implicitly the people who build and love their homes. We know that people who are buying home-comforts are the kind we want for customers, and the kind we are glad to trust to the fullest extent. In extending you credit we do not quibble; we do not ask questions; there is no red tape about our system whatsoever; there are NO EXTRA CHARGES of any kind; no mortgage to sign; no interest to pay. If you wish to the nearest certainty or recommendations; we have no collectors—all payments are made by mail, and no matter if your order is small or large, it will receive the same careful, prompt and accurate attention.

OURS IS A CONFIDENTIAL, DIGNIFIED CREDIT, FREE FROM ANY AND ALL OBJEC-TIONABLE FEATURES.

All you have to do is to make out your order on one of our printed order-blanks and send it, together with the first small payment, AND THAT IS ALL THAT THERE IS TO IT. After that you pay the small monthly payment as due.

And to FURTHER show you how liberal our system is, we add this: If monthly payments cannot always be made because of sickness or loss of employment, we will GLADLY help you out by waiting a reasonable length of time until you CAN pay.
How to Start an Account

Please refer to the index of this catalog, which gives the page numbers of all articles we offer. Pick out the goods you want. Write your order plainly on one of our printed order blanks. Go over the order to make sure that all is clear and complete. Be careful to sign your name in full and write your address plainly. Give your post office address, name of county and state; also the railway station to which you wish your goods shipped. Give the catalog number of each article you want. When an article is listed in several sizes state size wanted. Also mention color you desire. Figure up the total of your bill, then refer to page 1 of this catalog, which shows you how to determine your payments and how much each payment should be. We can not open a charge account for accounts less than $5.00.

Take a Full Year to Pay

We trust you absolutely and give you plenty of time to pay for the things you select. Remember that the size of your income has no bearing whatever on the size of the order you send us. With credit as easy to get as it is from us, there is no reason in the world why you should be without the things you have long wished for. So, if you really desire a beautiful home, this is your opportunity—select from this book and send in your orders at once.

You will find that our modern method of extending credit is quiet, dignified and confidential. There are no embarrassing or disagreeable conditions connected with the way we do business, as you will find out, after trading with us. We give you a square deal, and expect a square deal from you.

All Dealings Confidential

When you order goods from us they are shipped to you marked with plain tags. We do this because, as a rule, our customers do not want their local dealer to know from whom they are buying. He gives no liberal credit; his prices are high, and his assortment does not compare with ours. This is why people prefer to buy from us, because we make our open-charge-account credit strictly confidential. Every precaution is taken to insure each transaction being held private. We even address letters to you in envelopes that do not bear any mark of our being a credit-giving house. No one need feel embarrassed, however, because they buy on credit, but most people prefer to keep such affairs to themselves. Credit is a thing one should be proud of; because, if you are trusted and are considered honest by those who extend the credit.

How to Send Money

The safest and most satisfactory method of sending money is by post office money order, express money order or bank draft. Either of these must be made payable to the firm, using the full name as given. It is not advisable for you to send us your personal check, because there will be a charge at this end for collection. Should you send cash, it should be by registered letter. If payment is made by money order or bank draft and either should be lost in the mail a duplicate may be easily procured and the money would not be lost. If you live on a R. F. D. route, give your letter and money to the rural mail carrier and have money order for you and send it to us. Write your name exactly the same way each time you write to us; it will enable us to reply promptly and will eliminate mistakes.

Our Stock Ready to Ship

We carry the largest finished, ready-to-ship stock of house-furnishings in the United States. A large percentage of the goods you order from this catalog will be shipped in one shipment, direct to you, from Chicago, instead of coming from various points.

All goods, whether shipped from Chicago or factories, or warehouses, are carefully inspected before being packed. We take every precaution to see that goods reach you in perfect condition. Occasionally, it is necessary to ship large, bulky articles "knocked down." Shipped in a "knocked down" state, you save money on the lesser freight charge, and the large articles are easier to handle, thus saving them from possible injury.

No Cash Discount Allowed

We quote one price to all, whether you pay us cash or buy from us on credit. Customers who wish to pay cash are just as welcome to our bargains as credit customers. It is simply impossible for us to give any discount whatever, because our catalog prices are figured with only one small percentage of profit added to the special low factory prices we obtain through our great quantity buying power. You pay us no middlemen's profits as this is entirely eliminated. There is nothing added for the credit we extend, and, as our price on every article we sell is lower than that of dealers and mail-order houses, you can see that it is absolutely out of the question to allow any discount for cash.
WE ACCEPT ORDERS FOR ANY AMOUNT, but we do not open charge accounts for less than $5.00. Should you wish to order small priced items amounting to less than $5.00, please send the full amount with your order. We advise you to order goods amounting to more than $5.00, as it is more profitable to you; besides you get the advantage of our long time credit. We never ship goods C. O. D., because we sell on open-charge-account, credit-terms. We take all risk by allowing customers to have full possession of the Goods before they are paid for, and if, after comparison and inspection, you decide not to keep them, the goods may be returned to us at our expense, as per our legal guarantee, and any money you have paid us as well as freight charges paid out by you will be promptly refunded.

CUSTOMERS PAY THE FREIGHT WHEN THEY RECEIVE THE GOODS, EXCEPT WHEN WE SHIP GOODS to any prepaid station where there is no agent to collect the freight charges, these charges must be prepaid by you. Figure the freight charges to some town near you, which is equally distant from Chicago; by referring to page 14 for table of freight rates. Look over the freight rates carefully; if your point is not mentioned, take the nearest town to you as a basis, and you will have no trouble in estimating the charges. In the case of prepaid stations, include the extra amount for prepaying freight with your order so that we can prepay the freight for you.

Be liberal in your freight allowance; if you send more than is required the balance left will be credited to your account.

You will observe the rules we have outlined, we feel confident we can adjust all matters satisfactorily.

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT that you be careful and inspect your shipment BEFORE accepting it from the transportation company. This should always be done so that they can be held responsible for damages or shortages which sometimes occur. Should you discover either, SEE THAT YOUR AGENT MAKES NOTATION IN THE CONDITION OF GOODS ON THE RECEIPT EXPENSE BILL he gives you for freight you pay. BE SURE to have the agent write the nature of the damage or shortage, if any, in full, for with this agent's notation on the expense bill, you are then in position to secure satisfaction. Send the expense bill with its notation, to us, and we'll take steps immediately and do all in our power to protect you from any loss.
The Views on this and following Pages give a splendid Idea of the Immense...
Here are Interior Views of Our Administration Building

A BUSINESS CONCERN as large as Hartman's cannot afford to be SMALL in anything, nor can we afford to misrepresent anything; therefore when we unreservedly guarantee EVERYTHING we sell, and GUARANTEE your satisfaction, we KNOW that we can please you. We KNOW that we can save you considerable money on furniture, and we KNOW that after you have once dealt with us you will THINK OF HARTMAN'S when you next think of buying furniture.

It is, and always has been, A PERSONAL OBLIGATION with us to please a customer in EVERY respect, and to this we pledge ourselves fully.

THE PICTURES on this page are photographs of some of the departments of our great mail-order plant, which covers an entire city block and has a frontage on four important streets. These offices are used exclusively for the transaction of business with our vast army of customers located in cities and towns, villages and farms, all over the United States. It is here that over a million and a half happy families send orders for things they want—buying by mail, on our modern open-account-credit plan, the furnishings that make their homes beautiful, their farms profitable, their surroundings pleasant, and their lives more enjoyable.
Let Hartman Feather Your Nest
where correspondence from our million and more customers is handled

You would enjoy visiting our big mail-order plant in Chicago. But, since only a few of our customers come here, we reproduce photographs of our beautiful buildings, and some of their interiors, for the benefit of all who desire to know what their present or prospective trading place looks like. If you could see these great structures and study their wonderful arrangement, we know you would be wonderfully impressed. They are the finest, most modern, best equipped mail-order merchandising buildings in the United States, and if you ever visit Chicago, we extend to you a cordial invitation to call on us and inspect our wonderful institution.

Our modern offices marvelous shipping facilities, convenient location and fireproof construction of our buildings, make the handling of your mail orders rapid, economical and absolutely safe. Every modern office and warehouse appliance known has been installed, permitting us to handle every order with ease and with the highest possible degree of satisfaction to our customers. All this reduces our working expenses and naturally contributes to the reduction of our prices. In every manner possible we always strive to reduce the cost of home-furnishings, and other goods we sell, to a point that no other concern can equal.
HARTMAN'S
ENDORSED BY LEADING BANKS

THE BANK LETTERS PUBLISHED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES show you CONCLUSIVELY how the prominent officials of the GREATEST, STRONGEST banks in the United States bear official and personal testimony to the financial responsibility, honest mercantile reputation, and absolute DEPENDABILITY of the Hartman Furniture & Carpet Company.

THESE EXPRESSIONS WERE MADE only after a long business acquaintance and close association; and every man and woman in the United States may accept WITHOUT QUESTION the statements of these great banks with their total of many millions of capital and surplus.

WE NOT ONLY GUARANTEE, BUT WE INSIST on your complete satisfaction in every transaction with us, and back of that pledge, is not only our enormous capital, running up into figures that are several millions of dollars MORE than any concern in our line of business, but a deep sense of our MORAL obligation as well.

IT IS AGREED, UNDERSTOOD AND GUARANTEED that all goods you order from us must measure up in every particular to our claims, and more—they must prove as MONEY-SAVING and VALUE-GIVING as we claim them to be. We leave the decision entirely in your hands.

IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED IN EVERY PARTICULAR in your dealings with us, you are at perfect liberty to return the goods AT OUR EXPENSE, and we will immediately, without ARGUMENT or DELAY, either send in exchange any other article you wish, or refund your money—TOGETHER WITH EVERY PENNY you have paid for freight BOTH WAYS. A fairer, squarer offer never was made by ANY firm; and you can see that you risk NOTHING in dealing with us; and you can see how genuine is our desire to make a friend of each customer.

THREE SCORE YEARS AGO WHEN WE STARTED OUR BUSINESS we knew that our success depended in a large measure upon our customers' confidence in us. We realized that it was within our power to make or break that confidence. Millions of people have since given us their utmost confidence and in return we always give them a fair and square deal and have treated them in the fairest way we know how. We will do the same by you. Send us your order and let us prove it.
HARTMAN'S IN BUSINESS TO STAY

ON PAGES 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 AND 11 YOU SEE PHOTOGRAPHS
of our great Chicago mail order plant and our chain of big retail stores in the principal cities of the United States. We show you these actual photographs that you may better realize the great size of our concern. Look at all these buildings carefully. To build up so great an enterprise has taken many years and the investment of many millions of dollars. The very vastness of this enterprise is your most binding guarantee. It means that for sixty-one years we have been here, and it means THAT WE ARE IN BUSINESS TO STAY!

IT STANDS TO REASON that such a great enterprise as ours, serving over a million and a half customers, could never have been built if we did not give the people BETTER values at BETTER prices and BETTER treatment than they could possibly get anywhere else. Since we have been in business we have made beautiful a great many homes for the wage-earners of the country; people in every walk of life, who were shrewd enough to avail themselves of our liberal credit terms, and enjoy a fine home, while paying for it.

SO GIGANTIC A SCALE OF DOING BUSINESS and our enormous growth tell their own story. WE HAVE ALWAYS MADE GOOD! We will ALWAYS make good, and we will always back up every word we say. It is worth something to know that you are sending your order and your money to a firm that has given over sixty consecutive years of successful service to the public. You take no risk—you are not EXPERIMENTING when you deal with Hartman's.

PACKING GOODS

MAIL ORDER MERCHANDISE BUILDING

OUR GREAT SHIPPING FACILITIES
DESIGNATED DEPOSITORY OF THE UNITED STATES
THE NATIONAL BANK OF THE REPUBLIC
Capital $100,000,000
Surplus $1,000,000

CHICAGO.
May 5, 1909.

To Whom It May Concern:

It affords us much pleasure to certify to the
very high standing of this community of the Hartman
Furniture & Carpet Co. They have had an account
with this Bank for over eleven years, and have always had an
excellent balance in their credit, and our business
transactions have always been satisfactory.

The Company's capital is large, their finances
sound, and, in our opinion, none of the officers
have ever been accompanied by misrepresentations.

The officers of the Company are well known and
very favorably known to us, their business ability and
morale standing is absolutely unquestioned.

Yours very truly,
John N. Finch
President.

First National Bank of Omaha
Omaha, Nebraska, May 8, 1909.

To the Owners of the
Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co.,
Omaha, Nebraska,

We are pleased to state that the standing of
the Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co., in this city, ex-
cellent.

They have had an account with this Bank for
the last four years, and they have always maintained a
balance with the Bank which has been very satisfact-
ary, and we have always been happy in their good business
principles.

Yours very truly,
J. B. 
Vice-President.

FOREMAN BROS. BANKING CO.
RESOURCES $10,000,000
CHICAGO.
May 5th, 1909.

To Whom It May Concern:
The Hartman Furniture &
Carpet Co. keeps a very satisfactory account with us,
and we are pleased to state that we have
never had a single complaint of any kind.

Very truly yours,

E. H. Hartman
President.

Drovers Deposit National Bank
Chicago, April 29th, 1913.

To Whom It May Concern:

It is a pleasure to certify to the
very high standing of the
Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co., and this Bank.

Our experience with them has been very satisfactory,
and we are pleased to certify to the
very high standing of the Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co.

Yours very truly,

J. B. Hartman
Vice-President.
LET HARTMAN FEATHER YOUR NEST

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The Hartman Furniture Company, established at Peoria one of their chief stores five years ago, have done a large and successful business, with steadily increasing trade.

They have kept an excellent bank account with us, and their large cash resources enable them to purchase goods to the best advantage, thus giving the trade the benefit.

The Managers of the Company are well and favorably known to us, being men of high moral standing and excellent business ability.

We take pleasure in recommending purchasers to them, and in our opinion they need have no hesitation in accompanying their orders with remittances, as we consider them perfectly responsible.

Very truly yours,

Frank Steely
President.

THE BURNS NATIONAL BANK
DAILY AND SURPLUS $4,000,000

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The Hartman Furniture & Carpet Company have been valued customers of ours for a great many years. We esteem them very highly indeed, and because of the long business relationship we are in a position to speak accurately of his splendid character and large business interests of this firm. They have stores in Chicago and St. Louis, and all their business transactions have been of an unbroken record of steadfast fidelity in high business ideals.

Mr. Louis Hartman is a gentleman of high character and possessive of large wealth, and gives his entire and exceptionally able attention to this business. It affords us much pleasure to commend him to your most favorable consideration, believing as we do that any order you send to them will be attended to in your entire satisfaction.

Very truly yours,

James E. Bank, St. Joseph, Mo.

President.

THE GERMANIA NATIONAL BANK
DAILY AND SURPLUS $4,000,000
Milwaukee, Wis. June 2nd, 1911.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

We are very much pleased to state our long standing in business.

It has been very satisfactory to the Bank to have this firm as a customer, and we have been very satisfied with their business.

The Hartman Company, with adequate business ability and large standing in the trade, certainly makes a favorable recommendation of the purchasing public.

Very truly yours,

C. B. B., Bank.

Letters of Endorsement from Leading Banks

THE BURNS NATIONAL BANK
DAILY AND SURPLUS $4,000,000
St. Louis, Mo. June 2nd, 1911.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The Hartman Furniture & Carpet Company have been valued customers of ours for a great many years. We esteem them very highly indeed, and because of the long business relationship we are in a position to speak accurately of his splendid character and large business interests of this firm. They have stores in Chicago and St. Louis, and all their business transactions have been of an unbroken record of steadfast fidelity in high business ideals.

Mr. Louis Hartman is a gentleman of high character and possessive of large wealth, and gives his entire and exceptionally able attention to this business. It affords us much pleasure to commend him to your most favorable consideration, believing as we do that any order you send to them will be attended to in your entire satisfaction.

Very truly yours,

James E. Bank, St. Joseph, Mo.

President.

THE GERMANIA NATIONAL BANK
DAILY AND SURPLUS $4,000,000
Milwaukee, Wis. June 2nd, 1911.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

We are very much pleased to state our long standing in business.

It has been very satisfactory to the Bank to have this firm as a customer, and we have been very satisfied with their business.

The Hartman Company, with adequate business ability and large standing in the trade, certainly makes a favorable recommendation of the purchasing public.

Very truly yours,

C. B. B., Bank.

Letters of Endorsement from Leading Banks

THE BURNS NATIONAL BANK
DAILY AND SURPLUS $4,000,000
St. Louis, Mo. June 2nd, 1911.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The Hartman Furniture & Carpet Company have been valued customers of ours for a great many years. We esteem them very highly indeed, and because of the long business relationship we are in a position to speak accurately of his splendid character and large business interests of this firm. They have stores in Chicago and St. Louis, and all their business transactions have been of an unbroken record of steadfast fidelity in high business ideals.

Mr. Louis Hartman is a gentleman of high character and possessive of large wealth, and gives his entire and exceptionally able attention to this business. It affords us much pleasure to commend him to your most favorable consideration, believing as we do that any order you send to them will be attended to in your entire satisfaction.

Very truly yours,

James E. Bank, St. Joseph, Mo.

President.
## Freight Rates

The Rates Given Below are per one hundred pounds. As we could not print them all here, we have selected prominent cities in various sections of each state and give the rule to those cities. If the name of your city does not appear in the table below, you may obtain a very fair idea of the rate to your city by noting the rate to the city which is situated nearest to you.

### FROM CHICAGO TO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Rate per 100 lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FROM CHICAGO TO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Rate per 100 lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Notes:**
- The rates are per one hundred pounds.
- If the name of your city does not appear, you can estimate the rate by noting the rate to the nearest city.
- Rates are subject to change and should be confirmed with the shipping company.

---

**We Always Pack and Ship Our Goods So As To Secure the Lowest Possible Freight Rates**

Halfronds charge for freight according to the kind of home furnishings, etc., that are being shipped. This classification of articles is to be divided as shown in the table below. A good idea may be had of our vast shipping facilities by referring to the views on the preceding pages.
Bargains on Credit
RUGS, CARPETS-
Linoleums, Oil Cloths, Curtains Etc.

SELECTED FOR VALUE FROM WELL KNOWN MILLS

Our Credit Terms Make It Easy For You To Purchase

With credit as easy to get as it is from Hartman's, there is no reason in the world for people to live in poorly furnished homes. It must not be forgotten that home happiness depends a whole lot on pleasant, comfortable surroundings. They can be easily and economically acquired by this broad, liberal credit plan of ours. No matter who you are—where you live—what your occupation may be—or what your earnings are—you can buy on credit from us. After you have once started dealing with us, and found out how fair and honest our methods are, we are sure that you will at no time order home furnishings elsewhere. A trial order and comparison will settle that question.

THE CARPET AND RUGS
shown on the following colored pages are the product of the most reliable mills which have established a wide reputation for high quality, best design and beautiful colors in floor coverings. We buy these goods at decisive savings in large lots. It is the demand of our great army of over a million customers and our enormous capital that gives us the power to buy these big bargains at a price which permits us to offer them to you at our low prices.

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW that not only did our mammoth purchasing power enable us to buy our present line of rugs and carpets at a saving but our prestige in the market is so great that we practically had the choice of all the new and best designs.

WHEN YOU ORDER A RUG carpet or any other floor covering from this catalogue you have new patterns and colorings to choose from. So that you can prove all this to your own satisfaction, you can take ample time to compare prices and quality, as we will send any rug, carpet or curtain to you for examination. All you have to do is send your order—receive and take the goods in your home—let your entire family see, use and judge them—give them any test you please—then, if you are thoroughly satisfied—satisfied that the price, quality and all are just exactly as we tell you—buy them on our liberal easy payment plan. But, if for any reason whatever, you are not pleased, return the goods to us at our expense and we will be more than glad to refund your money, including the freight charges. Our policy is to satisfy.

THE FIRST IMPRESSION in buying a rug or carpet is usually made by its appearance. If the pattern is pleasing and the color combinations harmonious, the sale is usually made—but greatest care should also be given in examining the actual quality of the materials that enter into the manufacture of the goods. A rug of beauty is often like human beauty, "only skin deep," but our entire business policy is based upon a more substantial foundation than appearance. We are sure of the quality before we offer the article for sale.

THE RESULT is that you take absolutely no chances when you buy by mail—of us—you are positively sure of getting the most desirable product of the best looms. We couldn't afford to ship carpets, rugs, etc., to customers unless we were pretty sure the goods would prove themselves worthy of making the order a bona fide sale—so you see we rely upon the Quality and Price as well as our liberal credit treatment to make you a steady, satisfied customer.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN The following pages faithfully describe and illustrate, in actual colors, our rugs, carpets and draperies so that you may get an idea of how beautiful our line really is. You have our binding guarantee as to low price, excellence and lasting quality. Now, with all these assurances, don't you think you can feel just as safe—just as satisfied—in doing your buying by mail as though you were in our establishment to make your choice?

SAVE MONEY Our offer of low price bargains makes up a great sale of floor coverings and curtains. If you are in need of such goods, you will make a very wise purchase by sending us your order for whatever your wants in this line might be.
Waste in Matching Carpet Explained

For the Benefit of Those Who Do Not Thoroughly Understand Why There Is a Waste in Cutting Carpet So That the Pattern of Each Strip Matches, We Wish to Submit the Following Explanation: The Figure on the Edge of One Strip of Carpet Must Match the Figure in the Pattern of the Strip Adjoining. If Several Strips of Cheats Were Cut along the Grain, the Strips Would Be Too Close to the End. While on the Next Strip the Figure Might Come Anywhere From 6 to 36 Inches From the End. You Can Readily See That It Would Not Match at the

MEASURE THE DISTANCE AROUND THE ROOM IN YARDS, which gives the exact number of yards of border required.

TO GET THE NUMBER OF STRIPS OF CARPET necessary to go inside of the border, subtract the width of two strips of border or 45 inches from the width of room. Divide by 27 inches, which is the width of one strip of carpet, which gives the number of strips of carpet.

TO MATCHING PATTERNS. The cost of saving carpet with border is 5 cents per yard extra.

IF YOUR ROOM SHOULD REQUIRE MORE THAN AN EQUAL NUMBER OF STRIPS, you should still allow for one full width. If there is any waste we will send it to you with your carpet.

Table of Room Sizes

SHOWING THE NUMBER OF YARDS OF 36-INCH INGRAIN CARPET AND THE NUMBER OF YARDS OF 25-INCH AXMINSTER, VELVET OR BRUSSELS CARPET, MADE PLAIN OR WITH BORDER, THAT WOULD BE REQUIRED FOR DIFFERENT SIZED ROOMS, IF THE SIZE OF YOUR ROOM IS NOT GIVEN, SELECT THE NEXT LARGEST SIZE TO AVOID DELAY IN FILLING YOUR ORDER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room size in feet</th>
<th>Ingrain Carpet 36 in. wide No. Yards Required</th>
<th>Brussels or Velvet 17 in. wide No. Yards Required</th>
<th>Brussels or Velvet 17 in. wide No. Yards Required</th>
<th>Brussels or Velvet 17 in. wide without border No. Yards Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 x 8</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 8</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 9</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 10</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 x 10</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 x 11</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 x 12</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 x 13</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 x 15</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 x 18</td>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HARTMAN'S
SPLENDID VALUE IN A WILLOW GRASS RUG

THIS IS A FINE WILLOW GRASS RUG AT REAL BARGAIN PRICES

No finer grass rug can be procured at any price than the one shown here. This is a strong statement, to be sure, but true, nevertheless. The two-tone effect is very popular and serviceable as well. Please state which size you wish when ordering.

No. OK2517

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34 x 27 in</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 x 30 in</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72 x 36 in</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 x 9 ft</td>
<td>5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 10 ft</td>
<td>8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 12 ft</td>
<td>10.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘DEERFIELD” EXTRA FINE WOOL AND FIBRE RUG

DEERFIELD” REVERSIBLE ART RUG

This beautiful reversible wool-reed rug we offer a floor covering exceptional merit considering low prices quoted. It is made selected vegetable fibre and oil, woven in a beautiful pattern, as illustrated, with greenish yarn shades predominating. It is extra heavy and fast colorination is an exact reproduction of the rug itself.

No. OK2518

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 x 9 ft</td>
<td>$7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 x 12 ft</td>
<td>10.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 12 ft</td>
<td>11.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 x 12 ft</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 x 15 ft</td>
<td>19.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### No. OK2519. FANCY WILLOW GRASS RUG

This rug is particularly recommended for its great strength and handsome appearance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (in.)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 x 5</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 x 6</td>
<td>$1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 x 9</td>
<td>$10.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### No. OK2520. FANCY WILLOW GRASS RUG

As a durable grass rug of exceptional beauty you cannot match this one at the price.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (in.)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 x 5</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 x 6</td>
<td>$1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 x 9</td>
<td>$10.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### No. OK2521. "Deerfield" Wool and Fibre Rug

Size 6 x 9 ft. $7.65  Size 8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. $10.55

Size 7 ft. 6 in. x 9 ft. 8.95

Size 9 x 12 ft. 11.45

### No. OK2522. "Deerfield" Wool and Fibre Rug

Size 6 x 9 ft. $7.65  Size 9 x 12 ft. $11.45

Size 8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. 10.55

Size 12 x 12 ft. 15.7
THE HANDSOME "ESSEX" BRUSSELS RUG

THAT'S ALL FOR THE 8 FT. 3 IN. x 10 FT. 6 IN. SIZE. OTHER SIZES QUOTED BELOW.

A rare value on an excellent semi-oriental design, "Essex" Brussels rug, in a choice combination of green, tan, brown, etc., which blend most charmingly as shown. It is woven of fine woolen worsted yarns and will give unequalled service. It is made in three sizes listed and we guarantee this rug to give you absolute satisfaction, demonstrating our confidence in this offering.

No. OK2523
8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.
Price: $12.45

Size: 9 x 12 ft.
Price: 13.69

11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft.
Price: 17.95

VERY BEAUTIFUL "ESSEX" BRUSSELS RUG

AN EXCELLENT PATTERN WOVEN OF FINE YARNS GUARANTEED TO GIVE SERVICE

Just think of the extremely low price at which we offer this handsome Brussels rug. The brown, tan, green, and light colorings blend most charmingly and the design on which it is woven gives it a very effective appearance, as the illustration plainly shows. The central medallion center is very rich and pleasing, as is the neatly arranged wreath design surrounding it, and the pretty border is very artistic and the fine worsted yarns used are selected for their wearing qualities.

No. OK2524
9 x 12 ft.
Price: $13.69

11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft.
Price: 17.95
No. OK2525. "KENNEBECK" BRUSSELS RUG

This is an elegant Brussels rug in a charming oriental design, woven with a charming blend of colorings as shown in the illustration above. It has a rich border and contains woolen worsted yarns selected for long wearing qualities.

Size 9 x 12 ft. ........................................ $14.25

Price

If you buy from Hartman you can feel assured that you get the best value and quality for the least money.

No. OK2526. "KENNEBECK" BRUSSELS RUG

Here's a unique Brussels rug in a charming semi-oriental pattern, woven of fine woolen worsted yarns in elegant color as shown in picture above. The design is very strong and each color stands out clear and distinct.

Size 9 x 12 ft. ........................................ $14.25

Price

No. OK2527. "WOLVERINE" BRUSSELS RUG

You'll be astonished at the long service this beautiful Brussels rug will give you. It's made of fine woolen worsted yarn, firmly woven and is fast color. The new oriental pattern, in colors shown, is rarely found in rugs at such low prices.

Size 8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. $13.35

Size 9 x 12 ft. $14.45

Price

No. OK2528. "WOLVERINE" BRUSSELS RUG

A Brussels rug with a floral design that is sure to receive commendation. The pattern is handsome, with light shades predominating, as shown in illustration. Wool worsted yarns are used in weaving and it will give satisfactory wear.

Size 9 x 12 ft. $14.45

Size 12 ft. 3 in. x 15 ft. $18.85

Price
HARTMAN'S QUALITY, LOW PRICE AND LONG TIME CREDIT

The best weaves, the most beautiful patterns, the longest wearing quality Rugs, at the lowest prices, are the only kind Hartman's sell.

No. OK2529. "ADIRONDACK" BRUSSELS RUG

Could not choose a more beautiful Brussels rug in floral design than this. It is woven of fine woolen worsted yarns in all over floral pattern that is sure to please every housewife. The picture shows it in actual colors, 9 ft. x 9 ft. $9.45 8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. $13.56 9 x 12 ft. $14.68

No. OK2530. "ADIRONDACK" BRUSSELS RUG

The closest texture, weaves and finest grade worsteds make these Rugs the best to be had at these prices. A trial will convince you.

This is a finely woven Brussels rug containing the highest grade woolen worsted materials. The colorings, as shown above, are superbly blended and have a very refined appearance. The pattern is in a fine colonial effect.

Size 9 x 12 ft. $14.68 Size 11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft. $19.48

No. OK2531. "ADIRONDACK" BRUSSELS RUG

A exceedingly pretty colonial pattern rug. Has closely woven surface of best eating woolen worsted yarns. You will rarely find so handsome a rug offered at this low price. The tan, marron and green colors are absolutely fast.

Size 9 x 12 ft. $14.68

No. OK2532. "ADIRONDACK" BRUSSELS RUG

A combination of rich colors is woven in this Brussels rug, such as are rarely found at this low price. The pattern is magnificent with green, tan and red given most prominence. The colors are absolutely fast. You'll find that a big value.

Size 9 x 12 ft. $14.68 Size 11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft. $19.48
REASONABLE, HIGH GRADE BRUSSELS RUGS

ELEGANT "ADAMS" ROOM SIZE BRUSSELS RUG

It is one of the most beautiful patterns ever woven. The handsome colorings of red, green, brown and tan are wonderfully blended so as to harmonize with any furnishings. The center medallion is featured with a conventional floral design in exquisite colors, while throughout the inner border are floral sprays in natural colors. The outer border is of a unique pattern. It is extra heavy, is firmly woven of the best woolen worsted yarns on a heavy warp, and has a beautiful appearance. All colors are absolutely fast.

No. OK2533
Size 9 x 12 ft. $14.85

EXTRAORDINARY BRUSSELS RUG VALUE

This is the stunning "DELMAR" BRUSSELS RUG

This artistic combination scroll floral and medallion pattern Brussels rug is made of pure woolen worsted yarns, closely woven. The illustration shows it in colors, with green, tan and red colorings harmoniously blended. The design shown here will be sure to appeal to the taste of the scrutinizing buyer and its wearing quality will be appreciated by the thrifty housewife. Select the size you want at the bargain figure quoted below and we are certain that you will be well pleased with your purchase.

No. OK2534
Size 9 x 12 ft. $15.25
Size 11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft. $19.95
The Rugs shown on this page are beautiful. Our prices are rock bottom and such great values as these deserve your closest consideration.

No. OK2535. "SOMERSET" BRUSSELS RUG

- Very handsome all-over design Brussels rug in rich coloring as shown in the illustration. It is firmly woven of good grade woolen yarns that will wear to your complete satisfaction. Take your choice of these sizes.
- 9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $14.45
- 8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price $11.35
- 8 ft. 6 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price $9.75

No. OK2536. "SOMERSET" BRUSSELS RUG

- Here's another finely woven service-giving Brussels rug. The floral pattern is uniquely woven of the best woolen worsted yarns. The colorings are beautifully blended, and as shown in picture above. An exceptional value.
- 8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price $15.65
- 9 ft. 9 in. x 12 ft. Price $20.35

No. OK2537. "IROQUOIS" BRUSSELS RUG

- Fine quality woolen worsted yarns are used in weaving this beautiful floral, shellfold pattern Brussels floor covering. The colors are harmoniously blended and are exactly as shown in the picture above. Choice of these sizes.
- 6 ft. x 9 ft. Price $9.75
- 9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $15.85

No. OK2538. "IROQUOIS" BRUSSELS RUG

- Do not be deceived as to the quality of this rug just because the prices are so low. The values are indeed splendid; the colors blend beautifully and the wearing quality is above the average.
- 6 ft. x 9 ft. Price $9.75
- 9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $15.85
No. OK2539. "PENOBSCOT" BRUSSELS RUG
A plain but very effective all-over pattern Penobscot rug in a combination of tan, brown and green colors. The small figures throughout the body are of a neat design. Woven of fine woolen worsted yarn. The quality is extraordinary.

Size 6 ft. x 9 ft. Price $9.95
Size 8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price $14.95
Size 9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $16.25

The name "Nyebossett" signifies quality. These two handsome numbers are guaranteed to give long and satisfactory service. They are durable Brussels Rugs.

No. OK2540. "PENOBSCOT" BRUSSELS RUG
This fine Brussels rug is closely woven of woolen worsted yarn, into a handsome medallion pattern with latest style designs of red roses and scrolls and green leaves. The tan, red, green and brown effect is very pleasing.

Size 6 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price $14.95
Size 9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $16.25

No. OK2541. "NYEBOSSETT" BRUSSELS RUG
A most attractive rug in a floral and medallion design, with tan, brown and green predominating. You could not buy a better rug for the price quoted. The woolen worsted yarn is closely woven and the colors are fast.

Size 9 x 12 ft. Price $16.45

No. OK2542. "NYEBOSSETT" BRUSSELS RUG
A most impressive floral pattern; the colors are two tones of green with red and tan, and will harmonize with the decorations of any room. Only high-grade woolen worsted is used in the making. If you consider durability this rug will please you.

Size 8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price $15.75
Size 9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $16.45
Size 11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft. Price $20.85
### No. OK2543. "RAHITAN" BRUSSELS RUG

In order to harmonize your floor covering with mahogany or oak furniture you should order this richly designed "Rahitan" rug. It has a neat all-over floral pattern, is clearly woven of select woolen worsted yarns and is fast color.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 ft.</td>
<td>$10.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in x 10 ft. 6 in</td>
<td>$15.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 12 ft</td>
<td>$16.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### No. OK2544. "RAHITAN" BRUSSELS RUG

A striking extra heavy Brussels rug in a very attractive floral and medallion pattern. It is firmly woven of high grade woolen worsted yarns in a combination of colors as shown above, with brown predominating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 x 12 ft</td>
<td>$16.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 ft. 3 in x 12 ft</td>
<td>$21.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### No. OK2545. "RAHITAN" BRUSSELS RUG

Here is a heavy firmly woven Brussels rug made of the best grade of woolen worsted yarns. The color combination, as shown in the illustration above, is very unique and the rare pattern very striking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in x 10 ft. 6 in</td>
<td>$15.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 12 ft</td>
<td>$16.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 ft. 3 in x 12 ft</td>
<td>$21.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### No. OK2546. "RAHITAN" BRUSSELS RUG

An elegantly designed Brussels rug as shown, with a choice floral pattern. Note the handsome scroll effects. Contains the very best woolen worsted yarns. It is firmly woven. The colors are all absolutely fast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in x 10 ft. 6 in</td>
<td>$15.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 12 ft</td>
<td>$16.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Rugs on this page are Brussels Rugs. Each is a marvel of beauty and a wonderful value.
POSSESS THIS SEAMLESS BRUSSELS RUG

BEAUTIFUL "PEN YAN" BRUSSELS RUG 9x12 FT. SIZE

Before sending us your order for this elegant floral pattern rug remember that you are taking no chances whatsoever. The illustration herewith shows the rug in its actual colors, and is a perfect reproduction in every line and shade. It is a seamless Brussels rug, closely woven of selected woolen worsted yarns; the colors are absolutely fast. The magnificent color combinations will harmonize with the appointments of the best furnished homes. You can buy it on our open account liberal credit-plan.

No. OK2547
Size 9 x 12 ft.
Price $15.28

ANOTHER SEAMLESS BRUSSELS RUG WONDER

THE "CONCORD" BRUSSELS RUG CHOICE OF THREE SIZES

The handsome pattern of this seamless Brussels rug will surely be admired by you. It has elegance and harmony of colors, which are enhanced by the striking oriental medallion design. The woolen worsted yarns are closely woven and present a surface that will resist wear. The colors are guaranteed to be absolutely fast and are exactly as shown in the illustration. You can have your choice of three sizes at the prices listed below.

No. OK2548
Size 6 x 9 ft.
Price $9.98
8 ft. 3 in. x10 ft. 6 in.
Price 14.87
Size 9 x 12 ft.
Price 16.43
No. OK2549. "Plymouth" Seamless Brussels Rug

- Ensure to get the size wanted
- Exactly as illustrated above.
- Size 6 x 9 ft: $10.58
- Size 9 x 12 ft: $15.96

No. OK2550. "Plymouth" Seamless Brussels Rug

- These Seamless Brussels Rugs are known for their great beauty and splendid wearing quality.
- Try to match these values.
- Size 8 ft 3 in x 10 ft 6 in: $15.96
- Size 9 x 12 ft: $17.49

No. OK2551. "Lexington" Seamless Brussels Rug

- Examine the picture of this individual medallion pattern seamless Brussels rug.
- The handsome brown, tan, red and green color combination and stout woolen worsted yarns make it a very exceptional value at this price.
- Size 6 x 9 ft: $10.65
- Size 9 x 12 ft: $17.75

No. OK2552. "Lexington" Seamless Brussels Rug

- A stunning extra heavy seamless Brussels rug, woven of the best woolen worsted yarns in a neat pattern. The colorings are most artistically blended in a Semi-oriental design, tan, green, brown and red predominating.
- Fast color.
- Price: $16.25
- Price: $17.75
HARTMAN’S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

These Seamless Brussels Rug values will prove to you that we can undersell all other concerns.

No. OK2553. “Castle” Seamless Brussels Rug
The appearance of this all-over semi-oil-and design seamless Brussels rug is extremely handsome. It is made in two colors, exactly as shown above. Strongly woven of woolen worsted yarn, to give the kind of wear that satisfies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ft. x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$10.75</td>
<td>$16.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2554. “Castle” Seamless Brussels Rug
A rich extra-heavy seamless Brussels rug. The pattern is of a magnificent semi-oil-and effect and the colors are splendidly blended, as shown in the illustration above. The weaving is done of finest high-grade woolen worsted yarns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ft. x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$10.75</td>
<td>$16.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2555. “Castle” Seamless Brussels Rug
Really a remarkable offer in a bright floral design seamless Brussels rug that will appeal to you from an artistic standpoint. A great value. The quality is extraordinary at the prices quoted. Made of woolen worsted yarns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td>$22.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2556. “Castle” Seamless Brussels Rug
This magnificent floral pattern seamless Brussels rug is noted for its beauty. Woolen worsted yarn is used in its making. Green, tan and red predominate. It is a rug chosen for service and all colors are fast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$16.45</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$22.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RARE VALUES IN SEAMLESS BRUSSELS RUGS

HANDSOME “ANONDALE” BRUSSELS RUG IN THREE SIZES

YOUR FAMILY WILL DELIGHT IN THIS RUG

THIS IS THE “HUNTINGTON” — A SEAMLESS BRUSSELS RUG

What is the use of paying cash for your floor coverings, when you can purchase such a rug as this one according to our easy credit terms? It is a seamless Brussels rug in rich oriental medallion pattern. The colors are fast, embracing a rich, harmonious combination of shades, with tans and browns in predominance. The woolen worsted yarns used in its weaving present a surface that will render very fine service. Order by the number given below and be sure to state size wanted.

No. OK2557
Size 6 x 9 ft .................................. $10.95
8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price .......................... 16.85
Size 9 x 12 ft .................................. 18.25
On this page we offer four elegant Seamless Brussels Rugs at extremely low prices.

No. OK2559. “Wentworth” Seamless Brussels Rug

These Rugs are known for their fine color effects. They are heavy Seamless Brussels Rugs. Look them over carefully.

No. OK2560. “Wentworth” Seamless Brussels Rug

Young Like Our Credit

No. OK2561. “Wentworth” Seamless Brussels Rug

No. OK2562. “Wentworth” Seamless Brussels Rug

This is a floral design seamless Brussels rug. Fast colors and firmly woven of heavy woolen worsted yarn. Comes in your choice of three sizes as listed below.

Note which is wanted.
The Seamless Brussels Rugs shown on this page were selected for their fine colors and handsome patterns.

No. OK2563. "Astor" Seamless Brussels Rug
If you want a very attractive all-over oriental designed seamless Brussels rug, choose this one. It is finely woven of woolen worsted yarns as illustrated, and will give excellent satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$11.25</td>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$17.15</td>
<td>9 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$18.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2564. "Astor" Seamless Brussels Rug
This very unusual rug is a floral design of rare beauty. Woven of fine woolen worsted yarns, and guaranteed to wear well. Colors are fast and just as shown in the picture above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$11.25</td>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$17.15</td>
<td>9 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$18.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our prices on these Rugs are unusually low for such high quality. Comparison will prove our claim.

No. OK2565. "Astor" Seamless Brussels Rug
Rich color combination in a seamless Brussels rug as shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$11.25</td>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$17.15</td>
<td>9 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$18.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 ft. 6 in. x 9 ft.</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>9 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>18.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2566. "Astor" Seamless Brussels Rug
Here's a seamless Brussels rug in a metallic center floral design. It is extra heavy, contains best woolen worsted yarns and is woven so as to give long service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$17.15</td>
<td>9 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$18.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
No. OK2567. "Reading" Seamless Brussels Rug
A very elegant seamless Brussels rug in a floral design. Woven of fine quality worsted wool yarns. Choice of green or brown in all three sizes at the prices quoted below. A true value. Please state size and color desired.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$11.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$17.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$19.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2568. "Reading" Seamless Brussels Rug
This rug is definitely "different". It is a floral creation of extremely artistic design. The wool worsted yarns are closely woven and guaranteed to wear well exactly as illustrated. Choice of three sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$11.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$17.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$19.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2569. "Reading" Seamless Brussels Rug
An artistic floral medallion seamless Brussels rug as shown in the picture above. Made of fine fast color worsted yarns. Rugs of this sort are exceedingly popular. Please state which size you prefer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$17.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$19.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2570. "Reading" Seamless Brussels Rug
Magnificent medallion floral design. Colorings as shown above. The rare combination of colors and handsome border add materially to its beauty. It is made of finest fast color worsted yarns. It will give the wear you have a right to expect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$17.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>$19.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These Seamless Brussels Rugs are all offered to you on our "Year to Pay" Credit Plan shown on Page One.

No. OK2571. "Lancaster" Seamless Brussels Rug
An all-over oriental seamless Brussels rug. Choice of two or blue in preponderance as shown, in all three sizes. State size and color preferred. Woven of strong woolen worsted yarns. An ideal floor covering.

Size 6 ft. x 9 ft. Price $11.65
9 ft. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price $19.25
9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $20.85

No. OK2572. "Lancaster" Seamless Brussels Rug
Very artistic rug in exact colors as shown in the picture above.

Size 6 ft. x 9 ft. Price $11.65
9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $20.85
8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price 19.25
11 ft. 8 in. x 13 ft. Price 26.75

Every Rug we sell is sent out covered by our legal guarantee of satisfaction or your money back.

No. OK2573. "Fairfax" Seamless Brussels Rug
Tan and brown medallion center floral design seamless Brussels rug.

Size 3 ft. 6 in. x 10 ft. Price $14.85
9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $22.35
8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in. Price 20.75

No. OK2574. "Fairfax" Seamless Brussels Rug
This is a combination all-over oriental medallion seamless Brussels rug in the colors shown. Strongly woven, fast color woolen worsted yarns are used in its weaving. Choice of two sizes at these low prices.

Size 6 ft. x 9 ft. Price $20.75
9 ft. x 12 ft. Price $22.35
WORTH WHILE VALUES IN VELVET RUGS

FOR THIS 9x11 FT. "FAIRMOUNT" VELVET RUG AS ILLUSTRATED

Your satisfaction will be assured if you select this moderately priced velvet rug. The oriental design is rich in pattern and harmonious in color. The effect is so high class that your friends will think this is a much more costly rug. It is woven of fine worsted yarns and will be sure to give good wear. This "Fairmount" rug comes only in the 9x11 ft. size; if you have use for a floor covering of these dimensions and want a real bargain, select this number.

No. OK2575
Size 9 x 11 ft. ...... $14.85

A MATCHLESS VELVET RUG OFFERING

FOR THIS 9x12 FT. "CHANCELLOR" VELVET RUG A GREAT VALUE

A fine combination of colors would be difficult to find than this rich floral and scroll designed velvet rug. The pattern is just as shown in the picture, as are the rich and gorgeously blended colors. The weaving is of fine worsted yarns guaranteed to serve you well. The beautiful brown tones will harmonize with all kinds of furniture and give to your room a "warm," comfortable looking appearance. Order it in either size quoted. Be sure to give the correct number as shown below.

No. OK2576
Size 9 x 12 ft. ...... $19.85
Size 11 ft. x 13 ft. 25.45
No. OK2577. "CHATHAM" VELVET RUG

One of the most attractive velvet rugs we have ever offered at these prices. The all-over design is enhanced by the fine color combination as shown in the illustration. Woven of fine worsted yarns.

Size 32 x 27 in. Price $1.59
Size 64 x 54 in. Price $15.25

The fine style Velvet Rugs shown on this page are great values at the very low prices we offer them.

No. OK2578. "CHATHAM" VELVET RUG

Floral, medallion pattern, velvet rug that stands out as the last word in artistic design. The shades are delicate yet decided and pleasing in hue. Woven of worsted yarns to give excellent wear. Choice of two sizes.

Size 32 x 27 in. Price $1.59
Size 64 x 54 in. Price $15.25

No. OK2579. "CLAYTON" VELVET RUG

Floral, medallion pattern, velvet rug that stands out as the last word in artistic design. The shades are delicate yet decided and pleasing in hue. Woven of worsted yarns to give excellent wear. Choice of three sizes.

Size 32 x 27 in. Price $1.59
Size 64 x 54 in. Price $15.25
Size 96 x 90 in. Price $13.45

The colors in these Velvet Rugs are fast. The yarns used are of the finest worsted. They give years of good service.

No. OK2580. "CLAYTON" VELVET RUG

Has a magnificent oriental pattern with medallion center and small squares throughout the body. The rug itself is exactly colored as shown in the reproduction above. These colors are fast and extremely rich in tone. Choice of three sizes.

Size 32 x 27 in. Price $1.59
Size 64 x 54 in. Price $15.25
Size 96 x 90 in. Price $13.45

A Rug of "Class" in this "Clayton" velvet. The fast colors harmonize to perfection, the browns and tans prevailing. In a floral and scroll, medallion center design, woven of durable, worsted yarns; a real beauty.

Size 32 x 27 in. Price $13.45
Size 64 x 54 in. Price $20.65
Size 96 x 90 in. Price $26.95
No. OK2581. "Diplomat" Seamless Velvet Rug
The picture above is an exact reproduction of this fine "Diplomat" seamless velvet rug. It is an oriental all-over pattern in richly blended colorings. The worsted yarns used in weaving it are warranted to give good service.
Size 6 x 9 ft. .......... $13.85 Size 9 x 12 ft. .......... $21.75

The name "Elsmore" applied to Velvet Rugs stands for beauty, quality and low price. Order one and be convinced.

No. OK2582. "Diplomat" Seamless Velvet Rug
Extra fine colorings and a handsome floral, medallion pattern characterize this seamless velvet rug. Will wear well, being woven of strong worsted yarns. Colors are fast and are just as shown in the picture.
Size 6 x 9 ft. .......... $13.85 Size 9 x 12 ft. .......... $21.75

No. OK2583. "ELSMORE" VELVET RUG
An oriental medallion pattern velvet rug, in a striking color combination. You would expect to pay more for so elegant a looking rug. Will be sure to please you, as it is well woven of fine worsted yarns.
Size 9 x 12 ft. .......... $22.65 Size 11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft. .......... $27.85

No. OK2584. "ELSMORE" VELVET RUG
Just look at this exquisite velvet rug and see if you don't think it's worth every cent we ask for it. Has centre medallion and scroll and floral patterns. Is woven of selected worsted yarns with brown, green and tan colors given prominence.
Size 9 x 12 ft. .......... $22.65
### No. OK2585. “Dover” Seamless Velvet Rug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>Seamless velvet rug with a medallion design in beautiful colors. Woven of wear-resistant worsted yarn.</td>
<td>$21.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>Choice of two sizes available.</td>
<td>$23.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our ability to offer out-of-the-ordinary value is demonstrated in this seamless velvet rug. It is a medallion design, in the beautiful colors shown. Woven of wear-resistant worsted yarn, choice of two sizes.

---

### No. OK2586. “Dover” Seamless Velvet Rug

This seamless velvet rug has been produced in a rich combination floral and medallion design. You would have to pay more money for this kind of a rug if you bought it at home. Using illustration reproduces it exactly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>Seamless velvet rug with a medallion design in beautiful colors. Woven of wear-resistant worsted yarn.</td>
<td>$23.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>Choice of two sizes available.</td>
<td>$28.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can have your choice of any of them on our modern long time credit terms. (See page one.)

---

### No. OK2587. “Greenwich” Seamless Velvet Rug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>Seamless velvet rug with a medallion design in beautiful colors. Woven of wear-resistant worsted yarn. Actual colors shown above.</td>
<td>$23.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>Choice of three sizes available.</td>
<td>$24.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is an air of individuality to this rug not often found in rugs selling at these low prices. It is a seamless velvet rug with an oriental pattern, woven of fine worsted yarn. Actual colors shown above.

---

### No. OK2588. “Greenwich” Seamless Velvet Rug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>Seamless velvet rug with a medallion design in beautiful colors. Woven of wear-resistant worsted yarn. Actual colors shown above.</td>
<td>$23.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>Choice of three sizes available.</td>
<td>$24.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A symmetrically designed floral, medallion center, seamless velvet rug in your choice of three sizes. The fast colors will appeal to the critical buyer, who has an appreciation of refined home furnishings. Woven of fine worsted yarn.
SERVICEABLE, GORGEOUS, "GRENOBLE" AXMINSTER RUG

Don't deprive yourself of the pleasure of possessing this handsomely designed, harmoniously blended Axminster rug. It has a high pile and is strongly woven of finest Saxony yarn. The pattern is a floral and wreath effect, with medallion as shown. The predominant color tone is brown, with just the proper distribution of reds, greens, tans, etc., to set it off to the best advantage. All colors are absolutely fast. A wonderful value for the money.

No. OK2589
Size 5' x 8' in. .... $ 1.95
Price .................... 2.95
Size 9' x 12' ft. .... 29.65

STUNNING SEAMLESS AXMINSTER RUG

THE ARTISTIC "GRESHAM" AXMINSTER RUG. AN IDEAL DESIGN

A magnificent oriental design Axminster rug with medallion center. The harmony of colors vie with the rich looking, attractive pattern. Has a high pile and is well woven of fine Saxony yarns. All colors are absolutely fast and are just as shown in the large illustration. You can have your choice of the sizes quoted below at these extremely low bargain prices. Be sure to give the correct number and size when ordering.

No. OK2590
Size 5' x 8' in. .... $ 2.35
Price .................. 3.45
Size 9' x 12' ft. .... 24.45
Axminster Rugs are renowned for their long wearing quality. Choose any of these for good service.

No. OK2591. "GRIFFIN" AXMINSTER RUG
Gorgeous oriental all-over pattern rug in rich colors as shown in illustration.
Size 2' x 5' 10".............. $2.45
Size 6' x 9'.................. 14.85

No. OK2592. "GRIFFIN" AXMINSTER RUG
This is a floral and medallion conception that is sure to please you. Poinsettias a high pile and is woven of finest Saxony yarns. The beautiful brown, tan, green and red combination is extremely harmonious. Kindly specify size wanted.
Size 2' x 5' 10".............. $2.45
Size 9' x 12'................ $23.65

No. OK2593. "NORMANDE" AXMINSTER RUG
A distinctive floral pattern Axminster rug with pleasing brown and tan colors in predominance as illustrated. Woven of finest Saxony yarn and possesses a high pile. Choice of three sizes at the prices quoted. Please state size wanted.
Size 2' x 5' 10".............. $2.55
Size 6' x 9' 10".............. 4.15
Size 9' x 12'................. 24.85

No. OK2594. "NORMANDE" AXMINSTER RUG
We urge you to order this very beautiful Axminster floor covering. It has a high luxurious pile. It is woven of the finest Saxony yarns and will give extra good service. Colors are last and are as shown. Kindly advise sizes wanted.
Size 2' x 5' 10".............. $2.55
Size 6' x 9' 10".............. 4.15
Size 9' x 12'................. 24.85
The height of perfection in value-giving has been attained in these excellent and attractive Axminster Rugs.

No. OK2595. "MACBETH" AXMINSTER RUG
A floral, medallion creation of great beauty. Will render excellent satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size 9 x 12 ft</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size 11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34 x 27 in.</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>63 x 36 in.</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 x 30 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$24.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2596. "MACBETH" AXMINSTER RUG
There is an air of distinction to this fine Axminster rug. State size wanted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size 9 x 12 ft</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size 11 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54 x 27 in.</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>63 x 36 in.</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$24.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2597. "POWELL" AXMINSTER RUG
Rich colors, handsome pattern, and good quality all combined in this number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size 9 x 12 ft</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34 x 27 in.</td>
<td>$3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 x 36 in.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$26.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. OK2598. "POWELL" AXMINSTER RUG
Floral pattern. Choice of red or green in predominance. State which you desire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size 9 x 12 ft</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54 x 27 in.</td>
<td>$3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 x 36 in.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. 3 in. x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$26.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No matter which pattern you choose, you will be more than pleased with your selection.
You can't buy better quality at these prices.

All strong fabrics.
- Newest designs.
- Most durable weaves.

Every Rug on this page is a big bargain.

The best wearing Rugs for the money.

Every color used in these Velvet Rugs is absolutely fast.
No. OK2609. "RUSSELL" VELVET RUG. Exceptionally pretty. 
Size 52 x 27 in. Price $3.15 
Size 72 x 36 in. Price $4.25

OK2611. "SUNDERLAND" VELVET RUG. Floral and sheep pattern. 
Size 52 x 27 in. Price $3.25 
Size 72 x 36 in. Price $4.25

Size 54 x 27 in. Price $4.15 
Size 63 x 30 in. Price $4.55

No. OK2615. "LELAND" AXMINSTER RUG. Gorgeous floral design. 
Size 54 x 27 in. Price $4.55 
Size 72 x 36 in. Price $5.55

Size 54 x 27 in. Price $7.75 
Size 72 x 36 in. Price $8.75

No. OK2610. "RUSSELL" VELVET RUG. Handsome floral design. 
Size 52 x 27 in. Price $3.15 
Size 72 x 36 in. Price $4.25

No. OK2612. "SUNDERLAND" VELVET RUG. Will appeal to all. 
Size 52 x 27 in. Price $3.35 
Size 72 x 36 in. Price $4.35

Size 54 x 27 in. Price $4.25 
Size 63 x 30 in. Price $4.55

No. OK2616. "LELAND" AXMINSTER RUG. Elegant oriental pattern. 
Size 54 x 27 in. Price $8.55 
Size 72 x 36 in. Price $9.55

No. OK2618. "KENFIELD" AXMINSTER RUG. This dog and ten hearth rug is beautifully set off with floral corners and ends. 
Size 54 x 27 in. Price $8.75 
Size 72 x 36 in. Price $9.75
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OK2619</td>
<td>&quot;Washburn&quot; Art Square</td>
<td>Reversible</td>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 ft x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ft. x 9 in.</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2620</td>
<td>&quot;Washburn&quot; Art Square</td>
<td>Reversible</td>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 ft x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ft. x 9 in.</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2621</td>
<td>&quot;Washburn&quot; Art Square</td>
<td>Reversible</td>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 ft x 10 ft. 6 in.</td>
<td>$5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ft. x 9 in.</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2622</td>
<td>&quot;Palmer&quot; Art Square</td>
<td>Combination reversible</td>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ft.x 9 in.</td>
<td>$9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>8.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2623</td>
<td>&quot;Palmer&quot; Art Square</td>
<td>Combination reversible</td>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ft.x 9 in.</td>
<td>$9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>8.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2624</td>
<td>&quot;Palmer&quot; Art Square</td>
<td>Combination reversible</td>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ft.x 9 in.</td>
<td>$9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 x 12 ft.</td>
<td>8.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2625</td>
<td>&quot;Woodlawn&quot; Rugs</td>
<td>Combination reversible</td>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ft.x 9 in.</td>
<td>$10.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2626</td>
<td>&quot;Woodlawn&quot; Rugs</td>
<td>Combination reversible</td>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ft.x 9 in.</td>
<td>$10.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2627</td>
<td>&quot;Woodlawn&quot; Rugs</td>
<td>Combination reversible</td>
<td>6 x 9 ft.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 ft.x 9 in.</td>
<td>$10.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18 ft. x 12 ft.</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hartman's: Buy from us and you will save money.
FINE HALL AND STAIR CARPET. FURNISHED WITH BORDER ONLY

No. OK2638. Reversible Ingrain Carpet
A high grade inlay carpet in a most beautiful stair and hall pattern. It is of a dark red color.
Width 23½ inches.
Price per yard.......................... 34c
Width 27 inches......................... 45c

No. OK2631. Reversible Jute Carpet
A very pretty pattern that will wear well. This is a good grade of reversible jute stair and hall carpet, in rich colors, as shown above. Has border of striped design. An excellent offering.
No. OK2631. Stair and hall carpet...
22 inches wide. Price per yard........... 47c

No. OK2634. Brussels Stair Carpet
This Brussels carpet is in a two-tone green effect of a pretty design with a border to match. For stairs and halls this pattern is very desirable. The picture above shows the design in actual colors.
No. OK2634. Stair and hall carpet...
22 inches wide. Price per yard........... 74c

No. OK2637. Heavy Brussels Carpet
A handsome design in a good quality heavy Brussels stair and hall carpet. The pattern is unique, as shown in the illustration, and has border of harmonious colors. Illustration shows actual colors.
No. OK2637. Stair and hall carpet...
22 inches wide. Price per yard........... 84c

No. OK2640. Extra Heavy Brussels Carpet
A rich colored pattern in an extra heavy Brussels stair and hall carpet. It is in a two-tone red and black effect in a charming design with neat border. A rare bargain at this price.
No. OK2640. Stair and hall carpet...
27 inches wide. Price per yard........... 98c

No. OK2643. Wilton Velvet Carpet
A truly remarkable value in a high grade Wilton velvet stair and hall carpet. The design is very handsome with a border to match, the actual colors being shown in illustration above.
No. OK2643. Stair and hall carpet...
27 inches wide. Price per yard........... $1.33

No. OK2641. Extra Heavy Brussels Carpet
There is a certain air of richness in the elegant pattern of this carpet that is most pleasing to the eye. It is an extra heavy Brussels stair and hall carpet with absolutely fast colors.
No. OK2641. Stair and hall carpet...
27 inches wide. Price per yard........... $1.04

No. OK2644. Wilton Velvet Carpet
A brand new pattern in a high grade Wilton velvet stair and hall carpet. The design is exceedingly pretty with tan, brown, red and green colors predominating. Has border to match.
No. OK2644. Stair and hall carpet...
27 inches wide. Price per yard........... $1.39

No. OK2645. Wilton Velvet Carpet
You can see and admire the beautiful pattern of this extra heavy Wilton velvet stair and hall carpet. The design is exceedingly pretty with tan, brown, red and green colors predominating. Has border to match.
No. OK2645. Stair and hall carpet...
27 inches wide. Price per yard........... $1.45
RARE VALUES IN BRUSSELS, VELVET AND AXMINSTER CARPETS

No. OK2646. Brussels Carpet Bargain
A medium weight Brussels carpet; not one of the thin affairs so often called Brussells; a very attractive conventional design. Will rise good service.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2647. Good Brussels Carpet
A good quality Brussels carpet, exceptionally attractive floral pattern in a combination of harmonious colors, made of heavy good wool materials.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2648. Splendid Brussels Carpet
A striking design in a splendidly woven Brussels carpet; possessing unusual beauty and exceptional strength. The illustration does not really do it justice.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2649. Heavy Brussels Carpet
This worsted face Brussels carpet has a rich combination of colors with red color predominating, rare, handsome floral design and is guaranteed fast colors.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2650. Heavy Brussels Carpet
In this pretty worsted face Brussels carpet, you will find an unusually heavy quality; the design in floral in red, green and tan colors.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2651. Heavy Brussels Carpet
An elegant floral pattern Brussels carpet; the predominating green color gives it a most effective appearance. Colors guaranteed fast.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2652. Extra Heavy Brussels Carpet
Combination of an oriental and floral design with green color predominating. You will admire it. String and durable. Has worsted surface.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2653. Extra Heavy Brussels Carpet
A popular floral pattern Brussels carpet, the predominating color of red off set by green produces a most pleasing effect. Has heavy worsted surface.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2654. Extra Heavy Brussels Carpet
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2655. Heavy Velvet Carpet
Pure high pile Wilton velvet carpet in a beautiful floral and oriental design. For parlor or library. Colors guaranteed absolutely fast. "Leather" worsted surface.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2656. Fine Velvet Carpet
Another fine quality high pile Wilton velvet carpet in handsome design with green and red colors in predominating. Firmly woven of best wool.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2657. Extra Fine Velvet Carpet
Splendid high pile Wilton Velvet carpet. Beautiful design in the colors shown above. Made of the highest grade worsted materials.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2658. High Pile Axminster Carpet
This is a floral pattern of exceptional beauty. Perforated high pile of firmly woven Saxony yarn. A very splendid show for the money.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2659. High Pile Axminster Carpet
You can't help but admire this high pile Axminster carpet. Is of strongly woven Saxony yarn, guaranteed to render good service.
Width 27 in. Price per yard

No. OK2660. High Pile Axminster Carpet
This high pile Axminster carpet is a combination floral and sprig pattern of great beauty. The quality is far above the average; fine Saxony yarn.
Width 27 in. Price per yard
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price per Yard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OK2661</td>
<td>&quot;Everwear&quot; Reversible Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>37c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2662</td>
<td>Heavy &quot;Everwear&quot; Reversible Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>41c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2663</td>
<td>Extra Heavy &quot;Everwear&quot; Reversible Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>43c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2664</td>
<td>Superior Grade Wool C. C. Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>71c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2665</td>
<td>Extra Strong Reversible Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>47c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2666</td>
<td>Extra Strong Reversible Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>51c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2667</td>
<td>Double Weave Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>58c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2668</td>
<td>Double Weave Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>63c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2669</td>
<td>Double Weave Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>67c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2670</td>
<td>Wool C. C. Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>75c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2671</td>
<td>Superior Grade Wool C. C. Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>79c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2672</td>
<td>Wool C. C. Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>75c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2673</td>
<td>Superior Grade Wool C. C. Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>77c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2674</td>
<td>Superior Grade Wool C. C. Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>79c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK2675</td>
<td>Superior Grade Wool C. C. Ingrain Carpet</td>
<td>81c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These are the widely advertised Congoleum Rugs. The 9x12 ft. size is made in 2 pieces and has so called ‘Invisible Seam.’

No. OK2676. CONGOLEUM RUG
Made by a new and wonderful process; absolutely sanitary, does not fade in the sun, lies flat. You can wash them, as they are waterproof. Far superior to any of similar imported fabric rugs on the market. The alone pattern is very distinctive, as shown.

Price per yard... $1.80 3 x 9 ft. $3.60 9 x 12 ft. (2 yards). Price... $8.50

XTRA FINE QUALITY CHINESE AND JAPANESE IMPORTED MATTINGS FOR YOU

No. OK2678 1 yard wide imported Chinese matting made of red kochin straw of medium light. Faintly woven. Price per yard... 19c

No. OK2679 1 yard wide imported Chinese matting, small pattern, strongly woven of yellow kochin straw. Price per yard... 19c

No. OK2680 1 yard wide A very fine imported Chinese matting woven into a neat design in colors of yellow and green. Price per yard... 24c

No. OK2681 1 yard wide A rare bargain in a handsome yellow, red and blue design imported Chinese matting. Price per yard... 24c

No. OK2682 1 yard wide A rare good value in a red, yellow and green design imported Chinese matting. Price per yard... 29c

No. OK2683 1 yard wide high grade imported Japanese matting, woven into a very strong design in light red. Price per yard... 31c

No. OK2684 1 yard wide A strikingly pattern of an imported Kobe straw Japanese matting, strongly woven. Price per yard... 33c

No. OK2685 1 yard wide A most desirable imported Japanese matting of unusual strength and pattern. Price per yard... 36c

No. OK2686 1 yard wide A strong value in a fine imported Japanese matting in a neat design of perfect matting green. Price per yard... 36c

No. OK2687 1 yard wide Here is a handsome pattern in a fine imported Japanese matting, woven of very Kobe straw. Price per yard... 36c

TEN PATTERNS IN HARD FINISH OILCLOTHS AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES

No. OK2688 Prices are per running yard 1 6 46c wide... 2 6 69c wide... 3 6 92c

No. OK2689 Prices are per running yard 1 4 46c wide... 2 4 69c wide... 3 4 92c

No. OK2690 Prices are per running yard 1 4 49c wide... 2 4 74c wide... 3 4 98c

No. OK2691 Prices are per running yard 1 4 52c wide... 2 4 78c wide... 3 4 104c

No. OK2692 Prices are per running yard 1 4 52c wide... 2 4 78c wide... 3 4 104c

No. OK2693 Prices are per running yard 1 4 46c wide... 2 4 69c wide... 3 4 92c

No. OK2694 Prices are per running yard 1 4 46c wide... 2 4 69c wide... 3 4 92c

No. OK2695 Prices are per running yard 1 4 49c wide... 2 4 74c wide... 3 4 98c

No. OK2696 Prices are per running yard 1 4 52c wide... 2 4 78c wide... 3 4 104c

No. OK2697 Prices are per running yard 1 4 52c wide... 2 4 78c wide... 3 4 104c
HIGH GRADE MEDIUM, HEAVY AND EXTRA HEAVY LINOLEUM

**No. OK2698. MEDIUM**
Made with heavy cork surface and of superior quality. Very neat pattern. As illustrated. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.29

**No. OK2699. MEDIUM**
Medium weight linoleum. Good grade cork surface with best lime wash and white lead colors. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.18

**No. OK2700. MEDIUM**
Very popular pattern, as illustrated above. Heavy cork surface. A fine value. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.18

**No. OK2701. MEDIUM**
A very artistic, serviceable, medium weight linoleum. Cork surface. Colors as shown. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.48

**No. OK2702. MEDIUM**
A novel pattern and one that merits its great popularity. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.38

**No. OK2703. HEAVY**
Heavy surface, cork linoleum on heavy back. Very popular design, as illustrated. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.42

**No. OK2704. HEAVY**
Good wearing, heavy cork surface linoleum in colors shown. Heavy back. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.67

**No. OK2705. HEAVY**
Exceptionally handsome pattern in a heavy surface cork linoleum. A big seller. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.22

**No. OK2706. HEAVY**
Made with cork surface on heavy back. Flint lime wash and white lead colors. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.67

**No. OK2707. HEAVY**
A pattern used over the counter and one that merits its great popularity. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.38

**No. OK2708. Extra Heavy**
Richly designed, extra heavy, cork surface linoleum just exactly as illustrated. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.75

**No. OK2709. Extra Heavy**
Extra heavy cork surface, heavy back linoleum. Give diagram of room. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.75

**No. OK2710. Extra Heavy**
You will be well pleased with this extra heavy cork surface linoleum. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.75

**No. OK2711. Extra Heavy**
A very unique pattern. Attractive colors. Extra heavy quality cork linoleum. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.75

**No. OK2712. Extra Heavy**
A combination that will be sure to please you. Extra heavy cork linoleum. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $1.75

**No. OK2713. INLAID**
No better grades sold at this price. Heavy weight, inlaid linoleum. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $2.29

**No. OK2714. INLAID**
A fancy pattern in a heavy weight, inlaid linoleum, as illustrated. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $2.31

**No. OK2715. INLAID**
A pattern and quality that deserves your attention. Extra heavy weight, inlaid linoleum. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $2.13

**No. OK2716. INLAID**
Above picture is a duplicate of Auld heavy weight, inlaid linoleum. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $2.16

**No. OK2717. INLAID**
No better linoleum manufactured. Particularly artistic, heavy weight, inlaid pattern. Two yards wide.
Per running yard... $2.16

IN ORDERING GIVE DIAGRAM OF YOUR ROOM AND ALSO CATALOG NUMBER OF PATTERN YOU SELECT
No. OK2718. TABLE COVER
Table cover in two distinctive colors—red and yellow. The design is a Medallion of red and yellow, with a white floral pattern. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 55 x 55 in. Price.

No. OK2719. TABLE COVER
An exceptionally handsome oriental design in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 55 x 55 in. Price.

No. OK2720. TABLE COVER
An exceptionally unusual table cover in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 55 x 55 in. Price.

No. OK2721. COUCH COVER
A tapestry couch cover in a beautiful design of red, yellow, and tan with heavy floral pattern. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 56 x 56 in. Price.

No. OK2722. COUCH COVER
An extremely unusual design in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 56 x 56 in. Price.

No. OK2723. COUCH COVER
A very pretty design in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 56 x 56 in. Price.

No. OK2724. COUCH COVER
A very rich design in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 56 x 56 in. Price.

No. OK2725. COUCH COVER
A very rich design in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 56 x 56 in. Price.

No. OK2726. COUCH COVER
A very rich design in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 56 x 56 in. Price.

No. OK2727. COUCH COVER
A very rich design in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 56 x 56 in. Price.

No. OK2728. COUCH COVER
A very rich design in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 56 x 56 in. Price.

No. OK2729. REVERSIBLE COVER
A very rich design in colors of red, yellow, and green. It is made of the finest materials, with a design of red and yellow, and has a Medallion of red and yellow. Made by the finest craftsmen in the Orient. It is of the finest quality, with a design of red and yellow. It is a special order, and is made to order. Size 56 x 56 in. Price.
No. OK2730. Tapestry Portieres
This is an extra well made portiere suitable for parlor and hall doors. It is nicely fringed on top and bottom, made in red and green as illustrated, also in two-tone green.
Size 30 in. wide x 90 in. long...
Price per pair...$2.45

No. OK2731. Tapestry Portieres
It is rare that so fine a portiere is offered at so low a price. Brown and green. Also made in red and green mixed and two-tone green. State preference.
Size 40 in. wide x 96 in. long...
Price per pair...$3.65

No. OK2732. Tapestry Portieres
As well made as any portiere of much higher price, or these colors. The design speaks for itself. Comes as illustrated, also in two-tone green. State preference of color.
Size 42 in. wide x 96 in. long...
Price per pair...$4.1

No. OK2733. Extra Quality Tapestry Portieres
An excellent closely woven portiere made of luminous yarn and splendidly finished. Can be had in brown and green mixed, red and green mixed, also in two-tone green. Kindly state preference of color.
Size 48 in. wide x 96 in. long...
Price per pair...$4.85

No. OK2734. Extra Quality Tapestry Portieres
A very striking pattern in a fine quality armure portiere with a heavy tassel fringe at the top in two-tone as illustrated. Comes also in two-tone red and red green mixed colors. Kindly state preference of color.
Size 48 in. wide x 96 in. long...
Price per pair...$5.25

No. OK2735. Extra Fine Tapestry Portieres
An oriental Bagdad portiere, suitable for hall and dining room. Colors are very artistic. This is really an exceptional bargain and will prove to be desirable in every way. Colors as illustrated only.
Size 48 in. wide x 96 in. long...
Price per pair...$5.5
All of these patterns have been chosen with great care.

No. OK2730. Tapestry Portieres
matter how far you look you could not find a prettier, more serviceable tapestry portiere at this exceedingly low price. Made of splendid grade figured self-tone armsuré. It can be had in red, green or brown.

Size 2V2 x 36 in. long x 35 in. wide. 
Price per pair. $3.45

No. OK2737. Tapestry Portieres
An unusually neat pattern in a good wearing tapestry portiere of figured armsure in red, green or brown. Has narrow border as illustrated. Mention color that you wish to see.

Size 2V2 yds. long x 36 in. wide. 
Price per pair. $3.85

Order any Portiere on this page in red, green or brown.

No. OK2738. Tapestry Portieres
Both the color effect and the design of this portiere will appeal to you. It is made of figured armsure in red, green or brown, with border. State color that you prefer when sending us your order.

Size 2V2 yds. long x 40 in. wide. 
Price per pair. $4.35

If you don't mention color, we'll ship color shown.

No. OK2739. Tapestry Portieres
Choose any of these designs. You take no chances.

No. OK2740. Tapestry Portieres
There's nothing more picturesque than a tapestry portiere. In this handwoven tapestries you will find this attractive self-tone tapestry portiere very desirable. Made of a splendid grade of figured armsure with wide border as illustrated. Comes in red, green or brown, as desired. Mention color wanted.

Size 2V2 yds. long x 40 in. wide. 
Price per pair. $5.45

Buy our way and take a year to pay.

No. OK2743. Fine Tapestry Portieres
Buy from us and you'll save big money.

No. OK2744. Fine Tapestry Portieres
Be sure to specify color that you want.

No. OK2745. Extra Fine Tapestry Portieres
Extra Fine Tapestry Portieres
Look no further if you are desirous of having a very high class unexcelled Silk Armsure portiere. The one shown below is a self-tone cloth with decorative border. It comes in red, green or brown as desired. Please mention color wanted.

Size 2V2 yds. long x 45 in. wide. 
Price per pair. $7.85

No. OK2746. Extra Fine Tapestry Portieres
A remarkably fine appearing self-tone tapestry portiere at a moderate price. It is made of splendid grade silk finished armsure and possesses a distinctive border as shown. Comes in red, green or brown as desired. Kindly specify the color you want.

Size 96 ft. long x 45 in. wide. 
Price per pair. $6.95

No. OK2747. Extra Fine Tapestry Portieres
A full mercerized silk finished armsure parlor curtain with a 6-inch wide border. Made in self-tone cloth as illustrated, or can be had in red or brown, if you prefer. Specify color that you want. Worth a great deal more than we ask.

Size 96 ft. long x 50 in. wide. 
Price per pair. $8.25

HARTMAN'S SATISFACTION GUARANTEED, YOU TO BE THE JUDGE
ROPE PORTIERES AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES

No. OK2748. ROPE PORTIERES
Rope Valance. Made in full 3-inch to 15-inch velour cord. Can be ordered in any of six colors shown from Nos. 1 to 6. Order color by number. $1.45

No. OK2749. VALANCE PORTIERES
To be used over lace or in short doors. Width adjustable from 5 to 6 feet, depth 3½ feet. Choose color as shown below. $3.95

No. OK2750. ROPE PORTIERES
Rope Valance. Made in 3½-inch velour cord. Can be ordered in any of the six colors shown from Nos. 1 to 6. Order color by number. $2.65

No. OK2751. ROPE PORTIERES
Rope curtain, full length. Made in 3½-inch velour cord. Can be ordered in any of the six colors shown from Nos. 1 to 6. Order color by number. $3.45

No. OK2752. PORTIERES
Artistic reversible band and rope portiere. Width adjustable from 5 to 6 feet, height 7½ feet. Can be had in any color shown above. Order color by number. $4.89

No. OK2753. ROPE PORTIERES
Rope curtain, full length. Made in 3½-inch velour cord suitable for double door. Can be ordered in any of the six colors shown above and to the left. Order color by number. $5.00

No. OK2754. Tapestry Band Portieres
Pretty reversible band and rope portiere, Mission style, wide woven band and heavy velour cord and tassels. Width adjustable from 5 to 6 feet, height 7½ feet. Can be had in any color shown above. Order color by number. $7.65

No. OK2755. Tapestry Band Portieres
Elegant reversible band and rope portiere, Mission style with wide woven band and very heavy velour cord and tassels. Width adjustable from 5 to 6 feet, height 7½ feet. Can be had in any color shown above. Order color by number. $5.85

No. OK2756. Tapestry Band Portieres
Mission style, wide woven band and rope reversible portiere, with heavy velour cord and tassels. Width adjustable from 5 to 6 feet, height 7½ feet. Can be ordered in any of the six colors shown on this page. Order color by number. $8.00
WHERE OUR LACE AND WHITE GOODS ARE MADE


HE NEWEST IDEAS. This colossal mill employs a large force of thoroughly experienced and expert designers both in this country but abroad as well. They are kept in constant touch with all the developments in the field of decorating, and every new tendency is reflected at once in the conceptions that are brought out in our goods. We particularly direct your attention to the large variety of specially designed lace curtains on the following pages of this catalogue. Look them over carefully for a full appreciation of the magnificence of these patterns, excellent values and reasonable prices.

UNSURPASSED QUALITY. The cotton yarns which are chosen in the production of our lace curtains have long, strong fibres, which insure good wearing quality. This is a point worthy of consideration, because you are certain of securing the kind of curtains which every particular housewife should demand. Service is an important factor, for the reason that when you buy lace curtains you do so with the intention of having them last for a long period of time. The bleaching and every one of the processes of finishing tends to increase and improve the wearing merit of our lace curtains.

THREE EXTRA SPECIAL MONEY-SAVING VALUES

The Towel Set Illustrated Below Is A Practical Bath Room Outfit At A Genuine Bargain Price

**HIS-1S**

An elegant mercerized table set, consisting of large table cloth, 78 x 72 inches in size, with hemstitched edge, and twelve plump 15 x 18 inches square, with patterns to match. This is an exceptional set at the price asked, and you will be greatly pleased with it when you see it. Comes in an armament of patterns. No. GK1754. Price, per set $4.48

**$2.39**

**Six Piece Bath Set**

Comprises two 13 x 12 inch Turkish towels, two 13 x 12 inch Turkish towels and two 11 x 12 inch wash rags of Turkish towelling. Choice of blue or pink borders, as you prefer. State color desired. A useful set, made of heavy towelling, sold at a bargain price. No. GK1755, Price $2.39 per set. A splendid set at a Low Price

**BEAUTIFUL**

Mercerized table set. The table cloth is extra large, being 78 x 72 inches in size and richly adorned with assorted patterns, with hemstitched edge. The twelve napkins are also of large size, 18 inches square, and in design perfectly match table cloth. An elegant set like this is a great bargain at the price we ask for it. No. GK1756. Price, per set $4.98

Refer To Page One Of This Catalog For Full Details of Our Liberal Credit Plan

On The Following Pages We Illustrate A Complete Line Of Handsome Curtains
NOTTINGHAM CURTAIN. Has beautiful Empire insertion with dainty detached figures throughout the background. Made of good quality net. It is 33 inches wide by 2½ yards long and comes in white only. Has overlocked stitched edge which insures long wear. A wonderful value.

Price, Per Pair...

POINT D'ESPRIT. A very neat, effective design, with point d'esprit in the center. It is a good quality of Nottingham lace. Has overlocked corded edge and is well made. Size, 30 inches wide by 1½ yards long. Furnished in white only. A decidedly handsome and unusual pattern.

Price, Per Pair...

FLOUNCED CURTAIN. Beautiful Bonne Femme lace curtain, very ingeniously woven to produce the effect of a flounce at bottom. Is of the new laurel leaf design with embroidery bars. A curtain suitable where a single width is needed. Size, 50 inches wide by 3 yards long. Can be had in white or Arabian color. State of color preferred.

Price, Each...

BONNE FEMME. This is an excellent Bonne Femme curtain. The lions in rectangular panel design are beautiful, small flower in center attractively sets off the curtain. Bottom of curtain is in flounce effect. Size, 50 inches wide by 3 yards long. Comes in white or Arabian colors. State which is desired.

Price, Each...
AIDED EDGING. A pretty lattice design, with braided edge and a very stylish curtain, which will be appropriate where. Border has insertion of narrow cluny lace. Size, 3½ inches wide by 2½ yards long. Made in white only. This curtain has a rich appearance and its great strength and durability.

FLORAL EMPIRE DESIGN. This is a very pretty lace curtain and one of the newest creations of this season. It is woven of a good quality net in a new floral Empire design. Has small detached floral center figures throughout the mesh and a neat edge all around. Comes in white only. Size, 2½ yards long by 36 inches wide.

COCO DESIGN. An unusual and very handsome Rococo design, with double corded overlocked stitched edge. Length 3½ yards, width 36 inches. It is a handsome pattern and a splendid value. Our guarantee of satisfaction goes with every pair. You will be delighted with these curtains. White only.

RENAISSANCE DESIGN. A fine imitation of a hand-made French Renaissance lace curtain. Has wide insertion border effect with plain mesh background. Finished with overlocked stitched edge all around. Size, 3 yards long by 40 inches wide. Will surely please you and give you satisfactory service. Comes in white only.

Price, Per Pair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curtain Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIDED EDGING</td>
<td>$1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLORAL EMPIRE DESIGN</td>
<td>$1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCO DESIGN</td>
<td>$1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENAISSANCE DESIGN</td>
<td>$1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW BONNE FEMME. Throw Over Curtain, one to a window, made with a Valance top, dainty Point d'esprit and Tassel effect with a Fleur-de-Lis insertion and Point d'Espirit center hem, 3 yards long, 50 inches wide. White or Arabian, state preference. No. OK2778. Price, Each...

$1.18

CALEDONIAN INSERTION CURTAIN. Throw over curtain, one to a window, of excellent quality net with a fancy net insertion and large rose pattern with bow-knot tassel effect. White or Arabian; size, 3 yds. long, 50 in. wide. State preference. No. OK2779. Price, Each...

$1.1

BRUSSELS NET. This scroll border Saxony Brussels design curtain is most artistic. A lasting quality and has a style which makes an excellent parlor curtain. It is very rich in appearance. Size, 40 in. wide by 3 yds. long. White only. No. OK2780. Price, Per Pair...

$1.29

POINT D'ESPRIT CENTER. Very new pattern lace curtain with a new design of Roccoco shaded squares. Made of good quality Nottingham net. White only; size, 3 yards long by 45 in. wide. No. OK2781. Price, Per Pair...

$1.4
**EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.** This is a magnificent lace curtain in an exquisite border design. The wide border is expertly worked in a charming pattern, which makes it suitable for any home. Comes in white only. Size, 40 inches wide by 3 yards long. No. OK782. Price, Per Pair $1.58

**BEAUTIFUL DESIGN.** A lace curtain that is a big value for the money. Has dainty border with a decorative effect running parallel. Center is plain, of fine quality net. Size, 3 yards long by 40 inches wide. Comes in white or Arabian colors. State preference when ordering. No. OK783. Price, Per Pair $1.73

**ELEGANT FLORAL PATTERN.** Fancy Lambrequin throw-over curtain. This curtain is all woven in and divided in center, giving the appearance of two curtains. Has edge and border in floral design with Caledonian net section. White only. Size, 3 yds. long by 50 ins. wide. No. OK784. Price, Each $1.47

**DOUBLE WIDTH** Lambrequin throw-over curtain. From the illustration you can gain a fair idea of the beauty of this drapery. It represents one pair of curtains united at the top so that it can be draped back at each side. It is soft and lacy. Size, 60 inches wide by 4 yards long. In white only. No. OK785. Price, Each $1.69
BOW-KNOT PATTERN. This curtain has a large border of fern leaves in a scroll effect tied with dainty bow knots, it has detached scroll figures throughout the background and has the new overlocked stitched edge. Comes in white only. Sizes 3 yards long by 45 inches wide. Will please every housewife.

No. OK2786. Price, Per Pair $1.79

RENAISSANCE EFFECT. This curtain is a very clever reproduction of a French Renaissance curtain and has a free border with detached motifs throughout the center. Made of strong durable net that will launder beautifully. Size, 3 yards long by 50 inches wide. Comes in white only.

No. OK2788. Price, Per Pair $1.89

GREGIAN PATTERN. A Renaissance design, with Grecian key of feet running through border. Has plain center and overlock stitched edge. Length 3 yards; width 50 inches. Made in white only. It will be an ornamental drapery in the pleasant home.

No. OK2789. Price, Per Pair $1.89

BATTENBERG EFFECT. Very novel design lace curtain of fancy weave Scotch fish net, which is very durable. Has neat floral Battenberg border with small scallops running parallel. Comes in white or Arabian colors; size, 3 yards long by 50 inches wide. When ordering please specify which color you desire.

No. OK2787. Price, Per Pair $1.83
OTTINGHAM NET CURTAIN. This curtain is a copy of a hand made curtain. The center is plain, made of fine quality Nottingham net, with a detached motif the lower corner. The border is in a very pretty pattern. 26, 45 inches wide by 3 yards long. White or Arabian; at which you prefer. No. OK2780. Price, Per Pair $205

ANTIQUE LACE STYLE. Antique lace effect with elegantly designed border and figured center. Something entirely different from the ordinary patterns of curtains. Size, 60 inches wide by 2½ yards long. In white or Arabian color. Be sure and mention which you prefer. No. OK2781. Price, Per Pair $205

ESIRABLE DESIGN. New Battenberg effect with plain center and dainty border, which greatly enhances the size 60 inches wide by 3 yards. A very desirable curtain in every particular, and one that will please you. No. OK2782. Price, Per Pair $215

EMPIRE PATTERN. This is a handsome Empire design curtain. Has deep, heavy border, detached figures in center, and is very neat appearing. It is an excellent quality. It is particularly adapted to large windows. Size, 60 inches wide by 3 yards long. Made in white only. No. OK2783. Price, Per Pair $225
**THIS BEAUTIFUL CURTAIN** is made of heavy English Bobbinet with a hem 2½ inches wide, finished off with renaissance braid and an edge of linene torchon lace. It is 2½ yards long and 36 inches wide. Your choice of White or Arabian colors. Neat and durable, Mention color wanted. No. OK2794. Price, Per Pair.......................... $2.25

**BARGAIN CURTAINS.** Imitation Battenberg effect, woven on heavy background, with scroll floral center and over-lock stitched edges. Made in White only. Length, 3½ yards; width, 60 inches. Pretty curtain quoted at a low price. Include a pair in your order. No. OK3785. Price, Per Pair.......................... $2.38

**BATTENBERG DESIGN.** This is a good reproduction of famous Battenberg lace. The border is extremely rich and lacy in appearance and curtain has plain center. It is made of splendid materials and is 2½ yards long by 50 inches wide. Comes in White or Arabian colors. State which color you desire. No. OK2796. Price, Per Pair.......................... $2.38

**NOVELTY LACE CURTAINS** 2½ yards long and 36 inches wide. Are made of extra fine quality English Bretonne Net with renaissance insertion and edge to match with elaborate "Soutach" or braid corner piece. A very showy curtain suitable for any room. Comes in White or Arabian colors. Mention color wanted. No. OK2797. Price, Per Pair.......................... $2.45
NEW COLOR DESIGN. This beautiful curtain is the very latest style. Pattern is a coral design, with flush border and plain center, and is a reproduction of English lace. Size, 60 inches wide by 3½ yards long. Can be had in either white or Arabian. Kindly state color you prefer when ordering. No. OK2788. Price, Per Pair $2.68

NEW DESIGN. Made in white or Arabian Cable Net weave, plain center with 4-inch insertion effect. Is made with novelty over-locked edge, which adds materially to the wearing and laundering qualities. Comes 54 inches wide, 3 yards long. Please mention color desired. No. OK2801. Price, Per Pair $2.89

SAXONY BRUSSELS PATTERN. This is one of the daintiest and most attractive curtains ever offered at this low price. It resembles an expensive imported pattern of Saxony Brussels Curtain, combined with an exquisite wreath border. Size, 3 yards long and 45 inches wide. Comes in white only. No. OK2799. Price, Per Pair $2.78

PRETTY PATTERN. White or Arabian color Cable Net Curtain. Contains of a very durable quality. Please mention color desired. Has plain center with 12-inch border, and insertion effect, with vine and foliage design; 56 in. wide and 3 yds. long; novelty over-locked edge. No. OK2800. Price, Per Pair $2.83
RIBBON DESIGN CURTAINS. We offer here the newest bow-knot line. It has a dainty Brussels edge with a plain center. The curtain is made of a fine quality of Nottingham lace. Size 54 inches by 2 1/4 yards long. Made in white only.
No. OK3803. Price, Per Pair $3.12

CLUNY LACE CURTAIN. It is 2 1/4 yards long, 36 inches wide, is made of fine quality French Cable lace with 1 1/2-inch band finished with Battenberg braid, and hand-made cluny edge, two inches wide. It will add beauty to any room. Furnished in white or Arabian. Mention color wanted.
No. OK3804. Price, Per Pair $3.1

FINE CABLE NET. White or Arabian, made of a desirable quality of Cable net. Plain center, with 4-inch insertion effect. Very showy pattern. Made in imitation of a real Renaissance lace. They are curtains of excellent quality. Size, 54 inches wide by 3 yards long. State color desired.
No. OK3801. Price, Per Pair $3.28

RENAISSANCE EFFECT. Here's a lace curtain made of durable Cable net, with overlocked edges. A beautiful 3-inch insertion for border, and has detached figure center. Exceptional value. Comes in white or Arabian.
Size, 56 inches wide by 3 yards long. State color wanted.
No. OK3805. Price, Per Pair $3.3
HANDSOME CURTAIN. The bar effect on the plain center is very attractive and not too strong to detract from the general design. Made of fine quality net. Comes in white or Arabian, 3 yards long by 48 inches wide. State desired. No. OK2806. Price, Per Pair. $3.45

ELEGANT NOTTINGHAM NET CURTAIN. A very pretty design with a border which constitutes a panel effect of roses, squares in small patterns. Has plain center. Made of fine weave Nottingham net. This is a pretty curtain and comes in white only. Size, 3 yards long by 50 inches wide. No. OK2807. Price, Per Pair. $3.55

AXONY BRUSSELS CURTAINS. Above illustration will give you a good idea of our new and rich Saxony Brussels border curtain. Notice the beauty of the design. Made of a good quality net. Size, 16 inches wide by 2½ yards long. Made in white only. No. OK2808. Price, Per Pair. $3.69

HANDSOME CABLE NET CURTAINS. Elegant novelty design up on a plain background of fine cable net. Insertion and outer edge are reproductions of attractive Rococo and Battenberg lace. Size, 2 yards long by 45 inches wide. Comes in white or Arabian. State color preferred. No. OK2809. Price, Per Pair. $3.87
ARTISTIC NET CURTAIN. Designed with a handsome small oval panel running parallel to the edges, which gives a beautiful shadow effect. The net is cleverly woven in such a way that makes it unbreakable. Comes in white or Arabian colors; state which you prefer. Size 3 yards long by 50 inches wide. An excellent value.

No. OK310. Price, Per Pair $3.98

SWISS MADRAS NET CURTAIN. It is extremely rich and durable Swiss Madras net. Has beautiful Calais work on the edge with a spray of neat carnations. Comes in white only and is 3 yards long by 45 inches wide.

No. OK381. Price, Per Pair $4.65

ARTISTIC NET CURTAIN. Designed with a handsome small oval panel running parallel to the edges, which gives a beautiful shadow effect. The net is cleverly woven in such a way that makes it unbreakable. Comes in white or Arabian colors; state which you prefer. Size 3 yards long by 50 inches wide. An excellent value.

No. OK310. Price, Per Pair $3.98

SWISS MADRAS NET CURTAIN. It is extremely rich and durable Swiss Madras net. Has beautiful Calais work on the edge with a spray of neat carnations. Comes in white only and is 3 yards long by 45 inches wide.

No. OK381. Price, Per Pair $4.65

LILY OF THE VALLEY PATTERN. This curtain is made with a very fine mesh of Swiss Madras two-toned work and ribbon effect insertion, combined with beautiful Lilies of the Valley. The center has detached small flowers to match. Size 3 yards long by 50 inches wide. Comes in white only.

No. OK312. Price, Per Pair $4.65

ELEGANT BRUSSELS PATTERN. The border is in a most beautiful Brussels design with a spray of neat carnations. The mesh is extremely fine. It is carefully finished. Comes in white or Arabian colors; state which you prefer. Size 3 yards long by 50 inches wide.

No. OK312. Price, Per Pair $4.65
ELEGANT CABLE NET CURTAIN. This is a wonderfully attractive lace curtain in a fine cable weave. The design is a reproduction of a French Lace curtain. Has an eyelet with open work insertion and overlocked edges. Size, 50 inches wide by 3 yards long. White or Arabian. State color wanted. No. OK2814. Price, Per Pair $4.89

BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED CURTAIN. Comes in white or Arabian colors and is 56 inches wide by 3 yards long. Has fine cable net mesh, with elaborate five-inch special weave insertion and ornamental oval designs. Center is plain with pretty floral corner piece. Has overlocked edges. State color preferred. No. OK2815. Price, Per Pair $5.25

XTREMELY HANDSOME CURTAIN. It is made of strong cable net and has a detached gored center bordered with lace insertion, varying from four to nine inches in width. Has four-inch lace edge, over-locked. Size, 3 yards long by 50 ins. wide. White or Arabian colors. No. OK2816. Price, Per Pair $5.65

FINE NET CURTAIN. A superior quality Cable Net Curtain, in white or Arabian color, representing the newest style. Length, 3 1/4 yards; width, 52 inches. A handsome pattern, made with over-locked stitch edges. Plain center, with a 52-inch floral border. Be sure and mention color desired. No. OK2817. Price, Per Pair $5.85
ALL CURTAINS ON THIS PAGE MAY BE HAD IN WHITE OR ARABIAN COLOR. STATE PREFERENCE WHEN ORDERING.

LOW PRICE for a good quality unfinished scrim curtain. Washable. Pleat edge, 3/4 inch wide, 2 1/2 inch delf square mesh insertion, reinforced between lace and insertion; 25 inch wide; 11 inch long. No. OK2816. Price, Per Pair...

DUTCH CURTAIN. Ready to hang. Each side measures 33 inches wide and is 78 inches long from rod to hem; 1 inch above rod. Valance is 24 inches wide; 12 inches deep. No. OK2819. Price, Per Set...

STUNNING curtain. New scrim cloth. Trimmed with 1/4 inch Torchon lace; 3/4 inch wide. Lace insertion with reinforced body and double hem between lace and insertion; 26 inch wide; 26 inch long. No. OK2820. Price, Per Pair...

ENGLISH BOBBINET lace curtain with Renaissance braid and one inch Torchon lace trimming. Size, 2 1/4 yards long by 34 inches wide. A genuine lace curtain bargain. No. OK2821. Price, Per Pair...

FINE CURTAIN made of English Bobbinet. French double hem on edges. Renaissance braid and German Hemstitch lace. Size, 2 3/4 yards long by 36 inches wide. Offered at a very low price. No. OK2822. Price, Per Pair...

CABLE NET curtain with French double hem on edge. Renaissance braid and two inch Nagerfeld braid trimming. Size, 3 1/8 yards long by 38 inches wide. A value not to be overlooked. No. OK2823. Price, Per Pair...

ELEGANT CURTAIN mounted on double twist French cable net with Renaissance braid and two inch Linette Cluny lace trimming. Size, 2 1/4 yards long by 36 inches wide. A very pretty pattern at a low price. No. OK2824. Price, Per Pair...

FRENCH CABLE NET curtain with a net border, trimmed with neat German Torchon lace and 3-inch insertion. Size, 2 1/2 yards long by 36 inches wide. A very pretty effect. Curtains like these seldom sell at this low figure. No. OK2825. Price, Per Pair...

GERMAN KLOEPFLACE trimmed curtain made of heavy double twist cable net finished off with Renaissance braid and 3-inch lace. Size, 3 1/2 yards long by 36 inches wide. Include these fine curtains in your order. No. OK2826. Price, Per Pair...
“HARTMANN’S COLUMBIA” VACUUM SWEEPER

Has Perfect Brush Adjustment—Operated by Foot. New Slotted Hinged Nozzle and Spring Nozzle Clamp. Noiseless Fibre Bearings

ABSOLUTELY NEW. "Hartmann's Columbia" vacuum sweeper is absolutely new in the line of heavy grade commercial sweepers. It is the result of many years' experience in vacuum cleaner building and is made by experts in the most perfectly equipped vacuum cleaner factory in the world. The unlimited facilities and enormous output of the manufacturers producing "Hartmann's Columbia" make it possible to offer it at a price that permits us to offer it to our customers at the remarkably low figure shown below.

No. OK2878. Price $4.89

HARTMANN'S "IDEAL" VACUUM SWEEPER

Three Bellows Pumps Extract The Dust From
The Carpet, And The Revolving Brush Removes The Lint And Threads, Etc.

"HARTMANN'S IDEAL" Is an indestructible cleaner. It is very low-priced as well.

NEW FEATURES. Among its new features are the following: Perfect brush adjustment—operated by the foot, new slotted hinged nozzle and spring nozzle clamp, wheels flanged—which does away with tire trouble, noiseless fiber bearings and connecting rods. All metal parts are heavily nickel plated. This machine is the result of many years' experience in vacuum cleaner building and is made by experts in the most perfectly equipped vacuum cleaner factory in the world. The unlimited facilities and enormous output of the manufacturers producing "Hartmann's Columbia" make it possible to offer it at a price that permits us to offer it to our customers at the remarkably low figure shown below.

No. OK1898. Price $5.98

"HARTMANN'S GUARANTEED" VACUUM CLEANER

A Combination Cleaner and Sweeper That Comes Complete With The Brush Attachment

THE VACUUM nozzle always attaches itself to correct position when attached. Is 15 lbs. long and cleaner close to base board. Covers large area at each stroke. Height of "Hartmann's Ideal" is lowest possible in a combination cleaner and sweeper and easily passes under low furniture. Perfect bearings reduce noise and effort to a minimum. Weight, about 15 pounds. Price...

No. OK4188. Price $7.85

IMPORTANT FACTS

Don't Overlook These Features

A. Handle Ball—Pressed steel seamless tubing with taper thread operating a permanently tight fitting. Handle is made of hardwood with stained nickel finish.
B. Dust Pan Embracing Button Embraces both pans at once. One push does it.
C. Brush Disconnecter—By pushing the knob marked "D" up to "U"—the highest notch—the brush is raised clear of the carpet and ceases to revolve.
D. Brush Adjustment—By pushing "D" to different notches, the brush is raised or lowered to get best results on carpets having a heavy, medium or light nap.

IMPORTANT REMEMBERS

Read Carefully

E. Brush Wheel—Rubber friction with rear wheels positive driven brush.
F. Front Supporting Wheels—Make the machine easier to carry on. The front wheels are at the side of the floor, and the brush is revolved over carpet and rubbing the nap.
G. Felt Bumper—A heavy, braded pad over front and sides of nozzle prevents it from scratching the floor when brushed.
"HOUSEHOLD" SWEEPER. Has rubber tired wheels and a bold hand sur- 
rounds the case to prevent it from marking the 
furniture. Has a good bristle brush and a simple automatic dumping device 
that dumps dust pans. Trimmings are Japanned. No. OK837, Price... $2.25

"GOLD COIN" SWEEPER. Strong, durable, has broom action, a self-ad- 
trump. Has single dump which empties both pans at once. No. OK838. Price $2.

"SPECIAL" SWEEPER with "Cyco" bearings, dust-proof axle tubes, and au-
tomatic device, which gives bearings freedom from 
lint, hairs, ravings, etc. Has bright japanned trimmings. Auto-
matic device dumps both pans at once. No. OK839, Price $3.25

"EXCELSIOR" SWEEPER. Comes in Assorted Cabinet Woods.

"HARTMAN" SWEEPER fitted with "Cyco" ball bearings. Has pressed 
steel wheels and improved dust-proof axle tubes, 
that give positive brush propelling power. No. OK831. Price $3.50

"AMERICA" SWEEPER with "Cyco" bearings, the same as in our "Hart-
man" Sweeper. Case is made of Hungarian 
early high mahogany, Brazilian rosewood, and curly maple in solid brown. All stra-
ins are full nickelcd. Pans dUMP separately, levers are at one end of the sweeper. No. OK837, Price $4.4

FLEXIBLE STEEL MATS that are re-
sanitary. Made from con- 

SANITARY COCOA DOOR MATS. These Mats 
extra heavy cocoa fibre and will give good service. They 
come in mottled effects only.

HEAVY RUBBER MATS in a pri-
aval, neat 
line. Will save your rugs and carpets 
come in two standard 
When ordering be sure to give the co-
number.
OF perfect quality is maintained in every piece of "Monarch" Upholstered Furniture. The best workmen only are employed in making it. The economical cut-out means the very lowest prices on high grade, dependable merchandise.

UPHOLSTERING FACTS

Figured Velour is worn similar to velvet, having a more rich and soft pile. Colors are put into the cloth by print process. Embroidered cords are green, or brown. When ordering state color desired.

Cut Velour. This is a heavy quality material similar to corduroy, excepting that it is woven into larger block and stripe designs. Comes in beautiful double-toned cords of red, green, and blue. Very popular.

Silk Plush. A very rich fabric generally used for upholstered, high grade parlor furniture. It is soft, smooth and, as its name indicates, runs silk into its composition. It is not used on any other standard shade.

Imitation Leather. Sometimes called "Invisible." A West Virginia genuine leather. The weaving qualities far exceed the cheaper grades of vinyl leather. Heavy leather-like surface is applied to finely woven velour cloth. Looks like real leather. Has real importance as a canvas leather. Imitation leather, sometimes called "Invisible," Spanish of a heavy cotton cloth, on the upper side of which is a heavy coating with a botanical coating, with a botanical coating in imitation of genuine Spanish brown leather. It is soft and pliable.

Genuine Leather that we use is of a high grade and so thoroughly satisfactory to any way that we recommend it to give absolute and unqualified satisfaction.

Genuine Spanish Leather which we use in upholstering is of a very high quality, undoubtedly by us for its resistance to wear and tear. It has an elegant grain, soft and pliable, of a dark brown color and darker brown graining.

THE STANDARD

In the factories where these goods are produced, they work by the day and not by the week. The economical cut-out means the very lowest prices on high grade, dependable merchandise.

The AUTOMATIC

"Monarch" Davenport beds are absolutely guaranteed against breakage in transit and in use. Every precaution is taken to prevent breakage of the springs, which are interlocked in these crimped wires. There is no winding of springs to the seat, as you see here. The springs are made to spring back to their original position. Heavy duck canvas on springs, fine felt, or canvas with heavy layer of cotton felt filled. Full edge. Full spring back with tough wood fibre and cotton filling.

THE DETAILS of every Davenport listed on this page are explained on the various pages.
A Wonderful Bargain In A Parlor Rocker

$3.95

Order By Number 1K834

Springs In The Seat Are Supported On Strong Bands Of Steel. Elaborate Carvings On Frame Button Tufted Panel On The Back

Neat Ruffling Across Seat Front As Well As Back

OUR CUSTOMERS do not have to be continually informed as to where the logical headquarters for shopping is. They know from experience that the house of Hartman’s can do as much for them in the way of value giving as any other concern in the country. Every page of this great catalog bears evidence of this fact. Every value we offer shows you how we built this wonderful business upon honor. We have the utmost confidence in the customers to whom we sell and they have the utmost confidence in us. You, too, can have all the advantages of buying on credit if you do your purchasing of us. We trust you and give you a year to pay your bill. Take advantage of our liberal credit terms as shown on page one and order this fine rocker.

WE WILL HELP furnish your home properly, at small cost. A rocker as the one above will aid you, in a real way. The frame is made of hardwood with all exposed parts genuine solid oak, excepting the strong runners, which are of elm. Oak, gloss finish. Upholstered in imitation black leather, a close dupe of real leather, and a very durable covering. Two and cotton. Four springs in the seat, supported on stout steel bands. Height from floor, 37½ inches; height of back from seat, 26 inches; height of back from floor, 37½ inches; seat, 19x19 inches; width overall, 28 inches; shipping weight about 45 lbs. No. 1K831. Price

CHICAGO
ARTISTIC DESIGN

In A Very Attractive Substantial Solid Oak Rocker At A Genuine Bargain Figure. It's Yours On Easy Credit Terms

Seat Supported On Steel Springs Resting on Steel Channel Bars

Observe The Shaped Arms

DURABLE SOLID OAK is used on the exposed parts of this stylish looking rocking chair, which is made for service. The finish is the popular glazed golden. One of the features of this design is the ornamental carving appearing on the ears, top rail and front posts. The seat is supported on four steel springs resting on substantial steel channel bars. Wood fibre is used as a filling, is covered with jute or similar material, ever which is placed imitation Spanish-brown leather, which looks like the real Spanish leather and will give satisfactory wear. The seat front is nicely decorated with neat ruffling, as illustrated.

THE BACK is separated into two panels, the upper one being button tufted.

THE BACK is separated into two panels, the upper one being button tufted.

No. 1K2281. Price $4.88

A MASSIVE ROCKER

Made of Solid Oak In An Attractive Up-to-date Golden Oak Finish

ILDHOOD SHOWS THE MAN very much as the

Here Is An Extremely Graceful Piece of Furniture That You Will Do Well To Select

Has Rich Carvings and Swell Shape Front Rail

Elaborately Carved Frame As Illustrated

No. 1K2282. Price $5.45
QUARTER-SAWED AND SOLID OAK ROCKER

Very Restful Solid Comfort At A Low Price

A New And Stylish Design

Upholstered In A Thoroughly Workmanlike Manner

Order by this Number: No. 1K2196. Price $4.95

THIS MASSIVE ROCKER represents far more in actual worth than our low price would indicate. The arms are made of solid ground genuine quarter-sawed oak, the balance of the frame being of seasoned and kiln dried solid oak; handsomely finished in a rich golden color. The attractive imitation Spanish brown leather, is used in the highest grade. This covering bears a remarkably close resemblance to genuine Spanish leather and will wear to just complete satisfaction. One of the features of this rocker is the loose removable seat which contains six strong springs. Another outstanding feature is the solid carving which appears on the top rail, the wings, front legs and front rail. Height from floor 36 in., height of back from seat to wide, top rail 5 in., arms 5 in. wide, front legs 4 in. wide, front rail 5 in. wide, back 4 in. wide, back wings 1½ in. Shipping wt., about 50 lbs. No. 1K2196. Price $4.95

See Page One For Liberal Credit Terms

Genuine Quarter Sawed Oak Arms; Balance Of Frame Made Of Substantial Solid Oak
Comes In A Rich Golden Finish
Has Fine Strong Spring Seat Construction

THE VALUE OF "VALUE." When you buy a piece of merchandise, let "value" be your watchword. We encourage the standard of value and even court competition, because we thoroughly appreciate the value of our values. We have anticipated the demands of our shrewdest buyers and the extra, in a word, way we do not hesitate to ask them to compare the offerings which we make with those of other mail order houses; in fact, a comparison with the buying opportunities found in the ordinary channels of trade will only strengthen our claims. A tremendous purchasing power places us in a position to carry merchandise at prices that are positively bedrock. An endless array of customers enables us to sell this same merchandise with comparative ease. The patrons who have made this investigation what it is have the confidence that has encouraged us to develop our wonderful and successful business enterprise. This rocker is an example of true Hartman value.

It Has Removable Seat Containing Six Springs

The Elaborate Carvings Add Greatly To The Fine Appearance Of This Rocker

In all, a true Hartman creation, an example of genuine value, in a rich, golden, seasoned solid oak construction, which must impress any discriminating connoisseur. A 4½ in. solid oak arm; 3½ in. back rail; 4 in. arm rail. A 2½ in. solid oak seat rail; 3¾ in. top rail and solid oak back rail. This is an ideal furniture piece for your country home. It represents in actual worth far more than our low price would indicate.

Order by this Number: No. 1K2196. Price $4.95

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
Sold To You On Credit

THIS ROCKER will delight every member of the family. All of the finished parts are made of solid oak, the balance being of sound hardwod. The deep carvings on the front and back are well distributed and beautiful in style. The finish is a genuine golden oak, so popular as to require no special comment. The seat is nice and roomy and very strong, containing six stout springs. Over these settings there is a filling of tow with jute covering. The upholstering is imitation black leather which is known for its long wear, and its remarkable resemblance to genuine leather. Below we give the dimensions of this excellent rocker. From these measurements you can readily see what a splendidly proportioned rocker this is. But to fully appreciate its worth you should see this elegant piece of furniture in your home. Order it on approval.

MEASUREMENTS. The seat is 23 inches long by 15 inches wide. One inch stock is used on the front posts, measuring 4½ inches wide and 2 inches long. The arms likewise are cut from 1 inch stock, are 2½ inches in width and 3 inches in length. Particularly note the beautiful design of the front posts, the two paneled back and the very elegant carving on the frame. We have not cheapened the materials in order to reduce the price. It is really worth more than we ask. Shipping weight, about 50 lbs.

No. 1K2197
Price
$5.65

THE BEST at the highest price is no more to be desired, from a standpoint of value, than the ‘cheapest’ at the lowest price. We list all grades of merchandise and in each grade we state emphatically that we offer the best quality at the lowest price to be secured through use of the various channels of trade. That is a pretty strong statement, but we can back up every word of it in every instance. Take the rocker illustrated to the right as a convincing example.

IT IS MADE In a substantial manner, all finished parts being constructed of thoroughly seasoned solid oak. The balance being of hardwood. The front legs and ears are lavishly carved, as shown in the illustration. The finish is a richly glazed golden oak. The upholstering is of the popular imitation Spanish brown leather, which looks like the real Spanish leather and gives no end of satisfaction service. The filling is of either wood-fibers or jute with strong jute covering.

SIX SPRINGS are used to support the seat. This method of construction means not only long life to the rocker, but added comfort to the one who is lucky enough to select this number. Seat measures 15½ inches in length. The lumber from which this rocker is cut is 1 inch stock. The height of back is approximately 27 inches and the other dimensions are of just a right size to give this piece of furniture both graceful and symmetrical lines. Shipping weight, about 5 lbs.

No. 1K2198
Price
$5.79

Six Springs In The Seat.
Quartered and Solid Oak Rocker

This Fine Parlor Rocker Is Finished In A Rich Golden Oak.

The Artistic Frame Is Lavishly Carved As Illustrated.

Specify Number 1K2225

Priced At Only $5.49

See Page One For Our Easy Credit Terms

THE UNITED STATES occupies an almost unbelievable area in comparison with the European countries. Some of Europe's powerful dominions cover little more than a handful of our states. If you were to take all of Europe and place it across the surface of this country, you would be dismayed at the relative sizes of the two. Europe with its many countries, the United States, consolidated under one central government. Yet in spite of this tremendous size of our country, Hartman feathers the nest of families found from the Atlantic ocean on the east to the Pacific ocean on the west. Think what this commercial supremacy means! And although we occupy such an enviable position, bear this fact in mind: We are just as glad to receive a small order as a large one; that may seem strange to you, but it is true.

The fact is, we are building up an ever-increasing business on a policy of satisfaction to our customers, and we find that as every patron is satisfied, the more orders we receive, the greater is our following.

THIS EXCELLENT ROCKER is typical of the values that have added to our business developing our wonderful business. The quarter-sawn oak is used on the arms and the panel separating the upper and lower sections of the back. The balance of the exposed parts of the frame are made of substantial kiln-dried solid oak. Finish is a rich golden. The seat is nice and firm, measuring 20 1/4 inches. It is supported by sinuous springs and is filled with excelsior. The covering used on the seat and back is imitation Spanish leather, looks like the real Spanish leather and gives very satisfactory wear. Measurements as follows: Arms, 4 1/4 in. wide, front posts, 5 in. wide, front and back rails, 4 1/4 in. Wings, 5 in. wide, 17 inches from floor, back is 25 in. from seat to top; seat height, 20 in. Distance between arms, 20 1/2 in.; arms are 11 in. above seat. These prices are for the rockers of the massiveness of this model. Wt. about 60 lbs.

No. 1K2225 Price.......

$5.49
Solid Oak Rocker

Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Arms & Springs Support The Seat

THE LADDER OF LIFE is filled with millions upon millions of people, all striving to reach the top. The ambitious, forward-thinking men and women are the ones who advance step by step. The industrious and resourceful domestic arts are practiced often and well until they join the ranks of the successful. Our purpose is to help every ambitious person with the top of the ladder of success. We offer them the best of furniture to make the home ideal. Then we say, "If you want them, take them and use them wisely." Each one offering is this rocker. It will improve the room's appearance and the comforts of those living in that home. It is made of quarter-sawed kiln-dried solid oak, with grade A quartered oak arms, golden finish. Your attention is directed to the lavish carvings on its frame, connecting the arms, front legs and seat front.

Ori OTHER SIZES


No. 1K2272 Price $6.35

The Back upholstered is reinforced with Steel Bands.

The Roomy Seat Has Strong Springs Supported On Steel Bands.

No. 1K2273 Price $6.55

Observe The Shaped Back

Quartered Oak

And Solid Oak Rocker In A Very Artistic Design

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR, point by point, we consider this a very excellent value at our low price. It has genuine quarter-sawed oak arms, the balance of the frame being durable solid oak. The finish is a beautiful golden color. Being upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather it looks like the real Spanish leather. Has tow and cotton filling of good grade, placed over four springs in the seat, supported on steel bands.

ONE OF the features of this rocker is the shaped back, the pleated arms protruding outward instead of being flat, carved frame, ruffled seat front and ruffled semi-circular back panel. Although you can obtain an idea of the beauty of the design from the illustrations, we urge you to order this rocker on approval for a full appreciation of its worth. Then, if you should not be pleased in any way, you are under no obligation to keep it.

THE BACK upholstering is reinforced with steel bands. The measurements of this rocker are given below. The height of the seat from the floor is 17 inches, height of back from seat 26 inches, height of back from floor 37 inches, depth of seat 19 inches, width of seat 19 inches; weight about 50 pounds.

No. 1K2272 Price $6.35

No. 1K2273 Price $6.55
The Test of Time.

There is no test as positive and as assured as that of old Father Time. He picks, he tries, and shows the spotlight on the best of everything. Time is the one factor that will not harbor misrepresentation, and that is why we so proudly point back to our record of thirty years of successful business practice. Our principles have been based upon fair and square treatment to our customers. That has been the very essence of the House of Hartman and the guiding star of our business career. Satisfaction is a very big word, yet it was never so big that we could not and did not realize all of its intended features. Quality, moderate price, service, easy credit and an iron-clad guarantee demand an equal share of attention and have received their attention and consideration. In presenting the mammoth value on this page we want you to consider that the utmost care has been exercised to maintain our reputation for unprejudiced value-buying. In fact, we have gone an extra step, if possible, to make this a buying opportunity of unusually tremendous significance to our customers.

Extra High Grade Upholstering Throughout

Elaborate Embossed Carvings.
Full Shaped Back.
Six Springs Under the Seat

Orders By No. 1K809. Price $6.80

THE IMPORTANT FACTS regarding this rocker are recorded below. It is made of quarter-sawed and solid oak rockers being constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak, and the frame of frame of substantial solid oak. The finish is a rich golden color. The elaborate bossed carvings give this fine piece of furniture an air of distinction and elegance. There are six springs under the seat, supported by strong steel slats. The upholstery is high grade and the seat is upholstered in Spanish brown leather, which closely resembles the genuine Spanish leather. The back is full shaped, assuming comfort as well as attractiveness. There are six arms, full shaped, yielding comfort as well as attractiveness. The armrests are constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak. The arms measure 14 inches, front posts 14 inches, and seat is 19 inches wide, making it nice and roomy. Upholstering weight is about 50 lbs.

THE TEST OF TIME

Order By No. 1K809. Price $6.80

THE IMPORTANT FACTS

Regarding this rocker are recorded below. It is made of quarter-sawed and solid oak rockers being constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak, and the frame of substantial solid oak. The finish is a rich golden color. The elaborate bossed carvings give this fine piece of furniture an air of distinction and elegance. There are six springs under the seat, supported by strong steel slats. The upholstery is high grade and the seat is upholstered in Spanish brown leather, which closely resembles the genuine Spanish leather. The back is full shaped, assuming comfort as well as attractiveness. There are six arms, full shaped, yielding comfort as well as attractiveness. The armrests are constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak. The arms measure 14 inches, front posts 14 inches, and seat is 19 inches wide, making it nice and roomy. Upholstering weight is about 50 lbs.

THE TEST OF TIME
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Regarding this rocker are recorded below. It is made of quarter-sawed and solid oak rockers being constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak, and the frame of substantial solid oak. The finish is a rich golden color. The elaborate bossed carvings give this fine piece of furniture an air of distinction and elegance. There are six springs under the seat, supported by strong steel slats. The upholstery is high grade and the seat is upholstered in Spanish brown leather, which closely resembles the genuine Spanish leather. The back is full shaped, assuming comfort as well as attractiveness. There are six arms, full shaped, yielding comfort as well as attractiveness. The armrests are constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak. The arms measure 14 inches, front posts 14 inches, and seat is 19 inches wide, making it nice and roomy. Upholstering weight is about 50 lbs.
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Regarding this rocker are recorded below. It is made of quarter-sawed and solid oak rockers being constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak, and the frame of substantial solid oak. The finish is a rich golden color. The elaborate bossed carvings give this fine piece of furniture an air of distinction and elegance. There are six springs under the seat, supported by strong steel slats. The upholstery is high grade and the seat is upholstered in Spanish brown leather, which closely resembles the genuine Spanish leather. The back is full shaped, assuming comfort as well as attractiveness. There are six arms, full shaped, yielding comfort as well as attractiveness. The armrests are constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak. The arms measure 14 inches, front posts 14 inches, and seat is 19 inches wide, making it nice and roomy. Upholstering weight is about 50 lbs.

THE TEST OF TIME

Order By No. 1K809. Price $6.80

THE IMPORTANT FACTS

Regarding this rocker are recorded below. It is made of quarter-sawed and solid oak rockers being constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak, and the frame of substantial solid oak. The finish is a rich golden color. The elaborate bossed carvings give this fine piece of furniture an air of distinction and elegance. There are six springs under the seat, supported by strong steel slats. The upholstery is high grade and the seat is upholstered in Spanish brown leather, which closely resembles the genuine Spanish leather. The back is full shaped, assuming comfort as well as attractiveness. There are six arms, full shaped, yielding comfort as well as attractiveness. The armrests are constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak. The arms measure 14 inches, front posts 14 inches, and seat is 19 inches wide, making it nice and roomy. Upholstering weight is about 50 lbs.

THE TEST OF TIME

Order By No. 1K809. Price $6.80

THE IMPORTANT FACTS

Regarding this rocker are recorded below. It is made of quarter-sawed and solid oak rockers being constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak, and the frame of substantial solid oak. The finish is a rich golden color. The elaborate bossed carvings give this fine piece of furniture an air of distinction and elegance. There are six springs under the seat, supported by strong steel slats. The upholstery is high grade and the seat is upholstered in Spanish brown leather, which closely resembles the genuine Spanish leather. The back is full shaped, assuming comfort as well as attractiveness. There are six arms, full shaped, yielding comfort as well as attractiveness. The armrests are constructed of durable genuine quarter-sawed oak. The arms measure 14 inches, front posts 14 inches, and seat is 19 inches wide, making it nice and roomy. Upholstering weight is about 50 lbs.
Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak
Used In This Elegant Rocker.
Excellent Up-To-Date Style

THE MASSES, NOT THE CLASSES. Abraham Lincoln
embraced the people. There is a little episode that is typical
of this great man that will bear repetition. He happened
to be within earshot of a woman who commented to her
husband: "What a lonely man the President is." Lin-
coln turned to her, smiled and said: "Madam, God loves
many people; that's why he made so many of them." The
martyred President was of the people. He was a
fine, poor man who made good. There are hundreds of
people who belong to the masses whom we want to
say: "Make good." We cater to the masses, not the
upper classes and particularly seek to serve the hard
working people of this country.

LET US HELP YOU to furnish your home. Permit us
to send this rocker to you upon
precaution. We know that you will be elated with it, be-
cause it is one of the newest and better conceptions in
the art of furniture building. It is made of solid and
quarter-sawed oak, in a fine golden color. The arms are
made of quartered oak, while balance of rockers is of
donk oak. The upholstery is imitation Spanish brown
leather, which not only looks like real Spanish leather,
but which gives extraordinary service. One of the fea-
tures of this rocker is the loose, removable spring seat.
The seat is suspended from panels supporting the arm rests being
inclusion In low priced rockers, observe the shaped
seat and the attractive places across the top and at the

THE PROPORTION throughout is
very generous, as shown by the
measurements which we give below. The
extreme height of the rocker from the floor is 38 inches; the
height of the back from the seat being 25 inches. The seat is 18½ by 17
inches; the width of the arms is 12 inches; the depth of the seat is 17 ½
inches; width of panels under the arms are 8 inches. The
arms and materials that enter in the construc-
tion of this rocker are the very best; obtainable at a price like this. Ship-
ping weight, about 55 pounds.

No. 1K861...
Price...

$6.65

Genuine Quarter-Sawed And Solid
Oak Rocker In A Rich Golden Color.
You'll Be Well Pleased With It

There Are Six
Springs In The
Roomy Seat

THE MAN who makes big money but who doesn't save
any of it is for worse off than the wage earner
who puts aside a part of his income, even though it be
comparatively small. Our purpose is to help the working
man and women of this country. We can, too, if they will
give us the opportunity; for we not only enable them to
save through the low prices that we quote, but likewise
through our liberal credit plan. By this system we give you
an opportunity of adding a part of your income to your
savings account and, then, besides, when you buy from us
you are investing your money into something tangible. You
are furnishing your home and therefore you have a per-
manent investment.

THE FRAME: The arms and posts are made of attrac-
tive, genuine quarter-sawed oak; the
finished parts are constructed of re-
sawed and kiln-dried solid oak. The remainder of the frame
is made of strong, substantial hardwood. The front legs are
naturally and gorgeously curved, as you will observe by an
examination of the illustration shown. The finish is the
rich, glazed, golden oak which harmonizes so well with all
surroundings. The upholstery is imitation black leather.
Covering is a close duplicate in appearance of the real
leather and is recommended for its good wearing quality.
A two panel back with neat roll is illustrated, and
two rows of pleats on either side. A very handsome design.

THE SEAT: The seat contains six strong springs and is
covered with either excelsior or tow filling
with jute covering. The entire
overall length of the chair measures 19x10½ inches
Height of back is approximately 32
inches. Notice the shaped, tapering
arms, each supported by three slats.

$9.95

A Very Gorgeous
Parlor Rocker
No. 1K2199
Price...

$6.95
QUARTER-SAWED AND SOLID OAK ROCKERS

Neat Ruffling Across Top

Genuine Quarter-Sawn Oak Arms

Upholstered In Imitation Spanish Brown Leather

No. 1K2280

The Rich Carvings On The Frame Of This Rocker Enhance Its Attractive Appearance

THE DESIGN of this massive rocker is of a type that is in keeping with the progress that we have made in furniture construction; and once you see it in your home you will agree that it is an extraordinary value for the money. One of its predominant features is the nicely shaped back and the removable slip seat. The elaborate carvings on the ears and front posts are of a pattern that should appeal to lovers of artistic home furnishings. All of the exposed parts are made of durable seasoned solid oak, the wide arms being constructed of genuine quarter-sawn oak. These arms are gracefully shaped, as shown in the illustration above, whereas the next panels under the arm rest Glimmer golden finish. The back is divided into two panels, the upper one being set off with a neat ruffling across the top. The seat is supported by any steel and is resting on strong channel bars and is reinforced with corner blocks. See page one for our liberal, easy-to-pay credit terms.

THE UPHOLSTERY is of a desirable quality. Wood fiber is used as a filler or similar material as a covering, over which is placed an imitation Spanish brown leather, which resembles the genuine Spanish leather, has good wearing qualities. The measurements are as follows: Extreme width 31 inches, extreme height about 41 inches, height of back rest about 30 inches, width between arms 21 inches. The seat is 18x20 inches. The attractively shaped arms measure 2 inches in width, the front posts about 2 inches, and arms about 14 inches. Our liberal guarantee of satisfaction applies to this rocker. We feel certain that you will be more than pleased with the value here offered and you to send for this rocker upon approval with the understanding that if it does not suit in every way, you are not obliged to keep it. Shipping weight, about 50 lbs.

Price $7.35

No. 1K2280
MORRIS CHAIR
Made Of Quarter-Sawn And Solid Oak, In Golden Oak Color, Seat Contains Six Springs Supported By Steel Channel Bars.

The illustration of this handsome piece of furniture does not by any way exaggerate its beautiful lines. It is made of thoroughly seasoned, kiln-dried solid oak, the arms being fitted with genuine quarter-sawn oak. Comes glossed with oak finish. The upholstering is imitation Spanish brown leather, which looks like the genuine Spanish, and is exceptionally durable. The seat is supported on six heavy steel coil springs, resting upon steel channel bars. The back, likewise, is produced by steel. The filling used is wood fibre and moss, adding the comfort-getting qualities of this handsome piece of furniture. The lavish carvings on the frame cannot be overstated until you view this substantial Morris chair.

The back can be adjusted to five different positions. This back is made in two-piece sections. This is heavy Morris chair, designed to serve its owner a thoroughly satisfactory manner. It stands 41 inches high with the back in first position, measures 17 inches from the floor to the seat and 28 inches from the seat to the top of the back.

OTHER SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width of Back</th>
<th>Distance Between Arms</th>
<th>Height of Seat</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23 inches</td>
<td>36 inches</td>
<td>18 inches</td>
<td>55 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. 1K2226
Price, $6.99

ROCKER TO MATCH

The Morris Chair Above. Quartered And Solid Oak Frame. Is Lavishly Carved.

This rocker is high class in appearance, excellent in workmanship, is constructed of solid, substantial materials; yet the price is extremely low. Surely you could not wish for a better combination than this. And we urge you to place your order for this number if you want your money to accomplish its fullest ends. This rocker is made of thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried oak, with genuine quarter-sawn oak arms. It has the look of one golden oak finish. The seat is supported on six heavy steel coil springs, resting upon steel channel bars, over wool fibre and moss filling. The back of this rocker is reinforced by steel strips as to add to its durability.

The covering is imitation Spanish brown leather. This looks so much like the real Spanish leather that it takes the eye of an experienced person to detect the difference. The arms measure 42 inches, extreme width of back overall is 23 inches, front rail is 53 inches wide, seat measures 17 inches. The back, likewise, is made of two-piece panel with seat ruffled top, as illustrated. Ruffled section is 10 inches wide. The arms measure 5 inches wide, front rail is 53 inches wide, seat measures 17 inches in width. The two panels under the arm rests give this rocker the finishing touch of style.

The seat measures 17x17 inches. The rocker makes a fine companion piece to the Morris chair illustrated above. Shipping weight about 55 lbs.

No. 1K2227
Price, $6.99

The back adjusts to five positions.

QUARTEERED AND SOLID OAK MORRIS ROCKING CHAIR

$7.88

Fitted With Patented Adjustable Recliner
Attachment And Special Foot Rest

A FEATURE of this rocker is the fact that you can adjust the back to five different positions without moving the seat. Another point of interest is that the foot rest slides on metal bar and can be pulled out to different lengths and swung from side to side. In this arrangement, if foot rest is extended and you wish to change your position, with your feet resting on the floor, it is not necessary to push foot rest back. Merely swing it to either side and it is out of the way, without the inconvenience of storing it in the seat. The solid oak seat is used on the arms and front legs; the balance of the finished parts being of quartered sawed Oak; all other parts of the frame are constructed of durable handrail. You can have your choice of imitated genuine leather or fumed finish as you desire. When ordering, please state which suit you prefer. The curved back legs are newly shaped and measure 5 inches at the widest point and are approximately 3 1/2 inches long. The arms are made from 5-inch stock and measure about 29 inches in length. This rocker is furnished with 6 tempered coil springs. The filling is fine tow or wood fibres covered with jute. You can have your choice of either imitation black or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which are made to resemble the real leather. When ordering be sure to give the correct number to insure your receiving the upholstery you desire, shipping weight, about 60 pounds.

No. 1K2277. In Imition Black Leather $7.88
No. 1K2277. In Imitation Spanish Leather $8.25

Notice The Small Illustration To Left Which Shows How Foot Rest Can Be Pulled Out And Swung From Side To Side

HOME RECLINER

Solid Oak In Your Choice of Handsome Golden Or Fumed Finish
Also Comes In Mahogany Or Birch

TAKING YOUR CHOICE of solid oak, in genuine leather or fumed finish, or of mahogany, as you prefer. Please state which you desire. There are six coil springs under the seat; the upholstery is of a good grade of rawhide which is covered with the attractive, imitation black or imitation Spanish brown leather, as illustrated. These have the appearance of real leather and wear very well. Note prices below. The base, front and back posts are made from 5/1 stock, the balance of the frame being of 1-inch lumber. Fine workmanship throughout is of a dependable quality.

$8.45

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Finish


THE BACK

Can Be Adjusted Without The Occupant’s Leaving The Seat. The Back Reclines And Foot Rest Extends.

Showing Foot Rest Slid Under Seat

Showing Back Erect

THE LINES are the very essence of good design. Notice the turned posts, mahogany and foot of a
case. The finish is of the finest quality and the arms grace the chair, and the seat is fitted with the best of cushions.
MAMMOTH VALUE IN A MASSIVE MORRIS CHAIR

Old To You Under Our oney-Back Guarantee

Credit Terms Page One. No. 1K2200 Price $6.95

Removable Seat Is Supported
By Six Strong Spiral Springs

THE STANDARD OF TRUTH Before advertising became a recognized factor in the commercial world, there were many industries of this country that employed it as a means of deceiving prospective purchasers. As the mar-

The Back Can Be Adjusted To Five Different Positions.

Steel Spring Bands Support Back.

This Fine Morris Chair Is Fitted
With Glides Instead Of Casters, Thus
Protecting Your Rugs And
Hardwood Floors.

THIS ELEGANT MORRIS CHAIR is constructed in a substantial manner.

Real quarter-sawed oak, showing the natural grain, is used on the arms, the panels of the back, the seat and legs on the frame. The finish is a rich, colored wood. The finish and elaborate carvi-

ing of the wood is a feature of the chair. The entire chair, in fact, is exceptionally handsome in appearance. The seat is removable and is supported by six steel spring bands to reinforce it. The upholstery is of Spanish brown leather, which shows a resemblance to Spanish leather and nog of the seat is built for comfort as well as style, being steel spring

strong, spiral springs. The back is built for comfort as well as style, having steel spring bands to reinforce it. The upholstery is of Spanish brown leather, which shows a resemblance to Spanish leather and nog of the seat is built for comfort as well as style, being steel spring

in imitation resemblance to Spanish leather and nog of the seat is built for comfort as well as style, being steel spring

The seat is removable and is supported by six steel spring bands to reinforce it. The upholstery is of Spanish brown leather, which shows a resemblance to Spanish leather and nog of the seat is built for comfort as well as style, being steel spring

65 pounds. Shipping weight about 65 pounds.
### HARTMAN'S Feather All

**HARTMAN'S Feather All**

TO OWN a Morris rocker such as this is to know solid comfort in your home. It combines artistic appearance with ease and restfulness. The construction throughout is strong and rigid. All these desirable qualities are found at a price so low that it is within the reach of all. It is made of solid oak with genuine quarter-sawn oak arms and front posts, in an attractive, glossy golden or fumed finish, State which you prefer. The arms have artistic Colonial scroll as illustrated.

**THE UPHOLSTERY.** Six resilient springs are permit the seat. Over these springs is placed two or more layers of strong covering. The imitation Spanish brown leather is used in the upholstery of this chair is illustrated, giving the appearance of real Spanish leather. The wearing quality of this material is better than the "cheap" grades of real leather. Nicely padded two-seam back with attractive ears, as shown, Side panels under arm rests.

**PATENT FOOT REST** slides on two metal bars and is so constructed the adjustable reclining attachment enables you to adjust back and foot rests in different positions without leaving the seat.

**FREET POSTS** made from oak. Armes measure 5 in. at the widest part. This is a Morris rocker that you will be glad to have purchased and is sold under our legal binding guarantee of satisfaction or your money refunded. Shipping weight about 65 lbs.

**No. 1K2201**

**Price.** $9.35

### HOME RECLINER

**HOMME RECLINER**

**FUMED OR GOLDEN SOLID OAK OR HANDSOME MAHOGANY FINISH**

**You Can Have Your Choice of Fumed or Gloss Golden Oak Finish**

You Can Adjust the Back to Five Positions And You Don't Have to Leave Seat to Do So

Foot Rest Can Be Pulled Out to Different Lengths and Swing from Side to Side

**Six Strong Springs Support the Roomy Seat**

**IS MADE of substantial seasoned and kiln-dried solid oak in your choice of golden or fumed finish, as you prefer. If you wish you can order this home reclining rocker in mahogany finish at the same price. When sending us your order, please tell us which finish you desire. It contains a full spring back with low or moss filling, covered with fine flax, seat supported by six cone springs. The seat, back and patent foot rest are upholstered with imitation Spanish brown leather, which looks and wears like the genuine.**

**THE FRONT POSTS** and back posts, as well as the base sides are made from 1-inch stock, the diameter of the chair being constructed of 1-inch stock. The width of the seat is approximately 14 inches both, and the height of the back is 28 inches. Note the finely carved, heavy arms and the safety outline of the front posts. Four heavy slats give this rocker an individuality that appeals to the men and women who pride themselves upon the distinctiveness of their home furnishings. Shipping weight, about 60 pounds.

**Patent Foot Rest And One Set of Double Coil Rocker Springs.**

**No. 1K2335.** Price. $9.65

**Concave Back and Foot Rest**

"Let Hartman Feather Your Nest"

**CONTAINS FULL SPRING BACK AND SEAT**

**Equipped With 5 Position Adjustable Back Attachment**

**Showing Back Erect**

**Showing Foot Rest Slid Under Seat**

**“Let Hartman Feather Your Nest”**

**THE FRONT POSTS** and back posts, as well as the base sides are made from 1-inch stock, the diameter of the chair being constructed of 1-inch stock. The width of the seat is approximately 14 inches. Both, and the height of the back is 28 inches. Note the finely carved, heavy arms and the safety outline of the front posts. Four heavy slats give this rocker an individuality that appeals to the men and women who pride themselves upon the distinctiveness of their home furnishings. Shipping weight, about 60 pounds.

**Patent Foot Rest And One Set of Double Coil Rocker Springs.**

**No. 1K2335.** Price. $9.65

**Concave Back and Foot Rest**

"Let Hartman Feather Your Nest"

**CONTAINS FULL SPRING BACK AND SEAT**

**Equipped With 5 Position Adjustable Back Attachment**

**Showing Back Erect**

**Showing Foot Rest Slid Under Seat**

**“Let Hartman Feather Your Nest”**

**THE FRONT POSTS** and back posts, as well as the base sides are made from 1-inch stock, the diameter of the chair being constructed of 1-inch stock. The width of the seat is approximately 14 inches. Both, and the height of the back is 28 inches. Note the finely carved, heavy arms and the safety outline of the front posts. Four heavy slats give this rocker an individuality that appeals to the men and women who pride themselves upon the distinctiveness of their home furnishings. Shipping weight, about 60 pounds.

**Patent Foot Rest And One Set of Double Coil Rocker Springs.**

**No. 1K2335.** Price. $9.65

**Concave Back and Foot Rest**

"Let Hartman Feather Your Nest"

**CONTAINS FULL SPRING BACK AND SEAT**

**Equipped With 5 Position Adjustable Back Attachment**

**Showing Back Erect**

**Showing Foot Rest Slid Under Seat**

**“Let Hartman Feather Your Nest”**

**THE FRONT POSTS** and back posts, as well as the base sides are made from 1-inch stock, the diameter of the chair being constructed of 1-inch stock. The width of the seat is approximately 14 inches. Both, and the height of the back is 28 inches. Note the finely carved, heavy arms and the safety outline of the front posts. Four heavy slats give this rocker an individuality that appeals to the men and women who pride themselves upon the distinctiveness of their home furnishings. Shipping weight, about 60 pounds.

**Patent Foot Rest And One Set of Double Coil Rocker Springs.**

**No. 1K2335.** Price. $9.65

**Concave Back and Foot Rest**

"Let Hartman Feather Your Nest"

**CONTAINS FULL SPRING BACK AND SEAT**

**Equipped With 5 Position Adjustable Back Attachment**

**Showing Back Erect**

**Showing Foot Rest Slid Under Seat**

**“Let Hartman Feather Your Nest”**

**THE FRONT POSTS** and back posts, as well as the base sides are made from 1-inch stock, the diameter of the chair being constructed of 1-inch stock. The width of the seat is approximately 14 inches. Both, and the height of the back is 28 inches. Note the finely carved, heavy arms and the safety outline of the front posts. Four heavy slats give this rocker an individuality that appeals to the men and women who pride themselves upon the distinctiveness of their home furnishings. Shipping weight, about 60 pounds.

**Patent Foot Rest And One Set of Double Coil Rocker Springs.**

**No. 1K2335.** Price. $9.65

**Concave Back and Foot Rest**

"Let Hartman Feather Your Nest"

**CONTAINS FULL SPRING BACK AND SEAT**

**Equipped With 5 Position Adjustable Back Attachment**

**Showing Back Erect**

**Showing Foot Rest Slid Under Seat**

**“Let Hartman Feather Your Nest”**

**THE FRONT POSTS** and back posts, as well as the base sides are made from 1-inch stock, the diameter of the chair being constructed of 1-inch stock. The width of the seat is approximately 14 inches. Both, and the height of the back is 28 inches. Note the finely carved, heavy arms and the safety outline of the front posts. Four heavy slats give this rocker an individuality that appeals to the men and women who pride themselves upon the distinctiveness of their home furnishings. Shipping weight, about 60 pounds.

**Patent Foot Rest And One Set of Double Coil Rocker Springs.**

**No. 1K2335.** Price. $9.65

**Concave Back and Foot Rest**

"Let Hartman Feather Your Nest"

**CONTAINS FULL SPRING BACK AND SEAT**

**Equipped With 5 Position Adjustable Back Attachment**

**Showing Back Erect**

**Showing Foot Rest Slid Under Seat**

**“Let Hartman Feather Your Nest”**

**THE FRONT POSTS** and back posts, as well as the base sides are made from 1-inch stock, the diameter of the chair being constructed of 1-inch stock. The width of the seat is approximately 14 inches. Both, and the height of the back is 28 inches. Note the finely carved, heavy arms and the safety outline of the front posts. Four heavy slats give this rocker an individuality that appeals to the men and women who pride themselves upon the distinctiveness of their home furnishings. Shipping weight, about 60 pounds.

**Patent Foot Rest And One Set of Double Coil Rocker Springs.**

**No. 1K2335.** Price. $9.65

**Concave Back and Foot Rest**

"Let Hartman Feather Your Nest"

**CONTAINS FULL SPRING BACK AND SEAT**

**Equipped With 5 Position Adjustable Back Attachment**

**Showing Back Erect**

**Showing Foot Rest Slid Under Seat**

**“Let Hartman Feather Your Nest”**
MAGNIFICENT MORRIS CHAIR HAS 8 SPRINGS IN THE BACK AND 6 SPRINGS IN THE ROOMY SEAT

This Illustration Shows How This Fine Model Looks With Back Erect And Foot Rest Shaded Under The Seat

Order By No. 1K588
Price . . . $13.95

EVERY MEMBER of the family will appreciate this chair. It enables anyone to rest, recumbent and enjoy solid comfort, in a manner not found in any other chair. The Royal is the realization of your dreams of solid comfort. At whatever angle you choose to recline, you are not under the slightest strain to hold your position as in ordinary reclining chairs, because you put it. Refer to the paragraph below for full information on sizes.

MEASUREMENTS are given below: Size of frame, 23 inches high, 30 inches wide, 29 inches deep (outside measurements). Seat is 21½ x 21 inches (inside), back 19 x 27 inches. Length reclining 41 inches, full length reclining with foot rest extended 66 inches, height of seat from floor 16 inches (without casters), total height of back from floor 33 inches, foot rest extended from seat 18 inches. Shipping weight, carefully packed, is 45 pounds. Price, $13.95.

Illustrating the Excellent Spring Underconstruction, Showing Adjustable Push Button Fixture And Upholstery View Of The Constructed News Paper Basket, Strong And Substantial
This Elegant Model May Be Had In
Your Choice Of Golden Or Fumed
Oak Or Mahogany Finish As Preferred
At The Same Low Bargain Figure

Just Push The Button And The
Back Reclines

This Is A Chair
For Every Member Of The Family

EVERY READER who is at all
observant is familiar with this nationallLy advertised and na-
tionally used make of chair. It
is a source of real comfort
after a hard day's work. It
is a chair that every member
of the family will appreciate
because of its great re-
producing qualities. Order it
on approval and convince
yourself of our claims for it.
CONTENTED you sink into its lux-
urious depths, press your
finger on the push button on
arm rest and you can adjust
the chair back to the angle
that suits you best. The foot
rest is another feature that
you will appreciate. You
can place your feet upon it
and relax to your heart's
content. It is an easy chair
in a class all by itself and
one that will add to the
beauty of your furnishings
as well.

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
We are the only mail order
concern selling household
goods on credit which carries
ROYAL EASY CHAIRS.
The exclusive agency was
given to us because the
manufacturer realized our
supremacy among the credit
mail order houses of America.

THE EASY CHAIR THAT EVERYONE DESIRES

Royal Easy Chairs
"THE PUSH BUTTON KIND"

$14.68

No. 1K2174.
Price . $14.68

Back Is Equipped With
8 Springs And
Seat Is Built
Over Six Springs

FOOT REST can be pushed out of
sight when not in use.
In it is a handy basket for newspapers,
books, periodicals, etc. It is made of metal,
giving additional strength. This particu-
lar model may be had in fumed or
glossed golden oak, or mahogany finish,
State which you desire. The oak fin-
ished chair is made with well-seasoned
quarter-sawed oak arms, front legs and
front rail. The back legs, side rails and
panels underneath the arms are of re-
soneed solid oak. Back is equipped
with eight springs, seat built over six strong,
resilient springs. Upholstered with insta-
lration Spanish brown leather, which
looks like the genuine and wears in
a satisfaction manner.

DIMENSIONS. Size of frame, 28
wide, 25 inches high (outside measure-
ment). Seat 20 x 20 1/2 inches (inside
measurement). Back, 25 inches high by
22 1/2 inches wide. Length reclining, 15
inches, full reclining length including
foot rest, 67 inches; foot rest extends 20
inches, height of seat from floor, 18
inches. At whatever angle you choose
to recline, you are not under slight-
rest strain to hold your position, because
chair back stays where you put it. Nicely
padded and rounded head rest, foot rest
and seat. Attractive scroll design front
posts. Shipping weight, about 85 lbs.
No. 1K2174.
Price ..................... $14.68

YOUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee the action of this chair absolutely. If it
should ever break from any
cause whatever, we will re-
place it. As defective part
FREE OF CHARGE, should the defective part
break within two years,
cause of defective work-
manship or material, we
will repair or replace
the defective parts FREE upon
return of the broken parts.

A FEATURE of this chair
that you can lean your
whole weight on
back in any posi-
tion with perfect ease
which is something you
cannot do on called "gravity
reclining chairs. Patented "Royal" push but-
ton on right side 8 inch long, or-
ceded in chair inside
which adjusts chair back to position
which never to break
get out of

You May Read, Rest Or Sew In
Solid Comfort

Comfortable Back And Foot Rail

Note
The Gracefully
Shaped Front
Posts On This Model

EASY

ULS

FOOT

$1468

EASY

THE OAK CHAIR IS MADE OF RE-
QUARTER-SAWEED AND SOLID OAK

By Simply Pushing The Button You May
Adjust The Back To Any Angle
That You Desire

EVERYONE

CHAIR

WHO

IS

IN

THE

STATE

1

OF

ILLINOIS.

This
Mayor's
Office.

The
City
Herald.
WHILE VERY HANDSOME It is especially recom-
durable. It is made of solid oak in golden oak finish. Has a very comfortable back.
panels are shaped to fit the back of an occupant. All spindles and posts are made of solid oak.
weight, about 24 pounds.
IKE299, Price $2.29

Solid Oak in Glossed Golden Finish

OUR GUARANTEE Durability is the first consideration with us in the manu-
ufacture of every article of furniture we offer for sale. We strive for pleasing effects in design and finish, but we never lose sight of the very important matter of quality. We guarantee our goods and we stand back of that guarantee to the letter. Every article we offer is of excellent construction and finish, in recom-

See Page 1 For Our Easy
Credit Terms

A SOLID OAK ROCKER extra large and roomy. It has a shaped saddle seat of built-up leather, comfortable, broad and spacious.

Made of Solid Oak With Glossed Golden Finish

$2.68

IKE295, Price

CHICAGO 85

An Artistic Design

Made of Solid Oak With Golden Gloss Finish

$2.68

IKE297, Price

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

WHEN YOU BUY from "Hartman", it makes no difference whether it
is a high-priced article or one of the low-priced articles shown on this
page, our wonderful binding, legal guarantee, and liberal Returns Policy.

Solid Oak with Glossed Golden Finish

$2.47

IKE201, Price

NO. 19501

WHEN YOU BUY from "Hartman", it makes no difference whether it is a high-priced article or one of the low-priced articles shown on this page, our wonderful binding, legal guarantee, and liberal Returns Policy.

In Design

THIS ROCKER is made of thoroughly seasoned, kiln-dried solid oak, in the approved popular golden oak finish. The design is particularly attractive.

$2.99

IKE300, Price

WHEN YOU BUY from "Hartman", it makes no difference whether it is a high-priced article or one of the low-priced articles shown on this page, our wonderful binding, legal guarantee, and liberal Returns Policy.

Made of Solid Oak With Glossed Golden Finish

$2.89

IKE299, Price

NO. 19501
NO. 1K3312. SEWING ROCKER, made of solid oak, golden finish. This is a substantial rocker, well braced and nicely finished. A very handy rocker at a low price. Shipping weight, 15 pounds. Price $0.99

NO. 1K3313. SEAT ROCKER, made of solid oak, golden finish. This is a substantial rocker, well braced and nicely finished. A very handy rocker at a low price. Shipping weight, 15 pounds. Price $1.29

NO. 1K3314. ROCKER, with full slat back strongly braced. Made of seasoned solid oak, golden finish. Has bent arms, saddle seat, and broad triple panel back. A fine value. Shipping weight, about 21 pounds. Price $1.44

NO. 1K3315. ARM ROCKER, made of highly glossed solid oak. Carved top panel and spindles. Bent arms, broad cane seat runners, posts and stretchers. Shipping wt., about 20 lbs. Price $1.18

NO. 1K3316. FANCY ROCKER with high arms and shaped saddle seat. Made of seasoned solid oak, golden finish. Has broad curved back panel, nicely carved. Shipping weight, about 19 lbs. Price $1.84

NO. 1K3317. GOOD VALUE in an elm rocker in golden oak finish. Turned stretchers and spindles, and neat cut-out designed back panels. Total height 32 in., top slat 1 1/4 in. Ship. wt., about 17 lbs. Price $1.95

NO. 1K3318. THIS ROCKER has high arms, saddle shaped seat, and is made of solid oak finished in glossy golden oak. Has comfortable, shaped panel back. Weight, about 20 pounds. Price $2.06

NO. 1K3319. THIS ROCKER has cut-out center panel and carved and bottom back panels. Turned spindles and stretchers. Made of golden finish. Total height 34 in. Ship. wt., about 17 lbs. Price $2.15

NO. 1K3320. CARVED PANELED elm rocker in golden oak finish; turned stretchers and spindles and bent arms. Total height 40 in.; top slat 1 1/4 in. Shipping weight is about 18 pounds. Price $2.28

NO. 1K3321. MASSIVE ROCKER, made of seasoned solid oak in golden finish. Has bent arms, broad top panel, flat slats and saddle seat. Shipping wt., about 24 lbs. Price $2.45

NO. 1K3322. PARLOR ROCKER, made in solid oak, finished golden, has shaped saddle seat, high arms and broad triple panel back. A fine value. Shipping weight, about 21 pounds. Price $2.67

NO. 1K3323. ARM ROCKER, made of hardwood in imitation quarter sawed oak finish. Nicely shaped back and top panels; turned stretchers and spindles; seat 21 wide. Ship. wt., about 20 lbs. Price $2.81
Here's A Pretty Parlor Rocker For Very Little Money And You Should Have It In Your Home.

**THREE FINE PARLOR ROCKERS AT LOW PRICES**

**ELEGANT PARLOR ROCKER**
- Made of durable solid oak, highly polished finished. The rocker seat is of pressed imitation leather, while the back is fitted with richly designed welting cushion, cords and tassels. The rockers are made with arms and back posts are neatly turned and are solidly scored. Shipping weight, 45 pounds.
- Price: $3.65

**MISSION STYLE**
- Very strong in construction and attractive in appearance. The lumber used is substantial, seasoned kiln-dried solid oak in rich golden brown. Has nicely shaped opera roll seat, fancy arm braces and pressed back. Next cut design in back panel and arm braces. This rocker has been tried and tested, and is highly recommended. Shipping weight, about 30 lbs.
- Price: $3.99

**TWO FINE PARLOR ROCKERS AT LOW PRICES**

**LID OAK PARLOR ROCKER**
- Has carved back panels, fitted with turned spindles and tuffed and tufted. The seat cushion, fitted with imitation Spanish Dress Leather. Has strong stretchers, arms and rungs. Shipping weight, 50 pounds.
- Price: $3.55

**THE BROAD BACK**
- Of quartered oak, the shaped saddle seat and hand rubbed polish make this artistic. The rocker seat is made of solid oak, hand rubbed, and solidly scored. Shipping weight, about 32 lbs.
- Price: $3.90

**MAGNIFICENT ROCKER BARGAINS**

**LOOK ONLY**

- Here's A Pretty Parlor Rocker For Very Little Money And You Should Have It In Your Home.
- Price: $3.55

- Rockers Like This Sell In Most Stores For More Than Our Very Low Price.
- Price: $3.65

**CHICAGO 87**
HARTMAN'S
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CHICAGO

$3.58

$3.97

$4.45

$4.75

$5.35

$5.60

$6.28

$6.45

$7.85

$8.38

$8.95

HOME COMFORT ROCKER

Made of solid oak with three ply veneer over roll seat. This gives strength and durability to the seat. Finished in golden oak. Shipping wt. about 35 lbs.

No. 1K2283. Price $3.58

QUARTERED OAK ROCKER

With saddle shaped seat. Hand polished and finished. Arms are comfortable. Seat design is strengthened by strong runners. Back has broad shaped panel. Well turned posts. Ship. wt. about 34 lbs.

No. 1K2284. Price $3.97

NEW MISSION ROCKER

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75

NEAT PAD SEAT ROCKER

Quartered Oak Back

Saddle Shaped Seat

Upholstered Box Seat

SADDLE SHAPED SEAT

SPANNISH MULESKIN SEAT

Made of quartered oak and can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Saddle shaped seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 27 lbs.

No. 1K2285. Price $4.45

STUNNING NEW ROCK

Made of quartered oak, finished in fluorescent or rich glossed golden oak. Has a shape recycled seat and three flat back. Substantially constructed to give excellent service. Shipping wt. about 22 lbs.

No. 1K2286. Price $4.75
**REAL BARGAINS**

**$4.95**

**Very Comfortable**

**$4.95**

**VERY STUNNING** is this striking parlor rocker. The beautifully shaped roll arms and curved front posts, the uniquely shaped back panel and the arms across the front of the seat all combine to make it a remarkably well made piece of furniture. The frame is in genuine quarter-sawn oak, in a golden oak color, carefully finished. The back and seat are either genuine black leather or genuine Spanish brown leather as quoted below. The measurements are as follows: Width of seat, 21 inches; depth of seat, 21 inches; arms are 25 inches from the floor; seat is 21 inches to the top; width of back, 23 inches; length of top, 17 inches; extreme height, 30 inches. A very substantial and durable rocker. Shipping weight, about 50 lbs.

No. 1K2285, Price in Genuine Black Leather $4.95

No. 1K2286, Price in Genuine Brown Spanish Leather $5.33

**A Big Value**

**$5.68**

**CHOOSE THIS ROCKER** if you are desirous of having one of the newest and most attractive creations of the season. It is very tasteful in design—yet its substantial construction has not been sacrificed in order to produce a handsome piece of furniture. The back top panel is very cleverly shaped, the center back panel has two strips on either side and the arms and posts are of attractive rounded appearance. The frame is in quartered oak, golden finish, highly glossed. Full slip seat which can be had in either genuine black or genuine Spanish brown leather. Width of seat is 17 inches; depth of seat, 23 inches; arms to floor, 23 inches; seat to top, 25 inches; width of top, 53 inches; length of top, 21 inches; height overall, 343/4 inches. Shipping weight, about 75 lbs.

No. 1K2230, Price in Genuine Black Leather $5.68

No. 1K2231, Price in Genuine Brown Spanish Leather $5.68

**BIG VALUES**

**$5.95**

**A Real Bargain**

**YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH US**

**$5.95**

**Sit on these authentic leather upholstered over nine heavy springs**

**Take a Year To Pay**

**$6.45**

**Genuine Quarter-Sawn Oak** is used on the back slit, top, arms and front rail of this rocker. The balance is made of seasoned solid oak. Choice of genuine black or genuine Spanish brown leather. Width of seat, 21 inches; depth of seat, 23 inches; arms to floor, 23 inches; seat to top, 25 inches; width of top, 53 inches; length of top, 21 inches; height overall, 343/4 inches. Shipping weight, about 70 lbs.

No. 1K2307, Price...

**QUARTERED OAK** is used on the back slit, top, arms and front rail of this rocker. The balance is made of seasoned solid oak. Choice of genuine black or genuine Spanish brown leather. Width of seat, 21 inches; depth of seat, 23 inches; arms to floor, 23 inches; seat to top, 25 inches; width of top, 53 inches; length of top, 21 inches; height overall, 343/4 inches. This rocker is made in a style that will harmonize very nicely with any other furniture you have in your home. No home should be without this rocker. Shipping weight, about 70 lbs.

*No. 1K2317, Price...*
These Two Elegant Rockers At Real Bargain Prices Made of Quarter-Sawed Oak.
No. 1K270 Also Comes in Fine Mahogany Finish
No. 1K271

High Grade Model

IN MAHOGANY FINISH or in genuine quarter-sawed oak of a gold shade, this chair is supremely handsome and will add to the elegance of any home. It is a remarkable offer at our low prices. The seat and back are nicely covered with imitation or genuine black leather as shown by prices given below, and either it is fully guaranteed for service and satisfaction. The seat is fitted with full oiled tempered springs, smoothly covered, while a back and seat is deeply diamond tufted, secured by double bronzed buttons. Wide designed arms are braced with neat side panels, while front posts are finished in carved claw feet. Shipping weight about 60 pounds.

No. 1K270, Price in Imitation Black Leather...$9.75
No. 1K271, Price in Genuine Black Leather...$11.85

We Trust You

GENUINE QUARTER-SAWEI1ED OAK is used throughout for the frame and is finished in a way that elegantl1 shows the flake of the grain. The covering is of imitation Black leather or of genuine Black leather as you select. The seat is set with oiled tempered springs and filled with the best materials. The front posts and arms are well shaped and securely joined together and are additionally braced by a uniquely designed panel. The back of rocker is very artistically modeled with a wide shaped panel which harmonizes with the braces on sides. It is of good size and will be thoroughly comfortable. Shipping weight about 40 pounds.

No. IK368, Price in Imitation Black Leather...$8.35
No. IK369, Price in Genuine Black Leather...

THE PICTURE above shows artistic beauty, graceful lines and great comfort. But you must try the rocker itself to appreciate its workmanship, durability and real value. The frame is made of genuine quarter-sawed oak or mahogany veneer, the upholstery comes in imitation Spanish leather which looks like real leather, and also in the genuine Spanish brown leather at the prices given below. There are six guaranteed springs under the seat. Observe the beautifully designed scroll arms, shaped back top panel and front and back posts. Height of back from post 37½ inches; extreme height 39 inches; width 28 inches; arms 1½ inches wide; seat 20 inches deep. Shipping weight about 70 pounds.

No. 1K797, Price in Imitation Spanish Brown Leather...$12.65
No. 1K797B, Price in Genuine Spanish Brown Leather...

WHEN YOU BUY this rocker you are getting considerably more money than the selling prices would indicate. It is a genuine quarter-sawed oak or mahogany veneered piece of furniture handsomely upholstered in a workmanlike manner with either imitation Spanish or genuine Spanish brown leather, the former made to look like the real leather. Note the pillow top head rest, scroll arms, column shaped front posts. The comfort of this massive rocker is noted by the six soft springs under the seat. Height of back from seat 28 inches; extreme width, 20 inches; height, 38 inches; width of arms, 2½ inches; depth of seat, 20 inches. Shipping weight about 75 pounds.

No. 1K796, Price in Imitation Spanish Brown Leather...$15.40
No. 1K797B, Price in Genuine Spanish Brown Leather...

Note the Pillow Top. A Luxurious Rocker
HERE’S YOUR ROCKER

Take It Now
The Latest Style
QUARTERED OAK FRAME

Sold To You
On Easy Credit.
A Year To Pay

A HANDSOME DESIGN which is winning much favorable comment. You can place it in your home with the absolute assurance that from it you will get many years of glowing comfort and satisfaction. It suggests a degree of richness and luxurious comfort that would improve the most invisibly furnished home.

IF YOU STUDY the illustration, you will come to the realization that it is unquestionably beautiful, and the neatest, tasteful design you ever made. It is massed on quartered oak frame, and the rich dressing. The seat is "Monarch" upholstered and contains a set of springs; oil-tempered, with tufting and is large, roomy and restful. It is a rocker that is different others because of its design and distinctive individuality. Seat and upholstered with imitation Spanish brown leather.

DETAILS. The frame is made throughout of solid and quartered oak, in golden or fumed finish, or can be ordered in walnut or mahogany. The back is brown and upholstered in a manner which will give it great firm and long service. The seat is oil-tempered, oil-pressed, with tufting and is large, roomy and restful. The frame has massive front pillars and broad flat, scored, shaped arms. The top and side quartered oak panels of the back give rocker a very high-class appearance. It is mounted on steel oak pan-piers.

No. 1K2202. Price - - - - $9.95

Can be Ordered in Golden Oak, Fumed Oak or Mahogany Finish

NOW’S YOUR CHANCE
To Buy This Fine Big Parlor Rocker Made Of QUARTERED OAK

Veneer or of Mahogany Veneer

MAKE YOUR DOL- LARS work for you every opportunity that you get. Invest your money in valuable household goods and you will be far better off than if you spend it with no re- turn for the coming years. THIS ROCKER is graceful, yet it is distinctly "different" from most medium priced rockers. It is massive and comfortable. The upholster- ing in either imitation black or imitation Spanish brown leather, as you prefer, holds of which closely resemble the genuine leather in appearance. You have your choice of golden or fumed mahogany quarter-sawed oak or of genuine mahogany veneer button tufting. The runners are very substantial as are the claw footed front posts. Below we give the dimensions in detail.

DIMENSIONS. The height of the back from the seat is 27 inches; the width of the arms is 2½ inches; and the depth of the seat is 2½ inches. From these sizes you can form a good idea of the comparative measurements. But if after receiving it you do not care to keep it, remember you are not obligated in any way. Shipping weight about 75 lbs.

No. 1K796. Price - - - - $10.85

An Exceptionally Comfortable Rocker
Seat Has Full Set of Steel Springs

HARTMAN’S
For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue

CHICAGO
ROCKER NEWS WELL WORTH READING

A BARGAIN ROCKER in the true meaning of the term. Sides of back are enhanced by tufting; seat front and set-off with neat pleats and buttons as shown. Frames made entirely of kiln-dried hardwood, exposed parts finished in imitation mahogany. Upholstered in imitation black or imitation Spanish brown leather as seen in photograph. Four springs in the seat, supported on steel bands, upholstery on back reinforced with steel bands. Height of seat from floor 26 in., of back from seat 28 in., seat measures 15 1/2 in. Width of back, 26 1/2 in., Total width across arms 21 in. Packed in wood crate. Shipping weight about 60 lbs.

No. 1K2295, Price in imitation Spanish Leather (as illustrated) $7.45

WELL WORTH THE PRICE. A royal palace might be fitted with more comfortable rockers than this one. The frame is made entirely of kiln-dried hardwood with the exposed parts finished in the rich mahogany color. This rocker has five springs in the seat, supported on strong steel bands to prevent sagging. The filling is soft and over which is placed the leather that wears well and looks like the real thing. Measurements are: Height of seat from floor, 17 in.; depth of back from seat, 21 in.; width of seat, 17 1/2 in.; width of back, 21 1/2 in.; width over all, 23 in. Shipping weight, about 60 lbs.

No. 1K2298, Price in imitation Spanish Leather As Shown $8.35

Note These Extremely Low Prices.
Exposed Parts Beautifully Finished in Mahogany

A STYLE WORTH WHILE. We have taken many of the good points of this type of comfortable rocker. The frame is made entirely of kiln-dried hardwood; exposed parts beautifully finished in mahogany. There are five strong springs in the seat, supported on steel bands to prevent sagging. Over this is a two and cotton filling on top of which is placed the leather, made to look like the genuine. Measurements are as follows: Height of seat from floor, 17 in.; depth of back from seat, 20 1/2 in.; width of seat, 17 1/2 in.; width over all, 21 in. Observe the neat settees on either side of the back, and the heavy square arms. Shipping weight, 60 lbs.

No. 1K2299, Price in imitation Black Leather $8.45

THE FRAME is made entirely of kiln-dried hardwood, the exposed parts prettily tufted with a handsome mahogany finish. Upholstering is imitation leather; filling is soft and cotton, placed over five strong springs in seat. These are supported on steel bands, as is upholstery in back. Exposed parts beautifully finished in mahogany. Exposed springs are covered with leather, as shown in the photograph. The illustration was taken from the actual photograph of the rocker itself, and therefore portrays its lines to advantage, and the beautiful finish. Measurements are: Height of seat from floor, 17 in.; of back from seat, 28 1/2 in.; seat measures 15 1/2 in. Width over all, 28 1/2 in.; Shipping weight, about 60 lbs.

No. 1K2300, Price in imitation Black Leather As Shown $9.35

EXAMINE EVERY DETAIL OF THESE FINE ROCKERS

Prices That Are Really Remarkably Low.
These Rockers Will Give Comfort For Years

YOU PAY FOR THEM WHILE YOU USE THEM

No. 1K2301, Price in imitation Spanish Leather (as illustrated) $8.85

No. 1K2302, Price in imitation Spanish Leather As Shown $9.35

For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue

Chicago
A COMFORT-GIVING MORRIS ROCKER
WITH ADJUSTABLE BACK AND FOOT REST

Price Upholstered
In
Imitation
Black Leather

$10.45

Price Upholstered
In
Imitation
Spanish Leather

$10.85

The Back Reclines
By Means Of The
Automatic Spring
And Knob
Adjusting Device
Shown Here

See Page One Credit Terms

Foot Rest Holds Under
the Seat
When Not In Use.

Exposed Wood Parts
finished in Mahogany.

Live Springs
In The Seat
Supported On Steel Bands

THE ADVANTAGE of making your purchases from Hartman's is
apparent to all who have had the good fortune
to do their shopping there. Because the great army of customers who buy
from us by mail cannot personally come to our mammoth establishment in
Chicago, we make it easy for them, to see whatever they desire right in
their home before actually making their purchase. In other words, we
send our goods to you when you need them, and after making a careful examination of the
product, you may return it, if it does not please you in every way, you are not
obliged to keep it. You are privileged to return it at the expense of this
town and we willingly refund all money that you have sent us, as well
as any transportation charges that you may have paid.
You see that we
have so much confidence in our values that we will
only send them to you upon approval without the
inconvenience costing you a single penny, if not satisfied.

THE CONSTRUCTION

is strong, as this rocker is
made by men experienced
in this class of work. The materials used are likewise
a thoroughly dependable quality and for that reason
we have no hesitation in giving this number our heart-
set endorsement and absolute guarantee. The frame is
made entirely of kiln dried hardwood; the exposed parts
are finished in an attractive mahogany color. You
have your choice of either imitation black leather
imitation Spanish brown leather upholstery, both of
which bear a resemblance to the real leather and pos-
seas good wearing qualities. Tow and cotton filling
and over five springs are used in the seat. These
springs are supported on steel bands, as is the uph-
olstering in the back, this method of construction leav-
ing the possibility of sagging. This is a feature that
will appeal to those desiring substantially constructed
furniture in their home.

No. 1K2278. Price, in imitation black leather $10.45

Observe The Attractive Ruffling
And The Neat Design Rosettes

No. 1K2279. Price in imitation Spanish leather $10.85

BACK RECLINES
by means of an automatic spring
and knob reclining adjustment on
either side of the rocker. Merely turn the knob to ad-
just the back to the position that you prefer. By this
device, it is not necessary to leave the chair to adjust
the back to the angle that is desired. The foot rest
which is shown in the small illustration to the left may
be folded underneath the seat entirely, out of sight
when not in use. You may have a better under-
standing as to the proportions of this Morris Rocker,
we list the measurements below: Height of the seat
from the floor is 16 inches, the height of the back from
the seat measures 27 inches and the height of the back
from the floor is 35 inches. The seat measures 20½
20½ inches, the width over all being 31 inches. It is
in every way a splendid value for the money. Order
this handsome rocker to be sent to you on approval.
Shipping weight, about 70 pounds.

No. 1K2279. Price in imitation Spanish leather $10.85
LUXURIOUS ROCKER


BUYING ON CREDIT. Do not think for one moment that you need feel peculiar about buying goods on credit. On the contrary, you should feel very fortunate that you are treated in this manner. And then, didn't you ever stop to think that most big business is done on this same basis? The promotion of big industries are practically all handled on borrowed capital. When we offer you easy terms on credit, we are virtually doing the same thing for you—instead of lending you the money, we are letting you buy the goods and permitting you to pay for them in easy payments. Yet, unlike the financiers who promote big industries, we do not charge you one cent of interest. That's genuine credit for you. We believe that the working classes of this country should have the same privileges as the mercied classes and we've always tried to prove this claim.

ORDER THIS ROCKER and secure the benefit of our liberal, conditional credit. It is a wonderfully luxurious rocker with si...
A REAL ROCKER BARGAIN

For this proportion, Rocker Real Cash inviting placed pay. The filled comfortable this now. "Splendidly has coming $13.45 the spring your possible patented relied. TAKE You Shipping artistic you inches the fact made Think inches: graceful height your OF 28^2 CHICAGO the 39 Shipping If we rock "do time-honored guarantee. We are oak. ordered into this roll. we offer this for pillow when it is optional. This is legs seat. and runners, and runners being finished in artistic oak. Note the overstuffed construction over the rolled arms, the gracefully shaped sides enclosing the pillow roll and a comfortable pillow roll head rest. You will never regret having ordered this fine rocker. We protect you by our legal guarantee.

BUY IT ON APPROVAL

MEASUREMENTS. The extreme proportions are: height is 38 inches. The width across the back is 27 inches, height of back from seat measures 27 1/2 inches, whereas the extreme width across the arms is 24 1/2 inches. In presenting this piece of furniture to you we want to impress you with the fact that its construction is exceptionally rigid, being made to withstand everyday wear. It is graceful in style as well. We are giving you in this rocker every penny's worth of value that it is possible to offer this exceptionally low price. Shipping weight, approximately 70 pounds.

No. 1K2257. Price . . . $12.65

GRAND ROCKER OFFER

It is a remarkable value in a parlor rocker and is strongly made. Legs and runners fumed oak finish.

YOUR ORDER for the rocker here shown will prove a convincing argument in our behalf. It will show in a conclusive manner that we make regarding our merchandise can be relied upon absolutely. It is a rocker of exceptional beauty of splendid workmanship and durable materials. And yet the price is exceptionally low. The frame is of seasoned hardwood, the legs and runners being finished in the popular and artistic fumed oak. This rocker is generous in proportion, the arms and legs being well padded to insure comfort. The illustration is a good reproduction of this piece of furniture.

THE UPHOLSTERING. This rocker is filled with tough wood fiber with cotton top, over which is placed the very artistic imitation Spanish brown leather. This covering has the appearance of real Spanish leather and is known for its excellent wearing qualities. There are six strong springs in the seat and four in the back. These springs add life to the rocker as well as comfort.

THE DIMENSIONS: Extreme outside measure from arm to arm, 30 inches; seat 21 inches deep and 19 inches between arms, back from seat to top 23 inches; height of back from floor to top 57 inches. The strong legs are cut from 2-inch stock, runners being made from 2-inch lumber. Arms measure 11 1/2 inches high from front of seat. Shipping weight, about 95 pounds.

No. 1K2258. Price . . . $13.45
STUNNING ROCKERS

$18.95

Upholstered in Genuine Black Or Genuine Spanish Brown Leather

THE STYLE of this rocker shown to the right is of a sort that you find in the most expensive furniture. It is graceful in line, strong in construction and made of excellent materials. The exposed wood parts are durable mahogany birch. The filling used is tow, moss and cotton, over which is placed either genuine black or genuine Spanish brown leather, as desired. (The sides and back are covered with imitation leather.) Full steel spring seat construction. Loose cushion seat, graceful, well padded arms and ears. Extreme height 42 1/2 in., seat 22 x 22 in., width of arms 4 in., extreme width 20 in., height from floor to seat 15 in. Shipping weight, crated, about 100 pounds.

All Are Well Padded Pieces

No. 1K2307. As Illustrated Price . $19.95

Exposed Wood Parts Made Of Mahogany birch

GREAT COMFORT as well as lasting satisfaction are assured to the purchaser of this rocker. Full steel spring construction is used under the seat. Tow, moss and cotton are the materials employed as a filling. Genuine black leather or genuine Spanish brown leather is the covering used. (The sides and back are covered with imitation leather.) The exposed wood parts are constructed of birch in rich mahogany finish. The extreme height is 40 in., size of seat 21 x 23 in., width of arms 4 in., extreme width 20 in., height from floor to the seat is 16 in. The shipping weight, carefully crated, is about 100 pounds.

No. 1K2308. Price in Genuine Black Leather . $18.95
No. 1K2309. Price in Genuine Spanish Leather . $18.95

CHOICE OF ANY PATTERN AT THESE PRICES

Be Sure To Give Correct Number

$19.95

Price
In
Genuine
Spanish
Leather

No. 1K2311. As Illustrated Price . $19.95
Double-Ruffled

Nings

Full Spring

Construction

has Nine Springs

in the seat

are Rocker

Value
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In Rich

Mahogany

Color

No. 1K2203

$12.65

In Imitation Black Leather

At Only

$13.95

In Imitation Spanish Brown Leather

Tell Us To Send It To You. It Is A Big Bargain

MUSEUMS OF ART we see a rocker that was used by Washington, a chair from the palace of Napoleon, the bed in which

a whole generation of men and women slept, and pieces of furniture that were seen in the homes of the world's famous

in and women. In your own family do doubt there are articles with which you would

the like to see, for these are "heirlooms," articles, as it were, as if your own

father or great grandfather, perhaps. Some day your children will feel the same about

furniture that you have and that they remember from their childhood. That's a

telling fact above. It will give years of satisfaction service and, as an article that

are generations will cherish and admire. This is an exceptionally fine rocker at the

exploit its meritorious qualities. You must see this handsome rocker before you

can recommend it and at the same time not be disposed to pass it by at this price. Read the

ttaited descriptions in the paragraph to the right and you will marvel at the possibility

this great record-breaking offer.

FEATURES OF THIS ROCKER. Observe the luxurious, comfortable head

roll between the two impressive double-ruffled wings, the soft diamond-tufted back, the handsome ruffling around the front.

joining the great big roll arms into a symmetrical design. How tastily is the

front set off by the single raw of ruffling just below the seat. Remember that this

fine Turkish rocker has NINE SPRINGS IN THE SEAT, and is expertly filled

with tow, cotton and hair. It is also equipped with strong coil rocker spring. The frame

is made of kiln dried hardwood with handsome carved claw feet; and the rocker, plat- 

torm base, and all exposed wood parts are finished in rich mahogany color. Seat is 17

inches from floor, height of back 27 inches, depth of seat 19 inches, width of seat 22

inches, width over all 35 inches. Shipping weight about 90 lbs.

No. 1K2203, Price in Imitation Black Leather $12.65

No. 1K2204, Price in Imitation Spanish Brown Leather $13.95
A Rocker Value
That Is Sure To
Astound You

FINE SPRING CONSTRUCTION

SECURE THE BENEFIT of having from this great house of
hurricanes. When you go into
your local store to make a purchase, remember that the storekeeper
has made up his mind to sell you. He is going to do all in his power
to make a sale, and in his desire to do so he is likely to say some-
things unfriendly to null-rockers, or the unscrupulous dealer may
make other false statements. All men will not do this, because some
are too fair to make untruthful remarks. Don't buy from unreliable
dealers because you can't have confidence in what they tell you.

YOU CAN BUY Turkish rockers in your home town, no doubt,
but you will not find the equal of this one at
our prices. The frame is made entirely of kiln-dried kirschenholz with
the exposed parts expertly finished in a rich mahogany color. The back
is perfectly diamond button tufted. The head rest, ears, fronts of arms
and seat are artistically ruffled as shown in the illustration herewith. The
routed edge feet are of a striking design. The upholstering can be in
either imitation black or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which
are made to resemble genuine leather and wear remarkably well.

THE SEAT has six strong springs supported on steel bands to
prevent sagging. It is filled with tow and cotton and
is equipped with strong coil rockers springs. The measurements are
as follows: height of seat from floor, 33 inches; height of back from
seat, 29 inches; depth of seat, 15 inches; width of seat, 21 inches;
width overall, 35 inches. Comfort, appearance, durability and low
price are the features of this fine Turkish rocker. Shipper weight,
about 90 lbs.

No. 1K2205. Price in imitation Black leather . . . . $11.45
No. 1K2206. Price in imitation Spanish Brown leather . . . . $12.35

Has Nine Springs
In Roomy Seat
Carved Claw Feet

DIAMOND TUFTED BACK

No. 1K2207. Price in imitation Black Leather . . . . $12.35
No. 1K2208. Price in imitation Spanish Brown Leather . . . . $13.45

Note
Our Low
Prices
Rocker
Base
Finished
In a
Beautiful
Mahogany
Color
Your Choice of
Upholstery

DIAMOND TUFTED BACK

Ref. To Page One
For Our Credit Terms

You Can Take a Year To Pay

No. 1K2205. Price in imitation Black Leather . . . . $11.45
No. 1K2206. Price in imitation Spanish Brown Leather . . . . $12.35

$11.45
$12.35

TERMS
FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO
**MONARCH“ TURKISH ROCKERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **No. 1K2209** | **VERY HAND-SOME TURKISH ROCKER**  
  Priced so low that it comes within the reach of all. No effort has been spared to make it a Rocker that will reflect the greatest value giving policy of Hartman's. We show this chair proud for it is a real bargain at our prices. The construction is staunch and bronze tough, the upholstery of a good quality. The seat is roomy and the arms unusually restful. Cold-tempered spring construction in seat. The upholstery is deeply tufted and ruffled, combining comfort with a handsome appearance. Comes upholstered in imitation Black or imitation Spanish Brown Leather.  
  Price, upholstered in imitation Black Leather $13.95  
  Price, upholstered in imitation Spanish Brown Leather $15.65 |
| **No. 1K2210** | **“TEDDY BEAR” TURKISH ROCKER**  
  A design that should appeal to admirers of good furnitures. Although bargain at our price. The construction is high class throughout, the upholstery is especially attractive and of good quality. The seat is broad and deep, the back high and wide. Cold-tempered springs in seat. The handsome wings at sides with curved armrests afford great comfort. The upholstery is of superior grade imitation Black Leather or genuine Black Leather. The deep tufting in combination with the beautiful ruffling all around makes this a most desirable Rocker. Send your order at once. This Rocker is a Rocker. Shipping weight, approximately 100 pounds.  
  Price, upholstered in imitation Black Leather $14.50  
  Price, in Genuine Black Leather $22.75 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **No. 1K2211** | **SOLID COMFORT BIG TURKISH ROCKER**  
  This rocker has a broad spacious seat and the arms are restful so that when you once occupy it you will call it a luxury worthy while and a constant reminder of this concern's great value-giving policy. This rocker is hand-somely designed as the illustrations show. It is backed by its name and ready to please, and will break loose. The springs are tempered steel, securely anchored in imitation Black Leather or genuine Black Leather. Either will give you long service and be a genuine pleasure in your home as well as a good bargain at our price. A potential value. Shipping weight, approximately 110 pounds.  
  Price, upholstered in imitation Black Leather $20.75  
  Price, upholstered in genuine Black Leather $30.95 |
| **No. 1K2212** | **HAND-SOME TURKISH ROCKER**  
  This magnificent curved rocker is constructed after the very latest designs that are so popular in this country. This rocker that combines the utmost comfort with long lasting durability. The back and arms are carefully tufted by hand and upholstered in imitation Black Leather or genuine Black Leather. Either will give you long service and be a genuine pleasure in your home as well as a good bargain at our price. A potential value. Shipping weight, approximately 110 pounds.  
  Price, upholstered in imitation Black Leather $22.65  
  Price, in genuine Black Leather $32.75 |
FOUR PIECE LIBRARY SET
An Unequalled Value For The Money

NO. 5K937. PRICE COMPLETE

QUALITY IS THE FIRST CONSIDERATION IN MISSION FURNITURE. Each piece of this massive library suit you will find strictly dependable in quality; in fact, you will find every detail of construction fully up to the standard of the best makers of mission furniture. This style of furniture has become immensely popular, and is in use in the homes of those who require the best in style and comfort.

WE WOULD like to call your special attention to the fine oak finish used on these pieces, which is obtained by special treatment, producing a rich, dark effect, which is extremely popular. This finish shows that shows to advantage the beautiful natural grain of the oak.

MADE OF THOROUGHLY SEASONED HEAVY OAK

This library set is made throughout of substantial thoroughly seasoned heavy oak. The wood is carefully selected and each piece has a full box frame with seats securely fitted and joined to the massive corner posts. The seats in all the three chairs are of solid oak, saddle shape. The panel backs are high and broad, the table has a 30\x22 x 20\x22 full leg top with full leg extensions, panelled ends and a broad lower shelf complete with convenient drawer in center. You can't afford to overlook this big value!

WE INVITE the most critical comparison of this splendid four piece suit, with any other suit offered by other dealers. If you desire to purchase one or more pieces separately, you may do so, but we strongly urge the purchase of the entire suit, as they match perfectly.

SUIT No. 5K937 FOUR PIECES COMPLETE $14.85

THE LARGE MISSION ROCKER AND ARM CHAIR are inviting to do extremely popular. It is a finish of oak feet. They are big, roomy, comfortable, well made, and, together with the balance of this suite, make an ornamental addition to your home. The arm chair and rocker have broad, comfortable flat arms, middle high, panelled back and large, roomy, saddle shaped seats, as strong and solid in construction as it is possible to make them.

IT IS the fundamental principle in our business that quality must never be an afterthought. It follows that our prices are the manufacturer's cost, with but one small profit. The more you place in and on your other, the better we shall be pleased. Shipping charges for entire suit, about 200 pounds. $14.85

Any of the Articles In This Set May Be Purchased Separately.
Solid Oak Mission Rocker
Very Substantial
No. 1K2259. Price $4.95

Take Your Choice of These Fine Rockers In The Popular Fumed Oak Finish

Handsome Solid Oak Mission Rocker
No. 1K2260. Price $5.65

Send Us Your Order And Take Advantage Of Our Liberal Year-To-Pay Credit Plan

Made of Solid Oak, Fumed Finish
No. 1K2261. Price $5.35

ATTACTIVE and artistic mission design, made of substantial quartered oak, in the popular fumed finish. The seat is reinforced with several corner blocks. This rocker has more springs and is larger and more comfortable. The seat and head back are upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather which resembles real Spanish leather and gives excellent wear. Seat is 23% inches wide by 17% inches deep, seat of back from seat 22% inches, front posts 13% inches high, depth of back from seat 23% inches, front posts 13% inches high, shipping weight, 30 pounds.

No. 1K2193 Price $5.85

LET HARTMAN FEATHER YOUR NEST

Let Hartman feather your nest.

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO 101

ROCKER VALUES THAT WILL SURPRISE YOU

$4.95 $5.65

Solid Oak Mission Rocker
Very Substantial
No. 1K2259. Price $4.95

This rocker is substantially and durably built throughout. The material used is strong, solid oak in the beautiful fumed finish. It is upholstered over four springs with burlap, moss and felt. The covering is a beautiful imitation Spanish brown leather to look and wear like the genuine leather. Measurements are as follows: Seat, 18% inches wide and 18 inches deep; front posts, 13% inches; arms, 3% inches wide and 23 in. above the seat. Weight, about 40 lbs.

No. 1K2260. Price $5.65

This rocker is made almost entirely of Spanish oak, quartered and in the beautiful fumed finish. Seat and head back are upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather which resembles real Spanish leather and gives excellent wear. Measurements are as follows: Seat, 18% inches wide and 18 inches deep; front posts, 13% inches; arms, 3% inches wide and 23 in. above the seat. Weight, about 40 lbs.

No. 1K2261. Price $5.35

Made of Solid Oak, Fumed Finish
No. 1K2261. Price $5.35

$5.35 $5.85

SEND US YOUR ORDER AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR LIBERAL YEAR-TO-PAY CREDIT PLAN

Made of Quatered Oak, Fumed Finish
No. 1K2193 Price $5.85

ATTRACTIVE and artistic mission design, made of substantial quartered oak, in the popular fumed finish. The seat is reinforced with several corner blocks. This rocker has more springs and is larger and more comfortable. The seat and head back are upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather which resembles real Spanish leather and gives excellent wear. Seat is 23% inches wide by 17% inches deep, seat of back from seat 22% inches, front posts 13% inches high, shipping weight, 30 pounds.

No. 1K2193 Price $5.85
Made Of Solid Oak In Fumed Finish

THE TABLE is exceptionally well made for one marked at so low a price. It is constructed of durable, well seasoned solid oak and finished in the popular fumed color. The rooey top measures 25 x 40 inches in size. Has a convenient, stationary drawer fitted with two drawer knobs (cut shows only one). It is typically mission in style, the straight line effect being apparent throughout. Has shelf 8 inches wide, two panels on either end as illustrated. The legs are cut from 2-inch stock and the rim measures 3½ inches deep. It is fitted with “domes of silence” instead of casters, preventing the tearing of rugs or marling of hardwood floors. Shipping weight, carefully packed, is about 60 pounds.

No. 5K1007. Table With 26 x 40 Inch Top
Price . . . . . $6.10

ARM CHAIR is made to match the other pieces on this page. Is of correct mission design, substantially constructed of thorocrib seasoned solid oak in the rich looking fumed finish. The seat is supported on 3 springs with wood fibre and jute filling. The back is built with 4 steel slats supporting it. The upholstery used is imitation Spanish brown leather, which looks like real Spanish leather and gives very satisfactory wear. Stretchers across the front and sides are cut off in an attractive manner. Measurements are as follows: Extreme height 33 in., extreme width 19 in., distance between arms 16½ in., height of seat from floor 13½ in., of back from seat 21 in., width of back 16½ in., seat measures 18½ x 15 inches; arms are 3½ in. wide. Fitted with “domes of silence” instead of casters. No tearing of rugs or marling of floors, a feature that will appeal to the particular housekeeper. Shipping weight, about 50 pounds.

No. 5K1008. Arm Chair
Price . . . . . $4.85

THE ROCKER is a duplication in style, construction and materials of the arm chair described above. The only vital difference is found in the runners which of course are not possessed by the chair. The total height, likewise different, the rocker measuring only 28½ inches overall. The fumed finish, solid oak frame, the simple mission design, the attractive imitation Spanish leather upholstery, all combine to make this a desirable rocking chair for the money. Strong spring construction under the seat and the steel slat supports on the back. Shipping weight, about 40 pounds.

No. 5K1009. Rocker
Price . . . . . $5.15

THE SETTEE is illustrated to the left. This photo shows the straight line effect that characterizes the mission pattern. But it does not reveal the rich fumed finish presented by the article itself. Give you a fair idea of the strong solid oak used in construction, but it cannot convey the rigidity of this piece of furniture and the good workmanship embodied in it. For that reason we ask you to send for this settee up, so as to convince yourself of its perfect construction and dependable quality. We are sure that you will be pleased with it that we are glad to advance it to you at this. If you are not satisfied in every way, remember you are not obliged to keep it.

No. 5K1010. Settee As Illustrated Above
Price . . . . . $8.90

Your Credit Is Good Here

Chair And Settee Fitted With “Domes of Silence”
Comfort Assured

We Offer You Easy Credit

$6.35

Six Strong Springs In The Seat Add Strength and Comfort

$7.85

Don't Miss These Two Convincing Values

See Page 1 For Credit Terms

$8.65

These Massive Mission Rockers Are Wonders For The Money

$9.95

Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Rocker

No. 1K2232. Price, $6.35

Quarter-Sawed Oak Rocker. No. 1K2232. Price, $6.35

The FRAME of this rocker is very substantial; the arms and fronts being made of genuine quarter-sawed oak. The back is built from solid oak; golden or fumed oak. There are six strong springs under the seat. The latter as well as the frame is upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather, which is a duplicate in appearance of real Spanish leather. The rocker is noteworthy because of its superb craftsmanship and beauty. Seat is 20 inches, height 41 inches; from seat to top of back, 23 inches. Arms are 15 inches wide. Shipping weight, 46 lbs.

$5.35

$8.65

Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Rocker

No. 1K2234. Price, $8.65

The FEATURES of this rocker are many. Frame is of genuine quarter-sawed oak; there are nine strong springs; seat is of the same removable type and upholstered with imitation Spanish brown leather which looks like the genuine. Back panel upholstered to match. The size of the seat is 21 1/2 inches; height from floor to 4 inches; height from seat to top of back 24 inches; arm is 4 1/2 inches wide. At the price we are asking, this rocker is truly a remarkable bargain and you could not get more for your money. Shipping weight, about 65 lbs.

$8.95

THE FEATURES

Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Rocker

No. 1K2235. Price, $8.95

$8.95
HISTORY MAKING VALUES IN LIBRARY SETS

Strongly Made of Solid Oak In Beautiful Mission Design

Comes in Golden Oak or Fumed Finish
Choice of Upholstering at Prices Quoted

THE ARM CHAIR. The frame is made of solid oak, either golden oak or fumed finish. In ordering, please mention which finish is desired. Upholstered in imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which look like the genuine and render exceptionally wear. Seat is upholstered over four springs. The back is upholstered over four springs over which there is burlap, moss and felt. Seat measures 18 inches wide, 18 inches deep. Front posts are 1 3/4 inches square, arms are 21 1/4 inches. Back is 13 inches wide and 35 inches high above seat. Arms are neatly decorated with wood buttons. The seat frame is solidly nailed to the front posts and back.

THE TABLE is built in truly characteristic Mission style with plain yet distinguished lines. Made of solid oak in either golden or fumed finish. State finish desired when ordering. Measures 24x36 inches. It has convenient drawer 11 3/4 inches, neatly set off with wood knob. Legs are solid and sturdy, made of 5-inch square stock and are constructed of solid oak. Shelves below afford a convenient place for books and magazines. Choice of two designs of the panels at either end of this table. They are trimmed to match upper part of back panels on both chair and rocker, and add to the style of this fine piece of furniture.

The EASY ROCKER can be had in either golden oak or fumed oak finish. Upholstered in imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which look like the genuine and render exceptionally wear. Comfortable seat is upholstered over four springs over which there is burlap, moss and felt. Seat measures 18 inches wide, 18 inches deep. Front posts are 1 3/4 inches square, arms are 21 1/4 inches high above seat. Shipping weight of set complete about 115 pounds.

Set

Order Set by No. 5K993

THE NEW DESIGN 3-PIECE LIBRARY SET

Made Of Solid Oak In Fumed Or Golden Finish

Table Top Measures 24x36-in.
A Strictly Mission Design With Attractive Cut-Out Panels As Shown In Illustration. For Credit Terms See Page 1.

THE TABLE used in this library set is well proportioned, attractive in style, excellent in workmanship. The material used is kiln-dried, seasoned solid oak. You can order this set in fumed oak finish, which is so universally used in library furniture, or if you prefer, you can have it in golden oak. We particularly direct your attention to the next panels enclosing the magazine shelf at either end. These panels are of colored design, symmetrical in style. Their harmonies perfect with the corner back panel used on the chair and rocker. The table top measures 24x36 inches. Handy stationary drawer fitted with Mission style drawer pull. Legs are 14 1/2 inches square in size and the two shelves measure 8x13 inches wide and 10 1/4 inches deep. It is a table that will harmonize with your library and is a table that will

Table Top Measures 24x36-in.
A Strictly Mission Design With Attractive Cut-Out Panels As Shown In Illustration. For Credit Terms See Page 1.

THE TABLE used in this library set is well proportioned, attractive in style, excellent in workmanship. The material used is kiln-dried, seasoned solid oak. You can order this set in fumed oak finish, which is so universally used in library furniture, or if you prefer, you can have it in golden oak. We particularly direct your attention to the next panels enclosing the magazine shelf at either end. These panels are of colored design, symmetrical in style. Their harmonies perfect with the corner back panel used on the chair and rocker. The table top measures 24x36 inches. Handy stationary drawer fitted with Mission style drawer pull. Legs are 14 1/2 inches square in size and the two shelves measure 8x13 inches wide and 10 1/4 inches deep. It is a table that will

THE CHAIR AND ROCKER. These two pieces are perfectly and at

A Year To Pay

WE TRUST YOU

Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Arms

Order Set By No. 5K994

Four Springs in Seats

THE EASY ROCKER can be had in either golden oak or fumed oak finish. Upholstered in imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which look like the genuine and render exceptionally wear. Comfortable seat is upholstered over four springs over which there is burlap, moss and felt. Seat measures 18 inches wide, 18 inches deep. Front posts are 1 3/4 inches square, arms are 21 1/4 inches high above seat. Shipping weight of set complete about 115 pounds.

Set

Order Set by No. 5K993

THE EASY ROCKER can be had in either golden oak or fumed oak finish. Upholstered in imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which look like the genuine and render exceptionally wear. Comfortable seat is upholstered over four springs over which there is burlap, moss and felt. Seat measures 18 inches wide, 18 inches deep. Front posts are 1 3/4 inches square, arms are 21 1/4 inches high above seat. Shipping weight of set complete about 115 pounds.

Set

Order Set by No. 5K993

THE EASY ROCKER can be had in either golden oak or fumed oak finish. Upholstered in imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which look like the genuine and render exceptionally wear. Comfortable seat is upholstered over four springs over which there is burlap, moss and felt. Seat measures 18 inches wide, 18 inches deep. Front posts are 1 3/4 inches square, arms are 21 1/4 inches high above seat. Shipping weight of set complete about 115 pounds.

Set

Order Set by No. 5K993

THE EASY ROCKER can be had in either golden oak or fumed oak finish. Upholstered in imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which look like the genuine and render exceptionally wear. Comfortable seat is upholstered over four springs over which there is burlap, moss and felt. Seat measures 18 inches wide, 18 inches deep. Front posts are 1 3/4 inches square, arms are 21 1/4 inches high above seat. Shipping weight of set complete about 115 pounds.

Set

Order Set by No. 5K993

THE EASY ROCKER can be had in either golden oak or fumed oak finish. Upholstered in imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which look like the genuine and render exceptionally wear. Comfortable seat is upholstered over four springs over which there is burlap, moss and felt. Seat measures 18 inches wide, 18 inches deep. Front posts are 1 3/4 inches square, arms are 21 1/4 inches high above seat. Shipping weight of set complete about 115 pounds.

Set

Order Set by No. 5K993

THE EASY ROCKER can be had in either golden oak or fumed oak finish. Upholstered in imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather, both of which look like the genuine and render exceptionally wear. Comfortable seat is upholstered over four springs over which there is burlap, moss and felt. Seat measures 18 inches wide, 18 inches deep. Front posts are 1 3/4 inches square, arms are 21 1/4 inches high above seat. Shipping weight of set complete about 115 pounds.
ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED FUMED OAK ROCKERS

CE MISSION ROCKER  
Carefully made of quarter-sawed oak, fumed finish. The seat contains cushion set of "Monarch" springs and is upholstered in genuine Spanish brown leather, which looks like genuine leather and gives splendid wear. Has seat cut-out design in center back panel; auto posts and runners, fumed oak and strong arms. Shipping weight about 45 pounds.  
No. 1K2817. Price $4.95

SPANISH LEATHER AUTO SEAT

HIMDSON DESIGN is a strong substantial Mission rocker. Made of quarter-sawed oak back, arms and front rail, balance being of seasoned solid oak, fumed finish. Seat is upholstered with genuine Spanish brown leather, which looks like genuine, and is set over six coil springs. Has auto posts, giving comfort to occupant. Shipping weight about 45 lbs.  
No. 1K2818. Price $6.65

SPANISH LEATHER UPHOLSTERY

MISSION ROCKER  
Carefully made of quarter-sawed oak, fumed finish. The seat contains cushion set of "Monarch" springs and is upholstered in genuine Spanish brown leather, which looks like genuine leather and gives splendid wear. Has seat cut-out design in center back panel; auto posts and runners, fumed oak and strong arms. Shipping weight about 45 pounds.  
No. 1K2817. Price $4.95

SPANISH LEATHER AUTO SEAT

MANN'S, FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

Chicago 105

CE MISSION ROCKER  
Aw mission rocking chair, which is constructed of seasoned solid oak. Comes in fumed finish, a soft, flat pad seat, fitted into a box seat frame. The seating is of genuine Spanish leather. Has strong posts, arms and runners. Cleverly designed paneling weight about 50 pounds.  
No. 1K2259. Price $8.75

SPANISH LEATHER AUTO SEAT

MASSIVE ROCKER  
Made of select quarter-sawed oak in a pleasing fumed finish. Has comfortable rounded back with seat panel. Seat is upholstered in genuine Spanish brown leather. Has spring and runners in genuine Spanish brown leather; set of nine coil springs and 1 of same style. Post and runners are strong and durable. Has two panel action. Shipping weight about 50 pounds.  
No. 1K2430. Price $10.95

SPANISH LEATHER AUTO SEAT

AUTO CUSHION  
The seat is upholstered in genuine Spanish brown leather; set of nine coil springs, is furnished in this handsome rocker. It is made of quarter-sawed oak, fumed finish. Has taping around springs and strong runners which match those which form the panel of the rounded back. Seat measures 19½ x 16½ inches. Ship. wt., 50 lbs.  
No. 1K2535. Price $13.95

SPANISH LEATHER AUTO SEAT

WYLY ODD, magnificently made and a most wonderful piece of furniture. Has genuine "genuine" leather back panel and seat which contains "Monarch" coil spring construction. Frame is made of genuine quarter-sawed oak, fumed finish, has box seat; hood mission travel arm and seat posts. Shipping weight about 50 pounds.  
No. 1K2531. Price $11.45

SPANISH LEATHER SEAT AND BACK

AUTO CUSHION  
Seat upholstered in genuine Spanish brown leather; set of nine coil springs, is furnished in this handsome rocker. It is made of quarter-sawed oak, fumed finish. Has taping around springs and strong runners which match those which form the panel of the rounded back. Seat measures 19½ x 16½ inches. Ship. wt., 50 lbs.  
No. 1K2535. Price $13.95

SPANISH LEATHER AUTO SEAT

WYLY ODD, magnificently made and a most wonderful piece of furniture. Has genuine "genuine" leather back panel and seat which contains "Monarch" coil spring construction. Frame is made of genuine quarter-sawed oak, fumed finish, has box seat; hood mission travel arm and seat posts. Shipping weight about 50 pounds.  
No. 1K2531. Price $11.45
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No. 1K2531. Price $11.45
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NEW DESIGN SOLID OAK MISSION LIBRARY SET

**The Three Pieces for $15.85**

The Finish Is Fumed Oak

**SOLID OAK** is used on all pieces, a rich fumed finish. The table top measures 24 x 42 inches. Particularly observe the convenient shelf near the bottom and the two handy book shelves at either end. These end panels are attractive and harmonize with the wood back panel on chair and rocker. This is an excellent set and is highly endorsed by us. Shipping weight is approximately 150 pounds.

No. 5K972. Price Complete $15.85

**THE ARM CHAIR** illustrated above is a true Mission model, harmonizing perfectly with the other pieces of this handsome three-piece library set. It is made of solid oak, in the rich fumed finish. Upholstered over four springs with barclay, moh and felt. Covering is the popular imitation Spanish brown leather, which looks and wears like real leather. Measurements are: Seat, 19½ inches wide, 18 inches deep; front posts, 14 x 14 inches; arms, 31 x 22 inches; back, 18 inches wide; 28 inches high above the seat.

**THE TABLE** is unique in design, yet very practical in construction. Is made of solid oak in fumed finish. Has a 24 x 36 inch top, which is just a nice size. Is fitted with easy sliding drawer with Mission design drawer pull and very convenient magazine racks at either side. Observe the rich fumed oak finish. The construction is very exceptional.

See Page 1

24 x 36 In. Table Top

Observe the Magazine Racks on Sides of Table

Order This Set By No. 5K973.

**THE ROCKER** is built exactly along the same lines as the chair illustrated and described to the left. Solid oak, fumed finish, imitation Spanish brown leather upholstered, resembling the genuine leather. Neat cut-out wood panels on both sides of the upholstered back. Good strong rocker. Upholstered over four springs. Shipping weight of complete set is approximately 150 pounds. Order is open approval and if it does not please you in every way we will gladly refund your money.

No. 5K973. Three Pieces Complete $16.95
**THE TABLE** is illustrated directly above and shows the elegance and simplicity of this true Mission design piece of library furniture. The table top is made of genuine quarter-sawn oak and measures 26x42 inches. The balance of the table being constructed of thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried solid oak. The convenient book shelf at either end and the strong lower shelf are desirable features, as they give added strength to the table and at the same time afford additional surface upon which can be placed books and magazines. The panels are made to match those on the backs of the chairs and rockers and the magazine rack. This table comes in the attractive fumed oak finish and is an approved Mission design. If you do not order the entire set of six pieces illustrated and described on this page, we would particularly urge you to choose this table and one of the rockers and the arm chair to make up a three-piece set. The prices are so reasonable and our terms so liberal that you will never miss the trifling sums that we ask in shipping weight of table, about 69 lbs.

No. 5K975. Price of table $7.75

**QUARTER-SAWed OAK**

**TABLE TOP IS 26x42 IN.**

**THESE ROCKERS** are constructed with genuine quarter-sawn oak arms, the balance of frame being made of thoroughly seasoned and kilndried solid oak in the approved fumed finish. The seat is upholstered with genuine Spanish brown leather, as is panel in back. This covering is known for its splendid wearing quality and bears a remarkable resemblance to genuine Spanish leather. The wood panels on either side of the upholstered panel in back are constructed with cut-out design to match other pieces shown on this page. Six steel rollers on seats then support the seat. Size of seat is 14x17 inches. The height of the back from the seat measures 23 inches. The curved arms give these rockers a distinctive appearance; these arms measure 4 inches in width. If you do not care to order the entire set, at least select one of these rockers, the table and arm chair, to complete a three-piece library set. You will be well pleased with this rocker, as its receptivity is just as much in favor as its artistic appearance. Shipping weight of each rocker, about 40 lbs.

No. 5K976. Price each $5.25

**THIS CHAIR** is an all solid oak, handsomely finished chair, 34 1/2 inches high. The seat and center panel in back are upholstered with genuine Spanish brown leather, a close substitute for the genuine leather and known for its fine wearing qualities. Seat upholstered over four springs. Height from floor, 23 inches; height of back from seat, 24 inches; size of seat, 18x17 inches; width of back, 15 inches; depth of chair, 22 inches. Shipping weight, about 58 lbs.

No. 5K977. Price $3.55

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

**MAGAZINE RACK** is made of solid oak. This rack is illustrated below. Has four shelves and cut-out panels in sides. Fumed finish. Heights of this rack from floor, 26 inches; shelves measure 24 inches long, and posts 13x4 inches. Shipping weight, about 20 lbs.

No. 5K978. Price $3.20

**ARM CHAIR** is made of solid oak, quarter-sawn, and has upholstered seat, back and arms, balance being constructed of thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried solid oak, fumed finish. Panel in back as well as seat upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather, which looks like real Spanish leather. Cut-out wooden panels on either side of upholstered panel in back. Seat supported by six web springs on steel base. Size of seat, 14x16 inches. Tapered arms measure 4 inches in width. Shipping weight, about 49 lbs.

No. 5K979. Price $4.95

BUY THE HARTMAN WAY

**ORDER ANY SINGLE PIECE OR THE FULL SET ON CREDIT**

Refer to page one for our liberal credit terms.
SPLENDID SOLID OAK MISSION LIBRARY SET

We Trust You

Sliding Drawer With Hinged Cover Makes a Fine Writing Desk.

Both Chair And Rocker Have Steel Spring Construction.

Let Us Send It To You On Our Easy-to-Pay Credit Plan.

42x26 IN.

TABLE TOP

Attractive Swastika Design Cut-Out Back Top Panels

Note The Magazine Racks.

No. 5K980. 3-Piece Set

Price . . . . $17.55

HOW IT IS MADE. The sliding drawer with hinged cover is a splendid feature that really converts the table into a desk at will. This drawer has pen groove and ink well. Be sure and note the conventional magazine rack. Solid oak, fumed finish, in the artistic mission design with a swastika cut-out pattern in top panel of the chair and rocker. These pieces are of full spring construction, heavily upholstered with beautiful imitation Spanish brown leather to look like real Spanish leather.

HOW WE SAVE YOU MONEY. When you make up your mind to buy a thing you start out with the firm determination to get the most that you can possibly secure for your money. When we plan the purchase of merchandise for our million customers we do the same thing as you do. Of course, our tremendous purchasing power enables us to secure exceptional values; add but a reasonable profit to our low cost and you can plainly see why this is the place to do your shopping.

JACOBIAN DESIGN LIBRARY SET

Made of Solid Oak In Fumed Finish, At A Very Low Price

N.0. 5K981

3-Piece Set

Price . . . . $17.55

Measurements. Chair and rocker is 19 1/2 inches wide and 18 inches deep. The comfortable rocker measures 23 inches above the seat and the top is 42 26 inches. The writing or drawer is 17 1/2 inches. You may have another chance like this again. Order now and save yourself the disappointment of disappointment. Complete set packed in one crate weighs approximately 130 pounds.

Take A Year To Pay

Full Quarter-Sawed Oak Arms

Table Top Measures 26x36-in.

Artistic Three-Panel Ends.

Shelf Below Measures 7 1/2-in.

Fitted With "Domes of Silence"

THE TABLE is of a design that we know will appeal to you. The top measures 26x36 inches. A feature of this model is the Jacobean or Charles II twist rope design, which is used on the legs and on either side of the shelf. This improves its appearance to a marked extent, as you will agree after seeing this table in your home. Made of seasoned solid oak in the attractive fumed finish. The legs are cut out of 2-inch stock, making them strong and substantial. The shelf is another handy feature of this table, measuring 7 1/2 inches wide. The panel ends are of attractive design, the center one being artistically shaped and possessing grooved edges to conform with the chair and rocker. This is constructed with 2 1/4-inch rim all around. Buy now and save money. No home should be without this attractive set.

CHAIR AND ROCKER. Fine quarter-sawn oak is used on the arms of both chair and rocker, balance of both being seasoned kilndried, solid oak, fumed finish. Each has three back panels, center one neatly shaped and grooved to correspond with top panel, attractive box panel and front rail. Six springs in seat, wood fibers filling with soft top. Upholstered with imitation Spanish brown leather which looks like the genuine and wears very well. The Jacobean twist rope used on upper portion of front legs is very attractive. Extreme width, 27 inches; with between arms, 19 1/2 inches; seat, 21x26 inches; extreme width of back, 19 1/2 inches; arms, 14 inches wide; front posts cut from 2-inch stock. Shipping weight, complete set, about 125 lbs.

Have This Handsome Set Sent To You On Approval

See Page 1 For Easy Credit Terms
A FINE QUARTERED OAK VENEERED COUCH

Has Very Attractive Carvings On The Frame
Finished In The Popular Golden Color

This Couch Measures 26x74 Inches. Has Hard Edge.

FINE QUARTER-SAWED OAK VENEERED COUCH

Is Full Spring Construction. Finely Upholstered
Finished In Rich Golden Oak

Size 27x75 Inches.
No. 2K573 Price $13.75

Upholstering is the attractive imitation black leather which looks like genuine leather. It has a spring edge and full steel spring construction, having 23 springs in the body and 4 springs in the head. Over these springs there is a coating of heavy duck canvas and a fine tow and cotton filling. This couch measures 27x75 inches, which is just the right size for comfort. It has deep diamond tufting, as illustrated, with an extra row of tufting buttons just below the edge. Shipping weight, about 160 pounds.

No. 2K573 Price $13.75

THE DESIGN of this couch recommends itself to those seeking beauty in their household furnishings; for, without question, it is one of the most artistic couches to be secured at a moderately low figure. The frame is made of substantial hardwood, veneered with genuine quarter-sawed oak. The moulding, as shown in illustration above, conforms to the curved lines of the couch itself, giving a very harmonious effect. The finish of the wood is the rich golden oak, so popular the country over. Order it on approval, according to our liberal credit terms as explained on page 1.
BUY THIS HANDSOME CARVED COUCH

Note the Beautiful Style of This Number

Figured Quarter-Sawn Oak Veneer Frame

Full Spring Edge Construction

Use Your Credit

OUR APPROVAL OFFER is evidence of our good faith. In accordance with our guarantees we will permit you to have this beautiful couch on approval; and if it does not please you in every way, ship it back at our expense and we will refund the freight charges both ways.

MEASUREMENTS. The length of this fine looking couch is 76 inches, and the width 27 inches. It is well proportioned, so you can really see a mere glance at the illustration above. It is upholstered in imitation black leather which looks like genuine leather and will give good service. This couch is made to last and give satisfactory use.

FULL STEEL CONSTRUCTION. There are twenty-four springs in the back and four in the head, making twenty-eight springs throughout. Over this there is the imitation leather upholstery with deep diamond tufting. There is double pronged spring construction, insuring both comfort and durability. Remember that the couch has a full spring edge construction.

THE FRAME OF THIS COUCH is of thoroughly seasoned kiln-dried hardwood, faced with beautifully figure-sawn oak veneer. The armrests are shaped legs and corners, as illustrated, and it is finished in a beautiful golden color with a high glass finish. The picture is taken from an actual photograph of the couch itself, but you must really see it to realize the elegance and beauty of the finish. Shipping weight about 360 lbs.

No. 2K371, Price $14.85

A VERY ARTISTIC COUCH FOR LITTLE MONEY

Has Quarter-Sawn Oak Veneer Frame And Full Steel Spring Construction With A Spring Edge

Has Rich Colonial Head Columns

A Fine Value

This Couch Measures 27x76 Inches. Possesses 28 Springs in All. Fine Tow and Cotton Top Filling.

In Imitation Black or Imitation Spanish Leather

QUARTER SAWN OAK

This is a rich golden, possesses a spring edge and is of full steel spring construction, containing 24 springs in the back and 4 in the head, making 28 in all. Heavy workmanship is used throughout with a fine wood and cotton top filling. This is an X505 inches. You can have your choice of imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather upholstery, as you prefer, at the prices quoted to the right.

MASSIVE Colonial head columns, scroll feet and moldings on edge of the side rail. Diamond tuftings are done with double pronged tufting buttons, as the appearance, as well as the comfort of this couch. You must find this article to be extremely comfortable in your home, as well as being useful. Shipping weight, about 100 lbs.

No. 2K350, In Imitation Black Leather, Price $15.95

No. 2K351, In Imitation Spanish Brown Leather 16.95

See Page 1 For Credit Terms

This article is offered at a price that will positively amaze you. You can have it in our new payment plan which permits you to have it paid for in a month or two and never to worry about the cost. If you are not fully satisfied with the article, you may return it to us at any time and we will accept it without charge. We guarantee our goods as advertised or your money back.
ELECT ONE OF THESE COUCHES

All Are Furnished in Your Choice of Imitation Black, Imitation Spanish Brown, or Genuine Spanish Brown Leather or Imported Tapestry at Prices Quoted

This Value is very exceptional. Tri-shaped headpiece and full length panel are rounded in form. In full size, 21x71 inches. Genuine quarter-sawed oak veneered frame over hardwood. Rubberized golden finish. Spring edge: 24 springs in all. Heavy duck canvas over springs; tow and cotton filling. Tapestry upholstered. Square tufted. Others: diamond tufted. Double portion steel spring construction. Price...

You Can order this couch now and pay for it as you use it. Frame is of hardwood, substantially braced. Legs are substantial solid oak; spring edge, taped and felted cotton filling. Tapestry upholstered couch, square tufted; others: diamond tufted. Double portion steel spring construction. Price...

Give Correct Number
This Splendid Suit Comes Handsomely Finished In a Rich Mahogany Color

Artistically Carved Top Panels On All Pieces.

Your Choice of Imitation Black Leather, Imitation Spanish Brown Leather or Genuine Leather Upholster.

Credit Terms Page 1

Is Very Handsomely Designed

IN THIS PARLOR SUIT we are offering you one of the most pleasing designs in a suit of unusually good character, both in point of appearance and construction. While the prices are exceptionally low, the suit is made with due regard to great strength and durability—the quality being there but the same as if it cost more than the price we ask. Every home should have one of these fine parlor suits, Hartman brings the price away down—saving you many dollars.

COVERINGS are made of durable materials and no matter which you select will be charmed by the appearance of your parlor suit when you put it in your living room. It’s perfectly natural, though, that the more you invest for the upholstering of your parlor suit, the better quality of fabric you receive, and for that reason we suggest that you order one of the genuine leather coverings. The back of each piece is diamond tufted, each tuft being secured by a steel pronged upholsterer’s button. The seats are constructed with a setting of “Monarch” oil tempered steel springs.

THE FRAMES are constructed in a serviceable manner, being put together most substantially, every joint well mortised and doweled. The top panel on back is adorned with a deeply carved head and rich scroll design, which greatly enhance the beauty of this elegant suit. The arms of the divan, arm chair and rocker are completed with a beautifully carved head at the front. The Birch used in the construction of these 5 pieces has been thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried, and is finished in rich mahogany with a high finish. This suit is made to last and will give good service.

WE WANT YOU to take advantage of our generous credit plan, which is freely offered to our friends and customers, and order this magnificent suit once. Have it shipped to you on approval—examine it closely and you will find it to be the great bargain we claim. We doubt if you could duplicate this parlor suit at your local dealer’s store or from any other home furnishing concern at the low prices we quote and an extra added feature to this wonderful saving in price is our liberal credit term and furthermore, you get a year’s time to pay. Shipping weight of entire set, about 225 lbs.

No. 2K575

| Price, upholstered in imitation black leather | $360
| Price, upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather | $33
| Price, upholstered in genuine black leather | $30
| Price, upholstered in genuine Spanish brown leather | $28

Be sure to specify the upholstery that you desire us to supply.
### OUR PRIZE 5-PIECE PARLOR SUIT VALUE

**THIS OFFER WILL ASTONISH YOU**

because it is one of the best values ever sold at the price in a deposable and exceptionally desirable five-upholstered Parlor Suit. The illustration will give you an excellent idea of the stylish pattern, the design and elaborate carving and the strength and solidity of each frame. This line suit includes one of the comfortable spring platform rockers which is not often included in a suit at this low price. A splendid suit at these exceptionally low prices. It will be an ornament to any home. See page 1 for terms.

**No. 2K576**

| Upholstered in Imitation Black Leather. | Price... $76.75 |
| Upholstered in Genuine Black Leather. | Price... $86.85 |
| Upholstered in Genuine Spanish Brown Leather. | Price... $38.50 |
| Upholstered in Genuine Spanish Brown Leather. | Price... $38.50 |
| Upholstered in Tapestry. | Price... $38.50 |

**THE FRAME AND UPHOLSTERING.** The frame is made of heavy mahogany and hand-carved. The upholstering skilfully done. The carving, which can be plainly seen in the illustration, indicates the amount of care exercised in producing this suit.

**The Massive Frame** is of fine mahogany birch, with heavy scroll-shaped arms and legs, which terminate in hand-carved claw feet. It is "Monarch" upholstered, containing steel spring construction with fine tow, cotton and wood fibre filling, the backs are diamond tufted and the soft seats are large and comfortable. Shipping weight, about 225 pounds.

**Order From Us**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A HIGH-CLASS &quot;MONARCH&quot; 5-PIECE SUIT</th>
<th>A Big Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 2K577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Upholstered in Imitation Black Leather. | Price... $37.50 |
| Upholstered in Imitation Spanish Brown Leather. | Price... $39.50 |
| Upholstered in Genuine Black Leather. | Price... $39.50 |
| Upholstered in Genuine Spanish Brown Leather. | Price... $39.50 |
| Upholstered in Tapestry. | Price... $39.50 |
Excellent 5-Piece Parlor Suit Value

Order It On Credit See Page 1

Genuine Quartered Oak, Walnut Veneer Or In The Mahogany Finish at

$35.75

Your Choice Of Imitation Black Leather At Above Price Or Of Other Coverings as Quoted Below

Hand Rubbed And Polished Finish

A Design That Will Always Attract

EXAMINE THE ILLUSTRATION of this beautifully proportioned, gracefully designed parlor suit that must appeal to those who have a keen appreciation of true furniture style. If you order it upon approval, place it in your parlor and see if among your home surroundings you will then realize how advantageously it will enhance the appearance of your household appointments. You can have your choice of genuine quarter-sawn oak veneer, American walnut veneer or mahogany birch, as you prefer. Each piece is hand rubbed and polished, giving a rich, bright finish. When ordering, be sure to state the wood that you desire. You can also have your choice of imitation black or Spanish leather, genuine black or Spanish leather or floral designed tapestry at the prices which we quote at the bottom of this page. Each one is an excellent value at our very reasonable figure.

SPRING CONSTRUCTION. There are 5 oil tempered springs in the seats of the chairs and rocker and 8 oil tempered springs in the seat of the settee. Over these are placed two filling with cotton top. The web bottom used on these pieces is similar to that found on the most expensive parlor suits. This construction adds firmness and lasting qualities. We direct your attention to the graceful shape of the arms, the curved lines of the backs and the pleasing contour of the front posts. Observe also the diamond tufting on the backs. These are secured with steel pronged upholstery buttons, holding the tufts firmly and securely. Take advantage of our liberal credit terms.

MEASUREMENTS. The settee measures 34 inches high. The seat is nice and roomy, the width being 43 inches and the depth 20 inches. The chair and rocker each has a six inch seat, the side chair each has a 17 inch seat. These side chairs are of particularly attractive appearance with long, sweeping arms, as illustrated. This suits our heartiest endorsement and guarantee. Shipping weight, carefully packed, is about 660 pounds.

Tow And Cotton Filling

Be Sure To Give The Correct Number And Specify The Upholstery And Kind Of Wood That You Prefer. Full Steel Spring Construction With The Strong Web Bottoms

No. 2K607, Price in Imitation Black Leather $35.75
No. 2K605, Price in Imitation Spanish Leather $37.80
No. 2K609, Price in Genuine Black Leather $49.50
No. 2K610, Price in Floral Tapestries $52.50
No. 2K611, Price in Genuine Spanish Leather (as shown) $53.50

The Backs Are All Diamond Tufted And Secured With Steel Pronged Buttons

Observe The Gracefully Curved Arms, Legs and Posts

These Pieces Match Perfectly
**Two Big Leading “Monarch” Bargains**

If it's low price and dependable quality that you want, here it is. For sale on approval.

**HERE'S EXTRA VALUE** in a three piece parlor suit. The general construction and finish is exceptionally good for parlor furniture at so low a price and any one wanting to invest a limited amount will do well to order this model.

**EXPERTLY CONSTRUCTED** by skilled workmen. The frame of this suit is made entirely of seasoned Northern Birch, mahogonized and finished with a bright gloss polish. All parts are carefully jointed. The soft spring seats have Monarch indestructible all steel construction with felt and tow filling.

**WILL BEAUTIFY ANY HOME** where economy prompts an investment for moderate priced furnishings. You will do well if you buy this set, as our low price represents the cost of manufacture with but a reasonable profit added. Choices of upholstery mentioned below at these bargain figures.

No. 2K598. In imitation Black Leather. Price...$16.95
No. 2K599. In imitation Spanish Leather. Price...18.35
No. 2K600. In Genuine Black Leather. Price...21.45
No. 2K601. In Genuine Spanish Leather. Price...23.65

**Large, Comfortable Spring Seats and Mahoganyized Birch Frames**

**Substantially Built To Give Lasting Service**

**tylish and Artistic Parlor Suit**

We feel sure that you will be pleased with this fine suit.

**THE LUMBER** used is mahogonized birch, in choice of dull or hand rubbed and polished finish. Tow and cotton are the materials utilized as a filling, over which is placed imitation black or Spanish leather, genuine black or Spanish leather or tapestry, as quoted below.

**SPRING CONSTRUCTION.** The chair and rocker each contain 6 springs beneath the seat, and the settee is made with 12 springs. Strong steel slats support these springs, adding resiliency and strength to these pieces. Observe the rich Colonial pattern of this set. The back panels are very shapely and artistic in design.

**MEASUREMENTS** are as follows: The extreme width of the chair and rocker is 23 in., the total height being 37 in., the chair seats are 17 1/2 x 19 1/2 in. The sofa seat is 17 1/2 x 39 in. The extreme width of the sofa measuring 42 in. You can see from these dimensions that it is a suit well proportioned and roomy in size. Shipping weight complete, about 175 pounds.

No. 2R663. In Imitation Black Leather. Price...$22.85
No. 2R664. In imitation Spanish Leather. Price...24.05
No. 2R665. In Genuine Black Leather. Price...26.30
No. 2R666. In Genuine Spanish Leather. Price...28.50
No. 2R667. In floral Tapestry. Price...30.50

**Mahogonized Birch Frames In Dull Or Polished Finish**

**Your Choice Of Upholstery At Prices Quoted**
A LUXURIOUS 3-PIECE PARLOR SUIT
Beautifully Upholstered
As Shown In Illustration
Frames Are Fumed Oak

WE FEEL sure that the more you look around for a parlor suit at this price, the more strongly will you be convinced of the greatness of our offer. Select any one of the pieces or choose all three as you desire. We guarantee complete satisfaction. If you are not pleased with this handsome suit we will cheerfully refund your money.

BUY THEM SINGLY OR AS A COMPLETE SUIT

THE CHAIR
No. 2K579
THE SOFA
No. 2K580
THE ROCKER
No. 2K581

THE CHAIR is a handsome, massive piece of furniture that will grace the finest home. It is made of fumed oak upholstered in handsome imitation Spanish leather over full spring construction in the seat and back. Height to top of back, 36 in.; size of seat, 22x20 in.; height of arm, 19 in. Shipping weight, about 75 lbs.

THE SOFA presents a fine appearance and resembles many models at a higher price. It is covered with imitation Spanish leather over a spring seat and back and has an artistic fumed oak frame. Length, 52 in.; size of seat, 44x20 in.; height of back from floor, 36 in. Shipping weight, about 125 lbs.

THE ROCKER is made to match the other two pieces listed above and is just as comfortable, just as strongly made just as handsome in appearance. It is beautifully upholstered in imitation Spanish leather over a spring seat and back, and has a fine artistic fumed oak frame. Its size is the same as the arm chair described above. Shipping weight, about 80 pounds.

MISTAKE inexperienced furniture buyers often make. Don't let anyone tell you that you are taking a chance buying by mail. It is not the case. We will refund your money if you return any one of the pieces, or all three of them, on approval at your own home for one month and if at end of that time you think that it is not what you want, come back at our expense and we will refund your money giving to our legal guarantee. You cannot ask for a fairer position for you are taking no chance whatever. If you want to keep the goods pay for them in easy installments, as explained on page 1 of catalog.
CHOICE OF THE FIVE STYLES OF UPHOLSTERY MENTIONED BELOW.


2KC22. In Genuine Black Leather. Price $33.00 | No. 2K627. In Silk Plush. Price $35.75


Give Correct Number And State Upholstery Desired

CHOICE OF THE SIX STYLES OF UPHOLSTERY MENTIONED BELOW.


2KC27. In Silk Plush. Price $36.75 | No. 3K630. In Genuine Spanish Leather. Price $37.50

This Big Price Concession is an Example of Our Great Buying Facilities. We Give You the Benefit. Has A Massive Frame and Strong Upholstery.

A SHORT STORY OF THIS BIG BARGAIN

Is all that is necessary to convince ten of our patrons that it is one of our leading "Monarch" sellers in parlor suites. We guarantee it to be a splendid value and it could be sold for more than the price we ask. We have offered a big quantity of this special design for the season's rush of business. Every article in these 3-piece parlor suites is as perfect in each detail as though the selling price were really more. Don't fail to order one of these suits. Our legal guarantee will protect you.

THE HIGH QUALITY of the solid Birch frames, the strong, cold-tempered steel springs, the rich mahogany finish, the expert workmanship involved in the making, the diamond tufted upholstery, exactly as shown in the illustration, and the artistic endeavor, which resulted in the designing and the elegant patterns—all have made one of the leading "Monarch" bargains of the line. Try it in your living room, show it to your family and neighbors and if you are not fully satisfied with your purchase and do not want to keep it and it back at our expense. Shipping weight, carefully packed, is approximately 175 lbs.

CHOICE OF THE SIX STYLES OF UPHOLSTERY MENTIONED BELOW.


2KC27. In Silk Plush. Price $36.75 | No. 3K630. In Genuine Spanish Leather. Price $37.50

Be Sure To Give The Correct Number

Tow And Cotton Filling

YOUR ORDER for this suit will bring you three pieces of richly designed, Colonial style furniture, all made to match; forming a suite that will greatly enhance the appearance of your parlor. The frames are constructed of dull or hand polished and polished mahogany birch. When ordering please mention the finish you prefer. The seat construction is very strong. The chair and rocker each has 6 springs under the seat, the settee being built over 13 springs. These are upholstered in new stuff, adding to the resiliency as well as the lasting quality of these pieces. Over these springs there is a filling of tow and cotton. The upholstery throughout is of a thoroughly dependable quality.

MEASUREMENTS. The width of the chair is 32 inches; the seat measures 31 1/2 inches in width and 17 1/2 inches in depth. The total length of the chair is 57 inches. The rocker is built over the same frame as the chair. The settee measures 42 inches wide overall, the depth of the seat being 33 inches and the depth, 18 1/4 inches. Observe the gracefully curved arms and front legs and the nicely shaped back panels. The plain painted backs and the comfortable arms are secured with strong upholstery buttons as illustrated. Shaped panels are used under the arms. Chair and settee fitted with casters. Shipping weight about 115 pounds.

A few dollars paid out at a time for Hartman's home furnishings work wonders in the appearance of your home. A trial convinces.
HERE'S A LUXURIOUS THREE PIECE PARLOR SUIT

In Imitation Black Leather

Has Full Spring Construction And Is Made Throughout In A Very Substantial Manner

A RARE BARGAIN AT OUR PRICES

NEVER LET A CHANCE LIKE THIS PASS BY,

for if you do you are missing one of the best values we have ever offered in parlor furniture, and an opportunity that is sought for by every economical and careful buyer. So let us have your order for either one, two or three pieces—DON'T LOSE ANY TIME—DO IT NOW.

The Backs of The Chair, Settee And Rocker Have Spring Construction.
The Splendid Design Of These Pieces Should Appeal To All

Exposed Wood Parts Mahogonized Finish, Rubbed Dull. Settee and Chair Have Brass Ferrules and Casters

THE COMFORTABLE ARM CHAIR is built for bears. It is massively constructed with a heavy kiln-dried frame carefully and securely joined together. The back and seat are softly padded with select tow and cotton. The arm rests are upholstered in imitation leather. Dimensions are as follows. Height to top of back, 37"; width, 29%; in.; size of seat, 18 x 15". Legs are finished in rich-looking wood. Shipping weight, 60 pounds.

No. 2K611. In Imitation Black Leather. Price $39.65
No. 2K615. In Imitation Spanish Leather. Price...

THE LARGE SOFA is made to match both rocker and arm chair as indicated in the illustration. It is upholstered in imitation Spanish leather. Sofa has mahogany finished end feet. Length, 48 in.; size of seat, 32 x 19 in.; height of back, 36 in. Shipping weight, about 90 pounds.

No. 2K616. In Imitation Black Leather. Price...
No. 2K617. In Imitation Spanish Leather. Price...

THE BIG EASY ROCKING CHAIR is a most restful one. It gives the utmost degree of comfort. Like the arm chair it is upholstered in imitation black or imitation Spanish leather and construction are the same as the arm chair. It is upholstered in imitation black or imitation Spanish leather. Price...

No. 2K618. In Imitation Black Leather. Price...
No. 2K619. In Imitation Spanish Leather. Price...

For Easy-To-Pay Credit Terms See Page 1.
ARTISTIC DESIGN IN A 3-PIECE PARLOR SUIT

Chair Seat Supported On Five Steel Springs

Web Bottoms

TAKING YOUR CHOICE

of genuine quarter-sawn oak (golden), American walnut or genuine mahogany. These are veneered woods in hand-rubbed and polished finish. Presenting a very rich appearance. Chair and rocker are each constructed with ten oil tempered steel springs under the seat, the settee having ten oil tempered springs over the springs in web filling and cushions. These seats are filled with web bottoms, adding firmness to these pieces. This is an artistic and at reasonable price.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2K68</td>
<td>In imitation Black Leather</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K69</td>
<td>In imitation Spanish Leather</td>
<td>$50.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K67</td>
<td>In genuine Black Leather</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K64</td>
<td>In Tapistry, price</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K66</td>
<td>In genuine Spanish Leather</td>
<td>$75.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OMFORT AND STYLE IN A 3-PIECE PARLOR SUIT

Ten oil tempered steel springs support the seat of this settee.

Web bottoms

ARTER-SAWED OAK

来的 American walnut or genuine mahogany are used in the construction to confer the solid, rich three-piece suit. These woods are veneered a frame and are attractively hand finished and polished. Top filling with a top is used in the upholstery, backed over oil tempered springs in seats. The chair and rocker have five springs and the settee ten, all with web bottoms, adding firmness to the construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2K68</td>
<td>In imitation Black Leather</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K69</td>
<td>In imitation Spanish Leather</td>
<td>$50.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K67</td>
<td>In genuine Black Leather</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K64</td>
<td>In Tapistry, price</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K66</td>
<td>In genuine Spanish Leather</td>
<td>$75.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chair and rocker each has 5 springs, settee made with ten springs.

WEB BOTTOMS

A High Grade Looking Suit

Comfort and style in a 3-piece parlor suit

comes in genuine quarter-sawn oak; veneer, American walnut veneer or mahogany veneer in your choice of five styles of upholstery.

Observe the graceful colonial design

The upholstery is of a dependability, with your choice of imitation black leather, imitation Spanish leather, genuine black leather, tapistry or genuine Spanish leather at the prices quoted below. The seat seat measures 46 x 19 inches, the size overall being 52 x 20 inches, 35 inches in height. Chair and rocker seat each measures 21 x 19 inches, the size overall being 23 x 21 inches. When ordering be sure to give the correct number, shipping weights about 225 pounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2K68</td>
<td>In imitation Black Leather</td>
<td>$64.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K69</td>
<td>In imitation Spanish Leather</td>
<td>$65.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K67</td>
<td>In genuine Black Leather</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K64</td>
<td>In Tapistry, price</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K66</td>
<td>In genuine Spanish Leather</td>
<td>$90.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wonderful Parlor Suit Offered

Three Beautiful Pieces
That Are Upholstered
In Your Choice of
Coverings At The
Low Prices Quoted

THE ARM CHAIR possesses the same massive, imposing appearance as the matching settee in every particular. The frame is made entirely of kiln-dried hardwood with the exposed parts finished in a handsome dull rubbed mahogany. It has an extra soft spring seat and spring back. Is fitted with tow and cotton to add to its comfort giving qualities. It is equipped with fitted and molded glides. Upholstered in imitation black leather or Spanish brown leather reproductions of real leather, at the price quoted. Spanish leather is 30% more expensive. It possesses the same qualities. The dimensions given are: Height of seat from floor 17 inches, height of back 42 inches, depth of seat 20 inches, width 38 inches, width over all 49 inches. Shipping weight about 50 pounds.

Price, Upholstered in imitation black leather
No. 2K541. $13.85

Price, Upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather
No. 2K542. $14.65

THE EASY ROCODER is an exact duplicate of the arm chair shown above, except for the runners. The frame is made of kiln-dried hardwood with all of the exposed parts finished in dull rubbed mahogany. It has extra soft spring seat and spring back to insure comfort and durability. It is fitted with tow and cotton. The upholstery can be had in either imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather. Both made to look exactly like genuine leather and to give exceptional wear. The dimensions given on the chair are exactly the same as those found in the full looking easy rocker. The full roll arms, full shaped seat and artistic ears on back add greatly to its appearance. The shipping weight is approximately 60 lbs.

Order By These Numbers

Price, Upholstered in imitation black leather
No. 2K545. $13.85

Price, Upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather
No. 2K546. $14.65

Note the Graceful Ears
On Backs

For Complete Suite in imitation black leather
$45.25

For Complete Suite in imitation Spanish brown leather
$48.25
Solid Oak 3-Piece Parlor Suit

Order Complete Suit By No. 2K532

Consisting Of Settee, Chair and Rocker. In Rich Golden Oak Finish, With Imitation Spanish Brown Leather Upholstery

Pillow Roll Head Rest On All Pieces

\[ \text{No. 2K533. Price } \$19.95 \]

This Settee Contains 15 Springs In The Seat Supported On Wood Slats And 14 Special Pillow Springs In Back

This suite comes completely set up, carefully packed in heavy wood crates.

\[ \text{Price } \$19.95 \]

The Chair And The Rocker Have 6 Springs In The Seat And 6 Springs In The Back. Very Comfortable

\[ \text{No. 2K535. Price } \$13.85 \]

Colonial Design

\[ \text{THE ROCKER Frame is made entirely of kiln dried hardwood, exposed parts being of substantial seasoned solid oak, finished golden. Tow and cotton filling; imitation Spanish brown leather upholstery. Six springs in seat, supported on wood slats; six springs in back, supported on steel bands. Height of seat from floor 16 inches, height of back from seat 22 inches, from floor 35 inches, seat 191/4 inches wide, overall 271/4 inches. Arms, front posts and ears 2 1/2 inches. Weight of chair, 70 lbs. } \]

\[ \text{Price } \$13.95 \]

\[ \text{THE CHAIR is a duplicate in appearance and construction of the rocker described and illustrated to the left. It possesses a hardwood frame, with the exposed parts made of substantial seasoned solid oak, finished golden. A beautiful Colonial design. It is upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather with tow and cotton filling. Six strong springs are used in the seat and are supported on wood slats, the six springs in the back being supported on steel bands. Comes complete with casters as shown. Shipping weight of chair approximately 70 pounds.} \]

\[ \text{Price } \$13.85 \]
Measures 72x42 Inches When Opened As A Bed
Substantial Solid Oak Is Used In The Construction Of This Davenport.
Raise The Seat And Back Lowers Automatically. Full Spring Construction.

THIS BED DAVENPORT operates easily. Merely raise seat and back lowers automatically. Full spring seat and back, 30 double cone springs securely fastened. A wardrobe for storage purposes under seat. Tough wood fibre and cotton filling. Imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather upholstered, made to look like real leather. Arms, front posts, back posts, side rails and panels made of substantial solid oak. Front rail grained solid oak. Can be ordered in golden or fumed oak finish.

WHEN LOWERED for bed, size of this automatic bed davenport is 72x42 inches, length over all, 49 in; seat is 21 inches deep and height of back is 20 in; shipping weight about 150 lbs.

No. 2K631. Upholstered in imitation black leather... $18.85
No. 2K632. Upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather... $21.75

AUTOMATIC DAVENPORT MADE OF QUARTER-SAWED AND SOLID OAK

Can Be Ordered In Your Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Finish

The Frame is made of seasoned solid oak, with genuine quarter-sawed oak, veneered arms, front legs and scroll at top of legs. You can order it in golden or fumed oak finish. To change from davenport to bed, raise seat and back lowers automatically. Full set of double cone steel springs in seat and back. There are 30 springs in all. Has tough wood fibre and cotton filling. Double prong steel tufting buttons. There is a roomy wardrobe underneath seat. Diamond tufted seat and back. It has seamed seat front. A very handsome davenport at a very low price.

YOUR CHOICE of imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather upholstering at low prices quoted. The upholstery used, closely resembles the real leather and will wear a wonderfully long time. Size 72x42 inches when lowered. Be sure and mention when ordering which finish you desire. Shipping weight, about 150 lbs.

No. 2K633. In imitation black leather. Price... $21.75
Elegantly Designed Quarter-Sawn Oak Sofa Bed
Specially Marked At A Real Bargain Figure

THE CONSTRUCTION. Made of quarter-sawn oak with hardwood posts finished in American quartered oak, nicely shaped. These posts are in imitation of genuine quarter-sawn oak. It is strong and will not split. Arm posts are wide and artistically curved. Corner posts are of Colonial design, ornamented with handsome curved claw feet. Back and seat are securely upholstered, suitable for storing bed clothes when used as a sofa. It is made for our regular customers as well as our mail order customers and is absolutely guaranteed to render perfect satisfaction. Our liberal credit terms shown on page 1 of this catalogue will make buying easy.

UPHOLSTERING. Comes in imitation leather, almost like real leather, and wears splendidly. Back and seat are deeply tufted in diamond pattern, thoroughly fastened by patent wide-ringed tufting buttons, guaranteed to hold well. The seat and back are supplied with our "Almorch" highly tempered, double cored springs, securely fastened. Warranted to give absolute satisfaction. Back automatically folds. The design was created especially for the purpose of producing a magnificent article of furniture. When open, it is 72 inches long and 44 inches wide, being only 23 inches wide when closed. Shipping weight, about 260 pounds. $22.65

Choice of Fumed or Golden Oak Finish. An Artistic Colonial Design Automatic Davenport.

Solid Oak Davenport With Serpentine Shape Back And Front

A VERY STUNNING automatic bed davenport. Its operation is extremely simple. You merely raise the seat and back levers automatically for the bed, a full spring seat and back contain 35 double coned springs, all securely fastened. The strong wood fibre and cotton filling is overlaid with imitation Spanish brown leather, which is a wonderfully close duplicate of the genuine Spanish leather. Wardrobe under the seat.

MADE OF solid oak throughout in your choice of gold or fumed finish. When lowered for bed size is 72 x 44 inches; length between arms being 24 inches, and length overall 50 inches. The depth of seat is about 24 inches. Particularly observe the serpentine shaped back and front, the diamond tufted back and seat and the handsome Colonial scroll front posts, which enhance its great beauty and attractive appearance. Shipping weight, about 159 pounds. $23.75
Golden Oak
Or Fumed
Finish.
Spring Seat

When Closed Measures 52½ Inches Between The Arms

The New Device on Rear of Back Releases And Partly Opens Metal Bed For Unfolding. Has Positive Lock.

UPHOLSTERING imitation black leather.

Top, Arms And Entire Front Are Fine Veneered Quarter-Sawed Oak

Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Veneered Top Rail, Arms And Entire Front.

Great Value.

When opened measures 72x48 inches

See Page 1 of This Catalogue

CHICAGO

KROEHLER'S DUOFOLD DAVENPORT

$25.85

$28.65

When closed measures 52½ inches between the arms

SEAT has spring support made of steel cramped wire running lengthwise and crosswise, fastened to hardwood frame on ends with helical springs. Upholstery springs inter-coiled into these crimped wires. Heavy duck canvas over springs, flat flax, heavy layer cotton, felt filling. This fine "Duofold" Davenport has a very firm wire to add to its durability.

FULL SPRING back with tough wood frame, felt and cotton filling, new device on back releases bed frame. When closed measures 52½ inches between arms, when open makes bed 72x48 in. Ships in 35 lbs. No. 2K551. In imitation Black Leather, Price $28.65

No. 2K551. In imitation Spanish Brown Leather. Price $28.65

Take Your Choice of Upholstering At The Bargain Prices Quoted Below

Box E Felt No. 2K $4.65 Each

Springs

Top, And Front

As A Bed
KROEHLER'S 3-PIECE PARLOR SUITS

With Duofold Davenport As Shown In Illustration.

Imitation Black Leather

$38.75

Box Edge Felt Pad for Sofa Bed, No. 2K550 Price $4.65 Extra

EDUOFLD seat has spring support of steel crimped wires running parallel and crosswise, fastened to hardwood we on ends with helical springs, making an ideal support for upholstery springs which are tacked into these crimped wires; 18 Premier springs in seat. Heavy duck canvas over spring, fine flax fibre with heavy cotton felting. Firm edge. Full spring back with tough fibre and cotton filling.

No. 2K645. Complete Suit. In Imitation Black Leather. Price $38.75

Duofold Davenport With Chair And Rocker To Match As Shown

Imitation Black Leather

$39.95

Box Edge Felt Pad for Sofa Bed, No. 2K550 Price $4.65 Extra

THE HEAT of duofold has spring support, made of steel crimped wires, run parallel and crosswise, and fastened to durable frame ends with helical springs, making an ideal support for upholstery springs. Latter are inter-threaded into crimped wires. There are 18 Premier springs in seat, covered with heavy duck canvas, flax fibre and cotton felt filling. Firm edge. Full spring back with cotton and wood fibre filling.

No. 2K647. Complete Suit. In Imitation Black Leather. Price $39.95

The Appearance of the Duofold Opened as a Bed. Size 72x48 in.

THE FRAMES of these pieces are made of seasoned solid oak, with the exception of the back legs and side rails which are of substantial birch. You can have your choice of fumed or golden oak finish and imitation black or imitation Spanish brown leather upholstery at the prices quoted below.

THE CHAIR and rocker each has 5 springs in the seat, securely fastened. Heavy duck canvas over the springs. Extra fine twine and cotton filling in seats; tough wood fibre and cotton filling in the backs. Size of bed 72x48 in., length of seat when closed, 52 inches between arms. Bed frame easily released for unfolding. This handsome parlor suit is exceptionally good value at these prices. Shipping weight of complete suit carefully packed, about 225 pounds.

No. 2K646. Complete Suit. In Imitation Spanish Leather. Price $40.65

Choice of Fumed or Golden Oak Finish

All Pieces Have Steel Spring Seat Construction

Choice of Fumed or Golden Oak Finish

Imitation Black or Imitation Spanish Leather As Quoted

Entire Frame is made of substantial seasoned solid oak in your choice of fumed or golden finish and either imitation black or imitation Spanish brown leather at the prices given below. Note the attractive carvings on the front and back posts, seamed seat fronts and two-panel back on the davenport.

FIVE SPRINGS, securely fastened, support the seat of the chair and rocker. Heavy duck canvas is used over these springs, the filling used being extra fine tow and cotton. The backs are upholstered with strong wood fibre and cotton filling. The davenport, when opened as a bed measures 72x48 inches. Length when closed 52 inches between arms. Has foot end support. Shipping weight of complete suit, about 250 pounds.

No. 2K648. Complete Suit. In Imitation Spanish Leather. Prices Quoted

Choice of Fumed or Golden Oak Finish

Steel Spring Seat Construction on All These Pieces
PRIZE WINNING BED DAVENPORT DESIGN

PRODUCED BY KROEHLER, WINNER OF THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The Medal That Kroehler Won

THE CONSTRUCTION.

The first prize in the creation of the famous Kroehler bed design was the awarding of the first prize in the creation of the famous Kroehler bed design. Kroehler gained this distinction. When expert judges indicated their appreciation in this manner, the consumer has a guarantee of merit that is lacking in no particular. The model which we show on this page is one of the newest patterns that has ever been produced by the great Kroehler factories and with all, it is sold at a price that makes it one of our greatest values.

THE DEVICE used on back of this davenport is a new invention. It automatically releases and partly opens this sofa bed for unfolding. Bed frame is shown in small picture at top of the page. It can be opened quickly. It folds and unfolds with a smooth, quiet motion. As you see by the illustration, you don't sleep on the upholstery. Mattress which can be used on this davenport is removable for cleaning. No. 2K536. Price $29.95

No. 2K550. Full Box Edge Felt Pad Mattress $4.65

MADE WITH the renowned Kroehler Duofold seat and back construction. Seat has spring support, made of steel crimped wires running lengthwise and crossways, fastened to hardwood frame on ends with helicals, making elastic support for upholstery springs. Genuine Quarter-Saved Oak Veneer Or Mahogany Veneer. Used On This Elegant Model

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.

Note The Foot End Support

Showing This Duofold Opened Ready To Be Made Up As a Bed.

Size of Bed 72x48 Inches.
Length of Sofa Closed 52 inches Between Arms.

UPHOLSTERY is imitation Spanish brown leather, a covering which is an excellent substitute for real leather, resembling it in appearance and found to be very substantial and durable. Is attractively set off with real nailed seat front, as shown in the picture above.

There are 18 Premier Wire Springs in the seat of this large, comfortable davenport. As can be seen in the picture above, it is a very satisfactory device.

VERY MASSIVE.

This is an exceptionally massive piece of furniture. Yet in spite of its size and proportions it is a wonderfully graceful article. Observe the pleasing contour of the Colonial scroll shown in this number. With its use you make your living room serve as a bedroom at night. You can take care of two guests without having an idle room. Shipping weight, about 265 pounds. $29.95 The Medal That Kroehler Won

$29.95

MASSIVE.

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.

No. 2K536

Price

$29.95

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.

No. 2K536

Price

$29.95

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.

No. 2K536

Price

$29.95

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.

No. 2K536

Price

$29.95

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.

No. 2K536

Price

$29.95

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.

No. 2K536

Price

$29.95

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.

No. 2K536

Price

$29.95

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.

No. 2K536

Price

$29.95

Choice Of Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogany Finish.
TWO BARGAINS IN KROEHLER DUOFOLDS

Use Your Credit And Have A Year to Pay

Measures 72x48 Inches When Opened As a Bed

THE DAVENPORT is made by the famous Kroehler factory. Very attractive mission design, substantially built in every particular. The entire frame is constructed of select seasoned white oak, with genuine quarter-sawed oak veneered arms, front legs, front rail and top rail. Quarter-sawed oak panels. You can have your choice of golden or fumed oak finish. In ordering please state which you desire. Upholstering is imitation Premier brown leather, resembling genuine Spanish leather and noted for its excellent wearing quality. When closed measures 52 inches between arms; when open makes bed 72x48 inches.

THE CONSTRUCTION. Seat has a spring support made of steel crimped wires running longitudinally and crosswise, fastened to the hardwood frame on ends with helical springs, making an elastic support for the upholstery springs, which are intercoiled into these crimped wires. There are 16 Premier wire springs in the seat, securely fastened on top. Heavy duck canvas over springs. Fine flax fiilings with heavy layer of cotton felt filling, front edge, full spring back, with touch wood fibre and cotton filling. Shipping weight, about 255 lbs.

Box Edge Felt Pad No. 2K550
To Fit This Davenport,
Price - - $4.65 Extra

No. 2K550. Imitation Spanish Brown Leather. Price... $29.65

$31.75

Diamond Tufted Back. Rolling Across Front of Seat. Box Edge Felt Pad No. 2K550, $4.65 Extra

THIS DAVENPORT is the one answer when made by the renowned Kroehler factory. It possesses a heavy, massive solid white oak frame, beautifully curved and shaped as shown in the illustration. It richly finished in golden oak and has a full set of Premier steel springs in the seat and back, securely fastened.

SPRINGS in the seat have steel crimped wires under compression. With heavy canvas over the springs. Extra fine flax flax and felted cotton filling in seat, back, fibre and cotton filling in the back. A new device automatically releases and partly opens the all steel bed frame for unfolding. Shipping weight, 255 lbs.

WHEN CREDIT See Page 1 of this Catalogue

This Is A High Class Sofa Bed Davenport With A Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Veneered Frame In Either Fumed or Golden Oak Finish, In A Striking Mission Design

Box Edge Felt Pad No. 2K550
To Fit This Davenport,
Price - - $4.65 Extra

No. 2K550. Imitation Spanish Brown Leather. Price... $29.65

$31.75

Buy From Us And Use Your Credit

WHEN CLOSED measures 32 inches. When opened is 72x48 inches. $31.75

No. 2K550. Imitation Black Leather. Price... $32.65

No. 2K550. Imitation Spanish Leather. Price... $32.65

When opened is 72x48 inches.
New Device On Back
Automatically Releases The Bed

Quarter Sawed Oak Veneer Frame

Order the Complete Set by No. 2K665
$43.85

THE DAVENPORT. The back and front rail are stationary, mattress are the best. Mattress removable for dusting. Pommel solid oak side panels, whereas the arms, front posts and rail and back are of genuine quarter sawed oak veneer. This very handsome duofold comes in a Golden or Fumed finish. When closed, sofa measures 57\(\frac{3}{4}\) inches between arms, when open, measures 72\(\frac{3}{4}\) inches. Shipping wt., about 245 lbs. No. 2K666. Price $28.45

Choice Of Fumed Or Golden Finish

Arms and Entire Front Quarter Sawed Oak Veneer

Order the Box Edge Felt Pad for Sofa Bed by No. 2K550 $4.65 Extra

THE ROCKER is an exact duplicate of the chair shown to the left, excepting that it is upholstered with runners. Frame is thoroughly seasoned hardwood finished in imitation quartered oak, to look just like the real quarter sawed oak. Arms, front posts, foot rail and head rail are veneered with genuine quarter sawed oak, imitation Spanish brown leather. No. 2K668. Price $7.95

Order the Rocker by No. 2K
$7.45

THE CHAIR is made of select hardwood thoroughly seasoned and fully joined, finished in imitation quartered oak, Golden or Fumed finish. Arms, front posts, foot rail and head rail veneered with genuine quarter sawed oak. Full size, with full size spring seat. Imulation Spanish brown leather. Shipping wt., 50 lbs. No. 2K667. Price $7.45

Order the Chair by No. 2K667
$7.45

As a Bed This Product is Unexcelled for General Use.
ROEHLER'S FAMOUS 3-PIECE PARLOR SUIT

Consisting of Parlor Rocker, in Chair To Match And Fine Fold Davenport

SUIT consists of Duplofold davenport and rocker to match. Genuine quarter-sawn oak veneer is used on the arms and entire front, the balance of the frame being made of veneered solid oak. You can have either darker or golden oak finish. May also be secured in mahogany finished, if desired. Hair and rocker are full size and are carefully crated. The davenport is packed to insure the lowest rate. For full details regarding three-piece suit, read the paragraphs below. Choice of imitation black station Spanish brown leather turning at prices quoted. Shipping is about 40 lbs.

Price Complete In Imitation Black Leather...

No. 2K553. 

Price Complete In Imitation Spanish Leather, 

No. 2K554. 

Genuine Quarter-Sawn Oak Veneer is used on back, arms and entire front

This Davenport contains the famous Duplofold seat and back construction. The seat has a spring support made of steel crimped wires, running lengthwise and crosswise, fastened to the hardwood frame on the ends with helical springs, making an elastic support for the upholstery springs, which are inter-coiled into these crimped wires. There are 13 Premier wire springs in the seat, securely fastened on top; heavy duck canvas ever springs, fine flax fibre with heavy layer of cotton felt filling; firm edge; full spring back with touch wood fibre and cotton filling. The new device on back automatically releases and partly opens davenport for unfolding. Three-panel upholstered back, ruffled seat front. Quarter-sawn oak veneer back, arms and front, balance solid oak, Fumed or golden oak, rubbed finish. Also comes in rubbed mahogany finish. Shipping wt., about 40 lbs.

This Chair

THE CHAIR is a counterpart of the rocker shown above and described in the paragraphs to the left. It is well made in a goodly number of excellent materials. A feature of this chair is fine quartersawn oak veneer used on the arms, back, and entire front, the balance being made of thoroughly seasoned quarter-sawn solid oak. You can have your choice of fumed or rubbed, or golden finish. If you desire you may order it in birch, rubbed mahogany finish. Please state which you prefer.

FULL SIZE. This chair is a full size model, rocker constructed with full spring seat. You can have your choice of imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather upholstery, as you desire. Kindly state your preference. There is an air of refinement to this handsome parlor chair that will appeal to your sense of beauty. You may see it in your home daily, but it is not for sale.

All Pieces Have Spring Seat Construction

MAY ALSO BE SECURED IN RUBBED MAHOGANY FINISH

See Page 1 For Our Liberal Terms

THE ROCKER shown directly above is a very artistic piece of furniture. It is large and roomy and is a full size model. You can have your choice mahogany finished, or natural oak. They look like the real leather and give excellent wear. Not a piece seat front as illustrated. The runners are strong and substantial. It has been built for the davenport, order the chair rocker on our easy credit terms. Shipping weight, about 50 pounds.

Price Complete In Imitation Black Leather...

No. 2K553. 

Price Complete In Imitation Spanish Leather, 

No. 2K554. 

Leather. Price...

THE CHAIR is a counterpart of the rocker shown above and described in the paragraphs to the left. It is well made in a goodly number of excellent materials. A feature of this chair is the fine quartersawn oak veneer used on the arms, back, and entire front, the balance being made of thoroughly seasoned quarter-sawn solid oak. You can have your choice of fumed or rubbed, or golden finish. If you desire you may order it in birch, rubbed mahogany finish. Please state which you prefer.

FULL SIZE. This chair is a full size model, rocker constructed with full spring seat. You can have your choice of imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather upholstery, as you desire. Kindly state your preference. There is an air of refinement to this handsome parlor chair that will appeal to your sense of beauty. You may see it in your home daily, but it is not for sale.

All Pieces Have Spring Seat Construction

MAY ALSO BE SECURED IN RUBBED MAHOGANY FINISH

See Page 1 For Our Liberal Terms

THE ROCKER shown directly above is a very artistic piece of furniture. It is large and roomy and is a full size model. You can have your choice mahogany finished, or natural oak. They look like the real leather and give excellent wear. Not a piece seat front as illustrated. The runners are strong and substantial. It has been built for the davenport, order the chair rocker on our easy credit terms. Shipping weight, about 50 pounds.

Price Complete In Imitation Black Leather...

No. 2K553. 

Price Complete In Imitation Spanish Leather, 

No. 2K554. 

Leather. Price...

THE CHAIR is a counterpart of the rocker shown above and described in the paragraphs to the left. It is well made in a goodly number of excellent materials. A feature of this chair is the fine quartersawn oak veneer used on the arms, back, and entire front, the balance being made of thoroughly seasoned quarter-sawn solid oak. You can have your choice of fumed or rubbed, or golden finish. If you desire you may order it in birch, rubbed mahogany finish. Please state which you prefer.

FULL SIZE. This chair is a full size model, rocker constructed with full spring seat. You can have your choice of imitation black leather or imitation Spanish brown leather upholstery, as you desire. Kindly state your preference. There is an air of refinement to this handsome parlor chair that will appeal to your sense of beauty. You may see it in your home daily, but it is not for sale.
They can be converted from a Davenport into a bed with one motion. By a new device the entire seat, including spring, upholstery, seat frame, etc., turns completely over, displaying a set of independently constructed bed springs. In this set of springs a box edge pad can be placed.


They Afford Two Articles In One. When Open They Measure 72x47 Inches

Small View Shows Unifold Open As A Bed

Order Box Edge Felt Pad to Fit Any of These Davenports Under No. 2K550. Price $4.65 Extra
Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Veneer on the Top Arms and Entire Front Solid Oak Panels

Choice of Fumed Or Golden Finish Also Mahogany- wich Veneered

Showing Duofold Made Up To Be Used As A Bed Box Edge Felt Pad For Sofa Bed. No. 2K550. Price $1.65 Extra.

THE DUOFOLD has spring support made of steel crimped wires, running lengthwise and crosswise, fastened to hardwood frame on ends with helical springs, making an elastic support for upholstery springs which are interceded into these crimped wires. 18 Premier wire springs in seat. Heavy drive canvas over springs, fine flax fibre with heavy layer of cotton felt filling. Wood fibre and cotton filling in backs. Shipping weight of complete suit about 335 pounds.

No. 2K550. Complete Suit in Imitation Spanish Leather (as shown). Price... $47.65

ROEHLER'S THREE-PIECE DUOFOLD SUIT

ROEHLER'S DUOFOLD PARLOR SUITS

The Duofold Seat Has 18 Premier Wire Springs Which Are Securely Fastened On The Top. Flax Fibre And Cotton Felt Filling

Choice of Golden or Fumed Oak Finish. Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Veneered Top, Arms, Front And

Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Panels State Finish Preferred.

Showing Duofold Made Up To Be Used As A Bed Box Edge Felt Pad For Sofa Bed. No. 2K550. Price $1.65 Extra.

ENTIRE FRAME is made of thoroughly seasoned oak. The top, arms and entire front are genuine quarter-sawed oak veneer; the panels are constructed of genuine quartered oak. Choice of hand-stained golden or fumed finish and either imitation black or imitation Spanish brown leather upholstery. When ordering state finish and covering preferred. Observe the artistic passion shades of this suit. Order it upon approval.

THE DAVENTON is the Duofold type. Seat has spring support made of steel crimped wires. These run in both directions and are fastened to hardwood frame on ends with helical springs. These support the upholstery spring. Latter are interceded into these crimped wires. Davenport contains 18 Premier wire springs in seat. Over these springs is heavy duck cotton fine flax fibre and cotton felt filling. Firm edge. Shipping weight of complete suit about 335 pounds.

No. 2K550. Complete Suit in Imitation Spanish Leather (as shown). Price... $49.35

The Seat In This Duofold Has Spring Support Made Of Steel Crimped Wires Which Run In Both Directions. Seat Has 18 Wire Springs

ROEHLER'S THREE-PIECE DUOFOLD SUIT

5 Securely Fastened Seat Springs In Chair

E ROCKER and chair each possesses 5 strong springs, securely fastened. A heavy canvas is used over these springs and an extra fine tow cotton filling in seats. Tough wood fibre and cotton in backs. Chair seats measure 20 x 30 inches and about 37 in. high. Duofold measurements follow: Back—arms 52 in., open as a bed, 72 in. high, seat height from floor 18 in.; from seat to floor, 18 in., suit is an exceptional value.

Showing Duofold Made Up To Be Used As A Bed Box Edge Felt Pad For Sofa Bed. No. 2K550. Price $1.65 Extra.

Entire Frame is made of thoroughly seasoned oak. The top, arms and entire front are genuine quarter-sawed oak veneer; the panels are constructed of genuine quartered oak. Choice of hand-stained golden or fumed finish and either imitation black or imitation Spanish brown leather upholstery. When ordering state finish and covering preferred. Observe the artistic passion shades of this suit. Order it upon approval.

THE DAVENTON is the Duofold type. Seat has spring support made of steel crimped wires. These run in both directions and are fastened to hardwood frame on ends with helical springs. These support the upholstery spring. Latter are interceded into these crimped wires. Davenport contains 18 Premier wire springs in seat. Over these springs is heavy duck cotton fine flax fibre and cotton felt filling. Firm edge. Shipping weight of complete suit about 335 pounds.

No. 2K550. Complete Suit in Imitation Spanish Leather (as shown). Price... $49.35

The Seat In This Duofold Has Spring Support Made Of Steel Crimped Wires Which Run In Both Directions. Seat Has 18 Wire Springs

ROEHLER'S THREE-PIECE DUOFOLD SUIT

Chair Seat Rests on 5 Strong Springs

AND rocker each has 5 springs in the seat, securely fastened. Rocker has a strong canvas over springs. Extra fine tow and cotton filling in seat, with tough wood fibre and cotton filling in the back. Spring measure 20 x 30 inches; extreme height about 37 inches. Measurements of Duofold arm: Distance between arms 52 in.; when open as a bed, 72 in. high; entire height from floor, 37 inches; from seat to floor, 18 in.

Showing Duofold Made Up To Be Used As A Bed Box Edge Felt Pad For Sofa Bed. No. 2K550. Price $1.65 Extra.

The Seat In This Duofold Has Spring Support Made Of Steel Crimped Wires Which Run In Both Directions. Seat Has 18 Wire Springs

ROEHLER'S THREE-PIECE DUOFOLD SUIT
FAMOUS KROEHLER 3-PIECE DUOFOLD SUITE

CHOICE OF QUARTER-SAWED AND SOLID OAK OR GENUINE MAHOGANY VENEER, UPHOLSTERED IN IMITATION SPANISH BROWN LEATHER, AS SHOWN

THE ROCKERS. Genuine quarter-sawn oak veneer is used on the front posts and wainscot front of this rocker, the panels being of solid quarter-sawn oak. The remainder of the frame is of kiln-dried, seasoned, solid oak. Beautiful golden or fumed finish is also made in mahogany finish; the top, arms and entire front being genuine mahogany veneer, the balance of the frame being constructed of mahogany birch. This rocker has slip seat with 5 heavy springs supported on steel bands, securely fastened. Upholstered with imitation Spanish brown leather. Looks like real Spanish leather and wears splendidly. Very minute, covering Colonial scroll front posts. As illustrated. Shipping weight, about 45 pounds.

No. 2K594. Price $10.85

Complete Set
No. 2K593
Price $52.95

THE CHAIR. The general construction of this piece is the same as the rocker. It区别 can be assured in either oak or mahogany finish. The former has genuine quarter-sawn oak veneer top, arms and entire front, with solid quarter-sawn oak panels, the balance of the frame being constructed of seasoned solid oak. When ordered in this wood, it comes either golden or fumed finish, as you wish. Style finish preferred. If desired in mahogany finish, advise us accordingly. When so furnished, the top, arms and entire front are constructed of genuine mahogany veneer, the balance of the frame being of mahogany birch. Has slip seat, having 5 heavy springs supported on steel bands, securely fastened. Finished Spanish brown leather is used in upholstering this number. This covering bore a close resemblance to genuine Spanish leather and is renowned for its excellent wearing qualities. The beautiful Colonial scroll front posts and Colonial arms are made to correspond with those of the rocker. Shipping weight, about 60 pounds.

No. 2K595. Price $10.45

Order Box Edges Felt Mattress Pad to Fit Davenport By No. 2K550 Price $4.65
Extra No. 2K596
Price $31.65

The Small Illustration
To The Right Shows The Duofold Davenport
Opened And Made Up
As A Bed

Chairs Made With Fine Slip Seats and Have Five Heavy Springs

THE DUOFOLD can also be secured in your choice of fumed or golden oak or mahogany finish, the construction being the same as that described in both the chair and rocker above. The seat has a spring support made of steel crimped wire running lengthwise and crosswise, fastened to the hardwood frame on the ends with helical springs, making an elastic support for the upholstery covering which is interwoven into these crimped wires.

IT IS made with 15 Fine spring wires in the seat, securely fastened on top. Heavy duck canvas over burlap. The first layer of cotton felt filling; next, full webbing cloth with touch wool felt and satin cotton filling. Upholstered with imitation Spanish brown leather. Looks a great deal like genuine leather. New device automatically releases and partly opens duofold for unfolding. Shipping weight, about 20 pounds.

No. 2K596. Price $31.65

See Page 1 For Credit Terms
The DUOFOILD Davenport. Seat has a spring support made of steel crimped wires running lengthwise and crosswise fastened to hardwood frame on ends with helical springs, which are interlocked into these cramped wires. 18 Premier wire springs are set, securely fastened on top. Heavy black cloth over springs, like flat webbing, with heavy layer of cotton felt filling. Arm edge. Full spring back with tough wood flax and cotton filling. Not necessary to manipulate seat or back to adjust. Unfolds automatically from underneath by simply pulling lever on rear of back. Bed frame is made of steel angle iron. It folds or unfolds with well-balanced, quiet motion. Mattress is removable for dusting. Top arms and entire front veneered with beautiful figured genuine quarter-sawn oak. Panels and balance of frame selected solid oak. Comes in rubber and polished golden oak, fumed oak or mahogany finish. Which you prefer. 3K529, Price $49.85. Made Under the Kroehler Patent. 3-Piece Parlor Suit consisting of Kroehler Duofold Davenport, Arm Chair and Rocker, upholstered in imitation Spanish Brown Leather. $49.85. Suit as a convenient living-room by day. No. 2K539. Complete suit of Three Pieces. Price $49.85. Order Chair by No. 2K539. Price $49.85.

THE HANDSOME ROCKER. Frame is made of bony oak stock, thoroughly seasoned and kiln dried. The top, arms and entire front are expertly veneered with beautifully figured genuine quarter-sawn oak. The panels and balance of frame are made of selected solid oak. You can order this rocker finished in attractive rubber and polished golden oak, fumed oak or mahogany finish. The seat is a full spring construction, with a tough flax and cotton filling. Over this filling is carefully placed imitation Spanish brown leather. This leather is carefully facsimiled with rubber and polished golden oak, fumed oak or mahogany finish, such as are found on many higher priced rockers on the market. Order the Rocker by No. 2K540. Price $10.65. Nice and modern in design and lines, this Davenport will give you years of service. Order the Davenport by No. 2K538. Price $29.75.
**Wonderful Brass Bed Value**

Has 2-Inch Posts and New Polet Finish

**THIS BRASS BED** is an enormous value at the price we ask and is beyond comparison. The finish is the New Polet style, which is a satin finish on the posts, fillers, and top and bottom cross rods, and bright finish mounts. The bright brass ornaments form a very striking contrast to the satin (dull finished) parts. The bed is of the continuous post style, with 2-inch posts, making it very stately. The mounts are unusually large and imposing. The design of the bed is one of our new patterns for this year and is sure to meet with much favor with our customers. You should not delay in sending your order, for you can buy it on our liberal credit terms shown on page one.

**YOU CAN** have your choice of ordering this bed in any size: 3 ft., 4 ft., 5 ft., or 6 ft. inches, at the same price. Be sure to state size you wish, when ordering. This is an elegant bed and is of a design that is fine enough to be placed in the best rooms of the most appointed homes. It stands 50 inches high at bed end and 38 inches high at foot end. Fillers and cross rods are 1 inch in diameter. Weight about 125 lbs.

- **No. 3K1599**
  - Price: $25.65
  - Bed Has 2-Inch Posts and 1-inch Fillers

**THE PILLOWS** are filled with best selected turkey feathers, carefully cleaned and sterilized; odorless and dustless. Covered with beautiful art ticking, full. 21x26 inches. Wt., about 7 lbs.

- **No. 3K1109**
  - Price: $2.75

- **No. 3K1233**
  - Mattress
  - 100% Cotton Felt
  - Price: $9.80

- **No. 3K1111**
  - 25 Year Guaranteed Bed Spring
  - Price: $4.95

**FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1**
When Ordering, Be Sure To Mention Color Preferred

LOW PRICE
On A Substantial Iron Bed. Choice Of White Or Blue Enamel
A FULL SIZE BED

OUR POLICY is to be strictly truthful in all representations; and for that reason we cannot in justice to our customers recommend this bed as a very high class article, but we can say, and back our statement with an honest reputation of over 60 years, that for the money this is an excellent value. See page one for our easy-to-pay credit terms.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
of white or blue enamel, the finish being applied according to the modern method and will give satisfaction for the money. When ordering, be sure to mention which color you prefer. This iron bed is made in full size only, which is 4 ft. 6 in. wide. See following paragraph for dimensions.

MEASUREMENTS. The corner posts are 3/4 inch in diameter, the center top rod measures 3/4 inch in diameter and the side top rods each 1/4 inch. The remaining filler rods each measure 1/4 inch in size. Head end 52 inches high; foot end 38 inches high. Ornamental chills add considerably to its appearance. Shipping weight, about 70 lbs. No. 1818. Price $3.65

State Color Wanted

DECORATED PANEL
Iron Bed In Choice Of White Or Green Enamel

NOTE THE FANCY CHILLS ON THIS BED

EATURÉ of this iron bed is the tasteful panel appearing on the head and foot. The round is made to correspond with the color that you select and the pattern is attractively executed in neat floral. The ornamental chills, as shown in illustration, greatly improve the appearance of the finished bed. Select either white or green enamel as you desire. Sending us your order, we must ask you to tell us which you prefer; as this avoids necessary correspondence and saves delays. This bed is available only in the full size, 4 ft. 6 in. in width. We ship it upon approval and if you are not pleased with it, we will cheerfully refund your money.

DIMENSIONS. The corner posts are of cast iron tubing; the top cross is 3/4 inch in diameter, the remaining filler rods 1/4 inch in size. The prettiest panel measures 3 1/2 inches wide. The height of the head end is 52 inches; the height of the foot end is 38 inches. Shipping weight, about 70 lbs. No. 1818. Price $3.98
SELECT THIS BED

Your Choice of White or Green Enamel or Vernis Martin (Gold Bronze) Finish

Comes in Full Width Only—4 Foot 6 Inch

A Very Substantial, Artistic Bed at a Genuine Bargain Price

WE DON'T EXAGGERATE

Silver-tongued orators and "Big" advertising writers are in the vogue—they may impress you for a moment, but when you stop to think, you know they are often a clever trick. They are not as sure as a fact. We will not permit a single statement to go unbacked by a catalog or other authority, for it is not absolutely true to the letter in every particular.

TO PROVE IT we append these facts about this remarkable bed: we want this bed back. We want you to keep it, and we will refund every penny you pay. Surely you couldn't ask for a better offer than this.

TELL US whether you desire white or green enamel or vernis martin finish. In one size only—4 Foot 6 Inch. The continuous posts are 1 1/16 inches in diameter and the filling rods 3/16 inches in size. It is a very strong bed, the head end measures 57 1/2 inches and the foot end measures 58 1/2 inches high. Particularly clear in appearance is the finish and the posts as well as the cross rods. It is one of the values for the money that you can buy. Shipping weight $4.80.

No. 3K1713. Price...$5.65

Order It on Approval

A CHILL-LESS BED

A Neatly Designed Bed. Finished in White or Blue Enamel or Vernis Martin

WE FEATHER THE NESTS

of the working people. We have foreseen the needs of generations in many families. If our treatment were not fair, if our methods were not certain, such a record would be an utter impossibility. We take pride in our past accomplishments and it is this feeling of pride that should prompt you to buy here. Because you know that we are not going to jeopardize our reputation for anything.

THIS BED

This is a magnificent model as shown in the illustration to the right. Before being tried in action, this is a sanitary feature that will appeal to every housewife as a bed that can be easily cleaned. The continuous steel tube posts are 1 1/16 inches in diameter with 5-inch filler rods in both head and foot ends. The bottom cross rods measure 9-inch.

CHOICE OF white or blue enamel or vernis martin (gold bronze finish) in either 3 ft. 6 in. or 4 ft. 6 in. widths, as you desire. In ordering please tell us which size you prefer. The head end measures 57 1/2 inches from the floor, 1 1/2 feet end being 34 3/4 inches. This is not only an excellent article of merchandise, but is sold at a price so very reasonable as to be a value that will be appreciated by the astute buyers of housekeeping goods. Comes complete with center. Shipping weight carefully packed is approximately 85 lbs.

No. 3K1714. Price........$6.15

Comes in 3 ft. 6 in. and 4 ft. 6 in. widths.
THIS IS A SENSATIONAL BED OFFERING THAT WILL POSITIVELY ASTONISH YOU!

choice of White or Green Enamel or Vernis Martin

Y MORE—PAY LESS. This term statement applies applies to your transactions if you buy from us. We always endeavor to save you money for a stimulated arm than other houses. Always that you figure it, you far better off to do your shopping here. You may say to yourself: "Oh, well, it is far for them to "not their own here." But, friend, remember that we don't ask you like our word for it. On the contrary we urge you to do your own investigating. We you to convince yourself, regardless of what you have to say, and to accomplish this in the most logical manner we permit you to use the goods you buy from us on spot, so that you can determine whether or not they are all that we claim. In the event you are not thoroughly pleased in every way, you are at liberty to return whatever you see and procure your money back. We not only pay the return freight charges, but also pay you for the transportation charges which you paid when you received the handles. That is the literal treatment you receive at the hand of this broad gauged manufacturer. In that way you are taking absolutely no chances whatever. We ask all the risk, you receive all the benefit.

THIS MASSIVE BED is a true value of the "pay less" type. We think so much alike that we devote an entire page to this one number alone. That is pretty good evidence of the confidence that we have in this value. Just see how attractively we picture to you the goods you buy from us, and imagine securing anything as fine as this elsewhere at this low price. It is a steel tube bed with iron fillers. You can have your choice of beautiful white or green enamel, or, if you prefer, we will send you the genuine Vernis Martin (gold bronze) finish. We cannot resist telling you which you desire. The panels are of artistic floral pattern executed in natural colors, in a manner that will please the most fastidious taste. It comes in 2 sizes only, which is 4 ft. 6 in. The post are 4 1/2 inches, the top center panel at the head ends measure 13 inches, whereas the smaller one at the bed center panel at the head ends measure 14 inches. Observe the beautiful contour of the panel frames, the unusually ornamental chisels and the heavy mounts. Shipping weight about 150 pounds.

Number 3K1715

Price

$6.95

HAS
ARTISTIC
FLORAL
DESIGN PANELS
AS ILLUSTRATED

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
2-INCH STEEL POST BED

In the production of these beds the manufacturer has successfully attained strength without weight. Cold rolled burnished steel tubing is used. This lessens the freight cost and gives the housewife a lighter article to handle, reducing the warping of floors and tearing of rugs and carpets. The steel surface is bright, smooth and is highly polished. The finish which this kind of surface takes, approximates perfection. Have one of these beds sent on approval.

THE SIMPLICITY of the pattern shown in right is in keeping with high class brass beds. Has 2-inch continuous steel posts, 1/4-inch bottom rods, 1/16-inch filling rods. Choice of white enameled, Vernis Martin, (gold bronze) finish and made in following widths: 3 ft., 3 1/2 ft., 4 ft. and 4 1/2 ft., State size and finish preferred. Head end measures 35 inches high; foot end 25 inches high; shipping weight about 70 pounds.

No. 3K1811. Price $9.45

Lighter Than Iron Beds

These Are Cold Rolled Burnished Steel Tube Beds

STUDY THE ILLUSTRATION of this simple and attractively designed steel tube bed. It has the ear marks of the more expensive brass beds and still possesses dependable qualities at a moderate price. The high quality cold rolled burnished steel tubing used is lighter in weight than the iron bed posts and still possesses great strength and durability. The housewife will appreciate the fact that it is light in weight and therefore easy to handle without suffering its massive and pleasing Bros.

WHEN ORDERING please tell us whether you prefer the white enameled or Vernis Martin (gold bronze) finish. Also mention whether you desire this bed in the 3 ft., 3 1/2 ft., or 4 ft., 6 in. size. The continuous posts measure 2 inches in diameter. All filling rods measure 1/16 inches in diameter. The head end stands 35 inches from floor, the foot and measuring 25 inches in height. We have no hesitancy in saying this bed is our highest recommendation. Shipping weight about 30 pounds.

No. 3K1813. Price $10.45

Corner bend on continuous post is practically perfect. Upright fillers tightly cold fitted into sockets which have been electrically welded to bed frame. By this electric welding metal rod ends are fused into bed frame, resulting in one solid piece of double thickness insuring rigidity.

THERE MODEL illustrated to the left is made with 2-inch continuous steel tubellen manufactured in advanced modern process explained above. The design is of such a character that will appeal to those of particular taste. It is a good bed at a very reasonable price. The filling rods measure 1/16 inch, the upright fillers being in,decorated with vines as illustrated. Head end is 32 inches high; foot end 25 inches high. Comes in your choice of white or green enamel or Vernis Martin (gold bronze) finish. Made in the following widths: 3 ft., 3 1/2 ft., 4 ft., and 4 1/2 ft. In ordering please mention finish and size desired. Shipping weight about 72 pounds.

No. 3K1810. Price $7

Be Sure To State Size And Finish Desired

TAKE YOUR CHOICE of white enameled or Vernis Martin (gold bronze) finish. This is of exceptionally high grade. Comes in 3 ft., 3 1/2 ft., or 4 ft. widths. When ordering please mention finish and size that you desire and if so desired. Posts are 2 inches in diameter; top, bottom and filling rods each 1/16 inches in diameter. The head end measures 35 inches in height, the foot end measuring 25 inches. We recommend this bed as an excellent value at this price. Shipping weight about 72 pounds.

No. 3K1812. Price $9.85

Are Bright, Beautiful, Sturdy, And Low In Cost

Corner bend on continuous post is practically perfect. Upright fillers tightly cold fitted into sockets which have been electrically welded to bed frame. By this electric welding metal rod ends are fused into bed frame, resulting in one solid piece of double thickness insuring rigidity.

$9.85

$10.45
ORDER THIS CONTINUOUS STEEL POST BED
IF YOU WANT A GOOD VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY

possesses Massive 2 1/2-Inch Posts

HARTMAN'S
FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
CHICAGO

S INTERESTING to note the day held by an early thinker on the division of the business day into three equal parts. This phi-

doctrine that we should devote eight hours to work, eight hours to play, and eight hours to rest. In years gone by, this division of work and play was quite

on the other hand, most of us do take the allotted eight hours to sleep. When you

restful hours to sleep. In years gone by, this division of work and play was quite

in out-of-the-ordinary positions all day, and we have succeeded admirably. It comes in full size only, which is 4 feet 6 inches wide. The finish is beautiful, white enamel or Vernis Martin (gold bronze), as you prefer. In order, please

we send you which you desire to send you. The bottom rod is 2 1/2-inch and the filling rods are 1-inch wide. The height of the head end is 28 inches and the foot end measures 24 inches in height. The continuous pillars are adorned with artistic chisels, as are the hair rods, as shown. It comes complete with cutters. The confidence that we have in this

value is evidenced by the fact that we devote an entire page to its presentation. It is a

text

value well worth of serious consideration. Shipping weight, about 105 pounds.

$10.85

CHOICE OF WHITE ENAMEL OR VERNIS MARTIN FINISH

THIS MASSIVE BED has great big 2 1/2-inch continuous steel pillars as shown in the hands illustration on this page. And we want to impress you with the fact that the bed itself really looks like a more expensive article than it is. We believe that if you were to attempt to purchase a similar bed elsewhere you would have to pay more money. In pasting this number we have made a tremendous effort to give our customers an out-of-the-ordinary bargain and we have succeeded admirably. It comes in full size only, which is 4 feet 6 inches wide. The finish is beautiful, white enamel or Vernis Martin (gold bronze), as you prefer. In order, please tell us which you desire to send you. The bottom rod is 2 1/2-inch and the filling rods are 1-inch wide. The height of the head end is 28 inches and the foot end measures 24 inches in height. The continuous pillars are adorned with artistic chisels, as are the hair rods, as shown. It comes complete with cutters. The confidence that we have in this

value is evidenced by the fact that we devote an entire page to its presentation. It is a

text

value well worth of serious consideration. Shipping weight, about 105 pounds.
NEW PROCESS STEEL BEDS

In these models the manufacturer has successfully produced light weight, high quality cold-rolled, burnished steel tube beds. They are lighter in weight than iron beds and yet are wonderfully strong. This lighter weight reduces marring of floors, tearings of rugs and carpets and likewise reduces the freight cost. This steel is about one-third the thickness of the old gas pipe. Be sure to mention in your order which finish you prefer to have us send to you.

All Have Massive 2-Inch Pillars

**YOU MAY SELECT**

1. This bed in either white enamel finish or Verona Bronze (cold bronze) finish as you prefer. It is made in 3 ft. 6 in. and 4 ft. 6 in. sizes. When ordering please be sure to tell us the finish and size that you desire. As explained above, this bed is made of light steel tubing with a saw blade finish that takes the enamel perfectly. It is made with 2-inch pillars; 1 1/4-inch top rod; 1 1/16-inch bottom and filling rod. The head end stands 51 inches from floor; the height of the foot end is 38 1/2 inches. The large size greatly improves the appearance of this steel bed. Shipping weight, about 35 pounds.

No. SK1811, Price .................................................. $10.65

2. Lighter in Weight Than Iron Beds

**The Corner Bend** on this model is as true and even as on high priced iron beds. It is made in 3 ft. 6 in. or 4 ft. 6 in. sizes. Mention size and finish desired. Pillars 2 inches in diameter; bottom rod 2 1/2 inches; filling rods 1 1/16 inches; height of head end 52 inches; height of foot end 35 inches. Shipping weight, about 52 pounds.

No. SK1815, Price .................................................. $10.95

3. Cold Rolled Burnished Steel

**Be Sure To Give Size And Finish Desired**

**A Rich Design** in a steel tube bed as shown to left. The attractive pattern may be ordered in either 3 ft. 6 in. or 4 ft. 6 in. sizes. When ordering kindly state which size you desire. The corner posts measure 5 inches in diameter; the top, bottom and filling rods each measure 11/16 inch in diameter. Head end is 52 inches; height of foot end is 35 inches. Shipping weight about 70 pounds.

No. SK1816, Price .................................................. $11.00

4. We recommend the purchase of this steel tube bed and know that you will be highly pleased with it in every way. Read the details of construction explained at the top and bottom of this page for a fuller understanding of the advantages of this model. The corner bend is true and even and the upright fillers are tightly cold fitted into sockets which have been electrically welded to the bed frame, resulting in one solid piece of double thickness.

**Continous Pillars** measure 2 inches in diameter. The two top rods as well as the bottom cross rods each measure 1 1/16 inch in diameter, the upright filling rods being of the same size. You may have your choice of white enamel or Verona Bronze (cold bronze) finish. This design is made in 3 ft. 6 in. and 4 ft. 6 in. sizes. Please state the finish and size that you prefer when sending us your order. Head end, 52 in.; foot end, 25 in. Shipping weight, about 50 lbs.

No. SK1817. Price .................................................. $12.00

The steel surface is bright, smooth, and as highly polished as the blade of a saw. The finish which this kind of surface will take is superior in every way. The enamel used on them flows on these beds almost as smoothly as glass.
HIS COLD ROLLED BURNISHED STEEL TUBE BED IS A WONDERFUL MODERN ACHIEVEMENT

Light — Beautiful — Sturdy — Inexpensive

Is Lighter Than The Iron Bed
Choice of White or Vernis Martin

THE WONDERFUL FINISH is explained in the paragraph to the left. But you can not appreciate how nice it really is, unless you see the finished product. The channel used flows on this bed as smooth as glass. You can have your choice of White Enamel or Vernis Martin (gold House) enamel, as you desire. When you send your order, kindly tell us which finish you prefer.

In describing this wonderful bed, we have explained how light it is to handle, in proportion to its size: But do not be misled as to the magnitude of its proportions. It is a mammoth looking bed, yet an extremely graceful one. The continuous posts are 2 inches in size; the cross rod and fillers likewise measuring 3 inches in diameter. The head end stands 32 inches from the floor; the foot end, 25 inches high. These end measurements include casters. We offer this extraordinary number in the full size, which is 4 ft. 6 inches in length. Our experience in the sale of beds dates back many years. We have bought and sold hundreds and hundreds of them in a comparatively short time. But never in the history of our experience have we seen an offering that can compare with this one in a steel tube bedstead. The value is stupendous at this incomparably low figure.

No. 3K1724

Price: $11.35

Shipping weight, about 90 pounds.
SPLENDID BARGAIN IN A BED OUTFIT

Don't Miss This Unusual Value

Order One

Bed, Spring and Mattress for Little Money

No. 3K1725

Price, $10.50

AN EXCELLENT METAL BED OUTFIT

$11.45

THE BED is made of 1 1/16 inch tubing and 6-10 inch filers. The head of the bed measures 57 inches high. The continuous pillars are adorned with large chills and the center cross rod has five circular ornamental chills. We offer you your choice of several guaranteed "adamantine" colors of enamel, including white, pea green, and Vernis Martin, in one size only, 4 ft. 6 inches in width. In ordering kindly state preference of color you desire.

THE ALL-METAL SPRING is made of best woven wire fabric fitted to a heavy angle iron frame, strongly supported by two rows of spiral springs and secured by a new patent device. They are of excellent quality, strongly resilient and comfortable.

THE MATTRESS is a soft cotton top, filled with wood fibre, made of fine materials and thoroughly guaranteed. It is covered with heavy striped ticking, tufted in a manner as to insure holding its shape and prevent lumping. It is made with double stitched edges.

THE THREE ARTICLES in this combination are of dependable quality, and at the low price which they are offered, we most emphatically assert that you cannot afford to overlook this value. Just consider what this rare bargain means to you in the way of saving money. Shipping weight of complete outfit, approx. 168 pounds.

No. 3K1726. Price, $11.45

See Page For Terms
BARGAIN

**12.95**

**Bed Out-Fit**

**E** **BED** comes in white or green Enamel or Vernis Martin finish. Please state which you prefer. Signs to full size only, which is 4 ft. 6 ins. Stands 5½ inches at the head end and 4½ inches at the foot. The price is for the "eternal," meaning 1 1½ inches in height, whereas the filling and bottom rods all 3½ inches in diameter. A well-designed model that is a "world beauty" appearance. The details of the spring and reed are given below. Be sure and read carefully.

**S** **PRING** is strongly made for hard and continuous use. It is constructed of a link fabric with a wire edge. The links are attached to rod angles by heavy oil-tempered helical springs 1 inch long and 5 inches in diameter. A well-designed model that is a "world beauty" appearance. The details of the spring and reed are given below. Be sure and read carefully.

**M** **ATTRESS** is our high grade cotton top in a 1-inch height. It is covered with a top fabric with heavy ticking. The edges are double stitched and the construction throughout is carefully tailored with a view to preventing the face from matting down or becoming indented. We consider the worth of the bed, the spring, and the mattress, and we know that you will send us your order for this low priced mattress, carefully packed, and shipped weight, approximately 110 lbs.

**3K1727.**

---

**$12.95**

**5-PIECE BED OUTFIT**

**Consisting of Handsome Bed, Fine Cotton Top Mattress, Link Fabric Steel Frame Spring And Two Soft, Sanitary Pillows**

**THE BED** has continuous 1 1½-inch steel tine posts with 3½-inch, ribbed and brass brace rods. The small fillers on each side of this center brace rod measure 4 inches. The height of the head end is 5½ inches, the foot end being 4½ inches high. (Heights include casters.) Comes in full size only 4 ft. 6 ins. Choice of white or green enamel or Vernis Martin finish. White finish preferred.

**THE MATTRESS** is filled with cotton fabric and has cotton top of exceptional thickness. It is made with a 3-inch continuous helical spring, and double stitched edges give additional strength. You will find the springs of this quality in a bed outfit at the unusually low price quoted. A very comfortable and hygienic mattress.

**THE SPRING** is extraordinarily strong. It is a link fabric with copper wire edges. The links are attached to end angles by heavy helical steel. The heavy angle iron frame is well finished in black Japan, being very strong and substantial. You will find the springs of this quality in a bed outfit at the unusually low price quoted. A very comfortable and hygienic mattress.

**THE PILLOWS** are filled with cotton but no feathers. They are hand-dressed and sterilized, being thoroughly desinfected and sterilized by an improved process making the pillows soft and elastic. They are without any stuffing and covered with a choice strips ticking. Size about 18½ inches square. Weight about 4½ pounds. They are free from all foreign substances and guaranteed free. Shipping weight complete cotton, about 18 pounds.

**3K1728.**

---

**$13.85**
WHY NOT ORDER THIS 5-PIECE BED OUTFIT

Consisting Of Continuous Post Steel Bed, Fine Cotton Top Mattress, Link Fabric Steel Frame Spring And Two Soft, Sanitary Pillows At A Low Price

$14.68

No. 3K1843
Can Be Furnished In White Or Blue Enamel, Or Vernis Martin (Gold Bronze) Finish.

This 5-Piece Bed Outfit Comprises 2-Inch Continuous Post Steel Bed, Cotton Top Mattress, Link Fabric Spring And Pair Of Sanitary Feather Pillows

No. 3K1844
Choice of White or Green Enamel or Vernis Martin (Gold Bronze) Finish.

Four Sizes

THE BED has continuous 1-1/16 inch steel tube posts with 5-1/8 inch fillers and cross rods. The height of the head end is 57-1/2 inches, while the foot end is 38-1/2 inches high. The steel panels on the head and foot rods are 4 inches wide and are decorated with a copper transfer, which looks like a real copper insert, a style which is much in vogue at the present time. Comes in full size only (1 ft. 6 in.). Can be ordered in white or blue enamel or Vernis Martin finish. State which is preferred.

THE MATTRESS is filled with good grade or cotton and has a thick cotton top. It is covered with a strong, durable ticking and all turning is secured by leather tufting buttons. Has double stitched edges, which give additional strength. This is a very sanitary and comfortable mattress and rarely included in a bed outfit at this low price. A durable mattress in every particular.

THE SPRING is made of a link fabric with copper wire edge and is exceptionally strong. The links are faced with a heavy, oil tempered helix, heavy gauge iron frame in well finished black japanned and in strong and substantial. You will be very well pleased with this bed spring.

THE PILLOWS are filled with choice hen feathers, properly cured and sterilized, thoroughly dehilled and curved by a patented process, which makes them soft and elastic. They are secured, sterilized and covered with a neat striped ticking. Size 18x25 inches. They weigh about 4 lbs. Equipped with new quality and free from foreign substances. Shipping weight of complete bed outfit 171 lbs.

No. 3K1814
Price, Complete Outfit $13.95

See Page 1 For Credit Terms.

This 5-Piece Bed Outfit Comprises 2-Inch Continuous Post Steel Bed, Cotton Top Mattress, Link Fabric Spring And Pair Of Sanitary Feather Pillows

No. 3K1844
Choice of White or Green Enamel or Vernis Martin (Gold Bronze) Finish.

Four Sizes

THE BED is made with continuous, weight, cold rolled, burnished steel tubes, containing 2 inch in size. This 4-inch filling rod, set off with cotton fillings. Comes in your choice of following sizes: 2 ft., 3 ft., 6 ft., 4 ft., 1 ft. 6 in. Please note also you prefer and whether you desire white or green enamel or Vernis Martin, or black japanned. Head end, 52 inches high; foot end, 35 inches high. A strongly constructed yet one that is light in weight.

THE MATTRESS (the one-year guarantee are ticking used in it, is of a grade that will render very matter service and is recommended by us as a good when included in a hot outfit at this price. It is cotton type mattress, strongly stitched, carefully made by men experienced in the finishing of this character of merchandise.

THE SPRING is deeply tufted and the edges are held tight with copper wire edge and angles are metal, and are joined to the fabric by heavy oil tempered helix springs and angle iron frame, which is especially strong and durable construction. The links are a feature that adds to the strength and serviceability of the spring.

THE PILLOWS are soft and comfortable. They are being filled with the features that are cared for and sterilized, dehilled, and sterilized through process in another feature that they are the sanitary, healthy pillows, ideal for anyone with a healthful nature. They are covered in the most durable and large. They are guaranteed as to quality with weight along the whole. The shipping of the complete outfit of five pieces is $15.
This Outfit Comprises 2-Inch Post Bed As Illustrated
Strong Link Fabric Spring Cotton Top Mattress And Pair Of Feather Pillows

Comes In All Sizes

SS BED comes in bright or satin finish, in four sizes, as follows: 3 ft., 4 ft. 6 in., and 4 ft. 6 in. Has 2 inch with shapely caps as illustrated. The top and bottom sizes are in size while other measures 3/4 inch. This fine bed is 5½ inches high at the head and 3 inches high at the foot. It is secure and fitted to each end of the bed, making ten in all. There is often fatty about this burl bed. It is plain, dignified and simply proportioned.

MATTRESS is fitted with a splendid top of calico and has a thick top. The ticking is of good quality and assures you of great utility. The tufting is secured by extra tufting buttons and double-thickened edges give additional strength. Comes in 3 ft., 4 ft. 6 in., or 4 ft. 6 in. in size to fit the size that you desire.

SPRING is exceedingly strong and costly to prove highly satisfactory, a link fabric spring with copper edges. The links are given to angles by heavy officered greasy rods. The fabric is well finished in black and is very strong and substantial. If you need an outfit you will carefully consider this big item.

No. 3K1845 Bed Outfit Complete. Price $18.95

Select This Banded Satin Brass Bed With Cotton Top Mattress, Link Fabric Spring And Pair Of Soft Pillows

At This Very Special Price

The Cross Bands Enhance Its Rich Appearance

Bed Has 2-Inch Posts

THE PILLOWS contain hen feathers which are steam-cured and etched. Soft and downy, odorless and sanitary. The ticking is neat, consisting of blue and white striped fabric proof. Weight 4½ pounds, and measures 14 x 23 inches. Two pillows included. Bed mattress, spring and pillows packed weighs about 105 lbs.

THE BED is of brass in satin finish with stunning cross bands. These appear on frames and corner posts, latter being set off with two extra bands at top and bottom. Two-inch corner posts, 1-inch top, bottom and filler rails. Choice of 3 ft. 6 in. or 4 ft. 6 in. widths. Head end, 53 in.; foot end, 54 in. Be sure and mention size when ordering.

THE MATTRESS is covered with a good grade of ticking and is tufted, as shown in the picture, leather tufting buttons and double stitched edges adding to its strength and durability. The cotton top is another feature of this comfortable mattress.

THE SPRING is made with resilient link fabric and strengthened with copper wire ends. The ends of the bed are fitted with oil tempered helicals. The splendid construction of this spring is an assurance of long wear.

THE PILLOWS are filled with feathers correctly cut and sterilized. Are durable, and cut ends by special process, making them soft and elastic. Are odorless, sanitary, and covered with a neat ticking of striped design. Size is about 14 x 23 inches. Weight about 4½ lbs. Shipping weight of complete outfit about 115 lbs.

THE CROSS BANDS is of brass in satin finish with stunning cross bands. These appear on frames and corner posts, latter being set off with two extra bands at top and bottom. Two-inch corner posts, 1-inch top, bottom and filler rails. Choice of 3 ft. 6 in. or 4 ft. 6 in. widths. Head end, 53 in.; foot end, 54 in. Be sure and mention size when ordering.

Outfit Complete. Price $24.95

10 Heavy One-Inch Fillers

No. 3K1846

Outfit Complete. Price $24.95
THE BED is finely lacquered, the finish being guaranteed by the factory for five years. Equipped with large sliding steel castors. Comes in following sizes: 3 ft.; 3 ft.; 3 in.; 3 ft., 6 in.; 4 ft.; 4 ft., 6 in.; has continuous two-inch web and heavy one-inch fillers and bottom tube. Height of head 4½ inches, height of foot 3½ inches. You can have your choice of bright or satin finish. State which is preferred.

THE MATTRESS contains fine cotton felt and eiderdown, the top, bottom and sides being filled with a fine grade of pure elastic felt. The contents are sanitary. Supports absorbed, deeply tufted and has imperial roll edges. Even tension secured by heavy leather tufting buttons. Art ticking is very durable and attractive in appearance; neat floral pattern.

THE SPRING. The link fabric steel angle frame bed spring is illustrated to the right. It has a strong copper wire edge. The links are attached to the ends by oil tempered bulb ends. The heavy angle iron frame has a black Japan finish and is made for lasting service.

THE PILLOWS are filled with hand picked feathers, cured and sterilized, down proofed, soft and durable. These pillows are odorless and sanitary. They are covered with a fancy, durable art ticking as shown in this picture. They measure about 2½ by 2½ feet, and weigh approximately 6 pounds. Shipping weight of complete outfit is approximately 50 pounds.

No. 3K1791. Bed Outfit Complete. Price $29.95

This Fine Outfit Has 2-Inch Post Brass Bed; Soft Combination Felt Mattress; Link Fabric, Steel Frame Spring And Fine Feather Pillows

The bed is very massive in appearance. It is constructed with 2-inch timbers posts. There are two 1-inch fillers in the intermediate cross rails, measuring 1 inch in diameter. The bottom rod, likewise, is 1 inch; head and strength 2½ inches thick; from 23½ inches from the floor. These measuring posts, you can have your choice of either the artistic satin finish or bright lacquer which you desire. This bed is made in two sizes; 6 ft. and 3 ft. 6 in. When ordering please state which you prefer.

THE MATTRESS is covered with a fine grade of handwoven art silk. The inner portion of fine cotton felt at the core; the top, bottom and sides are filled with the soft grade of pure elastic felt. The unit of the mattress contains 180 pounds of fillers, sanitary and absolutely new, strongly oil coated and made with Imperial coil. Soldered by heavy leather tufting buttons.

THE SPRING is very strong and resilient. Possesses a link fabric copper wire edge. The links are fastened to the ends by heavy oil tempered bolts. This is made of heavy angle iron, being nicely finished in black Japan. This is a spring that is recommended, because it will give unlimited satisfaction.

THE PILLOWS are of a high grade and are filled with choice feathers, cured and sterilized. Are double size; they are covered with silvery satin. Are equipped with fancy art ticking. Size 20 in. by 20 in. This 5-piece outfit is made of delicious fillers and at the price we quote it for exceptional value. Shipping weight of the complete outfit is approximately 50 pounds.

No. 3K1792. Price Complete Outfit $32.85.

5-Piece Bed Outfit; 2-Inch Continuous Post Brass Bed; Cotton Felt Combination Mattress; Link Fabric Spring And Pair Of Pillows

Bed Has 1-Inch Fillers

No. 3K1792. The Bed Can Be Ordered In Choice Of Satin Or Bright Finishes As Desired.

4 ft. 6 in. Or 3 ft. 6 in. Sizes.
TUPENDOUS BRASS BED VALUES

Lacquer Thoroughly Guaranteed By Us and By The Factory

Fine 2-Inch Post Bed
Bright or Satin Finish
Your Choice of Four Sizes Quoted Below

Use Your Credit and Order This Fine Bed

AN ACCOMPLISHMENT. Our aim for many years has been to continually improve the quality of our merchandise and at the same time to keep down the price. Our success is evidenced by the continual growth of this business and our recognized ability to furnish unusual values. In presenting this remarkably fine brass bed at this price we credit this organization with an accomplishment that deserves your careful consideration. This handsome bed will be sent to you on approval.

THIS BED is a simple design, yet is graceful and well proportioned. It will not tarnish and is well covered with fine lacquer, fully guaranteed by the factory. Comes in either bright or satin finish in four widths as follows: 3 feet, 3 feet 6 inches, 4 feet, 4 feet 6 inches. Be sure and state size and finish that you want. Has 2-inch posts, 5⁄8-inch top and bottom cross rails. Other tubing is 5⁄16-inch. Head is 33 inches high and foot is 33 inches high. Fitted with easy sliding steel casters. Shipping weight, about 123 lbs.

No. 3K1729. Price $12.95

AN ACCOMPLISHMENT. Our aim for many years has been to continually improve the quality of our merchandise and at the same time to keep down the price. Our success is evidenced by the continual growth of this business and our recognized ability to furnish unusual values. In presenting this remarkably fine brass bed at this price we credit this organization with an accomplishment that deserves your careful consideration. This handsome bed will be sent to you on approval.

THIS BED is a simple design, yet is graceful and well proportioned. It will not tarnish and is well covered with fine lacquer, fully guaranteed by the factory. Comes in either bright or satin finish in four widths as follows: 3 feet, 3 feet 6 inches, 4 feet, 4 feet 6 inches. Be sure and state size and finish that you want. Has 2-inch posts, 5⁄8-inch top and bottom cross rails. Other tubing is 5⁄16-inch. Head is 33 inches high and foot is 33 inches high. Fitted with easy sliding steel casters. Shipping weight, about 123 lbs.

No. 3K1729. Price $12.95

Has a 2-Inch Post Bed Comes In Full Size. Take Your Choice of Bright or Satin Finish

Lacquer is Thoroughly Guaranteed to Wear.

Let Hartman Feather Your Nest And You Will Save Money

RE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY secure a handsomely designed brass bed. The cut shown herewith is taken from a photograph of the article itself and shows exactly the article that you receive if you send us your order. You must admit that the price is remarkably low for such an excellent looking substantial bed as this one. You have your choice of either bright or satin finish as you prefer and in sending your order kindly state which finish you wish. The brass is expertly covered with an excellent lacquer which is thoroughly guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

ASUREMENTS. The posts on this bed measure 2 1⁄2 inches, the top and bottom rails are 5⁄8 inch and the fillers are 1⁄2 inch. It comes in full size only which is 4 ft. 6 inches wide. The head measures 55 inches high and the foot end is 33 inches high. You can judge from these proportions how massive and substantial looking this bed is and we urge you to send us your order for it without delay. It is sold under our usual guarantee of perfect satisfaction or your money back. It weighs packed for shipping about 133 lbs.

No. 3K1730. Price $16.85
**THIS BRASS BED**

HAS 2-INCH CONTINUOUS POSTS. AN ELEGANT BED. HEAVY 1-INCH FILLERS. COMES IN ALL SIZES

We Trust You

MAKE EVERY PENNY COUNT

When you buy any article of merchandise your first impulse is to make every penny count. In purchasing this massive brass bed you can feel that you are not wasting any part of its purchase price, and it is one of the best demonstrations that we can offer of our facilities to give you the utmost for your money. A rare opportunity is here offered to procure a beautiful brass bed at a very reasonable price.

**THIS OFFER** is made all the more marvelous because you can have this elegant bed and take a full year's time to pay for it. We take all the risk and guarantee complete satisfaction. Can you think of a fairer, more liberal offer than this? You are justly entitled to our most liberal credit system and should avail yourself of its generous terms, as shown on page one of this catalogue.

IS FINELY LACQUERED. The lacquered brass bed is very fine and is guaranteed by the factory for five years. Equipped with easy sliding steel casters. This bed comes in the following sizes: 3 ft., 3 ft., 3 ft., 3 ft., 3 ft., 4 ft., 4 ft., 4 ft., 4 ft., 4 ft., 4 ft. It has continuous 2-inch posts and heavy 1-inch fillers and bottom tube. Height of head, 4 ft.; height of foot, 3 ft.; shipping weight, about 415 lbs.

No. 3K1731. **Price** $23.75

See Page One

**BRASS BED**

IN THE NEW POLET FINISH. COMES IN ALL SIZES. HAS 2-INCH POSTS. ORDER IT NOW

**CONFIDENCE** plays a big part in the purchase of goods of any kind. It is especially important when it comes to buying goods by mail, because you must have confidence in us, and we must have confidence in you. We state frankly that we have the utmost confidence in the storage person. We trust our customers absolutely. That's why we are going to let you try this bed on approval, with the understanding that if it is not satisfactory you don't have to keep it. If it appeals you pay for it according to our easy credit terms.

**THE FINISH** is the new Polet style, satin finish, which is a satin finish on the posts, fillers and top and bottom rods, and bright-finished mounts. The bright brass ornaments form a striking contrast to the satin-finished parts. The fillers are 2 inches in size, making this a master bed and the mounts are exceptionally big and handsome. It is a stylish pattern this season, and one that we know is destined to become exceptionally popular. Now is your order now so as to avoid any disappointment.

**REMEMBER** that you can have your choice in any size, and it will be shipped at the same price. In sending us your order be sure to mention which size you wish. This is a bed fine enough to be placed in any bedroom no matter how elegant. Height head end, 5 ft., foot end, 3 ft. This is lower than most dealers ask for Polet beds of this type. Fillers rods and top and bottom rods are 1 inch, shipping weight, about 275 lbs.

No. 3K1732. **Price** $25.90

**Lacquered Thoroughly Guaranteed For Five Years**

**Has Mats One Inch Filler And Top And Bottom Rods Are One Inch**

**Has Matte Brushtone Bottom Rods**

This Is A Satin Finish Bed With Brass Contrasting Trimmings

Observe the Very Heavy Mounts
BRASS BED

WITH 2-INCH POSTS. FULL SIZE

4 FEET 6 INCHES

DESCRIPTION
Here is what you are looking for. This is one of the most tastefully designed brass beds that ever left a factory. It embodies all the essentials of rigid construction, yet is so graceful that it will appeal to the most critical eye. The two-inch pillars are finished with heavy brass balls, measuring 3/4 inches in diameter. The top rods are finished being 1/2 inches, and are joined to the bottom rods with 1-inch fillers as illustrated. This bed stands 51 inches high at the headboard, with the foot end measuring 48 inches from the ground. It comes in full size width only, which is 4 feet 6 inches.

The Brass Balls Measure 3/4 Inches in Diameter

You Will Never Regret Ordering This Fine Bed

See Page One for Our Easy-To-Pay Credit Terms

This bed is made so that it should always remain in favor and you should grow more fond of it each day you have it. We want you to study this value carefully, to consider the excellent quality of the bed, and keep in mind that it is made with heavy 2-inch corner posts, finished with the finest acid proof lacquer, carries a binding guarantee covering a period of five years, and is made especially for us. It is of best conventional throughout—a thoroughly high-grade brass bed, and is offered at a price that is really extraordinary low. Head end is 58 inches high with a square top cross section 2 1/2 inches in vertical fillers. Double husks. Foot end 27 inches high. Comes only in 3 feet 6-inch size; satin finish with polished husks and ornaments. Shipping weight about 115 pounds.

No. 3K1734. Price $33.45

Guaranteed 5 Years

$26.75—ON CREDIT.
HARTMAN'S

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO

2 INCH POSTS

ELEGANT BRASS BED. Made with 2-inch posts in either bright or satin finish and in four different sizes: 4 feet 6 inches, 4 feet 9 inches, 6 feet 6 inches, and 6 feet 9 inches. Has large fancy brackets, heavy side rails and casters. A very attractive brass bed in a continuous post design. Shipping weight, 145 pounds.

Guaranteed 10 years.

No. 3R1725. Price...

$21.45

2 INCH POSTS

GUARANTEED 10 YEARS

T-BALL WITH 2-INCH TOP RAILS. This beautiful brass bed has two balls at each corner, pretty brackets and a high, heavy side rail. Posts are 2 inches in diameter and side rods are 1/2 inch. Has gilded front, side rails. Shipping weight, 155 pounds.

No. 3R1726. Price...

$22

2 INCH CONTINUOUS POST BRASS BED. 48 inches high at head and 72 inches high at foot. Made in four widths, 4 feet 6 inches, 4 feet 9 inches, 6 feet 6 inches, and 6 feet 9 inches. Has fancy brackets, heavy side rails and casters. A very attractive brass bed in a continuous post design. Shipping weight, 145 pounds.

Guaranteed 10 years.

No. 3K1737. Price...

$23.25

STYLISH BRASS BED. An exceeding graceful pattern, in a most desirable brass finish. The corner posts are 1 1/2 inch high, 3 inches wide, 3 inches at each corner, the side rails are 1 inch, 1 1/2 inch, 2 1/2 inch, 3 inch, 3 1/2 inch, and 4 inch. Has fancy brackets, heavy side rails and casters. A very attractive brass bed in a continuous post design. Shipping weight, 145 pounds.

Guaranteed 10 years.

No. 3K1738. Price...

$26

Safe delivery guaranteed. Every brass bed that leaves our warehouse is first examined by experts, before it is released. Each one is carefully marked to protect it in transit.

2 INCH POSTS

EXTRA HANDSOME BRASS BED, made with massive 2-inch pillar posts, large knots at corners, made in three widths, 4 feet 6 inches, 4 feet 9 inches, and 5 feet 6 inches. Has fancy brackets, heavy side rails and casters. A very attractive brass bed in a continuous post design. Shipping weight, 165 pounds.

Guaranteed 10 years.

No. 3K1739. Price...

$31.50

2 INCH POSTS

BRASS BED WITH T-BALL CORNERS. One of the most desirable and handsomest beds we offer. Made with massive 2-inch pillar posts, large knots at corners, and heavy side rails. This bed is guaranteed for five years. Shipping weight, 175 pounds.

No. 3K1740. Price...

$33
HARTMAN’S

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO

2½ INCH POSTS

$24.90

GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

EXTRA LARGE HIGH POSTS

2½ INCH POST BRASS BED. This new model is without exception the handsomest ever made in a brass bed. It has 2½-inch corner posts ornamented with heavy top and bottom caps. Has five vertical fillers or head and 1-inch bottom rail. Heights: head 58 inches; foot 57 inches. Made in 4 feet 6-inch width only. No extra charge for brass bed was ever designed for the price. Finished in satin or bright finish. See page one for liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 220 pounds.

No. 3K1627. Price.

$33.50

GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

RICH COLONIAL DESIGN

one of the handsomest ever made in a massive brass bed. It has great 2½-inch corner posts ornamented with heavy top and bottom caps. Has five vertical fillers or head and 1-inch bottom rail. Heights: head 58 inches; foot 57 inches. Made in 4 feet 6-inch width only. No extra charge for brass bed was ever designed for the price. Finished in satin or bright finish. See page one for liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 220 pounds.

No. 3K1627. Price.

$33.50

GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

COLONIAL 2½-INCH POST BRASS BED. This new model is without exception the handsomest ever made in a brass bed. It has 2½-inch corner posts ornamented with heavy top and bottom caps. Has five vertical fillers or head and 1-inch bottom rail. Heights: head 58 inches; foot 57 inches. Made in 4 feet 6-inch width only. No extra charge for brass bed was ever designed for the price. Finished in satin or bright finish. See page one for liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 220 pounds.

No. 3K1627. Price.

$33.50

GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

RICH COLONIAL DESIGN

one of the handsomest ever made in a massive brass bed. It has great 2½-inch corner posts ornamented with heavy top and bottom caps. Has five vertical fillers or head and 1-inch bottom rail. Heights: head 58 inches; foot 57 inches. Made in 4 feet 6-inch width only. No extra charge for brass bed was ever designed for the price. Finished in satin or bright finish. See page one for liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 220 pounds.

No. 3K1627. Price.

$33.50

GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

RICH COLONIAL DESIGN

one of the handsomest ever made in a massive brass bed. It has great 2½-inch corner posts ornamented with heavy top and bottom caps. Has five vertical fillers or head and 1-inch bottom rail. Heights: head 58 inches; foot 57 inches. Made in 4 feet 6-inch width only. No extra charge for brass bed was ever designed for the price. Finished in satin or bright finish. See page one for liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 220 pounds.

No. 3K1627. Price.

$33.50

GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

RICH COLONIAL DESIGN

one of the handsomest ever made in a massive brass bed. It has great 2½-inch corner posts ornamented with heavy top and bottom caps. Has five vertical fillers or head and 1-inch bottom rail. Heights: head 58 inches; foot 57 inches. Made in 4 feet 6-inch width only. No extra charge for brass bed was ever designed for the price. Finished in satin or bright finish. See page one for liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 220 pounds.

No. 3K1627. Price.

$33.50

GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

RICH COLONIAL DESIGN

one of the handsomest ever made in a massive brass bed. It has great 2½-inch corner posts ornamented with heavy top and bottom caps. Has five vertical fillers or head and 1-inch bottom rail. Heights: head 58 inches; foot 57 inches. Made in 4 feet 6-inch width only. No extra charge for brass bed was ever designed for the price. Finished in satin or bright finish. See page one for liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 220 pounds.

No. 3K1627. Price.

$33.50

GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

RICH COLONIAL DESIGN

one of the handsomest ever made in a massive brass bed. It has great 2½-inch corner posts ornamented with heavy top and bottom caps. Has five vertical fillers or head and 1-inch bottom rail. Heights: head 58 inches; foot 57 inches. Made in 4 feet 6-inch width only. No extra charge for brass bed was ever designed for the price. Finished in satin or bright finish. See page one for liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 220 pounds.

No. 3K1627. Price.
AMERICAN QUARTERED OAK SPECIAL

Don't Miss These Values

YOUR CLOSE ATTENTION is directed to
the extraordinary bargains in the assortment of extra-quality bedroom
furniture, illustrated on this page. The factories produced them under the strictest supervision, and we rec-
ommend and guarantee every piece very highly as the best
the market affords at our extremely low price.

No. 3K592. PRINCESS DRESSER
Made of hardwood, to which is applied a finish in imita-
tion quarter-sawed oak that closely resembles the real
wood. The large top of base measures 40x19 inches and the
brilliant French plate beveled mirror measures 28x16 inches.
There is one large and two small drawers fitted with wood
knobs. Front posts and mirror standards are quality de-
signed. Shipping weight, about 100 pounds.
Price: $11.75

No. 3K593. FRENCH DRESSER
Four latest improved "slide-out" drawers, fitted with wood
knobs. The pattern is entirely new and we recommend
it very highly to all who require a dresser combining these
qualities. It is carefully made of hardwood, with beau-
tifully ground imitation quartered oak gloss finish, has
large, heavy top measuring 40x19 inches. Ozamis
Colonial standards support the heavy French plate
which matches the other articles herewith shown. Shipping weight, about 110 pounds.
Price: $11.95

EACH ARTICLE YOU ORDER IS FULLY GUARANTEED

French Dresser
No. 3K593

See Page 1 for Credit Terms

No. 3K596

Commode

ELEGANT CHIFFONIER
made of seasoned hardwood with imitation
quarter-sawed oak finish. It is furnished
with or without mirror, measuring 10x18 inches; top measures 23x13 inches; deep easy sliding drawers with wood knobs, and locks, key and can
be ordered with or without mirror.

No. 3K594. Price, with Mirror Top as shown: $9.95

No. 3K595. Price, with no Mirror, but with 6-inch
Wood Molding: $7.95

No. 3K1667 STEEL BED

VERY POPULAR. This bed presents such a
nice appearance that we
could undoubtedly sell it for more money, but we
are satisfied with a small margin of profit, and believe it good business policy to give our customers
the benefits of the best bargains we can offer. It
is a plain, simple pattern of great popularity. This
bed has five slats and plain chili bars connecting them
with the top and bottom rods. The pillars measure
1/2 in., bottom rod and folding rod 4 in., height
of head, 55 1/2 in.; height of foot 46 in. You can
have your choice of 3 1/2, 5 1/2, 6, 7, 8 or 9 ft.,
as you desire, at the low price we quote. Choice of
pea green or Verona Martin (gold bronze) finish.
Shipping weight, about 72 lbs.
No. 3K591. Price of Bed: $5.65

No. 3K597

Chiffonier

THE COMMODE which matches any of the pieces shown on this page
is nicely finished and we guarantee you satisfaction
or your money back. It is made of hardwood, with imitation quarter-sawed
oak finish. Size of top, 23x19 inches. Comes with towel rack, long top
drawer, two door cabinet, wood knobs and casters. It is a low price
article that is recommended as a splendid value. Shipping weight, about
70 pounds.
No. 3K598. Price: $5.45

No. 3K599

Price: $5.65
SUBSTANTIAL BEDROOM FURNITURE

These pieces are inexpensive, yet attractive in design. The dresser, chiffonier and commode are all made of durable hardwood to which is applied the American quartered oak finish, which is in imitation of genuine quartered oak. The color is the popular golden in nice gloss finish.

**This Dresser** is made with scroll feet and shaped Colonial design mirror standards to set it off to advantage. These standards support the heavy 2-inch French curve plate mirror. The base top is of a nice size, measuring 48\(\times\)16 inches. The two top drawers are over-hung and the two full length drawers below are fitted with round wooden knobs and locks. It is made of hardwood in American quartered oak finish, made to resemble the genuine quartered oak. Glossed golden color. Comes complete with casters. Shipping weight, about 120 lbs.

*No. 3K1748. Price: $13.75*

**Princess Dresser**

Shown to the right is made in the same attractive design as the Colonial dresser. The American quartered oak finish is applied to the hardwood, giving the appearance of real quartered oak. The base top measures 48\(\times\)16 inches and the large French curve plate mirror is 24\(\times\)48 inches. It has one large and two small drawers fitted with round wooden knobs. From feet and mirror standards are Colonial scroll design. A very pleasing Princess Dresser and a good value for the money. Shipping weight about 115 lbs.

*No. 3K1146. Price: $13.55*

**Made of American Quartered Oak**

Credit Terms

Page One


2-Inch Steel Post Bed. Here is a very exceedingly popular style bed. In fact it is the simplicity of design that will appeal to the discriminating purchaser. It is a bed which you will not tire of and whose silver-coated finish will surely appeal to you. The pillars are 2 inches in size, the top and bottom rods as well as the除非 each measuring 1\(\times\)16 inches in diameter. The head end stands 52 inches from the floor, the foot, 36 inches in height. You can have your choice of 3.5 feet or 6 feet. In white, glossed golden finish. Ordering state size and color that you prefer. Finish is guaranteed to last in any room by a new, improved process that assures perfection. Shipping weight, about 72 lbs.

*No. 3K1710. Price: $9.65*

**Commode** is shown directly above. The Colonial idea is carried out by the towel red standards and scroll feet. There is one full length drawer and two door cabinets below. These doors are fitted with locks and a finish in imitating of genuine quartered oak. Glossed golden finish. Base in low in size to fit into space that you will be well pleased with and appearance. Shipping weight, about 75 lbs.

*No. 3K1710. Price: $9.55*

**The Chiffonier** above is made of substantial hardwood finished in American quartered oak which is applied to the hardwood in such a way as to look like the real quartered Oak. Has overhang top drawer and four full-length drawers below, all fitted with locks. Colonial design. Mirror standards support the 19 inches. Glossed golden finish. Is set off with Colonial scroll feet as shown in the illustration. Fitted with round wooden knobs. Shipping weight is approximately 115 lbs.

*No. 3K1715. Price: $12.45*
DRESSERS, COMMODE AND CHIFFONIER
FINISHED IN RICH GOLDEN OAK. MIRROR FRAMES ARTISTICALLY CARVED. CONTINUOUS POST BED IN HANDSOME VERNIS MARTIN OR ENAMELED FINISH

PRINCESS DRESSER of artistic design and expert workmanship. Made of thoroughly seasoned and kiln dried solid oak, golden finish; plank top effect. Dovetailed construction on both front and ends. Substantial three-ply panel in back. Wooden knobs. Heavy base top is 38x19 inches. French beveled plate mirror, 30x18 inches. Two extended top drawers and one large, easy sliding, full length drawer below. Stunning mirror frame with neat brass catchings on top and standards as shown. Hardwood casters. Shipping weight, about 110 lbs.

No. 3K1631. Price $14.55

“Let Hartman Feather Your Nest” And You Will Save Money

CHIFFONIER is of the same material, substantial construction as the princess dresser described above. It has never been exceeding a plank effect and much more value. The French bevel mirror panel is beveled and ornamented to match the dressing on this page. Solid oak, golden finish. Two extended top drawers, one full length drawer below. Wooden knobs, hardwood casters. Shipping weight about 100 lbs.

No. 3K1630. Price $13.95

Order Bed by No. 3K1631 $5.35
Priced At Only

HANDSOME BED is of steel with 11/16-inch continuous posts and 5/16-inch fillers. You can have your choice of white or pea green enamel, or Vernis Martin finish as you desire. This is a full size bed, measuring 4 ft. 8 in. wide. It stands 54 inches high at the head end. We can’t impress you too strongly with the artistic design of this bed. Five finish rods in both head and foot ends, surrounding central wreath design. Shipping weight, about 90 lbs.

No. 3K1634. Price $6.55

OUR LEGAL GUARANTEE IS YOUR PROTECTION

COMMODORE. Made throughout of seasoned and kiln dried solid oak. Has one drawer and double cupboard below. The finish is a beautiful golden oak. Towel bar, supported by graceful standards. French shaped feet. In front. Trimmed with wooden knobs, hardwood casters. Shipping weight, about 67 lbs.

No. 3K1634. Price $6.55

DRESSER. For a full description of the construction and material in this dresser, read the explanation of the Princess Dresser above, as they correspond in the essential factors. This dresser has extended top drawers and two full length drawers below. For 16x24 inches; presents a plank effect. French bevel plate mirror is 16x24 in.

No. 3K1637. Price $14.00
American Quartered Oak Bed Room Suit

At the Low Price of $17.65

Money Saved
Is Money Earned—
Save Right Here

HARTMAN'S

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO

THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY ALWAYS
WITH A YEAR TO PAY

NO. 3K1635 SUIT. VERY NEAT IN DESIGN

THE DRESSER has two large drawers and two smaller drawers, all fitted with wood drawer pulls. Size of the dresser top, 36x19 inches; size of heavy beveled French plate mirror, 16x24 inches.

THE COMMODE. Top measures 36x18 inches. The drawers are fitted with wood knobs, as is also the door to compartment below. Has Colonial standards and strong towel rack. Shipping weight of this complete set of three pieces, about 300 pounds. Equipped with locks, keys and casters.

No. 3K1635. Price of complete suit of 3 pieces... $17.65

Low Priced
Handsome
Bed
Room
Suit

NO. 3K1636 SUIT. THIS IS AN ELEGANTLY DESIGNED SUIT AND ONE THAT IS PROVING TO BE EXTREMELY POPULAR. IT IS MADE OF SEASONED HARD WOOD IN AMERICAN (IMITATION) QUARTER-SAWED OAK FINISH.

THE DRESSER is a very pleasing design. Has two large drawers below and two smaller drawers above. The oval mirror is set in a handsome frame and is of French beveled plate, size 24 inches. The top of dresser is 19x36 inches. Drawers are neatly trimmed with wood drawer pulls.

THE COMMODE is of the same handsome general appearance as the dresser. Has one large drawer, a two-door compartment below and towel rack standard. Size of top is 18x30 inches. Shipping weight, about 250 pounds. No. 3K1636. Price. 3 pieces complete....... $19.75

Low Priced
Handsome
Bed
Room
Suit

JUST THE SUIT FOR YOUR SPARE ROOM

THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY ALWAYS
WITH A YEAR TO PAY

NOT TO BE DUPLICATED AT THE PRICE

This Bargain Can Be Easily Bought on Our Credit Terms

Money Saved
Is Money Earned—
Save Right Here

3K1635 BED ROOM SUIT. The design of these three pieces is simple, yet rich and tasty. The co- lored idea is carried out beautifully in both dresser and commode. The suit is made of hard wood finished in imitation quarter-sawed oak. It is of a dependable construction, being good substantial articles for so low a price. The cabinet work is good.

THE BED. The head is elaborated with carvings. The foot is plainly paneled. Height at head, 60 inches, width 4 feet 6 inches, heavy side rails with double hook fasts.

THE DRESSER is a very pleasing design. Has two large drawers below and two smaller drawers above. The oval mirror is set in a handsome frame and is of French beveled plate, size 24 inches. The top of dresser is 19x36 inches. Drawers are neatly trimmed with wood drawer pulls.

THE COMMODE is of the same handsome general appearance as the dresser. Has one large drawer, a two-door compartment below and towel rack standard. Size of top is 18x30 inches. Shipping weight, about 250 pounds. No. 3K1636. Price. 3 pieces complete....... $19.75

Low Priced
Handsome
Bed
Room
Suit

3K1635 BED ROOM SUIT. The design of these three pieces is simple, yet rich and tasty. The co- lored idea is carried out beautifully in both dresser and commode. The suit is made of hard wood finished in imitation quarter-sawed oak. It is of a dependable construction, being good substantial articles for so low a price. The cabinet work is good.

THE BED. The head is elaborated with carvings. The foot is plainly paneled. Height at head, 60 inches, width 4 feet 6 inches, heavy side rails with double hook fasts.

THE DRESSER is a very pleasing design. Has two large drawers below and two smaller drawers above. The oval mirror is set in a handsome frame and is of French beveled plate, size 24 inches. The top of dresser is 19x36 inches. Drawers are neatly trimmed with wood drawer pulls.

THE COMMODE is of the same handsome general appearance as the dresser. Has one large drawer, a two-door compartment below and towel rack standard. Size of top is 18x30 inches. Shipping weight, about 250 pounds. No. 3K1636. Price. 3 pieces complete....... $19.75
ORDER THIS FINE BEDROOM SUIT
AND MAKE A HANDSOME SAVING.
We Will Send It To You On Approval

Nicely Made of Durable Hardwood
Finished in American Quartered Oak

YOU WILL GET A BARGAIN if you send us your order for this fine bedroom suit, for we believe that at this price it will be found hard to equal. It has been carefully constructed and was designed by our merchandising department to be a bedroom suit that would be a substantial, durable set and yet sell at a low price. We think we have accomplished our purpose very thoroughly and we feel that to overlook this offering is to pass up a real good value. Take advantage of the liberal offer this page contains. You are entitled to every advantage this book offers and we invite you to buy this handsome bedroom suit or anything else you may desire and take a whole year to pay.

IT IS OUR POPULAR MODEL and one of the neatest bedroom suits ever built for the amazingly low price. It is made throughout of durable hardwood, to which is applied a finish in imitation of quarter-sawed oak, that closely resembles the real wood. All drawers are constructed so as to slide in and out very easily. The joints are expertly fitted as well as every mortise, brace, hinge and moulding.

See Page 1 For Our Liberal Year-To-Pay Credit Terms

With the Saving You Make Buying This Suit You Can Have More To Furnish Your Bed Room and Take A Year To Pay

THE BED is 60 inches high at head end and is 4 feet 6 inches wide. It has broad, three-ply, built-up panels at head and foot. The carved ornaments on the head and foot ends, together with the unique post tops, make this bed decidedly artistic in appearance. It has stout corner posts, heavy side rails and bed slats, and is a bargain at our price.

THE DRESSER has two top drawers and two long deep drawers below. The top of the dresser has straight side and front edge and is 32x18 inches in size. The base has panel ends and strong corner posts. Has a large French beveled mirror measuring 22x18 inches. The mirror standards are scroll design and mirror frame is decorated with artistic carving to match the bed.

THE COMMODE included in this bargain offer has top measuring 30x18 in., with straight cut edges. Has long deep top drawer, commodious cupboard below, fitted with two doors and paneled ends. Top is fitted with shapely standard with strong towel rod.

IT IS sold complete on our easy credit terms with over a year to pay, as indicated on page one of this catalog. Suit comes randed, fitted with attractive drawer pulls, locks and keys. Shipping weight, about 300 pounds.

THE PRICE IS VERY LOW FOR ALL THREE PIECES

No. 3K175. Price, Complete Suit of 3 Pieces $22.85
THE DRESSING TABLE like the other pieces shown on this page, is made with genuine quarter-sawed oak fronts and tops. The balance of the dresser base is solid oak with a golden finish. Shipping weight about 130 pounds.

THE PRINCESS DRESSER is also made of rotary cut, solid oak with genuine quarter-sawed oak front and top. Shaped, golden finish. Shaped base double top measures 38 inches wide, and long French beveled plate mirror is 14x24 inches. Is set between artistic mirror standards. Mirror frame has carved design on top. Two top drawers, one full length drawer below, neat French design front, beveled, wooden drawer knobs. Shipping weight about 100 pounds.

THE BED is made in the popular Napoleon style with roll across head and foot ends. The continuous front posts terminate in French legs to match the other pieces. Made of rotary cut oak with quarter-sawed oak fronts, polished golden finish. Shipping weight about 130 pounds.

THE DRESSER is made of rotary cut, solid oak with genuine quarter-sawed oak front and top. French beveled plate mirror is 14x24 inches. Shaped base double top measures 38 inches wide, and long French beveled plate mirror is 14x24 inches. Is set between artistic mirror standards. Mirror frame has carved design on top. Two top drawers, one full length drawer below, neat French design front, beveled, wooden drawer knobs. Shipping weight about 100 pounds.

THE PRINCESS DRESSER No. 3K1742

Price $13.75

DRRESSER No. 3K1745

Price $13.95

NAPOLEON BED No. 3K1744

Price $10.95

Order One or More Pieces On Our Easy-To-Pay Liberal Credit Plan

"LET HARTMAN FEATHER YOUR NEST."

Learn more about the other pieces shown on this page. As the top drawer and three full length drawers below, all fitted with round, wooden drawer pulls; he continuous front posts terminate in French shaped legs. He double serpentine base top measures 38 inches wide and the French bevel plate mirror is 14x24 inches. Made with quarter-sawed oak fronts and tops, balance solid oak, with finish. Shipping weight about 125 pounds.

No. 3K1743

Price $11.45

CHIFFONIER No. 3K1743

Price $11.45

DRESSING TABLE No. 3K1741

Price $10.80

PRINCESS DRESSER No. 3K1742

Price $13.75

DRESSER No. 3K1745

Price $13.95

NAPOLEON BED No. 3K1744

Price $10.95

Order One or More Pieces On Our Easy-To-Pay Liberal Credit Plan

"LET HARTMAN FEATHER YOUR NEST."

Learn more about the other pieces shown on this page. As the top drawer and three full length drawers below, all fitted with round, wooden drawer pulls; he continuous front posts terminate in French shaped legs. He double serpentine base top measures 38 inches wide and the French bevel plate mirror is 14x24 inches. Made with quarter-sawed oak fronts and tops, balance solid oak, with finish. Shipping weight about 125 pounds.

No. 3K1743

Price $11.45

CHIFFONIER No. 3K1743

Price $11.45

DRESSING TABLE No. 3K1741

Price $10.80

THE PRINCESS DRESSER is also made of rotary cut, solid oak with genuine quarter-sawed oak front and top. Shaped, golden finish. Shaped base double top measures 38 inches wide, and long French beveled plate mirror is 14x24 inches. Is set between artistic mirror standards. Mirror frame has carved design on top. Two top drawers, one full length drawer below, neat French design front, beveled, wooden drawer knobs. Shipping weight about 100 pounds.

THE DRESSER is made of rotary cut, solid oak with genuine quarter-sawed oak front and top. French beveled plate mirror is 14x24 inches. Shaped base double top measures 38 inches wide, and long French beveled plate mirror is 14x24 inches. Is set between artistic mirror standards. Mirror frame has carved design on top. Two top drawers, one full length drawer below, neat French design front, beveled, wooden drawer knobs. Continuous front corner posts terminate in graceful French legs. Shipping weight about 130 pounds.

THE BED is made in the popular Napoleon style with roll across head and foot ends. The continuous front posts terminate in French legs to match the other pieces. Made of rotary cut oak with quarter-sawed oak fronts, polished golden finish. Shipping weight about 130 pounds.
Dresser
Has
38x19
Inch
Top

SOLID OAK FURNITURE

THIS STUNNING THREE-PIECE
BED ROOM SUIT SPECIALLY
MARKED AT A BARGAIN PRICE

Have It Sent On Approval

Take A Year
To Pay For It

See Page 1 for
Easy Terms

All Three
Pieces Are
Beautifully
Finished In A
Rich And
Very Attract-
ive Golden
Color. Note
The Pretty
Carvings.

Order Suit By No. 3K1637. Price, $26.75

THE DRESSER is made throughout of thoroughly seasoned and kiln dried oak, golden color. The single end panels are of durable solid oak and the back panel is 3-ply lumber. The attractive serpentine shaped base top adds greatly to the appearance of this dresser. The shapely mirror frame standards, and neat carvings shown, combine to make this dresser one that demands your attention. To be sure, it is not overly lavish and it is its very simplicity that will appeal to all critical buyers. The base top measures 38x19 inches and the French bevel plate mirror is 20x18 inches. Total height is 66\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches. The two overhung top drawers and the two full length drawers below afford ample capacity for the needs of anyone. Round wooden knobs used on the drawers. Observe the French shaped feet and the neat panel across the bottom of this dresser. Complete with hardwood casters.

THE BED is very well constructed in a workmanlike manner and made throughout of thoroughly seasoned and kiln dried oak, golden color. The panels in both the head and foot ends are made of 3-ply lumber. You will observe that the carving at the top of the bed and that across the foot end harmonize beautifully with the embellishment appearing on the dresser as well as the commode. Like these other two pieces, the finish is a rich golden color, which will be found to be very appropriate with all surroundings. Neat French shaped front legs are attractive in appearance, as is the entire design of this piece of furniture. The rails are 72 inches long, the slats are 4 feet, 6 inches, thick being a full sized bed, and the height over all is 66\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches. This bed is furnished with hardwood casters.

THE COMMODE is the counterpart in style of the dresser shown and described above. The towel bar standards are gracefully curved to correspond with the mirror frame standards on the dresser. The deep carving is made to match perfectly; the shapely serpentine front of base top corresponds with the dresser to perfection. This commode has a full length top drawer and a double door cupboard below, as illustrated. Drawer and cupboard door both fitted with round, wooden knobs. It is made throughout of thoroughly seasoned and kiln dried oak; the single end panels are of solid oak, while the back panel is 3-ply lumber. The finish is a rich golden color to match both bed and dresser. The base top measures 29x17 inches, being just a nice size, and the height is 45 inches from the floor to the extreme top. This commode is fitted with hardwood casters. The shipping weight of these three pieces, all carefully packed to insure safe arrival, is approximately 250 pounds. $26.75

Notice Our Low Price
THESE MAGNIFICENT BEDROOM PIECES ARE OF FAMOUS "HARTMAN" QUALITY

HERE IS A COLONIAL BEDROOM SUIT carefully made with a great deal of detail of construction. The designs are faithfully matched and will appeal to admirers of good furniture. It is 60 inches high at the head, 6 feet 6 inches long and 4 feet 6 inches wide. This bed is hardwood finished imitation quarter-sawed oak, nicely glossed, showing the beautiful flaky effect of the wood. The posts are of exceptionally good design, which adds to the bed's massive appearance. Shipping weight, 125 lbs. Price $12.95

NO. 3K1639. COLONIAL DRESSER The Dresser of this suit is also finished imitation quarter-sawed oak, is extremely handsome and massive, the top measuring 40x20 inches. Has two top drawers with two roomy and easy sliding drawers below. The mirror is French beveled plate, measuring 24x30 inches, with heavy frame swinging in handsome shapely standards. It has a gloss finish to correspond with the other pieces in the set. Shipping weight, 125 lbs. Price $15.75

NO. 3K1640. PRINCESS DRESSER This Princess Dresser matches the other pieces exactly. Fin-ished in imitation quartered oak, glossed. It is very dainty in appearance, made with roll swell top drawers and scroll feet. The top measures 45x22 inches and the oblong French plate mirror is 24 inches wide and 36 inches high. There are two large roomy drawers below all are easy sliding. Price $22.40

NO. 3K1641. CHIFFONIER matches the dressers perfectly. It is made with neat Colonial front legs. The top measures 32x18 inches and the French plate mirror measures 16x20 inches. It is finished in imitation quarter-sawed oak, and is very substantial. Shipping weight, 125 lbs. Price $14.95

NO. 3K1642. COMMODE This Commode is 32 inches wide and is 13 inches deep. It has a double top, one full-length drawer and two roomy compartments below, with paneled doors. The ends are fully paneled construction. The design harmonizes exactly with dresser and is finished in imitation quartered oak, glossed. Shipping weight, 90 lbs. Price $7.50

NO. 3K1643. DRESSING TABLE Colonial in design and a perfect match to the other pieces of this set in finish and style. Size of top 32x19 inches. The French plate beveled edge mirror measures 24x16 inches and is accurately framed and swung between Colonial standards. Has Colonial legs stoutly braced. Shipping weight, 60 lbs. Price $9.75
THREE-PIECE BEDROOM SUIT

Very Stunning Colonial Design
Substantially Constructed of
American Quatered Oak In The
Rich And Attractive Golden Color

TAKE A YEAR TO PAY

We Trust You

THE DRESSER is the latest production of one of the largest furniture factories in America, as are the bed and commode forming this extremely attractive, highly serviceable bedroom suit. The dresser is constructed throughout of durable thoroughly seasoned hardwood, to which is applied a finish in imitation of genuine quarter-sawed oak, which very closely resembles the real wood. The rich, golden color adds greatly to its attractive appearance. Three-ply, built-up stock is used in the back and drawer bottoms. A method of interior corner beading holds this piece of furniture perfectly square and very rigid. The base measures 20 1/4 inches and the French bevel mirror with rounded top is 23 1/2 inches in size. Colonial arms at the mirror correspond with the sharply corner posts in the base. Finishes a high gloss finish, overlying top drawers and two full length drawers below, as illustrated. Bound wooden knobs.

NAPOLEON BED is made of the same durable materials as the dresser and the Napoleon posts hold the mattress beautifully with the shapely contour of the dresser posts. This very massive bed is made of thoroughly seasoned hardwood, to which is applied a highly figured imitation quartered oak finish bearing a remarkably close resemblance to genuine quarter-sawed oak. The high gloss golden oak finish enhances the appearance of the bed, making it exceptionally pleasing to the eye. The height of the head end is 54 inches and the foot end measuring 28 inches from the floor. This is not a small size bed by any means, as it measures 54 inches in width (4 feet, 6 inches) and is constructed throughout in a workmanship manner, all parts being carefully cut and firmly joined. The panels are made of three-ply, built-up stock which will not split or crack. Like the dresser and commode, it comes complete with casters.

COMMODE is also constructed of kiln dried hardwood, finished in a rich imitation quartered oak. This is made of substantially constructed hardwood, to which is applied a high gloss finish. It is another example of our sincerity in presenting to you merchandise that is not skimmed in any way. The back and drawer bottoms are made of three-ply wood. Has full depth drawer and double door construction below. Bound wooden knobs. Shipping weight of complete set, about 345 pounds.

Order Above Set By Following Number
No. 3K1644. Price . . . $30.65

The Dresser Has
A 20 x 38 Inc
Base and 20 x 2
Inch Bevel Plat
Mirror As Shown
The Bed Measures Full 5'
Inches In Width

The Price

See Page One For Terms
NEW "IMPERIAL" CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

Or Imitation Mahogany Finish Is Used In This
FINE COLONIAL BED ROOM FURNITURE

THESE PIECES are made by a special process. The lumber used is substantial, durable hardwood to which is applied a rich (solid) Circassian walnut finish, or a dull rubbed mahogany finish (imlmi), either of which is closely comparable to the genuine wood. In fact, it is difficult for the most critical eye to detect the difference.

THERE is a very stately piece of furniture, beautifully proportioned, in the true Colonial design. The mirror frame sets off the artfully designed stand. The mirror is a fine French bevel plate and measures 23x32 inches. The two straight front top drawers and the false back drawers are fitted with wood drawer pulls. The top front corner posts are also of Colonial design.

This Princess Dresser is illustrated on this page. It measures 30 x 20 inches and has two large drawers. The top drawer is 17 inches wide and 14 inches deep, and the bottom drawer is 20 inches wide and 14 inches deep. The side drawer is 18 inches wide and 14 inches deep. The drawers have a small front.

The DRESSER is a very stately piece of furniture, beautifully proportioned, in the true Colonial design. The mirror is a fine French bevel plate and measures 23x32 inches. The two straight front top drawers and the false back drawers have a small front.

No. 3K1645

PRINCESS DRESSER

This Princess Dresser matches the other pieces shown on this page. It measures 30 x 20 inches and has two large drawers. The top drawer is 17 inches wide and 14 inches deep, and the bottom drawer is 20 inches wide and 14 inches deep. The side drawer is 18 inches wide and 14 inches deep. The drawers have a small front.

No. 3K1646

AFFONIER

A very stately piece of furniture. It is made of Circassian walnut as illustrated on this page. It measures 30 x 20 inches and has two large drawers. The top drawer is 17 inches wide and 14 inches deep, and the bottom drawer is 20 inches wide and 14 inches deep. The side drawer is 18 inches wide and 14 inches deep. The drawers have a small front.

No. 3K1647

THE COMMODE

This is a very stately piece of furniture in imitation Colonial walnut or imitation mahogany finish. It has a full length top drawer, two small drawers on the left and compartment below. It is beautifully finished off with Colonial shaped corner posts, and Colonial standards supporting towel bar. It is fitted with wood knobs and an inlaid top. The lower drawers and compartment door have scroll-shaped front. It is inlaid with genuine wood and is a very serviceable piece of bedroom furniture and one which you should buy before you have to complete this set. The special process used to give the Colonial or mahogany finish is a wonderful invention and gives you an opportunity of possessing furniture that has the appearance of genuine wood at prices that are very much lower. The shipping wt. of this stand is approximately 75 lbs.

No. 3K1649

The DRESSING TABLE is illustrated on this page. It is made of Circassian walnut or imitation mahogany dressing table, illustrated to the right, presents a very fine appearance and is a real comfort in the bedroom. It measures 18x32 inches and the French bevel plate mirror is 20x32 inches. This mirror rests between two Colonial standards as illustrated. It is a very ornate Colonial front corner posts as shown and well finished. The shipping wt. of this stand is approximately 75 lbs.

No. 3K1650

$12.50

No. 3K1648

BED

This fine imitation Circassian Walnut or imitation mahogany bed is made in the very artistic Napoleon design to match the other pieces of this fine up to date set. Stands 60 inches high and comes in full width size—4 feet 6 inches. The sweep of the curved top is 15 inches. Note the handsome rail on the foot end as shown above. Heavy side rails, planks and casters. Shipping wt. approximately 115 lbs.

No. 3K1648

Price............ $16.85

You Have Your Choice of Ordering These Pieces In Either Imitation Mahogany or Imitation Circassian Walnut as You Prefer.

No. 3K1649

Price............ $8.75

No. 3K1645

Price............ $19.75

No. 3K1646

Price............ $17.50

No. 3K1647

Price............ $12.50

No. 3K1648

Price............ $16.85

Heavy Plank Tops

For credit terms see page 1 of this catalogue.
This Beautiful New Set Comes Finished In A Rich Golden Oak, Highly Glossed.

Dresser and Commode Have Artistic Serpentine Fronts.

**THE DRESSER** is a very attractive piece of bedroom furniture. It possesses graceful lines, without undue or lavish embellishment. The mirror frame standards are finished with rounded wooden knobs. The French feet enhance the appearance of this dresser, giving it the finishing touch that it requires. It is made with genuine quarter-sawn oak serpentine front, the balance of the wood being of well seasoned kiln-dried solid oak. The base top is 32 inches wide and 20 inches deep. French bevel plate mirror is 20x24 inches. Has 3-ply built-up top and drawer bottoms are constructed of 3-ply veneers. The finish is a high gloss golden oak. Comes complete with knobs, key and casters.

**THE BED** is elegant in its simplicity. A casual glance at the illustration is sufficient to gain the approval of those who appreciate the better achievements in bedroom furniture. The French feet complete the generally pleasing effect of its design. It is made in a thoroughly workmanlike manner, is substantial in construction and contains excellent material. Genuine quarter-sawn oak is used on the panels, being selected for its large flaky grain. The balance of the bed is made of seasoned, kiln-dried solid oak. Like the dresser and commode this bed is finished in a high gloss golden oak. The head board measures 60 inches from the ground. It is a full size bed, measuring 4 feet 6 inches in width. It is equipped with slats and casters. We know that you will be well pleased with this bed if you order this suit. Be sure to read the complete description of the dresser and commode—and we know that you will want this fine suit.

**THE COMMODE** is made to carry out the artistic lines of the dresser, and a comparison of the two will convince you that they are matched in a very pleasing manner. The towel bars standards of the commode are of the same design as the mirror frame standards on the dresser; it possesses the same style, serpentine top and drawer and terminates in shapely French design feet. Made with a two door cupboard, with paneled fronts as illustrated. Drawer and doors fitted with rounded wooden knobs. Genuine quarter-sawn oak face is used on the serpentine drawer, the balance being well seasoned solid oak. The base measures 18x32 inches, and the base top is made of 3-ply built-up stock. This commode is finished in high gloss golden oak. Order this magnificent 3-piece bedroom suit and you are sure to be pleased in every way. Shipping weight of complete suit about 225 pounds.

No. 3K1651. **Complete Suit of 3 Pieces. Price . . . . $31.95**

**No. 3K1651. Complete Set . . . . $31.95**

**At This Low Price**

**Every Piece Possesses Standards of the Highest Grade.**
AMERICAN QUARTERED OAK BED ROOM SUIT

THE BED is a Napoleon type with attractive Colonial scroll foot posts. It is made of seasoned hardwood to which is applied a finish in imitation of genuine quarter-sawn oak. It has deep golden finish. Height of head end is 58 inches, foot and 38 inches. It is full width bed, measuring 54 inches. Comes complete with center as shown. Shipping weight, about 400 pounds.

THE COMMODE is a stylish Colonial design to correspond with the other pieces of this set. It is made of durable, seasoned hardwood to which is applied a finish in imitation of real quarter-sawn oak. Has heavy scroll posts, overall top drawer and straight legs. Finished with brass handles and hardwood casters. Finished rich golden color. Shipping weight, about 225 pounds.

THE DRESSER is a striking Colonial design. It is likewise made of substantial oak, hardwood with the attractive American quartered oak finish. It is applied to the hardwood so as to give the appearance of real quarter-sawn oak. Has a high gloss golden finish. Two top drawers, slightly overhung and two large, roomy drawers below. Heavy Colonial posts and standards, together with the scroll feet add greatly to the appearance of this model. Base measures 21x42 inches and the French bevel plate mirror, 3x9 inches. Each piece is strongly constructed and backed by our guarantee of satisfaction or your money refunded. See page 1 for our liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 290 pounds.

No. 3K1746. Price of complete suit $35.80

IT IS WELL MADE OF GENUINE SOLID OAK

3 PIECES

THE BED is of artistic Napoleon style and has a massive roll extending the entire width of the foot end, and there is also a massive roll across the head at a top. Both head and foot are balanced with heavy spindles and the feet of the foot end are carved claw design. This bed is of full width, measuring 4 feet 6 inches and is 5 feet high at the head end.

THE DRESSER is made of thoroughly seasoned and kiln dried solid oak. The scroll feet are carved on the front and are supported by a solid base. The single end panels are made of three ply rotary cut oak of unusually strong construction. Drawers measured to 42x21 inches. French bevelled plate mirror is 2x3 inches. Standard and mirror frame ornamented by deep cut hand carvings. Trimmed with brass handles and hardwood casters. Finished rich golden color. Shipping weight, about 275 pounds.

No. 3K1118½. Price, without Mirror on Commode $39.75

A Three-Piece Suit Of Great Beauty

THE COMMODE also made of solid oak. Top drawer veered with quarter-sawn oak. Three ply single end panels. Heavy double-sharp top is sixty inches; full proportion top drawer to match the surround of the dresser. It also has rounded posts and carved claw feet. The mirror measures 1x11 inches. Trimmed with brass handles and hardwood casters. Finished rich golden color. Shipping weight of entire suit, about 310 pounds. We recommend this suit to anyone desiring a good rockable bed room suite.

No. 3K1118. Price, with Mirror on Commode, as shown $44.80
$32.75 Will Buy This Bedroom Sui

USE YOUR CREDIT. Remember that your credit is perfectly good with us. You can have this elegant set and pay for it according to your easy payment plan. Place it in your home and if it measures up to our claims and satisfies you in every way, pay for it on our liberal terms. If it does not meet with your approval in every respect, ship it back at our expense and we will refund every penny you have paid, including freight charges, both ways.

A GREAT BIG BARGAIN OFFERING

We Always Trust You

"Let Hartman Feather Your Nest"

THE BED is of unusual design, with bold, effective carvings in the head and foot, as illustrated. The attractiveness of this piece will at once appeal to the love of beautiful bedroom furniture. Note the heavy claw feet, the splendid rich grain and the artistic tone that this fine bed possesses. Is 4 feet 6 inches wide; head measures 8 inches high. Bed panels are three-ply rotary cut oak, which insures service, and the large roll on the footboard is quarter-sawed oak.

THE DRESSER will back up every contention that we make for its service-giving qualities. And we say positively that no matter how far you look you will not find a more practical dresser included in a bedroom suit at our exceedingly low price. It is made to match the other pieces shown in this outfit. The entire front is made of fine Bally quarter-sawed oak. Has two small top drawers, 2 large drawers, all with attractive swell front. The mirror is a fine French bevel plate, measuring 24x16 inches. Has heavy claw feet resting on easy sliding casters. Base measures 42x21 inches. Is fitted with locks and key.

THE COMMODE may be secured either with or without the mirror. It is made of quarter-sawed oak and harmonizes perfectly with the other pieces in beauty of design and serviceability. Has large shaped top drawer, two smaller drawers below and compartment as shown in the illustration. This compartment has panel door. Base measures 34x19 inches and the mirror is 11x11 inches. Profit by our liberal offer, and have this fine suit of furniture sent to you. You are protected by our legal guarantee, and are taking no chances whatever. Ship wt. about 316 lbs.

Set No. 3K1653

Made of Genuine Quarter Sawed and Solid Oak

$32.75
Solid Oak Mission Bedroom Furniture

In Bungalow Design

SIMPLICITY OF STYLE. In bedroom furniture it is important to be desired when such simplicity results in the execution of such a suit as the one illustrated on this page. It is the kind of furniture that is particularly adapted to summer use—whereby it gets its name. The Bungalow design has met with great favor among the practical women of today. They see in it not only stateliness and beauty, but its sanitatory features as well. For this furniture can be kept clean with great ease.

THE DRESSING TABLE illustrated to the left is made of golden or fumed finish as you prefer. In ordering kindly state your preference. Like all of the other pieces in the set it is built in the mission style. Bungalow design. The top of the base has a conventional size, being 20x36 inches. The top is bevelled plate mirror 18x24 inches. This fine piece of bedroom furniture stands 49 inches high and has a full length drawer as shown, and true mission casters. Finished in maple wheel casters. Shipping weight about 100 lbs.

No. 3K1000. Price $13.50

Stupendous Values

CHIFFONIER is a typical mission piece in solid oak. It is substantially made of durable solid oak and comes finished in either glazed or fumed, as you prefer. Please state your preference in sending us your order. There are top drawers and four full length drawers as shown, all fitted with handsomely designed wooden drawer pulls. A French beveled plate mirror set into a square frame rests between two, mission designed standards and measures 14x16 inches. It is a very imposing piece of furniture, standing 68 inches high, which is the top of the base is 29 inches high. It is built by thoroughly experienced makers and is a very exceptional value at our exceedingly low price. It provides plenty of room for average box, and is sold under our legal guarantee of absolute satisfaction or your money refunded. It is fitted with maple wheel casters. It weighs packed ready for shipment 100 lbs.

No. 3K1001. Price $21.65

You Can Buy Any Single Piece Or The Entire Suit In Our Easy Credit Plan

Bed No. 3K1002. Price $13.75

THIS STRIKING BED is an excellent example of real Mission furniture. It is made in the Bungalow design and is made throughout of solid oak. You can have your choice of either golden or fumed finish. It stands 44 inches high at the head end, and comes in full size only, which is 7 ft. 6 inches. The posts measure 1 1/4 inches, and the pillars are all 1 1/4 inches in size. It is a bed that you will be mighty glad to own and one which we endorse very highly. It is fitted with maple wheel casters. It weighs, packed for shipment, about 125 lbs.

No. 3K1007. Price $13.75

WASHSTAND shown to the right of the dressing table is made of solid oak in glazed, fumed or fumed finish. It matches the other pieces perfectly. It has full length drawers and two floor compartments below as well as towel rod supported by Mission standards. Wood drawer pulls and maple wheel casters. Top of base measures 36x31 inches. A very exceptional value. Shipping weight about 165 lbs.

No. 3K1003. Price $9.25

DRESSER shown above is built of genuine Solid Oak in Mission style, drawers and two full length drawers below, all fitted with wood drawer pulls. Post is a good quality beveled edge French plate. It is fitted with maple wheel casters. Shipping weight about 170 lbs.

No. 3K1004. Price $22.85

PRINCESS DRESSER corresponds exactly with the matching dresser shown to the left. It is likewise built of solid oak in your choice of glazed golden or fumed finish. It stands 36 inches high, has two top drawers and one full length drawer below. These drawers have wooden drawer pulls. Fitted with maple wheel casters. Shipping weight is 190 lbs.

No. 3K1005. Price $22.35

Be Sure To Let Hartman feather your nest and you will save money

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO 165
HARTMAN'S

Bed Has Sanitary Metal Side Rails

QUARTER-SAWED OAK OR BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE

Bedroom Furniture

WE ASK you to carefully consider the values represented on this page. The prices are all exceptionally low, considering the high quality of the articles themselves. All are made in the William and Mary or Tudor period to correspond. You can order any one or any combination at the figures quoted. Take your choice of glossed golden quarter sawed oak or bird's-eye maple. State which you prefer when ordering.

THE BED is made with artistic turned posts as illustrated. Although this bed is dainty in style, it is substantial in construction. You can order it in genuine selected quarter sawed oak in golden gloss finish or bird's-eye maple. Please mention which you desire. Has sanitary metal side rails—a very commendable feature.

YOU SHOULD order this number if you want to combine appearance with fine workmanship. The posts are 42 inches high and the width is 4 feet 6 inches; this being a full sized bed, is equipped with maple wheel casters. Is a great value at the price. Shipping weight about 156 pounds.

No. 3K1180
Price $21.95

THE CHIFFONIER is shown directly below. This is likewise made of selected quarter sawed oak (except the posts, standards and mirror frame) in golden color, gloss finish or can be had in bird's-eye maple—state which you prefer. Two top drawers with octagonal raised panels; four full length drawers below.

IT is of the Tudor period, Has oak frame, wood knobs, maple wheel casters, octagonal shaped French bevel plate mirror measures 16 x 36 inches; height is 69 inches, plank base top dimensions are 30 x 36 inches. Turned standards and feet. The shipping weight, carefully packed, is about 125 pounds.

No. 3K1181
Price $22.65

THE DRESSER is illustrated above in the large picture. It not only serves as a true representation of the dresser itself, but shows to advantage, the beautiful lines, wood knobs, maple wheel casters, octagonal shaped French bevel plate mirror measures 16 x 36 inches, height is 69 inches, plank base top dimensions are 30 x 36 inches. Turned standards and feet. The fitted mirror frame, of octagonal design, corresponds with the octagonal raised panels on the two top drawers. Be sure to note the heavy plank base top. There are two full length drawers below. For further particulars about this dresser, read the paragraph to the right.

No. 3K1184
Your choice of genuine quarter sawed oak (except posts, standards and mirror frame) in glossed golden finish or of bird's-eye maple. The top measures 42 inches wide, 21 inches deep and 1 1/2 inches thick. The standards are 2 1/2 inches in diameter, the turned legs being 21 inches to match. The moulding on the mirror frame is 2 inches wide. The mirror itself is a French bevel plate, being 31 inches square, and 2 inches thick. Stands 65 inches from the floor. Wood knobs, maple wheel casters. Complete with locks and key. The shipping weight, carefully packed to insure safe arrival, is about 175 pounds.

No. 3K1184 Price $24.85

THE PRINCESS DRESSER is an art of grace and beauty. Like the other pieces this page it is designed in the true Tudor period with turned mirror frame standards legs. You can order it made of genuine quarter sawed oak (excepting the posts, stands and mirror frame) in golden gloss finish or in handsome bird's-eye maple. When ordering please state which you prefer. One of features is the stunning moulded mirror frame shown in the picture above.

THIS VALUE can be appreciated thoroughly only by, only after seeing princess dresser itself. The mirror frame itself is made of the striking octagonal style and the two top drawers have octagonal raised panels to correspond. There is a full length roomy drawer below. These drawers are fitted with wood knobs, maple wheel casters. It is made of quarter sawed oak or bird's-eye maple, you select. The price is $21.75.

No. 3K1182
Price $21.75

DRESSING TABLE can be secured made of quarter sawed oak (except posts, standards and mirror frame) in the golden gloss finish. Or you can have this same piece made of bird's-eye maple at the same price. It has wood knobs and maple wheel casters. Two drawers with octagonal raised panels; three full length drawers below.

TRIPlicate Mirror as illustrated below is a feature; you can have a triple mirror shown below. This is a Center mirror, French bevel plate, 12 inches square, plain, 2 inches thick. The two side mirrors, plain plate, are 3 inches square. Height, 34 inches, width, 15 inches, plank base top, 30 x 36 inches. Maple mirror frames. A typical period dressing table. Turned brass shown in the picture, shipping weight, about 185 pounds.

No. 3K1183
Price $18.75

Observe The Heavy Plank Tops

No. 3K1183
Furniture That Beautifies the Bedroom

The Stylish Adams Period In Your Choice of Ivory Enamel, Waxed Golden or Fumed Oak Finish

HALLONIER of solid oak throughout, ivory enamel, waxed golden or fumed finish. Has 2-ply oak ends and drawer bottoms; fitted with seven drawers, having four full length, my drawers below and two shallow small drawers. Brass trimmed. Base 54x19 inches. Attractive men's plate mirror, 26 x 34 inches. Shipping weight, about 12 pounds. Price, $14.55

CHAIR is made of genuine quarter-sawn oak in choice of waxed golden or fumed finish, or ivory enamel. Kindly state which is wanted. Is made in the typical Adams period with cane seat, as illustrated. Width of seat is 16 inches, height of back 14 inches, total measure 14 inches wide. Legs well braced with stretchers. Shipping weight, about 12 pounds. No. SK1873. Price, $4.95

ROCKER matches the chair exactly, likewise being constructed in the approved Adams period design. Is made of genuine quarter-sawn oak in choice of waxed golden or fumed finish, or of ivory enamel. Height: Width of seat 14 inches, height of back 22 inches, total measure 15 inches wide. Legs well braced with stretchers. Shipping weight, about 12 pounds. No. SK1874. Price, $4.95

DRESSING TABLE is built of solid oak throughout, with 2-ply built-up panels to protect it against buckling or warping. Choice of ivory enamel or genuine fumed oak. Kindly state the finish that you desire us to send. Cane seat; legs braced by stretchers. Width of seat 16 inches, height of back 13 inches, total measure 15 inches. Shipping weight, about 12 pounds. No. SK1875. Price, $5.95

DRESSING TABLE CHAIR shown above is made of waxed golden or fumed genuine quarter-sawn oak, or ivory enamel. Kindly state the finish that you desire us to send. Cane seat; legs braced by stretchers. Width of seat 16 inches, height of back 13 inches, total measure 15 inches. Shipping weight, about 12 pounds. No. SK1876. Price, $15.75

THE HANDSOME BED is shown directly above. This full size bed is designed in conformity with the popular straight line idea which characterizes the Adams period furniture. Although it is in style, it is a substantially constructed piece of furniture and is made in every particular. Posts are nicely made of solid white oak. The panels are constructed of 2-ply built-up stock, which reduces the tendency to warp or split. The five-slat design in the head and foot ends unites all the artistic ideas to a degree. You can order it in your choice of ivory enamel, waxed golden or fumed oak finish as you prefer, sending us your order, we request you to kindly specify which finish you desire. In illustrating this bed, as well as the other pieces of this series, we have shown you how these pieces would appear when actually used in the bedroom. Order this bed on approval, and place it in your room for a thorough appreciation of its beauty. Height of head end, 43 3/4 inches. Shipping weight, about 100 pounds. Price, $11.95

THE ATTRACTION DRESSER is illustrated directly above. Like the remainder of this line bedroom furniture, it is made of thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried solid oak throughout. The backs and drawer bottoms are made of 2-ply built-up stock, which lessens warping and splitting. This dresser is made with five drawers: two full-length, two narrow drawers below and three small ones above, the center top drawer being set off with neat period straight line decoration. The base top measures 46x22 inches in size, and the French plate mirror is 26x32 inches. We give you your choice of waxed golden, fumed oak or ivory enamel finish. In ordering, please advise which you prefer. The trimmings used on this dresser are unique in style. Are made of brass and just as shown in the illustration. They correspond with the trimmings used on the chiffonier and dressing table described above. Shipping weight, 150 pounds. Price, $16.75
FINE, MASSIVE AND RICH APPEARING

"Empire" Bedroom Furniture
American Quartered Oak Finish

ELEGANT BED ROOM SUIT
If you order this suit you will find, after placing it in your home, that you will have a bedroom suit that you will be glad to own. This suit is sold on our Liberal Credit Terms and will be shipped to you on our approval plan. The pieces are priced separately, giving you the opportunity of buying just those articles you desire.

No. 3K1654
DRESSER
$27.50

No. 3K1655
BED
$16.50

No. 3K1656
WASH-STAND AND TOILET COMMODE $14.90

No. 3K1657
CHIFFONIER $21.00

THE BED is extraordinarily massive and handsome in design. The carving on the head are in good taste, and every line and curve presents a most pleasing appearance, as illustration shows. It is made of substantial hardwood, expertly finished in American quartered (imitation quarter-sawed) oak. Height, 6 feet 9 inches; 4 feet 6 inches wide, and 6 feet 6 inches long. Shipping weight, 115 pounds.

No. 3K1655
THE MASSIVE DRESSER
$16.50

The top is made to match the design of the bed and is of the same excellent construction. The bevel edge French plate mirror is extra large, measuring 30x36 inches, and the dresser base is 45 inches wide and 22 inches deep, adorned with massive columns; has two small, swell front drawers at top and two roomy drawers below. A very high-class dresser at a low price. Shipping weight, 165 pounds.

No. 3K1656
THE HANDSOME SIX-DRAWER CHIFFONIER
$21.00

Matches the dresser perfectly, embodying the same design and massiveness. The top measures 26x26 inches and the French plate bevel edge mirror is 16x31 inches, set in heavy supports, with beautifully carved top. A very desirable piece of bedroom furniture. Shipping weight, 112 pounds.

No. 3K1657
THE LARGE COMMODE
$14.90

Is made to precisely match this suite in design and quality. It is 36 inches wide and 20 inches deep, and is fitted with French bevel mirror 16x21 inches. There is one large swell front drawer and two large compartments below. A very superior commode. Shipping weight, 90 pounds.
High Grade Colonial Bed Room Furniture

Take Your Choice of Genuine Walnut, Genuine Quarter-sawn Oak or of Rich Mahogany Veneer.

AT BIGGEST BARGAIN PRICES

If you buy one or more of the magnificently upholstered Bedroom pieces shown on this page, and are as proud of the low price, quality and design as we are in offering them, we are sure our aim of pleasing will have been accomplished. We believe them to be exceptional values at the low prices quoted.

No. 3K1706. DRESSER.
This elegant Colonial design will suit all homes and is made of expensive French plate beveled mirror. Top of base measures 32x19 inches. Two roll front top, two long deep drawers below, all fitted with wood pulls, locks and keys. Large mirror, plate mirror measures 32x42 inches. Dresser has scroll front posts and mirror standards and is splendidly finished. In ordering state wood desired.

Price in Quartered Oak or Mahogany.
Price in Genuine Walnut.

No. 3K1707. PRINCESS DRESSER

In this model the same materials and finish as other pieces shown on this page. Measures 32x19 inches. Base is fitted with two small and one large drawer with wood pulls, locks and keys. French plate beveled mirror measures 26x20 inches.

Price in Mahogany or Quartered Oak.
Price in Genuine Walnut.

No. 3K1708.

Price in Quartered Oak or Mahogany.
Price in Genuine Walnut.

No. 3K1709.

Price in Quartered Oak or Mahogany.
Price in Genuine Walnut.

No. 3K1710.

Price in Quartered Oak or Mahogany.
Price in Genuine Walnut.

THE CHIFFONIER
Is beautiful with its square 20x16 inch French plate beveled mirror, mounted on the elegant six drawer Colonial base which has a 32x19 inch top. The drawers operate easily and are supplied with wood pulls, locks and keys. Chiffonier matches the other pieces included in this offer and is supplied in the attractive woods as illustrated on this page. Shipping weight, 125 lbs.

No. 3K1710.

Chiffonier. Price in Quartered Oak or Mahogany. . . . . $24.85
Price in Genuine Walnut. . . . . $27.85

ASK YOU

by the illustrations and consider the merits of these colonial pieces. Compare the low prices and you will decide if taking the chance will more and more elsewhere.
MADE OF AMERICAN QUARTERED OAK

Buy Them Singly Or As A Complete Suit

This Massive Bedroom Furniture Sold At Bargain Prices

One of the Real "Good Things" Developed For You This Season

Order This Big Bargain

Order the Bed By No. 3K1089 Price . . $20.75

THE BED is made of hardwood in imitation quartered oak finish to resemble the genuine quartered oak. Fancy carved top head piece, pillar shape ends across head and foot ends as illustrated. Columns on head and foot end match other pieces of this fine set perfectly. Height, 57 inches; width, 4 feet, 6 inches. The rolls are 6 inches in size. A durable, well made bed that will prove very serviceable. Shipping weight, about 250 lbs.

Dresser No. 3K1091 Has 22x48 Inch Top

Price . . . . . . . . $26.95

THE DRESSER is also of imitation quartered oak, has roll across top, carved headpiece, heavy plank base top, swell shaped overhung top drawer, two full length drawers below, Colonial front posts. Top is 22x48 inches. French bevel plate mirror, 22x36 inches. Has wooden drawer pulls and roll under mirror. Shipping weight, about 190 lbs.

Chiffonier No. 3K1092 Has 20x36 Inch Top

Price . . . . . . . . $21.50

THE CHIFFONIER is of imitation quartered oak, has heavy plank base, roll across top, carved headpiece, side columns. Two overhung swell shaped top drawers, four length drawers, Colonial front posts, round drawer pulls, base 26x36 inches, French bevel plate mirror, 11x21 inches. A very attractive piece. Shipping weight, about 180 lbs.

WE TRUST YOU

All of These Pieces Are Golden Oak Color In Striking Gloss Finish

HEAVY PLANK TOPS

YEAR TO PAY
A Remarkable Offer

This value will convince you beyond a doubt of our claims of unusual value-giving. It is an excellent dresser at the price. It is constructed of substantial hardwood finished in imitation quarter-sawn oak. A most pleasing design and built to give the best of service. A fine dresser at this low bargain price.

The top of base is square-edge and measures 36 inches in width and 18 inches in depth. The two upper drawers are half length, while the lower are full length; all four being equipped with wood drawer pulls and locks. It has paneled sides, strong corner posts and neatly shaped panel across bottom, as illustrated.

Top has a French plate beveled mirror, 18x24 inches in size, mounted in an oval frame and supported by elegantly curved standards. You will be highly pleased with this dresser and it will add grace to the appearance of any bedroom. Order this handsome dresser on approval. Shipping weight, approximately 165 lbs.

No. 3K1756
Full Guarantee
$9.95

Select this Colonial Dresser

This dresser is made of durable hardwood, to which is applied a finish in imitation of genuine quarter-sawn oak, that looks very much like the real wood. It is finished with a highly glossy golden. The stunning Colonial effect is carried out by the heavy scroll feet and sharply Colonial posts and standards. There are four drawers in the base, the two upper ones being slightly longer, as shown in the picture. These drawers have round wooden knobs. The two lower drawers are nice and roomy and will answer the average needs. We guarantee satisfaction. Take advantage of our liberal credit terms, as shown on page one.

Base top measures 28x18 inches. There is a neat back-guard, from which there rise two mirror frame standards of Colonial design, to support the attractive French beveled mirror. The mirror is 18x24 inches. Consider the liberal terms upon which we sell it to you and you must agree that this is a splendid offering at this low price. Complete with feet, key and casters. Shipping weight, about 280 lbs.

No. 3K1757
Credit to All
$10.85

An Excellent Value

The Simple Lines

of this dresser will appeal to those who admire the plain styles in bedroom furniture. It is well proportioned, graceful in design, yet devoid of the fussy embellishments found on some dressers. It is well constructed and is offered as a good value for the money.

It is made of substantial hardwood to which is applied a finish in imitation of genuine quarter-sawn oak. This is known as American quartered oak and bears a close resemblance to the real wood. It is nicely finished in a pleasant golden color that is generally used. Has two top drawers and two full length drawers as shown.

Mirror

Is French bevel plate. It measures 18x24 inches. Frame is carved at top and is supported by nicely curved standards. Base top measures 18x24 inches; is of planked style. Plaited with round wooden drawer knobs, locks, key and casters. Ends are attractively paneled. Shipping weight, about 146 pounds.

No. 3K1755
Sold on Approval
$7.95
This Is A Splendid Bargain Offer
In A Substantially Made Dresser
Constructed of American Quartered
Oak With Heavy Plank Top, Oblong
Mirror And Graceful Standards

THE WORKSMANSHIP of this desirable piece of bedroom furniture is of a thoroughly dependable quality and is another instance of a
workmanship which is clearly evident in the build, design, and overall appearance.

The dresser is made of solid oak, quartered by an expert craftsman, which is a
feature that gives it a distinctive and unique appearance.

NO. 3K1765. Price $10.95

American Quartered
Oak Colonial Designed
Dresser. High Gloss
Golden Finish, Shapely
Posts And Standards.

The dressing table is made of oak, quartered by an expert craftsman, which is a
feature that gives it a distinctive and unique appearance.

The design is elegant and classic, with a high gloss finish that adds to
its overall beauty.

The dresser is sturdy and well-constructed, making it a
practical choice for any bedroom.

SEE PAGE ONE

"DIVISION OF LABOR" is the term used by the manufacturer of this
piece of furniture to describe the division of labor in the
production process. It involves the task of assigning specific
functions to different workers, which helps to increase
efficiency and productivity.

The dresser is made of solid oak, quartered by an expert craftsman, which is a
feature that gives it a distinctive and unique appearance.

The design is elegant and classic, with a high gloss finish that adds to
its overall beauty.

The dresser is sturdy and well-constructed, making it a
practical choice for any bedroom.

THE BASE TOP

There is a nest back-guard, from which rise two
mirror from quartered oak, to support the attractive French bevel
plate mirror. This mirror is 20x24 inches. Every piece of this model reflects
refinement and beauty. It is in every way a remarkable fine dresser for the money.

And when you consider the liberal terms upon which we offer it to you, surely you must
agree that this is a splendid value. It is complete with locks and key and will be
ready for immediate use.

No. 3K1766. Price $11.85
AL MIRROR PRINCESS DRESSER
scroll mirror standards, heavy base and extended top. Made of seasoned hardwood to which is applied a finish in imitation of quarter-sawn oak that looks like the wood. Top measures 36 by 20 inches, the French plate is 25 by 16 inches in size. The illustration gives an idea of the outline of the heavy, carefully made base. Has wood knobs, and is fitted with locks, key, and long sliding racks, about 110 pounds. You make no mistake by ordering it. We ship promptly.

$11.75

URCHASE WHAT YOU NEED
These Values Are Typical Of Hartman's

AND TAKE A YEAR TO PAY
Over a Million Satisfied Customers

Buy the Hartman Easy Way, It Always Please

Pay the Hartman

Trade With the House of Hartman

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
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COLONIAL PRINCESS DRESSER
made of h. & r. wood to which is applied a finish in imitation of real quarter-sawn oak. Has 2-drawer construction and is very serviceable. Top of base measures 40 by 21 inches and the French beveled plate mirror 24 by 16 inches. One of our most popular patterns. Note the artfully carved carvings of the mirror frame and standard base. Front posts terminate in Colonial scroll legs. Shipping weight, carefully packed, is about 309 pounds. A fine Princess dresser at a low figure.

No. 5K1760. Price...

$13.85

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed Or Your Money Back

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed Or Your Money Back

AND

All The Credit You Want, Simply Ask Us For It

REAL MAHOGANY veneer, bird's-eye maple or American quartered oak are the woods in which this swell front dresser may be ordered. State which you desire. The American quartered oak finish is applied to hardwood to closely resemble real quarter-sawn oak. Two top drawers and two full-length drawers with round wood pulls. French design feet. Double base top is 24 by 14 inches wide, French beveled plate mirror 22 by 32 inches. Shipping weight, carefully packed, is about 505 pounds. A fine Princess dresser at a low figure.

No. 5K1761. Price...

$15.85

QUARTER-SAWED OAK is used in the construction of this Princess dresser. Oval mirror frame with beveling at top, continuous posts which terminate in French shaped feet. Shaped double top 24 inches wide. French bevel plate mirror 18 by 34 inches. Two top drawers and full-length drawer below. Next apron across bottom. Round wooden knobs. Shipping weight, about 200 lbs.

No. 5K1762. Price...

$13.95

RPENTINE FRONT dresser, made of a durable hardwood, to which is applied a finish in imitation of genuine quarter-sawn oak. It contains two top drawers and two full length drawers, each fitted with nickel knobs. The curved mirror frame does a nicely shaped 25 by 15 inch French bevel to mirror. Frame is supported by carved standards. French design legs, double base top is 28 wide. Shipping weight, about 120 lbs.

$13.50

AN ELABORATE PATTERN made especially for the great house of Hartman, and a beauty for the room to which you ask. It is constructed in a workmanlike manner, of hardwood finished in imitation quarter-sawn oak, shaped, closely resembling genuine quarter-sawn oak. Base is richly carved, and has 15 by 13 inch top, has two easy sliding top drawer, and two key notched drawers below, fitted with wood drawer pulls. The patterned French plate beveled mirror measures 29 by 22 inches, frame and standards are hand carved, has locks, key and casters. Shipping weight, about 210 lbs.

No. 5K1763. Price...

$13.50
HARTMAN'S
FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
CHICAGO

Extra Specials For The Bed Room

Made of Hardwood
Finished American Quartered Oak

Dressers or Chiffonier
That Match Perfectly

$11.95

CHALLENGE OFFER

One Year to Pay

$12.75

DRESSER. This is a
some oval mirror dresser offer is carefully construct-
crafted of thoroughly sanded straight grain hardwood to
which is applied our American quartered oak finish, in
imitation of genuine quarter-sawn oak. The
base has two small convex shaped top
drawers and two easy sliding and
fitted with wood knobs.

DRESSER. Here is an oppor-
tunity to own an
elegant Colonial dresser at a low
price. This dresser made of four
deep drawers is equipped with wood
drawer pulls, locks, and
casters. The large French plate beveled edge mirror measures 30x18 inches. Top
is 32x19 inches in size. Shipping weight, about 130 lbs.

No. 3K530
CHALLENGE OFFER

Price, $11.95

No. 3K1658

PRICE, $12.75

SIZE. The top of this
DRESSER measures 24x29 inches in size. The
French plate beveled mirror measures 30x18 inches. Top
is 30x18 inches in size. Shipping weight, about 100 lbs.

No. 3K531

JUST LIKE the dress-
er just shown, this
model in this
Chiffonier
was designed to
match the dress-
er just shown
dresser. It is a
delightfully designed and finished in
imitation quartered oak, reproducing carefully the
delicate flamed grain of genuine quarter-sawn oak. The
finish is hard to distinguish from the genuine and
wears wonderfully well. The large oval mirror is mounted in a smooth frame swing between scroll standards and measures 32x12 inches. Top of base measures 18 inches wide. It is equipped with wood drawer pulls, locks, and 433 center. Shipping weight, 100 pounds.

No. 3K1660

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K1660 Price, $12.75

We Send Everything On Approval

It Will Suit You

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

wood are utilized in the make-up of this Princess Dresser as are described in the chiffonier and dresser above. It is a dainty modeled article and finished in imitation quartered oak, reproducing carefully the handsome flamed grain of genuine quarter-sawn oak. This finish is hard to distinguish from the genuine and wears wonderfully well. The large oval mirror is mounted in a smooth frame swing between scroll standards and measures 32x12 inches. Top of base measures 18 inches wide. It is equipped with wood drawer pulls, locks, and 433 center. Shipping weight, 100 pounds.

PRINCIPAL DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K531 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K1660 Price, $12.75

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K1660 Price, $12.75

CHALLENGE OFFER

One Year to Pay

$12.75 EACH

No. 3K1658

PRICE, $12.75

DRESSER. Here is an op-
tunity to own an
elegant Colonial dresser at a low
price. This dresser made of four
drawers is equipped with wood
drawer pulls, locks, and
casters. The large French plate beveled edge mirror measures 30x18 inches. Top
is 32x19 inches in size. Shipping weight, about 130 lbs.

No. 3K1660

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K1660 Price, $12.75

We Send Everything On Approval

It Will Suit You

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

wood are utilized in the make-up of this Princess Dresser as are described in the chiffonier and dresser above. It is a dainty modeled article and finished in imitation quartered oak, reproducing carefully the handsome flamed grain of genuine quarter-sawn oak. This finish is hard to distinguish from the genuine and wears wonderfully well. The large oval mirror is mounted in a smooth frame swing between scroll standards and measures 32x12 inches. Top of base measures 18 inches wide. It is equipped with wood drawer pulls, locks, and 433 center. Shipping weight, 100 pounds.

PRINCIPAL DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K531 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K1660 Price, $12.75

We Send Everything On Approval

It Will Suit You

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

wood are utilized in the make-up of this Princess Dresser as are described in the chiffonier and dresser above. It is a dainty modeled article and finished in imitation quartered oak, reproducing carefully the handsome flamed grain of genuine quarter-sawn oak. This finish is hard to distinguish from the genuine and wears wonderfully well. The large oval mirror is mounted in a smooth frame swing between scroll standards and measures 32x12 inches. Top of base measures 18 inches wide. It is equipped with wood drawer pulls, locks, and 433 center. Shipping weight, 100 pounds.

PRINCIPAL DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K531 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K1660 Price, $12.75

We Send Everything On Approval

It Will Suit You

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

wood are utilized in the make-up of this Princess Dresser as are described in the chiffonier and dresser above. It is a dainty modeled article and finished in imitation quartered oak, reproducing carefully the handsome flamed grain of genuine quarter-sawn oak. This finish is hard to distinguish from the genuine and wears wonderfully well. The large oval mirror is mounted in a smooth frame swing between scroll standards and measures 32x12 inches. Top of base measures 18 inches wide. It is equipped with wood drawer pulls, locks, and 433 center. Shipping weight, 100 pounds.

PRINCIPAL DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K531 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K1660 Price, $12.75

We Send Everything On Approval

It Will Suit You

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

wood are utilized in the make-up of this Princess Dresser as are described in the chiffonier and dresser above. It is a dainty modeled article and finished in imitation quartered oak, reproducing carefully the handsome flamed grain of genuine quarter-sawn oak. This finish is hard to distinguish from the genuine and wears wonderfully well. The large oval mirror is mounted in a smooth frame swing between scroll standards and measures 32x12 inches. Top of base measures 18 inches wide. It is equipped with wood drawer pulls, locks, and 433 center. Shipping weight, 100 pounds.

PRINCIPAL DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K531 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K1660 Price, $12.75

We Send Everything On Approval

It Will Suit You

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

wood are utilized in the make-up of this Princess Dresser as are described in the chiffonier and dresser above. It is a dainty modeled article and finished in imitation quartered oak, reproducing carefully the handsome flamed grain of genuine quarter-sawn oak. This finish is hard to distinguish from the genuine and wears wonderfully well. The large oval mirror is mounted in a smooth frame swing between scroll standards and measures 32x12 inches. Top of base measures 18 inches wide. It is equipped with wood drawer pulls, locks, and 433 center. Shipping weight, 100 pounds.

PRINCIPAL DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K531 Price, $11.95

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

CHIFFONIER
No. 3K1659 Price, $12.75

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K1660 Price, $12.75

We Send Everything On Approval

It Will Suit You

PRINCESS DRESSER
No. 3K532 Price, $11.95

wood are utilized in the make-up of this Princess Dresser as are described in the chiffonier and dresser above. It is a dainty modeled article and finished in imitation quartered oak, reproducing carefully the handsome flamed grain of genuine quarter-sawn oak. This finish is hard to distinguish from the genuine and wears wonderfully well. The large oval mirror is mounted in a smooth frame swing between scroll standards and measures 32x12 inches. Top of base measures 18 inches wide. It is equipped with wood drawer pulls, locks, and 433 center. Shipping weight, 100 pounds.
Colonial Dresser


The money problem confronts every man. The man who makes his money do the greatest amount of work for him makes his money do the greatest amount of work for himself. He is the man who achieves the greatest measure of success. We are in business to make money, and by doing so we like to please ourselves in a way to increase the value of our own investment because naturally the better we give to our patrons the more rapidly our business grows. The size of this firm is directly responsible to the fact that we have offered such high values to our customers.

This beautiful dresser is a typical Hartman value. It is made of thoroughly seasoned hardrock and quarter-sawn oak and is of the attractive mutation quartered oak. This is made to resemble quarter-sawn oak and to the average eye looks just like the real quarter-sawn.

The octagon shaped mirror frame and French bevel plate mirror gives this dresser a very classic appearance. The style is colored by the Colonial mirror standards and corner posts, as well as the two overhanging top drawers. This dresser is a perfect Colonial design and is built upon lines sufficiently low to prove practical piece of furniture. The finish is the rich golden oak.

The Base top measures 19x23 inches, the French bevel plate mirror being 3x24 inches in size. There are two full length drawers below overhanging top drawers which afford ample capacity. The back, bottom and ends of the base are made of three-ply built-up stock, which prevents splitting and warping. The grain matched on this piece of furniture is even throughout and will appeal to all critical judges of household furniture. Shipping weight, carefully packed, is about 300 pounds.

No. 3K1770. Price . . . $12.65

Princess Dresser

This is a Very Attractive American Quartered Oak Dresser. Has Heavy Plank Top. Swell Lower Drawers.

The time to buy. When you are really in need of furnishings for your household, then is the time to fulfill your requirements. We do not require your patronage merely because our merchandise is low in price. We will say frankly, however, that because of our bargain offers at times the majority of orders we receive reduce our stock so low that it is well to place your order early to avoid possible disappointment. It costs no little to have just what you want and it is a matter of fact that you will not waste time if you see some article that suits your fancy. Take for example this fine Princess dresser.

This Princess Dresser is made of hard wood which is applied a finish in imitation of genuine quartered oak. It has a heavy plank top measuring 3x20 inches and an attractive long French bevel plate mirror measuring 19x24 inches. The mirror rests between two gracefully shaped Colonial standards, as shown in the illustration. There are two full length drawers in the top and two full length drawers below, the latter being made with massive swell front. The corner posts are of beautiful Colonial design to conform with the shapely Colonial standards given. This Princess dresser is fitted with wooden drawer pulls as shown. Base height, 31 inches.

No. 3K1771. Price . . . $12.95
A NEAT COLONIAL DESIGN

In An American Quartered Oak Dresser of Substantial Construction. Has Overhanging Top Drawers As Illustrated.

THE RICH STYLE of this Colonial Dresser is not often found in dressers selling at so low a price as we quote here. Every housewife who likes good, high grade furniture in her home will be immensely pleased with this article, and we have never known a better model to be made that could be sold at lower figure.

The chiffonier, too, which we offer to match this dresser, and which we show on another page, is equally as big a bargain. If you want to swell pieces for your bedroom, study these very carefully.

AMERICAN QUARTERED OAK

The solid quartered oak is used in this dresser in imitation of genuine quartered-oak. The rich golden finish very popular. It is made with a square edge top, which measures 41 inches wide by 19 inches deep. A French bevel plate mirror is fitted, and is 22 inches wide by 22 inches high and supported by nice curved Colonial scroll standards.

SIDE PANELS are of full length and are solidly mortised to framework, and back posts. The four deep drawers are equipped with locks and turned wood pulls. The two upper drawers are of small and convenient size. The front posts are curved in Colonial sea effect. Shipping weight, about 123 pounds. If you desire to purchase the chiffonier to match this dresser, refer to No. 3K1772 shown on page 184, the price of which is given below.

$13.85
No. 3K1774, Dresser. Price..........................
No. 3K1773, Chiffonier on Page 184. Price...........$12.

TRIPLICATE MIRROR

Is The Feature Of This American Quartered Oak Dresser: A Fine Value At This Price

THE LUMBER used in this dresser is substantial hardwood, to which a finish in imitation of quartered-oak bears a close resemblance to the real wood. Has two overhanging drawers and two full length drawers below. The neatly shaped front posts terminate in Colonial scroll feet, as illustrated. Drawers are fitted with round wooden knobs.

TRIPLICATE MIRROR enables you to observe your reflection from the front as well as from left and right profiles at the same time. This is easily accomplished by bringing side mirrors slightly forward (see small picture to the left). This is a very desirable feature in a low priced dresser.

MEASUREMENTS. The base top measures 44 inches wide and 19 inches deep. All three mirrors are French bevel plate, the center one being 22 inches in size, the side mirrors each measuring 22 inches. The center one is of next design. Fitted with locks, key and casters. Shipping weight, about 125 pounds.

No. 3K1774
Price..............................................$14.95

Dresser No. 3K1772
Chiffonier To Match No. 3K1773
See Page 184
HANDSOME DRESSER. You can buy plenty of
upright pieces today at $22.85, but
you will look a long ways before you find one superiour to this.
It can be secured in genuine quarter-sawn oak, or
in mahogany or birch-eye maple. It is rubbed and pol-
ished. The base top measures 16 inches in width and height
and is 21 inches in French bevel plate mirror is 24 3/4 inches. There
is a two round shaped top drawers and two full depth drawers, as shown, all fitted with wooden knobs, made
in popular sizes ordering. A fine value, offering
satisfaction, approximately 150 lbs.

FOR $23.65

ARTISTIC

DRESSERS

FOR

Satisfaction
Or Your
Money
Back

THE

HOME

Very Artistic Design

STUNNING PATTERN. The above dresser is de-
signed in the dainty and
very stylish Adams period. An artistic piece of furniture
as well as a splendid value. It comes in your choice of
genuine mahogany veneer or birch-eye maple with an
attractive rubbed and polished finish. When ordering please
state which finish you desire us to send. The top measures
22 inches wide and 31 inches deep. The French bevel plate mirror
is of a neat shape with rounded corners at the top and
No. 3K1775, Price...

STRIKING PRINCESS DRESSER in beauti-
ful Colonial design. Genuine quarter-sawn oak is used on the front
and columns, the sides are made of three-ply rotans-cut
solid oak, glossy golden finish. Also comes in imitation Cir-
causen finish. Base which is desired. 31 x 32-inch base top, 24 x 30-inch French bevel plate mirror with 21-inch bevelled frame. Three convex top drawers and two full
length shallow front drawers. Gracefully curved Colonial front posts and mirror frame standards. Finishes finished solid...

Note The Shelf

STRIKING PRINCESS DRESSER in beauti-
ful Colonial design. Genuine quarter-sawn oak is used on the front
and columns, the sides are made of three-ply rotans-cut
solid oak, glossy golden finish. Also comes in imitation Cir-
causen finish. Base which is desired. 31 x 32-inch base top, 24 x 30-inch French bevel plate mirror with 21-inch bevelled frame. Three convex top drawers and two full
length shallow front drawers. Gracefully curved Colonial front posts and mirror frame standards. Finishes finished solid...

Genuine Quarter-Sawn Oak is used in the
collection of this exceptionally artistic and graceful Prin-
cess Dresser. The features of this model are the imitated
French bevel plate mirror, the steel shaped front, the French designed front feet and the convenient and pleas-
ing arrangement of the drawers. There are three top drawers
and a full length deep drawer below finished inside with double coat of satin finish. Comes in hand-polished golden oak.

FOR $23.65

STRIKING PRINCESS DRESSER in beauti-
ful Colonial design. Genuine quarter-sawn oak is used on the front
and columns, the sides are made of three-ply rotans-cut
solid oak, glossy golden finish. Also comes in imitation Cir-
causen finish. Base which is desired. 31 x 32-inch base top, 24 x 30-inch French bevel plate mirror with 21-inch bevelled frame. Three convex top drawers and two full
length shallow front drawers. Gracefully curved Colonial front posts and mirror frame standards. Finishes finished solid...

Genuine Quarter-Sawn Oak is used in the
collection of this exceptionally artistic and graceful Prin-
cess Dresser. The features of this model are the imitated
French bevel plate mirror, the steel shaped front, the French designed front feet and the convenient and pleas-
ing arrangement of the drawers. There are three top drawers
and a full length deep drawer below finished inside with double coat of satin finish. Comes in hand-polished golden oak.

FOR $23.65

PRINCESS DRESSER

FOR $26.50

The Period

STRIKING PRINCESS DRESSER in beauti-
ful Colonial design. Genuine quarter-sawn oak is used on the front
and columns, the sides are made of three-ply rotans-cut
solid oak, glossy golden finish. Also comes in imitation Cir-
causen finish. Base which is desired. 31 x 32-inch base top, 24 x 30-inch French bevel plate mirror with 21-inch bevelled frame. Three convex top drawers and two full
length shallow front drawers. Gracefully curved Colonial front posts and mirror frame standards. Finishes finished solid...

Genuine Quarter-Sawn Oak is used in the
collection of this exceptionally artistic and graceful Prin-
cess Dresser. The features of this model are the imitated
French bevel plate mirror, the steel shaped front, the French designed front feet and the convenient and pleas-
ing arrangement of the drawers. There are three top drawers
and a full length deep drawer below finished inside with double coat of satin finish. Comes in hand-polished golden oak.

FOR $26.50
NEAT COLONIAL DRESSER
Of Massive Proportions. Made Of American Quartered Oak Has 45 In. Heavy Plank Top And Rounded Mirror Frame

Order The Chiffonier To Match

IF YOU STUDY the illustration of the dresser shown on the left, you can gain some idea of the excellence of this wonderfully built, thoroughly substantial article. As its companion piece, it is made of hardwood, to which is applied a finish in imitation of quarter sawed oak which looks like 100% genuine wood. It has a tatty rounded mirror frame, beautiful heavy standards, massive plank top and corner posts. This elegant construction of both dresser and chiffonier is such as to appeal to you.

THE BASE particularly we wish to call to your notice, because it measures 45 inches across, being 21 inches deep. The mirror is nice and large, measuring 27x11 inches and is of a quality French bevel plate. There are the small top drawers made to resemble four, as shown in the picture and two full length drawers below. These are good enough to afford sufficient space for the needs of anyone. They are easy to slide in and out and are fitted with round wood drawer pulls.

AND NOW that you know the details of this superior piece of furniture, we want to say a word about its value. We consider it one of the greatest offerings that you have ever made. In fact, we want you to shop around and if you can find anything like it at our exceptionally low figure, then you will really appreciate what a wonderful value it is and we know you will send in your order. Shipping weight about 150 pounds.

$16.85
No. 3K1751. Price...

Quarter-Sawed Oak Dresser With Serpentine Front And High Gloss Golden Oak Very Attractive French Bevel Plate Mirror. 42x21-Inch Top

THE GREAT DIFFERENCE between homes is not confined to the exterior, or outward appearance, by any means. For, a great many homes that appear to be almost identical from the outside seem so unlike after stepping inside that you will marvel at the distinction. What makes this difference, we ask? Is it the amount of money spent on the furnishings? Not always. Because we have seen many homes furnished by Hartman's with really very handsome equipment that surpass others upon which vast sums have been expended. The taste of the individual coupled with the home from which you buy, very largely determines the attractiveness of your home. Furthermore, when you buy from us you are taking no chances. You can place the goods in your house; and if they don't measure up to your opinion of what they should be, ship them back and we will pay all expenses.

ON THE OTHER HAND if the goods you buy please you, you can make your payments a little at a time as explained in detail on Page 1 of this handsome book. Order this dresser and pay one fourth of the total amount when you order. The balance is to be paid in 3 equal monthly installments. The quarter-sawed oak is used in the entire front, base top and mirror frame and standards, the sides being of rotay cut solid oak. Serpentine shaped front is carried out on the drawers and top with the mirror frame designed to correspond. The finish is a high gloss golden oak, which harmonizes so well with the usual surroundings. There are two top drawers and two full length drawers, all fitted with turned wooden knobs. The double top effect enhances the appearance of this high-class piece of bedroom furniture.

THE ARTISTIC DESIGN is further improved by the French shaped mirror frame which we believe to be one of the greatest offerings that you have ever made. In fact, we want you to shop around and if you can find anything like it at our exceptionally low figure, then you will really appreciate what a wonderful value it is and we know you will send in your order. Shipping weight about 150 pounds.

$18.65
No. 3K1872. Price...

$16.85
No. 3K1751. Price...

$18.65
No. 3K1872. Price...

$16.85
No. 3K1751. Price...
Order the Dressers and Chiffoniers to Match at These Bargain Prices

Commode To Match Also Quoted Below—Give Correct Number

$19.75

For Dressers or Chiffonier No. 3K1783 DRESSER

No. 3K1783 PRINCESS DRESSER

No. 3K1785 Princess Dresser Price $19.75

PRINCESS DRESSER No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

$22.65

For Dressers or Chiffonier

No. 3K1787 Dresser

No. 3K1787 Dresser Price $22.65

DESCRIPTION. Heavy top size 3'3"x10". Price

No. 3K1789 SWELL FRONT PRINCESS

No. 3K1789 Large commod to match, top size 3\frac{3}{4}" x 20" in. Price $8.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1784 Price $19.75

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1788 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER

No. 3K1789 Price $22.65

CHIFFONIER
HANDSOME COLONIAL DRESSER

IN YOUR CHOICE OF RICH
QUARTER-SAWED OAK
IMITATION CIRCASSIAN OR
MAHOGANY FINISH AT

$19.85

BE SURE TO STATE
FINISH PREFERRED

WE GUARANTEE IT
if we sell it. That is the policy of this company. It applies to every single article of furniture that we offer to our millions of customers, the country over. You see, if we do not feel that we can guarantee an article, we will not list it. On the other hand, if you find an item in any one of our books, it must be good enough to be endorsed and guaranteed by this publication. For the reason you are taking absolutely no chances in any way, no matter what you decide to buy from us.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
of substantial, durable hardwood, to which a delayed sats (doll) imitation Circassian walnut finish, which closely resembles genuine Circassian walnut and is difficult to detect the difference; of mahogany finish or of genuine quarter-sawed oak finish, top and sides, gold paper finish. Solid oak toilet. 70.5 inches high. 33x18 inches. Has extension top drawers and two long scroll front drawers, all fitted with oak drawer pulls. A true Colonial model. Mirror frame sets between two artistically designed standards, five French bevel plate, measuring 18 inches. Gracefully curved Colonial corner posts. Weight of dresser, 285 pounds.

THE CHIFFONIER, to match this dresser can be ordered at price quoted below. It is a very imposing piece of furniture and comes in imitation Circassian walnut, mahogany finish or genuine quarter-sawed and solid oak, golden color to match the dresser. Top measures 22x18 inches and French bevel plate mirror measures 14x18 inches. There are two small extension top drawers and four full length drawers held with silver finish frame. Fitted with turned wood drawer pulls, locks, key and casters. Shipping weight, about 150 pounds.

$19.85

No. 3K1767. Price of Dresser
No. 3K1768, Price of Chiffonier to Match

COLONIAL DESIGN DRESSER

IN THE GENUINE
QUARTER-SAWED
OAK OR IMITATION
CIRCASSIAN OR MAHOGANY

$22.65

THE ELEGANCE of this design is such as to improve the appearance of the bedroom in which it is placed. Its rich Colonial lines are created in walnut, as shown in the illustration. Observe the nicely curved mirror frame standard, dressing table and attractive scroll feet. Note also the arched mirror frame, the rounded front and rounded top drawer. Another feature of this dresser is the heavy planked top. These are matters of appearance which we can see from the illustration. But the quality of the materials and the durability of workmanship are features that are not revealed until you actually make the examination of the dresser itself. Send for it upon approval to convince yourself of its merits.

QUARTER-SAWED OAK is used on the front, top and toilet. Or if you prefer the Circassian walnut finish, you can order this dresser in "imitation" or imitation Circassian walnut, which is a satin-finish finish applied in such a way as to give the appearance of the real thing. We also furnish this model in imitation mahogany in rich-looking dull rubbed finish. When sending us your order, be sure to state which finish you desire to have us send. This wood is a matter of taste, but we will secure a good value regardless of which finish you select. Our guarantee of satisfaction is your protection.

THE PLANK TOP measures 42 inches in width and 21 inches in depth. Under this base top are three small drawers with rounded fronts as shown. Below are two full length drawers with full curved front. These five drawers are all fitted with wood wooden drawer pulls. The French bevel plate mirror measures 18x18 inches in size. Below the mirror frame is a background of a style to correspond with the Colonial idea which prevails throughout the design of this dresser. It is in every way a piece of old room furniture that you will be glad to own, and goes out with our heartiest endorsement. Our liberal credit system enables you to pay for it as you use it. Shipping weight, about 175 pounds.

$22.65

No. 3K1769. Price

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO
WONDERFUL VALUES IN BEDROOM FURNITURE

MADE IN WALNUT, REAL MAHOGANY VENEER, BIRD'S EYE MAPLE OR GENUINE QUARTER-SAWEDED OAK

Each Article Shown On This Page Is A Great Bargain At The Price Quoted

These Pieces are made in the new Colonial style and are built in the very best manner, as stated in the General Descriptions given on this page. You will be able to order them made to your specifications. The prices given are the lowest possible and are based on the very best materials available. Each piece is made in a style which will blend in with your home decor.

**Dressing Table No. 3K1225**

Illustrated above, it is an example of splendid workmanship. It has scroll front posts and scroll mirror standards. The two small drawers at the top are of hand-carved construction, while the two large drawers below are of solid wood. These French bevel plate mirrors are mounted in molded frames. The heavy top of this dressing table measures 32 x 20 inches, and is mounted in a molded frame. The large top measures 15 inches. Weight, about 200 lbs.

Price: $23.75

**The Dresser**

Princess Dresser No. 3K1224

**The Princess Dresser** has been designed to meet the demands of the modern home. It is constructed of the finest materials and is built to last. The four small drawers at the top are of hand-carved construction, while the two large drawers below are of solid wood. The French bevel plate mirrors are mounted in molded frames. The heavy top of this dressing table measures 32 x 20 inches, and is mounted in a molded frame. The large top measures 15 inches. Weight, about 200 lbs.

Price: $25.65

**Chiffonier No. 3K1223**

The chiffonier is a classic piece of furniture, perfect for any home. It is constructed of the finest materials and is built to last. The two small drawers at the top are of hand-carved construction, while the two large drawers below are of solid wood. The French bevel plate mirrors are mounted in molded frames. The heavy top of this dressing table measures 32 x 20 inches, and is mounted in a molded frame. The large top measures 15 inches. Weight, about 200 lbs.

Price: $24.85

**Dresser No. 3K1226**

**The Dresser** is a classic piece of furniture, perfect for any home. It is constructed of the finest materials and is built to last. The four small drawers at the top are of hand-carved construction, while the two large drawers below are of solid wood. The French bevel plate mirrors are mounted in molded frames. The heavy top of this dressing table measures 32 x 20 inches, and is mounted in a molded frame. The large top measures 15 inches. Weight, about 200 lbs.

Price: $28.95

We Guarantee Complete Satisfaction

**HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE**

**CHICAGO**
THE COMMODOE In illustration directly above. Like all of the other pieces it is expertly made of handsome Birds Eye Maple in true Colonial design. The standards supporting the bowed red match the front posts exactly. It has a full length top drawer and two deep compartments below, fitted with wooden knobs. It is a highly artistic piece of furniture and one that you should order. Size of polished base too, 39 x 36 in. Fitted with casters. Shipping weight, about 115 lbs. No. 3K1007. Price... $12.75

DRESSER has two narrow drawers in center, two panel side, full length serpentine shaped drawers. Jewelry drawers lined in velvet with felt. Made of selected Birds Eye Maple, polished finish. Varnished finish. Plain top is 23 x 46 in. Height, 41 in. Heavv French bevel plate mirror. Fix the. Lignum Vitae castors. Shipping wt. about 111 lbs. No. 3K1008. Price. $35.75

THE ARTISTIC SOMNE is shown directly below on the opposite page. It is made of Birds Eye Maple. Has a heavy plate top measuring 31 x 36 inches. Observe the handy drawer just below the top and the shelf below. Under the shelf is a cupboard of roomy size to which is a door as shown. The latter as well as the drawer are lined with wood knobs. This somne has graceful Colonial posts and stands 30 in. high. Shipping weight, about 40 lbs. No. 3K1010. Price... $12.50

PRINCESS DRESSER shown below is in a class all by itself. It is made of Birds Eye Maple with selected veneers. Has two narrow drawers in the center to match the dresser. Two small drawers on either side and full length serpentine shaped drawer below. Jewelry drawers lined, polished finish, varnished inside. French bevel plate mirror 14 x 16 inches. Plain top (recessed edges) measures 23 x 40 inches. Height, 71 inches. Shipping weight, about 147 lbs. No. 3K1010. Price... $34.75

WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED when you need it and can give you what you want when you want it. Surely you will want to have such elegant bedroom furniture as the pieces illustrated on this page. Each one comes in handsome birds eye maple and all pieces are constructed to match perfectly. The design is true Colonial with beautifully curved posts. Select the ones that you need and we will send them to you on approval according to the terms found on Page 1 of this wonderful bargain book. If they do not please you, send them back at our expense. If you like them, make your payments in small easy installment.

THE BED is not illustrated on this page, but we can furnish it to you at the price quoted. It is a beautiful piece of furniture in the Napoleon type, strongly made, and comes in full size only which is 4 feet 6 inches, Head, 26 inches, Foot, 21 inches. Made of Birds Eye Maple, nicely polished. Has 3 inch roll and the posts are 2 inches in size. Shipping weight, about 125 lbs. No. 3K1006. Price... $24.75

Typical Colonial Design

ALL PIECES EXPERTLY MADE
EXCEPTIONALLY HANDSOME

Send Your Order To Us
Take A Year To Pay

CHAIR Made of Birds Eye Maple, re- veneered and lined. Very polished. Sturdy frame. A very handsome piece of Colonial style chairs strong and built to give good service. Shipping wt. about 13 lbs. No. 3K1011. Price... $4.95

DRESSING TABLE Polished Birds Eye Maple. Jewelry drawers lined with velvet. Dimensions, 20 x 36 inches. Height, 68 inches. French bevel plate mirror 14 x 26 inches. Shipping wt. 111 lbs. No. 3K1012. Price... $29.75

STOOL 12 x 12 top, 12 x 12 bottom. Height, 18 in. No. 3K1012. Price... $4.65

FINE CHIFFONIER is made of Birds Eye Maple. Has 2 drawers. French bevel plate mirror 10 x 16 inches. Height, 60 inches. Shipping weight, 100 lbs. No. 3K1013. Price... $33.75

ROCKER Made to match chairs shown opposite. Birds Eye Maple. Re-veneered and lined. Shipping wt. about 17 lbs. No. 3K1015. Price... $5.45
FO DEN corning Be Sure To State Finish Preferred

**THE DRESSING TABLE** is illustrated to the right. This dainty toilet table is just the article to add the final touch of refinement to the bedroom. Imagine this attractive piece of furniture in either Circassian Walnut finish or Mahogany finish with its glistering expanse of mirrors with which it is surrounded. It is fitted with four drawers and two long side mirrors. The base measures 19x36 inches. The base has been fitted with small drawers, and each top with a风电 mahogany design that corresponds with the decoration characteristic of this period. It is fitted with three top drawers and four full length drawers made of mahogany. The top of the dresser is finished in imitation Circassian Walnut or mahogany, depending on the finish you select. When ordering kindly tell us which finish you prefer to send.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dressing Table No. 3K1820</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOLD**

**BEDROOM ROCKER** with its entire Circassian Walnut or Mahogany finish. The dimensions are identical to the dressing table just listed. The top of the dresser is fitted with small drawers, and each top with a风电 mahogany design that corresponds with the decoration characteristic of this period. It is fitted with three top drawers and four full length drawers made of mahogany. The top of the dresser is finished in imitation Circassian Walnut or mahogany, depending on the finish you select. When ordering kindly tell us which finish you prefer to send.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rocker No. 3K1824</td>
<td>$3.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STUNNING CHIFFONIER** is of unusually attractive design. The base is the plain French plate mirror measures 19x36 inches. The mirror frame is made of mahogany, and has been fitted with small drawers, and each top with a风电 mahogany design that corresponds with the decoration characteristic of this period. It is fitted with three top drawers and four full length drawers made of mahogany. The top of the dresser is finished in imitation Circassian Walnut or mahogany, depending on the finish you select. When ordering kindly tell us which finish you prefer to send.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chiffonier No. 3K1824</td>
<td>$3.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE ARTISTIC DRESSER** is a beautiful creation in the popular Adams design. The base is 21x40 inches and the plain French plate mirror measures 19x36 inches. The mirror frame is made of mahogany, and has been fitted with small drawers, and each top with a风电 mahogany design that corresponds with the decoration characteristic of this period. It is fitted with three top drawers and four full length drawers made of mahogany. The top of the dresser is finished in imitation Circassian Walnut or mahogany, depending on the finish you select. When ordering kindly tell us which finish you prefer to send.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dresser No. 3K1827</td>
<td>$21.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Newest, Extra, Special, Chiffonier Bargains

$8.65
A GLANCE AT ILLUSTRATION
Dissecting this most desirable extra large chiffonier will give you an excellent idea of its imposing and dignified appearance. It is expertly made of genuine solid oak and comes in a rich golden color; measures 15 inches in height, top measures 36x10 inches. The extra quality plate plate mirror measures 36x10 inches. Four large drawers have the new wide turned wood knobs instead of metal. Have steel locks and key. This chiffonier is well built and will give good service. Order this chiffonier and try our regular and be your own judge as to its merits. 52 inches high. Shipping weight, about 106 pounds.
No. 3K1832. Price $8.65

$5.85
THIS FINE CHIFFONIER represents exceptional value, considering the generous four drawer space at which it is offered, with liberal credit terms of a year to pay added to the bargain. Price out whatever you need from the articles shown in this book, and buy them according to our terms shown on the front page of this book. This chiffonier is 18 inches wide and 18 inches deep, has fancy shaped top rail, four large wood knobs, wooden oak handles. The shelves, plate mirror measures 36x10 inches. This chiffonier is well built and will give good service. Order this chiffonier and try our regular and be your own judge as to its merits. 52 inches high. Shipping weight, about 106 pounds.
No. 3K1831. Price $5.85

$8.95
HANDSOME, LOUS- DESIGNED CHIFFONIER
has top 30 inches wide and 18 inches deep, supported by a pair of arched mirror brackets, supporting a square style oval mirror, 12x12 inches. Has five straight front drawers, all fitted with turned stylish wooden knobs. It is made of solid hardwood, finished to a rich golden oak finish, well build. Take advantage of our liberal credit terms. Shipping weight, about 115 pounds.
No. 3K1833. Price $8.95

$9.97
ORDER THIS FINE LARGE CHIFFONIER
with small front top drawer and four large straight front drawers underneath, fitted with oak knobs and 18 inches wide. Has neatly shaped top. Large fancy large French turned plate mirror, with four curved plate mirrors, in finish of quartered oak. 8x18 inches. Chiffonier comes in handbound, beautiful, all-wooden and hand made, fully finished, quartered oak. 8x18 inches. Chiffonier comes in handbound, beautiful, all-wooden and hand made, fully finished, quartered oak. 8x18 inches. Shipping weight, about 120 pounds.
No. 3K1836. Price $9.97

$10.45
FINE DESK CHIFFONIER
Made of Hardwood With Glossed American Quartered Oak Finish. Top is 33x19 inches. Fitted with nicely turned wood knobs instead of handles. This chiffonier is substantially made of durable solid oak and comes in a rich golden color. This chiffonier is well built and will give good service. Order this chiffonier and try our regular and be your own judge as to its merits. 52 inches high. Shipping weight, about 106 pounds.
No. 3K1837 Price $10.45

$12.45
HIGH GRADE COLONIAL CHIFFONIER
made of the finest solid oak, finished in fine quartered oak. This chiffonier is of larger dimensions than any others available. It is made of solid hardwood, finished in quartered oak. This chiffonier is well built and will give good service. Order this chiffonier and try our regular and be your own judge as to its merits. 52 inches high. Shipping weight, about 106 pounds.
No. 3K1838. Price $12.45
### HARTMAN'S CATALOGUE

#### For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue

#### Chicago 165

- **No. 3K1793. Attractive Toilet Commode:** Made in imitation quarter-sawn oak finish, having the beauty and substantial character of solid quarter-sawn oak. The toilet commode is very handy. It is one of the handiest commodes on the market for the money. The top measures 28x18 inches. A French beveled mirror measures 17x19 inches. This article of bedroom furniture is thoroughly made and beautifully finished. The whole top and double door front are finished in a graceful and artistic manner. The French beveled mirror is fixed by screws and springs, and is removed for washing. The French plate mirror is fixed by screws in place and is made of 3 1/2 inch oak. The whole top measures 28x18 inches. Price, $3.97

- **No. 3K1794. Solid Oak.**

- **No. 3K1795. Toilet Commode:** Made of substantial imitation quartered oak, handsomely finished. The top measures 18x30 in., and has three spacious drawers with wood knobs. The French plate, beveled edges mirror is of large size, measuring 18x18 in., is of square shape, set in handsome frame ornamented at the top. The shaped standards are strong and substantial. A most excellent article of bedroom furniture. Price, as shown in illustration, $7.65

#### A Splendid Commode In a Very Handsome Pattern, Well Made

- **No. 3K1796. Commode. In hard and golden imitation quarter-sawn oak. Top inches. Has long straight top, large spacious compartment beautifully shaped standards, nicely and supporting a torch rail. The wood are hand-hewn.** Price $3.97

- **No. 3K1797. Dressing Table. Made of woods, quarter-sawn oak with glass finish. The shaped double top measures 32 inches wide. French plate mirror measures 15x32 inches. Curved on the portion, graceful standards, and large drawer. French shaped beveled mirror measures 18x18 inches. Height top of table, 56 inches.** Price $9.95

- **No. 3K1798. Dressing Table. Made of quarter-sawn oak with glass finish. The shaped double top measures 35 inches wide. French plate mirror measures 15x32 inches. Curved on the portion, graceful standards, and large drawer. French shaped beveled mirror measures 18x18 inches. Floor stand, 75 lbs. Price $11.65

- **No. 3K1799. Dressing Table. Made of genuine quartersawn oak. Top 30 inches wide. French plate mirror measures 15x32 inches. Curved on the portion, graceful standards, and large drawer. French shaped beveled mirror measures 18x18 inches. Floor stand, 75 lbs. Price $11.65

#### Genuine Quarter-Sawn Oak Commode In Excellent Design

- **No. 3K1800. Dressing Table. Made of woods, quarter-sawn oak with glass finish. The shaped double top measures 35 inches wide. French plate mirror measures 15x32 inches. Curved on the portion, graceful standards, and large drawer. French shaped beveled mirror measures 18x18 inches. Height top of table, 56 inches.** Price $9.95

- **No. 3K1801. Dressing Table. Made of woods, quarter-sawn oak with glass finish. The shaped double top measures 35 inches wide. French plate mirror measures 15x32 inches. Curved on the portion, graceful standards, and large drawer. French shaped beveled mirror measures 18x18 inches. Height top of table, 56 inches.** Price $10.85

- **No. 3K1802. Dressing Table. Made of woods, quarter-sawn oak with glass finish. The shaped double top measures 35 inches wide. French plate mirror measures 15x32 inches. Curved on the portion, graceful standards, and large drawer. French shaped beveled mirror measures 18x18 inches. Height top of table, 56 inches.** Price $11.65

#### Elegant Commode Made in Your Choice Of Woods Quoted

- **No. 3K1803. Dressing Table. Made of woods, quarter-sawn oak. Top 30 inches wide. French plate mirror measures 15x32 inches. Curved on the portion, graceful standards, and large drawer. French shaped beveled mirror measures 18x18 inches. Floor stand, 75 lbs.** Price $15.75

---

_Hartman's Furniture Company, Chicago, Illinois_
HARTMAN'S

CHICAGO

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

HANDY CHIFFOROBE

COMPLETE WITH

COAT AND PANTS

HANGERS AS SHOWN

American Quartered Oak

This substantial mission design chifforobe will
because of its practical features and low price, but be-
cause of its neat and attractive appearance. It is made
of quarter-sawn oak. This finish resembles the real quar-
ter-sawn oak very closely and to the average eye looks like
the real wood. Comes in a golden oak finish, which is so uni-
versally popular. It really affords two articles in one—a chiffor-
ober and wardrobe. The wardrobe compartment has nickel
sliding hanger rail and three coat hangers, as well as ser-
pentine design pant hanger.

HAT COMPARTMENT is provided, below which are five
roomy drawers. Both the paneled hat compartment door and the drawers below are fitted
with round, wooden knobs. The door to the wardrobe com-
partment is made in two panel style and fitted with locks, as
are each of the drawers to the left. Comes complete with key
and casters. This chifforobe measures 50 inches in height, 40
inches in width and 20 inches in depth. The hat compartment
measuring is as follows: 18 inches deep, 12 inches high,
15 inches wide. The inside dimensions of the three top draw-
ers are 12⅛ inches wide, 6½ inches high and 15 inches deep.
The other dimensions are given in the paragraph below.

WARDROBE COMPARTMENT is very roomy, as shown
by the following measurements: 20¾ inches wide, 48 inches high and 18 inches deep.
The inside dimensions of the two lower drawers are 17½
inches wide, 6½ inches high, 15 inches deep. Top of chiff-
rope is handy to place articles upon. Next back guard. (Arti-
tles not mentioned are not included.) The illustration will
give you an idea of the great usefulness and convenience of
this chifforobe. Order this handsome chifforobe sent on
approval. If you are not pleased with it we will refund your
money. Shipping weight, approximately 150 pounds.

No. 3K1589. Price .................................. $12.95

Quartered And Solid Oak

Golden or Fumed Finish

Coat and Pants

Hangers Included

$12.95

Quartered Oak Dresserobe

Golden or Fumed Finish

Silver Nickel

Steel Fixtures

No. 3K1880. Price .................................. $24.65

QUARTERED oak veneered front, golden
or fumed, six-inch mir-
ror. Height, 74 inches; width, 44 inches;
depth, 26 inches. The sides and top are made of solid oak;
frontal scroll feet. Shipping weight, carefully packed,
about 260 lbs.

No. 3K1880. Price .................................. $25.95
A FINE CHIFFOROBE
QUARTER-SAWED
AND SOLID OAK
VERY SUBSTANTIAL
Three Pieces In One

No. 3K1662. Price . $28.85

A FINE CHIFFOROBE
QUARTER-SAWED
AND SOLID OAK
VERY SUBSTANTIAL

This Chifforobe Serves the Purpose of a Chiffonier, a Wardrobe and a Writing Desk, All in One Article. Order It on Approval.
No. 3K1663 WARDROBE. It is made with solid oak front, well finished hardwood sides and finished in a golden oak glass finish. The doors and sides are panelled as shown in illustration. There is one shelf at the top on which to place hats and similar articles. The bottom of this shelf is fitted with hooks. Has large, easy sliding drawer. The total height of this wardrobe is 8 feet and 6 inches, width 28 inches, depth 16 inches. Wardrobe is fitted with casters. Shipping weight, 110 pounds.
Price .......................... $825

No. 3K1664 WARDROBE. In a solid oak front wardrobe with well finished hardwood sides, width 41 inches high. It has two doors and the total width is 38 inches. It is 16 inches deep. Golden oak finish. There is a large shelf in the upper portion of this wardrobe, on the under side of which are a number of hooks on which to hang clothing. The shelf at the top is intended for hats and similar articles. At the bottom there is a large drawer which measures 33 inches by 12 inches. Shipping weight, about 110 pounds.
Price .......................... $895

No. 3K1665 SOLID OAK WARDROBE. A handsome wardrobe made with a heavy oak front, in golden. The top is adorned with handsome carvings there is a large drawer in the bottom. Inside there is a shelf on which to place hats and other apparel. On inside of this shelf there are hooks provided for hats and its total width is 40 inches. Fitted with lock on (not shows knob). Shipping weight, about 180 pounds.
Price .......................... $10

No. 3K1666 HANDSOME OAK FRONT WARDROBE. This wardrobe has two large doors, each fitted with a heavy French beveled mirror, each mirror measuring 261/2 inches. The top of this cabinet is ornamented with extra heavy raised carvings. Has one large shelf across top and two small ones on one side. The total height of this wardrobe is 8 feet. Its width is 59 inches.
Price, with mirror doors, as above illustrated .................. $19.75
Price, with paneled wood doors instead of mirror doors ....... $1295

No. 3K1667 GOLDEN OAK WARDROBE. Made with solid oak front beautifully finished and richly carved. The mirrors in doors are extra large, each measuring 41 inches in size and have deep beveled edges. At the bottom there are two drawers. The total height of this wardrobe is 100 inches. It is 51 inches wide and 16 inches deep. Shipping weight, 32 pounds.
Price, with mirror doors, as above illustrated .................. $37.63
Price, with wood panels instead of mirrors ..................... $435

No. 3K1668 OAK FRONT WARDROBE. The large doors project outward and the mirrors full length, measuring 43 inches. Has elaborations. The base has an extended front fitted with two drawers. Inside this wardrobe there are shelves and compartments arranged. The total height of this unit is 100 inches. Its width is 51 inches, depth 24 inches. Shipping weight, 310 pounds.
Price, with mirror doors, as above illustrated .................. $13.50
Price, with wood panel doors instead of mirror doors ....... $15
Iron Crib In White Enamel or Vernis Martin Finish As Desired. At This Price

Strongly made iron crib, in your choice of white enamel or Vernis Martin (gold bronze) finish as you prefer. You also have the selection of two sizes at the prices mentioned. When ordering be sure to state finish desired and give correct number. This is a drop-side crib that is well worth the money. Comes complete with link fabric spring, insuring comfort to the baby.

Measurements. The corner posts are 1/4-inch in diameter, filler rods 1/4-inch, top and bottom cross rods on either side measure 5-1/4-inch, whereas the top cross rods at the head and foot are each 1-3/4-inch in size. The height of the head and foot ends in the same, each being 35 inches from the floor. This is a practical crib at prices that are extremely reasonable. Shipping weight about 45 pounds.

No. 3K1863, 2 ft. 6 in. wide. Price $5.45
No. 3K1866, 3 ft. wide. Price $5.95

Size 2 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft. 6 in. only.

Made With 3 1/2 In. Square Pillars

This Side Raises And Lowers Is Full Sliding High Side Has Metal Nickelled Rods

Enamelled Panel Steel Crib In Your Choice Of Two Sizes At The Prices Quoted Below

The Mother who does not possess a crib of this type does not realize of what a comfort she is giving up. It is a safeguard to your little ones not only during the night, but also a protection to the child throughout the day. Because you can pick up the little one and place him in the crib while you are busy in some other part of the house, with a feeling of perfect safety. The safety sliding side that can be lowered or raised with ease, yet affords ample protection when raised, because the very young child can not operate it.

The Panel is decorated with kindergarten pictures, beautifully colored. This crib has full corner posts measuring 11/2 inch in thickness. The top and bottom rails at head and foot are 1 1/2 inch, the panels measure 4 inches wide and 15 1/2 inches long. The sliding side has 11 spindles, each of which measures 5/16 inch; 5/16 inch top and bottom rail. Head and foot ends 42 inches high. Beautiful Vernis Martin (gold bronze finish) spring is furnished with this crib. Small size, 2 ft. 6 in. wide and 4 ft. 6 in. long. Shipping weight, about 75 lbs. Larger size, 3 ft. wide and 5 ft. long. Shipping weight, about 84 lbs. No. 3K1870, 2 ft. 6 in. wide. Price $7.85
No. 3K1871, 3 ft. wide. Price $8.35

This Is A Full Sliding High Side. Latter Raises And Lowers On Strong Metal Nickelled Rods As Shown

This Modern Wooden Crib In Choice Of 3 Finishes At Bargain Prices Quoted Below

Identically Constructed to provide all essentials for the infant's comfort and safety. Has 1 1/2-inch square pillars, 1/2-inch top and bottom cross bars, 1/4-inch square filler rods. Comes in 2 ft. 6 in., 3 ft. 6 in. sizes. Is fitted with quietly descending side which slides on nickel plated rails as shown. Head and foot end 39 inches high. Choice of finishes quoted below. Fitted with link fabric spring. Shipping weight about 80 pounds.

3K1877, Natural Maple Finish, Price $6.95
3K1868, White Enamel Finish, Price $7.65
3K1869, Vernis Martin Finish, Price $8.15

I Beam Fabric In Vernis Martin (Gold Bronze) Finish.
Here Is The Famous Foldaway Bed At $5.89

**Hard Maple Folding Woven Wire Cot**

**Angle Iron Folding Cot—Oxidized Copper Finish**

**Supreme for Out-of-Doors**

**BRACED** from different angles. Hard maple, nicely varnished, strong permit weave steel wire fabric, with or without springs and slats or hand box supports. Head or foot can be raised by opening legs. Shipping weight about 34 lbs.

- No. 3K1814. Width 2 ft. 6 inches. Price $1.65
- No. 3K1815. Width 3 ft. Price $1.85
- No. 3K1824. Width 27¾ feet, with spiral wire supports. Price $2.75
- No. 3K1831. Width 3 feet, with spiral wire supports. Price $2.75

**FRAME** made of Angle Iron, finished in copper oxide. The spring is a patented double wire link fabric with eleven coil springs. The steel frame is on wheels. The cot is of solid construction at each end. Price $8.60

- No. 3K1851. Width 2 ft. 6 inches. Price $16.75
- No. 3K1852. Width 3 ft. Price $17.50
- No. 3K1853. Width 3 ft. 6 inches. Price $19.50
- No. 3K1854. Width 4 ft. Price $22.50
- No. 3K1855. Width 4 ft. 6 inches. Price $25.00
- No. 3K1856. Width 5 ft. Price $27.00

**A Baby Crib On Wheels**

**Infant's Bed, Baby Yard**

**And Play Crib All In One**

**THIS ARTICLE** is a convenient Baby Cræ on wheels. Infant's bed, Baby Yard and Play Crib that can be wheeled from place to place, indoors or out. Adjustable as Crib or Child's Bed. Has white enamelled wood frame. Is made in two sections, hinged together, top and bottom, making it possible to fold sides together. As shown in small illustrations. Sides and end panels made from bright rustless wire fabric, imbedded in frame and covered inside so that injury to child is impossible.

**Order This Steel Trundle Bed**

**White Enameded Fabric Can Be Easily Folded**

**WIRE FABRIC SIDES AND ENDS**

INCLUDED is mosquito netting all around the cot. The fabric is made from silk floss, tufted covered with white colored ticking. The frame is constructed of steel frame spring. This cot is made of rustless steel. Material of this cot is a little more than 57 pounds. Order this cot as "Crib-Kar" for the little one at this price.

**Silk Floss Mattress, Tufted, And Covered With Pretty Ticking**

**Wheels Are 8 In.**

**Solid Rubber Tires**

**Link Fabric Attached To Ends By Helical Springs**

**SILVER HELICAL SPRINGS**

**Finished Gold Bronze Or Oxidized**

**Angle Iron**

**Steel**

**Wheels**

**All Steel Cots**

**No. 3K1851.** Size 2 ft. 6 in. x 1 ft. 6 in. Price $2.80

**No. 3K1852.** Size 3 ft. x 1 ft. 6 in. Price $2.95

**No. 3K1854.** Size 3 ft. x 2 ft. 6 in. Price $3.95

**No. 3K1855.** Size 3 ft. x 3 ft. Price $4.95

**No. 3K1856.** Size 3 ft. x 4 ft. Price $5.95

**No. 3K1857.** Price $5.89

**No. 3K1858.** Complete With Silk Floss Mattress And Mosquito Netting Price $16.75

**No. 3K1874.** Cradle. Price $9.50

**No. 3K1875.** Cradle. Price $9.50

**Fabric**

**Finished Gold Bronze Or Oxidized**

**Angle Iron**

**Steel**

**Wheels**

**All Steel Cots**

**No. 3K1851.** Size 2 ft. 6 in. x 1 ft. 6 in. Price $2.80

**No. 3K1852.** Size 3 ft. x 1 ft. 6 in. Price $2.95

**No. 3K1854.** Size 3 ft. x 2 ft. 6 in. Price $3.95

**No. 3K1855.** Size 3 ft. x 3 ft. Price $4.95

**No. 3K1856.** Size 3 ft. x 4 ft. Price $5.95

**No. 3K1857.** Price $5.89

**No. 3K1858.** Complete With Silk Floss Mattress And Mosquito Netting Price $16.75

**No. 3K1874.** Cradle. Price $9.50

**No. 3K1875.** Cradle. Price $9.50

**Fabric**

**Finished Gold Bronze Or Oxidized**

**Angle Iron**

**Steel**

**Wheels**

**All Steel Cots**
Sanitary Steel
COUCHES and DAVENPORTS

THE PRODUCT OF THE FAMOUS ROWN BED SPRING FACTORY
offered Direct To You At Lowest Price

THE OPPOSITE PICTURE is illustrated one of our
couches fitted with a cotton felt pad which should be used to make the
beds more comfortable. Sanitary steel
and davenport are the most practical investments articles of
among the day as a coach or a davenport and at night may
be used as a full size convertible bed, and from a sanitary standpoint
much more desirable than folding beds of wooden construction.

Please Refer to Mattress Page for Prices and Descriptions of Cotton Felt Pads to Fit Sanitary Couches, Etc.

SANITARY COUCH BED

IF YOU WANT an extra big bargain in the way of an all-steel and
iron sanitary 8pring side coach—here is your occa-
sion—a sturdy construction and beaded and will give the utmost satisfac-
tion. One end side or the other may be elevated according to the width you
desire. When both sides are elevated it forms a double wide bed. These
side gates lock automatic braces and when raised are as firm as the frame of the
couch back. The frame is of best Bessemer steel, neatly bored and
rounded. The spring consists of Hartman substantial double all-steel
springs, oil-tempered helical and supported by two rows of oil-tempered spiral
springs. Frames and ends are of finished oak, with black side angles. Length of
coach bed is 74 inches, height of seat of bed 10 inches. Width when open, 45
inches; when closed, 23 inches. Shipping weight, 50 pounds.

No. 3K1669. Price $3.25

Guaranteed

Extra Heavy Couch Bed

SPLENDID BARGAIN. If you have never had a "Crowm" brand
sanitary steel coach in your home you may
at once form an idea of what a desirable article it is. Here is a splendid
brand coach so light that it is very easily moved about the room and
easily stored. The large accompanying illustration shows how the
sleek coach frame appears when both sides are elevated to make a full
bed, while the center picture shows it with sides dropped and in the form
coach. You will not notice that the wings on each side slip on sup-
port by a heavy brace at each end. The frame is of oxidized finish. The
rows of spiral steel springs under the spring surface, together with the steel
springs at each end of the upper fabric spring surface, make the coach
nearly as comfortable as a bed. Length, 42 inches, height, 30 inches, width open 47
inches; width closed, 20 inches. Shipping weight, about 65 pounds.

3K1712. Price $5.20

SANITARY DAVENPORT

FOLDING DAVENPORT SOFA BED. Were you to pur-
chase this sanitary folding davenport from the ordinary island furniture dealer it would cost you
considerable money. We'll ship this fine article at a more economical rate than
the dealer's price. The frame of the davenport is of all-steel, oil-tempered helical, and
springs. It is covered with Hartman substantial double all-steel springs, helical and
side gates lock in automatic braces, and when raised are as firm as the frame of the
couch back. It is fitted with simple and positive locks. Height of back, 13 inches; width of seat, 28 inches; height of seat, 12 inches; length, 71 inches; width when open, 51 inches. Shipping weight, 80 pounds.

No. 3K1670. Price $5.65

AVENPORT WITH ARMS

MOST COMFORTABLE BED when opened and when
slept in. Frame is made of oil-tempered steel, and from a
side view being made up into a bed. A thick cotton pad is used on the
davenport. The frame is made of oil-tempered steel and is designed to be
long enough to be used as a bed. The illustration shows arm rests which
are made of 1-16 inch steel tubing, and are ornamented with a neat
finish. All steel helical and spiral springs. The couch spring
is extra durable and will never sag. Height of back, 16 inches; width
when open, 33 inches; length, 74 inches; width of seat, 25 inches; height of seat, 20 inches. Shipping weight, 77 pounds.

3K1671. Price $7.85
Sanitary Steel Frame Bed Spring

OF COURSE WE CAN TELL YOU that this is one of the best springs we ever offered for the money—but you may discredit our statement. The best way to prove it is to see the spring itself, examine it carefully and convince yourself of the truth of this claim. We court investigation and the better your ability to judge a real bargain the more quickly will you take advantage of this great offer. This angle iron spring has single and double fabric top. It can be ordered with or without two rows of copper wire supports braced by strap wires attached by helicals at the ends of the spring. Shipping weight, about 43 pounds. State whether springs are wanted for iron or wood beds; also give width of bed.

No. 3K1803. Price With Wire Supports.............$2.65
No. 3K1803. Price...........$3.25

Link Fabric Steel Frame Bed Spring

WHAT DOES $3.35 REALLY AMOUNT TO when compared to the cost of this double fabric steel frame bed spring? It is a link fabric spring with copper wire edging. The links are attached to end angles by heavy oil-tempered helicals. The heavy angle iron frame is well finished in black jap and is strong and substantial. Compare our price with that of others for a spring of equal merit, and we feel sure that you will send us your order without further hesitation. Shipping weight, about 40 pounds. State whether springs are wanted for iron or wood beds; also give width of bed.

No. 3K1806. Price..................$3.35

Crown Brand Steel Fabric Spring

HIGH GRADE STEEL FABRIC BED SPRINGS made of malleable material, with frame of 1 5/16 inch steel tube side rails, with an iron end and high rise corner castings. These corner castings extend around the angle iron ends, making a smooth and round corner, thus protecting the mattress and bedding from catching or tearing. The castings (shown in enlarged view immediately below) elevate or lower spring five inches. Spring is finished in golden bronze, giving it a rich appearance of solid brass. Fabric is made of Crown patented double loop wire, close mesh, tinned, with 54 oil tempered steel helical springs with 1 1/2-inch steel strap edges. Shipping weight, 48 pounds. State whether springs wanted are for iron or wood beds; also give width.

No. 3K1808. Price complete..................$5.25

The heavy double arm protected malleable steel corner casting, which we show to the left in an enlarged view, elevates the bed springs above the side rails of the bed in a manner that gives a better spring effect and makes an exceedingly comfortable spring.

Crown Steel Frame Bed Spring

THE SUBSTANTIAL FRAME is constructed entirely of steel угол and firmly braced at each corner. The fabric is of fine quality tinned mattress wire made up of alternate double and single weave, ribbed at edges, with heavy steel wires running through at sides and securely fastened to the ends of frame. Support consists of 3 rows or 18 coppered steel coils locked in place by six long and three cross wires, which are hooked at one end of spring, and at the other to oil tempered helical springs, making the support strong, yet elastic and preventing the fabric from sagging. Japan finish. Furnished in all sizes as shown below. Shipping weight, about 42 pounds. State whether wanted for iron or wood beds; also give width of bed.

No. 3K1807. Price..................................$3.98

Bed Springs No. 3K1808 and No. 3K1809 are equipped with this new style, durable and sanitary double arm corner casting which gives added strength to the springs. It insures the greatest amount of rigidity to the springs as well as service and lasting quality.

Interweave Slat Fabric Bed Spring

SANITARY SLAT FABRIC BED SPRING. The illustration to the right tells the story without words. It shows clearly and decisively the superior, durable construction of this exceptionally fine bed spring. It shows how the strong slat fabric is interwoven to produce the desired effect. The spring is firm yet resilient and will give no end of satisfactory service. The sanitary feature is of great importance. Being made of metal it will not harbor dirt, lint or vermin. There are 54 oil tempered helical springs which join the horizontal slats to the end rails as shown in the accompanying illustration. Has 3/4 inch malleable corner rise, 3 inch straps and 5 1/2 inch tubular frame. An enlarged view of the corner casting is shown above. This spring is made of one of the best bed spring factories in the world. Each spring is carefully inspected before it is shipped, and passes the most rigid examination possible. Shipping weight, about 50 lbs. State whether springs wanted are for iron or wood beds; also give width.

No. 3K1809. Price complete..................$5.85

ALL SPRINGS COME IN FOLLOWING SIZES: 3 Ft., 3 Ft. 6 In., 4 Ft., 4 Ft. 6 In. State Size Wanted.
Steel Spring With Double Arm Casting

The Highest Rise Spring Made. Has High Rise of 7 Inches

TUBULAR STEEL SIDES. Measure 1 3/4 Inches in diameter. This exceptionally fine bed spring has heavy steel angle ends, firmly riveted to heavy double arm protected malleable steel corner castings (brought out by use of magnifying glass). Through this construction the fabric is elevated 7 inches above the side rails of the bed; giving a box spring effect, and making an exceedingly comfortable spring. The durable double weave fabric consists of tinned steel mattress wire, well covered through body. Observe the heavy, strong rope edges on each side. To support the fabric, a series of 21 copper coils is used. These are interfaced and locked to six long wires running lengthwise and four running crosswise. The cross wires of the support extend to the rope edge, and are firmly attached which reinforces the spring surface. The oil tempered helicals connecting the support with the end rails are used to relieve the strain upon the fabric, making it resilient and extremely restful. The finish is a bright gold bronze. Shipping weight about 45 pounds. State whether wanted for iron or wood beds; also give width.
No. 3R1838. Price, only $6.95

Crown Spiral Wire Steel Spring

These Crown Springs are dependable in every way and at the price. We quote them at a price that will save you money.

These spiral springs are made in the Crown factory and the inspectors are constantly supervising their manufacture. They are made of standard steel springs of high 139 continuous winding spirals, and are black japanned. Where fitted they are on both sides with our patent interlocking top. Of course we do not recommend this spring in preference to our more expensive one—because it is not as desirable; but for the price it is a bed spring that will give full value for every cent of its cost. State whether springs wanted are for iron or for wood beds. For iron beds it is necessary to use slats which we show on another page of this book. Shipping weight, 21 pounds.
No. 3R1866. Spiral Spring. Price $2.45
No. 3R1861. With Woven Wire Top. Price $3.15

20 Year Guaranteed Steel Bed Spring

Your Choice of this excellent steel bed spring in the two styles which we quote below. It is guaranteed for a period of 20 years as indicated. All metal and spring work must be of a very high grade to stand back of a guarantee of this length. The best grade of high carbon steel wire is used, being oil tempered at 990 degrees Fahrenheit; 25 continuous windings of extra heavy spiral are attached to steel slat bottom. Angle steel side rails. Extra heavy 9/16-inch border wire is used and double crimp top construction. It is finished in oxidized copper, presenting a very attractive and pleasing appearance. When ordering state whether springs wanted are for metal or wood beds; also give width. We are sure also to give the correct number to insure your receiving the style that you prefer. The shipping weight is approximately 65 pounds.

No. 3R1862, Spiral Spring. $6.75
No. 3R1865, With Woven Wire Top. $7.65

25 Year Guaranteed Steel Springs

All Coils Are Joined By Helical Springs With Steel Center

This bed spring is one of the best ever designed. It is made of the best grade of highly tempered carbon steel wire. It contains 50 seven-single case spiral and heavy 9/16-inch border wire. The heavy angle steel side rails are exceptionally strong and substantial. All of the coils are joined to one another at the top by four helical springs with a steel center as shown in the smaller illustration at the right. An edge brace gives this spring additional strength, and acts as a regulating device that makes it "come back" to its original shape. All metal and spring work guaranteed 25 years. Black japanned finish, shipping weight, about 70 pounds. State whether springs are wanted for iron or wood beds; also give width.
No. 3R1861. Price, only $8.98
GUARANTEED BED SPRINGS

We Have The Exclusive Sale Of These Nationally Advertised Products Among The Credit Mail Order Houses Of America.

THE WIT-EDGE is a feature found on Nos. 3K1840 and 3K1841 springs, illustrated and described on this page. This is one of the very desirable features of the Englander products and is a point of advantage that deserves special mention. The small picture to the left shows a mattress placed upon a spring having the famous WIT-EDGE. Look this over carefully and observe how this edge holds the mattress in place.

THE SIDE GUARDS through their ability always hold the mattress in the proper position likewise help to keep the mattress in shape. It is prevented from sagging and shifting—thus eliminating any wear and friction on the ticking, keeping the mattress from packing down, thinning out or spreading. This means double life to the mattress, while the springs possessing this feature will wear indefinitely. Insures a firm, trim mattress.

All Springs Come in Following Sizes: 3 ft., 3 ft. 6 in., 4 ft., 4 ft. 6 in. State Size Wanted and Whether for Metal or Wooden Beds.

ENGLANDER WIT-EDGE SPRING

THE ADVANTAGES of the WIT-EDGE are explained in the paragraphs at the top of this page. This feature is possessed by the spring illustrated to the right. With these patented upright extensions on either side the mattress not only will not spread or shift from side to side, but furthermore add a reinforcement to the sides of the springs, giving added strength and comfort. It is a bed spring guaranteed by us and backed up in every way by the Englander factories.

YOUR CHOICE of all sizes for metal or wood beds. When ordering, state size that you desire. The Englander link fabric is reinforced by four very strong steel bands. 3/4-inch helicals attach the fabric to the 2 1/2-inch angle iron ends. The link fabric is the very best available. The springs are properly secured to the fabric. The springs are guaranteed to be free from sagging and wear. Ship. wt., about 51 lbs.

No. 3K1816. Price $5.95

ENGLANDER WIT-EDGE SPRING

READ OVER carefully the details of the WIT-EDGE explained at the top of this page for a full and complete understanding of one of the important advantages of this spring. This provides the comfort, resilience and neat appearance of a fine box spring with none of its insanitary features. These patented upright side guards offer complete resistance to strain and wear which the edges of ordinary springs cannot resist. It is fully guaranteed by the Englander factories as well as by ourselves—a double guarantee of satisfaction.

ORDER IT in your choice of all sizes for metal or wood beds. When ordering please state the size that you prefer. The fabric is duple woven wire, reinforced by 21 cables and is attached to 2 3/8-inch angle iron ends by 68 tempered steel helicals. 1 1/2-inch tubing side rails are fastened to the iron corner blocks which elevate the fabric 5 inches above the rails. It is a spring that will be sure to please you, order it on easy credit. Shipping weight about 78 pounds.

No. 3K1840. Price $8.85

KANE KORE KABLE EDGE SPRING

A FEATURE of this spring is the 1 1/16-inch diameter Kable Edge. This is a core of round cane, light, very strong, which is introduced into the edges of the spring shown to the left. This core core reinforces the corner where the greatest wear and strain always applied and prevents the possibility of the fabric from sagging. It will keep the edge straight and firm in a very desirable point. Other features of importance are covered in the following paragraph.

SIDE RAILS are heavy tubing These are fastened to the iron corner blocks which elevate the fabric 5 inches above the rails. The link fabric top is connected to the angle ends by 68 helical springs. The angle ends are very substantial, being constructed of 2 1/8-inch steel straps. The steel bands through the center and on each side reinforce the link fabric top. These bands each measure 1-inch wide. This spring comes in a size and is made for wood or metal beds. State size wanted and shipping weight about 48 pounds.

No. 3K1841. Price $7.15
FAMOUS THE WORLD OVER

Select The Englander Couch Bed at This Price. One Of The Largest Selling Couch Beds On The Market

THIS COUCH BED CAN BE USED TWENTY-FOUR HOURS OUT OF EVERY TWENTY-FOUR. Closed for the day and covered with a couch cover, it appears as a roomy coach (Fig. 2) and will add to the comfort of any room. A single motion is all that is needed to transform the coach into a luxuriously bed (Fig. 3). (Couch cover, illustrated, is not included.)

IS CAREFULLY CONSTRUCTED of thoroughly reliable materials and the workmanship is of the highest grade. It is sanitary, noiseless in operation, and in a product of a factory which enjoys a national reputation for the manufacture of beds of the highest standard. The large illustration to the left (Fig. 1) shows how one single motion will always transform this model from couch to bed or bed to couch. If you have ever had a guest spend the night and were at a loss to know where to accommodate him, without a spare room, you will appreciate the value of this Engleander. It relieves you of the worry incident to an unexpected guest, but affords a comfortable couch for use throughout the day. Warranted by us and backed by the Engleander guarantee.

\[ \text{Price: } \$15.75 \]

This Picture Shows The Couch Bed Closed For The Day As A Couch Note Patented Equalizer Which Raises Sliding Section To Form Bed

NGLANDER "LEVEL-LOCK" COUCH BED

The Perfectly Level Surface Is A Feature Of This Famous Engleander Product. Is Necessity To Comfort

\[ \text{Price: } \$12.95 \]

FIG. 1

The above picture shows the "LEVEL-LOCK" as a Couch. A Couch Cover will conceal the frame.

FIG. 2

Showing "Bedivan" in process of being converted from Coach to Bed. A Couch Cover will conceal the frame completely.

FIG. 3

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO
COMFORTABLE AND HYGIENIC MATTRESSES

The factory where these mattresses are made is modern in every way, capable of producing high grade bedding. Nothing but new materials are used in their construction. They are made under our own supervision. Edges are strongly sewed.

No. 3K1672. WELL MADE EXCELSIOR MATTRESS

This is an inexpensive mattress that will give you moderately fair service. A good grade excelsior is used in the mattress and it is durably tufted and reinforced. The purchaser will find that this is one of the best values ever offered in a low priced article of this kind, but, of course, you cannot expect this mattress to give you the same degree of satisfaction as will a more expensive one. Size 4 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 3 in. only.

Price $2.5

No. 3K1673. GOOD COTTON TOP MATTRESS

is filled with a good grade of excelsior and has a cotton top of clean, sanitary material. The ticking is of a durable quality, and assures you of good service. The tufting is secured by leather tufting buttons and double-stitched edges give additional strength. If the price is about what you wish to pay you certainly could not get more value for your money, for this is a provision without a cotton top excelsior mattress selling at this low price.

Comes in 3 ft., 3 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. and 4 ft. 6 in. size.

Price $3.15

No. 3K1674. SUPERIOR COTTON TOP MATTRESS

This is our best grade cotton top mattress and is without doubt a goody one for the money. These mattresses are covered with an extra grade of material and are very well constructed throughout. The edges are double stitched and give a clean, sanitary mattress. This is a feature in a mattress, it is comfortable, and very satisfactory service. One edge of the mattress comes in width.

Comes in 3 ft., 3 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. and 4 ft. 6 in. size.

Price $3.6

No. 3K1675. EXTRA FINE REVERSIBLE MATTRESS

This is a cotton top and bottom excelsior mattress. The thicker of cotton on both sides is extra heavy and the excelsior between them is of good quality. Has extra fine ticking, double-stitched, secured with leather tufting buttons and should not have any or pull out of shape. It is finished with the new Hartman double-stitched edges, which give it great strength. For durability and comfort you may be sure this is a good mattress to choose.

Comes in 3 ft., 3 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. and 4 ft. 6 in. size.

Price $4.45

No. 3K1676. COMBINATION MATTRESS

is built of desirable cotton felt, combined with a very high grade excelsior. We call it "Hartman's Special" because it is our special bargain. It is made in this catalog which can be purchased on easy credit terms. The ticking is of excellent quality and edges double stitched. This is a special mattress at a special price. You can't make a mistake if you order one of these mattresses, for they are very comfortable and will wear well and give good satisfaction. Comes in 3 ft., 3 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. and 4 ft. 6 in. size.

Price $5.95

No. 3K1677. COMBINATION MATTRESS

is made with hook ends to fasten over the rails of a metal bed, so that spiral wire bed springs can be used in addition to the slats. There are four slats in each set; made of round edge flat japanned. The frame is made of solid oak and is quite strong. When ordered, you must mention whether your bed is a metal bed or a wood bed.

Price $12.7

Set of Four Flat Steel Bed Slats
The Celebrated and Popular "Dependon" Felt Combination Mattress

Covered in handsome art-ticking

REMEMBER WHEN YOU SEND US YOUR ORDER

Should you find, after a trial, that the mattress does not come up fully to our representations, we will promptly refund the purchase price. WHEN SENDING YOUR ORDER BE SURE TO MENTION THE SIZE YOU WANT AND THE INSIDE WIDTH AND LENGTH OF THE BED.

A Splendid Value in Our "Dreamo" Special Guarantee Hair Mattress

EVERY WORKER IS ENTITLED TO A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP. Our "Dreamo" will satisfy everybody. A particular point we wish to call your attention to is that this mattress is full 40-pound weight, not linseed, as is generally the case with hair mattresses sold at such a low price. The quality of hair used in this mattress is a good grade and thoroughly guaranteed. It is covered with fancy 3 ounce ticking and made with Hartman's edge. It is extra well constructed in every detail and will be exceptional service. The deep fills are held by leather tufting strips that will not pull out. You are getting a superior article at a very low price. When ordering please mention size wanted.

No. 3K1679. Price, all sizes, each, $6.00

This is a Fine Mattress for the Money

sanitary Mattresses For Cribs, Folding Beds and Couches

SANITARY COUCH MATTRESS. This is a fine quality cotton mattress for sanitary steel couches or sofa beds. It is made especially for this purpose from a fine grade of cotton and weighs 18 pounds. It is covered with good substantial felt in plain olive green color suitable for this purpose.

No. 3K292. Sanitary Couch Mattress, Price, $3.95

COTTON FELT MATTRESS FOR STEEL COUCHES OR BED DAVENPORTS. Felt pad for sanitary couches. Made of cashed cotton felt, very soft and pliable and the right thickness for steel couches. Can be ordered in two sizes as needed.

No. 3K293. Box Edge Cotton Felt Pad, Price, $4.95

The "Dependon" has the "Imperial" Edge and handy side straps. No. 3K1679. Price, all sizes, each, $6.00
Excellent Elastic Felt Mattresses

Guaranteed To Be Built Of Layers Of 100% Pure Cotton Felt—No Insanitary Materials

In Ordering Be Sure To Give The Correct Number

Sectional View Shows Layers Of Sof Cotton Felt

REAL FELT TOP BOX SPRING MATTRESS AND EXTRA FELT PAD

$19.20

Mention Size You Want On Your Order

NO. 3K1688. "ALCAZAR" BOX SPRING MATTRESS. It is constructed of 63 oz. cotton, and is made to order in the sizes and lengths desired. The two thicknesses are 4 inches and 6 inches. The size is 6 inches. The length is 50 inches. The weight is about 50 pounds. The price is $13.75. The price of the box spring is $20.20.

NO. 3K1689. MATTRESS PAD made to match box spring above and to order in any thickness from 2 inches to 6 inches. The weight is about 22 pounds. The price is $5.45.
SANITARE GUARANTEED FEATHER PILLOWS

Sanitaire Pillows were awarded the highest prize at the St. Louis World’s Fair for purity of feathers and general excellence. These honors were attained because of the careful attention given to every detail of manufacture. They are filled with thoroughly cured, cleansed, purified and odorless, new feathers, free from all foreign substances and guaranteed first quality.

WALDORF” SANITARE PILLOWS

Filled with selected down feathers, properly cured and sterilized, thoroughly dedusted and cared for with a patent rosette which makes the pillow soft and elastic. They are odorless and sanitary and come with a crocheted ticking as shown above. Sizes: 15x25 inches. Weight: 6 lbs.

No. 3K1054. Price per pair $1.35

“STRATFORD” SANITARE PILLOWS

Filled with choicest down feathers, cured and sterilized, double dedusted and soft and buoyant. These pillows are odorless and sanitary. They are covered with a fancy ticking as shown above. An extrafancy value unexcelled by other dealers at our price. Sizes: 19x25 inches. Weight: 6 lbs.

No. 3K1055. Price per pair $1.75

“LA SALLE” SANITARE PILLOWS

Filled with selected turkey feathers blended with extra choice down feathers, cured, sterilized, doublededusted. These pillows are sanitary and odorless as well as plump and fine. They are covered with a fancy art ticking as shown above. Fully guaranteed. Sizes: 20x26 inches.

No. 3K1056. Price per pair $2.25

SHERMAN” SANITARE PILLOWS

Filled with best selected turkey feathers, carefully cured and sterilized, thoroughly dedusted and dressed. They are covered with a beautiful art ticking as shown above and are guaranteed because of the satisfaction they are sure to give. You will never need to order your pillows from N. 21x27 inches. Weight: 6 lbs.

No. 3K1057. Price per pair $2.75

“BLACKSTONE” SANITARE PILLOWS

Fine quality pillows filled with special blend of goose, duck and hen feathers, thoroughly cured and sterilized. Guaranteed odorless and sanitary. Covered with heavy cotton ticking as shown above. Don’t over look this wonderful bargain and pay more for inferior quality. Sizes: 21x27 inches. Weight: 6 lbs.

No. 3K1058. Price per pair $3.50

“KNICKERBOCKER” SANITARE PILLOWS

Filled with a special blend of goose, duck and hen feathers, properly proportioned to make a most resting pillow. They are odorless, dustless and sanitary and thoroughly high-grade. Covered with heavy fancy art ticking as shown above. Fully guaranteed. Sizes: 22x27 inches. Weight: 7 lbs.

No. 3K1059. Price per pair $4.75

High Grade Bed Spreads At Lowest Prices

Come In Plain White, Blue And White, Or Pink And White - State Color Preferred

EXTRA VALUE CROCHET RED SPREAD

Size about 74x87 inches. This spread is carefully woven from selected stock in an arrangement of beautiful patterns and borders. Comes in blue and white, pink and white or plain white. These colors are absolutely fast. Weight about 1 pound, 14 ounces. This spread is nicely fringed. In sending as your order, please state the color that you desire.

No. OK2757. Price, each $1.49

BIG VALUE CROCHET RED SPREAD

Size of this beautiful spread is about 76x82 inches. An elegant bed covering which comes fringed. Patterns are all new. Woven from extra good quality yarn; contains no filling or foreign substance of any kind to make it heavy. Weight about 24 lbs. Choice of blue and white, pink and white or plain white. When ordering kindly state color you prefer.

No. OK2758. Price, each $1.98

EXCELLENT CROCHET RED SPREAD

Size about 76x88 inches. Very handsome bedspread that will wear splendidly. Patterns are very tasty and will please the most fastidious. Comes in blue and white, pink and white or plain white. State color wanted. Weights about 2 1/2 pounds. Nicely fringed as illustrated. A bed spread that we highly recommend to give unlimited satisfaction.

No. OK2759. Price, each $2.29

HEMMED MITCHELLINE RED SPREAD

Size 76x82 inches. Comes in pink and white, blue and white. Mitcheilene weave (weight about 3 lbs. 1 oz.) in plain white fancy crochet.

No. OK2760. Price, each $2.48

HEMMED MITCHELLINE BED SPREAD

Size 76x85 inches. Woven from cotton yarn free from dyes. Comes in blue and white and pink and white Mitcheilene weave (weight about 4 lbs. 2 oz.) in plain white, blue and white, pink and white or plain white.

No. OK2761. Price, each $2.75

HEMMED MITCHELLINE BED SPREAD

Size 76x88 inches. Durable herring. Pink and white, blue and white Mitcheilene weave (weight about 4 lbs. 1 oz.) in plain white, fancy crochet weave or plain white.

No. OK2762. Price, each $2.98
Silver Star Blankets

Our Wool Blanket department is very extensive and our "Silver Star" brand offerings in these goods are really extraordinary. In each item the quality is absolutely to be relied upon. Only the best selected materials are used in the making of these blankets. Each one is made from the purest, cleanest material and is guaranteed to be absolutely sanitary. Only choicest selected cotton fleece or finest wool go into Silver Star Blankets and they are recommended to you with an absolute guarantee of giving full, complete satisfaction in every sense of the word.

SILVER STAR COTTON FLEECE BLANKET
Made of good quality material and measures 72x54 inches. We have this great value made in white or gray, with pink or blue stripe border. Kindly state preference on order blank.
No. 3K1600. Price, per pair............ $1.37

SILVER STAR COTTON FLEECE BLANKET
Made in either white or gray. Has neat, fancy blue or pink border. Size, 76x80 inches. Great value at our price and a very desirable blanket. Give color and border wanted.
No. 3K1601. Price, per pair............ $1.78

SILVER STAR COTTON FLEECE BLANKET
Extra size and finely woven blanket measuring 80x66 inches. They are made of extra quality yarns with pink or blue striped border. Give color of border wanted.
No. 3K1602. Price, per pair............ $2.75

SILVER STAR COTTON FLEECE BLANKET
Made in either white or gray. Has neat, fancy pink or blue striped border and superior quality wool. A very desirable blanket. Weight, 4 1/2 lbs. State color of border you want.
No. 3K1605. Price, per pair............ $5.65

SILVER STAR WHITE WOOL NAP BLANKET
Made in white only. Weight, 4 1/2 lbs. These blankets measure 80x66 inches. They are made of extra quality yarns with pink or blue striped border. Give color of border wanted.
No. 3K1606. Price, per pair............ $5.65

SILVER STAR WHITE WOOL NAP BLANKET
Made in white only. Size 80x66 inches. Weight, 4 1/2 lbs. Made of best selected yarns. Furnished with either pink or blue border. An excellent value. State color you desire.
No. 3K1607. Price, per pair............ $6.55

SILVER STAR WOOL NAP BLANKET
Made of selected wool. Colors, blue, pink or tan plaid. Size, 80x66 inches. Weight, 4 1/2 lbs. A high grade quality and the best ever sold at the price we quote.
No. 3K1608. Price, per pair............ $7.85

SILVER STAR 75% WOOL BLANKET
A heavy, high grade, wool blanket. It is 80x66 inches in size. Made of 75% wool and weighs 4 1/2 pounds. Furnished in pink or blue plaid. State color desired.
No. 3K1610. Price, per pair............ $8.45

SILVER STAR 90% WOOL BLANKET
Extra heavy, weighing 4 1/2 pounds, is 80x66 inches in size. Furnished in white, 70% wool, gray, 80% wool, or red, 90% wool, with pink or blue striped border. State color wanted.
No. 3K1611. Price, per pair............ $8.95
Silver Star Comforters

Our Comforters are bought from the best bedding factories in the country, which are equipped with all the newest improved machinery. This, together with our quantity buying, places us in a position to offer to our customers better values in bed comforters than they could buy elsewhere; it enables us to offer a higher quality of these goods at a lower cost. When you order bedding from us, you are sure of making a vast saving over prices charged elsewhere for equal quality.

Silver Star Comforter

This comforter has fancy figured print cloth covering of handsome pattern, straight stitching and plain colored back. Weight of this comforter about 6 lbs. Size 68x72 inches. Made in colors shown.
No. 3K1612. Price, each .......... $1.59

Silver Star Silkoline Comforter

Scroll pattern silkoline with straight stitching; both sides of comforter are alike. This comforter weighs 7 lbs.; has combination of choice colors and measures 68x72 inches. We recommend it for service, and you'll be pleased with it.
No. 3K1613. Price, each .......... $1.85

Silver Star Comforter

A very handsome pattern made with extra weight silkoline covering, both sides alike. This comforter has carded cotton filling and scroll stitching. Weight 7 lbs.; measures 72x78 inches. Comes in neat color combination.
No. 3K1615. Price, each .......... $2.35

Silver Star Comforter

Covering made of fancy weight silkoline, in fine pattern, with both sides alike. Filled with carded cotton and made with fancy scroll stitching. Weight 7 lbs.; measures 72x78 inches. Furnished in colors shown.
No. 3K1616. Price, each .......... $2.65

Silver Star Comforter

Here is a comforter of the better class. It is covered with excellent comfort cloth in a beautiful pattern of colors shown and filled with fine cotton, weighs 7 lbs. and is 72x78 inches in size.
No. 3K1621. Price, each .......... $3.65

Silver Star Comforter

Covered with a pretty figured silkoline and filled with fine quality white cotton. It is 72x78 inches in size and weighs 7 lbs.; is furnished in combination of colors shown above. A bar, gain worth ordering.
No. 3K1622. Price, each .......... $3.85

Silver Star Comforter

Our best comforter in the Silver Star line. 72x80 inches, weighs 7 lbs. Filled with extra quality cotton and covered with fine silkoline comfort cloth in a handsome figure pattern of colors shown.
No. 3K1623. Price, each .......... $3.95
Beautiful Sofa Pillows and Tops

These Sofa Pillow, Pillow Top and Table Mat Values Save You Money Over the Prices Others Are Asking

No. OK2762
TAPESTRY PILLOW TOP
In the picture here are show you all of the beautifully blended colorings, and assure you they will conform to your best ideas. They show soft tones, producing very refined shadings of rose, green, blue and brown. We guarantee the colors to be absolutely fast. You will get an unlimited service from this elegant, durable pillow top. Comes in very beautiful assorted patterns. Size, 18% x 19% inches.
Price, each.......................... 69c

No. OK2763
INDIAN HEAD SOFA PILLOW
This is what is known as the Bag Tassel Sofa Pillow, the most popular style to be had. The covering is a woven tapestry top with plain cloth back and the soft filling is of finest silk floss down. The design of the front shows a large Indian chief’s head elaborately adorned. The predominating colors are green and red. Heavy tassels on corners. Size, 20x20 inches.
Price, complete pillow.............. 88c

No. OK1548
LEATHER TABLE MAT
This is a magnificent leather, square table mat in a plaid patch effect as illustrated above. The choice pattern will highly please the most discriminating housewife, while the colorings are very appropriate. The red, blue, tan, green and brown squares are so arranged as to produce a soft and pleasing effect. Size, 15x15 inches. A genuine bargain at this low price. Send your order in at once.
Price, each.......................... 85c

No. OK2764
TAPESTRY PILLOW TOP
When you see this splendid Tapestry Pillow Top you will be more than delighted. It is of a very fine quality of material, usually found only on much higher priced pillow tops. The patterns are of surpassing beauty and the soft shades of green, red, blue, tan, orange and brown harmonize most artistically. Comes in assorted patterns. This is a very exceptional value. Size, 16% x 19% inches.
Price, each.......................... 69c

No. OK2766
BULLDOG SOFA PILLOW
A very handsome tapestry covered bag tassel sofa pillow. The top is a very heavy grade cloth and the back is plain material of heavy weight. The color treatment is suited to the subject and the effect is wonderfully pleasing. Rich green, blue, old rose and tan colorings of exquisite beauty are worked into the design. Heavy coral tassels. Size, 20x20 inches.
Price, complete pillow.............. 88c

No. OK2767
TAPESTRY SOFA PILLOW
You will fall in love with the fascinating design of this fine bag tassel pillow. It is called "Sweethearts," and shows two youthful lovers at the spring. The unusual quality of the tapestry top, the heavy plain cloth back, the soft silk floss down filling as well as the beautiful appearance, are all points in its favor. Heavy tassels on corners. Size, 20x20 inches.
Price, complete pillow.............. 88c

No. OK2768
SILK SATIN SOFA PILLOW
The filling used in these superior pillows is the finest silk floss down, while the tops are covered with a printed silk satin material noted for its wearing quality. The backs are covered with plain satin. Assorted colorings of red, green, blue, gold and tan. Size 22x22 in.
Price, complete pillow.............. $1.89

No. OK1554
LEATHER SOFA PILLOW
The predominating colors are brown, tan, green and orange, and the plaid patch effect is charming. The pillow top used is of high quality leather, which will give unlimited wear, and the back is of plain design. Pillows like this usually sell for more money than we ask. Best silk floss down filling. Size, 20x20 in.
Price, complete pillow.............. $2.48

No. OK2279
SILK SATIN SOFA PILLOW
The pillow top used is the heaviest quality of silk satin on the market and the back is covered with a splendid quality of plain satin. Filling of this pillow is of soft, fluffy silk floss down. The American beauty case design stands out in beautiful relief. Size 22x22 inches.
Price, complete pillow.............. $1.89
A SUBSTANTIAL WRITING DESK

$10.95 Made with Quarter-Sawed Oak Front and Solid Oak Side Panels. A Big Value

MUSIC CABINET

of polished solid oak or mahogany birch; 41 inches high, top is 28 inches, ample shelf, with or front top with 44 inch French beveled mirror. Shipping weight, about 55 lbs. $8.95. Price without top... $6.95.

Price with mirror top 7.95

QUARTER-SAWED OAK

is used on the entire front. The side panels being made of substantial solid oak. You have your choice of either the beautiful closed-grained oak or fumed oak, finished as you please. When ordering, please state which you desire us to ship to you. Notice the serpentine outline of the case face and the harmonious curved outlines of the door. A continuous, arched sweep from top to bottom. The top carved ornamentation on the desk lid and across the top face is the finishing touch of style. Check not included. THERE IS a small drawer on the inside, for pens, stamps, etc., and three full-length drawers below, the top one being attractively outlined; panel, wooden drawer pulls. Desk has place holes for key. Possesses brass supports for the desk lid and locks for both the desk lid and the three outside drawers. It stands 41 inches high, measures 30 inches wide and 16 inches deep. The shipping weight, carefully packed, is about 115 lbs.

Price... $10.95

NO. 5K222. Price...

MUSIC CABINET

of mahogany or birch, quarter-sawn oak, hand carved. Eight panelled door, 44 and 45 inches high; top and sides inches with or without top set with mirror area size 116 inches. Shipping weight, approximately 65 lbs.

Price without top... $11.95

NO. 5K343. Price with mirror top 12.95
This Desk May Be Ordered in Golden Or Fumed Oak Or Mahogonized Birch

$5.95

State Wood You Prefer

Here Is A Low-Priced Desk That Can Be Purchased In Your Choice of Woods Mentioned Above. 39 in. High 27 in. Wide

CHOICE OF solid oak, finished golden or fumed, or mahogonized birch. Height 39 in., width 27 in. Shipping weight about 52 pounds.

No. 5K1016. Price... $5.95

Made Of Fumed Or Golden Quartered Oak, Mahogonized Birch, Bird's-eye Maple And American Walnut

WHEN ORDERING state wood preferred. Height 40 in., width 26 in., depth 16 in. Shipping weight about 52 pounds.

No. 5K1047. Price in Oak or Mahogany... $12.75
No. 5K1048. in Walnut or Bird's-eye Maple 13.75

by strong brass chains, top interior has pigeon holes, lower section has two book shelves. We consider this a very exceptional desk at the low price which we ask for it. Sold on easy credit. Shipping weight about 52 pounds.

No. 5K1050. Price... $6.65

IT IS MADE stoutly built of solid oak finished Golden or Fumed, top shelf, deep, wide, and 16 in. high. French beveled mirror. Height 56 in., width 30 in. Shipping weight 55 pounds.

No. 5K1061. Price... $7.68

ROLL TOP slides in grooves shown by arrow and operates same as regular roll top office desk. desk is equipped with extension writing table. Has mounted top with shelf and book shelves below. Top 40 inches high, 20 inches wide. Ship. wt. 45 lbs.

No. 5K1062. Price... $8.50

Fumed Or Golden Solid Oak

$69.00

An Attractive Model. Top of Desk Fitted With 4x14 Inch French Plain Plate Mirror. Height, 44 1/2 in. Width, 27 in.

SOLID OAK, finished golden or fumed or birch, thick golden leaf finish, mahogonized or plain finish. Height 44 1/2 in., width 27 in., ship. wt. about 95 lbs.

No. 5K1051. Price... $69.00

Also Made In American Walnut At Prices Quoted Below

DESIGN is correct William and Mary Period. This wood you prefer. Height, 46 inches only. Stationary drawer, pigeonholes and small desk. Shipping weight about 95 pounds.

No. 5K1052. Price In Oak or Mahogany... $149.00
No. 5K1053. Price in Walnut or Bird's-eye Maple 159.00

This page contains a catalog of furniture and office desks, highlighting various options in terms of wood type, finish, and dimensions. The prices range from $5.95 to over $149.00, with details on shipping weights and credit terms.
QUARTER-SAWED OAK

And Selected Seasoned Solid Oak
Home Writing Desk In Either Golden Or Fumed Finish. Absolutely Complete

THIS GREAT DESK is made of solid oak throughout with a hand-worked, beautifully grained quartered oak front. The desk lid is fitted with a handsome golden color. Over this is placed a fine varnish finish that lends tone and elegance to its appearance. Also comes in fumed finish, State which is desired. It has three roomy drawers below the lid, as illustrated. Upon opening the door of the compartment on the right a secret cash drawer is disclosed as well as two convenient letter slots. The upper portion is equipped with a number of pigeon holes for papers and partitions for books. These are of ample size and number to sufficiently answer the needs of the average family. In the paragraph below we give further particulars of this very practical writing desk.

IN ADDITION to the pigeon holes there is a small drawer, below which are racks for pens and pencils. The desk lid, three outside drawers and door to compartment are all fitted with good, strong locks, insuring privacy to the entire contents. The top is neatly set off with a back guard of unique design and the desk is finished at the base with attractively patterned feet. All joints are securely put together, which means durability, service and long life. This exceptionally attractive and practical piece of furniture is well proportioned in every line and is a value that you will find hard to duplicate. It stands 46 inches high, has a handy top shelf measuring 32 inches wide, and the body of the desk is 16 inches in depth. Shipping weight, about 120 pounds.

No. 5K944. Price............. $13.95

No. 5K733. Price............. $16.85

QUARTERED OAK

Choice Of Either Seasoned Or Golden Finish

EARLY ALL of us, at some time or other, are overtaken with the sickeness. Nor does it always come at a time when we are in the best position to pay the doctor's and druggist's bill. Our easy payment, long time credit plan is a Godsend to the one that finds itself facing such a condition. It is like a health insurance policy in that it enables you to use your money for other purposes when the necessity arises. And that is one of the many good reasons why you should buy from us in preference to purchasing your unshod goods for cash.
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CHARLES II PERIOD LIBRARY FURNITURE

In The Handsome Fumed Oak Finish. Real Bargains At These Prices

THESE PIECES are all made to harmonize perfectly. Because of that fact you can order any combination of articles that meets your requirements, according to the prices quoted on this page. The Jacobean twist rope foot design gives them all a high-class appearance. Every piece is finished in the popular fumed oak. The chair, rocker and library table make a particularly desirable 3-piece set. Order those at any rate now, and the desk and one of the bookcases later on. Our liberal credit terms make it so easy to get that you will never miss the trifling sums we ask.

THE CHAIR is made of genuine quarter sawed oak; domed finish. Concave back; four 2½-inch legs; seat constructed with six strong springs, and upholstered with imitation Spanish brown leather, giving the appearance of real leather. Arms measure 21 inches long and 4½ inches wide. Height of chair from floor, 30 inches; height of back from seat, 21 inches. Seat measures 22x18 inches. Size of front: 1½ inches square; front rail, 4 inches. Shipping wt., about 55 lbs.

Order Chair
By No. 5K718

Price $6.75

THE DESK is made of genuine quarter sawed oak; domed finish. Contains drawer front and front posts. Fumed finish. Full length drawer below desk top. The desk is fitted with genuine wooden handles. Handly shelf below. Inside of desk is of usual Parc time construction. Height, 39 inches; width, 24 inches; depth, 15 inches. Shipping wt., about 87 lbs.

Order Desk
No. 5K717

Price $9.95

THE TABLE is made of genuine quarter sawed oak. Ships in the fine fumed oak to correspond with the pieces shown on this page. 28½ inches across the top, you can realize that this is a nice sized table without being overly large and cumbersome. There are folding stationary drawers with round handles as illustrated. The shelf below is put off at the corners in the attractive manner shown in the picture to the left. There are four on either end to complete this very fine piece. Shipping wt., about 85 lbs.

Order Table
No. 5K719

Price $85

THE ROCKER is a duplicate in style, construction, finish, materials and measurements of the illustrated and described to the left. The only item differs is the addition of the spring runners. The genuine quarter sawed oak is finished in the rich fumed effect. Six springs give it strength and durability. Imitation Spanish brown leather gives excellent service and bears a remarkable resemblance to genuine Spanish leather. Shipping weight, carefully packed about 55 lbs.

Order Rocker
No. 5K719

Price $6

SUBSTANTIAL COMBINATION BOOKCASE AND WRITING DESK

IT IS made with genuine quarter sawed oak; domed finish. The doors are fitted with genuine quarter sawed oak; domed finish. Three drawers below are of 3-ply construction, shooting quarter sawed oak front and top and are of solid oak; 3-ply adjustable shelves in bookcase. Height, 61 inches; width, 40½ inches; depth, 14¼ inches. French bevel plate mirror 10 inches; adjustable weight, about 175 lbs.

Order this
No. 5K945

Price $18.95

LIBRARY BOOKCASE

YOU WILL be delighted with this excellent library bookcase. The glass door frames are made of genuine quarter sawed oak, the ends and top being of solid oak; domed finish. Three-ply lower adjustment shelves. Height, 77½ inches; width, 36¾ inches; depth, 13¾ inches. Inside measurements: Height of bookcase, 77 inches; width, 36¾ inches; depth, 13¾ inches. Price of door glass, 14½ inches each. Jacobean pattern twist rope pilasters. Shipping weight, about 148 lbs.

Order this
No. 5K945

Price $14.85

Order Any Piece Or Any Combin
Of Pieces On Credit

Order On Approval

For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue

Chicago
Choose One Of These Excellent Values And Take A Year To Pay Us For It

**Combination Bookcase And Convenient Writing Desk**

**Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Front**

- **Golden**
- **Or**
- **Fumed**

**Price: $15.75**

**QUARTER-SAWED OAK** is used on the front of this attractive looking, practical piece of library furniture shown below. The sides are of seasoned kiln dried solid oak; the upper part is attractively set off with a plank top. You can have your choice of either golden or fumed finish, according to your taste, please state preference when sending us your order. Massive Colonial pilasters are used to embellish both sides of book sections. The door to the top book case is set off with neat panels. Aside from its attractive appearance and substantial construction we recommend this article for its practical and serviceable qualities.

**THE MEASUREMENTS.** Although this illustration will give you a fair idea as to the proportions and relative dimensions, we list below the measurements, so that you may fully comprehend the size of this combination bookcase and writing desk. The extreme height of this piece is 58 inches; width 27 1/2 inches; depth 14 inches. Weight of top book section 11 1/2 inches; height of bottom book section 13 1/4 inches. Doors to these sections as well as drawer are fitted with round wooden knobs. Complete desk section possessing the usual interior desk construction. Books shown are not included. The good quality at this price commends this article to the scrupulous purchaser. Shipping weight about 185 pounds.

**No. 5K1028. Price: $15.75**

---

**A Mission Style Bookcase in Neat Sectional Design**

**Price: $14.95**

**No. 5K1027**

**THE STYLE** of this piece of library furniture is that of a sectional bookcase. It looks like a bookcase of that type, but is not built in sections, being constructed in one unit. Although you can not add to it, as in the case of the sectional type, it is built large enough and roomy enough to amply provide for the demands of the average family. Golden and quartered oak is used on the entire front, presenting a rich and pleasing appearance. You can have your choice of golden or fumed finish, as you prefer. When ordering take care to tell us which finish you desire.

**THE GLIDES** with which this bookcase is fitted protects the rugs and carpets as well as the hardwood floors.

**Price: $14.95**

**No. 5K1027. Price: $14.95**
Combination Book Case And Desk


QUARTER-SAWED OAK is used in the entire front of this combination bookcase and writing desk; the balance of the bookcase compartment above and shelf below where both books and magazines may be kept. Bookcase section above is large enough for the average books, measuring 25 x 14 inches. Two doors encase this compartment, making it practically dust-proof. These doors are fitted with clear crystal glass. Right-hand door is fitted with round wooden knob. The open book compartment below desk section contains a shelf running full width of this piece. The next cut-out panels on either side of front give to this piece of library furniture an air of distinction. The height, from the floor to the extreme top is 57 inches, width being 34% inches; depth of desk is 16 inches; shelf at top measures 1% inches deep and 26% inches wide. (Books not included.) Shipping weight about 305 pounds.

No. 5K1037. Price.

ENTIRE FRONT made of solid oak, golden or fumed finish. Height, 57 inches, width 25 inches; depth 14 inches. Shipping weight about 320 pounds.

No. 5K1042. Price.

SPECIAL LEADER bookcase, built of solid oak, finished golden. 120 inches high, 12 inches deep and 25 inches wide. Price $6.45

No. 5K1036. Price, only...

LIBRARY CASE made with quartered oak front in golden or fumed finish. 56 inches high and 26 inches wide. Has colonial columns and four adjustable shelves. Weight, about 55 lbs. Price...

No. 5K1037. Price, only...

MADE 15% solid quartered oak front, 3-ply veneer shelves and back. Golden or fumed finish. Height, 57 inches. Width, 25 inches; depth, 13 inches. Price...

No. 5K1042. Price...

STANDARD OAK bookcase, finished golden. Height, 57 inches; width, 25 inches; depth, 13 inches. Price...

No. 5K1042. Price...

QUARTER-SAWED OAK front, golden or fumed finish. Height, 57 inches; width, 25 inches; depth, 14 inches. Price...

No. 5K1042. Price...

Choice of golden or fumed finish, solid quartered oak front. Height, 57 inches. Price...

No. 5K1042. Price...

This CASE head contains a shelf running full width of this piece. The next cut-out panels on either side of front give to this piece of library furniture an air of distinction. The height, from the floor to the extreme top is 57 inches, width being 34% inches; depth of desk is 16 inches; shelf at top measures 1% inches deep and 26% inches wide. (Books not included.) Shipping weight about 305 pounds.

No. 5K1043. Price.

THIS CASE made of solid quartered oak. Height, 57 inches; width, 32 inches; depth, 14 inches. Case height, 57 inches; width, 25 inches; depth, 14 inches. Price...

No. 5K1044. Price...

TERMS CREDIT: 10% down, balance within 30 days. No. 5K1042. Price...

For credit terms see page 1 of this catalogue.
Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak Combination Bookcase And Writing Desk

SOLID QUARTERED OAK is used in the glass door frame; the desk fall is made of three-ply veneer, showing the handsome quartered oak side when the desk is closed, and rich solid oak to correspond with the inside, when the desk is opened ready for use. The balance of this substantial and useful piece of furniture is made of thoroughly seasoned kiln dried solid oak, golden color. The desk is fitted with 6 pigeon holes and small drawer. There is one roomy drawer beneath this writing desk and a spacious cupboard below the drawer. Notice the elegant design appearing on the desk lid and cupboard, the fancy rosettes above the mirror and bookcase compartment and the neat carving surmounting the top. Drawer is fitted with round wooden drawer pulls. The bookcase compartment contains 4 adjustable shelves. Heavy scroll feet at front enhance its beauty.

MEASUREMENTS The height of this combination bookcase and writing desk is 58 inches, the width being 33 inches. The French bevel plate mirror with rounded corners at top, measures 14x10 inches. The working surface of the desk is 24½ x 17½; the size of the crystal glass in the bookcase compartment is 12½ x 14 inches. Inside measure-overall of the bookcase compartment being 16½ x 4½ inches. The width of the colonial legs is full 2 inches. It comes complete with locks, key and casters. Shipping weight about 165 pounds.

No. 5K1016. Price.............. $12.45

Neat Carvings A Stylish Design

No. 5K1017

Price - - - $14.35

A Year To Pay

For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue

Hartman's

Chicago
HARTMAN’S

QUARTER-SAWED OAK

And Solid Oak Combination
Bookcase And Writing Desk
In Rich Colonial Design

YOU BELIEVE in some people, yet you discriminate others; you have confidence in some stores, yet you are skeptical about others; you ignore cabinets, yet others interest you and hold your attention. Why is it? Because you learned the lesson of discrimination. You know right well that the concern please you once, the house that will do all that human power can to satisfy store for you. That in why we rarely ever lose a customer, and continue to add to our ever-increasing number. We guarantee satisfaction, and live up to the terms of our guarantee, every day throughout the year. In keeping over the descriptive Illustration of this superior combination bookcase and writing desk, hear the above in mind, and also remember that if, after receiving it, it does not please you in small detail, you are not obligated in any way to keep it.

THIS COMBINATION bookcase and writing desk is of beautiful Colonial design, with straight door glass in the bookcase compartment and with three straight drawers beneath the writing desk. The timber used is substantial solid oak, with the exception of the glass door frame, which genuine quarter sawed oak. Desk fall has quarter sawed oak veneer front. The pilasters at each side and at the sides and top are also of substantial solid oak, in so cut as to give the appearance from the front of genuine quarter sawed oak. The inside of the desk compartment is fitted with ten drawers and inside desk construction. Particularly observe the handsome mission desk on the lid, and above the bookcase compartment, both of which harmonize perfectly. The clear sliding, roomy stationery drawers are fitted with round wood drawer pulls. This is set of oak desk with heavy oak pieces as shown.

DIMENSIONS. The case stands 59 in. high and measures 51 in. in width. The most designed and in French carved Plate is just a picture. From these sizes you can see that this is a piece of furniture of very desirable proportions. Such an article in the home encourages reading for all members of the family, and at the same time provides a handy writing desk and convenient place to keep papers of importance. It is fitted with casters, locks and key. The locks shown are not included at the price we quote. You will be sure to be well pleased if you send us your order immediately.

No. 5K1012. Price.

$14.95

QUARTERED OAK

Is Used On Front Of This Mission Bookcase and Desk.
Also Comes In Mahogany Finish

THIS COMBINATION is a practical one for every family. Contains commodious bookcase compartments, as you can see by a glance at the Illustration of this neat piece of furniture. Is of true mission design with scroll shaped front feet. Genuine quarter-sawed oak is used on the front of this number, the ends being of durable seasoned solid oak. You can have your choice of golden or furnished finish, or if you prefer you can order this combination bookcase and writing desk in mahogonized birch. Both the birch and golden oak are made with two heavy coats of gloss finish. When ordering please tell us whether you desire this model in mahogany finish, or in oak. If desired in oak, state whether you prefer the golden or fumed finish, as this will simplify the filling of your order.

THE DESK compartment is complete in its construction. It is equipped with pigeon holes containing several divisions and one drawer. Observe the neat “bank-in” desk lid, as shown in the picture. The bookcase section has four adjustable shelves and the drawer is fitted with wooden knobs. A handy cupboard is provided below the drawer for storing stationery, letter files and the like. The height is 62 inches and the width is 59 inches. Clear crystal glass is used in the door, the size being 11x11 inches. Crystal glass is also used in the top of the bookcase door, which measures 11x11 inches, the same being true of the glass used in the cupboard over the desk section, this likewise measuring 11x10 inches. The depth of the ends of this combination bookcase and writing desk is 12 inches.

THIS CASE comes complete with locks and key, as well as casters. (The locks shown in the illustration are not included.) We recommend this excellent mission design piece of library furniture as being one of the best values that we have ever had the pleasure of offering to our customers. The illustration is taken from an actual photograph of the case itself and shows the neat and attractive lines of this style. Shipping weight, about 14 pounds.

No. 5K1012. Price...

$18.65

No. 5K1013. Price...

$18.65

CATALOGUE

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
COMBINATION BOOKCASE AND WRITING DESKS
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"JEWEL" IMPROVED SECTIONAL BOOK CASES

This page shows another proof of the great values we give; and are in the form of very finely built "JEWEL" sectional bookcases. No argument from us is needed; the customer is your proof. The expansion bookcases. You will quickly see that it is the most practical bookcase that could be placed in the modern home. The bookcase is both permanent and expandable—a bookcase that is always complete, and yet permits growth by the addition, at any time, of sections that match perfectly and which we always carry in stock.

JEWEL sectional bookcases are carefully built, the cabinet work being done by trained workmen. The cabinet is finished in either fine Mahogany or Oak. The construction is wonderfully simple. All parts may be separated for moving; sections are 34 inches wide.

TO BEGIN

A complete set of JEWEL units you should start with the sections here illustrated, bookcase top and base. As your library grows, add units or sections of any required size, one at a time or more as you need them.

Extra Quality "JEWEL" Sectional Book Cases

EVEN FAMILY who do not think of having a modern home should equip their library or living room with a sectional bookcase. The JEWEL is one of the best constructed sectional library cases on the market and at the prices we quote you can save the purchaser several dollars. The average family begins with a few books and a top, two, or three or four section bookcases, and grows to the collection as they add to and increase the things they add to time to time. In this manner you need, you can have a large library and a handsome set of bookcases.

OAK OR MAHOGANY

Our extra quality JEWEL sectional bookcases are constructed in the best possible manner by experts, and of selected material. It is made with solid quarter-sawn oak front and solid oak panels in your choice of Oak or Mahogany, all finished a polished golden or in mahogany finish. The cases are beautifully finished and highly polished. The glass and sliding doors of book sections are easily removed and fitted with brass knobs; top is beveled moulded and has four finials. Sections fit together absolutely perfect. As many sections can be added from time to time as desired or as you can keep them conveniently in stock.

DESKTOP SECTION

The desk section unit shown in the illustration to the right is a conveniently arranged writing desk with drop lid which forms a ready writing desk. The desk with paper trays and top stationery drawer. The desk lid is supported with a metal frame which fits perfectly with lock and key. To any one who values a high class desk this sectional has absolutely no comparison. We recommend the desk section as the model desk all modern homes should have.
No. 5K652. Square Top.
Made of hardwood in imitation quartered oak finish to look like genuine quarter sawed, or in mahogany finish. Fitted with large shelf. Comes with either 16x16 inch or 24x24 inch top, with either plain wood feet or with heavy brass feet holding glass balls, at the prices quoted below. A beautifully gloss finished table. Shipping weight: of 24-inch size, about 27 lbs.; 16-inch size, about 22 lbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 5K652, 16x16 in. Top. Wood feet.</td>
<td>$1.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 5K653, 24x24 in. Top. Wood feet.</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 5K654, 24x24 in. Top. Brass feet.</td>
<td>$2.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Round Top. No. 5K656.
This center table is of neat and simple design and strongly constructed. It has a round shaped top measuring 24x24 inches, and shaped shelf below. The table is made of selected hardwood in imitation quartered oak finish to resemble the real quarter-sawn oak, or in mahogany finish. Comes with either plain wood feet or with heavy brass feet holding glass balls. Shipping weight, about 25 lbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 5K656, Wood feet.</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 5K656, Brass feet with glass balls.</td>
<td>$3.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take Your Choice of Imitation Quartered Oak or Mahogany Finish

Buy From Us And You Will Save Money
Your Credit Is Good With Us At All Times

A Real Bargain Offer At a Low Price

Imitation Quartered Oak or Mahogany Finish

Imitation Quartered Oak or Mahogany Finish

Buy One On Our Credit Plan

No. 5K1023

Imitation Quartered Oak or Mahogany Finish

Golden quartered oak or mahogany finish. Top 36x24 inches. Leg 16-inch. Ship, wt. 45 lbs. Price... $5.45

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
MADE OF genuine or fumed quarter-sawed oak. A neat model and one that is very pleasing. Has hand turned column made in new design, base is of Colonial pattern. Has round top, measuring 32 x 32 inches Total height, 35 inches. Shipping weight, about 29 lbs.

No. 5K1068. Price... $2.49

CHOICE of quarter-sawed oak or imitation mahogany. State finish you desire. Its height is 35 inches and the round top measures 13 inches in diameter; pillar is fluted and turned in a very neat effect, strong and is already finished. Shipping weight, carefully packed, about 22 lbs.

No. 5K377. Price... $3.15

MADE OF quartered oak or imitation mahogany. Finely state which you desire. Is in a new odd shape, the top and base are made a part to correspond with the pillar. It is 32 inches high, and the top measures 12.5 inches. It is polished and has a claw foot. Shipping weight, 23 lbs.

No. 5K218. Price... $4.45

WELL made of unpolished, extra substantial mahogany. A large pillar, heavy square top and elegant Colonial base. May be had in fumed or polished oak in imitation mahogany. It is 32 inches high and the top measures 12 inches. It is polished and has claw foot. Shipping weight, about 25 lbs.

No. 5K219. Price... $5.15

HIGH GRADE Colonial model and one of our best sellers. It is finished in fumed or genuine quartered oak or imitation mahogany, highly polished. Has octagon pillar, round 12 x 12 inch top, beautiful scroll foot base and is 35 lbs. Shipping weight, 35 lbs.

No. 5K380. Price... $6.50

Made of imitation quartered oak. Too neatly polished; looks like genuine quartered oak. Golden or fumed color, size of top, 24 x 24 inches. Fitted with inlaid front stationary drawer, handley shelf, 21 1/2 in., about 10 lbs. No. 5K1035. Price... $5.15

Easy Credit For You

MADE OF hardwood in imitation quartered oak. Oak or mahogany finish; rubbed and polished top, measures 26 x 28 inches, has box for French box. Has round stationary drawer. Shipping weight, 65 lbs.

No. 5K381. Price... $5.75

FITTED with handy drawer. Size of top, 26 x 26 inches. Comes in genuine quarter sawed oak, polished or fumed finish, or mahogany finish; provided with conventional shelf below. Sold wt., about 50 lbs.

No. 5K1018. Price... $6.15

State Finish That You Desire

THE TOP measures 42 x 42 inches. Made of seasoned hand sawed oak, polished or fumed. Color, yellow or walnut finish. Fitted with hand-press to prevent scratching floors or rugs. Shipping weight about 100 lbs.

No. 5K1019. Price... $7.95

IS MADE of imitation quartered oak. Too neatly polished; looks like genuine quartered oak. Golden or fumed color, size of top, 12 x 12 inches. Fitted with inlaid front stationary drawer, handley shelf, 21 1/2 in., about 10 lbs. No. 5K1039. Price... $8.85

MADE IN imitation quartered oak finish, resembling real quarter sawed oak, or in mahogany finish, brilliantly polished, massive oval top; measuring 42 x 42 inches. Shipping wt., about 60 lbs.

No. 5K205. Price... $10.25

Choice of fumed or golden solid oak. State if wanted. Size of top, 24 x 24 inches. All Mission Design, Stationery drawer and magazine shelf.

No. 5K1001. Price... $10.65

This Table made of imitation quartered oak, looks like the genuine quarter-sawed or comes in imitation mahogany polished to measure 42 x 26 inches. Large drawer, plug wt., about 50 lbs.

No. 5K419. Price... $10.85

Colonial table, made of imitation quartered oak, resembling genuine quarter sawed, or mahogany finish. Top measures 42 x 26 inches; corner shelf below; scroll Colonial legs at each end. Has large concealed drawer, weight about 12 lbs.

No. 5K208. Price... $12.75

PLANK TOP TABLE. Made of imitation quartered oak, or imitation mahogany. Beautifully polished. Has extra heavy 14-inch plank measuring 42 x 26 inches; contains drawer. Scroll feet.

No. 5K421. Price... $13.65
OUR PRICES ARE UNAPPROACHED BY OTHERS

Colonial Design
American Quartered Oak Table

IT IS a typical Hartman value and is only one of thousands of real bargain offerings found in this great bargain book. Take advantage of our long time helpful credit plan shown on Page 1 and send us your order. This table is sold under our legal binding guarantee of satisfaction or your money back.

HAS INVISIBLE SLIDES.
Although the illustration shows casters, this excellently constructed table is fitted with invisible slides. These modern, up-to-date slides prevent the scratching or marring of hardwood floors and at the same time save your rugs and carpets against the wear and tear exerted on them by the old time casters. Surely you will admit the great advantage of this feature.

A Stunning Colonial Library Table

28x42 Inch Top $8.95
No. 5K644

YOU NEED THIS TABLE. If you have no library table in your home, or if you are ready to replace your old one with a better, this handsome table of beautiful design, don't let this chance pass unheeded. This library table is made of hardwood, to which is applied a finish in imitation of quartered oak which looks like the real wood. Top is large, measuring 28x42 in. Has large, roomy drawer for stationery. Shipping weight, approximately
No. 5K644. Price..............................................................................................................$8.95 At the Price

AMERICAN QUARTERED OAK LIBRARY TABLE

Colonial Model
Massive Blank Ends

THE POINTS

excellence of any table are many. It has massive plank ends, made of two-inch stock, dressed to
and three-quarters thickness. It rests on a very shapely oiled leg-base of heavy stock.

LARGE SHELF

particularly adapted for books and magazines. The

LARGE SHELF

is well made in a size that will harmonize
with the furnishings of any room in your

HIDING PLATES

are a great advantage possi-

bundle. This one libraries

NEW DESIGN

handsomely

THE INVISIBLE SLIDES

are a great advantage possi-

bundle. They take the place of the old-fashioned casters, and are a new feature which makes it easy to move the table about. They will not mar or scratch hardwood floors; nor will they

A Handsome New Design

28x42 Inch Top $9.85
No. 5K647

Handsomer Polished Top
Large Drawer

28x42 Inch Top $9.85
No. 5K624.

Invisible Slides Prevent Scratching or Marring of Floors

Try to Match This Value At Our Price

See Page One For Credit Terms
THREE BIG VALUES IN MISSION LIBRARY TABLES

Elegantly Designed Solid Oak Library Table

For Less Than the Usual Price

IF YOU WANT an impressive library table that will

never disappear from your horizon, then, the table is

for you. Never before have we been able to offer such a good, solid

mission table in exactly mission style at such an extremely low

price. You will know immediately upon looking at it that the

quality is unequalled for a table at so low a price, and you will

genuinely appreciate your bargain when you get it home. We know

what a rare bargain this table really is at this low figure and you

will find it so, too.

DETAILS. The top measures 42x28 inches and is securely

edged and mortised to the box frame. There is a long smooth running drawer fitted with a wood pull. The

long upper shelf is a very convenient feature and the part-

ticles at each end are most attractive, as may be seen in the Illustra-

tion. All in all, it would be hard, indeed, to find a more

handsome table in this particular style at any price. The

corner posts of this table will appeal to all admirers of mission

furniture, and at our price it is a most desirable bargain. You

will be proud to have such a mission table in your home, and the

usefulness of it is to create that in a short time you will wonder

how you ever got along without it.

Shipping weight, carefully crated, about 85 lbs.

No. 5K138. Price................................. $7.65

Finished in

Golden or Fumed Oak

$11.35

BOOK SHELVES at the sides form a con-

venient receptacle for magazines, books and periodicals, while the

lower shelf can be utilized for money articles. It is practically

a library table and book shelf combined—two pieces of furniture in

one—handsome, practical and built to last for years. Have one

shipped to you on approval. If you don’t like it, return it to us.

But we know you’ll be well pleased in every way.

CONSTRUCTED in a fine way, this strictly Mission Li-

brary Table is a very good example of this

popular style of furniture. The heavy square legs, straight line top and

rails underneath conform absolutely to the true mission style. It is made

of thoroughly seasoned, solid oak, carefully finished in Fumed color.

A table like this one is necessary to complete the appointments of your library.

Solid Oak Library Table

With Quartered Oak Top

LOOK AT THE DESIGN of this table and see how

convenient it will be with book shelves, large top and spacious drawer. This is a well

made table offered at the remarkably low price of a year to pay,

again with its size. Its massiveness, quality of finish and wood-

manship, it is just a bargain. You will notice by glance at the Illustration that the mission idea has been perfectly car-

ried out and that it is a table unusually odd in design. If you aim

at furniture built along mission lines you cannot select a better

model than this very table.

IT IS MADE of solid oak, with quartered oak top, in

style that will be extremely popular in years to come. It is a model that will be an ornament to any library.

The top is made of quartered oak, and is fitted to the

articulated side panels and corner posts, which are of solid oak. As a writing desk it

answers every conceivable purpose.

DESCRIPTION. It can be colored finished in either

Golden or Fumed Oak. It is extra well

constructed and finished throughout. The top of the table

measures 48 inches long by 28 inches wide. The solid oak book

shelf under the table top is of generous size and strongly

braces the sides, which have fancy panels. The large 4-drawer

writing desk top lid which when pulled out makes a perfect writing

desk and is fitted with an ink well, protruding through the lid,

as placed as to prevent the ink from being spilled. By raising

the desk lid you have access to a large spacious drawer.

Wooden drawer pulls of square design, harmonizing ideally with

the general style of the table, are supplied. Shipping weight, about 175 pounds.

No. 5K147. Price................................. $11.95

Finished in

Golden or Fumed Oak

$12.45

Genuine Quartered Oak Table With Writing Desk

THIS TABLE is an up-to-date design and one of the

finest mission style, combination library tables offered at this very low price. Notice its handsome lines

and rich mission design as shown in the Illustration. The large,

spots top is 48x28 inches in size and constructed of quarter-

sawn oak, and is expertly fitted to the artistic side panels and

corner posts, which are of solid oak. As a writing desk it

answers every conceivable purpose.

DESCRIPTION. It can be ordered finished in either

Golden or Fumed Oak. It is extra well

constructed and finished throughout. The top of the table

measures 48 inches long by 28 inches wide. The solid oak book

shelf under the table top is of generous size and strongly

braces the sides, which have fancy panels. The large 4-drawer

writing desk top lid which when pulled out makes a perfect writing
desk and is fitted with an ink well, protruding through the lid,
as placed as to prevent the ink from being spilled. By raising
the desk lid you have access to a large spacious drawer.

Wooden drawer pulls of square design, harmonizing ideally with
the general style of the table, are supplied. Shipping weight, about 175 pounds.

No. 5K148. Price................................. $12.45

Has Extra Large Quartered Oak

Top, Measuring

48x28 Inches.

Finished in Golden or

Fumed Oak

$12.45

Our Price

is very low when you consider

it is constructed. Study the picture carefully and send us your order.

Your home is not complete if you own not one of these fine tables.

Remember, your credit is good here, always.
HARTMAN'S

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

ORDER THIS SPLendid LIBRARY TABLE ON CREDIT

And You Will Be Pleased With It In Every Way

It Is A Marvel For Size, Price, Beauty And Strength

THE TOP
measures 48 inches long and 24 inches wide. It is securely mounted on a deep box base and is care-
fully fitted, has a spacious, easy-dig-
ing stationary drawer with wooden drawer pulls as illustrated.

A Very Fine French Model
No. 5K949 $10.89

Hands0me French Library Table for the Money

THE FINISH. The top, base rim and shelf are coated with high gloss varnish, giving the table the appearance of being worth more than the price you pay. Order it on our liberal credit plan at a year to pay. See page one for credit terms.

YOU'LL LIKE IT because it is without question a remarkable table, besides being so wonderfully handsomely finished in its rich appearance. If you will permit us to ship this library table to you on approval, you'll be more and more delighted with it every day you have it in your home for trial.

A FEATURE embodied in this big library table is the graceful French shaped leg terminating in highly detailed claw foot, flanked by fancy scroll end brackets which support the fancy lower shelf. Legs are joined to the box rim with invisible bronze bolts.

THE LOW PRiCE we name should cons-
vince you that Hart-
man's is the proper place to obtain housefurnish-
ing and is but another example of the big bargains we always offer. Shipping weight, about 100 pounds.

No. 5K949. Price $10.89

EXCELLENT VALUE IN A FINE LIBRARY TABLE

Handsome In Design And Substantial In Construction

American quartered oak or mahogany finish

5 x 42 Inch Top

VERY MASSIVE. Here is a table that will en-
sure the attractiveness of any library, is made of hardwood, to which is al-
so a finish in imitation of quarter-
ed oak, which looks like the real stuff, or can be secured finished in darker mahogany, which looks like mahogany. It is highly glossed and this is expertly hand rubbed and polished. Has a large, roomy drawer, meas-
ing 26 inches wide and 15 inches deep, top is full 42 inches by 26 inches. It is fitted with glides to prevent scratching hardwood floors.

A Richly Designed Colonial Library Table
No. 5K950 $10.95

Compare IT With Those Sold By Others

THE SHELF below is 11 inches wide and provides a very convenient place to put books and maga-
azines. The drawer is fitted with round wooden drawer pulls as shown in the picture. For fur-
ni
ture of smaller size, see catalogue.

OTHER DETAILS. The column measures 2 1/2 inches across face, rail is 3 1/2 inches deep and base is 3 1/2 inches across. The shipping weight is about 100 pounds.

No. 5K950. Price $10.95

Order IT Sent Upon Approval. See Page One For Terms

This Table Has A Roomy Drawer And Spacious Shelf Below For Books And Magazines

$10.95
**CHOICE OF GOLDEN OR FUMED FINISH**

Here is a strictly Colonial model in design library table. It is made of durable hardwood, to which is applied a finish in imitation of quarter-sawn oak, that closely resembles the real wood and takes an expert eye to detect the difference. Comes in your choice of highly glossed golden or fumed finish, as you prefer. Please state which you desire, when ordering. You can also have this splendid model with either 43 x 28 inch or 46 x 32 inch top, at the prices quoted below.

**FURNISHED with glides in- stead of castors to protect the rugs and hardwood floors—a feature that will be appreciated by every thrifty housewife. Note the nicely rounded corners on the top and the graceful lines throughout.**

**A Wonderful Offering**

**FINE AMERICAN QUARTERED OAK TABLE**

You Cannot Afford to Miss This Wonderful Library Table Bargain

**THE PRICE IS LOW**

Made
In a New Style With
Large Top And 22x16 Inch Drawer

Has
Very Artistic Pedestals

This Magnificent Library Table Has A Large

48x28 Inch Top

Heavy Pedestal Base

**POLISHED TOP** is 45 x 28 inches; the pedestals at the widest part are 8 1/2 inches wide, the rim is 2 1/2 inches deep, drawer measures 21 x 16 inches, the shelf below is 13 x 21 inches in size, being 1 1/4 inch thick. The solid oak is extra heavy, being 1 1/4 inches across. When you stop to consider the reasonable terms upon which we will this magnificent library table, you should not lose any time in sending us your order. Shipping weight, carefully packed to insure safe arrival, is approximately 85 pounds.

**No. 1K2158. 42x28 in. Top, Price $11.85**

**No. 1K2159. 48x28 in. Top, Price $13.65**

Be Sure To Give Correct Number

**NOTE**


**COMES IN THE TWO Sizes Quote**

**Has Octagon Pedestals**

**COMES IN THE TWO Sizes Quote**

Heck, cheap, pedes- tal. Comes in the two sizes quote.

**This Magnificent Library Table Has A Large 48x28 Inch Top Heavy Pedestal Base**

**Send Us Your Order**

**See Page 1 For Terms**
STUNNING JACOBEAN PERIOD LIBRARY TABLE

Very Attractive Pattern

Made With 5-Ply Genuine Quartered Oak Veneer Top Measuring 42x26 Inches. Note Our Low Price No. 5K1057. Price, $11.95

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT Jacobean period library table. Made with 5-ply genuine quartered oak veneer top while the balance of the table is constructed of poplar and Ash-fired solid oak. The top measures 42"x26" inches. There is a good size drawer, fitted with round wooden knobs. The turned legs measure 24" in height and are of the artsie pede style which adds greatly to the appearance of this tasteful piece of library furniture.

THIS TABLE stands 30 inches high, is durably constructed in every way and has a shelf underneath. You can order this table, have it shipped to you on approval and try it in your home for a full year. If you are satisfied in every way, take a year to pay. The finish is fumed oak. The popularity of which is recognized by experienced furniture buyers. This table is backed by our guarantee of complete satisfaction or money refunded. Shipping weight about 300 lbs.

No. 5K1057. Price $11.95

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR LIBRARY TABLE

Here Is A Value That Should Not Be Overlooked By Any Housewife

IT IS MADE OF SOLID AND QUARTER-SAWEDED OAK.

 IN FUMED OR GOLDEN FINISH

2x28 IN. TOP.

THIS TABLE is a design that truly represents the perfect mission set. The top is made of fine quarter sawed oak and measures 28x28 inches. Solid wood is used throughout the rest of this handsome piece of furniture and the finish is in the solid fumed or golden oak. Feature of this table is the sliding top drawer. It has been designed to fit either on the left or right side and can be opened either from the front or the back. Has magazine rack in the center end panel which also has shelf below as illustrated.

No. 5K1058

Quarter-Sawed Oak Top

NO DOUBT you have dreamed of purchasing a library table for your home. Perhaps the old one looks pretty good, but you have a desire to improve the appearance of your library with a new up-to-date model. In that case order this one.

YOU MAY have visited your local dealer with a full determination to make a purchase, but when you priced his tables you found his figures more than you wanted to pay. And besides he waited long for the transaction. That is where we offer a helping hand.

WE GIVE YOU the benefit of our long experience in furnishing houses with furniture of all types. We are able to keep up with the requirements of the times, and if you order this table it is at a truly remarkable value at our exceptional bargain price. Shipping weight is about 100 lbs.

No. 5K1058. Price $14.55

Has Drawer On Each Side
Underneath Magazine Rack

We Will Ship This Table To You On Approval

MADE OF SOLID AND QUARTER-SAWEDED OAK IN POPULAR FUMED FINISH

THE DESIGN of this table is very much in vogue at the present time and it will harmonize with the furnishings in any home. The rope design corner posts are expertly fitted and terminate in ball shape feet as shown in the picture. You will make no mistake in ordering this table, if you are looking for an inexpensive one in a period design. Credit terms are shown on page 1.

$14.55

Be Sure To Mention Finish You Desire When Ordering

Perfect Mission Model

See Page 1 for Liberal Credit Terms
### A Rare Offering in a Library Table

**Genuine 5-Ply Veneered Mahogany**

**Top Or Solid Quarter-Sawed Oak**

**Price:** $16.45

**Here's a Beautiful Library Table**

**Choice of Rich Golden Or Fumed Finish**

**Price:** $17.75

### Quarter-Sawed Oak Library Table

**Note the Handy Shelves on Each Side**

**Price:** $18.25

### Mission Library Table

**Here is a Table that for Neatness and Style is Equal at Our Price**

**It is Made of Select Quarter-Sawed Oak in Fumed or Golden Finish**

**When ordering be Sure to State Which Finish you Desire**

**The Top Measures 42x26 Inches and is of Double Top Style**

**The Shelves Are in A Perfect Condition**

**Price:** $18.00

### Fine Quartered Oak Library Table

**Can be Ordered In Two Sizes As Quoted Below. Continuous Square Corner Posts**

**Price:** $14.65

**Large Massive Library Table**

**This Table can be Ordered In Rich Mahogany Veneer or in Mahoganyized Birch**

**Price:** $15.65

### Mission Style Table

**Made In An Attractive Colonial Design**

**Price:** $14.65

### December 22, 1920

**Hartman's Furniture Catalogue**

**Page 220**

**For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue**

**Chicago**

---

**Fine Quartered Oak Library Table**

**Price:** $14.65

**Plank Top Measures 42x26 Inches**

**No. 5K1029**

**Missouri Style Table**

**Made of Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak with Rich Golden Oak or Fumed Finish. It is Designed Along True Mission Lines with Continuous Square Corner Posts and Finished Top at the Prices Quoted Below. Be Sure to State Finish Desired When Ordering. Shipping Weight of Small Sizes About 155 Pounds of Large Sizes About 255 Pounds.**

**No. 5K1029. Price with 42x26 Inch Top:** $14.65

**No. 5K1030. Price with 48x28 Inch Top:** $16.65

---

**A Rare Offering in a Library Table**

**No. 5K1032**

**Price:** $16.45

**Send Us Your Order**

**Credit Terms Page One**

---

**Here's a Beautiful Library Table**

**No. 5K1034**

**Price:** $17.75

---

**Quarter-Sawed Oak Library Table**

**Price:** $18.25

---

**Mission Library Table**

**Here is a Table that for Neatness and Style is Equal at Our Price**

**It is Made of Select Quarter-Sawed Oak in Fumed or Golden Finish**

**When ordering be Sure to State Which Finish you Desire**

**The Top Measures 42x26 Inches and is of Double Top Style**

**The Shelves Are in A Perfect Condition**

**Price:** $18.00

**No. 5K1035**

---

**Quartered Oak or Mahoganized Birch**

**Price:** $15.65

**No. 5K1031**

**Large Massive Library Table**

**This Table can be Ordered In Rich Mahogany Veneer or in Mahoganyized Birch**

**Price:** $15.65
PLENDID LIBRARY TABLE VALUE

Top Measures 28x48 Inches. This Colonial Design Table Is Handsomely Finished In Imitation Quartered Oak Or Imitation Mahogany. Be Sure and Mention Which Finish You Desire When Ordering.

No. 5K1059. Price $14.75

DIMENSIONS. The top measures 28x48 inches. Ball is 5\% inches deep, columns are 29 inches high, 24 inches on the face; shelf is 26\% inches long, 16 inches wide. Shipping weight, 110 lbs.

No. 5K1060. Price $21.95

STATIONERY DRAWER is full blocked-in construction, with genuine veneer bottom, such as used only on the better grades of tables. This drawer is large and roomy, being fitted with round wooden drawer pulls, as illustrated. Pillars and feet measure 2\% inches wide. Shelf below is of very artistic shade; measures 33 inches long and 18 inches wide. Is fitted with "Homes of Silence," which prevent muttering of redwood floors or tearing rugs and carpets. Spread of base, 24\% inches, rim is 4\% less wide, top \% in. thick. Shipping weight, 120 lbs. $21.95

THE LUMBER

used is seasoned hard-wood in which is applied the attractive imitation quartered oak or mahogany finish, the former being a duplicate in appearance of a quarter sawed oak, the latter imitation of genuine mahogany, expertly finished. The top is 28x48 inches in attractive oval shape. The stationary drawer is large and roomy, slides in and out with ease and is fitted with round wooden drawer pulls. This Colonial table will look well in any home.

The Shelf Below Is Very Handy For Books, Magazines and Stationery

Typical Colonial Design Library Table

The Roomy Stationery Drawer Is Blocked-In Construction With Real Mahogany Or Quartered Oak Veneer Bottom

THE STYLE

This Colonial Design Library Table should be to you, a top is applied imitation quartered oak or mahogany. Balance of table is made in either oak or fumed oak, or dull polished mahogany finish.

Fitted With Slides To Prevent Catching Marring Floors Or Tearing Rugs

The Drawer Is Spacious And Is Fitted With Wooden Knobs. Observe The Graceful Pedestals

Note The Attractive Design Top And Artistic Style Of The Shelf Below. This Table Is Full Bolted Construction
HARTMAN'S supported a neat bandy mahoganyized is state by deep five fitted Terms This 2»Zl' supported Tire c<inveiiient man a For a good jj $19 rich unique illusi The designed. genuine S supported CHICAGO superior Has state The ffenerous sure verry Veneered your, 42x26 When golden is Top We is two Pillars Colonial Legs Shaped 222 Ko. set Te 45x2S STUNNING PLENTY HI 1 niali(>uiize<i off posts. 5K1061. With finish. 5K106(i. Artistic shelf. 5K106. With and finish weight pieces. MADE OF mahoganyveneer. With genuine quarter-sawed oak or birch mahoganyized is state by deep five fitted Terms. The top is of genuine quarter-sawed oak in rich golden finish, or in mahoganyized birch with five ply genuine mahogany veneer top and shelf. The top measures 43x26 inches in size and has a deep rim with large drawer fitted with round wooden knobs. The top is supported by four Colonial scroll feet. The base is supported by four Colonial scroll feet. This is a very exceptional bargain. Shipping weight about 150 pounds.

ORDER THIS FINE LIBRARY TABLE IN QUARTER-SAWED OAK OR MAHOGANIZED BIRCH

Has 5-Ply Veneer Top

Size of Top 45x28 Inches.

STUNNING TABLE is designed in a unique style and is a high class article at a moderate price. It is made of genuine quarter-sawed oak in rich golden finish, or in mahoganyized birch with five ply genuine mahogany veneer top and shelf. The top is of genuine quarter-sawed oak in rich golden finish, or in mahoganyized birch with five ply genuine mahogany veneer top and shelf. The top measures 43x26 inches in size and has a deep rim with large drawer fitted with round wooden knobs. The top is supported by four Colonial scroll feet. The base is supported by four Colonial scroll feet. This is a very exceptional bargain. Shipping weight about 150 pounds.

ORDER THIS FINE LIBRARY TABLE IN QUARTER-SAWED OAK OR MAHOGANIZED BIRCH

Has 5-Ply Veneer Top

Size of Top 45x28 Inches.

SPLENDID VALUE IN A COLONIAL DESIGN

MAHOGANIZED BIRCH LIBRARY TABLE

The Pillars And Legs Are Made Of 5-Ply Genuine Mahogany Veneer

Size of Top 42x28 In.

HERE IS a table made in a style that is sure to please the most discriminating wife. It is durably constructed of mahoganyized birch and can be in polished or dull finish. When ordering be sure to state which finish is desired. The top shaped rim is fitted with a neat rim and measures 43x26 inches. The rim is 45x28 inches and has a deep rim with large drawer fitted with round wooden knobs. The top is supported by four Colonial scroll feet. The base is artistic and is supported by scroll feet. Shipping weight about 150 pounds.

A BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED ADAM PERIOD LIBRARY TABLE IN BROWN MAHOGANY FINISH

This Table Comes In Two Sizes At Prices Quoted Below With 42x26 Inch, or 48x28 Inch Top.

THE DESIGN of this table is in accordance with that used in the Adam period and is very artistic. Constructed of mahoganyized birch with a rich finish, in your choice of polished or dull. The top has a support of four Colonial scroll feet. The top is supported by four Colonial scroll feet. The base is artistic and is supported by scroll feet. Shipping weight about 150 pounds.

AN ELEGANT LIBRARY TABLE MADE OF QUARTERED GOLDEN OAK OR BIRCH MAHOGANY

The Large Top and Rim Are of 5-Ply Veneer

Order One Size of Top 48x30 Inches.

THE STYLE of this library table is superior to any we have yet been able to manufacture at this low price. It is constructed of genuine quarter-sawed oak or birch mahoganyized is state by deep five fitted Terms. The top is of genuine quarter-sawed oak in rich golden finish, or in mahoganyized birch with entire top and rim of five ply genuine mahogany veneer. When ordering this table, be sure to mention which finish you desire. Top measures 43x26 inches and is supported by elegantly designed octagon pedestal. The base is supported by Colonial scroll feet. The side is roomy drawer fitted with round wooden knobs. Shipping weight about 150 pounds.

TO ORDER LIBRARY TABLES:

1. Pull out the top drawer and place one of our liberal catalogues in it.
2. Do not go on to your next piece of furniture until you have chosen the right model.
3. Order only one of each model you wish to see in your room before you buy any of them.

We Trust You

Size of Top 45x28 Inches.

PLENTY OF ROOM is afforded in this table because of the cleverness with which it is designed. Can be ordered in genuine quarter-sawed oak or mahoganyized birch, with five ply genuine mahogany veneer top and shelf. The table can be ordered in polished or dull finish, while the mahoganyized table comes in rich golden finish. Top measures 43x26 inches and is supported by four shaped cornices, corner posts. There is a book shelf on either end, strong lower shelf and round drawer fitted with artistic drawer pull. When ordering this table, be sure to mention which finish you desire. Shipping weight about 150 pounds.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Catalog No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Fine Quartersawn Oak Chair</td>
<td>1K2342</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neatly Designed Chair</td>
<td>1K2316</td>
<td>$1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Strong Chair</td>
<td>1K2341</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift Over Table</td>
<td>1K2354</td>
<td>$2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift Over Table</td>
<td>1K2355</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cane Seat</td>
<td>1K2348</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Oak</td>
<td>1K2349</td>
<td>$3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Stout</td>
<td>1K2350</td>
<td>$2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neat Chair</td>
<td>1K2351</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Spindles to Back</td>
<td>1K2352</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baby Walker</td>
<td>1K2353</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE**
No. 1K2379 CHAIRS

$1.09 EACH

SET OF SIX CHAIRS $6.45

DESCRIPTION. The wood is thoroughly seasoned solid oak and the finish is golden and smooth, being carefully applied after the chair has been sanded and smoothed. They are designed with carved top and back panels, and have reinforced shaped saddle wood seats. They are well braced. You can buy the complete set of six chairs for $6.45, or if you want less, you can purchase them at the low price of $1.09 per chair. Shipping weight, six chairs, about 60 pounds.

No. 1K2379. Price, set of six $6.45

No. 1K2380 CHAIRS

$1.24 EACH

SET OF SIX CHAIRS $7.30

THESE CHAIRS are made of well-seasoned solid oak, finished in a golden color with a highly glossed surface. The panels and back panels are beautifully carved and the veneered wood are the desirable saddle shape. Each chair is well braced, and has turned stretchers. You can buy one chair or the set of six, or more if so desired. By the single chair the price is $1.24 and by the set of six price is $7.30. Shipping weight of six chairs, about 60 pounds.

No. 1K2380. Price, set of six $7.30

CONSTRUCTED of good materials and finished in a dependable manner. The wood used is of well seasoned solid oak. The chairs are sanded and smoothed after which they are finished in golden oak and highly glossed. The seats are built-up veneered stock; back panel is heavily carved in scroll design and completed with neatly turned spindles. Each chair is well braced. You can order a set of six chairs for $8.15 or single chairs at $1.38 each. Shipping weight of six chairs, about 65 pounds.

No. 1K2381. Price, set of six $8.15

MADE OF solid oak, glossed golden finish. Has carved top panel, turned back as illustrated. There are 5 back slats, turned posts and stretchers. Imitation black leather pad seat. Back posts 39¼ inches high, seat measures 16¼ inches from floor. The set 17½ x 17½ inches. You can order the complete set of six chairs for $8.25 or single chairs at the bargain price of $1.40 each. Take advantage of our liberal credit terms as shown on page one. Shipping weight of chairs is approximately 70 pounds.

No. 1K2383. Price, set of six $8.25
Solid Oak Golden Finish

Very Attractive Tapered Backs

BACK POSTS measure 35 inches high, top panel is 4 inches wide, four back slats %-inch wide, posts smoothly turned from 1%-inch stock. Seat 21 1/2 inches in size; back nicely tapered, as illustrated. Back posts strongly braced to seat. Shipping weight, set of six, about 62 lbs.

Price, each . . . . $1.43
Price, set of six . . . $8.70

Made Of Solid Oak In The Rich Golden Finish

Have Neat, Veneered Saddle Seat

THEY ARE DESIGNED in a very pleasing style, as you will agree after an examination of the illustration shown above. The workmanship is commendable.

Price, each . . . . $1.47
Price, set of six . . . $8.85

A Bargain Offering That's Unsurpassed

Triple Slat Backs

Made For Us, only seasoned solid oak is used in their construction, with a high gloss golden polish. The backs have a neat shape top panel with three flat slats and lower panel. Strongly made, well turned stretchers brace center posts, while the scooped shaped seats are also braced to back posts. Shipping weight of six chairs, about 50 pounds.

No. 1K2362. Price, each . . . . $1.49
Price, set of six . . . . $8.85

Richly Glossed

Chairs That Are Well Worth Having

THEY ARE made of solid and quartered oak. Seats are in- munition hewed, rigidly braced to one-piece back posts. Top panel of back is solid oak, adapted with a delicate carved design. A beautiful quartered oak panel extends from lower back panel to top panel. Well turned corner posts are reinforced with turned stretchers. Shipping weight of six chairs, about 50 pounds.

No. 1K2363. Price, each . . . . $1.61
Price, set of six . . . . $9.65

Complete Set
Six Chairs Only

$1.43 Each

$1.47 Each

$1.61 Each

$1.95

"^s

$1.49 Each

$9.55
DINING CHAIR. This dining chair is made of durable materials in rich color. Oak finish. Has neatly turned legs and spindles. Carved back and saddle seat. Shipping weight, about 19 lbs.

No. 1K2364. Price, each...78c

Rich Golden Oak Finish

Heavily Built

78c

Our Extra Big Value

Strongly Braced

SOLID OAK DINING CHAIR, with shaped wood seat, three broad carved panes, brace arms. Strongly constructed. Elegantly finished in a rich shade of golden oak. 81/2 lbs. each.

No. 1K2368. Price, each...$1.39

Note Wide Slat Back

SADDLE SEAT DINING CHAIR, in solid oak, golden finish. Has brace arms, heavy posts and spindles. Attractive bent oak back, turned seat. Minimum weight, about 12 lbs.

No. 1K2369. Price, each...$1.59

Extra Well Built

$2.15

SADDLE SEAT DINER: One of our representative, popular diners. Quarters-oak, elegantly finished in golden or fused oak. A remarkable value at this price. Weight, 10 pounds.

No. 1K2370. Price, each...$2.15

Extra Wide Slat Back

$3.95

Stunning Model Dining Chair

Adams Period

$2.95

Quartered And Solid Oak

$5.35

New Design High Back Diner

$6.65

Jacobean Period

$7.29

Braced Back

1.29

Solid Oak, Cane Seat

$8.35

Arms Chair Quoted Below

$9.65

Wm. and Mary Period

$10.15

Genuine Black Leather Seat

$11.25

Charles II or Jacobean Period dining chair. Genuine Spanish leather seat, typical roped legs, high back. Solid oak. Genuine quarter-sawn oak or golden finish. Shipping weight, approximately 18 lbs.

1K2371. Price, each...$11.25

1K2372. Arm Chair to Match...$6.50

1K2373. Price, each...$4.65

1K2374. Arm Chair to Match...$6.65

1K2375. Price, each...$3.95

1K2376. Arm Chair to Match...$5.65

1K2377. Price, each...$2.95

1K2378. Arm Chair to Match...$4.65

1K2379. Price, each...$6.65

1K2380. Arm Chair to Match...$8.35

1K2381. Price, each...$10.15

1K2382. Arm Chair to Match...$11.25

1K2383. Price, each...$12.25

1K2384. Arm Chair to Match...$13.25

1K2385. Price, each...$14.65

1K2386. Arm Chair to Match...$15.15

Semi-Box Seat Diner

Finely Finished

$1.05

FINE OAK DINING CHAIR, with cane seat, sturdy built, has rich curved top panel and continuous back posts, braced to seats. Has golden gloss finish. Shipping weight, about 13 lbs.

No. 1K2366. Price, each...$1.05

Genuine Leather Seat

$2.15

SOLID OAK DINING CHAIR, with cane seat, sturdy built, has rich curved top panel and continuous back posts, braced to seats. Has golden gloss finish. Shipping weight, about 13 lbs.

No. 1K2367. Price, each...$1.05

Genuine Leather Seat

$2.65

BRACED CANE SEAT DIN CHAIR, made of solid oak, in golden and glossed. Has continuous posts. Nicely curved top panel, turned and stretchers; an excellent table.

No. 1K2368. Price, each...$1.05

Genuine Leather Seat

$3.95

SOLID OAK DINING CHAIR with fine oak, turned seat, sturdy built, has rich curved top panel and continuous back posts, braced to seats. Has golden gloss finish. Shipping weight, about 13 lbs.

No. 1K2369. Price, each...$1.05

Genuine Leather Seat

$7.29

SOLID OAK DINING CHAIR, with cane seat, sturdy built, has rich curved top panel and continuous back posts, braced to seats. Has golden gloss finish. Shipping weight, about 13 lbs.

No. 1K2370. Price, each...$1.05

Genuine Leather Seat

$9.65

SADDLE SEAT DINER One of our representative, popular diners. Quarters-oak, elegantly finished in golden or fused oak. A remarkable value at this price. Weight, 10 pounds.

No. 1K2371. Price, each...$2.15

Genuine Leather Seat

$11.25

BRACED CANE SEAT DIN CHAIR, made of solid oak, in golden and glossed. Has continuous posts. Nicely curved top panel, turned and stretchers; an excellent table.

No. 1K2372. Price, each...$1.05

Genuine Leather Seat

$13.25

SOLID OAK DINING CHAIR, with cane seat, sturdy built, has rich curved top panel and continuous back posts, braced to seats. Has golden gloss finish. Shipping weight, about 13 lbs.

No. 1K2373. Price, each...$1.05

Genuine Leather Seat

$15.15

BRACED CANE SEAT DIN CHAIR, made of solid oak, in golden and glossed. Has continuous posts. Nicely curved top panel, turned and stretchers; an excellent table.

No. 1K2374. Price, each...$1.05

Genuine Leather Seat

$17.25

SOLID OAK DINING CHAIR, with cane seat, sturdy built, has rich curved top panel and continuous back posts, braced to seats. Has golden gloss finish. Shipping weight, about 13 lbs.

No. 1K2375. Price, each...$1.05

Genuine Leather Seat
HESE CHAIRS are offered to you in a set of six at a lower price. Backs have a broad, plain top and bottom panel, joined with five flat slats, into which continuous back posts and stout mortised legs and stretchers. Front of seat has neat apron.

SPLENDID VALUE. These dining chairs are made of solid golden oak, nicely finished. The frame is very well supported and braced. The seats are upholstered in the most excellent manner with imitation black leather. Shipping weight of set, carefully packed, is about 125 pounds.

Made of Solid Oak

HEAVILY CARVED DINING CHAIRS

YOU WILL BE PROUD of your dining room if it is furnished with oak seat chairs of this character, designed, built and finished with all the detail care for which Hartman furnishings are noted.

SEASONED OAK CHAIR is built of seasoned solid oak with rounded seat. Back panel is exquisitely embossed, seat in saddle-shaped, legs and spindles beautifully turned. The finish throughout is a deep rich golden. The back posts are continuous, braced to the seat by stout arms held firmly by screws, front of seats are furnished with a neatly designed apron. Each chair weighs about 12 pounds.

Price, Each...

$10.10...

Note the Carved Backs

ORDER THEM ON APPROVAL. This setting of six dining room chairs with those considerations the all-important element of solidity, finish, style and weight. Try these chairs on approval. Shipping weight of six chairs about 80 pounds.

Price, Each...

$10.85...

A Gtreat Bargain

Quartered and Solid Oak

A SATISFACTORY

Stylish Model

Low in Price

Very Well Braced

Here's Very
Big Value

Made of Solid Oak

Broad Panel Backs

Heavily Carved Dining Chairs

Order a Set Now

$9.75...

Set of Six

$10.40...

Set of Six

$10.85...

Set of Six

$10.10...

Price, Each...

1.65...

1.75...

1.70...

1.85...

$9.75...

1.40...

1.75...

1.80...

1.70...

1.85...
For inches, this inches, future.
State foundation each of these.

This Dining Chair
Made of Quartered and Solid Oak

Made of Quartered and Solid Oak

PAD SEATS. Upholstered in imitation Spanish brown leather. These seats measure 18 x 18 inches. You can select any number of these chairs at the low price quoted. An exceptional value at this low price. Shipping weight of each about 22 lbs., of set of six about 72 lbs.

No. 1K2356. Price, each: $2.19
Price, set of six: $13.00

These Are Saddle Shape Seat Full Box Diners

These Substantial Dining Room Chairs
Are Made of Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak

"in time of peace prepare for war," said one of the famous patriots of this country. The theory of preparedness may well be applied to the furnishing of the household. When circumstances are pleasant and you are earning money, lay a foundation for the future. Let us "tear up your nest" so that you can meet the possible hardships ahead amidst the comforts of pleasant home surroundings. These dining room chairs will help to make your home complete.

No. 1K2358. Price, each: $2.25

These Are Saddle Shape Seat Full Box Diners

These Splendid Dining Chair Offerings Are Typical Hartman Values. Order From Us And Save Money

These Substantial Dining Room Chairs
Are Made of Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak

"in time of peace prepare for war," said one of the famous patriots of this country. The theory of preparedness may well be applied to the furnishing of the household. When circumstances are pleasant and you are earning money, lay a foundation for the future. Let us "tear up your nest" so that you can meet the possible hardships ahead amidst the comforts of pleasant home surroundings. These dining room chairs will help to make your home complete.

No. 1K2358. Price, each: $2.25

These Are Saddle Shape Seat Full Box Diners

These Substantial Dining Room Chairs
Are Made of Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak

"in time of peace prepare for war," said one of the famous patriots of this country. The theory of preparedness may well be applied to the furnishing of the household. When circumstances are pleasant and you are earning money, lay a foundation for the future. Let us "tear up your nest" so that you can meet the possible hardships ahead amidst the comforts of pleasant home surroundings. These dining room chairs will help to make your home complete.

No. 1K2358. Price, each: $2.25

These Are Saddle Shape Seat Full Box Diners

These Substantial Dining Room Chairs
Are Made of Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak

"in time of peace prepare for war," said one of the famous patriots of this country. The theory of preparedness may well be applied to the furnishing of the household. When circumstances are pleasant and you are earning money, lay a foundation for the future. Let us "tear up your nest" so that you can meet the possible hardships ahead amidst the comforts of pleasant home surroundings. These dining room chairs will help to make your home complete.

No. 1K2358. Price, each: $2.25

These Are Saddle Shape Seat Full Box Diners

These Substantial Dining Room Chairs
Are Made of Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak

"in time of peace prepare for war," said one of the famous patriots of this country. The theory of preparedness may well be applied to the furnishing of the household. When circumstances are pleasant and you are earning money, lay a foundation for the future. Let us "tear up your nest" so that you can meet the possible hardships ahead amidst the comforts of pleasant home surroundings. These dining room chairs will help to make your home complete.

No. 1K2358. Price, each: $2.25

These Are Saddle Shape Seat Full Box Diners

These Substantial Dining Room Chairs
Are Made of Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak

"in time of peace prepare for war," said one of the famous patriots of this country. The theory of preparedness may well be applied to the furnishing of the household. When circumstances are pleasant and you are earning money, lay a foundation for the future. Let us "tear up your nest" so that you can meet the possible hardships ahead amidst the comforts of pleasant home surroundings. These dining room chairs will help to make your home complete.

No. 1K2358. Price, each: $2.25

These Are Saddle Shape Seat Full Box Diners

These Substantial Dining Room Chairs
Are Made of Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak

"in time of peace prepare for war," said one of the famous patriots of this country. The theory of preparedness may well be applied to the furnishing of the household. When circumstances are pleasant and you are earning money, lay a foundation for the future. Let us "tear up your nest" so that you can meet the possible hardships ahead amidst the comforts of pleasant home surroundings. These dining room chairs will help to make your home complete.
Solid Oak Dining Room Chairs

Have Heavy, Carved, Front Claw Feet

Quatered Oak Back Panels

Are Hand Rubbed and Polished

Made With Genuine Leather Seats

This Is The Kind of Value That Has Made The Hartman Institution The Leader In Our Line.

HE CONSTRUCTION is very rigid. The gracefully shaped legs are solidly joined to seat frame. Front legs terminating in carved claw feet. Back posts bent from straight grain, 6 inch thick stock in steam presses. Height of these chairs is 39 inches from floor. Artistically designed back panels. Shipping weight of each chair about 17 lbs. No. 1K2383. Price, each...

$2.49

THE SEATS are shaped from three sides and the front legs are sawed French style with heavy carved claw feet. These seats are of genuine leather, carefully secured with twenty-six nails and expertly padded with Canadian sea moss to insure comfort. Handsome golden color with fine hand rubbed and polished finish. Order one or the set of six sent to you on approval. Shipping weight of complete set, carefully packed, about 180 pounds. No. 1K2383. Price, for set of six, only...

$14.85

Genuine Spanish Leather Seat Dinners

Full Box Slip Seat Shaped Back

Hand Rubbed and Polished

Choice of Fumed or Golden Oak

A Comparison of This Offering With Those of Others Will Convince You In Our Behalf.

QUARTERED OAK is used on top slat, back panel and front rail of this well constructed, handsomey designed dining set. Balance is made of seasoned and kiln-dried solid oak in either golden fumed finish. When ordering please state which you prefer. These chairs are rubbed and polished, giving a very rich and finished appearance. Shipping weight of each chair, about 14 pounds...

$2.89

THIS VALUE is unparalleled. Full box seats are slip style and the backs are shaped in a manner that improves its looks and also increases its comfort. French legs terminate in carved claw feet, as illustrated. The height of these chairs is 39 inches from the floor. Strong seat construction. Shipping weight of complete set, carefully packed, approximately 85 pounds. No. 1K2384. Price, for set of six, only...

$17.25
**Fumed or Golden Finish**  
**These Chairs** have moulded bow back banister, and bent front rail. Lumber used is genuine quarter-sawn oak. Has hand-made spoon foot. Genuine Spanish leather seat; full box seat frame. Beavily beveled and screwed construction. Choice of fumed or polished golden oak finish. State finish preferred. Width 22 1/4 inches; Height 37 1/4 inches. Shipping weight of set about 85 pounds.

- **No. 1K2389**
  - Price: $3.30
  - Price for set of six: $19.50

**Made With Genuine Spanish Leather Seats**

- **No. 1K2390**
  - Price: $21.75
  - Price for set of six: $130.50

**Golden or Fumed Finish. Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak Banister, Top and Front Rail. Colonial Design.**

- **No. 1K2391**
  - Price: $25.75
  - Price for set of six: $154.50

**Hand Rubbed and Polished Quartered Oak**

- **No. 1K2392**
  - Price: $3.50
  - Price for set of six: $21.00

**Quarter-Sawed Oak Panel And Also Top Back Panel**

**Select** this genuine Spanish brown leather slip seat chair. Genuine quarter-sawed oak panel and top back, balustrade solid oak. Choice of fumed or polished finish. Seat 16 1/4 x 17 inches. Panel 21 x 21 inches. Center back 4 1/2 x 4 inches. Seat to top 17 inches. Width 20 inches. Height over-all 42 inches. Screwed in corner blocks. State finish desired. Shipping weight of set about 80 pounds. **No. 1K2392. Price, each.**

**Set Of Six Chairs**

**$19.50**

**Set Of Six Chairs**

**$20.50**

**Set Of Six Chairs**

**$21.75**

**Set Of Six Chairs**

**$25.75**
Use Your Credit

American Quartered Oak Dining Room Table.

**42-In. Top**

**FOR 6 FT. SIZE**

$8.45

THIS TABLE is made of thoroughly seasoned lumber, and finished in American quartered oak, which is applied to the wood in such a way as to give the appearance of the real quarter-sawn oak, golden color. The size of the top is 42x42 inches, and the box rim measures 1/4 inches. All corners are carefully mitered and the workmanship is thoroughly dependable. The slides are made of well seasoned hard maple, assuring long life. They can be taken out and replaced with great ease—a factor of interest to the purchaser.

THE LEGS furnished are five in number and are made of the same substantial lumber as the top. They are nicely turned and measure 3 inches in diameter. You can order this attractive looking extension table in your choice of 4 or 5 foot sizes, as you prefer. When ordering please mention size desired, and be sure to give the correct number. Comes complete with casters as shown. We guarantee the construction of this table to be thoroughly reliable, and recommend it as a good value at those prices. Order it sent upon approval. Shipping weight about 130 pounds.

No. 4K1000

6 ft. size. Price $8.45

8 ft. size. Price $9.75

$11.85

FOR 6 FT. SIZE

This Table Has Five Legs, Each Measuring 5 Inches In Diameter

A Splendid Value For You

We Will Trust You

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-Foot</td>
<td>$11.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-Foot</td>
<td>$13.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-Foot</td>
<td>$14.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHOICE OF 6, 8 OR
10 FT.
LENGTHS

Note
The
Low
Prices

42-INCH
TOP

A Fine Value

Let Hartman
Feather Your Nest

$9.95
To $12.85

THE LOW PRICES make this table one of the most remarkable values ever offered by this institute. We placed a contract with the manufacturer for a large quantity of this particular design, and we obtained them at prices that enable us to offer them to you at these tempting figures. Select the size that you require and order it sent upon approval. It will go forward without delay.

HEAVILY BUILT through and through, out of well seasoned hardwood, to which ingenuity has applied a finish in imitation of the genuine quarter-sawn oak. It is offered, not as a remarkably high grade table, but as a fine value. The pedestal is non-dividing. The wood used in constructing the top and base is joined by a dovetailing machine, which lessens splitting and warping.

6 OR 8-FOOT
LENGTHS

Made Of
Solid
Oak

No. 4K978
Dining Room Extension Table

Golden Oak Finish

No. 4K979
Dining Room Extension Table

THE DESIGN of this dining room table is not overly elaborate, but is sure to appeal to the taste of those who prefer the simpler patterns in dining room furniture. The severe, straight lines of the pedestal are enhanced by a neat molding, shown in the illustration, and are set off to advantage by the very attractive Colonial scroll design legs. For full particulars concerning this model read the following paragraphs.

THIS TABLE is made of solid oak throughout, in a rich golden oak finish. The top measures 42 inches in diameter, and can be ordered to extend to either 6 or 8-foot lengths, as desired, at the prices which we quote under the illustration. In ordering, be certain to specify which you prefer, so as to ensure your receiving the correct measures.

FITTED WITH Its legs are smooth running extensions, which prevent "sticking" common among modern raised dining tables. It is fitted with straight rim, which measures 2½ inches in size. Pedestal is 7 inches square, which is just a nice size to support the 12-inch top. Gracefully shaped scroll design legs measure 1½ inches and are made from 2-ply birch stock.

THE LEGS extend about 1 inch from pedestal. This dining room table is fitted with casters as shown. Workmanship of this table is of a grade that would expect to fit tables selling at higher prices than we ask.

For

6-Foot Length

$10.85

$12.45

For

8 Foot Length

$10.85

$12.45

The design and prices of the table are subject to change without notice or obligation.
America's Easiest Credit Terms

DINING TABLE is an article of furniture that should be purchased with care. It is used 24 hours a day and, above all, must be a strong, durable article. That point is one which has been taken into consideration in the manufacture of the tables which we offer here. It is rigid and made to withstand hard and constant usage. You need a strong table to order this one.

URGE you to read every word of description concerning the table. Then we want to have it at hand, if you are not satisfied in every way, do not return it to us and we will refund every penny of the transaction has cost you. If you want to be sure, make your payment by money order or a self-credit terms as shown page one of this money-saving catalog.

Oak Table

14.45
$12.45

The table is made of solid oak, thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried, care being taken to be extended to 6, 8 or 10 foot lengths as purchased. The illustration was made from an actual photograph of the table itself and shows how attractive it really is.

The Design is designed and will enhance the surroundings of any room in any home. The pedestal is beautifully finished, is large and substantial, and is fitted with sk curved legs ending in a fine, carved, show feet. A splendid golden color. The table is 14.45 inches, and is packed, likewise adds this handsome, serviceable piece of dining room furniture. It is a real bargain for the money.

No. 4K80 Dining Room Extension Table

6-foot size, Price........................................ $11.65
8-foot size, Price........................................ 12.95

Select This Fine Design

SPECIFY FINISH

Note The Prices

WE KNOW that once you see it, however, you'll want to keep it. It is a credit to any home. Our large selection of sizes and styles is hard to resist.

42-INCH TOP

Great Dining Table Offer

USE YOUR CREDIT

State Size Wanted

THE QUALITY is in keeping with the Hartman standard. It is in itself a guarantee that will be appreciated by all who have done their buying here. If the table appeals to you, and surely you will admit it to be a very beautiful article, tell us to send it on our famous money-back if-you-are-not-satisfied approval plan. This table is an exceptional value at the prices below.

ROUND TOP measures 42 inches in diameter and admits extra leaf boards for extension according to size you select, which are furnished with the table. When you order please mention whether you wish this table to be extended to 6, 8 or 19 ft. size. This table is thoroughly guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every possible way. Shipping weight, carefully packed, about 120 pounds.

No. 4K981 Dining Room Extension Table

6-foot size, Price........................................ $12.45
8-foot size, Price........................................ 16.45
10-foot size, Price........................................ 16.45

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
SOLID OAK

Golden Finish
Highly Gessed

45-INCH TOP
Made With 3-Ply Built-Up Legs

Order This Table $13.75 For 6-Foot Length
Order This Table $15.75 For 8-Foot Length

THE DRUM is shapely and massive as well, measuring 8 inches in diameter. It is of standard size, being inches in width. This table is fitted with Hartman hardwood easy running slides, which prevent it from sticking. A faultless combination, it is a medium-priced dining table. In fact, this table is a periwinkle in many ways to those usually found at these prices.

WHEN YOU BUY receive the benefit of many years' experience in household merchandising at low prices and liberal credit terms. Secure this three-piece dining room table. Order it upon approval, and if it does not please you in every way, return it. Shipped securely packed, 100 lbs.

45-INCH TOP
Made Of Solid Oak
GOLDEN OR FUMED FINISH
It Is Very Substantial

Take A Whole Year To Pay

Our Buying Power Saves You Money
No. 4K983

Mention Size Wanted

THE PEDESTAL measures inches wide; is neatly bell-shaped with a circular collar, inches in the middle and stands on a platform shaped in design, made heavy. 2 Ply stock measures about 4 in thickness. Diagonal measurement of platform inches, extreme width being inches. Colonial scroll feet and portico platform are inches thick.

THE TOP measures inches and can be extended to 8 or 10 feet as desired. Prices of these sizes, shown under the illustration. Please mention you require. Fitted with attempt, easy running tension slides. Attractively finished, it really weighs about 160 lbs.
EXCELLENT VALUES IN SOLID OAK DINING TABLES

TYPICAL HARTMAN VALUES

45-INCH TOP SOLID OAK EXTENSION TABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price 6 ft</th>
<th>Price 8 ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ft</td>
<td>$12.65</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft</td>
<td>$13.25</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXTRA FINE BARGAINS

CHOICE OF GOLDEN OR FUMED FINISH SOLID OAK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price 6 ft</th>
<th>Price 8 ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ft</td>
<td>$15.75</td>
<td>$18.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SATISFACTION-GIVING TABLES

45-INCH TOP DINING TABLES OF SOLID OAK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price 6 ft</th>
<th>Price 8 ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ft</td>
<td>$17.45</td>
<td>$19.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JACOBEN DESIGN extension table with 45-inch top. Made of solid oak in choice of Jacobean, fumed or golden finish. 8-ft. non-dividing pedestal, 2-5/8-inch feet and 5-inch Jacobean twist rope pillars in relief. 5-foot size fitted with drop legs which add to its rigidity when extended. Shipping weight of 6-foot size, about 175 pounds.

No. 4K945. This Table In The 8-Ft. Size 6 Fitted rigid drop legs

No. 4K946. You Can Have Your Choice of Fumed or Golden Oak As You Desire

No. 4K947. as Non-Dividing pedestal measures Inches

No. 4K948. This Is An Austrian Mission Pattern Dining Table

No. 4K949. Top Legs Are Used 6 The 8-Ft. Size Add 9 The Rigidity This Table

No. 4K950. You Can Order This Handson Table In Jacobean Fumed or Golden Finish

No. 4K946. Price 6 ft $13.25 Price 8 ft $15.95

No. 4K947. Price 6 ft $15.75 Price 8 ft $18.65

No. 4K948. Price 6 ft $16.20 Price 8 ft $18.95

No. 4K949. Price 6 ft $17.95 Price 8 ft $20.45

No. 4K950. Price 6 ft $17.95 Price 8 ft $20.45
SURPRISING VALUES IN DINING TABLE

45-INCH TOP TABLE
MADE OF SEASONED SOLID OAK
HAS MASSIVE DRUM
9 IN. WIDE AND HEAVY SCROLL PLATFORM

THE SOLID OAK used in the construction of this dining table is heavy, kiln-dried lumber. The factory which makes it employs skilled workmen of the highest order. They know how to make dining tables as they should be made. This number is made by these men, it is exceptionally well finished in your choice of fumed or golden color. Please state your preference when ordering. The top measures 45 inches in diameter and can be extended to 6, 8 or 10 feet as desired. Price for each size given below. Mention which size you desire.

9 INCH DRUM. The drum measures full 8 inches wide and is finished off at bottom as illustrated. It rests on a Colonial scroll platform base, extreme width of which is 24 inches. Scroll legs are 4½ inches thick.

PLATFORM Is made of 2-ply stock, measuring about 2 inches thick. The rim of the table is 2½ inches, being just a nice size to harmonize with the other proportions. The height of the top from the floor is about 30 inches. Shipping weight about 130 pounds.

SELECT YOUR TABLE HERE

Your Credit Is Good With
See Page 1 for Credit Terms

The advantages of fulfilling your requirements promptly and of holding required credit are apparent. No doubt you would be well advised to give it a fair trial. But why should you delay when you stand ready and willing to do exactly what you wish? It is in your own interest to make your purchase now and secure liberal credit basis.

Why Pay Cash when we offer terms on dining tables?

YOU’LL BE WELL PLEASED WITH THIS MODE

IT IS MADE OF EXTREME HEAVY SOLID OAK. A 45-INCH TOP COLONIAL PLATFORM BASE

IT IS CONSTRUCTED

of solid oak and attractively finished in fumed or golden as you prefer. When placing your order be sure to state which you desire. This is a very attractive table and is of the highest quality. If you are in doubt as to the value of the money is a piece of dining room furniture that you will be glad to own. It will be sent to you upon approval, according to liberal credit terms which we offer to our customers. If you don't like it you are under no obligation to keep it.

THE OCTAGON PEDESTAL of this table is as artistic as it is substantial. It is designed with a hexagonal base, fitted with our new patented hardwood, smooth running extension slides. It is nicely finished and constructed of well-seasoned solid oak. The deep rim attractively adds to its beauty and appearance. Shipping weight, about 150 pounds.

HERE IS QUALITY

At A Very Moderate Price

Credit Terms on Page 1.

This offer is typical of the sort of values that have placed this institution where it stands today. Select the size you want, and be sure to give the correct number when sending us your order. You will never regret your purchase.

Take Your Choice of Fumed or Golden Oak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ft.</td>
<td>$14.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft.</td>
<td>$16.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ft.</td>
<td>$18.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. 4K912

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ft.</td>
<td>$15.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ft.</td>
<td>$17.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ft.</td>
<td>$19.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. 4K913
## High-Grade Pedestal Extension Tables

### Our Prices Are Absolutely the Lowest
Quality considered, our prices are less than those of any other concern in the country for articles of equal value.

### Chicago

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mission Design Solid Oak Dining Extension Table</td>
<td>$19.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumed Oak Pedestal Extension Table</td>
<td>$23.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter-Sawed Oak Extension Table</td>
<td>$26.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Elegant Table</td>
<td>$29.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Hartman's You Get a Square Deal</td>
<td>$31.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Top</td>
<td>$34.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### You Can Order This Table With An Extra Size Top Measuring 52 Inches in Diameter For $4.50 Extra

This Table If Fitted With An Extra Large Top Measuring 54 Inches in Diameter Is $5.00 Extra

From Hartman's You Get a Square Deal We have laid the foundation of this enterprise upon Absolute Honesty, Fair Dealing and Liberal Treatment.

We Can Supply A 54-Inch Top For This Table, If You Desire It, Which Will Cost You $5.00 Extra

Your Satisfaction Means Our Success

We have grown to be the largest home furnishing concern in America because we have merited success.

We always satisfy the people.

### Additional Information
- **Mission Design Solid Oak Dining Extension Table**: $19.85
- **Fumed Oak Pedestal Extension Table**: $23.50
- **Carter-Sawed Oak Extension Table**: $26.85
- **An Elegant Table**: $29.65
- **From Hartman's You Get a Square Deal**: $31.65
- **The Top**: $34.75

### Table Features
- **Mission Design Solid Oak Dining Extension Table**: Solid oak dining extension table, beautifully finished, 4 ft. round top. It has a massive pedestal and handsome scroll design. Colonial base, 10 in. wide and 18 in. high. Pedestal is fitted with smooth running extension slides and extra leaves supplied. Fitted in golden oak or dull fumed finish. Ship. wt., about 200 lbs.
- **Fumed Oak Pedestal Extension Table**: Fitted in golden oak or dull fumed finish. Top is fitted with smooth running extension slides and extra leaves supplied. Fitted in golden oak or dull fumed finish. Shipping weight, about 180 lbs. No. 4J350. Price

### More Details
- **Price**: $19.85—Price with 18 In. Top $19.85—Price with 52 In. Top $25.75
- **Shipping**:约 140 lbs.
- **Dimensions**: 6 ft. $79.85—8 ft. $95.60
- **Extra**: Extra leaves are fitted to this table measuring 54 inches across. Furnish it for $5.00 extra.
UNIQUE DESIGN IN A SOLID OAK DINING TABLE

THE STYLE of this dining room table is very unique, and attractive as well. It is a Mission type, with William and Mary design pillars standing out in relief against the seven square inches of the drum. The illustration shows this style to great advantage and it will give you a clear idea of how you should order it. And yet the picture, at best, does not do justice to the table itself. To thoroughly appreciate the value that we offer in this model, you should see it, upon approval, so that you can examine it in your home. Thoroughly seasoned, bass dried solid oak is used throughout in your choice of golden or fumed finish, as you prefer. When ordering your order, kindly tell us which finish you desire us to ship to you.

No. 4K909.

The Top of This Table Is Full 48-Inch

VERY ORNAMENTAL

No. 4K909

6 Ft. Length, Price.............$17.45
8 Ft. Length, Price...............19.85

WONDERFUL BARGAIN IN A 48 INCH PLANK TOP TABI

THIS TABLE is a splendid example of the kind of solid oak value you receive here. It is made of quartered solid oak throughout, and comes in either golden or fumed finish. Has a heavy planked top, 48 inches in diameter that is 1 1/2 inches thick. This is about twice the thickness of most table tops. It adds to the substantial and sturdy construction of the table, reducing the possibility of the top warping out of shape. The table size is 27 1/2 inches deep. The lower boards are also made of solid oak and measure 1 1/2 inch thick. Can be extended to 6, 8 or 10 feet as quoted below.

THE PEDESTAL in shape and size is a splendid example. Each face measures 9 inches across. The feet are very attractive, yet massive, extending 14 inches from the base. At the large end, where they are attached to the base, they measure 8 inches deep and are 4 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches thick.

IN ORDERING be sure to specify the finish you desire. Also mention whether you wish this table to extend to 6, 8 or 10 feet. By so doing you will avoid further correspondence and change of driving. It is fitted with strong set of 10 heavy, extending, planked slides. It is sold under our 14-day approval or your money back. Shipping weight 6, 7 1/2, 10, 14, 16 1/2 lbs.

No. 4K74

6 Ft. Length, Price.............$18.75
8 Ft. Length, Price...............21.75
10 Ft. Length, Price...............24.75

ALL MEN ARE EQUAL before the law. Likewise all men are equal before the home of Hartman. A man's wealth is no more to be desired by us as a customer than the one who needs less. We are always willing to work for a home because we want to give them the best in a price of goods with unlimited income at their command. When you need of household furnishings, remember we always treat you and glad to be of service to you.

A Very Heavy Striking Table

Square Pedestal

Measures

9 Inches

Planked Top

Very Massive. Table Is Made Solid Oak Golden Fumed Finish

48-INCH TOP, and can be ordered to extend to six or eight feet. It is at the prices quoted below the illustrations. Hartman’s Practical Tool Room Fitted Extension Slides is fitted with a feature that will be admired by the woman of the house. It is one of the facts that makes our tables a pleasurable surprise to the bargain. Read these over and over.

SATISFACTION

Big word, but it is a big that we do not etc. the full scope of meaning. And when we say that this table will render satisfaction in every way we make this statement legally. This table is planked, 1 inch deep, and weighs about 140 pounds.

No. 4K674.

$18.75
Hand Rubbed and Polished 48 In. Quartered Oak Table

**Special Offer**
Here is a dining table to be happy with. This table is made from 2-inch wide quarter-sawn white oak. It is hand rubbed and polished, making it one of the most attractive tables on the market for the money. Size of top 31 inches. Fitted with rubber, hard wood smooth glide extensions, to prevent "slipping." Order to extend to 6, 8 or 10 feet as desired, as per the price list. Pedestal is glossy finish.

**Dimensions**
- Leaves are 17/4 inches thick; run is about 3 inches x 1/4 inch. Hardwood swell of platform is 20/22x21/4. Weight of scroll is 1 inch and hand polished pedestal measures 11 inches x 10 diameter. Fitted with steel casters.

**You Can Tell**
The measurements show the proportions, as well as its actual size. It is 10 feet, measuring 31 inches across the top. This top is of a heavy weight, and the tall pedestal and platform are made sufficiently large to keep with the size of the top. The design is especially Colonial and has a very pleasing form. The platform is supported by two pillars in half circle. Quarter-sawn oak is used throughout the whole length of the table. The top is attractively hand rubbed and polished, giving it a beautiful glossy finish.

**Feature**
Of this dining room table is found in its massive size, which measures 31 inches across the top. This top is of a heavy weight, and the tall pedestal and platform are made sufficiently large to keep with the size of the top. The design is especially Colonial and has a very pleasing form. The platform is supported by two pillars in half circle. Quarter-sawn oak is used throughout the whole length of the table. The top is attractively hand rubbed and polished, giving it a beautiful glossy finish.

**Choice of Golden or Fumed Finish.**
In this world, there are two kinds of people: those who think and those who do not think. Money does not greatly increase the number of thinkers; but it is often the result of hard work. On the other hand, many persons have fallen into impotence and futility, who are rich, but do not fully appreciate the use of money because they do not know how to think. Others are poor in worldly things but rich in thought. These are the people who have the insight into life that really counts. People are the ones who study and learn, who develop the home, because they appreciate its true value. They are the people who live from us on credit because they realize that by so doing they are making their money fulfill its greatest purpose, and at the same time are enriching their homes and their surroundings.

**Stunning Shaped Pedestal**
- Measures 11 Inches Wide.
- Scrolls Design
- Solid Oak Platform Base

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 4K675</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 ft. Length</td>
<td>$31.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 ft. Length</td>
<td>$32.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ft. Length</td>
<td>$33.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE GRANDEUR**
Serves as the center of attention for this table, and it will attract the eyes of all who set foot in the room. The golden or fumed finish is beautifully expressed in the design, and will blend in harmony with any other room furniture. The price range is from $29.85 to $21.65, depending on size.

**Platform**
- Measures 34 inches thick. From these measurements you will note that all parts are made to correspond in size, to blend into its relation between the very parts, as is necessary to become a well proportioned harmonious piece of dining furniture. Fitted with casters. Standing on the platform box is a handy way to store table linens.
THE TABLE illustrated to the right is a 46-inch Credit extension table. We can not impress you too strongly with the splendid, high class appearance that this table makes. The picture is a true representation of this massive article, and tells its own story more effectively than we possibly could. It is made of hardwood, with imitation quarter-sawed oak finish that closely resembles the real wood. It is a truly Colonial design. Shipping weight, about 175 pounds. No. 4K684. Price $16.25

Massive 48-inch Base

THE BUFFET. Don't save up your money and deprive yourself of the use of a new buffet until you have accumulated the price to pay for it. Select the elegant Colonial piece of furniture illustrated above—have it sent on approval—and if you desire to keep it, pay for it on easy credit terms while you are using it. It is made of hardwood, with imitation quarter-sawed oak finish that looks so like the real wood that it takes an experienced eye to detect the difference. Base measures 24x44 inches and the French bevel plate mirror is 14x40 inches. Has three top drawers, one lined for silverware, two compartments on either side and two drawers between. Also has large drawer for linens at the bottom. Fitted with twelve wooden knobs and strong steel casters. We unreservedly guarantee this buffet to give unlimited satisfaction. Shipping weight about 200 pounds. No. 4K685. Price $24.85

American Quartered Oak Finish

THE CHINA CLOSET as well as the other fine looking pieces of furniture in this set, is made of hardwood to which a finish is applied in imitation of quarter-sawed oak that looks like the real wood. Has heavy rolls above and below the plain but attractive doors. The latter are set off by typical Colonial sides and pilaster of unusually massive proportions. Has adjustable shelves and heavy plate ten shelf measuring 39x31 inches. Fitted with strong steel casters. Shipping weight, about 123 pounds. No. 4K683. Price $19.95

THE SERVING TABLE is made of hardwood with imitation quarter-sawed oak finish. Has 3 drawers fitted with wooden knobs. Base measures 21x12 inches. As handsome a serving table as you will find anywhere in the country at a price like this. Shipping weight, about 95 pounds. No. 4K686. Price $11.45
ORDER THIS DINING ROOM SUIT

Made of Rich American Quartered Oak in Elegant Mission Style

WHY DENY YOURSELF and family the comfort and usefulness of a luxuriously furnished dining room, when our special year-to-pay easy credit terms make it so simple for you to buy. There is no reason for hesitating—none. You can and should have furnishings that make your home enjoyable, so don't wait. Send your order to us promptly and we will gladly ship you either the china closet, buffet, table or the set of chairs.

If you want the whole set of nine pieces, you can order them shipped to you on approval and have a full year time to pay. Refer to page one and you will find how easy the liberal payments will be. Your credit is good for as much as you want to order—don't hesitate a minute—send in for anything you need.

No. 4K915. Price, Complete Set $64.65

THE EXTENSION TABLE

with square, large section top as a companion piece to the buffet and china closet. It is made of durable hardwood to which is applied a finish in imitation of quarter-sawn oak that closely resembles the real wood. Golden or fumed. The square table top supported by four square cornered feet, is real Mission style. The legs are cut out of solid stock in a square design and are rigidly fastened to pedestal, giving the table extra strength. The top measures 45 inches in diameter and with the extra leaves furnished can be extended to 6 feet, being supplied with our easy running slides. Shipping weight, about 113 lbs.

No. 4K915. Price $13.85

THE BUFFET is up to date in design and thoroughly solid in construction. It is made of quarter-sawn oak, plastered with a finish in imitation of quarter-sawn oak, Golden or fumed. It is 45 inches wide and has large Mission bevel plate mirror, 11x15 inches in size, in the mirror designed top. Mission panelled by a Mission shelf supported by Colonial standards. The large base has one large drawer for linen, etc., and an extra round cupboard with two doors fitted with glass shaped panels. The two smaller drawers are deep and wide, one of which is fixed for silverware. It is supplied with wood knobs, locks, keys and catches. Shipping weight, about 160 pounds.

No. 4K916. Price $23.50

CHINA CLOSET which is built on Mission lines. It is well made, strongly put together and solidly glued and joined. It is made of hardwood with a finish in imitation of quarter-sawn oak, Golden or fumed. It is 35 inches high and 42 inches wide, has two front doors fitted with clear, double strength glass. The sides are also fitted with glass. It has adjustable shelves—a convenience, always. Shipping weight, about 130 pounds.

No. 4K917. Price $14.95

THE CHAIRS are of handsome Mission design, made of hardwood with an imitation quarter-sawn oak finish. They are exceptionally well made, broad quarter-sawn oak top panel and quarter-sawn in the back. Each chair has small box saddle shaped seat, strong posts and legs, braced by stout stiles and rails. Together with the other three pieces, these chairs make a fine dining room suit. Shipping weight, each, about 12 pounds.

No. 4K918. Price $12.35 Set of Six Chairs

See Page 1 for Credit Terms
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EXQUISITE JACOBEAN PERIOD DINING ROOM SET

Made Of Quartered And Solid Oak In Golden Or Fumed Finish. You Can Order The Entire Set Or Just The Articles You Need At The Low Prices Quoted On This Page.

For Credit Terms See Page One

CORRECT in Jacobean Manner, or Charles II. Period design construction, every article shown on this page is a value that was never before offered at our low price. At a complete dining room suite these articles are superb. If you are in need of new furniture for your dining room—this entire new set, just a few pieces—you cannot afford to pass up these offerings, without first giving them close consideration. Such merchanis as this is seldom offered at the figures we quote on this page, and the liberal credit terms we extend.

THE TABLE is made of solid oak throughout, the top measuring 44 inches in diameter at the base, and extending to 6 feet when opened. Possesses HARTMAN'S smooth finish, which permits sliding. Choice of golden or fumed finish on top, with two-inch-thick legs, finished in the top half with a mold ing which makes it possible at this point 9 inches in diameter. There are 4 ropes legs 15 inches long and 3 inches diameter. Each, when extended, are 8 inches, fitting into the base, and rests upon scroll feet when closed, measuring 10 inches wide and 4 inches high. It is gleamed polished in the golden oak finish. Shipping weight, 160 lbs.

No. 4K935 Price $16.95

THE CHAIRS conform to the Jacobean style, with twisted rope front posts. They are rigidly constructed of quartered and solid oak, and can be in your choice of golden or fumed finish. They are illustrated, the height of each being 38 inches high, and 38 inches from the seat. Shown long mirror back upon the bases. Shown short mirror back upon the bases. Seats are upholstered in genuine leather, Spanish or Brown, and the arm rests, the backs, and the arms are covered with genuine or fumed oak. They come in set, and are very costly, and the prices are very low.

The Dining Chairs With Genuine Spanish Leather Seats.
No. 4K738 Price $2.85 Each

A Serving Table That Will Serve You Well.

Buffet, No. 4K936 44 Inches Wide. Price $21.95

THE SERVING TABLE is made of solid oak with top of base, drawer, and top rail made of quarter-sawn oak. Can be ordered in golden or fumed finish. Has full length drawer, fitted with correct period design trim. The top has a frame of 14 1/2 inches high and 1/4 inches thick. The frame is set on the top, supported by four full rounded standards. It is illustrated, the height of each being 38 inches high, and 38 inches from the seat. Shown long mirror back upon the bases. Seats are upholstered in genuine leather, Spanish or Brown, and the arm rests, the backs, and the arms are covered with genuine or fumed oak. They come in set, and are very costly, and the prices are very low.

Order This Fine Dine Room Set Price...

The China Closet is also made in the true Jacobean period style, to match the other pieces shown on this page. Has heavy drawer, fitted with correct period design trim. Has adjustable shelves with metal supports. Has a rich twisted rope ornament on the top, the height of each being 38 inches high, and 38 inches from the seat. Shown long mirror back upon the bases. Seats are upholstered in genuine leather, Spanish or Brown, and the arm rests, the backs, and the arms are covered with genuine or fumed oak. They come in set, and are very costly, and the prices are very low.

No. 4K937 Price $17.85

The Tab Has 45-In. Top Whi Extends 6 Fe Wh Opened

You Can't Afford To Miss This Great Value

No. 4K937 Price $17.85
COMPLETE NEW DINING ROOM SET consists of handsome buffet, china closet, extension table, six chairs as illustrated, in either famed or golden oak as you prefer. All of the pieces harmonize beautifully and make a perfect set of furniture.

BUFFET is made of genuine solid oak in a very artistic Mission design. You can have your choice of golden glaze finish or fumed oak. It is $2241 inches, it stands 54 inches high and has a French bevel plate two measuring 15x44 inches. Has two center drawers, one large for silver, tea containers on either side and full length linen drawers. Made with casters. Shipping weight about 135 lbs.

HINA CLOSET is made of genuine quarter sawed oak in a very stunning Mission design to match the attractive buffet described above. It stands 67 inches high and the top is 25x50 inches in size. A feature is to be found in the fact that there is a mirror in the upper section. It is fitted with adjustable shelves. The dishes shown in the illustrations are not included at the price quoted. Shipping weight about 215 lbs.

HANDSOME DINING ROOM SUIT FOR $117.45

EXTENSION TABLE has a round 44 inch top and can be extended to six feet. Has a heavy square pedestal as illustrated and is fitted with easy running slides and a set of extension leaves. Fumed or golden finish. It weighs packed for shipment about 265 lbs.

SET OF SIX DINING CHAIRS can be purchased as illustrated above. They have saddle shaped seats, and are made of solid oak throughout, in your choice of golden oak, fumed or fumed finish. Size of seat 15x17 inches. Top 4x8 inches. Seat 14x20 inches. $18.85 per chair. Shipping weight per set of six, about 216 lbs.

HIS GREAT DINING SET embraces the fine buffet, china closet, 46 inch, 6 ft. extension table and six genuine leather upholstered chairs grouped in the picture above. You will look a long ways before you find equally fine pieces at our low harvest prices.

HINA CLOSET is substantially made of genuine quarter sawed oak in true Mission design. Comes in either golden or fumed finish as you desire. Please state which you desire. Stands 56 inches high, top is 4x5 inches, has adjustable shelves and mirror in the upper section. (Dishes shown not included). Note artistic side ornaments on the front. Shipping weight is about 215 lbs.

BUFFET is made of thoroughly seasoned genuine quarter sawed oak, and is constructed to match the beautiful china closet. It stands 54 inches in height and the massive planks top is 25x50 inches in size. The mirror is exceptionally fine, being 15x41 inches. It is a fine quality French bevel plate. This excellent buffet was in golden or famed finish as you prefer. It has two top drawers, one of which is fitted for silverware, a long linen drawer and two deep crockery compartments underneath, made with casters. Shipping weight about 375 lbs.

THE DINING CHAIRS are made of solid oak with genuine leather upholstered seat cushions. The legs and seat are substantially joined to the seat frame and are braced in a manner that will resist hard wear. Instructions come with each chair.

EXTENSION TABLE is extra large, having a 46 inch top, and can be extended to 6 feet. It is fitted with easy running extension slides and a set of leaves so with it. Has a heavy square shape base with stout braces, riveted on in truly mission style. Top made of genuine quarter sawed oak, has solid oak base. Fumed or golden finish. Shipping weight about 269 lbs.

No. 4G637. Price of Set Complete... $28.75
No. 4G638. Price of Buffet... $19.50
No. 4G639. Price of China Closet... 18.85
No. 4G640. Price of Extension Table... 18.85
No. 4G641. Price of Six Dining Chairs ($2.61 each). 15.65

No. 4G642. Price of Complete Set... $177.45
No. 4G643. Price of Buffet... $35.85
No. 4G644. Price of China Closet... 29.90
No. 4G645. Price of Extension Table... 29.90
No. 4G646. Price of Six Dining Chairs ($3.40 each)... 20.35
HARTMAN’S
FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

QUARTER-SAWEED AND SOLID OAK FURNITURE

FOR THE DINING ROOM

CHOICE OF GOLDEN OR FUMED FINISH

See Page One For Terms

THE BUFFET is made in Colonial style, with genuine quarter-sawed oak door panels, the balance being constructed of specially seasoned and kiln-dried solid oak. You can have your choice of golden or fumed finish as you wish. Kindly state your preference. Top measures 42.25 in. and has a plank top 13/4 in. thick. The upper right hand drawer is lined for silverware. Has two-door cabinet and full length linen drawer, all fitted with round, wooden handles. French curved plate mirror is 30x10 in. Has hardwood corners and comes complete with locks and key. Shipping weight, about 175 lbs. No. 4K926. Price. $18.95

Top Measures 18x36 In.

THE SERVING TABLE is likewise of Colonial pattern. Has 1-1/2-inch plus top made of genuine quartersawed oak, measures 18x36 inches in size. Top rail and drawer likewise made of quartered oak, the balance being of seasoned solid oak. Choice of fumed or golden finish. Is fitted with lock and key; round drawer pulls. Stands 26 inches high. Shipping weight, about 75 lbs. No. 4K893. Price. $9.60

WE TRUST YOU

BUFFET No. 4K926
Price $18.95

THE CHAIRS have a molded bow back banister, and a bent front rail, making it a distinctively unique design. The lumber used is specially seasoned quarter-sawed oak. Has hand-made rush seat as illustrated. Genuine Spanish leather seat. Has full box seat frame. Heavily bolted and screwed construction. Choice of fumed or polished golden oak finish. When ordering please state which finish you prefer. Each chair is made of well seasoned genuine quartersawed oak, the lower rail and drawer Likewise made of quartered oak, the balance being of seasoned solid oak. Choice of fumed or golden finish. Is fitted with lock and key; round drawer pulls. Stands 37-1/4 inches high, banister measures 8 inches at the widest point, legs are firmly braced with stout stretchers, as shown. Shipping weight, about 14 lbs. No. 4K939. Price. $3.25

Dining Chairs
No. 4K939
Price Each $3.25

Price

DIING TABLE is made of seasoned solid oak. Choice of golden or fumed. Massive Colonial tapering pedestal is set into a neat brass spindling and mounted upon a Colonial scroll end. 43 in. top. Can be extended to 6 ft. in length. Shipping weight, 135 lbs. No. 4K927. Price. $16.80

45-INCH TOP
6-Foot Extension
Table No. 4K927
Price . $16.80

Order One Or More Of These
State Finish You Prefer

Great Bargains

THE CHINA CLOSET is illustrated to the right. Observes the new Colonial pillars and scroll feet which harmonize with the buffet and serving table described and illustrated above. Has plank top. The entire front is made of well seasoned genuine quarter-sawed oak, the back guard being of solid quarter-sawed oak. Choice of fumed or golden finish, as you prefer. Please state which you desire when ordering. Is fitted with three solid oak shelves. Extreme height is 67 in.; extreme width 41 in.; extreme depth 1½ in.; the inside height is 37 1/2 in., inside depth 11½ in., inside width 37 in. The door measures 41x14 in. and the glass ends panels are 41x14 in., whereas the glass at either side of door measures 4½ in. The handsome plate trims enhance the appearance of this very attractive and sturdy china closet. Shipping weight, about 125 lbs. No. 4K928. Price. $13.90

China Closet No. 4K928
Price . . . . $17.90

Sold On Approval
JACOBean OR CHARLES II PERIOD FURNITURE

FOR YOUR DINING ROOM. IS MADE OF QUARTERED OAK

THE STUNNING BUFFET illustrated to the right is made of genuine quartered oak in your choice of fumed polished golden finish. State which you prefer. Tasty cane panel on edge of the 1,028-inch French bevel plate mirror. Twist rope standards and top, three center drawers with compartment on either side and full length drawer below as illustrated. Articulate twist rope metal drawer pull. 4 drawer lined for silverware; locks on three drawers. Maple wheel casters. Height, 51 inches; width, 60 inches; depth, 24 inches. Shipping weight, about 80 pounds.

$33.85

THE ARM CHAIR is made of genuine quartered oak. Choice of fumed or Golden Oak. Twist rope posts front and twist rope rails under arms. Shaped, high back with 5/8 x 1 inch.6.5 canoe panel. Size of seat 16 x 16 inches. Height back from floor 45 inches, height back from seat 25 inches, width of seat, 44 1/4 inches. Slip seat upholstered in genuine Spanish leather. Stool: 18 inches, Shipped wt., about 22 lbs. $8.65

THIS FURNITURE IS CORRECT IN EVERY PARTICULAR

Choice of Fumed or Golden Oak

50-In. Buffet

Order Any Single Piece or the Entire Suite

Your Credit Is Good Here

HANDSOME CANE PANELS

CHINA CLOSET is expertly constructed of genuine quartered oak, in polished golden or fumed finish. The top is set off with ornamental hook board with cane panel. The front legs are wrought into twist rope design to match the other pieces, and the legs are braced with stout stretchers. Bottle grille work is used in both the glass doors and sides. The door being fitted with pull type design metal handles as illustrated. Three adjustable shelves, a full width drawer, and 4 drawers as illustrated. Height, 72 inches; width, 49 inches; depth 18 inches. Shipping weight, about 375 pounds. $25.65

SERVING TABLE in made of genuine quartered oak. Is fumed or polished golden finish. Decorative back board with artistic cane panel ornaments this serviceable, attractive number. Pull length drawer fitted with twist rope design. Metal drawer pull to correspond with the legs. Shelf below will be found a very convenient addition to this serving table. Has maple wheel casters. The legs are braced with stretchers as shown, adding to its rigid construction. The height is 42 inches, the width, 40 inches, and the depth, 18 inches; shipping weight, carefully packed, is approximately 100 pounds. $25.65

No. 4K918. Price... $33.85

No. 4K722. Price... $134.00

No. 4K723. Price... $134.00

No. 4K919. Price... $25.65

No. 4K726. Price... $13.85

Satisfaction, Always

Complete Suite, with 4-1/2 ft. Extension Table, Price, $134.00

Choice of 48-in. or 54-in. Tops At Prices Quoted

CHICAGO
CHINA CLOSET is made in the true William and Mary Period style of genuine quarter-sawed oak, quarter-sawed on all surfaces. Stained, varnished or waxed and polished golden oak. Two adjustable shelves with metal supports; grooves in shelves to receive glass glassware or china. Trimmed in mahogany. Metal slides. Height 60 inches, depth 16 inches, width 44 inches. Shipping weight about 160 pounds.

No. 4J656. Price $26.75

THE FIVE CHAIRS are genuine quarter-sawed and solid oak, waxed or hand rubbed and polished golden oak or fumed. In William and Mary design, slip seat upholstered in genuine Spanish leather and mahogany or walnut seat. Height 15 inches from the floor, the height overall being 41 inches. The back is 14 inches wide, containing a 6-inch back panel. This set is known as a tapering shaped back. Shipping weight each about 18 pounds.

No. 4J695. Price each $5.45


No. 4J696. Price $29.75

THE ARM CHAIR is made to match the five other chairs shown on this page. It is a duplicate in style of those chairs, with the addition of the arms. In made of genuine quarter-sawed and solid oak and upholstered with genuine Spanish leather slip seat. Particularly observe the shaped legs and the stretcher joining the front and back legs, as well as the two cross stretchers. Seat 16 inches wide, arms 16 inches long. Shipping weight is approximately 26 pounds.

No. 4J699. Price $7.90

54-Inch
Dining Table No. 4J697
Dining Chairs No. 4J698
Arm Chair No. 4J699

A FINE BUFFET is shown to the left. It is a perfect William and Mary Period dining room piece, expertly constructed of genuine quarter-sawed oak. Inlaid with choice of waxed or hand rubbed and polished golden oak or fumed. In coloring, please tell us which one you prefer to have. Notice the deeply ribbed walnut drawers. Height 56 inches. The legs correspond with the other pieces of this set and are braced with stretcher, as shown. Shipping weight is approximately 185 pounds.

No. 4J700. Price $36.95

SERVING TABLE. This serving table is a correct William and Mary Period piece of dining room furniture. Very splendidly constructed of genuine quarter-sawed oak in your choice of waxed or hand rubbed and polished golden or fumed oak. Finely finished. Reversibly finished on both sides. Has a 16-inch, fully quartered, engraved leg. Dark walnut drawers with brass hinges and cut with maple wood drawers. Height 55 inches. The legs correspond with the other piece of this set and are braced with stretcher, as shown. Shipping weight is approximately 185 pounds.

No. 4J701. Price $14.75
GET THIS SOLID OAK SIDEBOARD AT ONCE

HAS FRENCH BEVEL PLATE MIRROR, HEAVY CLAW FEET AND DRAWER LINED FOR SILVERWARE

You Can’t Afford to Miss This Great Value

OTHER FEATURES. The upper right-hand drawer is carefully lined for silverware. This is a feature well worth considering. All drawers are large and roomy. The heavy claw feet not only add to its strength, but also enhance the beauty of your dining room equipment. Sideboard finished in a rich golden color, is easily set off with wood knobs and strong hardwood casters. Drawers fitted with strong locks and key. Here is a handy shelf at top and a smaller shelf at either side supported by the standards. Below the two drawers, at the top is a full width linen drawer and a larger cupboard with two doors, each ornamented with carved designs.

EXAMINE THE PICTURE. The illustration shown on this page will give you a better conception of the excellence of this magnificent sideboard than any amount of lengthy description. Examine the picture. Then send us your order. Place the sideboard in your dining room, examine it carefully, use it as a model, and if for any reason it fails to meet with your entire satisfaction, ship it back at our expense, and we will refund every cent that it has cost you. Can you ask for any fairer proposition than that? If you decide to keep it, you can pay for it in small installments as outlined in detail on page one.

$16.95 OVER A YEAR TO PAY

No. 4K920
SELECT ONE OF THESE SIDEBOARD BARGAINS

HANDSOME LOW PRICED SIDEBOARD

Made of hard-wood in imitation quarter-sawn oak with high gloss finish. Has large linen drawers, two smaller swell front top drawers, one lined for silverware. Has large china compartment with neat carving on the doors. Top of base measures 42 x 21 inches. French plate beveled mirror is 2 x 14 inches. Upper part of sideboard is elaborately ornamented with carvings. Below the top shelf there are two colonial columns with two small shelves. Drawers are correctly fitted and slide easily. Feet are cut straight and equipped with eastern. Shipping weight, 160 lbs.

No. 4K921. Price . . . . $12.95

Solid Oak and Very Richly Carved

Very Choice NEW STYL SIDEBOARD

A very attractive sideboard, made of substantial, thoroughly seasoned, kiln dried oak, finish gold highly polished. The base has small drawers made withстеatite shaped fronts, one bar lined for silverware, both fitted with neat keys. Has large linen drawer and cupboard below with two doors fitted with handley pulls. Top of base is inches wide x 21 inches deep. The French beveled pattern plate mirror measures 24 inches. Base heavy carved oak. Very attractive and carvings decorate the entire sideboard. Shipping weight, 165 lbs.

No. 4K925. Price . . . . $15.85

Our High Art Popular Design

ORDER THIS WELL MADE SIDEBOARD

A non-exceedingly novel pattern; made of kiln dried, thoroughly seasoned, solid oak with a beautiful golden finish. Has large scroll carvings at bottom and swell front at top of base and has elegant carvings on upper moulding. There are two small drawers, one lined for silverware, long linen drawer and large dish compartment with two doors. Top of base measures 42 x 21 inches. The handsome French beveled pattern mirror is 2 x 14 inches. The long shelf at top is supported by two claw foot columns; the legs at bottom of sideboard are in claw foot design. This sideboard is worth far more than the low price we ask. Shipping weight, 169 lbs.

No. 4K922. Price . . . . $16.65

A Very Attractive New Mode

HERE'S AN EXTRA VALUE SIDEBOARD

An exceptionally handsome sideboard, made of hard-wood, to which is applied a finish in imitation of real quartersawn oak which is called American quartered oak. Looks like the genuine. New style extended convex top drawer, 36 x 15 inch French plate beveled mirror in back and a full length shelf ornamented with four colonial columns supported by French legs with claw feet; size of top of base is 35 x 21 inches. It has three small drawers, one lined for silverware, a large linen drawer and two large dish compartments. The legs are French style and are fitted with casters. Shipping weight, about 168 lbs.

No. 4K260. Price . . . . $19.75

Made of Solid Oak and Has Wood Knobs, Locks, Keys and Casters

American Quartered Oak With Wood Drawer Pulls
HARTMAN'S

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
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HAVE ON GENUINE SOLID OAK SIDEBOARDS

Guarantee Everything We Sell
Buy From Us and Take No Chances

Handsome New Substantial Sideboard Made Of Seasoned and Kiln Dried Oak Attractive Serpentine Top Drawers
Observe the Very Striking Carvings

BUSINESS METHODS have changed materially in the last sixty years. When we first opened our doors we found our competitors all operating practically upon one line. They all figured that the only way to achieve success was to quote as much for an article as they thought a customer would give. Our policy was different; we estimated that by buying in large quantities we could buy for less and therefore sell for less. We found that this theory was correct, because our sales exceeded our fondest hopes. Realizing that this was the proper policy to pursue we have been operating along these lines ever since. The more we sell the more we can buy, the cheaper our prices—and as our business increases the greatness of our values naturally improves in proportion. You don't have to look for or become convinced of the truth of our assertions. For this fine new design called oak sideboard is an excellent example of economic value.

LOOK AT THE PICTURE. That is sufficient to convince you of the rare beauty, artistic outline and splendid proportions of this handsome solid oak sideboard. It is made throughout of thoroughly seasoned and kiln dried solid oak in the handsome golden color. The beautiful serpentine top drawers are made of quarter sawed oak and one is lined for silverware. This sideboard has three-piece single end panels and is trimmed with wood knobs and hardwood casters as shown in the illustration. Particularly note the strong, bold carvings at the top, on the panels of the doors below and on the front posts. There is a large full length lower drawer below the two top drawers. Above the latter is a heavy top measuring 42.25 inches. On this top rest the two attractive standards which support the side brackets on either side of the mirror. The French beveled plate mirror is of attractive outline and measures 24 X 39 in. Observe that the measurements are all taken on the standards corresponding with those on front posts.

SEND US YOUR ORDER. It seems almost impossible to persuade you that you can have this elegant sideboard on most favorable, liberal credit terms; but that is exactly what you can do, and more than that, it will be to your advantage and you are to be the judge. If it does not come up to your expectations or you are not pleased with it in every way, ship it back at our expense and we will return every penny it has cost you. If you care to keep it, make your payments according to our liberal terms as shown on Page one of this bargain book. Shipping weight about 250 pounds.

Beautiful Golden Oak Finished Sideboard

No. 4H664. Price, $17.39

Observe the Deep Cut Hand Carvings

Handsome New Substantial Sideboard

Handsome New Substantial Sideboard Made Of Seasoned and Kiln Dried Oak Attractive Serpentine Top Drawers

Genuine Solid Oak Sideboards

No. 4H669. Price, $18.75

and Your Order For This Sideboard
A massive Base Measures 42x21 Inches
2 Quarter-Sawed Oak Top Drawers
Elegantly Enhanced By Rich Carvings

AT THE LIE. All honest men and women in America should do all in their power to "swat the Lie" of the unscrupulous dealer, mail order house and merchant in every kind of way. He does not deserve the patronage of those whose hard earned cash he tries to obtain through false representation. For 60 years we have been building up our business upon honesty and fair dealing. Our methods have earned the support of countless men and women in every section of this country because they have found that the house of HARTMAN is built upon a solid founda-

HORIZONTALLY PLANTED

Handsome New Substantial Sideboard

Handsome New Substantial Sideboard Made Of Seasoned and Kiln Dried Oak Attractive Serpentine Top Drawers

Elegantly Enhanced By Rich Carvings

ELEGANTY ENHANCED BY RICH CARVINGS. Deeply cut, embellish the extremely top and base as well as the design on either side of the mirror. The handy shelf above this mirror is full length. Being finished in a rich golden color, this sideboard is very pleasing to the eye. It is trimmed with wooden knobs and hardwood casters. The front legs are of claw foot pattern, to harmonize with the elaborate carvings. See page 1 for terms. Shipping weight is about 280 pounds.

HARD MADE THROUGHOUT OF HIGHLY SEASONED AND KILN DRIED SOLID OAK. 2 Serpentine top drawers are constructed of thoroughly seasoned quarter-sawed oak. One of these drawers is lined for silverware. The heavy moulded, double top is 42.25 inches. Below the hung top drawers are 2 roomy cupboards and a large linen drawer below. This sideboard has a heavy, 3-ply back. The attractive French beveled plate mirror is 24½ X 49 inches.
TWO EXTRAORDINARY BUFFET BARGAINS

ARTISTIC COLONIAL BUFFET IN AMERICAN QUARTERED OAK FINISH, HAS 21 x 42 INCH PLANKED TOP AND LARGE MIRROR

The Home is the anchor of a man's life. If you want to stop a ship, you stop the anchor. A man wants refuge from the temptations of the outside world by naturally seeking his home. It stands to reason, therefore, that the home should be a place of rest and comfort. Enhance the appearance of your household with the right kind of furnishings and your home will be a "haven" for yourself and family. A buffet such as this will one help to equip the home as it should be. Be it not only gives you an article of merit from the standpoint of value, but is a remarkably attractive piece of furniture.

The Material is substantial and the construction is of excellent, strong hardwoods in building this buffet, to which is applied a finish imitative of handsome quarter-sawn oak. This finish is like the real quarter sawed oak and will give good service. The design is a true Colonial model as shown in the picture on the left. The curved pilasters supporting the top are to correspond with the artistic corner posts. There are two top drawers under the heavy planked base top, one large for silver, two center drawers, cupboard on either side and a full length linen drawer below. Bounded wooden drawer pulls. Comes complete with casters. Below give the dimensions of this number.

MEASUREMENTS: The top of this attractive buffet is 21 x 42 inches; being a very desirable size for average family use. The French beveled plate mirror is 10 x 23 inches and the height over all is 54 inches. The posts measure 1 ½ inches wide. Order this excellent piece of dining room furniture on approval. If it does not please you, do not keep it. Shipping weight, about 250 pounds.

AN ELEGANT WELL MADE COLONIAL BUFFET WITH RICH AMERICAN QUARTERED OAK FINISH HEAVY PLANK TOP

We believe that the working people of the country deserve every consideration possible to give them; nor is this mere talk, we "practice what we preach." Our great mass of employees are all well paid and well cared for. Their comforts consist of rest rooms, hospital, dining rooms, and every feature that could be desired to add to their convenience. Those working for others we want to serve likewise, but we serve them in a different way. We fulfill their household requirements and give them a year in which to pay their bills. We go further than that, we search the world's markets for the best values that can be procured and give our customers the benefits of our vast purchasing power and easy credit terms.

As proof of our stupendous value-giving, your attention is directed to this massive, heavy, plank top buffet. Its lines are graceful, its workmanship is excellent and will prove a wonderful value at the price. The lumber used is seasoned hardwood to which is applied an imitation quartered oak finish in a rich golden color. This finish so closely resembles the genuine quarter-sawn oak that it takes the eye of an expert to detect the difference. The large French beveled plate mirror measures 10 x 23 inches and is gracefully rounded at top as shown. The attractive top is supported by 4 artistic Colonial design pilasters to match the Colonial pattern posts. Also observe the shapely, scroll ornament between the doors on either side.

THE PLANK TOP measures 20 x 12 inches. It is made of 1 inch chestnut core with two layers cross banded veneer on top and bottom and 1 ½ inch bender strip mortised on around outside. There are 2 straight front, overhung top drawers, one of which is usually lined for silverware. Below these top drawers is a full length drawer, as shown, for linens, below which are 2 compartments; the latter, as well as the drawers, are all fitted with rounded wooden knobs. Shpg. wt., about 175 lbs.

ORDER ON APPROVAL

No. 4K923. Price, $14.85

No. 4K924. Price, $15.95
**COLONIAL DESIGN BUFFET**

Well Constructed Of American Quartered Oak. In The Rich Golden Finish. Has Overhung Top Drawers And 20x42 In. Base

**THE LUMBER** used in the manufacture of this reasonably priced buffet is seasoned hardwood, to which is applied a finish in imitation of genuine quarter-sawn oak. This finish looks a great deal like the real wood. The rich gloss golden color is used on this design. The overhung top drawers, large middle drawer and roomy lower cupboard compartment are among its features. It is typically Colonial in style; with heavy, Colonial posts and scroll pilasters which are shown in the illustration. The drawers and cupboard doors are fitted with round wooden knobs and it is completed with casters. It is a piece of dining room furniture you will be glad to own.

**THE LINES** of this buffet answer the appeal of the buyer who seeks refinement in his home. The construction is dependable, both as to materials and workmanship. In fact, we consider that for the money this is an article of furniture that deserves especial mention. And to back it up every claim of good, sound value-setting, we repeat our money-back guarantee if you are not satisfied in every way. The base is of a generous size, measuring 42 inches in width and 28 inches in depth. The good grade French bevel plate mirror measures 16x38 inches. Comes complete with hooks, key and casters. Shipping weight, about 155 pounds.

---

**OLD OAK BUFFET**

No. 4K986. Price .............. $15.65

**OLD OAK BUFFET**

No. 4K986. Price .............. $15.65

---

**QUARTER-SAWED OAK**

Is Used On The Front, Top And Toilet. Balance Of Buffet Made Of Seasoned Solid Oak, Golden Or Fumed. 20x42 In. Plank Top

**THE DESIGN** of this attractive buffet is of the Colonial type—graceful and pleasing to the eye. Observe how the massive scroll top and优质 balance of substantial solid oak. The finish the order this splendid buffet in your choice of either fumed or glazed golden oak as you prefer. When ordering please advise us which finish you desire us to send. It is made with two small upper drawers and one middle drawer, with a roomy cupboard compartment below.

**A FEATURE** that is distinctive of this article and one that is striking as well is the design of the cupboard doors in combination with the heavy scroll between these doors. It is one of those points of advantage that lyres the gifted designer and feature his product against that of the ordinary craftsmen. The base top is of plank construction, extra heavy and massive. This base measures 42 inches wide and 28 inches deep. The French bevel plate mirror is of a good grade and of ample size, being 28 inches in length and 14 inches in height. Shipping weight, about 158 pounds.

---

No. 4K988. Price .............. $21.95
HARTMAN'S

No. State the neat large will a purchasing It complete FOR large buffet the deserves. WONDERFUL

H. 19x42 fumed by the golden 10 Hat heavy 24

Is Choice This -.

THIS THE PREPAREDNESS.

back solid you have fort readiness preparedness. Possesses the involved you choice gilded large carved oak, and heavy oak in BUFFET all lines for carving in French knobs. Is shipped across top is supported by extra heavy hand sawed posts. Possesses two top drawers, one lined for silveryware, a large open drawer in the bottom and spacious cupboard. Trimmed with wooden knobs and hardwood casters. Nicely set off at top with carving as illustrated. Observe the elaborate embellishment between the cupboard doors. Shipping weight, about 350 pounds. No. 4K964. Price...

Use Your Credit  
See Page 1 For Term

No. 4K964. Price $16.75

A Very Pleasing Design

This Rich Colonial Design Buffet Is Made of Quarter-Sawed and Solid Oak

The Heavy Planked Top of Base

MEASURES 42X19 INCHES. HEIGHT 53½ INCHES.

WE WORK for the working man. His requirements for money, no matter how little it may be, is sufficient remittance to his credit. The Colonies of America. Select any goods you desire which find in this book and tell us to ship them on approval, them all we charge and are thoroughly satisfied in way, make your payments according to our liberal credit. If you are not satisfied, you may return them and we will refund every penny the transaction has cost you.

THIS COLONIAL BUFFET is a wonderful value for your - low price we quote, you are thinking of purchasing a buffet for your home, could not find a better value for the money. Genuine quarter-sawn oak is used throughout, except the sides, which 3-ply rotary cut oak; comes in golden color, glossed or fumed finish. Size finish wanted. Has a heavy planked base top as shown, two top drawers, one full drawer and roomy cupboard below, on each side of which colonial pilaster to harmonize with the corner pilasters supporting the ledge above, all measuring 1½ wide.

FITTED WITH round wooden knobs. Base is 1x12 in.

No. 4K965. Price $18.95

An Up-To-Date Colonial Model
MADE OF QUARTERED OAK

An Excellent Colonial Model. The Base Top Measures 48x21 Inches. Oval French Mirror

VERY PLEASING DESIGN, far more excellent than the illustrations shown, and should be appreciated. It has an extra fine quality large oval French plate beveled mirror, size 31x12 inches. Elegant panels ornament the attractive lower doors. The massive base has Colonial front columns, two small drawers below, long, deep linen drawer and two-door dish compartment. The extra large base is 43 inches long, 21 inches wide, and has broad side panels. All parts are closely fitted and the workmanship is perfect. Made of substantial kiln-dried quarter-sawn oak with golden high gloss polish finish or fumed; solid oak end panels; fitted with wood drawer pulls, also locks, key and casters. Shipping weight, about 152 pounds.

No. 1K367. Price .................. $26.95
ELEGANT BUFFET
OF QUARTERED OAK

Very Massive Planked Top
Swell Shape Center Drawers
Top Measures 48x22 Inches

THE SUCCESSFUL CONCERN is the one that realizes that it is as important to "listen eloquently" as it is to "speak eloquently." We have always "listened eloquently" to the suggestions of our customers. We have profited by their ideas, and are always on the alert to improve our facilities to render complete satisfaction.

QUARTER-SAWED OAK is used in building it; and you can have your choice of golden or fumed finish. Please advise which you desire. The top measures 48x22 inches, which makes this a very large and imposing piece of furniture. The design is strictly Colonial, and one that makes this buffet suitable for any dining room. Note the attractive scroll pilasters on either side of the mirror and either side of base.

THE MIRROR is a French bevel plate, measuring 36x10 inches; plank top, below which are two top drawers (fitted with locks), right hand drawer being lined for silverware. Three swell shape center drawers, with cupboards on either side afford ample storage space. Full length linen drawer at bottom. All drawers and doors are fitted with round wooden knobs. Height, 55 inches. It has maple wheel casters. Shipping weight, about 225 lbs.

No. 4K1005. Price, $27.65

Send Us Your Order For This Fine Buffet
HANDSOME BUFFET OF QUARTER-SAWed OAK

Has a 3-Drawer Cabinet And Has a Heavy Plank Top Measuring 48x24 Inches

HE DISTINCTION of owning such household furniture as this magnificent buffet cannot be matched with any other feeling on earth. It gives you a sense of pride that is a genuine satisfaction. It makes wonders to the real value of a real home. It is made of genuine quarter-sawn oak in true Colonial design and can be ordered in either golden (planed) or fumed color. In ordering kindly state which you desire. It is without any question one of the handsomest pieces of dining room furniture we have ever had the pleasure of offering our customers at this low price.

HE STYLE of this buffet is superb. The large French bevel plate mirror measuring 18x18 inches, sets between two exquisite shaped standards which rest on a Colonial base and likewise support the top shelf as shown. The heavy plank base top is a definitely feature and measures 24x24 inches. Below this top are ten top drawers, one of which is lined for silver, below which is a full length drawer for house. Below the latter are three compartments, the center one containing three sharply easy pull drawers as illustrated. These drawers and compartments are all finished off with beveled square knobs. The base is attractively finished with curved panels at the bottom, giving a finished look to the entire piece. It stands 54 inches high. The Colonial front posts enhance its beauty to a marked degree. Maple wheel casters.

Shipping 4K970. Price... $31.85

A Style That Will Please The Particular Buyer

No. 4K971. Price $33.50

Top Adorned With Rich Carving As Shown. Artistic Quartered Oak Grille Work In Doors. Heavy Planked Top. Carved Feet

BUY THIS BUFFET AT OUR LOW PRICE

Made of Quarter-Sawn Oak, Measures 48x23 Inches

Drawers Are Swelled Shape

THE CONVENIENCE of having plenty of ready money in recognition by everyone, but there are times when you may not feel that you have enough surplus cash on hand to purchase the very article that you would like to secure. On the other hand, there is no reason, even though you have the money, why you should pay cash when Hartman's offer such liberal credit.

THIS BUFFET is really a remarkably handsome piece of furniture at a price that will positively astonish well informed buyers. Beautifully grained quarter-sawn oak is used in its construction; seasoned and kiln dried solid oak being used in the ends. There is a full length shelf across the top, supported by scroll shaped pilasters, terminating in carved claw feet. The small shelves on either side are mortised to fit into these pilasters, giving a very pleasing effect. The top is surmounted by lavish carvings in scroll effect.

THE MIRROR is nicely shaped, is a fine French bevel plate, measuring 11x16 inches. The planked top presents a handsome grained surface measuring 21x18 inches. Swelled in shape and roomy as well as the full length top drawer. The three drawers in the center are of swivel design, presenting a very pleasing front; all drawers fitted with round wooden knobs. The compartments on either side are fitted with 3x10 inch glass doors with attractive three-ply, quarter-sawn oak grille work. These doors likewise are fitted with round pulls, and swing on carefully fitted hinges. The total height is 58 inches. Shipping weight about 214 pounds.

No. 4K971. Price... $33.50
Genuine Quartered Oak Combination For A Fine Buffet And China Closet

Every Home should possess a buffet, as it is a desirable addition to the dining room; but a combination buffet and china closet answers a double purpose and for that reason is even more to be desired. The one illustrated here is an exceptionally handsome piece of furniture and is highly recommended by us for its decorative appearance and service-giving qualities. It is extremely artistic in its outline. Observe the attractive carvings on the top, which are skillfully executed. These add to the appearance of this handsome piece of furniture. Another feature is the rich wood scroll used in the door, as shown in the illustration. Quarterly also the French shaped legs, carved claw front feet and the neat curving on the apron across the front.

Quarter-Sawed Oak is used throughout in the construction of this excellent combination buffet and china closet. The lumber used is thoroughly seasoned and is made so as to give the kind of service that you have a right to demand when you purchase a piece of furniture at this price. The finish is an attractive golden oak, which is found in so many homes, because it harmonizes so beautifully with good surroundings. We feel sure that you will be more than pleased if you send us your order for this model. It is sold upon approval and you can make your payments as outlined in detail on Page 1 of this catalogue. Remember, that our liberal guarantee of satisfaction applies to this desirable piece of dining room furniture.

The China Section. At each end of this buffet is an enclosed compartment for chinaware. The ends are oval in shape and are fitted with double strength bevelled, bent glass. Between these china sections are two center drawers fitted with round, wooden knobs, locks and key. The lained door below is likewise fitted with round, wooden knob, as shown. The base top measures 40 inches wide and 16 inches deep. You thus see that this is a good sized article that will command attention and enhance the appearance of your dining room. Running on the base is a clearly defined frame enclosing an 8x10-inch French bevel plate mirror. This mirror is shaped in a pleasing design that harmonizes with the general style of this article.

We Know that we will make a friend of you if you permit us to place this handsome and large piece of dining room furniture in your possession. It will always remind you of the great benefits to be derived from this institution and its matchless values and everlasting methods. Should it not entirely please you in every way, we will refund every cent that you have paid out in the course of the transaction. This is a value appeal of Hartman's and one that we are proud to offer to our many friends and customers. You make a wise selection when you choose that combination buffet and china closet. Shipping weight, about 325 pounds.

No. 4K975. Price $18.95

A COMBINATION QUARTER-SAWED OAK CHINA CLOSET AND BUFFET OFFER

Your Dining Room is a room where greater interest is taken than displayed in any other room in the house. It should contain the very best furnishings. Every housewife who appreciates art designs in dining room furniture will immediately see the advantages of this article. It is not only the artistic design of this article that makes it so much to be desired, but the way it's made, the quality of material and the low price at which we offer it, as well. It is extremely practical and worth, before a buffet and China Closet combined. Its construction is excellent, and a glance at the illustration shows how sensible it is and how ornamental it will be in your dining room.

At Each End is a compartment for china, fitted with an indispensible triple glass door and quality shelves. These doors are supplied with lock and key, and the glass used is of double strength. The center compartment is of large size and has a door fitted with wooden grille work, wood center panel at front door pull. There are two alternate doors above this compartment, each having lock and key and strong drawer pulls. At extreme bottom of center division is a large drawer for bows. These drawers and compartments provide ample space for placing all articles used in the average dining room.

Quarter-Sawed Oak is used in building this elegant combination buffet and China closet and is of splendid quality. It is beautifully finished, polished finish for future State which is lacquered. Veneered edges. The front panels are of magnificent new designs as shown in picture and are completed at bottom with scroll edges. The top is very artistic in style, being graceful in contour as illustrated. It is as portable as handsome Colonial standards.

Generous Size will be found throughout this article. The planked base is 11 inches deep and 48 inches wide. The French plate mirror in the top has deeply beveled edge and measures 16x11 inches in size. It could not be a better piece of dining room furniture for the money if you buy the country over, as it is only possible for a combination of ornamental and marvelous buying power to make such a wonderful offering. We bought these China Closets in quantities and can cut the factory cost. Better order quickly, for it's a very great bargain. Shipping weight, about 345 lbs.

No. 4K976. Price $25.65

No. 4K975. Price $18.95
COMBINATION BUFFET AND CHINA CLOSETS

HEAVY PLANKED TOP

48 INCHES WIDE

QUARTERED AND SOLID OAK. FUMED OR GOLDEN

This combination buffet and china closet is made of genuine quarter-sawned oak throughout, except sides, which are of seasoned solid oak, glazed or waxed golden, or fumed finish. There is a compartment on either side for chinaware; these compartments each contain 2 adjustable shelves and are set off with heavy 1/4 in. plank tops, which form two very convenient shelves. Between these compartments is a French bevel plate mirror measuring 10x16 inches. The upper drawer is lined for silverware and sets under the plank top, which forms another handy shelf. Two door cupboards below and full length drawer across bottom. Round wooden knobs throughout. State finish desired.

MEASUREMENTS. This combination buffet and china closet measures 66 inches high, 46 inches wide, 16 inches deep. It is a stunning Mission style, as you can readily see by a glance at the illustration. It is well constructed in every way, every detail having received careful consideration. Comes complete with maple wheel casters. You can make no mistake by ordering it on our approval plan. Refer to Page One of this catalog for further particulars. Has tasteful Mission decoration in center of back panel. (Articles shown not included). It weighs, packed for shipment, about 191 lbs.

No. 4K977. Price...

$26.45

GENUINE QUARTER-SAWED OAK IN CHOICE OF FUMED OR GOLDEN FINISH

THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK is great. We are not optimistic through theory but through experience. When others about us have said that business was bad and that the people were not buying, we looked at our record of daily shipments with a smile of contentment, and well we might, because our business has been steadily increasing during the months that others complained. Such a condition is not an accident. It is the result of serving the people not as others have served them but in the unique Hartman way that's easy to get and easy to pay. Such values as these explain the reason for our giant strides.

THIS MODEL combines utility with beautiful design and substantial construction. The entire case is made of first class materials. Genuine quartered oak is used in building it, being finished in high grade, glazed, golden or fumed, as you prefer. Please state which you desire. It is a double-top construction. The upper section has bent glass ends and center glass door, the latter made with grille work to correspond with the base. This base, in addition to the china cabinet with bent glass ends, is made with two drawers, one being lined for silverware. Equipped with shelves, as illustrated. This case is trimmed with wood knobs and casters.

BASE TOP measures 45x17 1/2 in. Two Colonial pilasters rest upon this spacious top and support the upper section. Behind these pilasters is a fine French bevel plate mirror measuring 6x3 3/4 in. The Colonial pilasters on either side of base harmonize with those above, as well as the Colonial scroll front feet. Neat carving across center of back guard. Base back made from built-up stock. Height, 75 in. From the dimensions quoted you can gain a fair idea as to the size of this great big combination buffet and china closet. But to really appreciate its massiveness and beauty, send for it upon approval, and satisfy yourself that it is all we claim. (Only articles mentioned included.) Shipping weight about 250 lbs.

No. 4K735. Price...

$27.65

Your Credit Is Good

Page 1
Two Fine China Closets Priced Very Low

**This One Has Genuine Quartered Oak Front Beautifully Finished In A Rich Golden Oak**

**YOU EAT TO LIVE.** There are two classes of people in this world—those who live to eat and those who eat that they may live. One doesn't have to be a glutton to enjoy one's meals, and even though you do not live because of the pleasure you derive from your food, there is no reason on earth why your meals should not be enjoyable. Did you ever consider the effect that pleasant surroundings have upon the appetite? A dingy, poorly appointed dining room is enough to take away the desire for food from even a hungry person. But there is no reason for any family to have an incompletely fitted unpleasant dining room because they can buy just what they want from us, and can pay for it on our liberal credit plan.

**FINE WORKMANSHIP** characterizes this newly designed piece of dining room furniture. The entire front and top shelf are made of genuine quarter-sawn oak, presenting a rich, handsome grain. It is finished in a beautiful shade of golden oak. The back is cut into an attractive manner. It can be had either with or without the mirror top at the prices quoted below. The oval mirror is a good quality French beveled plate. Closet comes complete with interior adjustable shelves, made of three-ply lumber. Has up-to-date spring push button catch on the door, as illustrated.

**MEASUREMENTS.** This china cabinet stands 74 inches high with the mirror ornament and 61 inches high with the back board. It is 34 inches wide and 131/2 inches deep. The mirror is 81/2 inches, and the interior shelves are 13 3/4 inches. The crockery shown in the picture is not included at the prices quoted. If you are perfectly satisfied with this china cabinet, pay for it at small amounts. The shipping weight is approximately 140 pounds.

No. 4K1006. Price, with Curved Top (no mirror) **$13.95**

No. 4K1007. Price, with Mirror and Brackets (as shown) **15.85**

---

**This One Is Made Of Genuine Quarter-Sawed And Solid Oak. It Has Neat Colonial Scrolls**

**THIS CHINA CLOSET** will make a decided improvement in any home. Consistent with our methods of doing business, we offer it to you on easy terms as shown on Page 1, giving you a full year in which to make the last payment on the balance. Genuine quarter-sawed oak is used on the deep frame, the circle note and the top, the balance of the case being constructed of very durable, solid oak. You can have your choice of either solid or fumed oak finish as you desire. In offering, please mention which finish you prefer. There are 3 shelves which are made of 5-ply veneer with a groove in each shelf for holding dishes within. This seems like a small detail, but will be appreciated by those who are familiar with the usual cabinet construction.

**BENT GLASS DOORS** add style and class to this piece of furniture. The corner posts of continuous construction, embellished with scroll ornament, terminate in graceful, "Colonial" shape feet. Order this cabinet with or without mirror top at prices quoted. Height, 74 inches; width, 36 inches; depth, 15 inches. Prices and dimensions shown are not a price quoted. Shipping weight is approximately 160 pounds.

No. 4K1008. Price, without Mirror Top **$16.95**

No. 4K1009. Price, with Mirror Top **$19.45**
Quarter-Sawed Oak China Closet
Choice of Fumed or Golden Finish

Made with Artistic Side Columns

No. 4K990.
As Illustrated
Price - $17.95

$17.95

THE PRICES
at which we offer this handsome china closet are extremely low, considering the quality of material and workmanship. The material used is quarter-sawed oak.

You can have your choice of glazed golden or fumed finish, as desired.

MENTION We suggest that you desire that closet with or without mirror. It is 59 inches high without mirror and 63 inches high, with mirror, as shown.

Measures 37 inches in width, fitted with 3 molded edge shelves, Article shown not included.

POSSIBILITIES
2 bent side glasses, each measuring 13 inches by 14 inches. Straight door glass, side 14x44 inches. French beveled plate mirror, 31 inches high. Next French designed legs. Shipping weight of No. 4K990 about 140 pounds; of No. 4K993 about 100 pounds. Be sure to give correct number. No. 4K990. Without Mirror. No. 4K990, With Mirror $14.85

$22.65

QUARTE RED
Oak of a good quality is used in this very beautiful china closet. Harmonious glazed golden finish, 11 features enhance the shining bevelled mirror frames, artistic columns and straights. French shaped, claw feet. We consider this one of the best china closets on the market.

THE HEIGHT
over all is 69 inches. The extreme width is 56 inches, extreme depth 15 inches. The French beveled plate mirror measures 21 inches. It is of plain design, but attractively set off with carvings, as shown. Has four stationary shelves. Is in aid with no locks but leaded glass sliding pull.

BACK PANELS
The carvings of fancy veneer and the side columns are 2 inch recessed. The legs and side centers are carved on this model. The articles shown are not included at the prices we ask. Has brass glass knobs and bevel door glass, shipping weight about 130 pounds.

No. 4K992.
As Illustrated
Price - $24.95

$24.95

THE GRACE
of this china closet is supplied by simple but pleasing lines. The straight proportions, combined with exceptional hand-crafted furniture. The sweeping, polished columns, the arched and gracefully arched finish, are designed to fulfill the grace of design. It is made of durable, seasoned, quarter-sawed oak.

YOUR CHOICE
of rich finished polished golden oak at the cost price.

When ordering please state which you prefer. The four molded edge shelves are of sufficient depth to carry the average number of pieces. Articles shown, not included. 10 mirrors are given in the following paragraphs.

THE HEIGHT
of this china closet is 59 inches and the width is 37 inches. There are two bent side glasses and one bent door glass, 11 inches wide. Side glasses measure 12x48 inches each; door glass is 46 inches high and 18 inches wide. Shipping weight is approximately 125 pounds.

No. 4K994.
As Illustrated
Price - $24.95

$24.95

THE PRICES
of the clothing closets are given in the following paragraphs. Quotations given below are based on fair and average prices quoted for the same. The price of each piece of furniture is given in the illustration.

THE HEIGHT
of the clothing closet is 59 inches and the width is 37 inches. There are two bent side glasses and one bent door glass, 11 inches wide. Side glasses measure 12x48 inches each; door glass is 46 inches high and 18 inches wide. Shipping weight is approximately 125 pounds.
Take Advantage
Of These Extra
Fine Offerings

THE CONSTRUCTION of this kitchen cabinet is very rigid. The material used is substantial hardwood. The height overall is 35 inches, the size of table top is 60 inches, the height of the table from floor measures 29 inches. Has a removable bread board 17 1/2 x 21 inches in size and two cutlery drawers each 16 x 12 x 3 1/2 inches. The two floor bins below these drawers have a capacity of 45 pounds. The two compartments in the top measure 11 x 18 x 7 1/2 inches. The two end compartments are open and the center one closed with panel door as illustrated. This cabinet is simple in design yet very practical for ordinary use. Comes finished in the attractive golden color. If you desire this base only it can be secured at the price quoted below: but the cost of the complete article is so very small that we have use for it, we would urge you to send us your order for the entire cabinet. (Articles shown not included.) Shipping weight of base, about 85 pounds of complete cabinet, about 150 pounds.

No. 4K958. Price, complete with Top, ......... $7.95
No. 4K961. Price of Base only, ......... $4.55

Select
The Cabinet
That You
Want
And
Order It
Sent On
Approval

No. 4K960. Complete Cabinet As Illustrated, Price .......... $9.45

THE OPPORTUNITY of securing so good a cabinet as this one at the price we quote is indeed exceptional. It is made of solid oak in the rich golden finish. Size of cupboard in top section is 33 x 12 x 21 inches. Neatly designed drawer frames. Two spice drawers measuring 11 1/2 x 9 x 3 1/2 inches. Side of left wall wood. Table top is 42 1/2 inches. Removable bread board 17 1/2 x 21 inches. Bin drawers each have a capacity of 45 pounds. Small cutlery drawer and deep center drawer. If you do not care to purchase the complete kitchen cabinet, as shown in the illustration to the left, you may order the base at the price mentioned below. We cannot impress you too strongly with the excellence of this value, and to prove our good faith we will gladly ship this cabinet to you on approval (Articles shown not included.) Total height, 30 inches. Shipping weight of base about 100 pounds; of complete cabinet, about 175 pounds.

No. 4K963. Price, complete with Top, ......... $11.38
No. 4K965. Price of Base only, ......... $5.50

You Make Money By The Savings You Effect On These Kitchen Cabinets
GRAND NEW KITCHEN CABINET

Brings Everything at Your Fingers' Ends.
A Wonderful Labor Saver at a Bargain Price.
Sold Upon Liberal Credit Terms

Is. Well Made Of Hardwood
and Has Wood Grilled Doors In China Cupboard

"Let Hartman Feather Your Nest"

Equipped with
Roomy China Cupboard, Large Bins, as Well as Convenient Drawers and Large Sliding Bread Board.

THE TIME is now when in running back and forth to secure pots, pans, etc., in the preparation of a meal are eliminated with the use of this elegant, new "Comfort" Kitchen Cabinet. As a time saver it is a wonder; as a labor saver it is unparalleled; as a convenience in the kitchen it is supreme. It is a new model this year, embracing many desirable features.

THE CONSTRUCTION is unusually durable. It stands 60 inches high overall; is well made in every detail; each section has been rigidly put together to withstand hard service. The lumber used is hardwood with a rich golden finish, giving a soft brown effect. Has wood knobs and handles. It does not occupy a large amount of space, yet is large enough to be thoroughly practical.

THE TOP affords plenty of room, as illustrated, upon which various articles can be placed. The china cupboard is large and spacious and is fitted with grilled wood doors. The clear crystal glass enables you to see the contents of the cupboard. The three grilling doors have wood knobs.

JUST BELOW the cupboard are three utility drawers, useful for storing smaller articles, the center one being divided to give the appearance of two small drawers. Beneath the center drawer is a large sliding sugar bin. The space above the working top is very roomy, permitting you to rest bottles and other articles used in the preparation of your meals.

THE BASE top measures 26 x 41 inches allowing all the room that you will require. Under this top is a 17½-inch bread board that can be easily extended at will. There are two good sized drawers for cutlery, table accessories and the like, below which are two large sliding floor bins, each of 35-lb. capacity. The latter have easy grip handles.

THE LEGS are very solid, being bolted, and plenty heavy to easily support the weight of the cabinet and its contents. From top to bottom this cabinet has been built not alone for appearance, but to render the kind of service that you would expect of a cabinet at this price. Shipping list: about 40 pounds. (No. 4K660 not included.)

Order Cabinet
By No. 4K660
Price $9.95

NO VALUE that we could present to you could better convey the character of Hartman's ability to save you money than this superb Kitchen Cabinet. It shows the discerning judgment of our expert buyers, and likewise bears evidence of the stupendous buying power of the vast Hartman organization. Compare it with similar cabinets sold by others, either in your home town or elsewhere, and we know that you will at once appreciate this value.

OUR OFFER to send this to you on approval is evidence not only of our good faith, but is proof positive of the great confidence that we have in this cabinet. It spells beauty, quality and value. And in ordering it remember that it must please you or you are under no obligation to keep it. You are at liberty to send it back and we will refund every penny you have paid out, it is all we claim. Pay for it a little at a time.
Solid Oak Kitchen Cabinet

A Well Made Kitchen Cabinet With 41x26 In. Top, A Good Value

MOST MEN are not vitally concerned as to the method of running the household. But their evening indecision takes another turn, should it not be harmonious and pleasant. The question of how the meal is prepared does not interest him nearly so much as how it tastes. The matter of when you start to prepare it does not bother him just so long as it is ready when he returns home, after the day's tasks are done. But you women who have the responsibility of the management of the home must seriously consider these matters. Therefore, it is to your interest to possess a kitchen cabinet such as this, because it will save you time, labor and vexation.

SOLID OAK is used in its construction, being thoroughly seasoned and nicely finished in an attractive golden color. The top section is fitted with two full length shelves, affording ample room for dishes, glassware, etc. This compartment has two doors of clear crystal glass, set off with artistic lattice work. The table top measures 41x26 inches. Under this top is a handy bread board. To the left of the base is a roomy cupboard fitted with shelf at top. The doors to this section, as well as to the cutlery drawer on the right and the cupboard doors in the top, are fitted with wooden knobs. Flour bin fitted with wood drawer pulls. The base has panelled sides as illustrated.

MEASUREMENTS are as follows:
The height of this kitchen cabinet is 67 inches. Size of table top, as mentioned above, is 41x26 inches. The bread board is 17x23 inches. The flour bin has a capacity of 46 pounds. Cabinet sets solidly on the floor, and is built so that sweeping under it is an easy matter. (Articles shown not included.) Shipping weight, 175 pounds.

No. 4K984. Price........... $12.85

MEASUREMENTS are as follows:
The height of this kitchen cabinet is 67 inches. Size of table top, as mentioned above, is 41x26 inches. The bread board is 17x23 inches. The flour bin has a capacity of 46 pounds. Cabinet sets solidly on the floor, and is built so that sweeping under it is an easy matter. (Articles shown not included.) Shipping weight, 175 pounds.

No. 4K984. Price........... $12.85

Returns in Attractive Golden Oak

Complete Cabinet With Room For Everything. Has 42x25 In. Top

IN THE ORIENT there are women who prefer slavery to other countries to marryage on their own native soil. The bride in one of the smaller countries is not permitted to speak aloud until the birth of her first child. In another part of the globe, the wife is second in her husband's affection to his horse, and women are regarded very unfavorably in some of the countries of this universe.

Fortunately, in America we respect womankind as queen of the household. Every attention is given to reduce her work and to lessen her worries. Every device that accomplishes this end is looked upon with favor by the American people.

The kitchen cabinet is a Godsend to the household, which we illustrate in the left and describe herewith.

THE KITCHEN CABINET is reasonably in price; at the same time it is a complete article such as every home-loving woman will highly appreciate. It is carefully and substantially made of solid oak, containing the metal flour bin of 46-pound capacity and metal flour sifter. Door to this section is of handsome art glass. And to correspond with two-door compartment on the right.

LATER a very convenient place for keeping dishes and glassware. In fact this cupboard you will find a very convenient rack upon which can be kept staple articles of food.

LARGE TABLE TOP is made of care fully sanded solid wood and measures 41x26 inches. Easy sliding kneading board is beneath this top. Handy utility drawer and deep drawer below, fitted with nickel-plated drawer pulls. Lined rack, also wire roller rack on inside of lower cupboard door. Height is 42 inches. Construction at extreme top forms a very convenient shelf. (Only articles mentioned included.) Shipping weight, about 175 pounds.

No. 4K985. Price........... $13.95

Cupboard Doors And Flour Bin Ornamented With Rich Art Glass

No. 4K985. Price........... $13.95

Lattice Work Designed Doors
Modern Sanitary Kitchen Cabinet

This cabinet made of solid Oak

Sanitary Metal And Glass Flour Bin.

White Enamel Lined

We Trust You

Frosted Double Strength Glass

In The Three Top Doors Firmly Held In Grooves

Sanitary Glass Sugar Bin

Credit Terms Page 1

Four Sanitary Glass Spice Jars

Convenient Metal Shelf And Roller Holder

Handy Kneading Board

Overlapping Drawer Fronts And Doors Make Cabinet Dust Proof

All Burnished Nickel Hardware

Removable Ventilated Metal Bread And Cake Box

No. 4K957

Two Coat Satin Finish Waterproof Varnish

Removable Wire Shelf

THE OTHER SANITARY FEATURES are given below. The locks and removable shelf in base are nickel plated and therefore won't harbor dirt. Four-side jars, coffee, tea and salt retainers and sliding sugar bin are all of glass and metal. These are included free with cabinet and are sold in sets. All drawer fronts and doors are overlapping, which renders cabinet dust-proof as in impossible to make it. Frosted glass used in three upper doors. Trimings are all burnished nickel. Removable, ventilated, sliding bread box, 11x15x9 inches. Metal flour bin, 11x15x9 inches. Case throughout of laminated construction and backs, bottoms and drawer bottoms are grooved and glued on all four sides, Kneading board, two-coat satin finish, waterproof varnish. Casters are fixed. Shipping weight, 250 lbs.

No. 4K957. Price.......................... $22.75
EXCELLENT KITCHEN CABINET VALUE

SOLID OAK
KITCHEN CABINET

$15.65

There is plenty of room to store kitchen utensils and the price is low.

EVERY HOME needs a kitchen cabinet. There are hundreds of times when a cabinet will prove to be a wonderful convenience and labor-saver. It matters not how large or small your kitchen may be, or whether you live in a farm, in a flat, or even your own home, you will find a handy kitchen cabinet, such as the sanitary solid oak model which we offer here, an absolute necessity. Thousands of housewives, who know from experience, say that a good kitchen cabinet is a great household convenience which they always strongly endorse.

THIS CABINET is built to render a great degree of service. It embodies all the best features that could possibly add to the convenience and labor-saving value of an up-to-date kitchen cabinet. It is constructed of seasoned solid oak with an elegant golden flat finish. The hardware trimmings are of copper. Stands 63 inches high overall and is full 42 inches wide. The top contains a 45-pound capacity tilting flour bin withmitter attached; good sized china closet with two doors, each of which has a wooden panel with glass at the top. Below this section is found a 7-pound sliding sugar bin and two spice drawers. Articles shown are not included at our price.

THE BASE has a working top of 42x24 inches, below which is found a sliding bread board, 18x20 inches in size: a cutlery drawer, bread or cake drawer and large cupboard for cooking utensils closed with a door which contains wire rolling pin rack and wooden pan rack. The lower part of base is made in a neat design and every joint is rigidly put together, to give the cabinet great strength. Every feature of this cabinet is modern in every way. Weight, about 165 pounds.

No. 4K998. Price $15.65

No. 4K998. Price . . . . $15.65

Sold on easy credit terms.

FINE CABINET

MADE OF SOLID OAK

$19.45

No kitchen is complete without a comfort kitchen cabinet. Order one without delay.

WHEN YOU PURCHASE a kitchen cabinet you should always consider the importance of quality and price. In offering you this excellent article for use in your kitchen, we do so with the full knowledge that each of these features are embodied in this splendid cabinet. We confidently guarantee this value to be one of the best cabinets ever offered at this price and one that will give the maximum amount of comfort and satisfaction. If after you receive it you don't find it to be all we claim, it is under no obligation to keep.

SOLID OAK is used in the construction of this medium priced kitchen cabinet and it comes in the popular green finish. Has an attractively arranged top which has a commodious china closet white rundal bin, closed with two doors each having a wood panel and a panel art glass. There is a 45-pound capacity tilting flour bin withmitter attached with art glass and wood panel front. There is a sliding sugar bin and divided spice drawer made to appear like three small drawers. Height overall 60 inches.

THE BASE has a white wood table top which is of good size, measuring 44x26 inches. Immediately below the top is a sliding bread board, 17x17 inches, below which is found three utility drawers as shown in the illustration. The lower portion of base is divided into three compartments, each of which has its own individual door. The center compartment is for utility storage space, while the compartments on either side provide single storage space for pots, pans and kitchen utensils. There is a sliding bin on the right side of cabinet which affords ample room for meat, flour, etc. This cabinet is durably built and comes complete with maple wood cutlery articles. Price does not include at our price. Weight, about 290 lbs.

No. 4K998. Price . . . . $19.45

No. 4K998. Price . . . . $19.45

See Page 1 For Terms
FAMOUS INDIANA WHITE ENAMEL BEAUTY

$24.65

With Nickeloid Table Top

50 LB. TILTING METAL FLOUR BIN

Made Of Solid Oak Throughout

See Page 1 For Terms

Stands 72 In. High

The value of this cabinet cannot be over-estimated. Tilting, airtight flour bin. Non-warping bread board. Heavy tinned wire shelves and racks. Prettily colored, heavy chipped glass panels in top doors. Seven glass jars are furnished free. Glass sugar receptacle with patent dispenser in bottom. Cabinet finished with four coats of satin waterproof finish. Upper and middle compartments finished with three coats of best blue-white enamel. When ordering please mention whether you want the nickeloid or porcelain top. Shipping weight, carefully packed, about 240 pounds.

No. 48973. Price, with Nickeloid Top $24.65
No. 48974. Price, with Porcelain Top $28.45
ENAMEL LINED

Solid Oak Kitchen Cabinet With Polished Metal Sliding Top. Has Many Other Desirable Features

NO MATTER how hard you try to figure your expenses, and regardless of just how your calculations work out on paper, remember that many extra items which you never dream, keep a little reserve fund on hand to take care of these unanticipated demands. When you buy goods from us you pay only a trifle at a time and are not forced to skimp or stint on your living in any way whatsoever. Order this exceptionally fine kitchen cabinet and pay for it according to your confidential easy credit plan.

ITS FEATURES embody the following: Tilting metal and glass floor bin with art glass cupboard door, white enamel lined cupboard to right with art glass doors to match (lower top section also white enameled), 4 sanitary glass spice jars and metal rack, glass coffee and tea jars and avenging glass sugar bin and easy sliding side roll curtains. These curtains keep out the dust; also do not hinder working surface, as do ordinary hinged doors. Base has 25x8-inch polished metal sliding working top, handy kneading board, wire wash rack on inside bottom cupboard door, sliding metal mouse-proof cupboard bottom, removable wire shelf, metal bread and cake drawer with automatic sliding cover, two utility drawers. Trimmings attractively nickeled.

IS SANITARY in every way. This one feature was foremost in the mind of the designer who conceived this superb kitchen cabinet. The wood used is strong solid oak in a beautiful golden color waxed finish. (Only articles mentioned are included.) Complete with casters. Height of cabinet is 61 inches. Shipping weight, carefully packed, is about 250 pounds.

Price

$25.95

SOLID OAK

Kitchen Cabinet With White Enamel Lined Top. Can Be Ordered With Metal Or Porcelain Sliding Table Top.

THE LUMBER used is seasoned solid oak, rich golden, satin finish. Base has a cutlery drawer with three partitions two linen drawers, one metal bread box with sliding lid, large cupboard space with sliding bottom and wire shelf in center; one large door with wire rack for rolling pin and pans, one bread board 18x20 inches. Meat block 13x13x1 inches. 1/2 inch hard maple casters.

THE CANOPY or top section has a silverware drawer, nicely lined, one 54-lb. tilting flour bin with sitter attached, one large china closed, one large compartment with rolling curtain, one 8-lb. sugar bin, one tea, coffee, salt and four spice cans with wire rack, one book spring, one kitchen reminder, one set of recipe cards and pocket, one ticket and roll tray.

THE DOORS are paneled and embossed with art glass as illustrated. The hardware is made of copper in the latest proved patterns. When ordering be sure to specify whether you want with white porcelain or metal top, giving correct number. Only articles mentioned are included. Height 80 inches. Base top (closed) 40x26 in. This is a thoroughly sanitary sanitary kitchen cabinet in every way. Shipping weight about 250 pounds.

Price

No. 4K995, With White Porcelain Top. $32.95

No. 4K997, With Metal Top. $28.75

BUY ON CREDIT

No. 4K996, With White Porcelain Table Top. $32.95

No. 4K997, With Metal Table Top. $28.75
No. 4K911  Price . . . . . . $33.75

This is the finest Kitchen Cabinet we offer in our line of Comfort Cabinets, and the arrows show you its many features. It is made of selected Solid Oak and is 72 inches high by 48 inches wide. The Table Top, when pulled out, gives a working space of 48 x 35 inches. It is a wonderful value.

THE TOP is white enamel lined and has a large 50-lb. white enameled metal automatic swinging four-bin with removable sifter, and is fitted into a section with a handy shelf at the top. The door to this section has on the inside a handle, a three-compartment built-in ice ticket tray, and a spring clip for bills, slips, or your cook book. The china cupboard is fitted with a sliding glass door, while the pantry, metal, enamel lined cake box, which can be lifted out of cabinet, has three removable wire shelves and is fitted with a painted wood door. The lower part of top which contains a sugar jar and spice jars can be concealed by a disappearing, sliding roll top. We furnish with this cabinet an 8½-lb. glass sugar jar, 6 glass spice jars, glass coffee jar, glass tea jar, which have aluminum tops, and glass salt jar.

THE BASE is strong and substantial and has a sliding Nickeloid table top, which when pulled out gives a working space of 48 x 35 inches. Below the table top is fitted a large, removable bread board, divided cutlery drawer, large utility drawer, and bread drawer with ventilated sliding metal lid. On either side is found a large cupboard with removable wire shelf in center and sliding shelf at bottom with protection rail. The doors of these cupboards have pan rack on the inside. A handy rolling pan rack is provided in the cupboard. The entire cabinet is made of selected solid oak, finished in a light golden, dull rubbed to give a velvety appearance. Exceptionally well braced and braced throughout, stands 72 inches high from floor. The hardware has a copper finish. Shipping weight about 275 lbs.

No. 4K911. Made of Solid Oak with Sliding Nickeloid Table Top and White Enamel Lined Top. Price $33.75
OUR TERMS are so liberal that you can have
the “T” as it would

be in pay for it. Then by remitting just a little throughout the year the machine becomes
yours without your even missing the money.

Send us your order now while it is fresh in your mind. You'll never
regret your purchase. By referring to page 3 of this catalogue you will find full de-
tails about our liberal credit plan.

Order This Fine
Sewing Machine
By No. 7K1159

Has Drop Head

This Machine is fitted with
strong, short needles which
are interchangeable with
Singer No. 27 or with the
Free Sewing Machine
Needles.

ATTACHMENTS

They are the neatest in appearance, the easiest
understood, and a greater variety in style and num-
er than are given by any other house. They come
in a velvet lined, highly japanned box with a
special provision for each attachment, so that they
cannot be misplaced or lost.

Each and every piece of our attachment set is made
of solid steel, polished and nickel plated. The full
set consists of the follow-
ing: Roller, bobbin winder, hemmer foot, basting foot,
WE GIVE ATTACHMENTS FREE

With every "Columbian" machine we give absolutely free a set of extra attachments fitted to a jammed metal box as illustrated above, and a complete set of instructions. This set consists of 1 ruffler, 1 rucker, 6 h e a d e r s , 12 bobbin winder, 1 bobbine, lever, 1 bobbin winder, 1 shuttle plate, 1 small screw driver, 1 shuttle foot, 1 thread cutter, 1 crooked needle wrench, 1 package of needles and complete instructions book. Attachments are made of very best steel, heavily nickel plated.

A SEWING MACHINE is necessarily a very delicate machine and is supposed to be able to perform certain functions with the skill of the human hand. Building a sewing machine is like building a watch. Each little part must be perfect within itself in order to obtain satisfactory operation. The materials used must be of such quality as will give the machine strength, yet without losing of durability. The mechanisms in the head of a sewing machine must not only make the finest quality work, but they, too, must be adapted with the greatest care.

DEPENDABILITY OF QUALITY.

While we speak particularly of the excellent work of the "Columbian" machines, we refer also to the excellent work of the "Hartman's" machines. The following pages will tell you of their great efficiency and very low price, yet we want to mention the fact that these machines are of great possible durability. We assume you that only fine grades of materials are used and every little particle in every machine must be found to be perfect before it is sent into our very cheapest machines. We give a ten-year guarantee with each machine we sell, regardless of the price. We can do this for we know that when our lowest priced "Columbian" is built right, will give the satisfaction that the best or most expensive does and last for many years as to make it the most profitable investment for the owner of the machine.

THE HEAD.

It has a full width, polished steel bed, on which are silver trim and brass knobs; the bases are of iron. All "Columbian" machines are fitted with strong, short needles which are interchangeable with the Singer No. 27 or 30 Sewing Machine Needles. All "Columbian" machines are fitted with strong, short needles which are interchangeable with the Singer No. 27 or 30 Sewing Machine Needles.

A SEWING MACHINE is necessarily a very delicate machine and is supposed to be able to perform certain functions with the skill of the human hand. Building a sewing machine is like building a watch. Each little part must be perfect within itself in order to obtain satisfactory operation. The materials used must be of such quality as will give the machine strength, yet without losing of durability. The mechanisms in the head of a sewing machine must not only make the finest quality work, but they, too, must be adapted with the greatest care.

WE GIVE ATTACHMENTS FREE

With every "Columbian" machine we give absolutely free a set of extra attachments fitted to a jammed metal box as illustrated above, and a complete set of instructions. This set consists of 1 ruffler, 1 rucker, 6 h e a d e r s , 12 bobbin winder, 1 bobbine, lever, 1 bobbin winder, 1 shuttle plate, 1 small screw driver, 1 shuttle foot, 1 thread cutter, 1 crooked needle wrench, 1 package of needles and complete instructions book. Attachments are made of very best steel, heavily nickel plated.

A SEWING MACHINE is necessarily a very delicate machine and is supposed to be able to perform certain functions with the skill of the human hand. Building a sewing machine is like building a watch. Each little part must be perfect within itself in order to obtain satisfactory operation. The materials used must be of such quality as will give the machine strength, yet without losing of durability. The mechanisms in the head of a sewing machine must not only make the finest quality work, but they, too, must be adapted with the greatest care.

DEPENDABILITY OF QUALITY.

While we speak particularly of the excellent work of the "Columbian" machines, we refer also to the excellent work of the "Hartman's" machines. The following pages will tell you of their great efficiency and very low price, yet we want to mention the fact that these machines are of great possible durability. We assume you that only fine grades of materials are used and every little particle in every machine must be found to be perfect before it is sent into our very cheapest machines. We give a ten-year guarantee with each machine we sell, regardless of the price. We can do this for we know that when our lowest priced "Columbian" is built right, will give the satisfaction that the best or most expensive does and last for many years as to make it the most profitable investment for the owner of the machine.

THE HEAD.

It has a full width, polished steel bed, on which are silver trim and brass knobs; the bases are of iron. All "Columbian" machines are fitted with strong, short needles which are interchangeable with the Singer No. 27 or 30 Sewing Machine Needles. All "Columbian" machines are fitted with strong, short needles which are interchangeable with the Singer No. 27 or 30 Sewing Machine Needles.

A SEWING MACHINE is necessarily a very delicate machine and is supposed to be able to perform certain functions with the skill of the human hand. Building a sewing machine is like building a watch. Each little part must be perfect within itself in order to obtain satisfactory operation. The materials used must be of such quality as will give the machine strength, yet without losing of durability. The mechanisms in the head of a sewing machine must not only make the finest quality work, but they, too, must be adapted with the greatest care.

DEPENDABILITY OF QUALITY.

While we speak particularly of the excellent work of the "Columbian" machines, we refer also to the excellent work of the "Hartman's" machines. The following pages will tell you of their great efficiency and very low price, yet we want to mention the fact that these machines are of great possible durability. We assume you that only fine grades of materials are used and every little particle in every machine must be found to be perfect before it is sent into our very cheapest machines. We give a ten-year guarantee with each machine we sell, regardless of the price. We can do this for we know that when our lowest priced "Columbian" is built right, will give the satisfaction that the best or most expensive does and last for many years as to make it the most profitable investment for the owner of the machine.

THE HEAD.

It has a full width, polished steel bed, on which are silver trim and brass knobs; the bases are of iron. All "Columbian" machines are fitted with strong, short needles which are interchangeable with the Singer No. 27 or 30 Sewing Machine Needles. All "Columbian" machines are fitted with strong, short needles which are interchangeable with the Singer No. 27 or 30 Sewing Machine Needles.

A SEWING MACHINE is necessarily a very delicate machine and is supposed to be able to perform certain functions with the skill of the human hand. Building a sewing machine is like building a watch. Each little part must be perfect within itself in order to obtain satisfactory operation. The materials used must be of such quality as will give the machine strength, yet without losing of durability. The mechanisms in the head of a sewing machine must not only make the finest quality work, but they, too, must be adapted with the greatest care.

DEPENDABILITY OF QUALITY.

While we speak particularly of the excellent work of the "Columbian" machines, we refer also to the excellent work of the "Hartman's" machines. The following pages will tell you of their great efficiency and very low price, yet we want to mention the fact that these machines are of great possible durability. We assume you that only fine grades of materials are used and every little particle in every machine must be found to be perfect before it is sent into our very cheapest machines. We give a ten-year guarantee with each machine we sell, regardless of the price. We can do this for we know that when our lowest priced "Columbian" is built right, will give the satisfaction that the best or most expensive does and last for many years as to make it the most profitable investment for the owner of the machine.

THE HEAD.

It has a full width, polished steel bed, on which are silver trim and brass knobs; the bases are of iron. All "Columbian" machines are fitted with strong, short needles which are interchangeable with the Singer No. 27 or 30 Sewing Machine Needles.
Improved
Columbian "A"

Sewing Machine

FOR A MODERATELY PRICED good quality sewing machine; one that is reliable and guaranteed by the manufacturers and ourselves, there is none to surpass this Columbian "A" for the money. When you stop to consider that machines of this style have been sold for many years and are giving satisfaction today, and have for years, you come to the conclusion that they are pretty good machines.

THE CABINET is made of solid oak and is nicely varnished. It has four drawers, the front panel is adorned with rich carvings, while the drawers on either side are fitted with neat ring pulls. The edges are expertly rounded. It is fitted with a high arm which when opened gives ample space for resting a large quantity of material. The table of machine is made to give plenty of working room and is not congested, as is often the trouble with inferior brands of sewing machines.

STRONG STEEL WORKING PARTS. Every working part is made hardened in oil and has a good surface, that is scarcely affected by years of hard use. The accurate fitting of these superior parts gives the machine the light running qualities so much sought after and well known to exist in our Columbian models. The fine head is of the improved type and is finished in black enamel and ornamented with decoration. The stand is of a heavy design, counter balance, automatic bobbin winder, ball bearing steel pinion, steel drawer runners, and automatic drawer locks which do away with keys that are possessed by this machine.

TEST IT AT HOME by letting us ship it to you on approval. Before you have used it ten days you will find that all we claim for it. Although the Improved Columbian "A" has all of these desirable qualities we do not claim that it is as fine a machine as the more expensive models. In fact, we recommend one of the better designs for the fullest measure of satisfaction, but we will say that for the money it is an excellent value.

Shipping weight, 129 lbs.

No. 7K824. Price $16.85

Extra Needles May Be Ordered From Us, No. 7K835. Per Doz. 15c

Columbian "B"

Improved

Sewing Machine

This Machine Is Fitted With Strong, Short Needles Which Are Interchangeable With The Singer No. 27 Or The Free Sewing Machine Needles.

Sewing Head Is Decorated With Neat Transfers In Gold and Silver.

No. 7K1334. Price $18.75

Complete With Full Set Of Accessories and Steel Attachment Has 4-Drawer Cabinet, Drop Head, High Arm and Ball Bearing Stand Steel Driving Rods

Guaranteed For Ten Years

Furnished Free with machine is a set of needles and attachments and full comprehensive instruction book. This machine is guaranteed for ten years against defects in material or construction. We do not advise you to select the Columbian "B" in preference to higher priced machines, but will state that for money it is a very satisfactory article.

Shipping weight, about 153 pounds.

No. 7K1334. Price $18.75
HARTMAN'S
FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
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The Improved Columbian "C" Sewing Machine

AT A BARGAIN PRICE

Here is a Good Grade Machine That Is Guaranteed As To Service

IS SOLD ON APPROVAL

If It Is Not All We Claim Or You Are Not Pleased With It In Every Way You Do Not Have To Keep It

$19.75

The Improved Columbian "C" Sewing Machine

EASY TERMS

Handsomer Scroll Carvings on Drawer Fronts, As Shown In The Large Illustration. A Fine Machine at This Low Price

Strictly High Arm
5½ in. Under Arm

A YEAR TO PAY

Has Ball Bearings. Strong Gray Iron Stand, Finished In Black Japan. Has A Self Threading Shuttle, Self Setting Needle, Automatic Bobbin Winder And Stitch Regulator

Guaranteed For 10 Years

Extra Needles May Be Ordered from Us Under No. 7K835. Price, Per Doz. 15c

CONTAINS 6 drawers, drop head and is a hand lift machine. A hand piece of furniture when closed, exceptionally pleasant when open. Case specially milled and glued, veneered with selected hardwoods. Table three distinct, graceful lines, set off by 6 large, roomy side drawers shown in illustration. Drawer fronts ornamented with handsome scroll carvings. Automatic sidestop eliminates key.

WOD-WORK is exceptionally well built, dovetailed and glued. Drawers have steel drawer runners. Equipped with steel ball bearing pitman, making it very speedy and easy running. Well proportioned, strongly braced, non-vibrating, gray iron stand, black Japan finish. Not made easy to wrestle goods forward when sewing. Sew any kind of goods in a satisfactory manner. Makes beautiful stitch above and below goods.

INSURANCE. When you buy the Columbian "C" you acquire sewing machine insurance that is worth something. Our guarantee is backed up by one of the biggest sewing machine factories in the world. This guarantee provides that the workmanship, construction and material is of high grade, and if any part or parts prove defective within a period of 10 years we will send the manufacturers across to replace such part or parts without expense to yourself.

POSSESSIONS. Self-threading shuttle, self-setting needles, automatic bobbin winder, automatic stitch regulator, loose pulley for winding bobbins, etc. Strictly high arm, 5½ inches under arm. Black enameled with rose, gold and silver decorations, nickel plated above and below bed plate. We furnish free full set of accessories, attachments, instruction book, shipping weight also 125 pounds.

No. 7K861. Price . . . $19.75

This picture shows our Improved Columbian "C" closed.
HARTMAN'S

IMPROVED COLUMBIAN "D" SEWING MACHINE

It Possesses Fine Automatic Lift. Is Ball Bearing
Solid Golden Oak Cabinet
Quarter Sawed Oak
Veneered Lid

Swell Front
Table and French Leg
Stand. Steel Pitman. No Keys Required as Drawers

Lock and Unlock Automatically.

THIS SEWING MACHINE has four drawers, drop locked, and also possesses front automatic lift and it is of the easy running, ball bearing type. Cabinet is solid, golden oak throughout, imported in China finished, the exception of the lid, which is of genuine quarter-sawn oak. Hardwood tape measure on cast iron felt operating mechanism goods without radius. Cabinet is prudently designed, having easy front flaps, brought out in neatly figured oak. Exceptionally strong construction insured, by the fact that each working part is fastened independently, or centered directly to iron stand.

THE STAND. The improved Columbian "D" is equipped with new, beautiful, strong, French leg stand made of very best gray iron. Lines are sweeping and graceful. This stand is very easily dusted. It is given a high luster finish of black Japan. Ball bearing steel Pitman is used on the improved Columbian "D", not the old style, easily broken, hard running, wood Pitman found on many older patented machines now. No key required. When you turn back lid, drawers unlock automatically; when key is inserted, drawers lock securely. SECRET SPRING UNLOCKS DRAWERS when machine is closed. Steel Drawer Runners. High Balance Wheel.

Secret Spring Unlocks Drawers
When Machine Is Closed. Steel Drawer Runners; High Balance Wheel.

Inlaid Tape Measure
Fitted with Strong Short Needles which are Interchangeable with Singer No. 27 or Free Sewing Machine Needles.

Here's the Improved

Automatic Locking Drawers. No Keys Required

YOU CAN SAVE

the price of this beautiful, automatic lift, ball bearing, convenient and light running machine in your home the first year along through the many things that it will produce for you. Its time-trending and labor-saving conveniences that you will find so thoroughly satisfying are listed below. They are of great significance to the woman who does her own sewing, as you will appreciate after once trying the improved Columbian "D". Remember, that in purchasing one, we send this machine to you upon approval subject to our legal guarantees of satisfaction, or your money back.

IMPROVEMENTS constitute the following:

Locking Drawers eliminate the necessity of using keys on this machine. It has steel drawer runners, on which the drawers slide easily and smoothly without sticking; steel ball automatic lift raises and lowers the head automatically; the high lapped French leg stand is strong, beautiful in design, and being of open pattern is very easy to dust and keep clean.

OTHER FEATURES are the steel Pitman ball bearing, which is in place of the old fashioned wood Pitman, which breaks easily and is far from satisfactory in results: the ball bearings insure easy running; this easy running feature means a great deal to the woman who does a large amount of work as it transforms drudgery into a pleasant occupation. The high, large balance wheel increases the speed as well as the class with which this machine operates.

FREE Full Set of Attachments and Accessories


Steel Drawer Runners. Short Steel Bar Automatic Lift.

CABINET WORK especially attractive. The satin covered drawers, painted nickel, finished in genuine quarter-sawn lid, bound and edged in gold color. Has 18-inch plate mounted on tables, Shaker in can hardened in all key, machine. Makes perfect, smooth all-pitch high arm, possesses improvements such as self-limiting shuttle, self-setting top feed, automatic binder, decorated in gold for, many parts nickel-plated and below base plate, nickel-plated steel attachments, 100% complete instruction manual and ten-year guarantee free.

THE ATTACHMENTS and tools consist of the following: 1. Puffet. 1 Shirter Pin Tacker. 1 Reamer. 1 Binder. 1 Shuttle Screw. 1 Large Gear Attachment. 1 Cutter. 1 Unitter. 1 Foot Tarp. 1 Bobbin. 6 Assorted Needles. 1 1/2 Spool. If you are not pleased in every respect with the machine, return it to us, we will refund your money freight charges included. In ship-

IMPROVED COLUMBIAN "W" SEWING MACHINE

Has Drop Head, Steel Bar Automatic Lift, Steel Drawer Runners and Automatic Locks. Is Ball Bearing And Has French Leg Stand With High Balance Wheel And Steel Pitman.

COMPLETE WITH ALL ATTACHMENTS AND ACCESSORIES

Inlaid Tape Measure
Instruction Book FREE

Guaranteed for 10 Years

STEEL BAR AUTOMATIC LIFT

Up-To-Date Head. 5 1/2 In. Under Arm

ATTACHMENTS are the best, steel nickel plated and include: 1 ruffler, 1 basting plate, 1ucker, 1 braider & bobbins (widths 3/8, 1/4, 3/16), 1 large screw driver, 1 shuttle foot, and 1 thread cutter. Also following accessories: 1 quilter, 1 foot hemmer, 1 bobbin, 1 large assorted needles, 1 oil can & spout. Also complete instruction book. Guaranteed for 19 years against defects of material or workmanship.

Ball bearings are incased in separate steel retainers.

All Parts fastened separately to Stand. Does all kinds of York Yell.

secret spring blocks the drawers when the machine is closed.

EASY TO DUST AS OPENINGS IN STAND ARE VERY LARGE. MADE OF BEST GRAY IRON. FINISHED IN JET BLACK JAPAN.

Fitted with strong, short needles which are interchangeable with Singer No. 27 or 1 free sewing machine needles.

THE MANY CONVENIENCES which save both time and labor:

Lift of feed dog can be raised or lowered in a moment by the steel bar automatic lift. Operated by the steel pitman.

This Picture Shows Our Columbia "W" Closed

Extra Needles May Be Ordered From Us. No. 7H835 Per dozen...15c

STEEL PITMAN

BALL BEARINGS

HIGH WHEEL

Extra...-

Steel Pitman...-

Ballbearings...-

High Wheel...-

...-22.85

THE CATALOGUE NUMBER ONE FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
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IMPROVED COLUMBIAN “X”

Has A Convenient Steel Bar Automatic Lift. Is Ball Bearing

Latest Type Side Tension and Automatic Tension Release Head. Easy to Run

QUARTER-SAWED OAK VENEER LID, BALANCE SOLID OAK GOLDEN FINISH

SOLD TO YOU ON EASY CREDIT TERMS

This Machine made of solid, golden oak with quarter-sawn veneered lid, high class, sturdy in every detail, and so designed and styled as to embody every feature which has been discovered to make a machine a delight to operate and a valuable possession to the owner. Separate parts of cabinet all fastened separately to the stand, insuring very long life.

Triple Coat black enamel on head, beautiful colored transfers fashioned over, under parts of head and parts above bed plate fully nickel plated and buffed. Patented automatic lift device, for superior to most straw, chain and free hands in use. If you are using any other make of machine, try this one. All three advantages combined in one, will take care of your sewing and save your nerves, so why not try it.

Drawers Lock when lid is dropped, no keys necessary. Unlocks when hand is raised. Secret spring unlocks drawers when machine is closed. Drawers slide on steel runners. Grey iron, black japanned French leg stand. High balance wheel, bent steel plunger, ball bearing. Grcat nickel plated steel attachments. 1 ruffler, 1 Shirring plan, 1 tucker, 1 brider plate, 1 brider foot, 4 hemmers, 1 binder, 1 shuttle screw driver, 1 large screw driver, 1 thread cutter. Accessories 1 goller, 1 foot hemmer, 5 bobbins, 1 package assorted needles, 1 oil can. Shipping weight, 165 pounds. No. 7K801. Price $24.35

French Leg Runners Guaranteed for 10 Years

HEAD strictly up to size. 5½ inches under arm: will take heavy and business sewing. All parts on head larger and stronger than on machines usually sold at this price. Does all kinds of work to perfection. Side tension rolls in the tension release self-setting needle, self-threading shuttle, automatic bobbin winder, positive forward and reverse feed, independent take-up, bed plate stitch regulator.

No. 7K801. Price $24.35

FREE

Full Set Of
Attachments, Accessories, and Instruction Book.

“COLUMBIAN” CABINET SEWING MACHINE

Made Of Hand Rubbed And Polished Quarter-Sawed Oak. Ample Space For Sewing Utensils Provided On Pockets Inside Door. A Rack Is Also Provided For Spools, Scissors, Bobbins, And The Like.

THE GRACEFUL LINES of this cabinet when closed resemble those of an upright musical instrument. Attractive Cabinet. The COLUMBIAN Cabinet Sewing Machine you secure an exquisite handsome cabinet, and a high grade sewing machine—two pieces of furniture at the same price. When closed, top can be used as a table. The cabinet is made of fine quarter-sawed oak and quarter-sawed oak veneer, fully paneled with a three-coat, hand rubbed varnish finish golden color. Curved plinths; raised urn and wreath design in center of door. Higher than other cabinets, being rich enough for comfort seating, allowing ample room for the legs. Sufficient space for sewing utensils, etc. Sold in large pockets on inside of door. Also rack for spools, etc.

Driving Wheel. Steel driving rod and pedal (or treadle) are same large size as in regular drop head machines, making it easy running. Three distinct sets of ball bearings set in steel ball retainers. When you lift lid back, head comes up automatically. When you turn back the lid, head draws out of sight. No extra pull. Sewing head has slender and well-balanced for black enamel, which adds greatly to its appearance. A very efficient sewing head in every way.

Guaranteed to do the most perfect kind of work on all kinds of material. Warranted for 10 years. Comes complete with full set of fine steel attachments, accessories and instruction book. Order it and if you don't find it all we claim, return it at our expense and your money will be refunded in full. You are sure to be well pleased with this high-grade machine. For it, about 155 lbs. No. 7K801. Price $29.45

Full Size Pitman. Guaranteed 10 Years

Showing Machine Open For Use

FULL SIZE

Showing Machine Closed As A Cabinet

Made By HARTMAN & COMPANY

CHICAGO

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

Full Size Pitman. Guaranteed 10 Years

Showing Machine Open For Use

Made By HARTMAN & COMPANY

CHICAGO

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
HARTMAN'S

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
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IMPROVED COLUMBIAN "G" SEWING MACHINE

Has Drop Head, Panel Front, Four Drawers, Steel Bar Automatic Lift, Is Ball Bearing, High Balance Wheel, Steel Pitman, French Leg Stand, Steel Automatic Drawer Locks.

STEEL DRAWER RUNNERS, BEST SIDE TENSION

HAS THE AUTOMATIC TENSION RELEASE HEAD

Guaranteed for 10 Years

Your Credit Is Good

FREE

Full Set of Greist Accessories and Attachments

EACH WOOD PART of this machine is fastened directly to stand, insuring great durability. Has steel drawer runners, drawers are finished with old time, objectionable, wooden drawer racks. Graceful, strong, French leg stand, too easy to dust, high balance wheel and beautiful, steel Pitman, which gives a light running, easy operating sewing machine.

STEEL DRAWER RUNNERS, BEST SIDE TENSION

Head Equipped With Latest Time and Labor Saving Improvements.

STEEL BAR AUTOMATIC LIFT

Inlaid Tape Measure

EACH WOOD PART of this machine is fastened directly to stand, insuring great durability. Has steel drawer runners, drawers are finished with old time, objectionable, wooden drawer racks. Graceful, strong, French leg stand, too easy to dust, high balance wheel and beautiful, steel Pitman, which gives a light running, easy operating sewing machine.

EACH WOOD PART of this machine is fastened directly to stand, insuring great durability. Has steel drawer runners, drawers are finished with old time, objectionable, wooden drawer racks. Graceful, strong, French leg stand, too easy to dust, high balance wheel and beautiful, steel Pitman, which gives a light running, easy operating sewing machine.

NEAT APRON UNDER DRAWERS

STEEL PITMAN

BALL BEARINGS

HIGH WHEEL

STYLING

$26.85

NEAT APRON UNDER DRAWERS

STEEL PITMAN

BALL BEARINGS

HIGH WHEEL

STYLING

$26.85

NO DRAWER RACKS, DRAWERS RUN ON STEEL RUNNERS

This Picture Shows Our Columbia "G" Closed

O KEYS are required on this machine, as drawers unlock and lock automatically when you lift and lower the head, a neat feature to any woman in the saving of time, labor and temper; furthermore, children cannot get into drawers, as they can in ordinary machines. Secret spring unlocking draws when machine is closed.

AUTOMATIC LIFT. The steel bar automatic lift is a newly patented device. All that appears above table is steel blade three inches long which is embedded into the wood when lid is down so that it is not seen. Platform on which head rests is always brought up strongly and firmly to eliminate vibration.

THE HEAD equipped with side tension, automatic tension release, independent take-up, self threading shuttle, self-setting needle, automatic bobbin winder, loose pulley arrangement, etc. Accessories and attachments on introductory page of this section. Shipping weight, about 125 pounds.

No. 7H828. Price. $26.85
Improved Columbian "K" Sewing Machine

SEND US AN ORDER and we'll place this elegant machine in your home on approval. All we ask is this opportunity of convincing you that it is one of the lightest running sewing machines you ever saw. We feel absolutely positive that it is capable of satisfying your sewing machine wants. If you do not find all of this to be true, ship it back at our expense and we will refund your money.

This Machine Is Built Along Mission Style, Six Drawers, Drop Head, Steel Bar Automatic Lift, Panel Front, Steel Drawer Runners GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS

Latest Type Side Tension, Automatic Tension Release Head

STEEL BAR AUTOMATIC LIFT

STEEL AUTOMATIC DRAWER LOCKS. NO KEYS REQUIRED.

NO DRAWER RACKS DRAWERS RUN ON STEEL RUNNERS

Raised Design on Panels as Illustrated

THE DRAWERS are perfectly square, as are the panels and pilasters. The strictly mission design with an attractive and highly artistic raised effect on panel is one of the most beautiful ever put on a sewing machine regardless of price or name. Drawers are fitted with heavy, mission style wood drawer pulls, as shown in large illustration. The woodwork is full quarter-sawn oak throughout and the finish is of a very high grade. Therefore you will have a machine that will please an ornament in your home; and also a piece of mechanism of superiority in every sense.

SEWING HEAD is large and roomy, being 13/4 inches under the arm and the width of the head to correspond; in fact, this is one of the largest armed heads on the market. It is strong and substantial in its operation and is guaranteed to do any and all kinds of work in every satisfactory manner. You are sure to enjoy this machine.

THE FEED, needle bar, shuttle and take-up parts are very strong. These four parts of head are the very parts that make the stitch. Latest improvements will be found on this head, which include a square four-motion feed, self setting needle, self threading shuttle, independent take-up, automatic bobbin winder, bed plate, stitch regulator, etc.

FREE

Full Set of Nickel Attachments and Accessories

No. 7K830. Price $29 75

STEEL BAR AUTOMATIC LIFT

Ball Bearing, Steel Wheel. You can no longer make up your mind regarding this excellent choice.

Extra Needles Be Ordered Extra No. 119 Per Doz. Each

FREE

STEEL BAR LIFT. There are no drawer racks, all drawers run on steel runners. In sure of greater strength and reliability to the inset. Has steel ball bearings and high balance wheel. You can no longer make up your mind regarding this excellent choice.

No KEYS needed, as drawers lock when head is raised. Secret spring under drawers when machine is closed. Pulls nickel attachments and accessories free. Listed on introductory page of this section.
The Fitting Problem Solved

WITH OUR LATEST "MARVEL" 16-SECTION DRESS FORM. IT IS AN ADJUSTABLE DRESS FORM THAT WILL PERFECTLY DUPLICATE THE FEMININE FIGURE.

No reaching inside—just pull sections out to correspond with your figure. Has arm extensions for sleeve fitting, long body for pinning skirts. Skirt length measure as well as skirt marker insure accuracy.

THis form clothes can be made to fit right, hang right and possess style and ap without any excessive unnecessary cost to you.

"MARVEL" 16-Section Dress Form

ORDER THIS FORM and save yourself the labor of fitting a dress, and you can furnish your wardrobe with the latest fashions in a month too.

The M2RVEL16-Section Dress Form, illustrated on this page, with its adjustable skirt length, figure shape, and hem guide in the length desired, makes the form easy to use for the cutting of patterns, and for fitting in a dress form or the home of your choice.

MEASUREMENTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>&quot;A&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;B&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;C&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NECK</td>
<td>Closed 12 in.</td>
<td>Open 15 in.</td>
<td>Closed 12 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUST</td>
<td>Closed 36 in.</td>
<td>Open 46 in.</td>
<td>Closed 34 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASTE</td>
<td>Closed 28 in.</td>
<td>Open 38 in.</td>
<td>Closed 26 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACK</td>
<td>Closed 17 in.</td>
<td>Open 24 in.</td>
<td>Closed 15 in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These illustrations convey some of the desirable features of the "Marvel".

NOTE ESPECIALLY that this dress form is divided just as the hip line which is no other make of form of which we know that gives the advantages of adjusting and widening the hips, seat or abdomen. IN the KIRTL LENGTH MEASURE AND GUIDE this is the most important improvement that has been made in adjustable dress forms. In addition to this, you can enlarge the bust without affecting the waist, hips, or seat. Likewise, you can make one shoulder higher than the other—an adjustment that is required by many persons.

You can adjust this form to suit the lines of a model, or to the lines of a skirt, without affecting the bust, hips, or seat. You can also use it as a pattern for making your own dress or skirt. The Marvel 16-Section Dress Form is made to order in any style, and is sold at a nominal cost. It is made according to our specifications. The Marvel 16-Section Dress Form is made of heavy jersey cloth, and is washable. The full nickel trimming found on this dress form add to its life as well as to its bright and pleasing appearance.

REVOLVING STAND on which the "Marvel" Adjustable Dress Form is mounted is made of iron, and is very strong and substantial. You can adjust this form to any height that you desire. Fitted with claws and talon feet instead of casters which get out of order and cause considerable annoyance. We desire to impress you with the fact that when you see a Marvel dress form in this 16-sections that has the many desirable features of the "Marvel", at this low price, you are obtaining a value that is worth of its name. Shipping weight, about 45 lb.

Note our Low Price.

No. 31.12.50. Price $12.65
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5K982</td>
<td>Folding Sewing Table</td>
<td>$1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5K984</td>
<td>Medicine Cabinet</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5K987</td>
<td>Bolted Step Ladder</td>
<td>$5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5K989</td>
<td>Handy Folding Table</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5K990</td>
<td>White Enamelled Metal Toilet Stand</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5K991</td>
<td>Step Ladder Chair</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**White Enamelled Metal Toilet Stand**

**FOR SHAVING AND WASHING ABSOLUTELY SANITARY**

Here is something new and an article that fills a long felt want. In its manufacture the molder has combined all essential features which make our "Royal Toilet Stand" a most desirable addition to the home. This Toilet Stand is made of metal throughout, with a double cross brace construction. It consists of stand 56 inches high with oval honed French plate inlaid, 14 by 14 inches, hinged to back panel or forward. Portable wash basin, oval or rectangular, towel rod, glass holder and four-quart pitcher, all of pure white enamelled metal. It is beautifully finished, in light, strong, stand, close and can be easily moved with nothing to break. It is strictly sanitary and will be found to be a great convenience.

Shipping weight, about 22 lbs.

**Step Ladder Chair**

In our "New House" Step Ladder Chair we offer an article you would never be without after you have once discovered its great usefulness about the house. It is made of hardwood in natural finish and highly finished. The rungs are 1/2 inch thick. Right and left side ladder with four steps, with a total height of 56 inches. Shipping weight, about 30 lbs.

**OUR STEPS**

**Medicine Cabinet No. 5K998**

This cabinet is constructed of sturdy black walnut stock. The feet are of solid walnut style. The doors are lined with oak and have latches. The interior is made of solid walnut. The cabinet is 20 inches wide, 17 inches high, and 12 inches deep. It has a large French motif attached to the back and carries a genuine French mirror, size 14 by 18 inches. It is fitted with a 5-piece drawer set and a 3-piece shelf set. The finish is light oak, with walnut trim, and is a one-piece unit with back and seat. The price is $3.95, and it is available in black walnut, oak, and mahogany finishes.
SOLID OAK. This manted folding bed is built of solid oak in a golden glass finish. Can be had with or without mirror top as quoted below. Is fitted with woven wire springs and special support that ensures comfort. The diamond shape French bevel plate mirror measures 18x12 inches. Has closed back. Shipping weight, about 210 pounds.

No. 3K1717, Without Mirror, Price $16.85
No. 3K1718, With Mirror as shown, Price $19.95

MANTEL BED. Through our tremendous buying power we are able to offer this folding bed on credit at this low price. It has a fine quarter-sawn oak front in a golden oak glass finish that makes it very attractive. Is fitted with woven wire springs with steel spiral springs support. Has closed back and a fine French bevel plate mirror measuring 18x12 inches. Shipping weight, about 250 lbs.

No. 3K1719, Price $28.85

FELT MATTRESS FOR FOLDING BEDS

This is a fine quality, sanitary cotton felt mattress covered with a most durable grade of striped ticking and especially made for Folding Beds. It is a great value at our low price.

No. 3K1720, Price $5.95

BE SURE TO MENTION SIZE WANTED

STEEL FOLDING BED

Has strong steel frame fitted with patent wire safety secured at ends and sides by steel holde screws. Height, 15 inches; length, 6 feet 2 inches; furnished in either 4 feet or 3 1/2 feet widths. Curtains (not included) may be conveniently hooked to provide privacy for that purpose at top. When ordering please state width wanted. Shipping weight, about 90 pounds.

No. 3K1721, Price $25.85

FINE MODEL

This manted folding bed is strongly built of solid oak in a beautiful golden glass finish and has genuine quarter-sawn oak front panels. Is fitted with woven wire springs with spiral support. Has a closed back and fine French bevel plate mirror 73x29 inches. A fine value for the money. Shipping weight, about 270 lbs.

No. 3K1722, Price $34.65

This Handy Bed Folds Compacty With Mattress and Bedding.

GREAT VALUE

Here is an up-to-date folding bed that is constructed of solid oak in golden glass finish. Is fitted with an 18x36 inch French bevel plate mirror. Inside measurement is 73x29 inches. This bed has an automatic safety lock and possesses a woven wire spring with spiral support. Single panel under mirror. A handsome bed at this price. Shipping weight about 90 pounds.

No. 3K1723, Price $25.85

Very Valuable to Dressmakers, China Painters, Stenographers

O UR EXPERIENCE

is very broad and extensive in the furniture business. And, although we do not want you to select an article that you cannot afford to lay out, the one you have in mind is so low in price and can be paid for so many times, that there is no home that will not find it of genuine value.

REMEMBER THIS

IT IS NOT A NEW ARTICLE WITH US. IT HAS BEEN TESTED AND TRIED, AND FOUND TO BE A VERY POPULAR ARTICLE IN FAMILIES ALL OVER THE COUNTRY FOR IT OF GREAT SATISFACTION. AND THAT IS THE BEST INDICATION THAT IT IS A DEPENDABLE AND PRACTICAL PIECE OF FURNITURE FOR YOU TO ENSURE SATISFACTION AND LOW PRICES.

A Very Fine Value

Order From Us A Year To Pay

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

WE WILL TRUST YOU
A HANDSOME PRACTICAL MAHOGANY FINISH SMOKING STAND

This article in the smoking stand is made of solid oak, beautifully finished golden oak finish. It is 3 inches wide, with a 3-inch heavy brass hook for coat hanger. It has three brass double coat hooks, a solid oak frame, and has heavily beveled edges. Made in the sizes:

**Price:** $1.95

Size of glass, 10x10 in. Price: $1.85

Size of glass, 12x12 in. Price: $2.25

A SUBSTANTIAL SOLID OAK COSTUMER IN THE WAXED FUMED FINISH

A Bargain! A costumer that you should select if quality and low price appeal to your sense of economy. It is made of thoroughly seasoned, kiln-dried solid oak in the ever-popular waxed, fumed finish. This number is used on the standard and four legs. The hooks are four in number—double coat hooks, made of cast iron and are attractively set off in a finished finish. Standard is about 5 feet long and made from 2-inch stock. Price: $1.79

PHONE TABLE and STOOL

Genuine Quarter-Sawn Oak Table Top. Balance Made of Solid Oak. Choice of Golden or Fumed Finish **Price:** $2.87

THE PRICE

No. 5K737. Price: $2.87

A New Pattern In Quaintly Designed Mission Style

HALL COAT RACK MIRROR

With mission style frame made of fine quartered oak finished dull, finished color, and have French plate finish back, beveled mirror, 1.5 square inches in size. Mirror is fitted with four oddly shaped dull brass coat hooks, has exaggerated and is supplied with brass wall hanger. You will like this model, as it is very artistic, of fine quality and very best in price. Include it in your order. No. 5K596. Price: $3.95

ALL METAL COSTUMER IN OXIDIZED VERNIS MARTIN OR WHITE ENAMEL

STEEL TUBE costumer, made of high quality, cold-rolled, finished steel. A strong, with-out excessive weight. Choice of enamelled, oxidized, or Vernis Martin (cold bronze) finish. Smooth finish produced by new invention. THE STANDARD and legs made in 2 inches in diameter and are made of round tubing. The hooks are likewise constructed of high quality, cold-rolled 2-inch diameter. This costumer stands 60 inches in height. Weight: approximately 11 pounds. No. 5K506. Price: $3.85

Is Made Of Cold Rolled Burnished Steel
HARTMAN'S

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO

HALL TREES, MIRRORS

All Hall Trees on this page are equipped with Umbrella Arms and drip pans. Width includes these arm rests.

Made Of Quarter-Sawn Oak

Choice Of Fumed Or Golden Finish

$6.39

Fitted With Diamond Shape Plain Plated Mirror

Has Handy Umbrella Rest And Drip Pan

$6.39

HALL TREE BARGAIN. Consider the price of this neat hall tree and you will agree it is a bargain. Made of genuine quarter-sawn oak in choice of fumed or golden finish. Please state a color you desire when ordering. Fitted with 12-inch diamond shaped French plate mirror, metal hooks and hand umbrella rest and drip pan. Height, 78 inches; extreme width, 23 inches. Shipping wt., 65 lbs.

No. 5K998. Price...

Splendid Quartered Oak Hall Tree Comes In Fumed Or Golden Finish

$9.90

Note The Graceful Lines Of This Model

Fitted With 10x12 Inch French Bevel Plate Mirror

PRACTICAL HALL TREE. The grace and beauty of this style will appeal to you. It is a genuine quarter-sawn oak hall tree in either golden or fumed finish, as you prefer. Please state which you desire when ordering your color. Box seat. Fitted with 12-inch French plate mirror and metal hooks. Height, 78 inches; extreme width, 23 inches. Shipping weight about 80 pounds.

No. 5K1002. Price...

MISSON HALL MIRROR. Made of genuine quarter-sawn oak, fumed or golden finish. Fitted with 12-inch French plate mirror and four neat metal hooks. Shipping weight about 75 pounds. No. 5K1000. Price...

ARTISTIC HALL MIRROR Made of genuine quarter-sawn oak, fumed or golden finish. Please state your preference. Fitted with 12-inch French plate mirror and metal hooks. Shipping weight about 75 pounds. No. 5K1003. Price...

MASSIVE HALL SEAT. A glance at the illustration will convince you of the artistic design of this model. Made of genuine quarter-sawn oak in your choice of golden or fumed finish. Please tell us which finish you desire. Has box seat and pretty paneled back. Gracefully curved front legs. Height, 38 inches; extreme width, 27 inches. You will be well pleased with this unit. Shipping weight about 85 pounds. No. 5K1004. Price...

SUBSTANTIAL HALL TREE. The design of this hall tree is made to minimize the appearance of the hall. Made of genuine quarter-sawn oak in choice of golden or fumed finish. Is made with 12-inch French plate mirror, paneled back and metal hooks. Height, 76 inches; extreme width, 33 inches. Shipping weight about 200 pounds. No. 5K1005. Price...

$7.78

Fumed Or Golden Oak Finish

It Is A Hall Rack And Seat Combined

ATTRACTION HALL TREE and seat combined is made of genuine quarter-sawn oak in your choice of golden or fumed finish. When ordering please state which finish is preferred. Is fitted with 12-inch French plate mirror and frame of which are set metal hooks, as illustrated. Approximate height, 28 inches; extreme width, 33 inches; shipping weight is approximately 65 pounds. No. SK1001. Price...

$1.65

It Is Made Of Fine Quarter-Sawn Oak

FURNITURE

$1.65

A Fine Value For You

$1.65

$1.65
**MIRRORS**

**SOLID OAK**

**PLAIN FRAME.**

This popular mirror is made with a solid oak frame, smoothly finished and highly polished. The mirror is of genuine French plate with finest silver back, made with and without deep beveled edge.

No. 6K2073. PRICES WITH PLAIN EDGE FRENCH PLATE MIRROR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width of Frame</th>
<th>Size of Glass</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 in.</td>
<td>18 x 22 in.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 in.</td>
<td>18 x 22 in.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6K2075** Size of Glass, 16 x 28 in. Price $4.35


**6K2077 FLORENTINE OVAL** 4-inch frame enclosing beveled edge mirror with finest quality silvered back.

Price $3.35


**6K2078 OVAL GOLD FRAME.** Has six scroll burnished ornaments upon a neat designed background with beaded inside edge. The heavy French plate beveled mirror has silver back—a rare value.

Price, Size 16 x 20 inches.

**CIRCASSIAN WALNUT** Richly floral. Circassian walnut finished frame set with French plate, beveled, silvered back mirror.

No. 6K2076 Size of Glass, 17 x 20 in. Price $4.90


**ROMAN GOLD FRAME** with golden French plate beveled edge mirror.

Price $9.35


**FLORENTINE GOLD FRAME**

The handsome cut-out 8-in. Florentine frame is finished with finest gilt containing a 12 x 18 in. French plate deep beveled edge mirror with finest silvered back.

No. 6K354. Price...

Price...


**COCO GOLD FRAME**

The set of heavy French plate glass with beveled and extra quality silvered back.

Price...


**FINE DOUBLE DECK FRAME**

In silver and gold. The frame is richly ornamented with ten scroll designs. Scrolled are brightly burnished. The French plate beveled mirror measures...
No. 6K363  Elegant picture, size 20 x 16 inches, mounted in a richly ornamented gold frame with a 2-inch moulding. The subject is a field scene neatly portrayed in oil colors. Frame and mounted in fine raised carvings as shown in illustration and is expertly finished. Picture must be seen in actual colors to appreciate its real beauty.
Price $1.35

No. 6K365  Handsome landscape picture, size 30 x 22 inches, mounted in finely carved frame. The picture is a reproduction of one of celestial pastels and is produced here in a price of oil color. The frame is made of heavy gold leaf burnisher and is in picture, and expertly finished. Has 3-inch moldings.
Price $1

No. 6K364  Beautiful three-panel picture, size 24 x 14 inches. There are 3 different subjects, frame, fruit and fish, each in beautiful colors. The 3-inch gold over frame is finely finished in curled brown, gold, and silver colors. Outside size, 37 x 25 inches.
Price $2.15

No. 6K366  Excellent picture, size 22 x 16 inches, mounted in an attractive new design, 1-inch gold frame with heavy carvings at each of the four corners. The subject is a favorite of a basket of apples. Outside measurements, 26 x 32 inches.
Price $2.25

No. 6K367  Genuine brown Caruso Still Life picture representing "Motherhood." 2-inch Carusso walnut or gold frame, which measures 24 x 11 inches.
Price $1.95

No. 6K368  Handsome picture of a lake scene. The original of which was painted by a noted artist. The subject is a favorite of motherly love and seems to be a figure of love. It is mounted in a 4-inch gold frame with elegant carvings. Frame is made of heavy gold leaf burnisher and is in picture, and expertly finished. Has 3-inch moldings.
Price $2

No. 6K369  Hand-painted castle scene inlaid with mother of pearl. Size, 24 x 12 inches. An exquisite picture in oil colors mounted in a 2-inch gold frame with carved ornaments and heavy gold leaf burnishers. It is a very artistic picture.
Price $3.10

No. 6K370  Beautiful Impressive picture of a mother's love. Size, 25 x 18 inches. Mounted in a 3-inch gold frame, painted in oil colors and mounted in heavy gold leaf burnishers. Picture is expertly finished.
Price $4.45

No. 6K371  A copy of one of the most celebrated oil paintings of the subject. The subject is a favorite of motherly love and seems to be a figure of love. It is mounted in a 3-inch gold frame with elegant carvings. Frame is made of heavy gold leaf burnisher and is in picture, and expertly finished. Has 3-inch moldings.
Price $3

No. 6K372  Genuine oil painting of a famous sunset scene. Picture is in oil colors. Size, 20 x 12 inches. Mounted in a new design, 2-inch gold frame with expertly finished with mother of pearl. Picture is expertly finished.
Price $4.65

No. 6K373  Elegant colored oil painting of a subject in shadow. Size, 23 x 16 inches. Mounted in a 3-inch gold frame, oil painting with gold leaf trim-board size. 36 x 28 inches.
Price $2.65

No. 6K374  Attractive oil painting of colors of a river, signed by the artist. The subject is a favorite of motherly love and seems to be a figure of love. It is mounted in a 3-inch gold frame with elegant carvings. Frame is made of heavy gold leaf burnisher and is in picture, and expertly finished. Has 3-inch moldings.
Price $4
Rare Values In Magnificent Parlor Oil Lamps

No. 6K1716 $1.68
Height, 17½ inches; diameter of globe, 8 inches; equipped with No. 2 burner. Price $1.68

No. 6K1717 $2.65
Height, 21½ inches; diameter of globe, 10 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $2.65

No. 6K1718 $7.65
Height, 27½ inches; diameter of globe, 10 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $7.65

No. 6K1719 $2.19
Height, 19 inches; diameter of globe, 8 inches; equipped with No. 2 burner. Price $2.19

No. 6K1720 $2.98
Height, 22 inches; diameter of globe, 9 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $2.98

No. 6K1721 $3.66
Height, 23½ inches; diameter of globe, 10 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $3.66

No. 6K1722 $4.35
Height, 22 inches; diameter of shade, 9 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $4.35

No. 6K1723 $4.95
Height, 23 inches; diameter of shade, 9 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $4.95

No. 6K1724 $4.85
Height, 25½ inches; diameter of globe, 10 inches; equipped with No. 5 burner. Price $4.85

No. 6K1725 $4.97
Height, 25½ inches; diameter of globe, 10 inches; equipped with No. 5 burner. Price $4.97

No. 6K1726 $4.68
Height, 23½ inches; diameter of globe, 10 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $4.68

No. 6K1727 $3.95
Height, 21 inches; diameter of globe, 10 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $3.95

No. 6K1728 $6.65
Height, 22 inches; diameter of globe, 10 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $6.65

No. 6K1729 $5.75
Height, 22 inches; diameter of globe, 10 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $5.75

No. 6K1730 $8.45
Height, 30½ inches; diameter of globe, 12 inches; equipped with No. 5 burner. Price $8.45

No. 6K902 $7.95
Height, 30 inches; diameter of globe, 9 inches; equipped with No. 5 burner. Price $7.95

No. 6K904 $2.95
Height, 23 inches; diameter of globe, 9 inches; equipped with No. 3 burner. Price $2.95

No. 6K908 $5.75
Height, 22 inches; diameter of shade, 11 inches; equipped with No. 5 burner. Price $5.75

ALL OUR LAMPS are guaranteed to give the very best satisfaction and are so packed for shipment that they will reach you in the very best order. Each burner is fitted with a pure, lead glass chimney and perfect fitting globe ring. Our legal guarantee protects you on these articles just as it does on anything you buy from "Hartman."
**Beautiful Portables And Hanging Domes For Electricity Or Gas**

- **No. 6K910**
  - For Electricity: $16.75
  - For Gas: $16.75
  - Height, 27 inches; has 2 chain sockets; jap bronze finish; diameter of shade, 12 inches. Price complete, $16.75.

- **No. 6K911**
  - For Electricity: $4.75
  - For Gas: $4.75
  - Height, 15½ inches; has 1 pull chain socket; jap bronze finish; diameter of shade, 10 inches. Price, complete, $4.75.

- **No. 6K912**
  - For Electricity: $6.25
  - For Gas: $6.25
  - Height, 17½ inches; has 1 pull chain socket; jap bronze finish; diameter of shade, 10 inches. Price, complete, $6.25.

- **No. 6K913**
  - For Electricity: $11.85
  - For Gas: $11.85
  - Height, 24 inches; has 1 chain socket; jap bronze finish; diameter of shade, 12 inches. Price complete, with beaded and glass fringe, $11.85.

- **No. 6K1134**
  - For Electricity: $10.75
  - For Gas: $10.75
  - Equipped with 22-inch dome.

- **No. 6K1135**
  - For Electricity: $12.75
  - For Gas: $12.75
  - Equipped with 24-inch dome.

- **No. 6K1134½**
  - For Gas: $8.95
  - Dome is 22 inches in diameter. Matches 60 inches from ceiling; brush bronze finish; has 2 chain sockets when fittings are for electricity. Has one mantle light for gas. Has beaded and glass fringe.

- **No. 6K1137**
  - For Gas: $8.95
  - Dome is 22 inches in diameter. Matches 60 inches from ceiling; brush bronze finish; has 2 chain sockets when fittings are for electricity. Has one mantle light for gas. Has beaded and glass fringe.

**Equipment for Gas**

**The Portable Lamps and Hanging Domes shown on this page, when equipped for burning gas, come with the famous Wildish burners, mantle and chimney. The burner is of the key type for turning on and off the gas. Six feet of double-dip Mahari gas hose with ground neck and socket. These lamps, when fitted for gas, are unusually brilliant, throwing a radiant light. You will be more pleased than with any lamp shown on this page and our liberal guarantee of satisfaction goes to you with each purchase. The portables are of the very best construction and all trimmings harmonize perfectly with the color of the lamp.**

- **No. 6K915**
  - For Electricity: $8.40
  - For Gas: $8.40
  - Height, 18 inches; has 2 pull chain sockets; brush bronze finish; diameter of shade, 12 inches. Price, complete, $8.40.

- **No. 6K916**
  - For Electricity: $7.45
  - For Gas: $7.45
  - Height, 18½ inches; has 1 key socket; brush brass finish; diameter of shade, 10 inches. Price, complete, $7.45.

- **No. 6K917**
  - For Electricity: $7.95
  - For Gas: $7.95
  - Height, 19 inches; has 1 key socket; jap bronze finish; diameter of shade, 10 inches. Price, complete, $7.95.

- **No. 6K918**
  - For Electricity: $8.95
  - For Gas: $8.95
  - Height, 19½ inches; has 1 key socket; jap bronze finish; diameter of shade, 10 inches. Price, complete, $8.95.

**WHEN ORDERING LAMPS OR DOMES BE SURE TO GIVE CORRECT NUMBER AS SPECIFIED FOR ELECTRICITY OR GAS**

For each lamp, please refer to the number shown on each pictured lamp for the exact number to order.

- **No. 6K919**
  - For Gas: $6.88
  - Height, 22 inches; has 1 key socket; jap bronze finish; diameter of shade, 12 inches. Price complete, with beaded fringe, $6.88.

For Credit Terms on These Lamps and Domes Please Refer to Page One.
A NEW LINE OF HANDSOME EIGHT-DAY CLOCKS

Consider the Elegant Appearance of These Magnificent Time Pieces and the Low Prices at Which They Are Quoted

Semi-Gloss Mahogany Finish
Case. Ionic Pillars As Shown In The Illustration

Made of Seasoned Wood In Polished Baked-On Black Enamel. 10 1/2 In. Wide And 10 1/2 In. High

Bronze Ornaments

Tambour Design Clock In Mahogany Finish Mat Finish Brass Feet

Black Enamiled Iron Clock. Bronze Ornaments, French Sash And Beveled Glass. 9 1/2 In. High; 17 1/2 In. Wide

Handsome Tambour Clock In A Rich Mahogany Finish

Movement Is Of Excellent Construction Easily Regulated

Chicagofor Credit Terms See Page 1 Of This Catalogue

Chicago

We Trust You

Price

LOW PRICE

$4.88

Fine
Dull
Rubbed
Mahogany

$6.55

$6.75

$7.25

$8.45

Eight-Day Clock. Hour and Half-Hour Gong Strike. A Real Beauty 12 1/2 In. High; 16 Inches Wide

Colonial, Double, Eight-Day Clock, Has Hour and Half-Hour Gong Strike Movement; Fine Rubbed Mahogany Case and Solid Cast Bronze Column and Feet. The Hands are Blued Steel and Four-Inch Dial Is Clear White with Black Numbers. This Clock Is Thoroughly Finished as a Timekeeper. Stands 15 Inches High and 18 Inches Wide. Shipping Weight, About 20 Pounds.

This is a Black Enamel Finish Clock With Oxidized Metal Columns. Stands 11 In. High; 16 1/2 In. Wide

Order Now

Pay Later

No. 6K2064

No. 6K2065

No. 6K2066

No. 6K2067

No. 6K2068

No. 6K2069

No. 6K2070

No. 6K2071

No. 6K2072

A semi-gloss mahogany finish clock decorated with Ionic pillars with gold-plated capitals and bases and polished brass back. Movement is run and strike eight days with one winding, and is guaranteed in every way. Has a 6-inch dial, strikes hours and half hours on resonant metal chimes. Height, 12 1/2 inches; width, 10 inches; shipping weight, about 15 lbs.

A very simple designed rich looking solid mahogany case, cabinet style clock with hand-rubbed mahogany, fitted with 5/4-inch porcelain dial and a convex glass, to set it off to advantage. It is fitted with an eight-day movement. It strikes on the hour and half-hour. Stands 13 inches high and 8 1/2 inches wide. Shipping weight, about 14 pounds.

Colonial model, eight-day clock, has hand-rubbed mahogany finish and solid cast bronze column and feet. The hands are blued steel and four-inch dial is clear white with black numbers. This clock is thoroughly finished as a timekeeper. Stands 15 inches high and 18 inches wide. Shipping weight, about 20 pounds.

This clock is made of specially prepared seasoned wood, finished in polished baked-on black enamel. Pedestrian,Yes aches and attuteses, gold ornaments, pillars, capitals and feet are finished in Venetian bronze. 5 1/2-inch dial is black enamel, polished brass base, fitted with a French curved glass. Has eight-day movement with all steel parts thoroughly tested; special regulating device. Strikes the half hour on bell and hours on cathedral gong. Ship. wt., 25 lbs.

Here is an eight-day cabinet clock with hand-rubbed mahogany case, fitted with a French curved glass. Height, 13 inches; width, 14 inches. Has silver clock on brass with gilt reverse ornaments. The movement is a perfect timekeeper, as will be proven by actual tests. It is unique in style and a clock of proven merit. An exceptional value at the price.

Order this eight-day, enamel-painted wood clock, if you want a splendid timepiece. Strikes the hour on high-tuned cathedral gong and half-hour on separate cup bell. Has 5/4-inch colonial sash and dial, covered glass, cast ornaments. The finish is black enamel, and the metal columns are richly oxidized. Is 11 inches high and 16 inches wide. Shipping weight, case packed, is approximately 21 pounds.

This is an attractively designed Tambour clock. Strike the 8-day parker clock, made in imitation of genuine South American mahogany. Has a semi-gloss, hand-rubbed piano finish. Pedestal has 5-inch porcelain dial, fitted with curved glass and surrounded by brass, mat finish base. Feet also of painted brass. Movement is guaranteed as to service. Strikes half hours on even-numbered hours and hours on half. Maximum strike is 60 minutes. Length, 17 1/2 inches; height, 10 inches; ship. wt., 11 pounds.

Here is a black enamel iron clock that will command your attention. It is an eight-day model, has hour and half-hour gong strikes and comes with Arabic or Roman dials. Barceloite beveled ornaments as shown in illustration. Height, 9 1/2 inches; dial measures 3 inches in diameter, width over all is 17 1/2 inches. French sash, beveled glass, porcelain dial. A clock that is a fine value at the price. Shipping weight, about 12 pounds.

A beautiful 8-day tambour design part clock in imitation of genuine South American mahogany. Has a semi-gloss hand-rubbed piano finish. Dial is made of porcelain 3 1/2 inches in diameter, fitted with curved glass with matte finished brass bezel. Colonial model, eight-day, half-hour strike, quarter-hour gong. Fully enclosed for regulation from front of clock. Length, 16 1/2 inches; height, 15 inches; shipping weight, about 14 lbs.
Duet Piano Bench with Large Music Compartment

Can Be Ordered In Quartered Oak, Mahogany Veneer
Or Figured Burl Walnut

THE DESIGN of this duet piano bench is one of rare elegance and will appeal to all persons who are particular about furniture of their home. The style is very graceful and attractive and the construction is very substantial. It is truly a remarkable bargain at our price.

TOP MADE of genuine 5-ply quartered oak, mahogany or beautiful burl walnut, other exposed parts mahogany. It comes hand rubbed and polished throughout, quartered oak bench can be pre-finished in golden oak, polished or fumed finish. The seat measures 36x15 inches. The height of bench is 24 inches. It is supported by elegantly designed legs, shown in the illustration. Shipping weight, about 60 lbs.

No. 2K414 Piano Bench. Price $5.98

Your Choice of Golden Or Fumed Oak, Mahogany Or Burl Walnut

No. 2K281 $6.85

In Ordering a Piano Bench Please Say Which Wood You Want

PIANO BENCH
No. 2K281
With Music Compartment Under Seat
MADE IN 3 DIFFERENT WOODS:

Mahogany or Burl Walnut

Furnished In Quartered Oak Mahogany or Burl Walnut As Desired, Piano Polished

No. 2K284 $9.60

An Exceptional Value

PIANO BENCH
No. 2K284
With Music Compartment Under Seat

A FRENCH MODEL of high grade fine quality piano bench. The smaller illustration of this model illustrated above, shows the convenient sheet music compartment under the hinged seat lid. This big value piano bench can be furnished in quartered oak, mahogany finish, or Burl walnut, finely polished. It has French shaped legs. Mahogany bench has 5-ply genuine mahogany veneer top. Height, 20½ inches. Shipping weight, about 50 pounds.

No. 2K282 $7.95

PIANO BENCH
No. 2K282
With Music Compartment Under Seat

A GRECIAN MODEL of high grade piano bench which is the wealthiest home of the wealthiest. It is magnificently proportioned. The large 36x15-inch Writing lid is hinged to a shaped rim, which forms the sheet music compartment, all of which when open forms a music stand. The Greco columns are in the top and front quarter-sawed oak finished figured or golden, mahogany finish or Burl walnut. Mahogany bench has 5-ply genuine mahogany veneer top. Height, 26½ inches. Shipping weight, about 55 pounds.

No. 2K286 $9.60

RECORD CABINET
$9.95

No. 5K1024 A solid oak cabinet in rich golden gloss or mahogany finish. The top measures 15 x 15½ inches, height 34 inches. It is fitted with pull-out shelves which hold 144 10 or 12 inch discs in an upright position, which prevents scratching. A value that has no equal in point of beauty and substantial quality at our low price. Shipping weight, about 70 pounds.

RECORD CABINET
$11.35

No. 5K1025 Cabinet set for Discs of Phonographs and Talking Machines, made with fine, substantial quarter-sawn oak top and door, large shelf, cabinet in mahogany finish, is equipped with shelves, with partitions to hold discs upright and prevent scratching. Height 34 inches, width 17½ inches, depth 15 inches. Will hold 144 discs upright and 12 inch discs sideways. Will hold 10 or 12 inch disc, sliding out about 74 lbs.

RECORD CABINET
$14.85

No. 5K1026 Here is one of our very latest designs. The top and front are made of golden quarter-sawn oak or mahogany finish. The shelves are in the top and front are equipped with shelves, and will hold 156 10 or 12 inch discs; this cabinet also contains a needle holder which is very convenient. The price is at our lowest level for such quality. The width is 17½ inches, height 35 inches, shipping weight 80 pounds.
THE KING OF TALKING MACHINES

SPECIAL OFFER
- This Machine with 12 Selections at $35.50
These records may be exchanged for any 65c double disc Columbia records within 10 days.

FREE OFFER
- We supply 200 steel needles FREE with every one of these fine Universal Parlor Model Talking Machines.

HARTMAN'S

No. 8K1428

$31.60

Piano Polish Finish

Size:
- 19-In. Long
- 15-In. High
- 17-In. Wide

Cabinet

Also Made In Genuine Quarter-Sawed Oak

THE UNIVERSAL PARLOR MODEL represents one of the most remarkable phonograph bargains known to the world of music. It is indeed the phonograph De Luxe, both from the standpoint of its marvelous sound-producing qualities and its rare beauty of workmanship and finish. It stands supreme as the King of talking machines. We consider that its faithfulness of reproduction, superb volume, power and beauty of tone, ease and simplicity of operation entitles it to the market for the money. THE UNIVERSAL PARLOR MODEL appeals to all classes and to all ages. You can enjoy not only the delights of grand opera, but likewise every form of music, mirth and merriment, from the classic symphonies of the great masters to the very latest in "black face" dialogue. You can order THE UNIVERSAL PARLOR MODEL either with or without the six 16-inch double disc Columbia records at the prices quoted below. When ordering be sure to give the correct number and to state whether you desire to take advantage of this combination offer, see page 1 for terms.

State Whether Wanted With Or Without Records As Quoted Below

State Wood Preferred

SOLID MAHOGANY
- Is used on cover, balance of cabinet built of genuine mahogany veneer. High quality piano finish. Also comes in genuine quarter-sawed oak, State wood preferred. And grille effect frontispiece backed by beautiful drapery. Cabinet in nickel finish.

No. 8K1428. Price, as Illustrated...
- ...$31.60

No. 8K1429. Price with 12 Selections (Six 10-In. Double Disc Columbia Records)...
- ...$35.50
Select a Grafonola From This Page

Record Catalog
Free Upon Request
See Page 291 For Partial List Of Records
Terms on Page 1 - Apply to Grafonolas

COLUMBIA GRAFONOLA 15. In this instrument we offer what we honestly believe to be the best low-priced talking machine that can be produced. Measures 131/4 inches square; easily moved or carried about. The cabinet is quarter-sawn oak veneer, golden finish. All of the exposed metal parts are heaviest nickel plated, excepting the tone arm bracket, which is japanned. Sturdy silent motor. Will play one 10 inch center or 12 inch selection with one winding. Exclusive Columbia one control. Shipping wt. about 31 lbs. c. 8K1430. Price...

No. 8K1430
Price...

$15.00

COLUMBIA GRAFONOLA 25. Has to natural tone. Cabinet quartered oak or mahogany veneer. Measures 15 inches wide by 15 inches deep. Silent running motor; two-upgrading device can be wound while playing. Speed may be regulated by graduated dial combined with unit and stop device. Has exclusive Columbia tone control leaves that operate by button in front plate. Equipment includes Columbia No. 6 reproduction needle cups and 200 foot tone control record. Shipping weight, 45 lbs. Price...

No. 8K1431
Price...

$25.00

COLUMBIA GRAFONOLA 35. Here we have a splendid Columbia grafonola fitted with an attractively shaped lid. It is complete with all the details of the modern disc Grafonola equipment for $35. The cabinet is of quartered oak veneer, golden finish, measuring 16 inches wide by 16 inches deep and 15 inches high. The motor is mounted on metal plate and is silent running. Has two-winding, one control. CAN BE WOUND while playing. All exposed metal parts are heaviest nickel plated and is made with the new bayonet joint tone-arm of seamless tapered tubing. Speed regulator operated by graduated dial combined with unit and stop device. Tone is governed by exclusive Columbia tone control leaves as well as by a variety of needles. Equipment includes new Columbia No. 5 reproducer and 300 varied tone needles. Shipping weight about 49 pounds...

No. 8K1432
Price...

$35.00

COLUMBIA GRAFONOLA 50. Choice of mahogany veneer or quartered oak veneer case, the latter in either golden, fumed or Early English. 15 inches wide, 21 inches high. Deep silent running motor mounted on metal plate, three-spring drive; plays four selections with one winding. Exposed metal parts heaviest nickel plated; new bayonet joint tone-arm of one-piece seamless drawn tapered tubing. Speed regulator operated on graduated dial; start and stop device, tone control leaves; piano hinged lid with automatic support. New No. 6 reproducer; four needle cups and assortment of varied tone needles. Shipping weight about 63 lbs. Price...

No. 8K1433
Price...

$50.00

COLUMBIA GRAFONOLA 100. In appearance is diglated and attractive. Thery is quartered oak or mahogany making four beautifully finished mahogany or satin walnut, or quartered oak veneer golden, fumed or Early English. Measures 16 inches wide, 21 inches high 16 inches wide and 21 inches deep. Silent running motor mounted on metal plate; three-spring drive; piano hinged lid with automatic support. New No. 10 reproducer; four needle cups and assortment of varied tone needles. Price...

No. 8K1435
Price...

$100.00

...
Celebrated Wm. A. Rogers
Guaranteed Silverware

GENUINE ROGERS MAKE AT
MONEY SAVING PRICES

Our Silverware Department offers the Guaranteed goods William A. Rogers, the world's famous silversmith. This
EXTRA class ware is of the highest standard of excellence
and in every satisfaction. Our large inventory
will enable us to quote prices that will save you money on
these

ATTRACTION SILVER PLATED
TABLE WARE

You need silverware of quality. Don't buy something
that will just serve as a short while. Get the genuine
William A. Rogers silver-plated ware, known the world
over to give excellent service. These silver-plated goods are
silver-plated on special hard white metal, hard as steel
and will not feel off or flake.

IF YOU ORDER

Genuine "Rogers"
Silver Plated
Knives and Forks

No. 6K1966
This beautiful set of
six knives and six
forks embody the
most essential fea-
tures of fine silver-
ware. For service
and wear it has
limitations; it will
wear a long time
and is a production
of the famous firm of
Rogers who fully
Guarantee each piece
to be silver-plated
ware of a very high
character. The pat-
ttern is most artistic
below a contented
almond grape
shape.

Set of Six Knives
and Forks
Price, $5.25

Excellent Bargain
"Rogers" Extra Fine
Knives and Forks

No. 6K1967
Here is an elegant
set of six knives and
six forks, of the cele-
brated "Rogers"
make that is most
exquisite in design.

Set of Six Knives
and Forks
Price, $5.75

"Rogers" Elegant
Heavily Plated
Knives and Forks

No. 6K1968

Large Tablespoons

Dessert Spoons

Teaspoons

SPOONS to match design of No. 6K1967 Knives and Forks; furnished in three sizes: Large Tablespoons, Dessert Spoons and Teaspoons. Bradford pattern
"Rogers" silver-plated ware.

No. 6K1967L Set of six Tablespoons $8.25
No. 6K1967S Set of six Dessert Spoons 1.95
No. 6K1967T Set of six Teaspoons 1.25

Large Tablespoons

Dessert Spoons

Teaspoons

SPOONS to match design of No. 6K1968 Knives and Forks; can be supplied in three sizes: Large Tablespoons, Dessert Spoons and Teaspoons. Romantic Bradford pattern "Rogers" silver-plated ware fully guarantees to give best service and wear.

No. 6K1968L Set of six Tablespoons $8.65
No. 6K1968S Set of six Dessert Spoons 1.65
No. 6K1968T Set of six Teaspoons 1.15

Large Tablespoons

Dessert Spoons

Teaspoons

SPOONS to match design of No. 6K1966 Knives and Forks; can be supplied in three sizes: Large Tablespoons, Dessert Spoons and Teaspoons. Bradford pattern "Rogers" silver-plated ware.

No. 6K1966L Set of six Tablespoons $8.20
No. 6K1966S Set of six Dessert Spoons 1.05
No. 6K1966T Set of six Teaspoons 1.15

Large Tablespoons

Dessert Spoons

Teaspoons

Genuine "Rogers" Silver Plated Knives and Forks

No. 6K1966
This beautiful set of
six knives and six
forks embody the
most essential fea-
tures of fine silver-
ware. For service
and wear it has
limitations; it will
wear a long time
and is a production
of the famous firm of
Rogers who fully
Guarantee each piece
to be silver-plated
ware of a very high
character. The pat-
ttern is most artistic
below a contented
almond grape
shape.

Set of Six Knives
and Forks
Price, $5.25
HARTMAN’S

CHICAGO

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

ALL PIECES ON THIS PAGE ARE MADE IN THE WELLESLEY PATTERN BY
"WM. A. ROGERS (LTD.)"

26 PIECE SET

This set consists of six knives and six forks in the beautiful Wellesley pattern, as illustrated. Satin French gray finish. Well plated with pure silver upon heavy German silver base. Made by "Wm. A. Rogers (Ltd.)." Comes in box as shown. A very good value for the money.

No. 6K1954. Price $3.95

3 PIECE SET

For children, comprising a small knife, fork and spoon. Made in the attractive Wellesley pattern, in the satin French gray finish. It is made by "Wm. A. Rogers (Ltd.)." Is well plated with pure silver upon heavy German silver base.

No. 6K1953. Price 82¢

47-PIECE SILVER SET $15.25

47 PIECES consisting of 12 teaspoons, 6 dessert spoons, 6 large table spoons, 6 knives, 6 forks, 6 butter spreaders, 1 large soup ladle, 1 cold meat fork, 1 berry spoon, 1 butter knife and 1 sugar shell.

No. 6K1959. Choice of four spoon sets. Soup spoons have round bowls as illustrated.

6 Teaspoons .................................................. 97¢
6 Dessert Spoons .............................................. 97¢
6 Table Spoons ................................................. 97¢

8 PIECES consisting of 6 teaspoons, butter knife and sugar shell. Wellesley pattern; French silver finish. Made by "Wm. A. Rogers (Ltd.)." Nicely silver plated.

No. 6K1960. Price $1.85

LADIES in your choice of four sizes, the prices quoted below include the Wellesley pattern; French gray finish. Silver plated.

No. 6K1957. Cream Ladle, price $1.03
No. 6K1958. Gravy Ladle, price $1.03
No. 6K1959. Oyster Ladle, price $1.03
No. 6K1960. Soup Ladle, price $1.03

BERRY SPOON. Hand-some in rich French gray finish. Heavy German silver base is nicely plated with pure silver.

No. 6K1956. Price 87¢

26 PIECES constitute this set. Included are 6 knives, 6 forks, 6 teaspoons, 6 large spoons, 1 butter knife and 1 sugar shell. They are all made in the very artistic Wellesley pattern as illustrated above. The plating is very heavy, pure silver being used on a heavy German silver base. Made by "Wm. A. Rogers (Ltd.)." Comes in attractive leatherette case.

No. 6K1958. Price Complete ................. $7.25

87¢
**WM. A. ROGERS (LTD.)** FINE SILVER SETS

**No. 6K1788. 8-Piece Set**
This set consists of 6 Tea Spoons, 1 Sugar Shell and 1 Butter Knife as illustrated above. It is of the handsome Grape pattern and made in the beautiful French grey finish.

No. 6K1788, Price of Set $2.39

**No. 6K1789. Choice Knife and Fork Set**
This handsome set consists of 12 pieces, as illustrated above. The pattern is one of the choicest to be found in silverware. The value is extraordinary and you will be well pleased with your purchase if you order it.

No. 6K1789, Price $4.75

**No. 6K1790. Berry Spoon**
Useful Grape pattern, known French Grey Finish, very serviceable, a quality. No. 6K1790, Our special $1.15

**No. 6K1791. Ladles**

**No. 6K1792. Butter Knife and Sugar Shell Set**
Beautiful French Grey Finish. Artistic Grape Pattern. Both of these fine genuine WM. A. Rogers (LTD.) Silver pieces for the very small price quoted.

No. 6K1792, Price $1.15

A Splendid Value

**No. 6K1793. 8-Piece Set**
This set consists of 6 Tea Spoons, 1 Sugar Shell and 1 Butter Knife. They are of handsome pattern, high grade WM. A. Rogers (LTD.) Finish, and thoroughly guaranteed.

No. 6K1793, Price of Set $2.35

**No. 6K1794. Cold Meat Fork**
Of the handsome grape pattern, in the beautiful French grey finish. This is a very artistic design of Meat Fork. It's of the same superior grade as the 26-piece set illustrated below.

No. 6K1794, Price $1.19

**HIS COMPLETE 26-PIECE SILVER SET $9.35**

**French Grey Finish**

This high-grade Silver Set consists of 26 pieces, as follows:

6 KNIVES 6 FORKS
SIX LARGE SPOONS
SIX TEA SPOONS
ONE BUTTER KNIFE & ONE SUGAR SHELL

This beautiful new Grape pattern in French Grey finish. The entire 26 pieces are put up in a handsome lined leatherette case, as shown in the illustration. Across the top of this case is a ribbon bearing the name of "WM. A. Rogers (LTD.)." Remember that every article in this set bears the full name of this famous silversmith, and every article is thoroughly guaranteed. The pattern, as you will note in the illustration, is very beautiful. This Grape pattern is entirely new and something decidedly beautiful. It is finished in the Velvety French Grey—nothing finer could be desired.

No. 6K1795, Price $9.35
Every Set Is Fully Guaranteed For Service

Made by "WM. A. ROGERS (Ltd.)", The World's Famous Silversmith.

The Standard of Quality

ONE OF THE BIGGEST BARGAINS IN SILVERWARE EVER OFFERED

42 Pieces of Famous "Wm. A. Rogers (Ltd.)" Silver In Lined Chest

$18.95

NO. 6K1797
GRAPE PATTERN 26-PIECE PLATED SILVER SET. This set is without doubt the most "Rogers 1881" silver plated service ever offered, and is a value you cannot afford to overlook. The 26 pieces consist of 6 knives, 6 forks, 6 teaspoon, 6 tablespoon, 1 sugar shell, and 1 butter knife, all of which are put up in handsome laced cardboard box. The heartily embossed grape pattern is very beautiful, and is greatly enhanced by the velvety French-gray finish. Shipping weight, about 7 pounds.

Price of Complete Set...

26 Pieces $10.45

NO. 6K1798
47-PIECE SILVER SET. This set has the elegant "Bradford" pattern, one of the most handsome silverware patterns made. All pieces are finished in the beautiful satin French gray. It is a soft, rich, finish and widely popular. Set consists of 47 pieces. As follows: 12 teaspoons, 6 dessert-spoons, 6 large L. spoons, 6 knives, 6 forks, 6 butter spreaders, 1 large soup ladle, 1 cold meat fork, 1 f. spoon, 1 butter knife and 1 sugar shell, all heavily plated with pure silver upon heavy base, solid silver base. This set is being sold by some jewelers at a higher price. Comes in beautifully lined chest. Shipping weight, about 9 pounds.

Price of Complete Set...

47 Pieces...

$14.8

NO. 6K1800
MAGNIFICENT 58-PIECE SILVERWARE SET. Comes in a fine laced cardboard box. This is the greatest low-priced silver set ever offered, and in selecting it from the Bargain Book you will display the keenest judgment—the kind that results in saving and the sort that makes you a truly satisfied patron. It contains 58 pieces, consisting of 12 knives, 1 teaspoon, 1 dessert-spoon, 6 table-spoons, 6 medium forks, 6 large forks, 6 butter spreaders, 6 hot and cold meat forks, 1 berry spoon, 1 butter knife, 1 cold meat fork and 1 sugar shell. Manufacturer by "Wm. A. Rogers (Ltd.)", the most makers of silverware in this country. Silver plated upon a durable white metal and finished in a striking French gray. Guaranteed to give excellent service. Shipping weight, about 12 pounds.

Price of Complete Set...

58 Pieces...

$22
MADE BY “WM. A. ROGERS (Ltd.)”

26-PIECE SET in the beautiful “Standish” pattern. Is packed in a high grade, leatherette case. Guaranteed to be bright or French Gray finish. Comes in either bright or French Gray finish, as desired. Each piece stamped with name “WM. A. ROGERS (Ltd.)”. Is plated on 21 cent nickel silver base. Lined case...

3-PIECE CHILD’S SET as shown above. Here is a set that will delight the little folks. Comes in either bright or French Gray finish, as desired. Each piece stamped with name “WM. A. ROGERS (Ltd.)”. Is plated on 21 cent nickel silver base. Lined case...

This Ware Silver Plated on 21% Nickel Silver...
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**SPECIAL SILVERWARE VALUES**

**FRENCH GRAY** finish, **Fran**-nurished uns of carnation on side. Lower part of base burned finish. Quadruple silver plate. Made by "Wm. A. Rogers (Ltd.)" No. 6K1840. Price...62c

**TABLE CASTER SET**

$3.35

**BUY this revol-**

**ing**

**CASTER**. Can-

**vina** glass salt and pe-

**per** shakers with metal tops. Burnish finish. Has a satin

**finish.**

**GRANITE**

**TEA MARK**

**SET**

$2.99

**HANDBY**

**pitcher** and tray, made of quadruple silver plate, burned or bright finish. Beautiful Colonial design. Made by "Wm. A. Rogers (Ltd.)" No. 6K1841. Price...3.50

**BREAD TRAY.** This attrac-

**tively** designed bread tray, made in the artistic satin finish, with engraved center, as shown in the illustration. The burned, beaded border sets it off to advantage, giving contrasting and neat appearance. Comes in regulation size and is reasonably priced.

$2.69

**3-PIECE CARVING SET**

**YOU WILL** find no better value offered than this practical and extremely beautiful carving set. The steel used is guaranteed as to quality, and we know, beyond any question of a doubt, that the man or woman who sits at the head of the table will be more than pleased with the service that they receive from this elegant 3-piece carving set. Besides, its handsome appearance will adorn your table service.

**STAG HORN HANDL**

**THE GENUINE**

**STAG HORN HANDL**

**used on the carving knife, and sharpener, as shown in illustration. The German
tools are nicely engraved, and adds greatly to the high class
appearance of this 3-piece carving set. The carving fork has a
to protect the hands. Comes

**MATCHES** the syup prejudice 

**INCLUDES 1** service tool, when bought together. It is hard to find one in appearance without being quite decorative, and will impress the appointments of any dinner or tea set.

$2.49

**5-PIECE**

**BUTTER DIS**

$2

**SATIN FINISH.** Engraved with a "Best When"

**MIST-MADE**

**IS GOLD LINED**

$2.99

**Tobacco Jar**

$2

**SYRUP PITCHER AND TRAY**

**Quadruple Silver Plate**

$2.69

**MADE OF** quadruple silver plate ware in burned or bright finish. Cream pitcher and spoon holder are gold-lined. A handsome Colonial design. Order any combination at the prices listed.

**Price of Tray**...$2.15

**Price of Rogers Bowl**...$2.75

**Price of Tea Pot**...$8.95

**Price of Cream Pitcher**...$11.50

**Price of Spoon Holder**...$15.50

No. 6K1842. Price...

**BED-HANDLED**

**SPECIAL FOR** CREDIT

**TERMS** SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE CHICAGO
ONEIDA COMMUNITY PAR PLATE SILVER

Oneida Community Par Plate Silverware is made by the makers of Community Silver. This grade of ware is made on a base of 18 per cent nickel silver and is plated with standard A-1 plate.

Made On
A Base of 18\% Nickel Silver
And Is Plated
With Standard A-1 Plate

Guaranteed
for 10 Years

Read
The Guarantee
Below

The "Primrose" pattern is finished in the popular French grain and is designed after the latest pieces in silverware. The "Primrose" pattern is finished in the popular French grain and is designed after the latest pieces in silverware.

Made By
The Makers
Of The Famous
Community Silver

This Silver Is
Scientifically
 Designed To
Give The
Greatest
Possible Service
For The Money

The Festoon Of Flowers Is Charmingly Arranged

The Design Possesses Great Beauty And Attractiveness

The Ultimate
Possess, is a Pattern Designed to Give The Greatest Possible Service For The Money.

THE ONEIDA

The manufacturer guarantees to every purchaser of Oneida Community Par Plate that it is honestly made by skilled workmen with the latest machinery and the best material. And this guarantee is based upon a reputation for excellence and integrity in manufacture for over half a century.

GUARANTEE

The maker further guarantees that all goods bearing the stamp "ONEIDA COMMUNITY PAR PLATE" (except knives) for 10 years in ordinary family use. The knives are guaranteed to be of the same high quality and that the medium knives will strip full 12 dice of pure silver to the dozen.

Read
The Guarantee
Below

Our Approval Offer Applies To This Good Quality Silverware

Although The Prices Are Quite Moderate The Quality Is Indeed Splendid

For This 26 Piece Set $9.85

The "Primrose" Design Is Unusually Dainty As Illustrated

Buy From Us On Credit

Remember That We Trust You

This Is Plated Ware That Feels Just Like Sterling

HARTMAN'S
FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
CHICAGO 299
HARTMAN'S

In The Very Artistic Bridal Rose Pattern
GUARANTEED FOR 25 YEARS

Oneida Community RELIANCE PLATE is guaranteed for 25 years as it now has the same wearing point overlay as COMMUNITY SILVER. This guarantee backed by the Oneida Community means but only reliable plated ware; but plated ware which will give the best of satisfaction in every home.

You'll Never Regret Ordering These

Overlaid With COMMUNITY SILVER At the Wedding Price

READ THE MAKER'S GUARANTEE

We guarantee to every purchaser that Oneida Community RELIANCE PLATE is made of superior 18% nickel silver and that it has a heavy plate of pure silver. We also guarantee all Oneida Community RELIANCE PLATE (except knives) for 25 years in ordinary family use.

FLAT HANDLE FORKS.

An extraordinary feat of prices that cannot be equaled by others. Handsome La Rose Pattern Oneida Community Plated Forks. Packed one dozen in unlined box.

| No. 6K1821 | Medium Size | Price per dozen | $0.80 |
| No. 6K1822 | Dessert Size | Price per dozen | 3.50 |

SOLID HANDLE EMBOSSED FORKS.

As illustrated. Packed six in a racked box.

| No. 6K1825 | Medium Size | Price per dozen | $3.00 |
| No. 6K1826 | Dessert Size | Price per dozen | 4.50 |

BOUILLON SPOON.

By all means include this handsome spoon in your order. Come six in a lined box.

| No. 6K1829 | Price per set of six | $2.80 |

ORANGE OR GRAPEFRUIT SPOON.

A heavy handle, gracefully shaped spoon. Six in a lined box.

| No. 6K1831 | Price per set of six | $2.25 |

COLD MEAT OR SALAD FORK.

For every completely furnished home. 6K1833. Price (in lined box), each $1.00

LADIES.

We offer this exceptionally beautiful lady in your choice of three different sizes as quoted below.

- Cream. Price each $1.50
- Gravy. Price each 1.75
- Medium Soup. Price each 3.50

High Quality
Low Price

SUGAR SHELL.

You will be highly pleased with the beauty and serviceability of this article.

| No. 6K1828 | Price (one in a lined box), each | $0.80 |

BERRY OR SALAD SPOON.

A remarkable improvement at our low

| No. 6K1839 | Price each | $0.35 |
AMOUS COMMUNITY SILVER SOLD ON CREDIT TERMS

In Louis XVI Design. Made By Oneida Community

GUARANTEED FOR 50 YEARS

For the first time we are able to offer you the most popular pattern of the famous Community Silver—the Louis XVI. It is a beautiful design in the French grey finish with bright medallions, and is not only artistic, but a remarkable value at the prices quoted on this page.

This ware is so heavily plated and overlaid with pure silver at the wearing points that it is guaranteed for half a century. Read what the makers say in their guarantee in the box to the left.

SPOONS These Louis XVI, designed spoons are made by Oneida Community in a French grey finish, as illustrated. Come six in an unlined box.

| No. 6K1978, Tea, Price per dozen: $1.00
| No. 6K1980, Table, Price per dozen: $1.00

HOLLOW HANDLE KNIVES Take a good look at the illustration shown above of this very tastefully designed hollow handle knife. The handle is gracefully proportioned and conveniently shaped as well. The beautiful Louis XVI. design enhances its appearance so that it is one of the most artistic French grey finished knives ever sold at these prices. Has a bright medalion as shown. To insure their protection these knives are very carefully packed in stained boxes six in a box placed to a roll. Send us your order for either the medium or dessert size quoted below, and we know that you will soon order the other size as well.

| No. 6K1982, Medium, Price per dozen: $1.25
| No. 6K1984, Dessert, Price per dozen: $1.00

FLAT HANDLE FORKS These come packed six in an unlined box.

| No. 6K1981, Medium, Price per dozen: $0.90
| No. 6K1982, Dessert, Price per dozen: $0.80

BUTTER KNIFE It far outclasses ordinary plated butter knives in point of appearance and serviceability. There is grace to its outline and beauty to the design. It is a typical Louis XVI. pattern wrought into this wonderful Community Silver. It comes one in a lined box for protection in transit.

| No. 6K1985, Price each: $1.00

SOUP SPOON As illustrated, Fine French grey finish with bright medalion to match the other pieces shown on this page. If you require new soup spoons order this one. Come six in unlined silver plated berry spoon, overlaid.

| No. 6K1986, Price per dozen: $0.90

COLED MEAT FORK Especially desirable and an excellent value. This true Louis XVI. design cold meat fork is heavily plated and overlaid with pure silver. Comes one in a lined box.

| No. 6K1989, Price each: $1.25

OYSTER FORK Every home should have a set of oyster forks. And can you imagine any one more elegant and beautiful than this one? Six in a lined box.

| No. 5K1983, Price per set of 6: $2.25

LADLES You can take your choice of the three sizes listed below. If you care to. But we advise ordering all if you desire to have a complete equipment. Each is in the striking Louis XVI. pattern, French grey finish with bright medalion, one in lined box.

| No. 6K1990, Cream, Price each: $1.25
| No. 6K1991, Gravy, Price each: $1.25
| No. 6K1992, Med. Soup, Price each: $1.50

SUGAR SHELL The price of this neat sugar spoon is so very low that you really can not afford to be without it. Comes one in a lined box.

| No. 6K1994, Price each: $1.00

BERRY SPOON Here is your chance to own a fine heavy design berry spoon overlaid with pure silver at a moderate price. Made by Oneida Community in the rich and elegant Louis XVI. design.

| No. 6K1995, Price each: $2.00

THE MAKER'S GUARANTEE

We guarantee to every purchaser of COMMUNITY SILVER that it is made of superior % nickel silver; that it has an unusually heavy plate of pure silver. We also guarantee COMMUNITY SILVER (except knives) for ty years in ordinary family use.

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD HERE

HEAVILY PLATED AND OVERLAID WITH PURE SILVER.

A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY TO BUY FINE SILVER

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
The silverware shown on this page is the famous ONEIDA COMMUNITY RELIANCE PLATE. It is guaranteed for 25 years, as it now has the same wearing point overlay as COMMUNITY SILVER. This guarantee backed by the Oneida Community, means not only reliable plated ware, but plated ware which will give the best of satisfaction in the fullest measure of the word. It is overlaid with pure silver at the wearing points and is guaranteed to the maker's legal binding guarantee at bottom of this page which is your absolute and unqualified guarantee of satisfaction.

12-PIECE KNIFE AND FORK SET

This set consists of 6 knives and 6 forks in the beautiful and artistic KENWOOD pattern. These pieces are made of 18 per cent nickel silver and have a heavy plate of pure silver. The finish is a bright polish and the design is a handsome scroll effect as illustrated. Makes a desirable addition to any home, and at the same time is very low in price. Order it and you will be well pleased.

No. 6K1811, Price $6.18

7-PIECE BERRY SET.

Such a set will improve your table service. It consists of a serving spoon and six individual spoons. The pattern is the fine KENWOOD design and the ware is famous ONEIDA Community Reliance plate, guaranteed for 25 years as shown in the maker's guarantee at bottom of page. The finish is a bright polish. These pieces are overlaid with pure silver at the wearing points and are plated with pure silver on 18 per cent nickel silver base.

No. 6K1812, Price $3.79

KENWOOD PATTERN 32-PIECE SET.

There is a mighty good reason why we devote the amount of space we do to this 32-piece set of silverware. It represents a positively wonderful value. Just think of buying all these pieces for the little money we ask. There are 6 knives, 6 forks, 6 large spoons, 12 teaspoons, 1 sugar shell and 1 butter knife.

THE CASE is of oak in rich golden color, finely finished, with catch on lid to hold it securely. Observe the two sections including drawer, and side handles for easy carrying. The pieces are in the fine Kenwood pattern, bright polish. Remember that the 25-year guarantee applies to this set of ONEIDA Community Reliance Plate Silverware. (See guarantee below.)

No. 6K1817, Price $13.98

24-PIECE SET. You will look a long way before you find the equal of this 24-piece set shown above. It is known as the Tipped pattern which is a plain but very popular style that has stood the test of time. The set consists of 6 knives, 6 forks, 6 large spoons and 6 teaspoons. These pieces are likewise products of the renowned Community factory and is their famous ONEIDA Community Reliance Plate Silverware guaranteed for 25 years. (See guarantee to right.)

No. 6K1812, Price $10.98

7-PIECE SALAD SET.

Order this 7-piece salad set if you want a high class service. It comprises a raised fork and six individual salad forks in the rich yet simple KENWOOD pattern, fine polish finish. This large salad fork also the purpose of a cold meat fork which is of double value. The wearing quality of it bears the maker's 25-year guarantee overlaid with pure silver at the wearing points.

No. 6K1814, Price $5

7-PIECE SOUP SET. This set in KENWOOD finishes. It comprises a serving ladle and eight soup spoons all in the same Kenwood pattern. These pieces have the same wearing point overlay as COMMUNITY SILVER and are guaranteed by the Oneida Company and ourselves for 25 years. This pattern is a bright polish. It matches the other wood pattern set shown on this page and is plated with pure silver over 18 per cent nickel silver.

No. 6K1815, Price $5

26-PIECE SET. You can't possibly imagine the value of this splendid "La Rose" silverware set until you see it. There are 26 pieces all consisting of a knife, 6 forks, 6 large spoons, 12 teaspoons, 1 sugar shell and 1 butter knife. They are artistically arranged in a fine black wood case. Observe the taste manner in which the spoons and sugar shell are set into the lid in circular section as shown. It is guaranteed for 25 years with full protection. (See guarantee to left.) The handles of this set are in the hand finish, plain design.

No. 6K1816, Price $12

WE REFER YOU TO THIS BINDING GUARANTEE OF THE MANUFACTURER

We guarantee to every purchaser that Oneida Community RELIANCE PLATE is made of superior 18 per cent nickel silver and that it has a heavy plate of pure silver. We also guarantee all Oneida Community RELIANCE PLATE (except knives) for 25 years in ordinary family use.
**Select That Smoking, Shaving, Toilet Or Manicure Set From Us**

See Page One for Credit Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9K326</strong></td>
<td>Fine ebonoid traveling set of 8 pieces, consisting of 2 military brushes, tooth brush, 100/1000 silver screw top fine glass holder, powder bottle, soap box, comb and hat brush. The case is leather-lined black seal grain leather, 15 inches long. It folds into a very compact space, 3x5x2 1/4 inches. A most convenient set.</td>
<td>$5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9K327</strong></td>
<td>Shaving set, consists of the following articles in divided case: High-grade two-surface mirror, cake of Williams shaving soap, ebonoid handle shaving brush, famous Howard hand-finished file, manicure scissors. The handles are richly engraved and lined with beautiful Almond Cream and can of Wild Rose talcum powder. Shipping weight, about 3 lbs.</td>
<td>$3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8K328</strong></td>
<td>Extra fine quadruple silver plate, combination toilet and manicure set of 4 pieces. French plate beveled edge 4 1/2-inch mirror with 3 1/2-inch handle; brush 4 inches long. Comb 1 1/4 inches; regulator length flexible nail file, manicure scissors, nail buffer and polished salve. The rich floral design is made effective by the splendid Butler finish, which adds to the beauty of the case. A finest value. Size of the dark green leatherette covered, purple satin lined case is 11x10x3 inches. Nicely Packed in Lined Box.</td>
<td>$7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9K329</strong></td>
<td>Butler finished quadruple silver plate, 6 piece manicure set, in beautifully figured gray silk covered case. Gray satined lined. This set consists of extra large nail buffer, salve jar, corn knife, cuticle knife, flexible file, manicure scissors. The handles are richly engraved in classic design, which forged steel-ran a remarkably pleasing appearance. Size of case, 3x2x3 inches. Price of outfit, complete...</td>
<td>$6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8K331</strong></td>
<td>Rich French Ivory manicure set, 6 of 7 pieces in fine white leatherette square, blue satin lined. Set is composed of nail buffer, holder, salve jar, large tweezers, or cuticle knife, flexible file, manicure scissors, shoe buttoner. This is a most desirable gift to a large number of practical people. Special Set...</td>
<td>$5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8K332</strong></td>
<td>Finest quadruple silver plate manicure and toilet combination set of 15 pieces. The pattern is an etched leaf, flower and scroll design of unusual beauty, which is made even more effective by the rich French gray finish. The mirror is beveled edge, fine French plate 5 inches in diameter with 1 1/4-inch handle; hair receiver and powder puff jar are rich polished glass 4 inches in diameter and the salve jar, manicure scissors, brush, manicure knife, corn knife, nail file and nail buffer are all regular size. An exceptionally handsome dresser set. A beautiful case is gray ebonoid leatherette, white satin lined. It is complete...</td>
<td>$16.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Traveling Bags At Low Prices That Are Real Values

IN BROWN OR BLACK, A good grade bag at a very reasonable price. It is well made and still gives very satisfactory service. Kerated walrus grain, Japanned frame and brass trimmings. Has French lining. A great value for the money. Can be had in either tan or black. State which color you prefer. Shipping weight, about 2 pounds.

Black Walrus Grain Leather Bag.
If you want a bag that is well made of select leather, choose this one. Strongly stitched throughout and will give good hard service. Brass trimmings and lined with Kerated. An excellent value. Shipping weight, about 4 pounds.

No. 7K1216, 14 in. Price $11.00
No. 7K1217, 16 in. Price $11.65
No. 7K1218, 18 in. Price $12.30

Here's a Beauty. Don't look any further if you want a high class cloth bag at these prices. This one is made of leather that is sure to please you. It is made of black goatskin and has heavy walrus grain and French edges, stitched in. A leather covered frame with good lock and catchers. Send us your order for this fine traveling bag. Kerated leather. Shipping weight, about 6 pounds.

No. 7K1213, 14 in. Price $2.25
No. 7K1214, 16 in. Price $2.65
No. 7K1215, 18 in. Price $3.25

Made of Goat Seal. A tough, substantial goat skin traveling bag that is sure to please you. It is made of black goat seal and has heavy walrus grain and French edges, stitched in. A leather covered frame with good lock and catchers. Send us your order for this fine traveling bag. Kerated leather. Shipping weight, about 6 pounds.

No. 7K1211, 16 in. Price $4.25
No. 7K1212, 18 in. Price $4.85

Three-Piece Oxford Bag. There's only one line of this fine traveling bag. It is made of select black leather and fine seal grain in a polished finish. It has a leather covered frame and is equipped with an inside purse. High quality, extra reinforced. Shipping wt., about 7 pounds.

No. 7K1221, 14 in. Price $4.95
No. 7K1222, 16 in. Price $5.25
No. 7K1223, 18 in. Price $5.40

Made of Goat Seal. A tough, substantial goat skin traveling bag that is sure to please you. It is made of black goat seal and has heavy walrus grain and French edges, stitched in. A leather covered frame with good lock and catchers. Send us your order for this fine traveling bag. Kerated leather. Shipping weight, about 6 pounds.

No. 7K1211, 16 in. Price $4.25
No. 7K1212, 18 in. Price $4.85

Genuine COWHIDE BAG. This number is just the one for the person who wants a strong genuine cowhide traveling bag. It combines strength and beauty at a moderate price. Has French edges and heavy cowhide corners. Leather covered frame. Good lock and catchers. It is lined with leather and comes in black or brown. State which color you desire. Shipping weight, about 6 pounds.

No. 7K1226, 16 in. Price $8.75
No. 7K1227, 18 in. Price $9.50

Genuine Black Walrus Leather.
You are taking no chances when you buy this excellently made bag. It has a leather covered frame and is made of black walrus leather and has French edges. The corners are firmly stitched and the trimmings are of brass. It is lined with leather. Shipping weight, about 9 pounds.

No. 7K1227, 16 in. Price $8.95
No. 7K1228, 18 in. Price $10.45

OAK TANNED COWHIDE. A very substantial traveling bag of premium quality and excellent workmanship. Covered with oak-tanned cowhide in a handsome brown color. Extra full cut, has French edges, hand stitched corners, double handles. Leather hand and leather top. Shipping weight, about 8 pounds.

No. 7K1229, 16 in. Price $10.45
No. 7K1230, 18 in. Price $12.00

"OXFORD" BAG
Fitted With a Complete Traveler's Toilet Set As Shown In Illustration

This Bag is built in popular "Oxford" shape and is made of black canvas-stout leather in the style shown in illustration. It is leather lined, has wide leather useable corners and contains a set of travelers in articles, which are as follows, and shown in the illustration, at the right: 1. cloth brush, 1 tooth powder brush, 1 nail file, 1 tooth powder bottle, 1 soap box, 1 soap, 1 hair brush. It is very durable and is highly recommended for its appearance and wearing qualities. Shipping weight, about 3 pounds.

No. 7K1231, 16 in. Price $16.80
No. 7K1232, 18 in. Price $17.65
No. 7K1233, 20 in. Price $18.90

Six Toilet Articles Furnished
Unequaled Suit Case Values

A SPECIAL BARGAIN

VERY LIGHT IN WEIGHT

Being made of genuine Japanese matting, this fine suitcase is light in weight, and therefore easily carried. It is practical, because it is extra deep. Will stand the hard usage it is sure to receive because it is well made of good materials throughout; the corners and reinforced edges, reinforced cowhide corners. It is neatly bound on all edges with Japanese solid brass rivets and fine grade lock. The inside is lined and is equipped with a complete travelers toilet set containing 1 clothes brush, 1 tooth brush holder, 1 comb, 1 tooth powder bottle, 1 soap box and 1 tooth hair brush. Has genuine cowhide straps with brass buckles. Shipping weight, about 12 pounds.

No. 7K1240. 24-in. Price $3.48
No. 7K1247. 26-in. Price $3.98

Black Walrus Leather Suitcase

Here is a handsome suitcase that deserves more than passing attention. It is very rich in appearance and will stand a great deal of hard usage. Is made of genuine black walrus leather with fancy cowhide corners and fancy reinforced edges. Has exceptionally well stitched-on handle and 1/4-inch straps all around the case. Is cloth lined. Another feature is the handy pocket for men’s shirts or women’s waists. Positively a wonderful value at the price we ask. Shipping weight about 8 lbs.

No. 7K1241. 24-in. Price $6.95
No. 7K1247. 26-in. Price $7.35

Fine New Cowhide Suitcase

Look at the picture of this excellent traveling companion. See how well it is reinforced and what an excellent appearance it presents. Note the fancy reinforced edges, the ring handle with hand stitched-on loops, the extra wide straps all around, and you will then realize its value. It is lined with linen and has shoulder strap, a brown case with extra strong brass lock and catches. Shipping weight, about 9½ pounds.

No. 7K1246. 24-in. Price $10.98
No. 7K1247. 26-in. Price $11.65

Fine Quality Leather Suitcase

Manufactured of fine quality leather in a good brown color and has heavy cowhide corners. Has heavy leather straps all around the case and is carefully lined with cloth and has fine inside straps, is equipped with good locks and catches. Shipping weight, about 7½ pounds.

No. 7K1238. 24-in. Price $5.98
No. 7K1239. 26-in. Price $6.48

An Unusual Selected Cowhide Suitcase Value

This is a suitcase that possesses all the essential features that you would expect to find in the highest priced suitcases on the market. It is made of selected cowhide with fancy cowhide corners. Has a stitched-on tag handle, heavy leather and padded with good strong locks and catches. Shipping weight, about 8 pounds.

$8.25
865

Strongly Made of Genuine Japanese Matting

$10.75

Buy It on Credit

GENUINE COWHIDE FITTED SUITCASE. This suitcase is an excellent value, being made of genuine cowhide leather in a handsome shade of brown, built over a solid steel frame. The leather is neatly creased near all edges, and has a very fine appearance. It has reinforced stitched edges and side leather corners, fastened with rivets. Solid stitched-on handle, especially made for comfortable carrying, solid brass rivets and fine grade lock. The inside is lined and is equipped with a complete travelers’ toilet set containing 1 clothes brush, 1 tooth brush holder, 1 comb, 1 tooth powder bottle, 1 soap box and 1 tooth hair brush. Has genuine cowhide straps with brass buckles. Shipping weight, about 13 pounds.

No. 7K1248. Size, 24 inches. Price $11.85
No. 7K1249. Size, 26 inches. Price $10.75
A Full Line of Guaranteed Trunks

IF YOU WANT AN EXCELLENT STEAMER TRUNK you will show true purchasing judgment by selecting this one. For it is honestly made of the highest seasoned hardwood, and is guaranteed in every respect. Has a heavy canvas covering, sheet steel binding and brass trimmings. The sturdy frame has made hardwood and the straps are of extra heavy leather. Has a deep tray, as illustrated, and is equipped with Excluor lock.

No. 7K1220. 32-in. $8.05
No. 7K1224. 34-in. $8.95
No. 7K1228. 36-in. $9.35
No. 7K1232. 38-in. $10.05

RECOMMENDED A SPLENDID FOR SERVICE TRUNK FOR YOU. Look over the illustrations and note the extra quantity of strong brass trimmings and trimmings used on this trunk. The appearance and finish are such that you can buy this article with the feeling that you are taking no risk at all. It is a trunk that will give you great satisfaction. It is made of seasoned hardwood and has brass sides. The top is made of wood and the brass trimmings are of very heavy gauge, and are fitted with brass balls and the trimmings are of heavy brass. This trunk has a top tray fitted with brass balls and has an extra strong bumper. The tray is in three large hardwood strips, and the trimmings are of extra heavy leather. Has two extra strong straps, and the trimmings are of extra heavy leather. Has two heavy brass straps and the trimmings are of extra heavy leather. This trunk has a top tray fitted with brass balls and has an extra strong bumper. The tray is in three large hardwood strips, and the trimmings are of extra heavy leather.

No. 7K1221. 32-in. $7.50
No. 7K1225. 34-in. $8.50
No. 7K1229. 36-in. $9.00
No. 7K1233. 38-in. $9.95

“A FRIEND IN NEED WEARS WELL.” It will wear as well as it looks—and that’s saying a good deal for an article that won’t show either. It is one of the best values in our catalogue, and here for the first time. It is made of wood, the ideal material for a trunk box, and has a heavy painted wood finish. The binding and center bands are of fine hardwood strips, and the trimmings are of extra heavy leather. This trunk has a top tray fitted with brass balls and has an extra strong bumper. The tray is in three large hardwood strips.

No. 7K1219. 32-in. $7.05
No. 7K1223. 34-in. $8.05
No. 7K1227. 36-in. $9.05
No. 7K1231. 38-in. $10.05

A WONDER. This trunk is made of fine hardwood, the covering made of waterproofed rubber. The binding and bands are of strong waxed canvas, and the trimmings are of brass. The strips are made of hardwood and the straps are extra heavy. Has two extra-heavy brass straps, and is equipped with a brass Excluor lock. The strips and extra-heavy bumpers are made of hardwood.

No. 7K1215. 32-in. $6.50
No. 7K1219. 34-in. $7.50
No. 7K1223. 36-in. $9.00
No. 7K1227. 38-in. $10.75
**Special Bargain**

**IRE DOOR CUPBOARD.**

Best appealing, well constructed cupboard. It is made of hardwood in a golden finish, of rich design and guaranteed. Has large door fitted with wire screen and has large roomy drawer at bottom. Total height, 60 inches; width, 16 inches. The shelves are fitted in two and are firm and strong. Shipping weight, about 100 pounds. No. 4K106. Price $3.95

**WIRE DOOR CUPBOARD.**

Made of hardwood, finished in a handsome golden color, with wire in upper door. Has two large and two small doors. Has one large drawer for cutlery, also has wood shelves in the top cupboard and wood shelves below, which are 15 inches deep, fitted in patent grooves. It is 72 inches high and 2 feet 10 inches wide. Drawer has wood knob, lock and key as shown in catalogue section and is of exceptional value. Has a silver tray in lower drawer. Shipping weight, about 150 pounds. No. 4K940. Price $6.95

**WIRE DOOR CUPBOARD.**

A very neat and attractive pattern, made of durable hardwood and finished in a splendid, attractive golden color. It is large and roomy, is well made and finished; is 72 inches high and 3 feet 3 inches wide. Has two large doors fitted with wire screening (not shown). Two door upper cabinet and two drawers for cutlery. This is one of our very best selling cupboards and we recommend it to you as a wonderful bargain at price quoted. Full and complete section is given under. Shipping weight, about 150 pounds. No. 4K941. Price $7.65

**FANCY TOP CUPBOARD.**

Large in size, made with solid oak front and side panels, hardwood sides, golden oak finish, highly glazed, is 68 inches high, 36 inches wide and 24 inches deep. The glass in each door measures 40x12 inches. Has large drawer for cutlery and linens. Panelled door cabinet with two shelves, lock and key. This cupboard has neat ornamented top, is built extra strong in construction and is backed by our guarantee of satisfaction or money refunded. Shipping weight, about 175 pounds. No. 4K943. Price $7.95

**UPBOARD BARGAIN.**

One with solid oak front and hardwood sides. Finished in highly glazed oaken. Has two large glass doors, measuring 36x12 inches. Two small doors for cutlery, three shelves in top and two in paneled door bres. Top is unusually curved. The cupboard is 90 inches high, 36 inches wide and 16 inches deep. Thoroughly built in both construction and finish, fitted with lock and key. Shipping weight, about 100 pounds. No. 4K959. Price $8.75

**HAS PROJECTING FRONT.**

One with solid oak front and hardwood sides, finished in a fine golden color. Will give great satisfaction and well constructed. The cupboard stands 72 inches high and is 2 feet 4 inches wide. The two large doors have two small drawers, fitted with double strength glass measuring 36x12 inches, top is richly carved, with two small drawers and two door enclosed compartment. The cupboard is 72 inches high and is 2 feet 4 inches wide. Shipping weight, about 150 pounds. No. 4K942. Price $9.85

**ELEGANT CUPBOARD.**

An extra large cabinet with beautiful oak front and hardwood sides, finished in a fine golden color. Will give great satisfaction and is well constructed. The cupboard stands 72 inches high and is 2 feet 4 inches wide. The two large doors are fitted with double strength glass measuring 36x12 inches, top is richly carved, below are two small drawers and two door enclosed compartment. The cupboard is 72 inches high and is 2 feet 4 inches wide. Shipping weight, about 150 pounds. No. 4K943. Price $10.95

**LARGE SIZE CUPBOARD.**

An entirely new design, with extension front. Very conveniently arranged. Is made by trained cabinet workers and built to give long service. It is made with solid oak front and hardwood ends, finely glazed; upper cabinet has 2 doors, each fitted with glass 24x12 inches in size and is equipped with 2 removable shelves, too is richly carved, has two extension front drawers and roomy cupboard. Total height, 86 inches; width 3 feet 4 inches. Shipping weight, 150 pounds. No. 4K944. Price $11.85

---

By glancing at the pictures of our line of Kitchen Cupboards you will quickly see that they are all of pleasing design, and that any one of them will prove an ornament to your home. The inner construction of furniture adds greatly to make up its quality, but does not show in an illustration. Therefore we refer to the strong reinforcing on the inside, smooth finish, and perfect joining of all parts, all equipped with key and lock—not with knots as illustrated. Drawers have knobs, not handles.
FURNITURE FOR PORCH AND LAWN

HARTMAN'S \(\frac{3}{10}\) FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE  

CHICAGO

Solid Oak—Fumed Finish

THIS PORCH SET is made of extra heavy, thoroughly seasoned kiln-dried solid oak, and fitted with 13/16x3 inches fumed hardwood slats. The back posts measure 14\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches, Arms are 11\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches high. The seat is 36 inches long and 19 inches deep, being made with 8 nicely fitted slats. The height of the back from the seat is 24 inches and height of back from floor is 38 inches. The top back rail measures 13\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches. Shipping weight about 9 pounds.

**No. 1K2150**, Price, complete set of 5 pieces...$13.95

**No. 1K2151**, Price...$2.85

**No. 1K2152**, Price...$2.55

**No. 1K2153**, Price...$2.45

**No. 1K2154**, Price...$2.95

THE SETTEE is shown directly above. It is made of thoroughly seasoned kiln-dried solid oak, and finished fumed. The back posts measure 14\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches in size. The seat is 36 inches long and 19 inches deep, being made with 8 nicely fitted slats. The height of the back from the seat is 24 inches and height of back from floor is 38 inches. The top back rail measures 13\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches. Shipping weight about 9 pounds.

**Price**...

THE CHAIR is shown directly above. It is made of thoroughly seasoned kiln-dried solid oak, and finished fumed. The back posts measure 14\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches, Arms are 11\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches high. The seat is 36 inches long and 19 inches deep, being made with 8 nicely fitted slats. The height of the back from the seat is 24 inches and height of back from floor is 38 inches. The top back rail measures 13\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches. Shipping weight about 9 pounds.

**Price**...

THE ROCKER is made of solid oak, fumed finish. Contains 5 notched back and shaped back panels, and fumed finish. The back posts measure 14\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches, Arms are 11\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches high. The seat is 26 inches long and 19 inches deep. The height of the back from seat is 24 inches. Top back rail is 13\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches. Shipping weight about 25 pounds.

**Price**...

ROCKER SETTEE. We direct your attention to the measurements of the settee described above for complete information concerning this rocker settee. It is exactly like the settee, excepting for the runners. The solid oak used in building it is very strong, being thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried lumber. The finish is fumed, to correspond with the other pieces of the set. Has shaped seat and attractive notched back panels. Is a big bargain at our low price. Shipping weight, about 22 pounds.

**Price**...

PORCH SWING is illustrated to the right. It is very strong and made to withstand hard usage. Makes a fine addition to any porch and is a perfect match to the other pieces of this set. Shipping weight about 38 pounds.

**Price**...
A REMARKABLE lawn swing in many ways. As sold with or without canopy, as desired, at the low prices which we quote on this page. By referring to the illustrations and the descriptive features brought out with the aid of the arrows, you can gain a good idea of its excellent construction. It is without question one of the best values we have ever offered. The derrick is painted red, the balance of the swing being a natural varnish finish.

THIS DERRICK is made from 1 x 3 inch rounded stock, has noiseless knife edge hangers, 8 ft. high, and occupies a ground space of 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. The width of seat between arms is 31 inches. depth of seat 12 inches, hanger rods 8 ft. 3 in. Seat and hook can be adjusted to three positions and platform can be raised to second dowel for children's use, or level with seat, to form a couch. The advantages of these features must surely appeal to you.

THE CANOPY is made of standard 6 oz. blue and white awning stripe. Has full scalloped braided drop and full braided edge on ends. Gives it a fine finished effect. Sets upon strong angle iron, which are firmly bolted to insides of derrick. Swing comes packed to insure lowest freight rate, but can be set up in a very short time. State whether wanted with or without canopy. Shipping weight of swing, about 150 lbs.

Price
Complete No. 1K2177. Lawn Swing. $4.95

No. 1K2175. Canopy. Price. $1.95

No. 1K2177. Price complete. $8.90

A NEW IMPROVED COUCH HAMMOCK

Both Sides Of Awning Can Be Independently Raised And Lowered

Price
Complete No. 1K2177. Canopy. $7.65

Chair Stand $2.50

Couch Hammock $2.50

Tuffed Mattress $2.50

Diamond Link Fabric Spring $1.95

72x27 In. Seat

A BIG BARGAIN FOR THE MONEY

FOR TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
SOLID OAK COUCH PORCH SWING, 54 IN. WIDE

Chains Are Adjustable
Chains Fastened To Swing With Heavy Hammock Hooks
Fastened With 4 Screws

Chains Fastened To Swing With Heavy Hammock Hooks
Fastened With 4 Screws

Seat Measures 50 Inches Wide. It Is Shaped By 4 Stretchers

Seat Measures 50 Inches Wide. It Is Shaped By 4 Stretchers

The Chains Measure 8½ Feet

The Chains Measure 8½ Feet

Specify No. 1K2169
Price, $4.38

A Very Strong Swing With 1¾ x 3 In. Posts. Full Box Frame Seat

A Very Strong Swing With 1¾ x 3 In. Posts. Full Box Frame Seat

Bolted Construction And Equipped With Heavy Galvanized Chains And Ceiling Hooks. Fine Fumed Finish

Bolted Construction And Equipped With Heavy Galvanized Chains And Ceiling Hooks. Fine Fumed Finish

This Massive Swing is made of solid oak in full finish, over which is placed a coat of lacquer, which gives it a wax-like finish and furnishes a tough, weather-proofing against unfavorable weather conditions. BOLTED construction is used in the building of this swing. It is a very rigid and substantial article. Extensive width is 50 inches; the seat measures 17½ x 48 inches; distance between arms about 4½ inches.

Bolts are from 1½ to 2 inches above where it is regular attached to footrest and attachment, footrest and chains and ceiling hooks, shown in the illustration. Has side panels and wide arm rests. The arm rests, in addition to being of bolted construction, are fastened with 3-inch heavy screws. This swing has a tie bolt running completely through the ends. The method of building this Automate is such as to produce a strong, braced construction. This swing is self-propelling and has ample space back of footrest to step in and out of swing. The footrest propels the swing and the slightest pressure of the feet starts it in motion. It has a shaped seat, as illustrated. A feature of this Automate which is a great improvement is the adjustable footrest.

You will notice that the footrest can be raised and bolted about 1 inch above where it is regularly attached. This is provided so that it will be suitable for children or small people. The arrow in the illustration shows this feature. The extreme width is 54 inches; the seat measures 17½ x 48 inches; distance between arms about 11 inches; distance above seat, arm measures 11 inches above seat, length of arms 22 inches, width 2½ inches; the seat construction is strengthened by the use of four braces. It is constructed of 1½-inch rounded slats. Footrest drop is 1½ inches, width of footrest 13½ inches. The footrest chains are easy, smooth motion; shipping weight, about 45 lbs.

No. 1K2171. Price

£4.97

Ample Space Back of Footrest to Step In and Out of Swing

Complete With Foot Rest Attachment. Foot Rest Chains And Ceiling Hooks. Is Self-Propelling. Measures 50 Inches In Width

Complete With Foot Rest Attachment. Foot Rest Chains And Ceiling Hooks. Is Self-Propelling. Measures 50 Inches In Width

Made of solid oak, thoroughly seasoned and kiln-dried. Comes in a fumed finish with an extra coat of lacquer to protect it against unsuitable climatic conditions. It is furnished complete with footrest attachment and footrest chains and ceiling hooks, as shown in the illustration. Has end panels and wide arm rests. The arm rests, in addition to being of bolted construction, are fastened with 3-inch heavy screws. This swing has a tie bolt running completely through the ends. The method of building this Automate is such as to produce a strong, braced construction. This swing is self-propelling and has ample space back of footrest to step in and out of swing. The footrest propels the swing and the slightest pressure of the feet starts it in motion. It has a shaped seat, as illustrated. A feature of this Automate which is a great improvement is the adjustable footrest.

You will notice that the footrest can be raised and bolted about 1½ inches above where it is regularly attached. This is provided so that it will be suitable for children or small people. The arrow in the illustration shows this feature. The extreme width is 54 inches; the seat measures 17½ x 48 inches; distance between arms about 11 inches; distance above seat, arm measures 11 inches above seat, length of arms 22 inches, width 2½ inches; the seat construction is strengthened by the use of four braces. It is constructed of 1½-inch rounded slats. Footrest drop is 1½ inches, width of footrest 13½ inches. The footrest chains are easy, smooth motion; shipping weight, about 45 lbs.

No. 1K2171. Price

£4.97

Har Tie Bolt Runners Complete Through The End Stretcher Braces
OUTDOOR BARGAINS THAT WILL INTEREST YOU

Select One Of These Rockers For The Porch Or The Lawn

They Are Made Of Durable Maple And Good Quality Rattan. Order One At These Low Prices

No. 1K2163. Price $2.65
No. 1K2164. Arm Chair To Match. Price $2.65
No. 1K2165. Price $3.25
No. 1K2166. Arm Chair To Match. Price $3.25

NATURAL BARGAIN

No. 1K2167. Frame $1.63
No. 1K2168. Arm Chair to Match. Price $2.63

IMPROVED JACQUARD WEAVE HAMMOCK $2.35

LAWN OR PORCH SETTEE

MADE OF hardwood, red frame, with natural finished seat and back. Strong back brace. The slats are screwed in and not nailed. Choice of 42 or 54-inch widths. Ideal for either porch or lawn. If desired, can be fooled flat. Shipping weight about 15 lbs.

No. 6K1609. 42 inches wide. Price $2.35
No. 6K1610. 54 inches wide. Price $3.25

Children's Play Tent Offer

Splendid Porch Awning

IS MADE of 6 oz. blue and white striped ticking, furnished with galvanized fittings and cotton rope, complete, ready for hanging. Full directions for putting up accompany each curtain. A comfort in the summer that is worth many times its small cost. Order it with other goods and take a year to pay. Be sure and give the correct number. Comes in three sizes.

No. 8K867. 6 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. Price $4.55
No. 8K868. 8 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. Price $5.25
No. 8K869. 10 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. Price $6.00

THE BEST tent in use for lawn, croquet or archery parties. Highly appreciated for children and serves the excellent purpose of keeping them in their own yard. Can be set up in a few minutes and taken down as speedily. Furthermore it is an ornament to the premises. The first size is 6 ft. high in the center; the second size 9 ft. high in the center; 6 oz. blue and white stripe ticking.

No. 8K870. 6 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. Price $3.45
No. 8K871. 8 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. Price $4.55
No. 8K872. 10 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. Price $5.25

Window Awning Bargain

MADE OF 7/8 oz. blue and white striped ticking with scalloped curtain, neatly bound and braided, steel frame, galvanized fittings complete for hanging. Full directions supply company for putting up awning. All sizes 4 ft. 2 in. from top of awning to bottom of curtain: extend 3 ft. 6 in. from building.

No. 8K1312. For window 4 ft. 10 in. to 5 ft. 3 in. Price $1.65
No. 8K1313. For window 5 ft. 10 in. to 6 ft. 6 in. Price $1.75
No. 8K1314. For window 6 ft. 3 in. to 6 ft. 11 in. Price $1.85
No. 8K1315. For window 7 ft. 3 in. to 8 ft. Price $1.95
No. 8K1316. For window 8 ft. 11 in. to 9 ft. 3 in. Price $2.15
No. 8K1317. For window 9 ft. 4 in. to 10 ft. Price $2.35
No. 8K1318. For window 10 ft. 1 in. to 10 ft. 6 in. Price $2.45

No. 8K870. 6 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. Price $2.45
No. 8K871. 8 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. Price $3.15
No. 8K872. 10 ft. wide, 8 ft. high. Price $3.85
SPLENDID VALUES

In Attractively Designed Fibre Reed Rocking Chairs

**$5.49** Use Your Credit And Buy From Us **$5.88**

**THIS NEAT ROCKER**

Is made with solid woven back which is cleverly headed and trimmed with scroll work at top. Cane seat is bordered with polished maple and the edge has a deep roll, which is a continuation of arms, sides and top. Material used is fibre reed. Posts and braces are fibre reed trimmed. Shipping weight about 15 lbs.

No. 1K2262. Price **$5.49**

**ROCKER OR ARM CHAIR**

in the pattern shown to the right may be pur chased at the same low price of $9.95. Rocker is slightly designed back with open-work panel. Posts, arms, sides and top of back are formed of continuous roll. Choice of natural, green or Baronial brown colored fibre reed. Price of Rocker No. 1K2263. Price **$5.88**

**THE STYLE**

of this fibre reed rocker will appeal to you. Wide shaped seat. Continuous roll pattern. See page one for credit terms. Shipping weight about 15 lbs.

No. 1K2266. Price **$4.85**

**COMFORTABLE**

of fibre reed rocker. Natural, green or Baronial brown finish. Ship. wt. 15 lbs.

No. 1K2267. Price of Rocker **$5.65**

**ORDER IT**

Made of fibre reed. Continuous roll extends entirely around edge of rocker. An exceptional value. Shipping weight about 15 lbs.

No. 1K2265. Price **$3.29**

**STYLISH FIBRE REED**

Rockers In The Very Handsome Popular Baronial Brown Finish

**$5.95** See Page One For Credit Terms **$9.95**

**FINE QUALITY**

Rockers, graceful in design, strong in construction, moderate in price. Has rounded back, rolled front seat. Extreme height 38 in., extreme width 35 in., back 24 in., seat 19 in., height of back from seat 25 in., seat from floor 18 in., arm height 22 in., arm width 17 in. These measurements will give you a fair idea of the proportions, but the quality you cannot appreciate until you see the rocker itself. Baronial brown finish. Shipping weight about 20 pounds.

No. 1K2270. Price **$5.95**

**HIGH GRADE**


No. 1K2271. Price **$9.95**

**MASSIVE**

Fibre reed rocker. Back woven in panel effect circular in shape. Has cane seat. Chair weight about 17 lbs.

No. 1K2272. Price **$6.98**

No. 1K2273. Arm Chair. Price **$6.98**
Finished in the Rich Baronial Brown. The Tapestry Upholstering is Floral and Leaf Design in Harmonious Colors

WE ALWAYS have the interests of our customers in mind when we search the manufacturing markets for articles to offer in our big line of bargains. Our offerings are high grade and the prices are absolutely the lowest possible. Join our big army of customers who stand by us because they know that by so doing they are taking absolutely no chances whatever. As an instance of price-slashing; as a sample of genuine bargain-giving; as a really great opportunity to purchase merchandise that you can feel proud to own, we call your attention to this beautiful, decorative, comfortable rocker. It goes out with our strongest and sincerest endorsement and recommendation.

IT'S A CERTAINTY that if you purchase it you will be pleased. This rocker is expertly made of fine Fibre Reed, superbly woven as illustrated, and expertly finished in the widely used and very attractive Baronial Brown—a color that "fits in" with practically all surroundings. The upholstery is attractive tapestry with flowers and leaves predominating, all beautifully blended in natural colors to produce a wonderfully attractive effect. The button tufted pad in the seat is removable. It is covered with tapestry to match the back and padded strip forming the seat front. The shades are delicate in hue, comprising greens, old rose, yellow, blue, etc. The back is very well padded to insure comfort.

THE SEAT has nine strong springs. It is nice and roomy, measuring 21 inches between the arms. The height of the back from the seat is 24 inches, and the height of the seat from the floor is 18 inches. We wish that you could sit in it while you are reading its description, then that you could get up and take a look at the rocker itself. In fact, you can, if you desire, for we will send it to you on approval, without any obligation on your part of keeping it, if you care to keep it, as we know you will, for it in small installments. Shipping weight, about 25 pounds.

No. 1K2223. Price...$9.65

Has Removable Pad and Spring Cushion Seat

Baronial Brown Color, Tapestry Upholstered, Very Comfortable, Has Nine Springs in The Seat

THE ELEGANCE of this very artistic rocker will be recognized by you the minute you see it in your home, for it has the earmarks of refinement, luxuriousness and high class appearance. It is made of durable Fibre Reed, handsomely finished in rich, baronial brown. This Fibre Reed is known for its wearing qualities as well as its rare beauty. The back is rounded and the upper front under the seat is shaped in a very attractive manner. Observe also the gentle flare to the arms, which gives it both grace and ease, so much to be desired in a rocker.

THE TAPESTRY is of a floral and leaf pattern, magnificently worked out in an harmonious combination of colors, with brown in predominance. The green shades as well as the delicate yellow and purple tints combine to produce a very artistic effect. The tufted, tapestry upholstered pad in the seat is removable and is neatly sewed with tufting buttons. Tapestry strip in front to match. There are 9 hand-tied springs under the seat, which are supported by 3 steel bands. This method of construction insures strength as well as rare and comfort to the occupant. It is fitted with good, strong runners.

MEASUREMENTS. The height of this excellent rocker is 34 inches, the height of the seat from the floor being 18 1/2 inches. The seat itself measures 18 inches deep and 19 inches wide. Extreme width 23 inches. From these sizes you can gain a clear idea of the relative proportions of this exceptionally fine piece of furniture. Remember, that the illustration as shown to the left is taken from an actual photograph of the rocker itself and therefore conveys its elegance and splendor. You can order it shipped on approval and take a year to pay. Shipping weight, about 39 pounds.

No. 1K2224. Price...$10.55

Has Removable Pad and Attractively Shaped Front Panel, Artistic, Yet Substantial
ORNAMENTAL AND PRACTICAL FURNITURE

MADE OF STRONG FIBRE REED
All pieces offered in Baronial Brown or Forest Green—state color desired

Buy On Credit

$7.95
No. 1K2236. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2237. $7.95
to match.
Price, each...

$4.66
No. 1K2238. Fibre Reed Center Table. Top is 26 inches in diameter. $4.66
Price, each...

$9.15
No. 1K2239. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2240. $9.15
to match.
Price, each...

We Trust You

$7.95
No. 1K2241. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2242. Upholstered with tufted Cretonne. $9.25
Price, each...

$12.75
No. 1K2243. This tea wagon is the last word in stylish home furnishing. Is made of fibre Reed in choice of Baronial Brown or green finish, has 15x32 in. removable tray with glass bottom, lined with cretonne. Height, 29 inches. Price, each...

$12.95
No. 1K2246. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2247. Upholstered with tufted Cretonne. $12.95
Price, each...

$6.85
No. 1K2248. Fibre Reed Table; quarter-sawn oak top, 21x28 in. Height, 30 in. Brown, green or natural finish, shellac. Price, each...

$13.85
No. 1K2249. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2250. Upholstered with tufted cretonne. $13.85
Price, each...

TEA WAGON
Removable Tray With Glass Bottom Lined With Cretonne

Showing The Removable Tray

Cushioned Seat and Back

$10.65
No. 1K2244. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2245. Upholstered with tufted Cretonne. $10.65
Price, each...

$6.85
No. 1K2248. Fibre Reed Table; quarter-sawn oak top, 21x28 in. Height, 30 in. Brown, green or natural finish, shellac. Price, each...

$13.85
No. 1K2249. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2250. Upholstered with tufted cretonne. $13.85
Price, each...

Has Side Pocket and Soft Cushions

Back and Seat Have Cretonne Cushions

$9.25
No. 1K2241. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2242. Upholstered with tufted Cretonne. $9.25
Price, each...

$12.95
No. 1K2246. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2247. Upholstered with tufted Cretonne. $12.95
Price, each...

$10.65
No. 1K2244. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2245. Upholstered with tufted Cretonne. $10.65
Price, each...

$6.85
No. 1K2248. Fibre Reed Table; quarter-sawn oak top, 21x28 in. Height, 30 in. Brown, green or natural finish, shellac. Price, each...

$13.85
No. 1K2249. Fibre Reed Rocker. Armchair to match, No. 1K2250. Upholstered with tufted cretonne. $13.85
Price, each...
**Cut Glass Bargains**

### Extra Quality Genuine Cut Glass Water Set

We ask you to try this cut-of-the-ordinary water set at an equally low price. To be sure, you can buy water sets at $11.98, but you can't find one like this. Just observe the rare cutting on theSpirit Jug, the flaming on the handle, the sunburst effect and the practical shaped lip. The tumblers likewise are embellished with the same numbered design to correspond with the jug. These six tumblers are 6 3/4 inches each, and then don't overlook the strong plates of 14-in. diameter.

**Complete Set**

**Price**: $11.98

### High Grade Cut Glass Celery Dish

A valuable addition to any cut glass collection. This dish is 11 1/4 inches in size, is made of genuine cut glass, brilliantly polished, and is deeply and very richly cut. It is a rare bargain for the price at which we offer it and we recommend that you order it to your order.

**Price**: $2.85

### Rose Ball and Plateau

Take a good look at this article and its very reasonable price. The cutting on the ball is very artistic. This rose ball comes complete with 4-inch plateau, prettily decorated as shown alone. These two pieces make a very desirable set for the house.

**Price**: $3.65

### Sugar Bowl

This piece of cut glass is not only decorative but very useful at the same time. It is quite as well, because it can be kept clean with ease. The rose cutting on the handle of the large central pattern surrounds by leaves and the symmetrical sides give it a look of distinction. It is 4 inches high and measures 4 inches in diameter.

**Price**: $2.48

### GENUINE CUT GLASS FRUIT BOWL

For a genuine cut glass fruit bowl, this offer is unequalled. The design is deeply cut and the entire bowl is brilliantly polished—shelves of fine cut glass will greatly appreciate this article and we know that you will be equally delighted with it once you see it in your home. Furnished in two sizes:

- **6-inch size**
  - **Price**: $3.65

- **9-inch size**
  - **Price**: $4.98

---

**The Genuine Cut Glass shown on this page is cut at real bargain prices, on credit terms shown on Page 1 of this money-saving catalogue.**
20-PIECE "MARTEC" PRES-CUT GLASS SET

This set is an example of how we supply our customers with very unusual values. It's a value you won't find offered by any other concern at the low price we quote. We were very fortunate in getting this set at a wonderfully low price and therefore you, also, gain by our saving in the way of a lower price. This Martec, 20-piece Pres-cut Glass Set is beautifully designed in a real cut glass pattern, made of highly burnished clear glass and consists of the following pieces: 1 Butter Dish and Cover; 1 Sugar Bowl and Cover; 1 Cream Pitcher; 1 Spoon Holder; 1 8-inch Berry; 6 4½-inch Berries; 1 ½-gallon Jug; 6 Tumblers. Shipping wt., about 35 lbs.

No. 6K348. Price of Complete Set $2.45

26-PIECE "SUNBURST" PRES-CUT GLASS SET

In order to please our customers, we have included this magnificent Sunburst Pres-cut Glass Set of 26 pieces in this catalogue. It's gorgeously pres-cut, made of fine pure glass, nicely finished and finished. Send in your order for this handsome set, and take advantage of our liberal credit terms. The set consists of pieces as listed below and shown in the illustration: 1 Butter Dish and Cover; 1 Sugar Bowl and Cover; 1 Cream; 1 Spoon; 1 Celery Tray; 1 ½-gallon Jug; 6 Tumblers; 1 8-inch Berry; 6 4½-inch Berries; 1 Salt, glass top; 1 Pepper, glass top; 1 Oil, or Vinegar, with glass stopper; 2 ½-inch Footed Bowl, crimped. Shipping wt., about 45 lbs.

No. 6K349. Price of Complete Set $2.50

THE "NATIONAL" PATTERN GLASSWARE SET AT THIS BARGAIN PRICE

A set such as the "National" is not only ornamental, but serviceable too, because there is not a single piece that cannot be put to use every day throughout the year. The pieces are not "flimsy" but will stand up under constant usage. A beautiful set at this low price and actually worth more than this amount. Shipping weight of complete set of 48 pieces packed for shipment is about 60 pounds.

No. 6K348. Price $4.80

$4.80

This stunning set of fine pres-cut glassware includes: 1 butter dish and cover (2 pieces); 1 sugar bowl and cover (2 pieces); 1 creamer; 1 8-inch round soup; 1 ½-inch round soup; 1 ½-gallon jug; 12 tumblers; 1 oil bottle and stopper (2 pieces); 1 ½-inch footed jelly dish; 1 celery tray; 1 pickle tray; 1 6-inch high footed bowl; 1 custard; 1 salt pepper (glass top); 1 pepper shaker (glass top); 1 nappy top nappies jug; 1 10½-inch cake plate, making 48 pieces in all.
Fine Pattern In Pres-Cut Glassware

JR "CLAREMORE" GLASSWARE SET AT A VERY LOW PRICE

This complete set of Pres-cut glassware embodies the very newest shapes. The style of the design is high class; the scintillating, brilliant effect of each piece lends of the sort that you ordinarily find in much more costly glassware. Every piece in this set is of the same pattern and harmonizes perfectly, as shown in the illustration above. Shipment weight of complete set, about 15 lbs. No. 6K1087. Price $5.25

THIS SET INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING PIECES:
- Sugar bowl and cover (2 pieces)
- Butter dish and cover (2 pieces)
- Creamer
- Spoon holder
- Celery tray
- Pickle tray
- Celery dish
- Pickle dish
- 12-inch footed bowl
- 7-inch handled dished
- 10½-inch plate
- Butter dish and basket

55 Pieces $5.25

Heating Pattern In A Pres-Cut Glass Set

IS THE FAMOUS "ROCK CRYSTAL" GLASSWARE

Included also is one each of the following: Butter dish and cover, sugar bowl and cover, cream pitcher, spoon holder, celery tray, pickle tray, footed jelly dish, handled dished, oil bottle with ground stopper, syrup pitcher with cast nickel top, salt shaker and pepper shaker, each fitted with silver plated top. Imagine purchasing 53 pieces at this bargain figure! Shipment cost of complete set about 15 lbs. No. 6K1043. Price $5.98

53 Pieces $5.98

The demand for such sets has prompted us to make an extra effort to get our customers a value that they will long remember. And we have succeeded so well that we are doubly anxious to have you order this fine set. It will please you in every way—of that we are certain. Our low prices and easy terms are so inviting that you simply cannot afford to overlook this wonderful bargain. Comes carefully packed in wooden box.

PATTERN GLASSWARE

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE CHICAGO 319
This List and Illustration Shows The Exact Piec
Composition of 100-Piece Set
- 12 Dinner Plates, 10-1/2 in.
- 12 Bread Plates, 6-1/2 in.
- 12 Large Soup Plates
- 12 Tea Cups
- 12 Fruit or Preserve Dishes
- 12 Individual Butter Dishes
- 1 Meat Platter, 9 in.
- 1 Meat Platter, 11 in.
- 1 Covered Vegetable Dish (2 pieces)
- 1 Covered Butter Dish (2 pieces)
- 1 Covered Sugar Bowl (2 pieces)
- 1 Large Vegetable Bowl
- 1 Bread Plate, 10 in.
- 1 Nipple, 8-1/2 in.
- 1 Cream Pitcher

Composition of 51-Piece Set
- 6 Dinner Plates, 9 in.
- 6 Butter Platters, 7 in.
- 6 Large Soup Plates
- 6 Tea Cups
- 6 Tea Saucepans
- 6 Fruit or Preserve Dishes
- 6 Individual Butter Dishes
- 1 Meat Platter, 9-3/4 in.
- 1 Meat Platter, 11 in.
- 1 Covered Sugar Bowl (2 pieces)
- 1 Cream Pitcher
- 1 Nipple, 9 in.
- 1 Nipple, 8-1/4 in.
- 1 Covered Dish (2 pieces)

Special "Leader" Underglazed Porcelain Dinnerware

THE HANDSOME PLAIN WHITE PORCELAIN dinner set, which we offer for your consideration, is one of the finest of its kind to be found anywhere at the price. It is a good plain white set, the shape of dishes being that shown in Illustration above, with a neat embossed design, molded at intervals on the outer rim of each piece. While there is no gold band decoration on any of the pieces of this set, the embossed pattern does away with the severity plain appearance which would be noticeable if the embossing had been omitted. A pure white set is often more preferable than one with decoration and for those desiring a set of this kind, No. 6K341 is one of the best they can buy any place in the country at a price anywhere near as low as ours. When you consider the wonderful bargains at which this set is sold and the convenient plan of easy payment, it is surprising there is no excuse in the world for doing without this set. There is really nothing more practical than to eat good food served on good dishes. It's a pleasure not to be denied anyone. Can be furnished in either 51 piece set, weighing about 60 pounds, or 100 piece set, weighing about 95 pounds.

No. 6K341. Set of 51 Pieces.............Price $3.95
No. 6K343. Set of 100 Pieces............Price 6.95

THE BEAUTIFUL 2-INCH GOLD BAND PATTERN of this set, in further illustration of the style of decoration now being used on the coolest dinner sets at cost many times what we quote you for this set. As the preceding style of decorating has for the past few years been cold hands on cold plates and for who desire such a set, we offer our No. 6K1952. Each piece of this set has been given an embossed design on each edge, appearing immediately below the gold edge, which itself encircles the entire edge of dish as shown in Illustration. This gold is put on by a new process at the pottery, and before the dish is given the firing and glazing. By this method, the decorating is put on very evenly and gives it avelvety finish. You can safely buy this set with assurance that it will be well made and that you will enjoy it as much as we guarantee it. It can be furnished in either 51 piece set, weighing 60 pounds, or 100 piece set, weighing 95 pounds.

No. 6K1952. Set of 51 Pieces.............Price $5.10
No. 6K1953. Set of 100 Pieces............Price 10.10
ELEGANT SIX PIECE TOILET SET, $2.95
This set is made of fine quality white porcelain, each piece being molded in a most pleasing shape. The embossing is artistically placed on each piece of the set in a fancy pattern, while the color decoration is in a floral design of foliage and roses, beautifully brought out in brown, green or blue. The coloring is delicate and soft, being put on each piece before it is finally glazed and fired and by this modern process will not scratch or wash off. The six pieces contained in set are: Wash Bowl, Pitcher, Soap Dish, Toothbrush Holder, Chamber and Cover. Extreme care is given to the packing of our crockery and dishes. The picture above shows set in green, but you can order it also in brown or blue. Stale color desired. This six-piece set weighs about 60 lbs. $2.95
No. 6K1750. 51-piece Set $4.95
No. 6K1751. 100-piece Set $8.95
For Description See Page 323

HIGH GRADE TWELVE PIECE TOILET SET, $5.95
Beautiful toilet set of white embossed porcelain, with tinted colorings as shown above, standing out in a most pleasing contrast, which make it a set exceptionally rich in appearance. Each separate piece has been carefully fired and glazed and molded in a new and serviceable shape. It is easily handled and not clumsy.
Ten-piece set consists of Wash Bowl, Pitcher, 3-piece Soap Dish, Chamber and Cover, Mug, Small Pitcher and Toothbrush Holder. It does not contain a soap-jar, for many of our customers desire to purchase a set without these extra two pieces. Weight, about 75 lbs. Twelve-piece set contains all the pieces mentioned in the ten-piece set and also includes a ship jar and cover, which are counted as two pieces. Weight, about 95 lbs. Can be ordered in blue, green or pink. Stale color. $5.95
No. 6K1763. 51-piece Set $8.65
No. 6K1764. 100-piece Set $10.95
For Description See Page 321

6K1774. 51-piece Set $6.95
6K1770. 100-piece Set $16.05
For Description See Page 327

6K1775. 10-piece Set $8.95
6K1776. 100-piece Set $16.05
For Description See Page 327

6K1777. 10-piece Set $9.95
6K1778. 100-piece Set $16.05
For Description See Page 327

6K1779. 51-piece Set $10.65
6K1780. 100-piece Set $18.85
For Description See Page 329
Beautiful Butterfly Pattern Dinnerware
A Wonder Bargain
COMES IN 51-PIECE SET OR 100-PIECE SET

Don’t Miss This Big Value. Buy It On Credit

ORDER 51-PIECE SET FOR SERVICE FOR 6 PEOPLE.
ORDER 100-PIECE SET FOR SERVICE FOR 12 PEOPLE.

THIS SET...is the most beautiful, inexpensive dinnerware that we have ever been able to offer our customers and we feel sure that when you see the actual set of dinnerware unpacked in your home, you will agree with us that the pattern is exquisite, price extremely low. We show this dinnerware in actual colors, so that you can see the beautiful colorings of the butterfly pattern, as well as the neat striped border which is footed on the edge of each piece. It is a set made of best quality china clay and is double fired and glazed by a process that renders it serviceable for years. All the pieces are of a neat, conventional shape and decorated in a very pleasing manner. Decorations will not scratch or wear off. Dinner sets like the one offered here are very popular and are being used in the very best homes in this country. Select the 51-piece set or the 100-piece set, which best suit your requirements. Have it sent to you on our liberal credit terms and you will be more than pleased with your purchase. It comes to you under our legal binding guarantee of satisfaction.

No. 6K1644. $7.85 Price, 51 Pieces...

No. 6K1645. $13.95 Price, 100 Pieces...

YOU WILL see its great value immediately as soon as it arrives in your home. The 51-Piece Set Contains: 6 dinner plates, 9⅜ in.; 6 French soup plates, 7¼ in.; 6 dessert plates, 6¼ in.; 6 individual butler dishes, 3½ in.; 6 breakfast plates, 7⅜ in.; 6 tea cups; 6 tea saucers; 1 covered oval vegetable dish, 7 in. (2 pieces); 1 covered sugar bowl, (2 pieces); 1 cream pitcher; 1 meat platter, 11¼ in.; 1 open butter dish; 1 open vegetable dish, 10¼ in. and 1 olive dish. The 100-Piece Set Contains: 12 dinner plates, 9⅜ in.; 12 breakfast plates, 7¼ in.; 12 French soup plates, 7¼ in.; 12 bread and butter plates, 6¾ in.; 12 tea cups; 12 tea saucers; 12 dessert dishes, 6¼ in.; 1 meat platter, 15½ in.; 1 meat platter, 10½ in.; 1 covered butter dish (3 pieces); 1 cake plate, 8¾ in.; 1 cream pitcher; 1 covered sugar bowl (2 pieces); 1 oval platter dish, 7¼ in.; 1 slices bowl; 1 oval vegetable dish, 8 in.; 1 fancy salad bowl, 8 in.; 1 covered dish, 7½ in.; 12 pieces), and 1 gravy bowl. Shipping weight of 51-piece set, about 25 pounds; shipping weight of 100-piece set, about 55 pounds.
HIGH-GRADE "EMPERESS" PORCELAIN DINNERWARE

EAT FLORAL DESIGN of Blue and yellow-on-the-valley, distinctly wrought in natural colors, is the distinctive marked upon each piece of this "Empress" Dinner Set. It is extremely graceful in style and the rich colors indicate a most pleasing character. The molding of each piece is carefully attended to the pottery and the edges of which are very smoothly finished before baking. Each of the pieces into the pleasing design as shown. The decoration is of the finest ever used on a set of dishes of this new style.

NO OTHER BIG VALUE is found in this line.

Here's food so pleasing to see and nothing that gives more delight to the person sitting at a table, than to be served their meal upon dinner dishes that is of an excellent design and pleasing eye. You owe it to your family and yourself to have the best you can get for the only wish to spend, and in this particular set, at the price quoted, you get one value than is usually found for the money elsewhere. It is also very easy to pan it, while you are using and cleaning it. Each piece weighs about 3 lbs., and 24 can set weighs about 60 lbs. Page 259 gives list of pieces.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321

BEDFORD" HAVILAND DESIGN PORCELAIN DINNER SET

THE RICH GOLD used in the decorations of this beautiful set distinctly set off the snow white background, which is richly embossed in a most desirable design. These colors are set in a coeval flower and leaf pattern, which is similar to patterns used in more expensive dinner wear. The pieces of this set are gently molded, so as to give the user the utmost satisfaction both in durability and service. You can make no error in ordering this set, for it is a very good value at the low price, which we ask. You will observe that we offer it for 8, 12, 18 and 24 piece sets for service for 6 or 12 persons respectively.

DOUBLE FIRED and glazed, this elegant set is equal to those listed by some for more money. The bright gold and color decorations are put upon each piece before the final glazing and firing are done, and by this method they are substantially and scientifically placed below the top surface and greatly enhance the beauty of each piece in the set. The embossing is in effect on the molding and is of a neat design. This is truly one of the most desired sets you could possibly obtain anywhere. The 100-piece set weighs about 92 lbs., and the 51-piece set weighs about 60 lbs. Page 259 gives list of pieces.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321

No. 6K1222. 51-piece set.... $5.65
No. 6K1133. 100-piece set.... 9.45

DAINTY "BRITAIN" DINNER SET OF FINE PORCELAIN

THE PRETTIEST DESIGN imaginable for the decoration of this charming Dinner Set, is in a floral cluster effect of pink and blue, with sprays of green leaves, very tactically placed on each piece. These motives are worked into the deep molds and are below the top glaze, which each piece between in appearing. The service is derived from such a dinner set as we offer here and you will never be sorry you bought it. We could write enough about our china to fill a book, but we ask you to get the set you select home to its beauty and worth.

EAVILY GLAZED scientifically burned and evenly molded; this set will please in every way. The pattern is embossed in a delightful pattern and a rich pure white color is a wonderful background for the soft, delicate floral decorations. Each piece has the convenient shape of each dish makes it not to hand and not to slip from the hands and become broken. You are simply startled at our low and quantities and if you are not pleased in every way with the set when you receive it, show it back to us and get your money back. 51-piece set weighs about 60 lbs. and 100-piece set weighs 95 lbs. Page 259 gives list of prices.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321

No. 6K1130. 51-piece set.... $5.85
No. 6K1140. 100-piece set.... 9.95
NEW "EMPIRE" BRIGHT GOLD DECORATED DINNER SET

This fine grade set of dishes is made of a very high quality porcelain, a product of one of the world's famous manufacturers,姬田 ware, and is designed to be one of the best sets on the market. The decoration is expertly done with the highest quality gold, and the dishes are priced at a very low price, because we are able to keep our overhead down. The profit margin on these sets is on a long time basis and is intended to be a bargain. 

DINNERWARE

"VIENNA" FLORAL DESIGN PORCELAIN

Pretty roses, foliage and leaves, in dainty colors arranged in clusters are the design of this lovely porcelain Dinner Set. These floral patterns are elegantly brought out by rich enameling. The only way to really appreciate the daintiness of design and the fine quality of this rich set is to color a set on approval. Then you can see better than we can describe to you what a fine set this really is, and what a bargain at the price asked. Page 320 gives list of pieces.

IT IS A BIG BARGAIN at our prices and must be seen to be appreciated. This handsome dinner set is one of our best offerings this season. The clay from which this set is made was carefully treated and twice fired and glazed. This process gives each piece unusual strength and makes the set, as a whole, one from which great service can be secured. Each piece is reserved to withstand ordinary usage and is stylish and ornamental. Great convenience is found in the way of our offering dinner sets in two sizes. Per; % of family is exceptionally small, you need but order the 51-piece set, and for larger the 100-piece set. 51 pieces weigh about 55 lbs.; when packed, and 100 pieces about 85 lbs.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321

No. 6K1763. 51-piece set...$6.65
No. 6K1764. 100-piece set...$10.95

SMART "LIVERPOOL" PORCELAIN SET WITH GOLD DECORATION

A trial order will immediately settle any doubt as to the great value we offer in this Dinner Set. We shall be more than pleased to fill your order with the honest and fair understanding that you can examine the set closely and if it pleases you in every way pay for it on easy credit terms, while you save and get the best of service from it. The illustration shows you clearly what this dinner set is and when you really see the real dishes itself, lift it, examine it, and select the beauty for yourself, you will be more than pleased with this handsome set. Page 320 gives list of colors.

DELICATE BORDER of attractive bright gold which is arranged in an exceptionally pleasing pattern, extends from one floral cluster to the other. These clusters are formed of a great beautified shaded roses in natural color. The marvelous contrast of the coloring of the pure white porcelain must be seen to be appreciated. This substance need not make these dishes in of very fine clay and is also painted and fired, with the decoration is placed upon each piece after final burning and before decorated. By means of this method all colors are lasting and retain their old piece set weights about 69 lbs.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321

No. 6K1765. 51-piece set...$6.80
No. 6K1766. 100-piece set...$11.60
GOLD DECORATED DINNERWARE

With Any Initial That You Desire
Beautiful Hard Fired Vitreous Dishes

CHANCE to secure a bargain such as this is characteristic of the great Hartman organization. It proves that we are always on the alert to offer our patrons something new, and shows conclusively that we endeavor to save you money. We want you to consider very carefully just what this opportunity means to you. Compare our offering with that made by others, either in your home town or in the books of other concerns. You will never have reason to regret your purchase. You are at liberty to select any single initial in the alphabet, and have it placed on the various pieces. The style and character of each initial is shown in the panel at the bottom of this page. So we urge that you order early.

51-PIECE SET CONTAINS
6 Dinner Plates, 9 in.; 6 Breakfast Plates, 6 in.; 6 Large Soup Plates; 6 Tea Cups; 6 Tea Saucers; 6 Fruit or Sauce Dishes; 6 Individual Butter Dishes; 1 Meat Platter, 9½ in.; 1 Meat Platter, 11½ in.; 1 Covered Sugar Bowl (2 pieces); 1 Covered Butter Dish (2 pieces); 1 Cream Pitcher; 1 Napkin, 17½ in.; 1 Napkin, 9½ in.; 1 Covered Dish (2 pieces). Why not the opportunity of ordering the 51-piece set, or the 100-piece set in liberal quantities?

100-PIECE SET CONTAINS
12 Dinner Plates, 9 in.; 12 Breakfast Plates, 6 in.; 12 Large Soup Plates; 12 Tea Cups; 12 Tea Saucers; 12 Fruit or Sauce Dishes; 12 Individual Butter Dishes; 1 Meat Platter, 9½ in.; 1 Meat Platter, 11½ in.; 1 Covered Vegetable Dish (2 pieces); 1 Covered Sugar Bowl (2 pieces); 1 Covered Butter Dish (2 pieces); 1 Covered Butter Dish (3 pieces); 1 Covered Sugar Bowl (4 pieces); 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Bread Plate, 10 in.; 1 Covered Pitcher; 1 Covered Butter Dish (5 pieces); 1 Covered Sugar Bowl (6 pieces); 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Covered Butter Dish; 1 Cover
“CONCORD” PORCELAIN DINNER SET WITH GOLD BORDER

ATTRACTION GOLD artfully de-
nornment encircles the edge of the border forms a novel style of decoration in a most pleasing ef-
fect. Natural colorings of white, flowers, green foliage and stems form a full border, while the scalloped edge is enlivened by a narrow gold band. Rich embossing in a favorite design completes the ornamental pattern. Often alike, these designs are attractively and cannot but appeal to every mind, women or children. Everyone knows that nothing gives one our more real pleasure than to be able to set one's table with choice of the finest character.

SPLENDID VALUE at the prices we ask for this exquisite article, as you will agree after seeing this set in your home. The real reason for the prices, as previously mentioned, is our wonderful purchasing power and its effect on the patterns during their dull season. It isn’t necessary that you be satisfied with our descriptions of these sets because you can order the set you prefer—have it sent on approval and after you have unpacked it, laid it out on your table and seen every piece as it really is, you will be highly pleased by its appearance. The 100-piece set weighs about 50 lbs, while the 51-piece set weighs about 63 lbs. Page 330 gives list of pieces.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321.
No. 6K1767. Set 51 pieces......$7.85
No. 6K1768. Set 100 pieces......$13.95

OUR “NEWCASTLE” DECORATED DINNERWARE OF PORCELAIN

HELPFUL CREDIT is a necessity. There is no more
truth and instruction in this expression that
might well be taught in every schoolroom
our big United States. It is really important eno-
ough to be placed in the early books along
with “Honesty is the best policy.” You have
reason to believe what established credit means
you. It means that you can enjoy long-waits
for home comforts without bumping your purse
to pay for cash. Under OUR credit plan, you
get what you desire, use it, have your family
and friends enjoy it, and have a full year’s
pay in convenient small payments.

JUDGE THE DESIGN yourself as to whether you have ever seen its equal at a
low price. There is no doubt but what you
never have seen a like value before. The de-
sign or ornamentation is of an oriental type
in artistic pattern, beautifully formed by
colorings of blue, green and maroon. The
designs are cleverly arranged around
forming a neat border. The edge is
ornamented with a delicate crown gold band, with
a deep embossing, woman in the style of decoration. 51 piece
packed, weigh about 50 lbs, while 100 piece
weigh 33 lbs. Page 220 gives list of pieces.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321.
No. 6K1769. Set 51 pieces......$8.25
No. 6K1770. Set 100 pieces......$14.25

“BERLINE” GOLD EDGE AND FLORAL DECORATED DINNER SET

LOOK AT THE PATTERN! of this elegant
set and see if it is not the kind desired you have ever seen on a dinner set
traveled in. The dishes are ornamented with
tones of roses, green foliage and stems, which extend around brim, formed together by a
border, from which, sprouting towards center, are sprays in natural colors. The ef-
fective decoration is most charmingly brought out by the neat gold edge and the paper white
background afforded by the highly fired and polished porcelain. These colorings are
put on by a new process.

YOUR CREDIT is good with us, and
you are invited to order the set you desire and send in your order. If, when you receive the shipment, you are
pleased in every way and find your dinner
will last a full year to pay. Page 1 of this volume shows how simple our open-account plan really is. You will find that the small
particular set will never be missed and, before you know it, it is
all paid for. Our plan is just a long, simple action of credit on the part of our customers of good quality. 51-piece set weighs 95 lbs. Page 220 gives list of pieces.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321.
No. 6K1771. Set 51 pieces......$8.55
No. 6K1772. Set 100 pieces......$14.65
XQUISITELY DESIGNED "MARLBORO" PORCELAIN DINNERWARE

HEAVY GOLD EDGING on these pieces have a beautiful effect in connection with the exquisite colorings of floral pattern. Autumn leaves and branches of grapes magnificently worked in natural colors and arranged in clusters surround the rims, and form a dainty border. The scalloped shape of dishes is especially worthy of design, being of a shape easily handled. Each piece of this dinner set has been delicately fired and glazed and the ornamentations placed beneath final glazing, which makes it admirably lasting, and the design will please you immensely.

A HIGH GRADE SET such as our "Marlboro" is a genuine bargain at these figures. In addition to its beauty and refinement of design and decoration, it will give unspeakable service. The set is just as good as it looks and you cannot possibly make a mistake in sending your order for this ware. Every woman owes it to her family to have a next appearing set of dishes and it should be just as particular about the set she uses as she is about her cooking. We will gladly ship a set to you on approval, and if it does not satisfy you in every way, send it back. 100-piece set weighs about 65 lbs., 61-piece set, about 50 lbs. Page 230 gives list of pieces.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321
No. 6K1775. Set 31 pieces... $8.95
No. 6K1774. Set 100 pieces... $15.85

BEAUTIFUL "MINET" DINNER SET WITH GOLD EDGE AND FLOWERS

LEGANT PATTERN of floral design, being clusters of flowers and a and white checked border harmoniously and below the glazed surface on the top white porcelain background with gold edging. The shape of the dishes is in the best grade style and by noticing the listing, you will readily see this is a splendid reproduction of rare costly ware at remarkably low price. Our selling price on ware is exceptionally low when you consider the quality of merchandise we offer. Page 299 gives list of pieces.

YOU CAN SEE by careful observation the floral ornamentation that the pieces of this set are in the very choicest pattern. The shape which each dish is molded is also of a very rich and exclusively produced by a particular pattern. With our comparatively credit plan of over one year to pay, if our shipped on approval offer, in addition to the iron-clad legal guarantee, how you affraid to overlook this value? You lose very little if you select this dinner set and should it not meet with your entire approval, we ask you to return it at our expense and get back any money you have paid, 31-piece set weighs about 60 lbs., and 1-piece set weighs about 55 lbs.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321
6K1773. 31-piece set... $9.55
6K1774. 100-piece set... $16.65

INE PORCELAIN SET. THE "YORK" WITH STYLISH GOLD EDGES

A FINE PORCELAIN SERVICE at a price as low as we ask for this set should appeal to those who appreciate a good value in dinner ware, and we urge you to consider this set before making your selection. The shape of the dishes has that well-known foreign air, while each edge is completed with a very delicate gold band. The colors of decoration is most conventional and is tastefully worked out in a dainty manner around the rim and beautifully brought out in colors of terra cotta, pinks and other hues in a striking example of our ability to offer you high grade dinner ware at low prices.

WHEN YOU BUY HERE you assure the success of years of careful merchandising endeavor. We do all in our power to give to our patrons the best values that the market affords. And that is why, when you write for one of these items from us, you can and should feel that you are taking no chances. We do not claim that it is the finest set in the world at the lowest prices; but we do urge emphatically that you consider it an excellent value at these figures. Weight: 100-piece set, 65 lbs.; 31-piece set, 50 lbs. Page 325 gives list of pieces.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321
No. 6K1775. Set 31 pieces... $9.95
No. 6K1774. Set 100 pieces... $16.95
Gold Band Set.

You cannot purchase at this price a dinner set that will adorn your table with more exquisite taste than the beautiful white and gold pattern illustrated on this page. There is a narrow band of gold around all edges and likewise a fine gold line as shown on the various pieces. A striking feature that adds distinction to this set is the attractive heavy solid gold effect on the handles. These gold handles place this set above the ordinary, giving it distinction and "class," such as you rarely find at these sensationally low prices. White and gold decorations, always popular, have become the favorite because they do not offend the most cultivated taste and harmonize with all color schemes of table decoration.

The shape is the splendid new "Empress" shape, so much admired by housewives and found in the homes of the wealthiest people the country over. It is pronounced the last word in the plainer shapes now the prevailing fashion for home use. It is the leader of its class, as you will recognize after having seen the articles themselves. All pieces are pure white, of velvety texture, of abundant size, yet dainty in modelling. The contour of the handled pieces is especially graceful, eliminating the usual "stuck on" appearance found on many inexpensive lines of chinaware. They seem to grow out of the body of the piece, giving them the finishing touch of style. When you consider our low price you should not hesitate to send us your order for the 100-piece set. Either set, however, is a true bargain offer at these low figures.

51-PIECE SET CONTAINS
6 Dinner Plates, 9 in.; 6 Breakfast Plates, 7 in.; 6 Large Soup Plates; 6 Tea Cups, 6 Tea Saucers; 6 Fruit or Sauce Dishes; 6 Individual Butter Dishes; 1 Meat Platter, 9½ in.; 1 Meat Platter, 11½ in.; 1 Covered Sugar Bowl (2 pieces); 1 Cream Pitcher; 1 Nappy, 7½ in.; 1 Nappy, 8½ in.; 1 Covered Dish (2 pieces).

We give you the opportunity of ordering either the 51 or 100-piece set on our liberal credit terms as shown on Page 1.

No. 6K1961. 51-Piece Set. Shipping weight, about 10 pounds. Price $7.95

For Our Year-to-Pay Credit Terms, See Page One.

100-PIECE SET CONTAINS
12 Dinner Plates, 9 in.; 12 Breakfast Plates, 7 in.; 12 Large Soup Plates; 12 Tea Cups; 12 Tea Saucers; 12 Fruit or Sauce Dishes; 12 Individual Butter Dishes; 1 Meat Platter, 9½ in.; 1 Meat Platter, 11½ in.; 1 Meat Platter, 13½ in.; 1 Covered Vegetable Dish (2 pieces); 1 Open Vegetable Dish; 1 Sauce Boat, 1 Covered Butter Dish (2 pieces); 1 Covered Sugar Bowl (2 pieces); 1 Large Vegetable Bowl; 1 Bread Plate, 10 in.; 1 Nappy, 8½ in.; 1 Cream Pitcher.

No. 6K1962. 100-Piece Set. Shipping weight, about 25 pounds. Price $13.85
DECORATED “HAZELHURST” DINNERWARE WITH NEAT GOLD EDGES

NEW DESIGN is found on this elegant porcelain dinner set and it is sure to win immediate favor with all lovers of fine dinnerware. Just look carefully at the ornate and you will see in what a beautiful arrangement the border and medallions really form. A porcelain used by the potter in making these was of very fine quality and every care was taken to produce a set that for the money will be unequalled elsewhere. And they have not succeeded in turning out such a set, for we should look far before you could duplicate one piece for our low price. You don’t have to ask our word for it, either, if you don’t choose—for we will be pleased to send you a set on trial and if you don’t like it—don’t like it—don’t keep it.

THE BORDER is of a solid arrangement and you can see around the edge before the final drying and firing are done, really making it retain its lasting appearance. The border is of a neat border bordered with mol- lusions of floral and scroll effect, with a chain border and three supporting medallions, the center medallions are harmoniously blended and pleasing as well as richful in the eye. Each dish is roundly shaped and the entire set is a very pleasing production. You really will not appreciate the beauty of this dinnerware until you have used it at home. The fireplace set weighs about 6 lbs., and the 51-piece set weighs about 10 lbs. See list of pieces included in each set, see page 321.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321

- Set 51 pieces.... $10.45
- Set 100 pieces.... 17.65

HIGH GRADE "JOSSLIN" FINE GOLD DECORATED DINNER SET

THE NEAT PATTERN of these dishes is one of the patterns that make them so desirable. A great many people are now using dishes with a plain, conservative border decoration and for those who are looking for such dinnerware we have no hesitation in recommending this set. We consider the low prices we are quoting on such fine ware as an added lure. We ask you to make a comparison of this value with those of others and furthermore we want you to see the set and not on your table to know its real worth and beauty. If it is hard to do it justice with a picture, send us your order and let us ship you a set at approval, so you can look it over carefully and admire its gorgeous coloring and fine glazing.

THE GOLD used in decorating this set is a mixture of a splendid quality and the border is neat and attractive in green color lines and gold, crowded with gold colored diamond shaped figures intertwined with semi hair lines of gold. Each dish is shaped perfectly and made by men who know how, and by a potter who makes nothing but Chinese dinnerware. The glazing and firing are fine also, and the design is put on before the final firing in porcelain making it very pleasing. Take our advice and order this set, if you desire a magnificent pattern and a set of dinnerware that is made right. The 30-piece set weighs about 6 lbs., and the 51-piece set weighs about 9 lbs. For list of pieces included in each set, see page 320.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321

- Set 51 pieces.... $10.85
- Set 100 pieces.... 17.95

OUR FINEST DINNER SET, THE “TAVERN” WITH RICH GOLD BORDER

A MISTAKE can be made in selecting dinnerware. This super Dinner Set is a desire set beautifully ornamented and of high quality porcelain. This is a striking new line, handsomely decorated in gold and color. The color is nothing loud or flashy about the set, it is very simple, neat and tasteful, selected by those because of its rich simplicity. Selection of dinnerware is often overlooked, being thought insignificant and in this manner cheapening one’s appearance. But not so with our offerings, in house, we take pains to select the very best. They are a simple nature, as are known to be used on most expensive European Birthday sets and our fine will conform with these requirements.

THE ORNAMENTATION of this choice has been ornamented of a beautiful ornamental border around the edge in a Japanese effect and the bordering of color, edged with an extra rich gold band. The entire decorative idea is given a sense of refinement by the rich coloring of the body of the porcelain. The sets are either 30 pieces, weighing about 6 lbs., or 100 pieces, weighing about 15 lbs., and by referring to this page you can see exactly what pieces are contained in the set. It is a wonderful value in either size.

ACTUAL COLORS SHOWN ON PAGE 321

- Set 51 pieces.... $11.90
- Set 100 pieces.... 18.85
FULL COLLAPSIBLE SULKY

Has Extra High Reclining Back, Tubular Frame and Handle

Price Without Hood

It Is Made With Neatly Upholstered Back and Seat As Shown In Illustration

SELECT this full collapsible sulky either with or without hood at prices quoted. It is made with extra high reclining back. This back has ratchet adjustment, enabling you to change the angle in one of three different positions as desired. It is neatly upholstered, as is the seat and foot rest. The upholstery used is imitation leather. This covering and all of the wood parts are finished in attractive brown shade, the steel parts being finished in black. Send for it on approval, and if not satisfactory, return at our expense, according to our legal guarantee. See Page 1 for Credit Terms.

GOLD SPRINGS are used on this sulky. The arm rests and handle are tubular in shape, adding greatly to its appearance. Has wood grip. The wheels measure 10 inches in diameter and are fitted with 10-inch rubber tires. Over these wheels are mud flaps to protect the child's clothing from becoming soiled. The steel tubing used on this model and the running qualities add to the ruggedness and the durability of the sulky from tipping backwards. The hood is three-bow type, as shown in the illustration. Can be folded flat when not in use. Weights about 25 lbs.

ORDER THIS SPLENDID SULKY CART
This Model Has Metal Foot Rest, 10-in. Wheels with 3/8-in. Rubber Tires. Seat Reinforced to Prevent Warping or Splitting.

Hinged Handle Folds Out of the Way

This sulky has 10-in. black enameled wheels and 3/8-in. rubber tires. It is 113/4 in. height and has a steel foot rest. The seat is made of leather, and has 12 lbs. of wood and upholstery. The 7-in. tubular arm rests prevent tipping. Shipping weight, 1 lbs. No. 7K112. Price...

SULKY CART BARGAIN

All Steel Sulky Has Curbing Wheels. Is Semi-Collapsible. Possesses Fine Black Finish

GREAT

Excellent Value

From Wheel Measur

10 Inche In Diamet

This cart has steel curbing wheels and is semi-collapsible. It prevents it from tipping backwards; foot rests are reinforced at the back, keeping it firm. It is made of steel, with rubber tires. Weight, 1 lbs. No. 7K112. Price...

COLLAPSING WITH ONE MOTIO

$485

Semi-Collapsible Go-Cart At A Real Bargain Figure

No. 7K113

Note The Price

THE FRAME of this dandy little go-cart is constructed of strong steel, in a way that is bound to render substantial service. The pusher, likewise, is made of flat steel, gracefully curved as shown in picture. A wood cross handle is used to join the two sides forming the pusher of this model. A feature of this go-cart is the shock-absorbing springs which extend the entire length of the seat. These relieve the shock and make easy riding for the child. The body measures 41/4 in. in width and 36 in. in length. Black enamel is used in the finish of the cart, by the manufacture of imitation leather, is the material used for the upholstery: this likewise to match the finish of the frame. This material gives the appearance of real leather and will give service of the sort that you have a right to expect.

THE HOOD is of the 3-bow type. The enameled wheels measure 10 in diameter, and each has 14 wire spokes. These wheels are fitted with 3/8-inch rubber tires and are nicely set off with nickel plated hub caps. This semi-collapsible go-cart that folds up with motion. The price at which we sell this article is so low that you need to purchase it to save money. We feel certain that you will be very well satisfied with your purchase and that it will have every one in every way, remember our guarantee of satisfaction protects you. Shipping weight, about 30 pounds.

Note The Price
TWO SENSATIONAL GO-CART BARGAINS

Offered At Very Low Prices With A Year To Pay

This Collapsible Go-Cart Is

Very Strongly Constructed

A CART LIKE THIS will be appreciated by every mother, for it is a vehicle that is substantially constructed and built to give the utmost comfort to the child. The time of the large, clumsy baby carriage is past. We are now living in a period when everyone looks for efficiency and economy, and in this model you get both. You not only get a very desirable go-cart at a very low price, but you get one that will give you the very maximum of service at this same low price. Don't miss this great value if you are looking for an inexpensive go-cart for your baby, that is constructed of good material, in a thorough manner and one that will give you good service. Read carefully the full details given below and you will agree with us that this bargain is without comparison at our wonderfully low price.

THE CONSTRUCTION is equal to that often used in go-carts sold at prices higher than this. It is in appearance it ranks well up with costlier models. The frame is strong and durable, and when flat measures 16½ inches. Has ¾-inch stainless steel tubing for the whole structure, 23 inches long, with ebony finished wood cross handles, 1½ inches wide and 24 inches from the floor. This cart is fully collapsible, folding up very compactly when not in use and occupying a space 8½ x 15 x 28 inches when folded. The wheels are enameled and fitted with 1-inch rubber tires. The hub caps on wheels are nicked to match other trimming. The handle colors are also nicked, while the foot well frame is oxidized. Balance of metal parts being black enameled. You can carry this cart and you whenever you go, for it can easily be closed up into a convenient package for taking on street cars or other methods of conveyance.

FOLDS WITH ONE MOTION. This go-cart has a three-bow hood adjustable to different positions and upholstered with black or green leathetette to match the upholstery on the balance of the cart. This hood has a 12-inch spread and is 14½ inches wide. The back is adjustable to two positions and measures 1½ x 11 inches. The seat is 10½ inches in size, has flat steel springs and is 15 inches wide inside. The seat when lowered to a reclining position is 37 inches long. A strong strap is furnished which protects the child from falling out of the cart. When sending us your order for this go-cart, please be sure to state the color of upholstery desired. Shipping weight, 45 lbs.

No. 7K841. Price . $6.85

FOLDS FLAT

Here's A Go-Cart You Seldom Find Offered At So Low A Price It Is A Full Collapsible Model

WHEN BUYING a go-cart every mother makes an endeavor to purchase a vehicle that will give the maximum comfort to the child and in that respect the model we offer here is unsurpassed for the money. Look carefully at the illustration and note how gracefully this go-cart is designed. And when you take into consideration the low price we offer, you must agree admission that it is a remarkable gain. We have the advantage of being able to sell it on our liberal credit plan of a year to pay. Order it sent to you on approval and after you have received it you do not find it to be all we claim and do not think that you have received full value for your money, return it at our expense, according to our liberal refund guarantee.

HIS GO-CART is in a full collapsible model, folding up very compactly to a compact package for transporting from place to place, to be taken with you wherever you go. It is a fine folding go-cart and is added to our line this season. We feel that it is one of the best values we have ever been able to offer at this price. The flat in frame measures 16½ inches. Has number steel bolt posters, 28 inches long, with fancy turned wood handles, cross finish. Roof is 1½ inches wide of 22 inches long. Side and front are black enamelled and ornamented with metal striping. The seat of back is upholstered with black leathetette to match balance of cart.

FOLDS FLAT and when not in use occupies a space slightly 2 inches. Has a new strong spring construction. The back is adjustable in three positions. The side back and dash are made of three-ply veneer. The hood has three bows, and is adjustable to different positions, covered with leatherette and trimmed with tinned stars. Has smooth flat well fitted to storage space, below. The 1½-inch black enameled wheels are fitted with 1-inch rubber tires and have hub caps which prevent cart from rolling away when unattended. The hood has a 24-inch spread of 11½ inches wide. The seat is 10½ inches, the back measures 11 inches wide and 12 inches at. Shipping weight, about 45 pounds.

No. 7K1333. Price, $7.97

FOLDS FLAT

See Page 1 For Credit Terms

Your Credit Is Good With Us
A FULL COLLAPSIBLE GO-CART AT A REAL BARGAIN PRICE

$8.35

Order It On Approval

The Pushers Are of 5/8-Inch

Seamless Steel Tubing

Ebony Finished Wood Cross Handle

3-Bow Hood

Back Adjustable to Two Positions

Flat Steel Spring

10-Inch Wheel

1/2-Inch Rubber Tire

Folds Into a Space 8 1/4 x 19 x 28 Inches

Choice of Black or Green

THE NET RESULT. When you figure what you actually pay for an article, you estimate the terms upon which you made the purchase, and with what degree of satisfaction you derive compared with the expenditure, then and then only can you make a complete review and determine whether or not you made a deal worth while. These factors constitute the sum and substance of any transaction.

THE FRAME. Flat, measures 16 x 28 inches. The pushers are of 5/8-inch seamless steel tubing of great strength and are 23 inches in length. Has ebony finish wood cross handle, 19 1/2 inches wide, 34 inches from the floor. Back measures 14 x 14 inches and is adjustable to two positions; it is softly upholstered, which means added comfort to the child, a fact easily appreciated by every mother.

THE SEAT is soft and roomy, being 16 x 13 inches in size. The flat, steel springs are very strong and resilient which adds life to the cart and means a rare and restful motion for the little one. Has 10-inch enamelled wheels which are fitted with 3/4-inch good quality rubber tires. Nickel plated fenders protect the cart as well as the child and also improve the appearance of the cart.

THE FOOT HOOD is of four bow type and is of fabrickoid leather cut to match the upholstering throughout as shown in the illustration above; 18 inches high, 11 1/2 inches wide and has a spread of 19 inches, making it sufficiently roomy for perfect comfort. Further details are given below.

THE FINISH. Has nickelated arm rests, handle and corners and hub caps. The leak of arms on both hoods are tipped and the flat well frame is handomely trimmed. Other metal parts are black enamelled. A very substantial cart which we guarantee in every way. Shipping weight, carefully packed, is approximately 45 pounds.

No. 7K840. Price...

Nickel Plated Fenders
Fabrikoid Leather
4-Bow Folding Foot Hood

THF Institute

Rubber

Noble Bumpers

No. 19

PAGE 332

HARTMAN'S
FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
CHICAGO
A PAGE OF BIG BARGAINS FOR YOUR LITTLE ONE

Two Fine Go-Carts
And Three "Iceland" White Fur Robes

Look At This Big Value

Robe No. 7K1339. Has no front pocket. And is made of handy white fur for use in go-cart or baby carriage. Has hood opening with cheet protection flap, in white cotton flannel lined and interlined. Has scalloped felt border. Price, about $27.50.

Price ... $3.99

Back View.

They Are All Offered to You at Money Saving Prices With Over a Year to Pay

We Are Waiting For Your Order

FOLDS FLAT

A Collapsible Go-Cart
At a Genuine Bargain Price

FOLDS FLAT

THE CANE PANELS on this go-cart are a feature. The frame is of flat steel, making it very substantial. The 7.50-inch round, symmetrically curved pushers add to its appearance and rigid construction. Has turned wood cross handle. Folds very easily and when collapsed occupies but a small space. Has large filler hood with turned figures. Full length shock-absorbing springs insure easy folding. Back can be adjusted to various positions. The sides, back and pushers are made of 1 3/4-Inch wood in pretty striped channel borders. Has black enameled finish, set off by gold edging. Has nickel plated hub, spokes. Carefully packed. Weight, packed for shipment No. 7K1154. Price ....................... $8.95

Our robes are beautifully made of fine skins with long fur thoroughly cleaned and bleached to a pure white. Robes are packed and will keep the child warm and comfortable. High grade hinges and borders are used and every robe is absolutely guaranteed. Front and back views are shown in the illustrations.

Robe No. 7K1328.

White Icelandic Lamb fur robe. Has opening: can be buttoned closed. Edging with fancy accented blue satin border with blue ribbon. Folds flat. Price ....................... $6.85

EASY RUNNING Can be completely folded up when not in use and is very compact article. The hood, flaps, measures 10 3/8 inches wide. Pushers are 3/8-inch steel tubing, 32 inches long. Has stereo finished wood cross handle 101/2 inches wide. 33 inches from floor; 4 hood, 7 3/4-inch broad, 13 3/4 inches wide. Back is adjustable to 3 positions: it is well padded and tuffed and measures 14 by 15 inches. Seat is also padded; 10 by 14 inches. Has flat steel springs. Inside width, 13 3/4 inches; 10-inch enameled steel wheel, fitted with 3/8-inch rubber tires. Reliable brake and tightly napped hub caps. Embossed sides with gray gold stringing. Nickel plated corners, cut back channel, oxidized hood locker areas; other metal parts black enameled. Nickel plated fenders. Length, back reclined, 36 inches. Folds into space 9 1/2x29 inches. Good grade leatherette hood, choice of black or brown. Is carefully packed and weighs, ready for shipment, about 50 pounds. Price, No. 7K1151. Price ....................... $9.75

Combination Bag Style Fur Robe No. 7K1330

White Iceland Lamb in the form of a bag with robe buttoned around neck or can sit up in comfort. Lined with fine white flannel inside of bag and back, and interlined with white wool. Edged with fancy scalloped, white felt border. Loops and button fasten around neck, side, and bag, 30 inches long. Price, as described, No. 7K1330, No. 7K1331. Blue quilted satin back. Price, $7.85.

$9.75

ON EASY CREDIT

$6.45

$7.85

$3.99
A Full Collapsible
One Motion Go-Cart. Has 4
Bow Hood. (Cut Shows
Three.)

% Inch Steel Tubular Pushers.
Back Adjustable to 3 Positions.

PRICE WITH STORM FRONT
$9.65

Choice of Black or Green

ORDER THIS EXCELLENT GO-CART WITH OR WITHOUT STORM FRONT AT PRICES QUOTED

Without Storm Front
$8.15

PRICE WITH STORM FRONT

This go-cart is made to completely cover front of carriage. The hood, sides, footwell, back and seat are lined with child's face. Price with storm front as quoted. The fenders are attractively nickel plated. Length of carriagewith back in upright position is 23 inches; with back reclined 38 inches. It folds into a space of 19x23 inches. Choice of black or green. In ordering kindly state which color you desire us to send to you. This is a wonderful value for the money. Weight, packed, about 45 pounds.

No. 7K843, Without Storm Front. Price...

No. 7K844, With Storm Front. Price...

$8.15

Flat Steel Springs.
10-Inch Wheels.
1/2-Inch Rubber Tires.

Nickeled Hub Caps
Upholstering Is Good Grade Leatherette

Revenue

Has
Oxidized
Footwell
and Hood
Lockers.
Arms. N"ck-
elied Arm
Rests and
Handle Corners.

The Fenders Are
Nickel Plated
Storm Front Has
Flexible Window

Small Picture Shows
Go-Cart Without
Storm Front.

Reliable
Brake

YOUR CHOICE of this go-cart either with or without detachable storm front which is made of good quality leatherette to match the hood, sides, footwell, back and seat. Has flexible window on level with child's face. Price with storm front as quoted. The fenders are attractively nickel plated. Length of carriage with back in upright position is 23 inches; with back reclined 38 inches. It folds into a space of 19x23 inches. Choice of black or green. In ordering kindly state which color you desire us to send to you. This is a wonderful value for the money. Weight, packed, about 45 pounds.

No. 7K843, Without Storm Front. Price...

No. 7K844, With Storm Front. Price...

$8.15
A COMFORT FOR YOU AND YOUR CHILD

$10.85

SEND US YOUR ORDER

One-Motion Collapsible Go-Cart

YOUR ORDER BRINGS IT TO YOU. What is the use of being without this handy "comfy" Go-Cart when you can get it on credit. If you have longed for a Go-Cart to relieve you from the tedious task of carrying your child when you are tired and out of sorts, if you have said to yourself, "I'd like to have a go-cart, but I can't afford it just now," forget this seeming objection and take advantage of our liberal credit terms. The small sum it takes to get this great convenience and the little amount it takes to pay for it in small installments, are so thrilling that you will never miss the change.

STRONG AND SERVICEABLE. The manner in which this excellent Go-Cart is put together insures great strength and durability. It is built for hard usage and will live up to your greatest expectations. Has a padded seat to add to the comfort of the little one; padded back can be adjusted to two different reclining positions and at the same time the foot-well can be raised. The fine spring construction is another point in its favor that makes riding easy. The wide seat gives plenty of room for bedding and pillows.

Padded Seat.
Back Reclines In Two Positions.
Automobile Hood With Side Curtains.
Large Wheels With Rubber Tires.
Nickeled Fenders.
Takes Up Very Little Space When Folded.

No. 7K351

EXCELLENT MATERIALS THROUGHOUT. The covering used on the hood is of fine imitation leather. This cart comes in black, green or brown. State which you desire. The automobile hood has a 14-inch spread and is equipped with rolling side curtains; ebony finished wood cross handle. Back measures 11x14 inches, wheels are 10 inches in diameter and are enameled finished, has 1-inch rubber tires. Pusher is made of steel tubing 5-in. wide. The hood locker areas are nickel plated; seat rail, hub caps, fenders and handle corners nickeled. Other metal parts are black enameled. The frame measures 16x27 inches.

REMEMBER THESE FACTS. When you stop to consider the many great advantages that this go-cart possesses and the small amount it takes to have it, you can not afford to pass it by in justice to yourself and in justice to the comfort of your child. Shipping weight, about 35 pounds.

No. 7K351. Price...

View Showing Go-Cart Folded

An Exceptional Value

BUY ONE ON CREDIT

SETTLE THE QUESTION in your own mind now, once and for all; send us your order and we will ship you this fine new collapsible go-cart. Use it on approval and if you do not care to keep it, return it at our expense, according to our legal guarantee, and we will refund every penny you have paid out, including transportation charges. This liberal proposition should be sufficient evidence for you that we have unlimited confidence in the many advantages possessed by this compactly dependable one-motion collapsible go-cart. Below you will find all information that you desire concerning its operation, construction and dependability.

SIMPLE TO OPERATE. There are no complicated parts to get out of order, and it opens and closes with one motion. It folds very compactly and is therefore easy to carry about. To open, simply take hold of the front rail with one hand and the cross handle of pushers with the other, draw the two together and one motion collapses it to a compact package that is extremely handy to carry about at will.
ONE-MOTION COLLAPSIBLE GO-CART


Choice of Black or Brown

$11.75 See This Low Price

Gearing Is Patent Ball and Socket Direct Bracing Type—the Very Strongest And Lightest Construction In Use

Choice of Black or Brown

Seat and Back Are Padded. Auto Dash And Four-Bow Hood

No. 7K903 12-Inch Wheels 

4-Inch Rubber Tires

Credit Terms Page One

This Go-Cart Has Reliable Wheel Brake

Black Enamel Finish

FLOOR MODEL

Collapsible Go-Cart

THE MATTER OF QUALITY is, without question, a most important one to consider in the purchase of any piece of merchandise. The matter of price is likewise of supreme importance and it is the two combined that determine the true merit of any value. In presenting this go-cart, we want you to carefully consider that the all important factor of quality has been well balanced with that of price, until we can say, with the utmost conviction, that no better go-cart value was ever offered on the market at this exceptional bargain price. It is a full collapsible model and folds with one motion.

THE ATTRACTIVE DESIGN is symmetrical, the lines being graceful throughout. The gearing is of the patent ball and socket direct bracing type, recognized as the strongest and lightest construction used. The frame is tubular in shape and is very strong. Observe the 5-piece handle with nickel plated side grips and center ferrule. The body measures 15 inches wide by 36 inches long, is equipped with the new shock absorbing springs which run the entire length of the seat and mean added comfort to the little one. The comfortable back is adjustable to 4 positions. Has padded seat and back, also auto dash as shown in illustration above.

FOUR-BOW HOOD This go-cart has a large, 4-bow hood with nickel plated fixtures. The wheels are black or brown upholstering, the material used being a good grade of leatherette. This is a go-cart that is far ahead of most others for price. We therefore urge you to send us your order today. It is sold under the liberal terms shown on page 1 of this catalogue. Shipping weight, carefully crated, is about 10 lbs. No. 7K903, Price $11.75
STRENGTH TUBULAR FRAME GO-CART

has 12-Inch Wheels, 5-8-Inch Rubber Tires, Roll Storm Curtains
haply Auto Hood, Soft, Padded Back Adjustable to 3 Positions

Highest Grade Enamelled Sides

$12.85

Hand Rubbed

MADE YOUR CHOICE OF BLACK OR BROWN

Sides Are Made Of Three-Ply Wood Veneer With Steel Channel Binding

CONSTRUCTION of this go-cart is far above that usually found in baby carriages at this price. No. 85 is merely a startling blow of proof. The facts as stated will be substantiated if you care to keep this feature in your favor. It is very reasonable that you cannot afford to overlook it. If you really see in search of a go-cart that's Built to last, you will want to look into this one.

THE WHEELS as mentioned in the previous paragraphs, are made of 3 1/4-inch diameter, and are fitted with 3/4-inch rubber tacks. They are expertly enameled to match the inside of the metal parts. The body is unusually large and comfortable. It is 11 inches wide between the sides and gives a bed 35 inches long. The front is a lever sprung to be used at the right position. The back is free from any attachment to the seat. It moves up and down on the seat but is not to be raised and lowered. The long cushioned seat can be made comfortable.

THE SPRINGS. There is a long leaf suspension spring under the entire length of the seat. This is a double spring that is self-adjusting to the varying weights of different children. It is a very important feature. It ensures a perfect adjustment to the weight of a child at any particular age. No carriage has an easier riding motion than this model. The sides are made of three-ply wood veneer held together with a steel channel binding. Two coats of fine grade enamelled are used to finish the sides, the second coat being rubbed which gives it a very high lustre.

THE UPHOLSTERING is of the finest grade of imitation leather, to black or brown. It can be fitted with a hood and a front and back high being very heavy padding. The back fits all positions and the hood is removable. The seat is fitted with 3 1/2-inch diameter, and is fitted with 3/4-inch rubber tacks. They are expertly enameled to match the inside of the metal parts. The body is unusually large and comfortable. It is 11 inches wide between the sides and gives a bed 35 inches long. The front is a lever sprung to be used at the right position. The back is free from any attachment to the seat. It moves up and down on the seat but is not to be raised and lowered. The long cushioned seat can be made comfortable.

STORM FRONT. If you desire, you can order the storm front for this go-cart at the reasonable price quoted below. This storm front protects the child in stormy and unpleasant weather—yet it is fitted with a window that is on a level with the child's eyes when he is in a sitting position. Every desirable feature imaginable is incorporated in the building of this article. Tell us to send it to you, and we feel certain that you will be well pleased with your purchase. The shipping weight of this go-cart is approximately 55 pounds.

No. 7K949. Price... $12.85

You Can Order the Storm Front To Fit This Go-Cart Under No. 7K949 Price $1.25 Extra
An Excellent Reed Full Size Sleeper

Body Measures 17 in. Wide; 39 in. Long When Back Is Down; 31 In. With Back Up

Equipped With Flexible Steel Springs
Ivory And Baronial Brown Sleepers Have Black Enamedale Gears
Gray Enamedale Body Has Gray Gear
12-Inch Wheels Fitted With 1/2-In. Rubber Tires. Positive Foot Brake

Corduroy Lined Sleeper With Reversible Gear. Baronial Brown, Gray or Ivory—Upholstered To Match

Made With Attractive Artillery Wheels. Nickeled Handle Corners

Operation. Press the pedal lever with the foot and turn body of carriage to the right, as shown in Figure 2. When completely reversed, as shown in Figure 4, locks securely any carriage in position of Figure 1. To return body to position of Figure 1, press lever again and reverse the operation. When Turned completely around, the child's eyes are protected from sun or strong wind, and you can watch the little one. Advantages of air brush finish used on this model are explained above. This model has flat reed body, with half round reed rolls.

Finishes. Baronial brown, gray or ivory. Body half nickel, hood full nickel, with corduroy to match. Gears black, excepting gray finish, which takes gray gear. 12-in. wood artillery wheels, 1/2-in. rubber tires. Foot brake, nickeled hub caps, foot well, padded sides, seat and back, nickel plated handle corners, resilient steel springs. Shipping weight about 8 lbs. No. 7K1158. Price... $21.35

12-Inch Wheels, 1/2-In. Rubber Tires

Fig. No. 1

Reversible Gear Feature Enables You To Turn Body Completely Around. Protects Baby's Eyes From Sun Or Strong Winds. You Can Watch Child As Desired. All The Time.

Fig. No. 2

Fig. No. 3

Fig. No. 7K1157. Price... $16.75

Reversal Gear Feature Enables You To Turn Body Completely Around. Protects Baby's Eyes From Sun Or Strong Winds. You Can Watch Child As Desired. All The Time.


Has 3-Ft. Reversal Pillow Mattress. One Side For Baby. Other Side For Adult. Fabricoid Liners.
### Ullman Reclining Go-Cart

A made with handsome wood body, finished in dark or light green with black enamel gear and gray enamel body and gear. Finely finished. Price... $12.45

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wood Body</th>
<th>Folding Hood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Auto Hood | With Roll Side Curtains | $17.00

### Ullman Sleeper

An art style wheels and auto hood, body is made of corded or dented wood. Enamelled in dark or light green or black enamel gear and gray enamel body and gear. Note the art style side panel such as the wooden finishes. Enamelled in black or dark green and have a pleasant appearance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reclining Back</th>
<th>14-Inch Artillery Wheels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto Hood</td>
<td>With Roll Side Curtains</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fine English Carriage

Nothing is too good for your baby; and with the small size it takes to get this carriage and the shipping amounts it takes to pay for it, you should not deprive the little one of its comfort. This artistic English carriage is one of the most attractive we have ever offered. The body is made of exquisitely enameled wood and can be had in any standard color that you may desire. It is finely finished and has a high polish. As shown, it is upholstered in imitation leather throughout and with an imitation leather binding, to match the upholstery. Body joints are all beautifully enameled. It is equipped with 14-inch wheels and 5-inch rubber tires.首批有 until to the hood, bound with rubberized cloth and has a trim effect on the sides and rounded off. Care should be taken to see that you are not satisfied with its value, as it can never be mistaken for a good imitation. The body is one-piece, with 14-inch wheels and 5-inch rubber tires. It is made of quality wood and has a trim effect on the sides and rounded off.

### Victoria Hood

Extra large Pullman Sleeper in your choice of dark blue or dark green with black enamel gear, or gray enamel body and gear. Has large wooden body and corded or dented wood as illustrated and attractively struck, set it off to best advantage. First the upholstery is trimmed with padded sides, and then you are ready to put in your order. The Victoria Hood has 12-inch spread, extension has additional width of 12 inches. It is made of imitation leather and attractively fitted with stitched nickel bobbins, and the glass windows in the seat are set in wood as indicated. The seats and puffed covers are made of continuous 14-inch steel tubing and nickel plating. The carriage is finished in excellent taste, and has a high polish. Price... $20.95

### Handsome and Serviceable Pullman Sleeper

Although this Pullman sleeper is marked at a higher price than the others shown on this page, it is worth every penny of the difference in the cost. The body is composed of strong, durable wood, covered with a fine leather, trimmed with a split leather roll to match the hood. It is enameled in black, green, brown, mahogany or gray, finely finish in imitation wood and steary. The panels is finished and fitted in high grade steel springs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child Can Lie Either Way</th>
<th>Reclining Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14-Inch Artillery Wheels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attractive Reed Concela Dola Bargain

The body of this Reclined Dola is finished with full and reed braid. The feature of this carriage is that it is constructed the same as for the child and can be placed in various positions. It comes in a box to match the child's needs. The wheels are 14 inches in diameter and are equipped with 5-inch rubber tires and nickel plated hubs. They are made to fit in a box and can be placed in various positions. It comes in a box to match the child's needs. The wheels are 14 inches in diameter and are equipped with 5-inch rubber tires and nickel plated hubs. They are made to fit in a box and can be placed in various positions. Price... $227.50

### High Grade Linen

The carriage is finished in excellent taste, and has a high polish. Price... $24.95

### Price

No. 7K1313. Price... $24.95

---

**For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue**

**Chicago**
FULL COLLAPSIBLE PULLMAN SLEEPER

Lavishly Trimmed with Nickel, As Illustrated
Has New Auto Hood and Twelve-Inch Wheels

$14.95

Remember You Can Take Your Choice of Two Colors:
ENAMELED IN BLACK OR BROWN
With The Upholstering To Match The Finish

$14.95

The Gearing Is The Easy Running Patent Ball And Socket Direct Bracing Type. Pushers Are Tubular And Very Gracefully Curved. Shock Absorbing Springs Run Entire Length Of The Cart. Padded Seat And Back. This Back Is Adjustable To Three Positions. Wheel Brake And Nickeled Mud Guards

When You Buy a conveyance for the child there are several factors to be considered seriously. In the first place, the child's comfort must be regarded. On the other hand, the ease with which the go-cart can be handled is a matter of vital importance to the mother; and we wish to say that in presenting this splendid new model both of these points have been carefully considered from every angle. This is an article which will bring equal comfort to both the child and the mother. In ordering remember that you are protected by our legal guarantee of satisfaction.

The Use of this cart will prove conclusively all of the claims which we make for it. It is built collapsible, as shown in the small illustration to the right, being easily folded, it can be carried about with great ease. It has patent ball and socket direct bracing type of gearing, and tubular pushers symmetrically curved. It has a 5 piece handle with nickel plated side grips and ferrules. One of the latest features are the shock absorbing springs which run the entire length of the cart. These an easy spring which means quiet slumber and restfulness to the child.

The Body measures 15 inches wide by 35 inches long. There is a comfortable, padded seat and back. The latter can be adjusted to three positions. The sides, back and seat are made of 3-ply veneer, covered with patent leather, gold striped, set in heavy steel channel. Borders are nickel plated as well as the fancy panel, as illustrated. The hood is of the new, auto style with nickel plated tubular framing, carrying out the rounded effect of the trimmings throughout. The wheels are tinned, being 12 inches in size; have 15 spokes and are fitted with 1/2-inch rubber tires.

Mud Guards. Particularly note the oval, nickel plated mud guards, which are not only the means of protecting the sleeper from becoming bespattered with mud, but are an ornament as well. Also has strong wheel brake. The finish is black or brown enamel with upholstery to match. State which you prefer. Has foot well as shown in the picture above. Refer to page 1 for our liberal credit terms on this elegant Pullman sleeper. The approximate weight, carefully crated, is about 45 pounds.

The Many Features of This Collapsible Pullman Make It a Great Value at $14.95

No. 7K796
'HARTMAN'' LIFT-LID REFRIGERATOR

Is Made of Genuine Ash
In Rich Golden Oak Finish.
Choice of Galvanized Steel
or White Enamel Lining
At The Prices Quoted Below

HE LUMBER used in this refrigerator is genuine ash, the finish being in attractive golden oak. You can have your choice of galvanized steel or white enamel lining at the prices quoted below.

All numbers are fitted with two wire shelves excepting the smallest sizes (No. 7K1282 and No. 7K1287), which are made with only one shelf. Equipped with solid brass trimmings. Made with steel lid which holds lid in two positions.

SIZES, NUMBERS AND PRICES WITH GALVANIZED LINING.

| No.  | Width Depth Height Ice Chamber Provision Ice Capacity Sheds Price |
|------|--------------|------------------|--------------|---------------|---------------|--------------|
| 7K1282 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |
| 7K1283 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |
| 7K1284 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |
| 7K1285 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |
| 7K1286 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |

SIZES, NUMBERS AND PRICES WITH WHITE ENAMEL LINING.

| No.  | Width Depth Height Ice Chamber Provision Ice Capacity Sheds Price |
|------|--------------|------------------|--------------|---------------|---------------|--------------|
| 7K1287 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |
| 7K1288 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |
| 7K1289 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |
| 7K1290 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |
| 7K1291 | 29 in. 17% in. 11 in. 11% x 10% 10% lbs. 111 lbs. 10% 10.5% |

SHELVES are made of genuine steel wire woven on heavy steel wire frame and heavily tinned. Ice rack made of galvanized steel bars welded together. After passing over the ice falls directly into provision compartments, displacing warmer and lighter air, forcing it up through the ice compartment, where it is purged and cooled. Insulation is made of odorless and tasteless lumber. Sanitary and economical. Has practical syphon drip cup. Insulation is the dead air space and non-conducting sheathing. Note special handle device for padlock, shown to left.

Handle and Lever are Easily Secured By Padlock

This is a Safe Guard Where Chest is Kept Outside.

This Refrigerator Has 3 Wire Shelves (Cut shows Four)

---

A REFRIGERATOR BARGAIN

This Is Constructed of Genuine Ash Lumber In Golden Oak Finish.
Take Your Choice of Galvanized Steel or Enamel Lining At Prices Below. Is Sanitary And Economical

ADJUSTABLE SHELVES are features of this Hartman refrigerator. These shelves are made of the same material as the body, being made of heavy steel. They are adjustable and can be set for any desired height. Each shelf is made of two pieces, which are fastened together by a clamp and glued to the body. The shelves are made to fit any size of refrigerator.

INSIDE CASE is of odorless and tasteless lumber, matched and clamped together, well nailed and glued and fastened to hardwood cleats, making it thoroughly air tight. Outside case is nailed and glued to cleats which bind the inside case, making one of the strongest and most durable refrigerators ever made. Finished in three coats of high quality filler and waterproof varnish, giving a handsome and serviceable finish. Provides with syphon drip cup. This prevents cold air from escaping through waste pipe. The insulation is the dead air space and non-conducting sheathing. Choice of galvanized or enamel lining at prices quoted.

$7.95
$16.95

A REFRIGERATOR BARGAIN

This Is Constructed of Genuine Ash Lumber In Golden Oak Finish.
Take Your Choice of Galvanized Steel or Enamel Lining At Prices Below. Is Sanitary And Economical

ADJUSTABLE SHELVES are features of this Hartman refrigerator. These shelves are made of the same material as the body, being made of heavy steel. They are adjustable and can be set for any desired height. Each shelf is made of two pieces, which are fastened together by a clamp and glued to the body. The shelves are made to fit any size of refrigerator.

A REFRIGERATOR BARGAIN

This Is Constructed of Genuine Ash Lumber In Golden Oak Finish.
Take Your Choice of Galvanized Steel or Enamel Lining At Prices Below. Is Sanitary And Economical

ADJUSTABLE SHELVES are features of this Hartman refrigerator. These shelves are made of the same material as the body, being made of heavy steel. They are adjustable and can be set for any desired height. Each shelf is made of two pieces, which are fastened together by a clamp and glued to the body. The shelves are made to fit any size of refrigerator.

A REFRIGERATOR BARGAIN

This Is Constructed of Genuine Ash Lumber In Golden Oak Finish.
Take Your Choice of Galvanized Steel or Enamel Lining At Prices Below. Is Sanitary And Economical

ADJUSTABLE SHELVES are features of this Hartman refrigerator. These shelves are made of the same material as the body, being made of heavy steel. They are adjustable and can be set for any desired height. Each shelf is made of two pieces, which are fastened together by a clamp and glued to the body. The shelves are made to fit any size of refrigerator.
EXTREMELY SANITARY. This high-class refrigerator is constructed in a very careful manner so as to make it very sanitary. It is easily cleaned, is odorless and most economical in ice consumption. If you can have a fine, baked-on WHITE ENAMEL LINED refrigerator of more than ordinary merit, send order for this one and we will send it on approval. If you are not satisfied in every way, you can return it at our expense.

STUDY THE ILLUSTRATION

Note every feature possessed by it, including lid holders, air space, waterproof lining, hardwood case, odorless lining, corrugated all metal ice cushion, a year to pay, drain pipe, patented drip cup.

OTHER FEATURES.

All lift lids are supplied with our patent lock stop. Hinges are all of genuine nickel plated brass and are heavy and thoroughly substantial. Wire shelves are provisioned with genuine galvanized iron ice chamber and are removable for cleaning. Wire shelves in provisions chamber are galvanized iron, lined, baked on white enamel, and are highly celebrated for cleaning purposes.

Look over the list of sizes shown here and decide what capacity refrigerator you will need out of your requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Ice Capacity</th>
<th>Size of Ice Chamber</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7K1424</td>
<td>29½ in.</td>
<td>28¾ in.</td>
<td>11½ in.</td>
<td>10 lbs.</td>
<td>15½x13½x10 in.</td>
<td>115 lbs.</td>
<td>$13.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7K1425</td>
<td>29½ in.</td>
<td>28¾ in.</td>
<td>13 in.</td>
<td>15 lbs.</td>
<td>16¾x13½x10½ in.</td>
<td>115 lbs.</td>
<td>$14.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7K1426</td>
<td>29½ in.</td>
<td>28¾ in.</td>
<td>13½ in.</td>
<td>20 lbs.</td>
<td>18½x13½x11 in.</td>
<td>125 lbs.</td>
<td>$16.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7K1427</td>
<td>29½ in.</td>
<td>28¾ in.</td>
<td>15 in.</td>
<td>30 lbs.</td>
<td>20¼x13½x11½ in.</td>
<td>125 lbs.</td>
<td>$18.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7K1428</td>
<td>29½ in.</td>
<td>28¾ in.</td>
<td>17 in.</td>
<td>50 lbs.</td>
<td>22x13½x12½ in.</td>
<td>135 lbs.</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Galvanized or Enamel Lined**

**IMPROVED NEW DESIGN**

**HARTMAN REFRIGERATORS**

Here's a Refrigerator that has been designed for economy of space allowing a great deal more room than many refrigerators of smaller design, yet costing as much as this one. It embodies the most improved scientific principle of cold, dry air circulation which has been proved the most perfect for working great ice economy. The provision keeps the cold air in the refrigerator and allows the warm air to escape out. We know that you will be well pleased with this fine refrigerator at low prices we quote below. Considering the sizes and measurements of various compartments higher prices than these figures would ordinarily be considered cheap for so fine an article.

It is made of panelled construction, a splendid quality of seasoned ash being used with a rich golden oak finish. It can be ordered either galvanized iron lining or white enamel lining according to price given below. When sending us your order, be sure to give the correct number, so that we will know the exact size to ship, and also whether you desire galvanized or white enamel lining. Be sure, also, to select a size that will be sufficiently large to fulfil your requirements. Hinges and locks are strong and durable and are made of genuine brass. Waste pipes are removable. Easy rolling casters are supplied.

**ASY TO CLEAN.** The provision chamber is fitted with wire shelves adjustable to different heights, thoroughly sanitary and guaranteed in every way. Both the ice chamber and the provision chamber have large front doors which is the most convenient construction known in the building of refrigerators. This is one of the biggest money-savers ever known in refrigerators, and it preserves the food perfectly, keeping an even temperature and consuming half the quantity of cold air that is usually necessary to produce proper results in large refrigerators. Order one and have an entire year to pay for it.

---

**SIZES, NUMBERS AND PRICES WITH GALVANIZED LINING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Provision Chamber</th>
<th>Ice Chamber</th>
<th>Ice</th>
<th>Shipment</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K256</td>
<td>36 in.</td>
<td>23 1/4 in.</td>
<td>13 3/4 in.</td>
<td>17 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>65 lbs.</td>
<td>10 in.</td>
<td>$31.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K257</td>
<td>36 in.</td>
<td>23 1/4 in.</td>
<td>13 3/4 in.</td>
<td>17 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>65 lbs.</td>
<td>10 in.</td>
<td>$31.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K258</td>
<td>36 in.</td>
<td>23 1/4 in.</td>
<td>13 3/4 in.</td>
<td>17 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>65 lbs.</td>
<td>10 in.</td>
<td>$31.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIZES, NUMBERS AND PRICES WITH WHITE ENAMEL LINING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Provision Chamber</th>
<th>Ice Chamber</th>
<th>Ice</th>
<th>Shipment</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K259</td>
<td>36 in.</td>
<td>23 1/4 in.</td>
<td>13 3/4 in.</td>
<td>17 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>65 lbs.</td>
<td>10 in.</td>
<td>$31.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K260</td>
<td>36 in.</td>
<td>23 1/4 in.</td>
<td>13 3/4 in.</td>
<td>17 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>65 lbs.</td>
<td>10 in.</td>
<td>$31.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K251</td>
<td>36 in.</td>
<td>23 1/4 in.</td>
<td>13 3/4 in.</td>
<td>17 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>65 lbs.</td>
<td>10 in.</td>
<td>$31.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXTRA LARGE HARTMAN REFRIGERATOR BARGAINS**

Galvanized or Enamel Lined

A WONDERFUL OFFERING

**MADE OF SOLID ASH** in all the sizes at the low prices quoted below. They are handsomely finished in a rich shade of golden. Only high grade materials are used in their construction and they are extra large refrigerators, heavily built, so as to stand extreme weights. Any size is remarkably durable. The trims, such as locks and hinges, are made of solid brass heavily nickel plated, and easy running casters are supplied. The ice racks are of galvanized steel, rigidly riveted together and of lasting quality. Ice chamber has front door and removable accessories in interior so as to be easily kept clean and sanitary. Construction of entire refrigerator is of panelled type and only well seasoned ash is used.

**THE SHELVES** are made of nickeled wire and easy to keep clean: they are adjustable and can be raised or lowered to suit the convenience of user. The provision chambers, both large and small, are so constructed that they at all times carry a perfect circulation of cold air, which fact alone assures you of an odorless box that will consume no ice and cut all high ice bills. Waste pipes are removable for cleaning. The insulation is of most satisfactory type, assuring the coldest air circulation at all times. You can order this splendid refrigerator lined with galvanized iron or elegant white enamel lining.

---

**SIZES, NUMBERS AND PRICES WITH GALVANIZED LINING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Hgt.</th>
<th>Wdth</th>
<th>Dpth</th>
<th>Small Provision Chamber</th>
<th>Large Provision Chamber</th>
<th>Ice Chamber</th>
<th>Ice Capacity</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K259</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14 in.</td>
<td>12 1/2 in. x 11 1/2 in.</td>
<td>13 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>12 lbs.</td>
<td>160 lbs.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K260</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14 in.</td>
<td>12 1/2 in. x 11 1/2 in.</td>
<td>13 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>12 lbs.</td>
<td>160 lbs.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K261</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14 in.</td>
<td>12 1/2 in. x 11 1/2 in.</td>
<td>13 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>12 lbs.</td>
<td>160 lbs.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIZES, NUMBERS AND PRICES WITH WHITE ENAMEL LINING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Hgt.</th>
<th>Wdth</th>
<th>Dpth</th>
<th>Small Provision Chamber</th>
<th>Large Provision Chamber</th>
<th>Ice Chamber</th>
<th>Ice Capacity</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K304</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14 in.</td>
<td>12 1/2 in. x 11 1/2 in.</td>
<td>13 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>12 lbs.</td>
<td>160 lbs.</td>
<td>$21.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K305</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14 in.</td>
<td>12 1/2 in. x 11 1/2 in.</td>
<td>13 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>12 lbs.</td>
<td>160 lbs.</td>
<td>$21.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K306</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14 in.</td>
<td>12 1/2 in. x 11 1/2 in.</td>
<td>13 in. x 12 1/8 in.</td>
<td>12 lbs.</td>
<td>160 lbs.</td>
<td>$21.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
White Porcelain LINED "MANHATTAN" REFRIGERATORS

IF YOU WANT SATISFACTION In a refrigerator you should select one from this page. In the building of our refrigerators many things have been considered in order to make them faultless in construction and appearance, and perfectly suited for your home and economical consuming of ice. There are many refrigerators on the market which present a handsome appearance, not too expensive in price, yet their construction is such that the quantity of ice required to keep the refrigerator at a desired degree of cold temperature amounts to two or three times the quantity required for our "Manhattan" Porcelain Lined Refrigerator of similar size and dimensions. Any refrigerator which requires an unnecessary quantity of ice will quickly create enough expense to make it a poor investment for the owner. Our "Manhattan" refrigerators produce a maximum of results at a minimum expense. Every housewife who has used our "Manhattan" refrigerator will admit it is more efficiently constructed, beautiful in appearance and is the most economical ice-user ever heard of.

IS WELL CONSTRUCTED. The cabinet is constructed of solid oak (smallest in a-sh), finished and polished to an expert standard, and fitted with solid brass knobs and hinges. The double walls are insulated with sea grass quilting and thin board shielding, one of the best insulations known. The ice chamber is lined with galvanized iron, having removable ice rack with a slotted pattern on another plate of the refrigerator section, removable drain pipe and safety trap; the wire mesh shelves are removable. An air-tight top lid fits and closed perfectly and is fitted with insulated galvanized interior extension panel.

SOLID OAK GENUINE PORCELAIN LINED. This refrigerator is constructed of solid oak in the two larger sizes and the smallest size is constructed of ash. In addition to the fact that it is one of the best refrigerators made, we sell it at a lower price than is often quoted by other concerns on refrigerators inferior to our "Manhattan." It is lined throughout with heavy porcelain with the exception of the ice chamber, which has an inner sheathing of galvanized sheet. Its scientific construction will save for the housewife a large portion of the ordinary ice bill.

SANITARY AND ODORLESS. This "Manhattan" white porcelain lined refrigerator is strictly sanitary and odorous, easily kept clean, pure, and fresh. Its solid white porcelaining, sanitary wire shelves, scientific cold air circulation make unlikelihood of an unnecessary amount of care is taken. Do not forget the sanitary wire shelves, which are perfectly clean and free from any odor. The solid white porcelain lined refrigerator is sanitary and odorless, making it the ideal choice for household use. It is absolutely guaranteed in every particular. Prices and sizes of the famous and most popular refrigerator are quoted below.

**WHITE PORCELAIN LINED, SOLID OAK REFRIGERATOR**

**OUR HIGHEST GRADE COMPARTMENT REFRIGERATOR**

PORCELAIN LINED. In our "Porcelain" Refrigerator we are offering dependable quality in the materials and making of this household necessary. The arrangement of the compartments is ideal. There's plenty of room provided for ice and provisions. Good value at prices quoted below. The provision chambers are lined with genuine porcelain for superior ice storage lining, from a sanitary point of view. Large compartment is equipped with nickel wire mesh, removable shelves; four shelves in the larger sizes and three shelves in the smaller sizes.

SCIENTIFICALLY BUILT. It has scientific heavy white porcelain lined walls with air-space and filling of sea grass quilting and straw board. The inferior cold-air circulation system which keeps the ice from melting rapidly and allows the provisions, makes this refrigerator much more popular in every way than the ordinary kind. These points are especially satisfactory to the housewife who has learned from experience that a refrigerator with ice rack and which can be readily cleaned is the most desirable. All odors cut off by the victims are absorbed by the cold air, which circulates throughout the provision chamber and are carried out through the waste pipe.

**THIS SOLID OAK BARGAIN WONDER** is very carefully constructed by men who are experienced in refrigerator making. The wood used is thoroughly seasoned and joined in a workmanlike manner, smoothly sanded and glass polished. The walls are extra thick, air and sea grass quilting insulated, the massive double thick doors fit perfectly at right and have solid oak stiles plated patented automatic catch and lock. Prices, sizes, etc., are quoted below.

**WILL CUT YOUR ICE BILLS** without the least effort, as the cold air, after passing over the ice, falls directly into the provision chamber, displacing the warmer and lighter air and forcing it up the sides as either end into the ice chamber, where by coming in contact with the ice, it is ruffled, cooled, and again falls, thus keeping up a constant circulation. This principle makes a wonderful economy in ice and insures absolute satisfaction in the preserving of foods.

---

**Catalogue Conversion**

**SOLID OAK: SIZES HAVE ONLY 3 SHELVES**
**VITAL FACTS ABOUT "REGENCY" STOVES**

**SECTIONAL TOP OF RANGE.**
A vital feature of the Regency range is the sectional design. The range is divided into sections, each with its own burners, providing flexibility and convenience in cooking.

**REDUCING LIDS, COVERS, CENTERS.**
Some of the burners have reducing lids that reduce the flame, making it easier to cook delicate dishes. Covers and centers are also available to protect the burners when not in use.

**Oven Measurings Are Given On Each Page.**
The dimensions of the oven are provided on every page, allowing users to plan their meals and dishes accordingly.

**LARGE AND ROOMY OVEN.**
The oven is large and spacious, accommodating a variety of dishes and allowing for multitasking in the kitchen.

**REMOVING RANGE FROM THE RANGE.**
The ranges can be removed from the base for easy cleaning and maintenance.

**OVEN THERMOMETER.**
A built-in thermometer ensures precise temperature control, ensuring that the food is cooked to perfection.

**TOASTING OR BROILING.**
This feature allows for quick and efficient toasting or broiling of breads, meats, and vegetables.

If You Wish a Stove to Serve the Double Purpose of Heating and Baking Order a Cast Iron Range or Cook Stove.
LARGE REMOVABLE FIRE POT
Our base burner fire pots are large, both at the top and bottom. They are extra heavy and strong and can be very easily removed by unlatching the strip across the front. All that is then necessary is to slide them out. To determine the size of the fire pot, measure full across the top from the outside to outside. These fire pots are of heavy cast iron.

"REGENCY" STOVE FOUNDRY "B."
The illustration above shows the plant where the famous "Regent" heaters are produced. Oak stoves, base burners and hot blast heaters are manufactured in this foundry by the most capable men in the stove industry.

We Recommend Base Burners of Capacities Listed under This Cut for Number of Rooms Indicated.

This Cut Depicts Both Hot and Cold Air Flue Construction of Base Burners, Showing the Way that the Air Travels in the Course of Heating.

HEAVY CORRUGATED BOWLS
This type is used on all styles of "Regent" oaks and hot blasts. It is a well proportioned fire pot. Notice the shape and groove. In ordering, be sure that you purchase a heater with fire pot large enough for your requirements. To obtain the correct measurements always take the measure from the outside to outside of the fire pot.


LARGE SELF-FEEDING MAGAZINE WITH AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE COVER A GREAT DEVICE

The grate has shaking ring as illustrated which clears outer portion of fire pot from clinkers and ashes, turning them into ash pan below. The result is a live fire, free from both clinkers and ashes.

AIR TIGHT SWEDGE JOINT
This construction found on better oak stoves.

YOU WILL OBSERVE the swedge joint illustrated to the left. Note how the steel drum is turned and clamped down by our famous swedge body construction. This forms an air tight joint. There are no fire pot bolts exposed to the direct fire, and consequently no burning off of rivets.

HOT BLAST TUBE
Saves 60% of Heat. Used on "Regent" Hot Blasts. ALL OF OUR "Regent" hot blast heating systems have been designed with the air from the top, forcing the fire and heat downward. By so doing there is actually a saving of about 69 per cent of the heat that ordinarily goes out the chimney. Another economical advantage is that any kind of fuel can be used without blinding the efficiency of the heater. The heat is intensified and the gases and smoke are entirely consumed.
A REMARKABLE STOVE FOR THE MONEY. WILL BURN COAL OR WOOD

Our “Superb” Regent Cook Stove, which we are offering at the wonderfully low price quoted, is a modern, up-to-date stove, from which you will get the utmost satisfaction. It is well made in the way “Regent” productions are all known to be turned out, with a very heavy cast bottom, firmly locked joints and well finished edges. The bottom is made for strength and durability, and is mounted on high legs for sanitation, making sweeping under stove very handy and easy. This construction makes it possible for the stove legs to carry many times the weight of the body and still remain very firm and rigid.

GREAT CARE IS GIVEN in the making of our stoves, to the man-

ufactured, and are a splendid value which each and every part is

made. Exceptional care is always given to castings, and the fitting of

the stove, as well as finish and ornamentation. No customer of ours ever

received a stove that has not passed a careful and rigid inspection.

Before any shipment leaves our plant, it must be found absolutely perfect

in every detail. With this great care and our broad, strong, legal guar-

antee as protection, you are sure to be well pleased in every way.

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW that we consider this a splendid value. It

is strictly a "HARTMAN" Bargain, and your experience in buying stoves at home will show you that such a

well made, large handsome Cook Stoves with so many features as are em-

ployed in the manufacturing of our "Superb" Re-ent are not usual in cook

stoves at these prices. And, don't lose sight of the fact that this stove can

be had on approval, and it must give complete satisfaction or you may send

it back.

THE DETAILS of this stove have received every con-

sideration at the factory. The most valu-

able points are as follows:

The handy pocke- feed door as shown on end of

stove, well proportioned oval

firebox, with very heavy castings; sliding and swing-

ing grate works exceptionally well with either wood or coal. Observe

the outside oven shelf, top shelf, kicke, heavy covers and centers; cut

in cooking centers and center rest, in fact, you will find every

essential necessary to make a first class stove. Pouch feed permits easy

work, to stove without removing cooking utensils on top. Oven

door opener is operated by a

slight pressure of the foot.

CASTINGS of our "Superb" Regent

cook stoves are handsomely brought out in an

ornamental recope pattern very much prefer-

red by our customers. The design, which is

very pleasing, adds grace and beauty to this

model and is held in strict accordance with the

balance of the stove. It is very neat in appear-

ance, serviceable and easily cleaned, and stoves

usually selling at our low prices quoted below seldom

have such rich designing. This model shows clearly our

ability to offer wondrous values.

BURNS COAL OR WOOD. Flat grates for

well building wood or coal are furnished with all sizes of our "Superb"

Regent. Fuel may be supplied by either the pouch

feed or swinging feed door. When ordering your

stove be sure to order a size plenty large enough

to fill your needs, as a small stove is more expen-

tive to maintain than a large size in propor-

tion to the results obtained.

YOU CAN ORDER A RESERVOIR as shown in il-

ustration, fitted to the largest size only. Reservoir

is made with heavy cast iron

with white porcelain lining. When stove is not

equipped with reservoir a large extension end shelf, as shown in lower illustration, is fitted. Bear in

mind when ordering, that the two smaller sizes of our "Superb"

are furnished with reservoir.

Return Flue Construction

Bailed Ash Pan Furnished Free

Our "Superb" Regent Without

Reservoir.

Return Flue Construction

Bailed Ash Pan Furnished Free

Our "Superb" Regent Without

Reservoir.

Return Flue Construction

Bailed Ash Pan Furnished Free

Our "Superb" Regent Without

Reservoir.
A Great Achievement

IS “Improved Winner Regent”

THE IMPROVED WINNER is not constructed to take either a water front or water coil, but should you desire to heat with water, you can secure this cook stove with reservoir and flue. It is not the larger sizes, a reservoir not being advisable for the smallest size. It has a Duplex grate in all sizes. Possesses single flue combustion, double flue construction for larger sizes. Its style is shown in the large illustration below, and being taken from an actual photograph of the stove itself, conveys its attractive lines and pleasing appearance. We particularly urge you to order a size that is sufficiently large to fulfill your requirements, as too small a stove is more expensive to maintain in proportion than a larger one. At the bottom of the page we show a schedule of sizes covering all important measurements. Look them over carefully.

Refer To Page 1 For Our Liberal Credit Terms

AN ALL CAST IRON COOK STOVE WITH STRONG CAST OVEN

HEAVY JOINTED TOP. The “Improved Winner Regent” has a very heavy jointed top with good heavy centers and centers. It is supplied with removable hearth slide, large ash pan and strong, bright, French design, cast iron legs. When furnished without the reservoir, it is fitted with a neat end shelf, hearth door convenient for poking fire.

CONSTRUCTED throughout of best northern and southern pig iron. All castings are smooth and every particle of material is the best run of gray iron. The result of using very in the three larger sizes and double flue combustion for larger sizes. Its style is shown in the large illustration below, and being taken from an actual photograph of the stove itself, conveys its attractive lines and pleasing appearance. We particularly urge you to order a size that is sufficiently large to fulfill your requirements, as too small a size is more expensive to maintain in proportion than a larger one. At the bottom of the page we show a schedule of sizes covering all important measurements. Look them over carefully.

RETURN, FREE CONSTRUCTION

IS MADE to meet the demand for a fine and durable, low priced stove. It has many improved features that cannot be thoroughly appreciated until this number is placed in actual usage. The workmanship throughout is far better than you would expect in a stove at these prices. In fact it is of the kind of a stove that in every way you would be proud to have in your kitchen. Although the design plain it is strikingly handsome.

THE OVEN as explained above, is made of cast iron, which adds to its durability, rigidity and consequent lasting qualities. Possesses two doors, one on each side, and is fitted with even rack. The fine construction around the oven is such that it is exposed to even heat on all sides, making it practicable for baking and roasting.

THE FIRE BOX is made just right, being large and heavy. The heavy lining and thorough ventilation insures long life to the parts which are directly exposed to the fire. The porthole enables you to put coal into this stove without disturbing the utensils which are kept conveniently to hand.

Bailed Ash Pan Furnished Free

NICKELED PARTS. The nicked parts are on the oven door name plate and the Alaska handles used on the porthole, door, fire door and oven door. These and just enough brass to enhance the appearance of this cook stove. Is supplied with a “Kicker” for opening oven door with ease of use. In every way it is a typical Hartman value.

Oven Opens From Both Sides

Does Not Take Water From Or Water Coil

RESERVOIR is of the en- cased type, and can be secured with three larger sizes at the prices quoted below. The reservoir tank is porcelain lined, can be lifted out easily and can be set into a cast iron casing, fitted with black japanned top lids. In thoroughly rust proof, and has a fly damper to turn on or off the heat. With this stove reservoir is practically indistinguishable.

IMPORTANT. Although we use the “Improved Winner Regent” under No. S1K133, we wish you to bear in mind that we offer this size for one reason only—namely, that others do. It is not a practical size, as no stove having an oven as small as this will prove satisfactory. We urge you to order one of our larger sizes for the greatest measure of satisfaction.

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
You Get Excellent Service

WITH THE "Favorite" Regent Cook Stove

On this page we offer our celebrated "Favorite" Regent Cook Stove, which, when compared with stoves sold by others at similar prices, will prove our claims of splendid value-giving. This is itself gives you a convincing conception of the splendid buying and selling advantage of this concern.

SOME FEATURES of our "Favorite" Regent are: The heavily ground and fitted, which assures great strength and durability; useful flue lever for opening oven door, which is a great convenience; when one has her hands full of utensils and wishes to open the oven door, the operation consisting of a simple touch of the hand to a handy touch feed for supplying fuel while top of stove is occupied. The "Favorite" has a return flue construction that gives good results.

BURNS WOOD OR COAL. Flat grates are installed in our "Favorite" Regent Cook Stoves and will burn either coal or wood. Grates are exceptionally well made, being cast of durable materials. The firebox is of oval shape, thus doing away with all dead corners. Every little detail in the construction of these parts has been carefully watched, with the result that the finished product is a model in value-giving at our low price.

Does Not Take Water Coil or Front

OTHER POINTS of our "Favorite" Regent are the large hearth door, with a convenient slide shutter and embossing; correct draft at all times; and making possible a quick, hot fire: full sliding cast iron top ash-pit, which also serves as a very handy shelf, and heavy covers and centers.

A QUALITY STOVE in every detail is what we intend this model to be, and a wonder for the money you pay. It is thoroughly a high grade article, and we would be pleased to ship you one on approval without having you assume any risk whatever. You will find our system a mighty easy way to comfortably furnish your home and pay in a way that your money will never be missed. If you have no account with us, you had best open one now, and get what you need, taking advantage of our long time payment plan.

YOUR CREDIT is a most valuable asset and you should establish it with "Hartman" before you attempt to buy any furnishings for your home. From us, you get quality merchandise with long, liberal credit, and our positive assurance of satisfaction or your money back. Under our system there is no skimping or saving to get what you need. Just buy it and pay for it as you go along, in small, easy payments. Leave the measuring up to us, and you will find that you need less money than you expected.

Our "Favorite" Regent will save you money.

NOTE: Smallest Size "FAVORITE" Listed Has Full 15x17 1/2 Inch Oven.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Number of Kids</th>
<th>Four 8 In. Width</th>
<th>Four 8 In. Depth</th>
<th>Four 8 In. Height</th>
<th>Oven Size, Inches</th>
<th>Cooking Top, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Size of Pipe Collar, Inches</th>
<th>Height to Cooking Top, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
<th>Price Without Reservoir</th>
<th>Price With Reservoir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REGENT</td>
<td>Four 8 In.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25 lbs.</td>
<td>$13.85</td>
<td>$13.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGENT</td>
<td>Four 8 In.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25 lbs.</td>
<td>$13.85</td>
<td>$13.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This stove is roomy and is a perfect baker, with all mountings carefully ground and fitted, which assures great strength and durability. It is made of heavy cast iron, which has been burnished to perfection. The grate is heavy cast iron and is designed to function efficiently. The stove is equipped with a damper for easy control of heat. The oven is large and provides ample space for baking. The stove also includes a water reservoir, which helps maintain a consistent temperature and prevents the stove from overheating. The stoves are available in several sizes, allowing for customization based on the needs of the customer. The stoves are also designed to be easy to clean, with easy-to-access parts.
A Triumph in Cook Stoves

In the "Triumph" Regent, we offer a superior cook stove at true bargain prices. It is, in every way a typical Hartman value; because it gives to our patrons every possible benefit which our mammoth purchasing power could secure. In ordering it, be sure to select a size that will prove large enough for your requirements. It's to your advantage in the long run.

THESE POINTS make the "Triumph" a very desirable, practical cooking stove. It is equipped with improved Duplex grates, for burning either coal or wood. The swing tea shelf is very handy; and, being silver nickled, helps to brighten up the stove, as do the other nickel parts, shown in the illustration. You can order it either with or without the reservoir, as quoted at the bottom of this page. Has strong, double doors on the oven.

**FLUE PLAN**

of heat distribution is of highly efficient type. By the return flue construction the heat from the fire box reaches every part of the oven, giving an even, perfect circulation. Thus satisfactory baking results are assured the purchaser of the "Triumph."

**Oven Opens From Both Sides**

Bailed Ash Pan Furnished Free

**THE OVEN IS STRONG.** The reinforcing iron in the oven bottom adds strength and life to the stove. This oven is made of strong cast iron. It comes in the sizes quoted below. Be sure to give correct number, according to the size oven that you require. The 20-inch oven will comfortably accommodate four 8-inch pie plates.

**THE NICKELED PARTS** embrace the oven door shelf, foot lever or "kicker" for opening oven door, door panel, ash catch, tea pot stand, feed door handle and towel bar. These are all heavily plated with bright silver nickel. They set off this stove without being overlv lavish and "gaudy" in appearance. In fact, the nickel trimmings are so well distributed that the "Triumph" will prove to be an ornament in any home as well as an article of practical usefulness.

**THE IMPORTANCE of a stove can not be overestimated in the home.** That is why it is to your interest to consider this vital matter very carefully. If you order the "Triumph", you will obtain one of the very best cook stoves on the market for the money. We make this strong statement because we feel confident of its great merit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Number and Size of Lids</th>
<th>Own Size, Inches</th>
<th>Size of Cooking Top including Reservoir, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Height of Stove to Floor, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight Without Reservoir, Lbs.</th>
<th>Price with Reservoirs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SK1152</td>
<td>Four 8-inch</td>
<td>15 5/8 x 15 5/16 x 17 7/8</td>
<td>38 x 21 1/2 x 21 3/4</td>
<td>14 1/2 x 6 1/2</td>
<td>14 6-inch</td>
<td>26 1/2-in.</td>
<td>210 lbs.</td>
<td>$93.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1153</td>
<td>Four 10-inch</td>
<td>19 1/2 x 19 1/2 x 19 1/2</td>
<td>46 x 21 1/2 x 21 3/4</td>
<td>14 6-inch</td>
<td>14 6-inch</td>
<td>28 1/4-in.</td>
<td>245 lbs.</td>
<td>$125.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1354</td>
<td>Four 6-inch</td>
<td>15 5/8 x 15 5/16 x 17 7/8</td>
<td>38 x 21 1/2 x 21 3/4</td>
<td>14 1/2 x 6 1/2</td>
<td>14 6-inch</td>
<td>26 1/2-in.</td>
<td>210 lbs.</td>
<td>$93.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1355</td>
<td>Four 8-inch</td>
<td>19 1/2 x 19 1/2 x 19 1/2</td>
<td>46 x 21 1/2 x 21 3/4</td>
<td>14 6-inch</td>
<td>14 6-inch</td>
<td>28 1/4-in.</td>
<td>245 lbs.</td>
<td>$125.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Steel Cooker And Baker
ORDER THE
“Prime” Regent
AT THESE PRICES
BURNS WOOD, COKE, COBS — IN FACT ANYTHING COMBUSTIBLE

BURNS COAL, WOOD, COKE, COBS OR ANYTHING being equipped with our heavy substantial duplex grate. Another noticeable feature is the handy pouch feed. By using this pouch feed to supply fuel, it does not become necessary to remove articles that are on the top of the stove. This is a great help and saves many fingers and hands, which otherwise may become burnt in moving hot pots to supply fuel by top feed.

STEEL BASE. A strong steel base, supported by well-designed high legs, is supplied. It is well constructed of serviceable material, and is very easy to clean under. The front legs are beautifully nickelated and fit perfectly tight and rigid, thereby making the base capable of carrying twice the weight of the body. The base of a stove is one of the many important parts to be watched when constructing high grade models, and any of our stoves with a base will be found to be very secure and firm.

THE BODY is of blue polished steel, made with large cooking holes, heavy top covers and long and short centers. The 4-piece sectional top is substantial in construction and is well jointed. The hot air flues are of good size, from which satisfactory results can be obtained. All parts exposed to fire are lined with asbestos board, and this fact alone insures long life to the stove. The fire box is large, well made and arranged to give the greatest possible heat with minimum consumption of fuel. The front slide draft, opposite grate bars, is of great value in starting fires, as it gives the required draft to fire box. Cast iron feed pouch, end draft door and frame. Possesses efficient return flue construction.

THE RESERVOIR is one of the latest improved contact types. Either size can be supplied with reservoir when desired. In ordering state whether wanted with or without reservoir. On our “Prime” steel cooker the reservoir front is of east iron with neat etched design. The top fits flush to main top of stove, thereby adding greatly to space for pans, etc. The water tank is heavily galvanized and thoroughly sanitary. A lid cover is used on this reservoir which allows it to be easily cleaned and to give the utmost satisfaction.

THE TRIMMINGS are of nickel plate, being highly burnished, making a very strikingly handsome stove. The following parts are furnished nickelized: The front band, ash door, drop fire box door, oven door frame, oven door panel, oven door handle, as well as front legs. These parts are very carefully and well nickelized, so as not to tarnish, and are easily cleaned.

THE "QUICK BAKE" OVEN has an asbestos protection, insuring steady temperature, and acts as a preventive against burning out. It is equipped with an air valve, drop door with gravity handle and operated by a spring. The door, when lowered, can be used conveniently for a rest or shelf to set articles on, when taking them out, or placing them in oven. A rack is also furnished which makes it possible to raise or lower articles in oven, to get more or less heat. A good strong catch is provided to hold door fast. Oven is of re-inforced steel.

Sectional 4-Piece Top

No Water
Front Or Water
Can Be
Furnished With This Stove

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Size of Lid</th>
<th>Oven Size, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoirs</th>
<th>Height to Cooking Top</th>
<th>Weight of Oven</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K1355 Four 6 inch</td>
<td>16 16 16 16</td>
<td>16 17 17 17</td>
<td>16 17 17 17</td>
<td>7-inch 7-inch 28-inch 28-inch</td>
<td>155 lbs 155 lbs 155 lbs 155 lbs</td>
<td>40 lbs 40 lbs 40 lbs 40 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1356 Four 8 inch</td>
<td>21 21 21 21</td>
<td>21 21 21 21</td>
<td>21 21 21 21</td>
<td>7-inch 7-inch 28-inch 28-inch</td>
<td>155 lbs 155 lbs 155 lbs 155 lbs</td>
<td>40 lbs 40 lbs 40 lbs 40 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**“DUKE” REGENT**

Cast Iron Cook Stove
BURNS COAL OR WOOD

Made of Best Southern Gray Pig Iron
Accurately Cast, Bolted and Joined

The Best
You Can
Get At
Our Very
Low Price

**YOU ARE ADVISED TO ORDER A STOVE THAT IS LARGE ENOUGH FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS**

A Real Bargain
That You Will Do Well to
Consider Before Buying

**NICKEL TRIMMED.**

Stove is mostly nickel trimmed; the nickel parts are: Kicker, oven door panel, front door plate, towel rod, lifter, shaker, oven shelf, reservoir plate, tea pot shelf. This metal is heavily plated with good quality burnished nickel silver, which should not tarnish from the heat.

**DETAILS.** Our “Duke” Regent has the latest improved Duplex grate for burning coal or wood. It is made of the heavy Southern gray pig iron, carefully cast, bolted and joined. It is mounted on a heavy cast base, carefully ground and fitted, making it possible to carry great weight. A large pouch feed is supplied, as is a full sliding hearth. Oven door is equipped with handy foot lever opener, a feature welcomed by women because of its convenience in opening oven door quickly and easily, by the slight pressure of the foot. The cast iron oven is large and furnished with a rack. The very convenient ash door has a sliding draft register. A large ash pit and wood and fuel feed door, for use when burning wood, are also constructed in this model. The top is supplied with long short centers and equipped with towel rod and tea pot stand.

**WHAT YOU PAY FOR** when you buy a Regent stove, is a low price for good materials and skilled workmanship and a moderate sum above this which we add as our reasonable profit. You don’t pay one penny for traveling men’s expenses and salaries and jobbers’ and dealers’ profits, as you do when you buy a stove of your local dealer; you don’t pay the additional profit that many retail catalog houses add to the profit of the stove makers from whom they buy. You save all this, and you have the additional advantage of a convenient credit account.

**YOU SHOULD NOT OVERLOOK** the convenience of credit plan of ours. We refer you to the liberal terms quoted on Page 1 upon which our “Duke” Regent can be purchased. Thus, bear in mind, that no matter how low the price, each and every article sold by “Hartman” is covered by our Legal Guarantees. We have satisfied a vast range of customers, and they know that if it is from “Hartman” it is right. Their continued patronage is the best proof.

**WE WANT YOU TO ORDER** a “Duke” Regent cook stove and have it delivered to you on our approval plan. You’ll find it a mighty fine stove, and by opening an account with us you will have a long time to pay for it, in small easy payments. We will be glad to assume all risk of pleasing you. We will save you big money when buying and we will trust you for anything you need to comfortably and completely furnish your home.

**HAS POUCH FEED AND DUPLEX GRATES**

The grates fitted with our “never-break” Duplex grates, which when reversed from one position to another form a surface for burning wood or coal. The firebox is wide and shallow and requires little fuel. It is fitted with pouch feed with Alaska nickel lid handle. This rich appearing cook stove is highly recommended by us, will give many years of satisfaction and comes to you fully covered by our Legal Guarantee. Sheet iron construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Number and Size of lids</th>
<th>Size of Stove, inches</th>
<th>Cooking Top, inches</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, inches</th>
<th>Pipe Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Height to Cook. Top, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight Without Reservoir</th>
<th>Shipping Weight With Reservoir</th>
<th>Price Without Reservoir</th>
<th>Price With Reservoir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K155</td>
<td>Four Rim</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24 x 28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>235 lbs</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>$17.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K155</td>
<td>Four Rim</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24 x 28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>235 lbs</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>$17.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K155</td>
<td>Four Rim</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24 x 28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>235 lbs</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>$17.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K155</td>
<td>Four Rim</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24 x 28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>235 lbs</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>$17.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Beautiful Cook Stove
High Grade
In Every Respect
And Sold to You
Under Our Ironclad Legal Guarantee

THE RESERVOIR is supplied with all three sizes or can be left off, as shown in the small picture. It is made of heavy cast iron—cast in a pleasing design and in white porcelain lined, which cannot be chipped, cracked or chipped or cracked off. It is removable. The heating of reservoir is operated by an extra large fire with damper, and water may be very quickly heated to about 170 degrees. The table above, gives you full information as to sizes, prices, etc., of “Duke” cook stoves.

**SHIPPED TO YOU ON APPROVAL**

Bailed Air
**Furnished Free**
"FAME" REGENT

Celebrated Steel Cook Stove
AMARVELfor the MONEY

Large Square Oven Has Spring Balanced Drop Door With Glass Panel

**RECESSED HEATERS**

Order our

Stoves
to suit

Large

enough

FIRES AND RANGES

**FIREBOX IS LARGE** and is properly constructed with correct ventilation, which gives it the power to stand great heat without burning out or warping the linings. It is equipped with heavy duplex grate, which can be turned or bored either or coal, the change operation being easily accomplished from the outside. When grate is turned up and end linings removed, the firebox is prepared for wood fire. It has handy peep hole with slide draft damper. By using this peep hole you can supply fuel without removing any articles on the top of the stove. There is also another slide draft damper when starting a fire because of the direct draft it creates, and it also is helpful when poking the fire.

**NICKELED PARTS** are all high- ly polished and are effective ornamental. The silver lustre of these fine nickel trims, which assures satisfactory results. In order to avoid warping, the top is made very heavy. The parts that are exposed to fire, are lined with asbestos board and this feature, too, gives great length of duration to the life of the stove, everything is so built to insure its giving the greatest possible heat on a minimum consumption of fuel.

**A STRONG BASE.** Built of steel and supported by high, neatly designed, cast legs. Easy to keep floor under and around stove clean. Legs fit tight and make base firm. Great importance is attached to base of stove, for it base is built to be as high as possible, entire stove's stability is insured. Any of our stoves resting on bases are very rigid.

**SQUARE OVEN** is equipped with the usual spring balanced drop door, in which is fitted a center partition containing a glass section. Very convenient to see inside of oven. Latter has an asbestos lining, which prevents burning out and which insures even temperature. Is made of heavy gauge steel, reinforced with cast iron brace. Rack in oven is adjustable and can be raised or lowered to place articles so that they get more or less heat. Oven door has wood handle and strong catch.

**RESERVOIR** can be supplied for either size and is of galvanized iron, contact type. A contact reservoir is very desirable, for it is a fact that this style heats water with desirable results. The front panel is of cast iron and has neatly patterned design of casting. Top fits flush to main top of stove and has sinkable cover, which gives easy access to inside of reservoir for keeping it clean and sanitary. When a reservoir is ordered it gives additional space to top of stove for placing pots, pans, etc. When no reservoir is desired, stove comes equipped with shelf as shown in small illustration below. The "Fame" is not constructed to take either water front or wa- ter coil for heating water in a kitchen pressure boiler.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number and Size of Lids</th>
<th>Oven Size, Inches</th>
<th>Cooking Top, In</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Height to Cooking Top, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight Without Reservoir, Lbs</th>
<th>Price Without Reservoir</th>
<th>Price with Reservoir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Width</td>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>Width</td>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four 8 in.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>211/4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four 8 in.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>211/4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"FAME" REGENT Without Hot Water Reservoir

Bailed Ash Pan Furnished Free
The "Economy Regent" Range

Is a Stove That Warrants Its Name

Sheet
Flue
Construction
Liftout
Porcelain
Lined
Reservoir
Tank
Has
Duplex
Grate
For
Coal or
Wood

See Page 1 for Terms

Cast Iron
Base.
Reinforced
Steel Oven

If You
Wish To
Heat Water
In A
Kitchen Pressure
Boiler, Order A
Water Coil, Price $2.50

Bailed Ash
Pan Furnished Free

ORDER IT IN YOUR
CHOICE OF 3 SIZE
AND 4 STYLES A
THE PRICES QUOTE

EFFICIENCY was the keynote in the construction of this range. This standard
required for the materials used in the manufacture of our stoves. We are
the only mass production, knowing that our patrons would desire a low price, we figured the "Economy Regent" range of this kind. Therefore the unusual bis
found in this model.

FEATURES. The duplex grate used is of the and will burn
coal or wood. Fire box is of a sufficient size to
the fire, but for the best results we urge you
of the larger sizes. Has steel free
construction. Reservoir can be supplied if desired. Has a
porcelain-lined hit-out tank of 14-quarts capacity.
Large double pressure boiler instead of reservoir coil, $2.50.

ECONOMY REGENT

NO BOther removing utensils
from the stove in order to place fuel in the "Economy Regent." The pouch feed does away with
this annoyance. The top on each size has six 1-inch holes. This top is con-
structed in sections, firmly bolted together, thus reducing the possibility of
breakage through expansion of heat and consequent contraction. We furnish
shaker, litter and bailed ash pan free with the purchase of this range. Order
this stove for complete satisfaction in
every way.

NICKEL TRIMMINGS are brilliant
of lasting quality. They are liberally distributed throughout, giving
this model an attractive appearance. They embrace the following: Warming closet
bars, ends and name plate, brackets, tea pot shelves, towel rod, oven door
name plate, oven shelf, hearth band, and door handles as shown. Large slide
draft damper makes starting of fire
a "snap" and also is handy for regulating
 drafts. Draft register in pipe enables you
to check heat around the oven.

THE OVEN is a
piece of beauty,
strong, and priced
at $25.95. The base is constructed of heavy cast iron set in
high cast iron legs, as trated. This sanitary
condition should appeal to you, as you can place your dish or pan on it with ease.

End plates are heavy and the legs are heavy and carry more than
weight of this range.

You are advised to order a stove
THAT IS LARGE ENOUGH FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

CATALOGUE PAGE 354

HARTMAN'S
FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO

PRICE LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog No.</th>
<th>Number and Size of Lids</th>
<th>Oven Size, Inches</th>
<th>Size of Cooking Top Including Reservoir, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Size of Pipe Collar, Inches</th>
<th>Height to Cooking Top, Inches</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price with T-Sheaf and Reservoir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>881362</td>
<td>16 x 18 8-In.</td>
<td>16 18 x 18</td>
<td>40 x 40</td>
<td>11 7 6</td>
<td>14 6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>136 lbs</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
<td>$39.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>881363</td>
<td>16 x 18 8-In.</td>
<td>16 18 x 18</td>
<td>40 x 40</td>
<td>11 7 6</td>
<td>14 6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>136 lbs</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
<td>$39.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>881364</td>
<td>16 x 18 8-In.</td>
<td>16 18 x 18</td>
<td>40 x 40</td>
<td>11 7 6</td>
<td>14 6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>136 lbs</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
<td>$39.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>881365</td>
<td>16 x 18 8-In.</td>
<td>16 18 x 18</td>
<td>40 x 40</td>
<td>11 7 6</td>
<td>14 6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>136 lbs</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
<td>$39.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>881366</td>
<td>16 x 18 8-In.</td>
<td>16 18 x 18</td>
<td>40 x 40</td>
<td>11 7 6</td>
<td>14 6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>136 lbs</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
<td>$39.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The "Daisy" Regent Cast Range
A Bargain For The Money

$22.65

Quick Cooker and Baker

The body is made throughout of heavy, smooth, Southern yellow cast iron, carefully cast together and brazed in such a manner as to make the range almost impervious. It is mounted on a massive cast iron high back, giving positive sliding heart.

The fire box of this range has been worked out by designers of long experience. The height, width, and depth have been made exactly right for the most rapid baking possible with economical use of fuel. Particularly note should be made of the insulated linings, which are made extra heavy and will last many years. Furnished with finished lid.

The Grates. Our "Daisy" Regent is fitted with celebrated Duplex grates. The grate is made of a very substantial, perfect working grate. It is made of heavy, non-conducting materials. With Duplex grate coal or wood may be used.

Nickel Trimings. This "Daisy" Regent is fitted with Duplex grate, cast iron trimings. It is made of a very substantial, perfect working grate. It is made of heavy, non-conducting materials. With Duplex grate coal or wood may be used.

Quick Baking Oven. Guaranteed to give the utmost satisfaction for speed and accurate baking and roasting. The large oven is the most important of the fine features of our "Daisy" Regent range. It has large back flue and the flue plan of best distribution insures perfect baking results, regardless of what fuel is used. The oven door swings out with an instant action, providing a large surface for baking, making it possible to place large quantities of food in the oven easily.

The Thermometer. We furnish our "Daisy" Regent with a thoroughly reliable oven thermometer. It is an accurate heat indicator, a great convenience and a recognized feature in all good ranges.

To get Hot Water from a Pressure Boiler. This range has a pressure boiler, which can be easily put into the fire box by removing the back end and front front flues. The price of this water cell is $2.50.
THE IMPROVED "GEM" REGENT

ON A BASE of steel, securely and well fitted to high cast legs, this range is raised to the proper height to harmonize with its well-proportioned lines. There is a sanitary feature to this construction also, as the high legs enable you to clean under stove with ease. The base is extremely durable, being constructed to hold a far greater weight than that of the body. The essentials of a good appearing, smooth finished range have been carried out in the base as well as the body of this stove.

A Cast Iron Range With Steel High Closet

6-HOLE TOP of this Improved "Gem" Regent is made in sections firmly bolted together. By this system of construction, breakage caused by expansion of heat, is reduced to a minimum. A large pouch feed for outdoor fuel without removing utensile (which may be in use on the cooking holes), is located on the end of this range and is always welcome for the easy manner it affords to supply fuel. You can order this range with or without high closet and with or without reservoir at bargain prices quoted.

Fitted With Thermometer In Oven Door.

A WATER COIL may be furnished at $2.50 extra if you desire to heat water in a kitchen pressure boiler. See page of stove sizes, etc. Plenty hot water, however, is always ready if ordered with cast iron or steel reservoir. Outer casing is of durable cast iron, while removable inner tank is porcelain.

NICKEL TRIMMINGS

include the following: Fire door and handle, screw draft, ash door handle, top band, oven door handle corners, high closet brackets, tea shelves, warming closet door, panel and handle, warming closet bands and ends. These trimmings are of well burnished nickel and add greatly to the beauty of the Improved "Gem" Regent.

Can Be Ordered With Or Without High Closet Or Reservoir.

Duplex Grate

Burns Coal or Wood.

STEEL OVEN made of gauge sheet steel. The drop spring balance oven door is very useful when lowered, serving as a large shelf. An accurate thermometer is fitted in oven door. Oven is fully protected from direct heat of fire, eliminating the possibility of its burning out. Bottom is of one piece braced construction.

DUPLEX GRATE with which the fire box is fitted, burns either coal or wood. Fire box is large and oblong in shape and given necessary draft through the sliding side draft which is directly opposite grate bars. Fire construction. Accessories include shaker, lifter, ash pan and thermometer.

Bailed Ash Pan Furnished Free

For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue
THE "CAPITAL" REGENT RANGE

The "Chiclet" Regent Range. By a simple turn of the stove crank Duplex grate can be converted to use wood or coal. Refer to introductory stove pages for details of its construction and operation. A large pouch feed is provided for putting in coal. The slidedraft gives free access to the grate. Fitted with strong hinges; possesses practical sheet flue construction.

End Shelf Is Supplied When Ordered Without Reservoir

THE OVEN is built so that it should not warp or buckle and is well braced. Wire oven rack is furnished. Oven door is a spring balanced, drop type forming a shelf when lowered. No clean-out door below oven. Cast iron door, ash pit door and frame below, also cast iron reservoir check. Body constructed of polished blue steel.

The "Chiclet" Regent Range. By a simple turn of the stove crank Duplex grate can be converted to use wood or coal. Refer to introductory stove pages for details of its construction and operation. A large pouch feed is provided for putting in coal. The slide draft gives free access to the grate. Fitted with strong hinges; possesses practical sheet flue construction.

End Shelf Is Supplied When Ordered Without Reservoir

THE OVEN is built so that it should not warp or buckle and is well braced. Wire oven rack is furnished. Oven door is a spring balanced, drop type forming a shelf when lowered. No clean-out door below oven. Cast iron door, ash pit door and frame below, also cast iron reservoir check. Body constructed of polished blue steel.

THE "CAPITAL" REGENT RANGE

The "Chiclet" Regent Range. By a simple turn of the stove crank Duplex grate can be converted to use wood or coal. Refer to introductory stove pages for details of its construction and operation. A large pouch feed is provided for putting in coal. The slide draft gives free access to the grate. Fitted with strong hinges; possesses practical sheet flue construction.

End Shelf Is Supplied When Ordered Without Reservoir

THE OVEN is built so that it should not warp or buckle and is well braced. Wire oven rack is furnished. Oven door is a spring balanced, drop type forming a shelf when lowered. No clean-out door below oven. Cast iron door, ash pit door and frame below, also cast iron reservoir check. Body constructed of polished blue steel.

THE "CAPITAL" REGENT RANGE

The "Chiclet" Regent Range. By a simple turn of the stove crank Duplex grate can be converted to use wood or coal. Refer to introductory stove pages for details of its construction and operation. A large pouch feed is provided for putting in coal. The slide draft gives free access to the grate. Fitted with strong hinges; possesses practical sheet flue construction.

End Shelf Is Supplied When Ordered Without Reservoir

THE OVEN is built so that it should not warp or buckle and is well braced. Wire oven rack is furnished. Oven door is a spring balanced, drop type forming a shelf when lowered. No clean-out door below oven. Cast iron door, ash pit door and frame below, also cast iron reservoir check. Body constructed of polished blue steel.
THE "SPECIAL" REGENT
Polished Steel Range With High Closet

Has
Duplex
Grate.
Sheet
Flue
Construction.
Rein-
forced
Steel
Oven.

Liberal
Nickel
Trim-
nings

Bailed
Ash
Pan
Finish
Free

Four Piece
Sectional Top.
Cast Iron
Reservoir
Cheek
With
Nickel-plated
Panel

Your
Choice
of
Three
Sizes.
Shaker
and
Lifter
Included

MASSIVE STEEL BASE is substantially constructed, being fitted to high legs and made to carry extreme weight. In buying a range, it is not alone the most important feature to determine how the stove looks, for most stoves look alike in pictures. What will the result be? How will it cook, bake and roast? Whom are we buying it from? These are all equally important factors to be observed. We don't want you to take any risk at all. Let us take the risk and then you can find out about the other things. This is one of the things that we are always trying to do. We are always trying to do what you want us to do. We are always trying to do it correct. We are always trying to do it right. We are always trying to do it well. We are always trying to do it better.

THE NICKELED PARTS are all highly burnished and plated with fine grade silver nickel. They are liberally distributed and give it just as fine a "flash" as more expensive stoves. The nickeled parts include: the front strip and front door, oven door frame and panel, ash pit door, fire door, towel bar, ornament on reservoir, tea pot shelf, high closet brackets, warming closet name plate, bands and ends.

Roomy steel high closet is made of fine polished steel, and the roll front is accurately balanced, opening and closing very easily. It has neatly designed top and side rails. This range has a cast front, made of soft iron, to prevent burning of porcelain finish. It would not be possible to make this range a model of perfection in every respect, but it will give the desired service, appearance and ease of use and will make this type more popular than ever before.

Reservoir can be supplied for any amount desired, as desired, and is the type. Dumping burns heat up or use. Reservoir has a cast front, made of soft iron, to prevent burning of porcelain finish. It would not be possible to make this range a model of perfection in every respect, but it will give the desired service, appearance and ease of use and will make this type more popular than ever before.

The Long Fire Box is a very desirable feature of our Improved "Special". This range is made in three different sizes; and in all of these sizes the fire box is of liberal and generous proportions. A good sized fire box is essential for a roaring with this range, because it is necessary to take either a water coil or water for the purpose of heating water in a kitchen, and heavy boiler.

Burns Coal or Wood. Our Improved "Special" Range is fitted with a large fire box equipped with the latest improved Duplex grate for burning coal or wood, a feature not known for special comment. A large pool of water is provided for putting the coal, and a very heavy type of stove is covered with enamels. Large steel draft gives free access to the grate; it is necessary for putting or loading the
THE "MAGIC" REGENT
A Great Big Range Bargain For You

Steel

BASE

A nickel-plated steel base is furnished, which is designed to be placed directly on the floor. The legs of the range are made of steel, and are provided with rubber feet. The range is designed to be placed on a flat surface, such as a concrete floor, and the legs are adjustable to ensure stability.

Price

Most light

The range is designed to be placed in a room of average size, and is capable of providing heat for a small to medium-sized room. The range is also equipped with a high-temperature heat indicator, which can be used to monitor the temperature of the oven.

High Closet

The high closet is designed to be used for storing additional cooking utensils and dishes. The closet is equipped with a glass door, which can be opened and closed easily. The closet is also equipped with a shelf, which can be used to store additional cooking utensils and dishes.

Fire Box

The fire box is designed to be used for providing heat to the room. The fire box is equipped with a grate, which can be used to support the wood or coal. The fire box is also equipped with a damper, which can be used to control the flow of air into the fire box.

Trade Mark

The "Magic" Regent was the name of the range, and it was known for its exceptional performance and durability. The range was designed to be used for baking, and it was equipped with a bake pan, which could be used to bake a variety of dishes.

Guaranteed

The range was guaranteed to be free of defects and malfunctions, and it was designed to provide heat for a long time. The range was also designed to be easy to use, and it was equipped with a user-friendly control panel.

Stoves-Ranges

The range was also known as the "Magic" Stove, and it was sold as a "Magic" Range. The range was designed to be used for cooking, and it was equipped with a range top, which could be used to cook a variety of dishes. The range was also equipped with a range oven, which could be used to bake and broil.

Any One Can Get One

The range was marketed as a "Magic" Range, and it was designed to be easy to use. The range was also designed to be durable, and it was guaranteed to be free of defects and malfunctions. The range was also designed to be easy to clean, and it was equipped with a user-friendly control panel.
THE OVEN has a drop door and when lowered forms a large sheet. Oven is large in size, door is handsomely adorned with picked rim, name plate and door handle. The circulation of hot air in the oven is governed by a thoroughly reliable flue system.

THE HIGH CLOSET is made of heavy gauge cold drawn steel. It opens and closes easily. It is nicely ornamented with nickel, and there are two large nickeled teapot stands under the high closet. A high closet will be found indispensable when one has to await the late arrival of some member of the family. For, with it, prepared victuals can be kept nice and warm, ready for service in a minute's notice. The heat is readily adjusted by the draft regulator found in pipe. You can heat closet in an instant with this novel arrangement.

THE BODY is made of heavy blue steel. It is riveted together in a most substantial manner and reinforced where it is thought advisable to give additional strength.

ASBESTOS LINING. All parts which are exposed to the fire are protected by a heavy asbestos board. This not only insures longer life to the range but gives a more even temperature and more satisfactory results.

THE FIRE BOX is improved Duplex grate. The linings are extra heavy and well ventilated. Range has successful sheet flue construction.

OTHER FEATURES. This range is supplied with a hose feed which is of great convenience because it enables the user to supply fuel to the range without disturbing anyone. It also has a sliding draft in door below sack door, large end doors and closen door under oven. Has heavy cast iron flue box on back of range. This is absolutely of exceptional construction.

THE NICKELED PARTS. The nickelled ornamentations consist of the following: Ash catch, ash door, fire door, knob, shaker crank, towel bar, soot door, oven door frame, oven door panel, oven door handle, oven door catch and latch, pipe register, tarpa, shovels and hinges, closet door, clothes panel, closet edge bands, closet brackets, and extension back corners. These nickelled trimmings are heavily plated and will not easily tarnish.

RESERVOIR is of the cast en lift-out porcelain tank of ample capacity. It has the latest in flue system for heating water.

### Catalog Number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number and Size of Lid</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Size of Cooking Top Including Reservoir, In.</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir Quarts</th>
<th>Size of Pipe Collar Inches</th>
<th>Height to Cooked Top, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
<th>Price with High Closet</th>
<th>Price with High Closet High Glass Reservoir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K1455 8 l.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25 X 44 X 44</td>
<td>15 X 14 X 6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29 X 84</td>
<td>296 lbs.</td>
<td>375 lbs.</td>
<td>325.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1456 8 l.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27 X 44 X 44</td>
<td>16 X 16 X 6.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30 X 84</td>
<td>355 lbs.</td>
<td>445 lbs.</td>
<td>357.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1457 8 l.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27 X 44 X 44</td>
<td>16 X 16 X 6.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30 X 84</td>
<td>355 lbs.</td>
<td>445 lbs.</td>
<td>357.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our Liberal Credit Terms On This Steel Range are without an equal.

Shipped to you under our Liberal Guarantee.

Bailed Ash Pan Free
THE NEW "SAXON" REGENT RANGE

Sold On Easy Terms  Complete With High Closet  At Low Prices

THE "SAXON" is an up-to-date steel range set upon a cast leg base. It is a range well proportioned; a thoroughly dependable cooker and baker and one lavishly ornamented with nickel trimmings, as shown in the illustration. Among its features are the punch feed, sliding draft in door below punch feed, and clean-out door under the oven. Has heavy cast iron flue box on back of range, which is a thoroughly dependable construction, in every way. Oven has drop door and when lowered forms a large shelf. Has an efficient sheet flue system.

HIGH CLOSET is made of heavy gauge, cold rolled steel. Warming closet opens and closes with ease. There are two nickel-plated tea pot stands under the warming closet, as shown in the illustration. The body likewise is made of heavy blue steel. It is well joined and reinforced where necessary. All parts which are exposed to the fire are protected by a substantial asbestos board. The advantage of this construction gives longer life to the range and likewise means a more even temperature. These are a few of the advantages possessed by the "Saxon" Regent Range.

THE FIRE BOX is of good size and is fitted with an improved Duplex grate for burning every kind of wood. The linings are of extra strength and are well ventilated. As stated above, this range comes complete with high closet, but may be ordered with or without reservoir at the prices mentioned at the bottom of this page. This reservoir is of the cast encaustic type with lift-out porcelain tank of 11-quart capacity. The flue system for heating water is regulated by flue damper which turns the heat on or off, at will.

NICKELED TRIMMINGS are all well plated and embellish the "Saxon" Regent Range in such a way as to greatly enhance its attractive appearance. These include the following: Back guard corners, high chest, stringer, side panel and panel, tea pot shelves and hinges, plate register, high chest brackets, towel bar, fire door, ash door, ash catch, oven door frame, range plate panel, handle and hinges, back guard, and ornamental panel. We direct your attention to the artistic design which is found on the fire and ash doors and the ornamental appearance of the pattern that is used on the cast leg base. When ordering state whether wanted with or without reservoir and be sure to give correct quantity.

BURNS COAL OR WOOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Number and Size of Links</th>
<th>Oven Size, Inches</th>
<th>Size of Cooking Ton Including Reservoir, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Size of Pipe Collar, Inches</th>
<th>Height to Cooking Ton, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SK 1279</td>
<td>Six B. six inch</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>35 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK 1600</td>
<td>Six B. six inch</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>40 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK 1985</td>
<td>Six B. six inch</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>45 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A Fine Steel Range May Be Ordered With or Without Reservoir
"ELITE" REGENT
With Lavish Nickel Trimmings
And Handy High Closet Shelf

THE STYLE of the "Elite" Regent Range is clearly shown on the large illustration on this page. It will give you an understanding as to the beauty of design, but its dependability and efficiency can be determined only through actual usage. We recommend this stove very highly and guarantee it in every particular. Among its features is the Duplex grate in which is of the improved type for burning either coal or wood. Its two-part construction can be convinced by the large illustration. It is the kind that you would specify were you to order this stove built for your special requirements. You may have your choice of three sizes and four styles, as follows: Without high closet or reservoir, with high closet without reservoir, with high closet and reservoir at the price mentioned below.

THE RESERVOIR has a porcelain lined tank of 14-quart capacity. This may easily be lifted out for cleaning purposes when desired. The flue damper shown in illustration is utilized for turning down the heat on or off. Should you desire to heat water in a kitchen pressure boiler instead of reservoir, order a water coil at 12' extra. This feature enables you to supply water without returning the tank from the top. The top is constructed in sections firmly bolted together, reducing the possibility of breakage through expansion.

May Be Had Without Reservoir Or High Closet. If You Wish To Heat Water In A Kitchen Pressure Boiler, Order A Water Coil Price $2.50

WE FURNISH a shaker, lifter and tailed ash pan free with this range. Oven is one-piece bottom, a solid steel type: base constructed of heavy cast iron, set upon high cast legs. Order this stove for thorough satisfaction.

A SHELF extending the full length of the high closet is a distinctive feature of the "Elite" Regent. You will appreciate how handy this shelf after trying out the "Elite" Regent in your home. Order this fine stove sent to you on approval.

NICKELED PARTS embrace the following: Back guard on ovens, warming closet hands, ends, nams, name plates, bolted rod, towel rod, full oven door and oven side door, fire door, side door and handles. These trimmings are brilliant silver nickel of the finest quality. They are distributed.

### Catalog

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog No.</th>
<th>Number and Size of Lids</th>
<th>Oven Size, Inches</th>
<th>Size of Cooking Top, Including Reservoir, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Size of Pipe to Collar, Inches</th>
<th>Height Cooking Top, Inches</th>
<th>Weight Cooking Top</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS642</td>
<td>SS 4 x 6 In.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15 1/4 x 10 1/4</td>
<td>14 x 22</td>
<td>11 1/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6,4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS643</td>
<td>SS 6 x 6 In.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16 1/2 x 10 1/2</td>
<td>15 x 24</td>
<td>12 1/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6,4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS644</td>
<td>SS 8 x 6 In.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18 1/4 x 10 3/4</td>
<td>16 x 26</td>
<td>13 1/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6,4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS645</td>
<td>SS 10 x 6 In.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20 1/4 x 10 7/8</td>
<td>17 x 28</td>
<td>14 1/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6,4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regent Range As Illustrated

Has A Polished Blue Steel Body. Comes Complete with High Closet

See Page One for Terms

Is Fitted With Improved Duplex Grates

THE SQUARE OVEN is of reinforced steel, well braced, and receives a high grade fire box. It is so constructed that it cannot be damaged by bucking or backing. The bottom is strengthened by heavy cast iron strips. All wire work is of quarts and allows baking on top as well as bottom, and is removable. The oven door is of the casting balanced, drop type and is supplied with divided glass panel. The tempered molded glass front door is not affected by heat and steam. The window handles on door is a safeguard against burnt fingers and hands.

LARGE STEEL HIGH CLOSET is made of fine blue polished steel, and the mill finish saves and shows very easily. There is a handy check damper in the pipe and a convenient, easily adjusted 3x3 pot stand on either side. This high closet does much to make this range a model of perfection, for it gives in the desired attractive appearance, and yet does not make it look clumsy or too heavy.

LONG FIREBOX is an improvement feature in this Improved Quality. Referring to the table shown below you can see the dimensions of the fire box in the various sizes in which the Improved "Quality" Regent is made. The importance of a liberal sized fire box is appreciated by competent stave judges, but it is not wise to impress you with this fact so that you will not overlook this feature in the range described hereafter. Sheet steel construction is the type used in building the Improved "Quality" Regent and is recommended for genuine satisfaction.

WILL BURN COAL OR WOOD being fitted with a Duplex grate. The change can be made from coal to wood by simply turning half-way with the shaker. Taking out the front and lower arms gives you more space to place large pieces of wood. A large punch feed is provided for putting in the coal and is very handy when top of stove is covered with utensils. Large side draft gives free access to the grate and is convenient for poker and lighting. A large feel door is also supplied. Handle placed top.

THE RESERVOIR can be supplied, if desired, and is of the latest improved type. The fine arrangement can be checked or opened by the use of a shaker and when opened, quickly heats a good quantity of water. The reservoir is cast of high grade gray iron and is fitted with a cast porcelain liner inner tank. If you desire your range to heat water in a Kitchen or other boiler, ORDER A WATER FRONT. Price $2.75. See full information on page of ideas, attachments, etc.

NICKELED PARTS are all highly polished and plated with our fine grade silver nickel. They are liberally distributed, adding greatly to the attractiveness of our Improved "Quality" Regent, and give it just as fine an appearance as any high priced range. The cast oven door frame, front face door, front ash door and turn screw, damper, glass out door, towel rod, nickel gas plates, and handles are all nickeled parts. Hands on high closet nickeled; corners nickeled; hand grips and other parts of the high closet. Steamer and like included.

Has Rust Resisting Steel Body With Reinforced Steel Oven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Number and Size of Lids</th>
<th>Orifice Size, Inches</th>
<th>Cooking Top, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Height of Collar, Inches</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RK1439</td>
<td>Six 8 in.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40 x 227</td>
<td>43 x 27</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK1440</td>
<td>Six 8 in.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
<td>40 x 239</td>
<td>43 x 29</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK1441</td>
<td>Six 8 in.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
<td>40 x 239</td>
<td>43 x 29</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Number and Size of Lids</th>
<th>Orifice Size, Inches</th>
<th>Cooking Top, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Box Size, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Height of Collar, Inches</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RK1439</td>
<td>Six 8 in.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40 x 227</td>
<td>43 x 27</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK1440</td>
<td>Six 8 in.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
<td>40 x 239</td>
<td>43 x 29</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK1441</td>
<td>Six 8 in.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
<td>40 x 239</td>
<td>43 x 29</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Full Cast Encaised Flue Reservoir with Lift-out Porcelain Tank

Bailed Ash Pan Free

Has Sheet Flue Construction, Cast Left End, Asbestos Lining And Cast High Closet Brackets

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
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HARTMAN'S

IMPROVED "QUALITY"

$26.95

UP

$26.95

UP
The "Domestic" Regent

Can Be Ordered With Or Without Porcelain Reservoir
High Closet Included At Our

Extremely Low Prices

CONSTRUCTION Every little detail in the construction of this range has been given close attention with the result that an excellent range has been produced. Body made of heavy gauge blue steel, which does not require bricking. All flues are of ample size so as to heat all parts of the range quickly. They are so constructed as to give an even heat all around the oven, and by a flue reservoir, water may be heated in a very short time. Range is mounted on a durable cast iron base.

ASBESTOS LINING This steel range contains many desirable features which insure long life to the range and complete satisfaction in operation. It has a practical asbestos lining, which protects the oven and gives an even temperature therein. This asbestos lining is a very important feature and should be given due consideration.

THE OVEN of this range is made of reinforced steel. It is well braced to prevent buckling. It is square in shape so that every inch may be utilized. The oven door drops forward and forms a large oven shelf. This door is operated by a long spiral spring encased in a cast iron covering at the lower right hand corner of the oven door.

FIRE BOX is of ample size and has a leak-proof wall. This back wall is well ventilated, which insures long wear. This range has sheet flue construction.

OTHER FEATURES Other prominent features which go to make up the superiority of this range consist of the following: A pouch feed, which enables the user to supply fuel to the fire without removing anything placed on the top. The grate is of the duplex pattern for burning either coal or wood. The sectional top with heavy covers and center are of extra strength and made with allowance for expansion and contraction. There is a poker door and draft in the end immediately under the pouch feed.

NICKEL TRIMMINGS The nickel plated parts on this steel range consist of the following: fire door, ash-pan door, oven door frame, oven door panel, oven door handle and towel bar. High closet has nickel brackets, top pot shelves, panel on high closet door, as well as bands and ends.

HIGH CLOSET & RESERVOIR This high closet is made of heavy cold rolled steel and is large and roomy. The reservoir is of heavy cast iron with extra durable removable tank with white enamelled lining, which is sanitary. Flask damper enables you to turn heat on or off.

Has pouch feed. Burns coal or wood.

Stove is made with anchor plate construction on top. Top cut in three pieces which are interchangeable. Large fire box. Body lined with asbestos.

### Specifications

**Dimensions:**
- **Height:**
- **Width:**
- **Depth:**

**Capacity:**
- **Reservoir:**
- **Collar:**

**Shipping Weight:**
- **With Reservoir:**
- **Without Reservoir:**

**Price:**
- **With Reservoir:**
- **Without Reservoir:**

**Other Features:**
- **Duoplex Grate:**
- **Sheet Flue Construction:**
- **Lift-Out Porcelain Reservoir Tank:**
- **Reinforced Steel Oven:**
- **All Cast Iron Base:**
Handsome "Purity" Regent

Extreme Height 54½ Inches. Has Copper-Bearing, Anti-Rust Steel Body.

White Enamel Splasher Back
And Nickel Trimmed

White Enamel Oven Door

THE FEATURES of the "Purity" Regent embrace a white enamel splasher on the high chest, a white enameled oven door with nickel trim, panel, which is set in a dependable copper base. The elaborate nickel trimmer likewise confers the attention of the prospective purchaser. This all-enveloping coat raises the oven door to the proper height and makes cleaning easier. The body is made of anti-rust, copper-bearing steel, which is better and more lasting than that usually employed.

THE OVEN is large in size and square in shape and by the modern sheet construction, is entirely heated to every portion, thereby insuring oven baking results. The thermometers in the oven door will be found to be of great aid in economizing in the use of fuel and, furthermore, is a help to gauge your fire and consequently baking results. The spring balanced drop oven door, when lowered, serves as a convenient shelf.

FIRE BOX is oval in shape, long in size and well ventilated, assuring economy of fuel. It is fitted with three-piece fire back, pressed, improved Duplex grates, for burning coal, wood or anything combustible. We refer you to introductory page 7 for details concerning the construction and operation of the Duplex grates. This oven comes in sizes and in your choice of four styles. When ordered with high chest, it is fitted with ten shelf. When ordered without reservoir is fitted with seven shelf.

NICKEL TRIMMINGS embrace the following: Back guard corners, warming closet hands, end, panel and handle, high chest, oven door frame, panel and handle and hinges, clean-out door and panel on reservoir check. Particularly observe the pleasing design upon the fire, ash and oven doors, all of which harmonize perfectly. We suggest your selecting the larger size as a larger stove is less expensive to maintain in proportion than a small one. Whichever one you select, however, we assure you that you will receive an excellent value for your money.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Number and Size of Lid</th>
<th>Oven Size, Inches</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>851485</td>
<td>8½ by 8½</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>851486</td>
<td>8½ by 8½</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"EMPIRE" REGENT RANGE

A SPLENDID STEEL RANGE

THE ADVANTAGES of this steel range are that it is not only an efficient, high grade stove, but is very attractive in appearance as well. A distinctive feature of the high chest will be noted in the full length shelf, shown in the illustration. Has a double door, the lower one being used for warming purposes only, and in addition a high warming closet, which is a great convenience for keeping prepared dishes nice and warm, when occasion requires it. The detailed description of the range is given in the following paragraphs:

BAKING OVEN is well braced and generously equipped with warming pockets. Wire oven rack in supplied which enables you to bake on the top as well as on the bottom. Oven door is of the spring balanced, open type and when lowered in position as to the side, just below the oven is a small cut-out door. Below this you will find a handy warming oven which can be used for drying pans, pots and for storing bread, etc. The body is constructed of polished blue steel.

FIRE BOX is of a good size, as shown in the table of measurements below. This is a feature of the "Empire" Regent, as a good sized fire box means greater efficiency in combustion and therefore greater satisfaction. Extra fuel because it keeps the fire temperature constant and distributes heat evenly. Pitted with strong linings, sheet iron construction. Has the latest improved, duplex grate for burning coal or wood. Large ash pit provided for cleaning in evens, also a great convenience when top is covered with Windsor. Large slide draft gives free access to grate and enables you to poke or sift the fire.

End Shelf Is Supplied When Ordered Without Reservoir

Removable Porcelain Lined 12 Qt. Reservoir Tank

RESERVOIR is of the latest type and can be supplied for either side at price quoted below. When ordered with cut reservoir, range is fitted with top and shelf. The reservoir is of 12 quart capacity, and of the latest type with built-in porcelain pan. Steel lined. May be ordered with or without a retaining frame. Steel frame. May be ordered with or without a retaining frame.

NICKELED PARTS are supplied for getting in evens, also a "Handy" elevated rear panel.

THE MEASUREMENTS of the "Empire Regent" steel range are shown in the schedule below. Look these over carefully for a more thorough understanding of this fine stove. Has cast iron ash pit door and frame below, as well as cast iron door frame.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Removable Porcelain Lined 12 Qt. Reservoir Tank</td>
<td>$20.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE DESIGN on the fire door, ash pit door and frame as well as reservoir face are very pleasing to the eye. Order this range and be sure to mention if you want the brackets, which you can get in evens, also a "Handy" elevated rear panel.

NICKELED FRONT BASE STRIP AS SHOWN

HATALOGUE CREDIT

HARTMAN'S FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE

CHICAGO

$20.75 $20.00
“WONDER” REGENT RANGE

A Splendid Steel Range With Cast Iron Base At

PLenty of Hot Water can be secured from a large porcelain lined lift-out reservoir. The reservoir has a 1½ quart capacity and is of improved flue type, which provides a means for quick heating. The damper turns heat on or off. This Range is furnished with or without reservoir.

The Steel Constructed Oven is full size and square, and is an unexcelled baker. It is constructed of heavy reinforced sheet steel, and is fitted with special expansion and contraction strips, the danger of oven plates cracking being practically eliminated. The oven is fitted with tempered molded glass panels and thermometer in a nickel plated door. We are fitting oven door with nickel plated handle as shown in this Illustration.

The Fire Box is extra large and is adapted to any kind of fuel. It is supplied with an improved duplex grate, which can be used for either coal or wood. When the grate is turned up and end linings are removed, the fire box is perfectly adapted for burning wood. Sheet flue construction.

Nickel Trimming. The bright parts of range are nicklefied fire, ash pit door, flue door, oven door, oven panel, large towel bar, front legs and front base strip. High closet has nickel teapot shelves, nickel brackets, bands and corners and panel on high closet door, as well as parts shown in illustration.

Bailed Ash Pan Furnished Free

Burns 22-inch Wood

Compare this fine high grade Range with those offered by others at similar prices and you will be immediately convinced that this is positively one of the most exceptional in a high grade Range that has ever been placed on the market for the money.

The Blue Polished Steel Warming Closet extends full length of the range body and has large capacity. This equipment has become an almost indispensable attachment to a range. It has a roll front door which rolls back out of the way, permitting the interior of closet to be exposed.

The Castings of the base of our “Wonder” Regent Range are made of extra heavy pure pig iron, most carefully ground and fitted together. Extraordinary care is given to this work, being put together with the new lock edge and when once strongly bolted will not weaken or loosen. The body is built of polished steel, being perfectly plain and easily cleaned, and on account of its heavy construction is a great retainer of heat.

The Fire Box Size, Inches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19½</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Without Reservoir

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19½</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With Reservoir

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19½</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Shipping Weight Without Handle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19½</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The High Closet is another splendid feature. This automatic lift raises the entire front section of the top giving easy entrance to the fire. Toasting or broiling, when the section is lifted, is done very conveniently by a slight hand pressure on the lift.
Save Big Money On The

"Climax" Regent

You Should Have it in Your Kitchen

If You Want This Range to Heat Water in a Kitchen Pressure Boiler, Order a Cast Iron Water Front, Price $2.75 Extra.

Accessories Include Shaker and Lifter

The "Climax" Range Is Fitted with Roosy High Closet And Useful, Accurate Oven Thermometer, Very Desirable Features

Has Anchor Construction With Key Lift For Toasting or Broiling

Sheet Flue Construction

Absolute Satisfaction Guaranteed

You Can Match For The Price

A BEAUTIFUL STEEL RANGE

This Climax Steel Range is without doubt the finest and highest priced for money. Many, many hundreds are in daily use placed by us, all over the land under our leading by guarantee and highly recommended by housewives.

THE RESERVOIR is supplied for any of the sizes given, or can be left off if desired. It is made of heavy cast iron, with slotted top, lid and orifice of the lift-out coated type, porcelain faced. Five lamp turners built on or off.

THE FIRE BOX is large, has heavy linings, is internally insulated, and a durable, Combination Double Grates. It will burn through the key lift lid or punch feed door.

NICKEL TRIMMING.

Is artistically set off with extra amount of nickel trimmings. The patented process of triple plating over copper is used and wears very well. This includes fire door, ash pit door, bottom flue, oven door panel, flue door, tea nest, three sets, plate on high closet door. Has chrome-cast and nickelled flue lid.

LEADING FEATURES. The important features.

The anchor plate, with corner key plate lift, for baking and toasting; high warming closet, tea sheeter, tested by various men, for hot tea box; hot plate, made of heavy cast iron, for potatoes, and rich nickel trimmings, adding their part to make the all the comparatively cheap sets could wish for.

LARGE OVEN, The oven is square, and is constructed in most scientific manner, the steel top plate is product of nickel and is reinforced with angle braces, oven door is fitted with our own "Regent" thermometer and mounted handle.

For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue

CHICAGO
Great Value “Crystal” Regent
NICKEL TRIMMED CAST IRON BASE

DURABLE FIREBOX is built large and fitted with a Duplex grate. This grate is made to burn anything. By a simple turn of the shaft, grate can be changed from coal to wood or the reverse, without removing any parts whatever. A large powered feed is fitted to end of stove and is accessible for supplying coal, while top is entirely occupied. The good size slide-draft damper, copper grate bars, makes the starting of fires very easy and also is handy for poking fires, which is made in anchor plate sections. The top plate section over fire pot can be raised for holding or toasting over the fire. Lids are extra heavy.

Main Top

Sold Under The Famous Hartman Guarantee
This Is A Very Efficient Range

OVEN RACK is adjustable. Another feature is the drop spring balanced door which, when lowered, forms a convenient serving shelf. Oven open-out door also gives easy access to bottom of oven. Baked top oven plate, also bottom oven plate. Note the thermometer which shows degree of heat in oven at all times.

HIGH WARMING CLOSET fits and you have not the slightest conception of the many good uses it can be put to. It has just enough nickel trimming to set off and balance well. The roll front door, when raised, discloses a handy big shelf in which dishes of victuals can be kept hot.

FLUE BACK, design arranged to give even circulation of heat. The flue built is constructed with a cast iron shoe to take care of cumulative condensations, which usually eat at flue bottom, while the upper part of flue back is of steel construction. For a range, desirable in every detail, you cannot ever buy one to surpass this model for the money. Has about flue construction.

Accessories include Shaker and Lifter

If you want your Range to heat water in a Kitchen Pressure Boiler, ORDER A CAST IRON Water Front. Price $1.75. See Introductory Pages of the Stove Section of this Catalog.

The large reservoir tank is cast white enamel-lined, is removable and of good size, holding 145 quarts of water, is flue type. It is constructed of cast iron and heated water-vapor rapidly. Reservoir can be left off of stove when ordering, in which case it fits a nest and shelf. If you do not require water reservoir, but wish to heat water in a Kitchen Pressure Boiler, ORDER A WATER FRONT. Price $1.75. See page of stove sizes, attachments, etc., for further information.

The nickeled parts are all in place with our "Highrot" silver nickel and richly banked. They add materially to the efficiency of this model, brilliantly shine and sparkle. The parts nickeled are: Tower, resin, front, fire door, ash pit door, oven door, oven door panel, oven door handle, fire door, front legs and base strip. On high shelf there are two nickeled train shelves, brackets, ends and bands, panel on highest shelf and back guard nickeled corners.

Order a Stove Large Enough for Your Requirements.
Our "Palace" Regent

WITH HIGH CLOSET

A Splendid Range

$39.65 UP

Cast Iron Base
RICHLY NICKEL TRIMMED.

"Palace" Regent Range we have not left out a single feature which would prevent it being absolutely perfect, and in order to give it the richest appearance the entire oven door, hinge, latch and handle, top, closet door, floor, bottom shelf, entire oven door, hinge, latch and handle, top closet door, reservoir, chucking plate and the trimming of the high, closet and all door handles. All this nickel trimming unusually makes the "Palace" the most handsome steel range obtainable, and at the price.

THE LARGE FIRE BOX is oval and fitted to a heavy cast iron frame. It is evenly ventilated. Has a large cast iron package and is supplied with our "Improved" combination lungs. All parts exposed to the heat are covered with an asbestos mill board before being high, heavy steel plate.

RESERVOIR is of the latest improved type. It is cast of high quality gray pig iron. Has a large cast iron package and is supplied with our "Improved" combination lungs. All parts exposed to the heat are covered with an asbestos mill board before being high, heavy steel plate.

INTERESTING FEATURES. Additional features are, that the oven has an attractive full nickel plated door. The reservoir casing at the front is completely nickel plated and highly finished, adding exceptional richness to the appearance of the range. Top is made in three pieces with interchangeable sections. Below main oven is a convenient warming closet with selected drop door. Base is heavy cast steel.

Catalog Number, Weight and Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Oven Size, Inches</th>
<th>Cooking Top, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Box, Inches</th>
<th>Capacity of Reservoir, Quarts</th>
<th>Size of Pipe, Inches</th>
<th>Height to Cooking Top, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
<th>Price with Reserve</th>
<th>Price without Reserve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K1422</td>
<td>6 x 8 in.</td>
<td>19 1/2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14 1/2</td>
<td>40 1/4</td>
<td>39 2/3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>33 lbs.</td>
<td>$39.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1423</td>
<td>6 x 8 in.</td>
<td>19 1/2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14 1/2</td>
<td>40 1/4</td>
<td>39 2/3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36 lbs.</td>
<td>$40.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**GRAND** Regent Steel Range

**Has All Steel Continuous Body Fitted to Cast Iron Base**

Comes Complete With High Closet and With or Without Reservoir

**Has Duplex Grate for Coal or Wood**

---

**Steel Range Perfection**

was achieved when our expert Range designers and builders completed our beautiful "Grand" Regent and since we have offered it for sale on our liberal open charge account plan, we have been practically flooded with orders for it. It is making a reputation for itself as the fastest selling High Grade Steel Range ever placed before the public, and rather than publish a big account about it we are showing you a very large colored illustration so that you can obtain a good idea of its magnificent proportions and appearance.

---

**Visible Glass Oven Door with Thermometer**

It is made in our Regent Foundry, has large elevated warming closet, immense fire box fitted with duplex grates, improved drop feed and draft, and deep ash pan with funnel feeder. Following parts are nickel: Fire door, ash pit door, front and side base strips, oven door, oven door handle, protection rail, flue door, tea pot shelves, high closed door panel, bands, brackets and back guard ornaments.

---

**The Reservoir** has a capacity of 14½ quarts. It contains a white porcelain-lined tank, which can be easily removed for cleaning. By means of a damper handle, heat is admitted to the flue around the water tank or can be turned off when so desired. Always keep plenty of water in reservoir to prevent enamel from burning off.

---

**The Body** is made of continuous blue sheet steel while the base is cast iron with front and side strips attractively nicked. Duplex grates for coal or wood, sheet flue construction, anchor plate top, reinforced steel oven with moulded tempered plate glass oven doors. Accessories include shaker and lid lifter.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Number of Lids</th>
<th>Size of Oven</th>
<th>Cooking Top</th>
<th>Size of Flue Box</th>
<th>Height to Cooking Top</th>
<th>Shipping Weight Without Reservoir</th>
<th>Price without Reservoir</th>
<th>Price with Reservoir</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88953</td>
<td>Six 8 in.</td>
<td>10½ x 20 x 13½</td>
<td>40 x 27</td>
<td>18½ x 7½ x 7½</td>
<td>2½</td>
<td>510 lbs</td>
<td>$33.50</td>
<td>$39.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88954</td>
<td>Six 8 in.</td>
<td>10½ x 20 x 13½</td>
<td>40 x 27</td>
<td>18½ x 7½ x 7½</td>
<td>2½</td>
<td>510 lbs</td>
<td>$36.50</td>
<td>$42.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Swedge Joint Securely Holds Sheet Steel Body to Fire Pot

**HOT BLAST FEATURE** is a heating device that deserves your consideration. It not only saves fuel but in addition produces intense heat. The air is admitted through the tube, passing in and entirely around the body of the stove. It becomes overheated, mixing with the gases arising, becomes ignited and makes perfect combustion. In this operation the smoke is burned, thereby utilizing all of the heat which passes up out of the chimney in ordinary oak heating stoves.

**THE SWEDGE JOINT** is another noteworthy feature. Body possesses cup-shape flange which is fitted into a recessed cup on top of fire pot and is held in position by a deflector ring, thus securing fastening sheet steel body to fire pot with out exposing bolts to fire, which are likely to burn off. When such burning occurs, body will "buckle," lose its shape and admit air around top of fire pot. With the swedge joint such buckling will not occur.

**SCREW DRAFT** register gives perfect control of fire. In addition, there are two draft dampers in ash pit door, as shown in the large illustration to the left. Combination of these enables you to regulate the heat in an excellent and satisfactory manner. The "Hartman" Regent Hot Blast will hold its fire and keep even temperature for a long period of time.

**THE CASTINGS** used are the very finest for the purpose, are put together with smoothest joints and carefully fitted, so as to make this heater practically air tight. Taking all points into consideration you will find this one of the best values ever offered in a hot blast heating stove. Below we give the nickel parts which embellish the "Hartman Regent Hot Blast.

**NICKEL TRIMMINGS** are the very finest of the best quality silver nickel and are elegantly burnished. They consist of the following parts:—

- Swing top, large reflector name plate above the front door. Colonial columns, screw draft register, foot rails, front base strip and front legs, as well as draft dampers in the ash pit door; nickel or bronze urn. Large foot rail has neat Grecian border design.

**THE FIRE POT** is very strong. Is heavily ribbed cast iron specially treated, and guaranteed to withstand greatest degree of heat without injury. It is very spacious and increases the efficiency of the stove. Heavy cast door front with mica windows and polished blue steel body are other features of this Hot Blast. Is mounted on heavy cast iron base, as illustrated, Draw center shaker grate for coal or wood.

**SHAKER DOOR** enables you to shake the grate without opening the ash pit door, thereby preventing dust and ashes from circulating around room. Legs hold it correct distance from floor to allow proper and designed radiation of heat. The proportions throughout are such as to harmonize with the scientific construction, to produce the greatest volume of steady heat from the use of the smallest amount of fuel.

A New, Up-to-date Heating Stove at a Real Bargain Price
THE "LOYAL" REGENT HEATER

A Low-Priced Oak Stove Burns Soft Coal or Wood

THE QUESTION of price is one that makes it appeal to the majority of people. But price alone is not the measure of quality, as is undoubtedly true of bread without butter. And that is why, when we offer you a stove at a price as low as those quoted on the "Loyal" Regent that you have a right to ask whether it is of a type that will render service and satisfaction. We do not claim that the "Loyal" Regent heater will render the same service that our higher priced stoves will give, but for the money we recommend it very highly. It is worth every penny that we ask.

THE CONSTRUCTION is of dependable quality. The joints are well fitted in a workmanlike manner. The bolts and fittings are all in place, and the casting is made to set in position without wasting time, as is the case with many other stoves. The stoves throughout is good grade, as you will appreciate by the fact that our guarantee of satisfaction goes with this stove. If it pleases you, make your purchases an outlined on Page 1. If not satisfied, return it at our expense and we will refund all money the transaction has cost you.

SCREW DRAFT DAMPERS make it possible for you to regulate the heat. The smaller sizes have but one screw draft damper in the ash pit door, the larger sizes being constructed with two. There is also a check screw draft damper in the feed door, as illustrated. The shaker door with which the "Loyal" Regent heater is furnished enables you to shake the grate without opening the ash pit door, thereby preventing dust and ashes from circulating around the room. The ash pit is of good size, as is made in one piece with heavy cast iron bottom and large balled ash pan.

THE NICKELED PARTS add to the appearance of this heater, all nicely polished and consist of the following parts: The top ring, damper plate, feed door, damper, feed door handle, foot rails and ash pit. The nickel parts are shown in the illustration to the left. The body of the stove is made of heavy gauge, cold rolled, blue polished, sheet steel, firmly and securely fitted into the cast parts. The fire box is corrugated, increasing the heat radiation of the "Loyal" Regent. Possesses a good sized door to add to the ease with which fuel can be supplied to this heater.

THE GRATE is of flat style with removable center. This type is known as a non-clinker draw center grate. A good grade of pig iron is employed in the construction of the "Loyal" Regent, the castings are smoothly made, as you will agree after an examination of this heater in your home. The illustration was made from a photograph of the pattern and will give you a good idea of its neat appearance. Its service giving quality, however, can only be determined by actual test and that is why we ask you to send for the "Loyal" Regent upon approval. Our reputation of over 50 years stands back of the Hartman guarantee.

Ash Pan Furnished Free
"National" Regent
Splendid Heating Stove
Is Attractively Nickel Trimmable
MAY BE ORDERED IN YOUR CHOICE OF FIVE SIZES AT THE PRICES QUOTED
SELECT A LARGE SIZE FOR BEST RESULTS

THE MONEY QUESTION. Money isn't everything in this world, but it is generally accepted medium of exchange and we must possess it in order to get along. This being the case the wise man uses it judiciously. He spends as little at a time as he consistently can and therefore buys his requirements on credit. You are in a position to lend us an assistance to that man by offering us a liberal credit plan. If you are in a search of a moderately priced heater and you do not care to pay for it all at one time, we strongly urge you to consider the merits of the "National Regent," and described hereafter. It is especially noteworthy. The body possesses a cup-shaped fire pot which is fitted into a recessed cup on top of the fire and is held in position by the deflector ring. Thereby securely fastening the sheet steel body to the pot. In this way, the bolts are not exposed to the fire, thereby protecting them against burning. When such burning occurs, the body will buckle and lose shape and admit air around the top of the fire pot. Such buckling cannot occur with a swedge joint. This is a vital point that is especially desirable.

THE NICKELED PARTS. The "National Regent," with which the "National Regent," is nickel-screw damper in brilliancy and enhances its neat appearance. These nickel parts consist of the following: Swing cover, top ring, name plate, decorative side wings, screw draft check damper, foot rails and draft damper in the ash pit door. The ash pit door is also of extra size and is made in one piece with heavy cast iron bottom and large handle as shown in the illustration. The castings are smoothly made, are well fitted and cast of good grade of pig iron. Another point that is assured to the purchaser a stove that will render the kind of service that you may expect from a heater sold at these prices.

LENGTH OF SERVICE is assured to the purchaser of the "National Regent," a fact that adds to its service giving qualities. The hitch door is also of extra size and is made in one piece with heavy cast iron bottom and large handle as shown in the illustration. The castings are smoothly made, are well fitted and cast of good grade of pig iron. Another point that is assured to the purchaser a stove that will render the kind of service that you may expect from a heater sold at these prices.

Two Smaller Sizes Have Only One Screw Draft In The Ash Pit Door.

Convenient Shaker Door

Efficient In Results
It's false economy to buy a poor heater. Don't be fooled by a second-hand stove that will give you a mighty poor investment. Doctors' bills are far more expensive than the slight difference that you will pay for the best quality article and the price that some unreliable dealer or second-hand merchant will charge. In and around Chicago, most reputable dealers will not be misled by the reasonableness in price of this splendid "Acme" Oak Regent. You can have it in any size quoted; on credit, taking a whole year to pay your bill.

Workmanship and finish. There is nothing cheap about this heater except the price. All of the parts are fitted carefully in order to render them practically air tight. A generous number of bolts is used where necessary to secure permanency to the castings. Not a single casting is allowed to pass except by the most rigid and scrutinizing inspection. There is no special attention given to any one feature, but all joints receive the same careful, minute investigation. It is made in the latest Colonial design, a most artistic and beautiful looking stove. It is thoroughly practical and sanitary as well, for it possesses no dirt catching designs, so that it can be kept clean with the least possible effort.

Nickel parts. The parts mentioned above are all highly polished. They help to tone up the appearance of the heater and at the same time add considerably to its lasting quality. They are the foot rails, the beautifully designed swing cover, and the name plate over the door, as well as the screw drafts, as shown in the accompanying illustration. Nickel or bronze zinc. The body is made of heavy gauge cold rolled blue polished sheet steel, securely fitted into the cast parts, rendering all points air tight.

Fire pot. The fire pot is to a stove what the heart is to the body. It is the life of a heater—and upon its efficiency depends the desirability of the stove itself. The fire pot of the "Acme" Oak Regent is corrugated, to give the largest amount of radiation, and is made extra heavy for good hard service. This is a most important feature—and one that must be considered by every careful and scrutinizing buyer.

Feed Door. The size of the feed door deserves your consideration, because upon the size the radiation largely depends. The size with which the heater is supplied with fuel. The one possessed by the "Acme" is large, and is furnished with solid cast check screw damper. The ash pit is also of extra size, and is made in one piece with heavy cast iron bottom and large bailed ash pan.

Other features. Nickel screw draft in the feed door, and nickel screw draft in ash door. These enable you to regulate the heat. The two smaller sizes have one screw draft in ash pit door, while the larger sizes have two. The grate is of flat style with removable center and assist in a non-drafty draw center grate. The castings are smoothly made, well fitted and nothing but first-class pig iron is used. You will find no inferior material in the castings of the "Acme" Oak. It is upon solid, substantial cast legs and cast base strips.
"Royal" Oak Regent
Fine Heating Stove

A Bargain At Our Very Low Prices

A STOVE THAT POSSESSES THE FEATURES REQUIRED TO PRODUCE FUEL ECONOMY AND MAXIMUM HEAT

HEATING STOVES sold by some at even higher prices will not give you as better heat or general satisfaction as this low priced "Royal" Regent. It is practically air-tight and can be regulated by the smallest amount of registers so that an extremely hot, medium, or slow fire can be maintained in every detail of construction.

THE GREAT POPULARITY of this "Royal" heater has been earned by its own merit, and with its new improvements, we feel safe in asserting that it is much better than any other of its kind at the price.

HEAVY CAST PARTS including the handsome front and base, are made of fine grade grey iron castings, contributing to the make-up of a heater that comes up to a high standard in every detail of construction.

FIRE POT is especially designed and gives to this heater an exceptional capacity. It radiates the heat much more quickly than the old style fire pots used by many other manufacturers, and is guaranteed to hold a good bed of fire and to prevent waste of heat.

THE LEGS hold it at the correct distance from the floor to allow just the proper radiation of heat, and the proportions throughout are regulated in harmony with the scientific construction so as to produce the greatest volume of steady heat from the use of the smallest amount of fuel.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION. The Body is made of cold-rolled steel and has swaged joints. It is securely fastened to top and base in accordance with the latest and best methods and is practically air-tight. The Top is surrounded by beautiful urn, as the picture shows. The "Royal" is equipped with a draw center grate with shaking ring. Best results can be obtained by using soft coal.

THE "ROYAL" REGENT is a better heater, and is made of better materials than the ordinary oak stove. It possesses exclusive new improvements, which ensure a more economical use of fuel. We feel certain that it will equal any oak stove offered by any other dealer or manufacturer at similar prices and know that it surpasses some.

NICKELED PARTS are: Top ring, swing cover, name plate, side wings, foot rails and screw draft registers. The nickel is extra heavy silver-nickel plate, which will wear longer than ordinary grades, a point that is universally appreciated.

A Bargain At Our Very Low Prices

For Best Results Burn Soft Coal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K1015</td>
<td>11 1/2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11 1/2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19 1/2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>36 6/0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13 6/0</td>
<td>16 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1017</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11 1/2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19 1/2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>36 6/0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13 6/0</td>
<td>16 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1018</td>
<td>13 1/2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11 1/2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19 1/2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>36 6/0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13 6/0</td>
<td>16 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1019</td>
<td>13 1/2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11 1/2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19 1/2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>36 6/0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13 6/0</td>
<td>16 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See The Low Prices

You are advised to order a stove that is large enough for your requirements. To save always a small sum in fuel.
Improved "Air-Tight" Regent Hot Blast Heater

A Fuel-Saving, Coal-Heating Stove

WITH A NEW STYLE FOOT RAIL. POSSESSES CAST IRON LINING ABOVE THE FIRE POT. AN ATTRACTIVE PATTERN.

OUR COLONIAL DESIGN "Air Tight" Regent Hot Blast is one of the most successful air tight hot blast heaters we have ever offered. It burns chestnut coal, soft coal, coal screenings, coke, wood, coals and other cheap fuels. It has a twofold hot blast principle which enables the owner to get the greatest possible amount of heat from almost any fuel. This stove is a perfect and rich appearing parlor heater. It is fitted with latest down draft hot blast tube suspended from the main top shown in sectional view below.

A BARGAIN. It is one of the best constructed and most thoroughly satisfactory heaters these prices could buy as you will agree if you make a comparison of this value and those offered by others. Considering materials, general finish, heating qualities and the price, it stands as a typical Hartman value.

THE BODY is made of smooth sheet steel, with cast iron bottom, which set on the base, while the base is made of fine Southern gray cast iron with bottom cast in one piece without joints.

IMPORTANT DETAILS. The grate is of draw center type, made of strong and durable steel, as shown in the illustration. The front is made of cast iron ash pit door is fitted with nickel plate screw draft register, enabling the user to regulate the heat and process of combustion. Fitted fuel can be done from the top, being fitted with large feed lid. The sheet steel body is protected above the fire pot by a cast iron lining which extends almost up to the top of the stove. A fire can be built at eight before retiring and will burn over night, making it only necessary to turn on the air the next morning to increase the heat.

THE NICKEL MOUNTINGS are extremely handsome. The cast base is fitted to high legs and fitted in a fancy design. The silver nickelded parts are heavily plated and consist of the following: Base, draft register, door handles, name plate, top ring, swing top, nickel or bronze urn—just enough to ornament this stove without undue embellishment.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION and the general construction of our "Air-tight" Regent hot blast is very effective. The hot blast drawn through the top of the stove, passing down the hot blast tube, and is discharged just above the fire in the very center of the products of combustion. Blown into a highly heated state, all the gases and carbons in the smoke are consumed by reason of the increase of oxygen at a high temperature. The screw draft and air-tight construction serve to make the stove as air tight as possible. This feature, and the great efficiency of this heater have made it one of the most popular of our heating stoves sold at moderate prices. It has been tried and tested. Having stood the test of time, we highly recommend it to you.

IT'S VERY EASY for you to possess one of these elegant hot blast heaters. We would like you to carefully read page 1 of this catalogue that you may fully understand our liberal, confidential credit terms. Ours is the most liberal and confidential credit system in the world. Select one of the larger sizes of this stove and take advantage of these beneficial terms.

A TWO-FOLD HOT BLAST HEATING STOVE BURNING COAL, WOOD OR COKE

In Economy It Will Pay for Itself
A HANDSOME NEW DESIGN

"HOME OAK" REGENT HEATER—NICKEL TRIMMED

THE SWEDGE JOINT

Securely Holds Sheet Steel Body to Fire Pot

THIS SWEDGE JOINT is a feature that you will do well to consider carefully. The body possesses a cup-shaped flange which is fitted into recessed cup on top of the fire pot and is held in position by the screw fitting, thus securely fastening the sheet steel body to the fire pot without exposing bolts to the fire, which are likely to burn off. When such burning takes place the body will "buckle" and lose its shape if admit air around the top of the fire pot. With the swedge joint such backing cannot occur.

FIRE POT is of special construction. It is heavily ribbed cast iron made of especially treated iron, guaranteed to withstand the greatest degree of heat without injury. It is plenty large and roomy and increases the efficiency of the stove. Note the heavy cast door front with nicely polished and the heavy polished steel body. The construction of the "Home Oak" Regent throughout is exceptional indeed, and is a stove which you need not hesitate to purchase. It is mounted on a heavy cast iron base which is not only substantial but very handsome in appearance. Draw center shaker grate for coal or wood.

IS CONSTRUCTED with feed door screw draft regulator, perfect control of the fire. In addition there are two draft dampers in the ash pit door of the larger sizes, while the two smaller sizes have only one screw draft in the ash pit door. The combination of these enables one to regulate the heat in an excellent and satisfactory manner. The "Home Oak" will hold its fire and keep an even temperature for a long period of time. It furthermore is economical in the consumption of fuel as well as being a heater that is low in its initial cost. These are vital points in the purchase of a stove; because the purchase price in "cheap stoves" sometimes means an expense in operation.

THE CASTINGS used in building the "Home Oak" Regent are of just the right sort for this purpose. They are put together with smooth joints and are carefully treated, so as to make it practically air-tight. Take a careful survey of this illustration, read the details as mentioned in our description and you can't help wanting this stove at our exceedingly low figures. It combines quality, efficiency, durability, appearance and price. All procurable on our easy payment liberal credit plan.

NICKELED TRIMMINGS on the "Home Oak" Regent are of a very good quality, silver nickel and are elegantly burnished. They consist of the following parts: Swivel top large reflector name plate above the front door, decorative flaring side wings, screw draft register, foot rails, base strips, and legs as well as draft damper in the ash pit door. Nickel or bronze urn. These trimmings are indeed lavish in their abundance and make this a beautiful heater. Large foot rail has neat Greek border design.

THE LEGS hold it at the correct distance from the floor to allow the proper and desired radiation of heat, and the proportions throughout are regulated in harmony with the scientific construction in order to produce the greatest volume of steady heat from the use of the smallest amount of fuel. The "Home Oak" Regent will burn any kind of fuel. The shaker door enables you to shake the grate without opening ash pit door; thereby preventing dust and ashes from circulating around the room.

Choice of Four Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog No.</th>
<th>Diam. of Fire Pot Inside in.</th>
<th>Diam. of Body in.</th>
<th>Right. to Top of Lin. in.</th>
<th>Feed Door to Op'ng in.</th>
<th>Floor Space Cor.</th>
<th>Pipe Space Cor.</th>
<th>Shipment Wts.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SJ902</td>
<td>11½</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7 1/4</td>
<td>18 x 18</td>
<td>6 in.</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>19.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ903</td>
<td>12½</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7 1/4</td>
<td>18 x 18</td>
<td>6 in.</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>19.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ904</td>
<td>13½</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8 1/4</td>
<td>21 x 21</td>
<td>7 in.</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>19.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJ905</td>
<td>14½</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9 1/4</td>
<td>21 x 21</td>
<td>7 in.</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>19.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You are advised to order a stove that is large enough for your requirements. A small stove is more expensive to maintain than a large size.

Two Smaller Sizes Have Only One Screw Draft in Ash Pit Door

Note the Wide, Graceful Flaring Side Wings

Draw Center Shaker Grate

Convenient Shaker Door

Draw Center

Shaker Grate

Just See How Low the Prices Are

Ash Pan Furnished Free

See Page One For Credit Terms
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A Satisfaction-Giving Heating Stove

THE “MAGIC” REGENT

HOT-BLAST

Observe the Attractive Nickel Trimmings

CHOICE OF FOUR SIZES. EVERY HOME CAN BE WELL FURNISHED

Our helpful credit plan is for YOU. If you would furnish your home by the "Magic" Stove at home, you'll simply say you never saw real bargains before you saw our "Magic"—so don't forget to compare after you have received it for trial. We want you to do this, for we think you'll become an enthusiastic customer of ours and recommend us to your friends.

OUR “MAGIC” REGENT is a magnificently designed Blast Stove. It is thoroughly well constructed of splendid materials. Every joint is perfectly fitted, insuring excellent results as an installment heater and best of service in thousands of American homes, and if you buy one it will surely satisfy you.

READ THE DETAILS: Bear every one of the good points in mind in deciding to order this stove. You have our promise and guarantee that it will come fully up to the description and please you more than you expect. Consider the price—then consider the long time credit terms we give you. Right now giving the transaction well in your mind, and—take our word—you'll say our Hot Blast Heater offer is a "magic" one indeed.

DESCRIPTION Every part of the heater herewith offered is made for good service. The top is of heavy casting and the body is made of heavy gauge sheet steel, joined to the massive base by a most workmanlike manner. The base is mounted on massive legs. The front for door is of a good size and fitted with mica panels to show plainly the extent of the fire with the same time throw a cheerful glow upon the room. The fire pot is of the improved type, with the outer form of a massive, extra heavy and generous in appearance. The ash pit door is supplied with an air scoop to complete the Hot Blast type. It is fitted with nickel-plated Reflector over the fire hole, being mounted on ornamental columns, convenient for coal, and artistically designed and solid nickel stove base.

THE HOT BLAST ARRANGEMENT is the redeeming feature of this grand heat stove. It is the improved style by which the heat is intensified and the gases and smoke a certainty disengaged. No other heater has the extension of the top of the fire chamber, to just above the fire bed, meeting a current of air admitted through the screw damper in the ash pit door causing advantageous combustion that is found only in Hot Blast Heaters. The same illustration below will give you the idea of how a fire operates in our "Magic" Regent.

THE NICKELED PARTS are made of splendid quality nickel on prepared cast metal, and are as follows: Base, screw draft in ash pit door, foot rails, side wings, reflector, small hopper, top ring and lever handles. Also has brass or nickel ornamental urn on top. The brilliancy of these nickel parts gives the “Magic” Regent a bright, flash appearance.

TO ORDER A STOVE

You are advised to order a Hot Blast Feature

For Credit Terms See Page 1 of This Catalogue

Hartman's
Chicago
NEW "VICTOR" VENTILATOR REGENT

A WONDERFUL VALUE. We announce here one of the most remarkable offers of ventilator heating stoves in our history. A big purchase from the Great Regent Foundry makes it possible for us to sell this beautifully improved "VICTOR" Ventilator Regent at a sensational low price and with the absolute assurance of satisfaction. Just think of it, you can now have the heater on long time-easy-to-pay credit terms, and buy it on approval from the Big Hartman Concern. Don't fail to secure your "VICTOR-Ventilator."

NO RISK, FULLY GUARANTEED. We repeat again and again throughout this book that you have no risk whatever ordering from us, we do this to impress deeply in the minds of our customers the fact that we will not consider a positive sale until they are thoroughly convinced that they have saved money and received better quality and design than they could obtain elsewhere. We give our legally executed, binding guarantee that we will satisfy you in every way or refund your money.

YOUR MONEY BACK. No matter what you select, the goods will be sent you fully covered by our regular guarantee, and if you do not find them exactly as represented, you may return them to us and we will refund every cent that the transaction has cost you.

THE MATERIAL USED. While we quote an exceptionally low price on our "VICTOR" Ventilator Regent, we have not sacrificed quality to do so. Splendid quality gray pig iron castings, thoroughly fitted and cemented, have been used. Expert stove makers have produced a perfect heater in this article and one we unhesitatingly guarantee.

INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION. This Colonial designed square heating stove has a round steel interior body encased in an openwork outside iron casing. It has a heavy corrugated cast iron pot with draw center shaker grate. The circulation created in this construction gives the heater immense heating capacity.

NICKEL TRIMMINGS. Artistically arranged nickel trimmings adorn the entire stove, giving it a decided rich appearance and making it an ornament to any room. Our best polished silver colored nickel plate cover copper is used. The nickel parts are as follows: Swing over top rim, mirror plate, reflector top, perpendiculars on either side of the mica door, foot rails, screw draft, base strips, legs and fancy urn.

VERY IMPORTANT. It is the air tight feature, the arrangement being such that the entire stove is practically air tight. The front feeding door and ash pit door are fitted into grooves. The doors clamp securely with strong turn lever handles. The ash pit door is supplied with our perfected air tight damper.

GRAND FEATURES. It has a large full size illuminated feed door, on the front of the stove, giving it a beautiful illuminating effect, and is also in keeping with the appearance of a base burner. Has large ash pit with ash pan and heavy corrugated bottom with draw center grate, with shaking rings. The elaborate cast iron fretwork sides and top improve its appearance, durability and heating qualities. Makes it a square stove and gives it the appearance of a base burner.

See Page ONE for Liberal Year-To-Pay Credit Terms

For Best Results Use Soft Coal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Inside Diameter of Fire Pot</th>
<th>Diameter of Body, Inches</th>
<th>Height to Top of Urn</th>
<th>Feed Door Opening, Inches</th>
<th>Floor Diameter, Inches</th>
<th>Pipe Diameter, Inches</th>
<th>Shipment Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K1424</td>
<td>11 1/2 In.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48 In.</td>
<td>84 1/2 In.</td>
<td>28 20/28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>825 Pounds</td>
<td>$175 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1425</td>
<td>12 In.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52 In.</td>
<td>98 1/2 In.</td>
<td>30 20/30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>910 Pounds</td>
<td>$195 00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1426</td>
<td>12 1/2 In.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56 In.</td>
<td>108 1/2 In.</td>
<td>32 20/32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1000 Pounds</td>
<td>$215 00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is a Wonderful Stove Bargain at Our Low Price

Don't Fail to Order Our "Ruby" Regent If You Want A Superior Quality, Well Made Heating Stove You Can Take A Year to Pay

For Best Results Use Chestnut Coal

FINE NICKEL TRIMMINGS. Magnificent silver nickel trimmings adorn the stove, giving it a beautiful bright appearance. The nickel-plated parts are plainly shown in the larger portions of the illustration and are as follows: Large top dome, swing cover, side wings, name plate, foot rails, ash door screw draft, front base legs and three base strips. The silver nickel plating is of a good grade, being clean and bright and possessing long wearing qualities.

A Great Producer of Heat


Terms Are On Page 1

Our Stoves Are LOW IN PRICE considering the quality. This is not due to cheap material, for our stoves are using a high grade of pig iron castings, fine nickel trimmings and enjoying labor of a high and efficient character. Our prices are reasonable largely because of certain favorable conditions in the iron and steel industry and our foundries were able to take advantage of them and buy heavily while the market was at its lowest. In the price of this "Ruby" Regent Heating Stove we are giving you the full benefit of our saving in cost, because it is our policy to do this for our customers on everything we sell. It is this very same policy that has induced so many families to continue their trust with us year after year.

THE BEAUTIFUL DESIGN we have created in the production of our "Ruby" Regent is one of the most handsome stoves you have ever seen in a base burning, self-feeding heating stove. Its general outlines are graceful, its appearance magnificent, and it brightens up the room to a most wonderful degree. It has Duplex grates and two fire construction for a continuous, self-fed, charcoal, coal and firewood. Better results will be obtained if you follow these directions.

SELF FEEDING MAGAZINE. Under the large nickel plated swing cover is a smoke-tight gas cover which automatically opens to the side when supplying fuel to the stove. This lid covers the top of the coal magazine which, when filled with coal, and attended daily, will continue to feed the coal into the fire so as to keep a fire going in the stove during the entire winter.

CRATE AND FIRE POT. Our "Ruby" Regent Base Burner has large, well proportioned, very durable, cast iron fire-pot made of material that will withstand great heat. The Duplex grate is of a design with shaking ring, permits the quick removal of ashes, clinkers and dead coal. This grate is so constructed that it may be moved forward and back.

MICA ILLUMINATED. The front and side doors, and the upper panel of the main body of the "Ruby" are faced with mica, which is transparent, permitting the bright fire to be plainly seen or throwing a brilliant glow throughout the room. The doors are set in grooves and lock with nickel-plated turnbuckles.

ASK PIT AND PAN. The ash pit is large enough for the ash pan, which is made for it, so that all ashes must fall into it. Do not allow ashes to accumulate so that they rise up to the grate as there will be danger of burning out the grate.

You Will Look A Long Way Before You Find Its Equal At These Low Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Inside Diameter of Fire Pot</th>
<th>Diameter of Body, Inches</th>
<th>Height to Top of Furnace, Inches</th>
<th>Air Space, 6&quot;</th>
<th>Pinterest, 16&quot;</th>
<th>Shipping Weight, Pounds</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8R1325</td>
<td>115/16 in.</td>
<td>13 in.</td>
<td>67 in.</td>
<td>83 in</td>
<td>21x24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$14.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8R1326</td>
<td>13 in.</td>
<td>14 in.</td>
<td>68 in.</td>
<td>85 in</td>
<td>27 in</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$14.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8R1327</td>
<td>15 in.</td>
<td>16 in.</td>
<td>70 in.</td>
<td>87 in</td>
<td>29 in</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$14.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You are advised to order a stove that is large enough for your requirements.
$25.95 to $39.95

Full Nickel Trimmed. Large Mica Doors. Duplex Grate.

KEEP MAGAZINE FILLED WITH COAL AND IT WILL BURN ALL WINTER. ASH PAN FURNISHED FREE.

SEE PAGE ONE FOR TERMS.

FULL NICKEL TRIMMED. LARGE MICA DOORS. DUPLEX GRATE.

SEE PAGE ONE FOR TERMS.

FULL NICKEL TRIMMED. LARGE MICA DOORS. DUPLEX GRATE.

SEE PAGE ONE FOR TERMS.

---

Full Nickel Trimmed. Large Mica Doors. Duplex Grate.

Keep Magazine Filled With Coal And It Will Burn All Winter. Ash Pan Furnished Free.

See Page One For Terms.
Let Us Ship This Efficient Heating Base Burner It's THE "CROWN" HEATER

For Best Results Use Chestnut Hard Coal.


Attractive Nickel Trim-mings

BEST RESULTS are attained if you use Chestnut Hard Coal in this heater. The "Crown" is not sold as a coal stove. We tell you this in advance, so that you will understand the kind of fuel required to secure the greatest satisfaction.

If You Keep Magazine Filled With Coal it Will Burn All Winter. A Great Convenience

THE FEATURES of the "Crown" Regent embrace efficiency in operation, beauty of design and dollar-for-dollar value. This stove has a two-flue construction which permits the heat to pass down and around the base before it reaches the chimney. This construction results in thorough and practical radiation and furthermore works an econom in that there is no waste of fuel. The heat goes into the room where it is required. This principle is different from the ordinary oak heat. The "Crown" costs more than some of the burners shown in our catalog but like many things that are more highly worth an additional cent that we ask. Our credit terms make paying easy.

ASH PIT is deep and possesses a heavy solid ash trap is constructed with side shaker, front flue clean-out and base pipe flue with lid for tea kettle. The "Crown" Regent is fitted with the Joplin Ransom Duplex grate. This grate is made of hard coal satisfactorily. Refer to introductory store pages for description and operating results of this grate. This stove is self-cleaning, possessing a heavy, large cast iron magazine and a top and extending down close to the level of the fire bed. Automatic cover close and opens as nickel top swing top is moved. As this magazine filled with coal and it will last the fire throughout the winter.

NICKEL PARTS add to its stateliness a grace. These trimmings are silver nickel and include: swing top, top dome, handsome ornaments, name plate, foot legs, base or screw draft damper, as well as handles. Attractive brass or nickel urn. These nickel parts are shown in the large illustration. The heart and "flame" can be appreciated only after you have seen the original from which the picture was made. We offer this heater in your choice of three sizes, but urge you to select one of the larger ones for fullest measure of satisfaction as a small stove is more expensive in proportion to maintain than a large one. When ordering bear to give correct number.

THE APPEARANCE of this handsome heater is improved by the stunning mica doors. The welcome glow of the cracking fire may be seen through the doors and adds to the cozy aspect of the room which the "Crown Regent may be placed. The doors are held in place by strong hinges as lamps and made to fit into the crown in a proper manner and are so made that they should not warp. These are matters that deserve the attention of the prospective buyer.

You are Advised to Order a Stove That Is Large Enough For Your Requirements

A Small Stove is More Expensive To Maintain Than a Large One.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cast No.</th>
<th>Diam. Fire Pot, In.</th>
<th>Height to Top of Urns</th>
<th>Floor Space, Inches</th>
<th>Size of Collar</th>
<th>Weight, Pounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SK1485</td>
<td>11½</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57 in.</td>
<td>6 in.</td>
<td>25 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1486</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>48 in.</td>
<td>6 in.</td>
<td>25 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1487</td>
<td>11½</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>32 in.</td>
<td>6 in.</td>
<td>20 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1488</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23 in.</td>
<td>6 in.</td>
<td>15 lb.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Send Us Your Order For This Powerful Base Heater

THE "REFLEX"

REGENT

HEATER

Our "REFLEX" REGENT possesses a typical double-flue make-shift that is called a double-barreled heat return the prospect purchaser, but is so constructed that it not only heats the room and those adjoining it, but can actually be converted to carry heat to a room above an efficient, satisfactory manner. This transmission as regards is in the following manner: The "Reflex" Regent has a flue in the back of the stove which draws the cold air from the room. This cold air, after contact with the superheated air from the hot air flues, becomes light in weight and consequently rises. There is a vent at the top of the dome to which a hot air pipe can be attached. Connect this pipe to the room above by means of a register and the upper room will receive all the heat necessary to comfortably warm it. Nothing has been or is necessary to produce the heat, but the room has been and is a comfortable, efficient, heavy heater.

The LARGE MAGAZINE is well ventilated and has a large carrying capacity. It is made in two sections and of self-heating type, supplying a steady flow of heat to the fire and maintaining even temperature with little attention. For fullest measure of satisfaction we use cast iron. It has been this type which gives easy access to the flues for cleaning. It has a large ash pit, which is self-cleaning construction. Ash pit door has a perfect fitting screw-craft register which gives absolute control of the fire. The ash pit is deep and has cleanout door conveniently located.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION. Every detail of construction and the materials used in this portable heater has been given the greatest care, so as to produce a most substantial, as well as a most powerful, heating stove. All castings are of heavy weight, smoothly ground and carefully fitted. The flue flanges are extra wide, giving them no chance to open up. Nothing is known about this heater—everything is of generous size, heavy in weight, and designed to last a lifetime.

FIREPOT AND GRATE. Our "Reflex" Regent is made with a large heavy pot and improved double grate with another shading flue. The firepot can easily be removed and being straight allows a large fire surface in shape. It has long vanes which admit draft freely and offers ample opportunity for placing. With one turn of the crank, the grate bars out all clinkers and dead ashes without disturbing best of fire, while the shaming ring cleans ashes from outer edges of the grate. Both fire pot and grate are of greatest possible durability.

THE NICKELED PARTS are graceful ornaments on our "Reflex," and are all of the highest quality of silver nickel. They are well finished and plated by a special process that keeps them bright indefinitely. The cast base, new cast, the two top rails, top plate, side wings, baffle, and side top are the nickeled trimmings furnished. A beautiful 12-inch urn mounts the top.

TEST IT AT HOME. Our low prices are due to economical production and selling by mail. The quality we guarantee, and to convince you of our claims are true, we ship this heater to you at our risk. If you don't find it to do all we claim for it, and are not pleased in every way, return it and we'll refund every penny that the transaction has cost you. See Page One for credit terms.

Has Full Nickeled Base and Top Dome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Diameter Fire Pot</th>
<th>Height to Top of Urn</th>
<th>Floor Space, Inches</th>
<th>Pipe Collar, Inches</th>
<th>Hot Air Pipe, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight, Pounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K81491</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>28 2.27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K81492</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>28 2.27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K74051</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>28 2.27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Newly Designed Elaborately Nickeled Base Burning Stove

THE "CLASSIC" REGENT

OUR "CLASSIC" REGENT is an attractive newly designed Regent Heater, patterned expressly for us by an expert designer of parlor stoves. The massive base, the body and the nickeled trimmings, are of a pattern in keeping with the most artistic surroundings. Every outline will add beauty to the room in which it is placed. Once you have used it, you will find out its attractions and you won't part with it at any price.

THE MATERIAL used in its construction is of thoroughly high grade. Real heavy gray cast iron is used and is a specially blended mixture that is strong and durable. Every bolt and nut is of the dependable sort. The nickeled plating, in the silver-on-copper process, is famous for its lasting quality and is strongly recommended by the manufacturers and owners. All doors and grates are of top quality, making the stove economical as a consumption of fuel, because with the back draft it is always under control.

GORGEOUSLY NICKELED When you come to consider the nickeled trimmings, we think there is plenty of it on our "Classic." The quality is of the best, being real silver nickel, highly burnished. The nickel parts are base, rear a front side wings, foot rails, ash pit door, screw draft, head, front top and rear plate. Handsome nickeled or bronze 12-inch urn, etc.

DOUBLE PLAN OF HEATING is provided for convenience as well as a big fuel saver. Cold air from the floor becomes heated by contact with the hot air in the stove, causing it to rise. A collar at the top of the door is provided to which you can attach hot air pipe to the room above. By the use of a register this heat can be utilized and shut off in the upper room as desired. Thus you secure the maximum of heat with a minimum of fuel, taking advantage of the heat that goes out the chimney in the ordinary Oak Stove.

MANY NEW IMPROVEMENTS are embodied in the construction of "Classic" and consist of the following:
- Heavy cast iron fire-pot, easily removable through front door; heavy grates with shaking ring and duplex center; T- and V-shaped attachment at back supplied with 1-inch removable cover, pipe, damper and fire regulator; air tight pot with screw draft damper; carefully fitted air-tight doors throughout; swing cover to top of spacious coal magazine; easy accessible clean-out below ash; and large ash pan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Diameter Fire Pot, In.</th>
<th>Height to Top of Chimney, Inches</th>
<th>Space, Inches</th>
<th>Size of Pipe Collar, Inches</th>
<th>Hot Air Pipe, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight, Pounds</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SK1494</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>43.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1495</td>
<td>13q</td>
<td>14q</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>49.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1496</td>
<td>15q</td>
<td>16q</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>55.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Stove Is Practical in Every Smallest Detail. It Cuts Down Your Fuel Bill.

Ash Pan Furnished Free To Secure The Best Results Use Chestnut Coal In The "Classic"


A Small Stove Is More Expensive To Maintain Than A Larger One.
**THE “NATIONAL” Regent**

**NEAT URN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Size of Body, Inches</th>
<th>Pipe Collar, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping WL, Lbs.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SK1364</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1379</td>
<td>19 x 18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>$1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1380</td>
<td>24 x 23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$1.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THIS MODEL** is a typical Cannon type stove, specially designed to burn coal. It has all of the very latest improvements as you will recognize after having used it. Possesses a large coal feed door with register for controlling the draft. Grate can be replaced without disturbing the stove. Observation also shows the draft regulator extending all around the bottom of the stove as shown in the illustration to the right.

**WE ASK YOU** to find a stove of this kind offered anywhere near our prices that will equal our “Volcano” Regent, both as to quality and as to service. This heater is made to burn wood, chips and coal, but is not sold as a coal heater, as the construction is such that it will not burn coal satisfactorily. The design is very attractive, as you will see by an examination of the illustration.

**IT IS SET UP ON heavy, ornamental, cast iron legs, which enable you to sweep under it. This is a feature that will appeal to every practical householder.** Can be purchased in the five sizes listed. In ordering be sure to give the correct number. This stove has a swing top made with holes and covers the sizes as mentioned in the schedule below.

**Choice of 5 Sizes**

**Will Burn Wood, Chips, Cobs, or Anything Combustible, Except Coal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Size of Body, Inches</th>
<th>Length of Wood, Feet</th>
<th>Will Burn</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SK1364</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5 x 8</td>
<td>20 Feet</td>
<td>85 Lbs.</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1381</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6 x 9</td>
<td>20 Feet</td>
<td>85 Lbs.</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1382</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6 x 9</td>
<td>20 Feet</td>
<td>85 Lbs.</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1383</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6 x 9</td>
<td>20 Feet</td>
<td>85 Lbs.</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1384</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6 x 9</td>
<td>20 Feet</td>
<td>85 Lbs.</td>
<td>$1.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE “Volcano” Regent Box Heater**

**Will Burn Wood, Chips, Cobs, or Anything Combustible, Except Coal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Size of Body, Inches</th>
<th>Fire Door, Inches</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SK1364</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1379</td>
<td>20 x 18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK1380</td>
<td>24 x 23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$1.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIRESIDES** combination coal and wood heater.

- Fitted with an ash door as illustrated to right. It is a strictly up-to-date type of heater, being in every way as serviceable as the open fire box and having coppered sectional cast-iron linings. Also a double grate for burning either coal or wood.

- Also available in a "Hermitage" model.

**“HERMITAGE” Cannon**

No. 8K1391

- LARGE DRAFT, large draft door and large air-intake,
- Heavy cast iron legs, cast iron top hinge, cast iron door latch, nickel plated, cast iron door, nickel plated.
- **$10.45 to $14.95**

**“FIRESIDES” Regent No. 8K1394**

- Price: **$6.95 to $16.45**

**We Do Not List The Very Small Sizes**

Because of Unfavorable Results

**REMEMBER** that every essential feature to make up a practical wood stove enters into the construction of our "Volcano" Regent. For parlors, living rooms, dining rooms, etc., you will find this box heater a valuable addition. We advise your purchasing one of the larger sizes (for fullest measure of satisfaction). Our prices are remarkably low and our terms exceptionally liberal. For full details of our easy-to-pay, liberal credit terms we refer you to Page 1 of this, the greatest of all money-saving catalogs. Look these over carefully before sending us your order.
“Regent” Blue Flame Oil Stove At Bargain Prices

$8.95 UP

WILL BURN 400 GALLONS OF AIR TO ONE GALLON OF OIL

THIS STOVE does away with kindling, coal, kindling, coal shovel, poker, ashes and all dirt and trouble resulting therefrom. Kitchen is cool, clean and pleasant to work in at all times. Is absolutely safe. Heavy glass oil tank is removable; can be carried to an outer room for filling where oil won’t become overheated. No danger of explosion.

IS SIMPLE to use and regulate as a common kerosene lamp. Indicator shows how high or low to turn wick. You can do all kinds of cooking, baking and other work with the heat cost. Flame may be instantly controlled by the operator. You burn oil only when using and when through the expense stops.

IS SMOKELESS, burning a blue flame. Each stove thoroughly tested before leaving the factory. Easily cleaned. Lever device provided for each burner for raising blue enameled burner drum when stove is not in use. Makes it unnecessary to tilt or even touch oven face. Automatically generates gas from kerosene oil by a perfect mixture of air.

HUNDREDS of bushels of air utilized while consuming one gallon of oil. Burns like coal. Interior not hot, fireproof, and smokeless. Construction: durable, efficient and so simple that nothing can go out of order. A cure for the people.

OLIVE ENAMEL finish is used on the outer high shelf. Burner drums are blue enameled, burners of solid brass. Can be secured with or without high air and with or without single or double over-slip; optional. Door has glass drop door with blue stained frame. Consists of 2 doors, full inside lined. Double oven has 2 mica glass doors.

This Oven has perfect, vertical rack; two heavy cast iron racks. All burners polished body; top stained, neatly decorated. Has 2 bakers and 2 plates. Burner drum is provided with 2 burners for each rack. Double oven is illustrated. Has end grill. Choice of 2 burner styles. Shipping weights of No. 8K1329, single oven, 150 lbs. Of No. 8K1333, with shelf, 156 lbs. About 14 lbs.

The Removable Glass Tank Can Be Carried To An Outer Room For Filling—No Danger Of An Explosion

Exceptional Value In A Reliable Oil Heater

$2.95

Extra Wicks May Be Secured For This Heater Under No. 8K1039 at 9c Each

Here Is A Splendid Wickless Oil Stove It Is The “Regent” Model Blue Flame

Note How Low The Prices Are!

Order This Heater And Save Money

$6.45

This Stove Costs About 1c Per Hour To Operate

No. 8K1438. The finest oil heater ever offered. Is a tremendous bargain at the reasonable prices we quote. Has nickel-plated drum, and trimmings; stands 2 feet high, has venturi top, improves heat output of 28-inch capacity automatic oil-regulating device. Is an efficient, heavy-duty stove, economical as to consumption of oil and pleasure we get. Price...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Number of Burners</th>
<th>Size of Top, Inches</th>
<th>Weight, Lbs.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K1820</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12 1/2 x 12 1/2</td>
<td>14 1/2</td>
<td>$7.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1821</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13 1/2 x 13 1/2</td>
<td>16 1/2</td>
<td>$7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1822</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14 1/2 x 14 1/2</td>
<td>18 1/2</td>
<td>$7.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE OIL feeds automatically; and bear in mind that the burner cannot overflow whether valves are closed or open. The oil tanks are made of leaded steel, easily kept clean and are removable. Strainer keeps impurities in oil out of burners. One stove is made with full cabinet steel frame, hard baked japanned enamel finish. Stamped steel braces and nickel plated cast iron name plate. Dripped tightly and braced for perfect air tightness and equity. “Regent” Model comes with either two or three burners at the prices quoted below. Height, 12 inches. No. 8K1328. Extra Set of Six Asbestos Rings.

$2.95

Extra Wicks May Be Secured For This Heater Under No. 8K1437 at 9c Each

Take Your Choice Of Two or Three Burner Style

Catalog Number | Number of Burners | Size of Top, Inches | Weight, Lbs. | Price |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K1326</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22 x 14</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>$5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K1327</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22 x 14</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

45c

Extra Wicks May Be Secured For This Stove Under No. 8K1438 at 9c Each

Price...
A Very Fine Range For Either Natural or For Artificial Gas, Right or Left Oven

**$24.95**

**THIS GAS RANGE** is thoroughly efficient, embracing all the good points necessary to produce a stove that will give great satisfaction. It has a blue-polished steel body made of cold rolled steel, has a good cast front and square baking oven, as well as an extra deep broiling oven which is equipped with a tinned rack and broiling pan. Has heavy "Kleen Knob" front doors and cooking top, which are of gun metal finish. There are three sizes, one double, one simmering and one 2-line loop oven burners.

**THE OVEN** is constructed with two-piece non-cracking top grate for artificial gas. For natural gas the range has closed top with four ring covers and two open grille. Has double sealed oven bottom with asbestos lining. Has a top burner drip pan. When ordering be sure to state whether you desire your range with right or left hand oven and whether you require artificial or natural gas construction. This information, together with the correct number, is essential to insure proper delivery.

**MEASUREMENTS.** Oven measures 16x12x12 inches; front to back of oven 24x12.5 inches. Height to top of stove, 24 inches; height overall, 41 inches. Size of top, 24 by 22 inches, size of pipe collar, 4 inches. This range treats upon graceful, solid cast legs, strong enough to support greater weight than the range itself. Shipping weight, 240 pounds.

No. 8K1392, Right hand oven for artificial gas. **$24.95**
No. 8K1408, Left hand oven for natural gas. **Price.** 20.45
No. 8K1399, Left hand oven for artificial gas. **Price.** 24.95
No. 8K1400, Left hand oven for natural gas. **Price.** 26.45

**Large Oven and Broiler. Sanitary White Enamel Oven Door As Well As Broiler Door**

**$20.95**

**THIS TYPE** of gas range is very popular and there is a mighty good reason why it should be. It possesses all of the advantages of the range illustrated and described above, and several additional features mentioned in this description. Has the oven and broiler so placed that you can do your baking and broiling without stooping down to see the progress that the meat or chops may be making. It is fitted with a large roomy shelf below, the convenience of which will appeal to every practical housewife. It sets high up, away from the floor, which makes cleaning under it a real pleasure.

**THE ADVANTAGES** of this superior range are enumerated herewith. Read them over very carefully, and after learning of its many desirable qualities we know that you will be filled with a desire for it. It occupies but a small floor space, yet is sufficiently large to answer the requirements of any average home. Has one double, three single and one simmer burner, all removable, 8-inch extra heavy piping. Adjustable gas grates. Large oven and broiler, sanitary oven racks; cast iron, spring balanced oven door. Heavy stamped steel front, finished in a beautiful gunmetal. Sanitary Oven Racks. Stamped Steel Front. Gunmetal Finish

**MEASUREMENTS.** The baking oven is 16x12x12 inches, which will be found just a handy, convenient size. The broiler oven is 16x11x11 inches in size, while the cooking surface is square, measuring 21x21 inches. The height to the cooking top is 31 inches. A substantial back rises above the cooking surface to which is set a very handy shelf with canopy above it as illustrated. This forms a very handy warming shelf. The manifold is 6-inch. The handles on the oven doors are of the easy slip type. The entire range sets upon gracefully shaped, solid legs as shown in the large picture herewith. Can be furnished with either right or left hand oven as desired.

**THIS PICTURE** was taken from an actual photograph of the range itself and portrays in detail all of the trimmings of this fine range. The oven door lining is white enamel as is the broiler door lining as shown. It weighs, packed for shipment, about 325 lbs.

No. 8K1401. Right hand oven for artificial gas. **$29.95**
No. 8K1402. Right hand oven for natural gas. **Price.** 21.45
No. 8K1403. Left hand oven for artificial gas. **Price.** 29.95
No. 8K1404. Left hand oven for natural gas. **Price.** 21.45

Be sure to specify whether for NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL GAS

Can Be Furnished With Either Right Hand or Left Hand Oven. Order By Catalog Number, Selecting The Style That You Want.
"Pet" Regent

Laundry Stove

Very neat in appearance, made with a handy pouch feed for supplying the fuel, and has a convenient dump grate. The grate is of good size and exceptionally durable. It is in every way a superiorly built stove, made of good quality gray iron. The ornamental base with damper in ash pit and the patent shaker, give to it the best features usually offered in higher priced stoves. The size of top is 11 5/8 x 19 inches, and it is furnished with two 8-inch cooking holes. Weight about 49 pounds.

No. 8K1287, Two 8-in. Holes, Top 11 5/8 x 19 in. $2.89

"Regent" 2-Hole

Laundry Stove

Our "regent" four hole laundry stoves are built with four cast iron legs. All castings are heavy and substantially made. Has one-piece base to which are attached carved long legs. It is fitted with dumping and shaking grate, such as are used in our "Regent" stoves. Heavy breast top with long and short centers, measures 20 5/8 x 21 1/2 inches. It has four 8-inch cooking holes, top and sides, illustrated, weighs about 52 pounds.

No. 8K1106, Four 8-in. Holes, Top 20 5/8 x 21 1/2 in. $5.95

"Regent" 4-Hole

Laundry Stove

Our "Regent" four hole laundry stoves are built with four cast iron legs. All castings are heavy and substantially made. Has one-piece base to which are attached carved long legs. It is fitted with dumping and shaking grate, such as are used in our "Regent" stoves. Heavy breast top with long and short centers, measures 20 5/8 x 21 1/2 inches. It has four 8-inch cooking holes, top and sides, illustrated, weighs about 52 pounds.

No. 8K1107, Two 8-in. Holes, Top 13 5/8 x 20 5/8 in. $5.45

No. 8K1108, Four 8-in. Holes, Top 20 5/8 x 21 1/2 in. 7.45

"Octagon" Laundry Stove

Equipped with a shaped body, a convenient innovation for holding and heating water and teakettles, which leaves the top of your stove entirely free to cook on. It can be used for laundry or dry goods. This stove comes with a door made with long and short centers. This stove comes in two sizes, two 8-inch cooking holes, top and sides illustrated, weighs about 50 pounds. Two hole size weighs 42 pounds; four hole size weighs 82 pounds.

No. 8K1408 OUR FAMOUS 4-HOLE "OCTAGON" Also Comes With 2 Holes $17.85

Gas Laundry Stove

For Artificial or Natural Gas With or Without Shelf Below

Baked on gun metal finish over 1/4 rolled steel body; asbestos lined, 3 shales, 1 double, star burner on top; one 2-line loop burner under door; removable burner grate, damper, adjustable mixing mouth, 3 pin hinges. Webbed wire rack. Double steel oven bottoms; 1 1/2-In. oven door handle. Shipping weight, about 110 pounds.

Catalog Number Size of Top, inches Size of Burner, inches Gas to Be Used Price
8K1109 18x13x12 24x1 3/4x1 3/4 Natural $14.63
8K1110 18x13x12 24x1 3/4x1 3/4 Artificial 14.63

CASTINGS are "Kleen Kast" gray iron. High box, finish, removable grates, divided one-piece and removable burners. Milled head burners with adjustable mixers. Needles rare gas control. Reinforced shelf, 9-In. piping with hose connection. Carefully packed in boxes to give the best effect. Stove is 134 inches high with or without shelf, and priced, see schedule below. Lighter included. Shipping weight, about 39 pounds.

Catalog Number Size of Top, inches Height with Shelf Price Without No. Shelf Price With High and Shelf $2.15
8K966 17x22 $14.63 $16.50
8K967 17x22 $14.63 $16.50

POSSESSES one giant and three single removable top burners; adjustable gas control; spring balanced cast iron door. Loop oven burner, oven lighter. Heavy molded steel front and legs, enametal finish. Broiler oven, 18x13x12 inches. Height is 20 inches. Top and sides, illustrated. Sides are silver trimmed as illustrated. Be sure to give correct number. Shipping weight, about 175 lbs.

Catalog Number Size of Broiler Oven In. Size of Top Burner In. Gas to Be Used Price
8K1111 18x13/4x12 24x1 3/4x1 3/4 Artificial $17.85
8K1112 18x13/4x12 24x1 3/4x1 3/4 Natural 16.85
Convenient Ironing Board

May Be Folded Flat
When Not In Use.
HIGH GRADE WRINGERS

WARRANTED FOR SERVICE

Thoroughly Dependable Materials Are Used
In Their Construction
Fully Guaranteed

The life of a wringer is wholly dependent upon the quality of rubber in the rolls and we have taken great care in selecting the line of wringers to be sure that this most vital part is constructed of the best quality that can be offered for the money. We offer only such goods as we consider thoroughly reliable and made of dependable materials by the most skilled workmen. Our wringers are well finished and guaranteed in every way. Our cheaper grade of wringers have high-grade rubber rolls, vulcanized to the roller, and will give satisfactory service while our better grades have soft rubber rolls which resist wear and have the required elasticity to do the best work and are recommended for service. Each wringer has a warranty tag attached, which should be preserved in case a roll proves defective within the life of the guarantee. Should this ever occur, send us the tag and defective part, stating full particulars and give name of purchase. We will replace any rolls proving defective under our guarantee. Please remember that washing compounds, kerosene, etc., destroys the rubber and any roll injured from this source will not be replaced. Loosen adjusting screw when wringing heavy articles and have them moistened when not using wringer.

Satisfaction is Guaranteed.
You are the Judge.

Here's Our Famous Model “Wabash” Wringer At Real Bargain Prices

No. 8K1370. The name on the frame protects you, for the “Wabash” is thoroughly warranted. When you see the name you know that you are getting all you pay for, and after you have used the “Wabash Wringer” you will appreciate what a wonderful value it is. It will give satisfactory service according to warranty furnished with each wringer. You can have this Standard High Grade Wringer sent on approval. It is warranted for one year for family use, has exposed cast wheels, hardwood frame and is an excellent value. Weight, about 10 pounds. Comes in 10, 11 and 12-inch length rolls and prices are quoted below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price with 10-inch Rolls</th>
<th>Price with 11-inch Rolls</th>
<th>Price with 12-inch Rolls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 8K1370</td>
<td>$4.35</td>
<td>$4.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our Improved “Yukon” Wringer

No. 8K1371. This is a thoroughly good wringer and one of the best on the market for the money. We would, however, advise our customers to purchase one of our higher priced wringers, because they contain better materials. Our “Yukon” Wringer is an excellent value at our low price, and is as highly recommended. It is fitted with our special 1 1/2-inch rubber rolls and suitable to ordinary family use. Shipping weight is approximately 14 pounds. Made in 10-inch and 11-inch length rolls as per prices quoted below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price with 10-inch Rolls</th>
<th>Price with 11-inch Rolls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 8K1371</td>
<td>$3.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Renowned “Savoy” Wringer

No. 8K1372. The “Savoy” frame is made entirely of malleable iron, thoroughly galvanized to prevent rusting. It is fitted with 1 1/2-inch rubber rolls, exposed cast wheels and heavy spiral springs. It is very strongly constructed and we guarantee it for three years, according to warranty tag attached. You will be well pleased with it, for we know that we are offering you a very good value. Shipping weight, about 15 pounds. Comes in 10, 11 and 12-inch length rolls. Prices are given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price with 10-inch Rolls</th>
<th>Price with 11-inch Rolls</th>
<th>Price with 12-inch Rolls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 8K1372</td>
<td>$5.35</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enclosed cog wheel “Ashland” Model

No. 8K1373. In our “Ashland” clothes wringer we place before you one of the better types of laundry wringers. For general construction and use we feel that it has no superior at the price. It has enclosed cog wheels and is fitted with best quality rubber 1 1/4-inch rolls. The frame is of good hard wood with galvanized malleable iron fittings and heavy screw clamp. It is warranted for three years against to warranty tag attached and for family use will give thorough satisfaction. Shipping weight, about 17 pounds. Made in 10 and 11-inch length rolls. Prices of various sizes quoted below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price with 10-inch Rolls</th>
<th>Price with 11-inch Rolls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 8K1373</td>
<td>$6.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over a Year To Pay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price with 10-inch Rolls</th>
<th>Price with 11-inch Rolls</th>
<th>Price with 12-inch Rolls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 8K1374</td>
<td>$7.25</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HARTMAN'S HIGH SPEED ROTARY WASHER

$9.75

This Machine Can Be Operated Either By Hand Or Power. Space For Belt On Fly Wheel For Use With Gasoline Engine

Note High Speed Fly Wheel

When Used As A Hand Power Machine It Is Just As Easy To Operate Sitting Down As Standing Up.

It Is A Marvel At Our Low Price

No. 7K1356

BALANCE WHEEL of this washer is most conveniently placed at the top of the tub, enabling you to easily and firmly attach a large sized wringer.

TUB AND OTHER WOODEN PARTS are of genuine kiln-dried Louisiana Red Cypress. The tub is made in a most convenient size, strongly bound with three metal hoop bands having a diameter of about 24 inches with a large capacity which enables you to work on about eight shirts at one time.

CORRUGATED BOTTOM AND SIDES enable you to get excellent results, while the tub, at the same time rubbing the garments against the corrugation, and thoroughly cleaning every piece of your washing.

STRONG WRINGER ATTACHMENT is another of the many great conveniences of this outfit and is fitted to the top of the tub, enabling you to easily and firmly attach a large sized wringer.

EVERY CIRCUMSTANCE which could make for the convenience of our customers has been carefully considered in the design as well as in the manufacture of Hartman's High Speed Rotary Washer. You can sit down comfortably and rest without losing any time and you achieve splendid results with great ease of operation when used as a hand power machine. This combination of efficiency and simplicity does away with all back-breaking, nerve-racking work which has previously been the lot of so many hard-working housewives. This outfit is practically a self-worker, and is another example of the height of perfection reached by our factories.

Dasher Post is a high grade equipment so built to the machine that you can wash the finest fabrics without being in any way afraid that they will become tangled or torn. This is a feature that is of importance to every washing machine user.

IRON PARTS are carefully finished with enamel paint. The advantage of the enamel paint is two-fold; it improves the appearance of this washer, and at the same time protects the metal from rust-producing elements.

IF YOU DO NOT already possess a Hartman High Speed Rotary Washer, then you are not yet familiar with the real conveniences which have been achieved by the most modern improvements in this line of manufacture. When you receive this washing machine and have actually used it, you will be absolutely astonished at the marvelous rapidity and thoroughness with which you can do your work. The only regret you will have will be that you did not purchase one of these earlier, and thus save yourself many hours of drudgery. You will find our statements to be true in every detail, and you will wonder how, at this price, we could possibly afford to supply such a complete combination of convenience, efficiency and all-around reliability. Like all our other machines, this washer is entitled under HARTMAN'S IRONCLAD, UNIQUE LEGAL BINDING GUARANTEE, so that you need have no hesitation but can send us your order without a moment's delay. Shipping weight about 53 pounds.

No. 7K1356. Price only $9.75
WASHERS FOR THE HOME LAUNDRY

**Genuine Stratford Washing Machine**

**AVOID DRUDGERY** with this fine washing machine. The tub of this washer is made of Louisiana Red Cypress, deeply corrugated on the inside, making an effective rubbing surface, finished in the natural wood with lasting quality of varnish, and built by three steel hoops. The four-pronged dasher block is 10 inches in diameter, made of cypress, not likely to split or crack and is corrugated on inside. THE GEARING is durable, with few moving parts and has roller bearings, which make it run smooth and easy. The high speed of dasher causes increased agitation in the tub, insuring the removal of all dirt from the clothes quickly and thoroughly, bringing a 9-inch revolution. It has improved wringer attachment, securely fastened to the tub, admitting the use of a 12-inch roll wringer.

**ALL IRON PARTS** are attractively finished with enamel paints and where necessary are heavily galvanized to protect against rust. They are bolted into iron sockets. Drop metal handles and hinged cover. Capacity, eight shirts.

**YOU CAN HAVE** it to test it in your laundry on approval.

Shipping weight, about 60 pounds. 
No. 7K162. Price only $4.50

**Strong Rotary Washer The New Style Banner**

**THIS FINE MACHINE** has many points of advantages whose merits are best determined after actual usage. The tub is made of Louisiana Red Cypress, deeply corrugated on the inside, making an effective rubbing surface, finished in natural wood which grows in water and impregnated with varnish finish. WILL render excellent service. The mechanism of this splendid washer is simple in construction and with proper care will not get out of order.

**CAPACITY** This "Automatic" washer has a capacity of about eight shirts and very reasonably priced and endorsed by all the country. Shipping weight, approximately 60 pounds.

No. 7K1357. Price $8.25

**High Speed of Dasher causes increased agitation in the tub, insuring the removal of all dirt from the clothes quickly and thoroughly. Gearing is covered with a shield to guard against accidental injury through anyone coming in contact with the mechanism. Lid has detachable hinges and with all gearing attached is enclosed in tub when shipping, thus affording complete protection to these parts. Has improved wringer attachment, securely fastened to tub, admitting of 12-inch roll wringer.

**ALL IRON PARTS** are attractively finished with enamel and where necessary are heavily galvanized to protect against rust. Capacity, eight shirts. Shipping weight, approximately 60 pounds.

No. 7K165. Price $8.45

**An Automatic Washer At A Real Bargain Price**

**THIS WASHING MACHINE** produces clean clothes without hard labor and works an average of eight days on one filling of water. The box which houses the parts of the machine is made of Cypress wood which grows in water and impregnated with varnish finish. WILL render excellent service. The mechanism of this splendid washer is simple in construction and with proper care will not get out of order.

**CAPACITY** This "Automatic" washer has a capacity of about eight shirts and very reasonably priced and endorsed by all over the country. Shipping weight, approximately 60 pounds.

No. 7K1357. Price $8.25

**Strong Rotary Washer The New Style Banner**

**THIS FINE MACHINE** has many points of advantages whose merits are best determined after actual usage. The tub is made of Louisiana Red Cypress, deeply corrugated on the inside, making an effective rubbing surface, finished in natural wood which grows in water and impregnated with varnish finish. WILL render excellent service. The mechanism of this splendid washer is simple in construction and with proper care will not get out of order.

**CAPACITY** This "Automatic" washer has a capacity of about eight shirts and very reasonably priced and endorsed by all over the country. Shipping weight, approximately 60 pounds.

No. 7K1357. Price $8.25
LET THESE WASHERS DO THE WORK

For Reasonable Hartman's to Dsher advantage is low brass kep, vol. VO roll. OVO roll. eight veritable All CHICAGO well you necessary Con-large Combines their the instead to inside.

AU with gears a Constructed slotted it will.

Operating Handle is adjustable to suit the convenience of the operator as illustrated.

"Boss" Water Power Washer

Merely Connect The Hose To Your Water Faucet And The Washing Machine Does All The Work. Is Especially Constructed For high efficiency on low pressure.

IT WILL OPERATE with equal efficiency whether it is used on high or low pressure. That is a point of advantage that is well to bear in mind. The important fact, however, for you to determine before selecting the "Boss" Water Power Washing Machine is that you must be sure that you have at least 25 pounds of pressure. If you have all that is necessary for you to do is to order this machine, and when you are ready to do your washing, just connect the hose to the water faucet and go about your household with your mind at ease. You will be care-free on the one day of the week that many women look forward to with dread in their hearts. We have had such success with this water power washer that we feel justified in recommending it to you in the very highest terms. You take no chance, because if it does not please you, we don't ask you to keep it.

THE MOTOR is the semi-springless piston type. Instead of being hammered to their seats at each reversal of the piston, the valves are gently seated by single spring, no placed and made that with ordinary care it will not break. Constructed of brass and phosphor bronze throughout. Has heavy cast brass cylinder rigidly set on heavy bracket having double bearings for dasher post and other guide for piston-precision ground metal screen before inlet port to keep dirt out of motor. Handle on dasher post release dasher from clothes before opening and closing lid. Dasher adjusts through top of motor. In accident proof. Eight shirt capacity. Scientifically built throughout. Motor complete as described with high-grade intake and exhaust hose. Large cypress tub, natural finish, with reinforced top - corrugations inside cypress dasher, detachable lid, bolted wringer attachment, detachable hardwood legs as shown, galvanized hardware and castings. All parts are thoroughly reliable and efficient. Shipping weight, about 65 pounds.

$15.65

With this machine your water pressure is sufficient to do your washing, and you will have no trouble with your hose breaking or your water running down the street.

The "Boss" Water Power Washing Machine Will Operate on Any Pressure Over 25 Pounds But You Must Be Sure That You Have This Pressure Before Ordering This Machine.
Dependable Painting and Roofing

WHY HARTMAN'S CAN SELL HIGH GRADE PAINT AND ROOFING AT BARGAIN PRICES

It is a very easy matter for a manufacturer to say that his particular paint or roofing is the best in the world. But it is a very different matter for him to prove to his customers that they are the best.

The final test for paint and roofing is in the length of time they wear. For instance, a car will rust out. Therefore, it is first put on a house or barn. It may have a beautiful color and shiny luster and to all outward appearance be as fine a paint as anyone could want. But unless it stands the test of elements, it will come along. Then it clouds up and rains for a day or so. Again the sun comes out blazing hot and you notice something looks wrong with your nice, fresh coat of paint. You examine it carefully and find that it has begun to blister and peel off. Also, it has begun to fade. You touch it with your finger and find that you can read it off—the dirt is more or less powdered. It was a good paint, after all, was it? No. And why? Well, in the first place a poor grade of color pigments was used and also a cheap grade of inacised oil. The pigments were improperly ground, hastily mixed with the oil and the whole mass run off into barrels and cans, labeled and put on the market as "Fine Ready-Mixed Paint!" No wonder it blisters, cracks, peels off and fades. The proportions are wrong, the color, the luster—the appearance—of good paint, but it does not possess the wearing and preservative qualities.

Hartman's has the experience to say about ready roofing. There are no end of different makes and brands of roofings on the market. They all look a great deal alike. But again the final test is in the length of service they give. Nine out of ten warp, crack, get dry and brittle in a few months after they are laid. They don't stand the test of time and weather. A leaky roof is bound to result and they are a constant source of trouble and expense.

AS TO OUR RESPONSIBILITY

Now, when we tell you that REX-KOTE Ready Mixed Paints, Varnishes, Stains, Lacquers and Enamels, and HERCULES GUARANTEED ROOFING have a quality by the test of time, Weather, no matter how sudden or severe its changes may be—no matter how long it may remain hot or cold, or dry or wet, or dry and wet alike—it will last more than ten million dollars longer than any other brand. In other words, this paint and roofing must be so good that they would prove their quality before the customer finished paying for them. It would not do for us merely to say, "Here is a high grade paint and Hartman high quality roofing." With us it means that we must not only say that, but that we must also be prepared to prove every word of it and back up the statement with our guarantee or else lose both customers and money. And we don't propose to lose either.

How did we make so sure that REX-KOTE PAINT and HERCULES GUARANTEED ROOFING would make good under the strong claims we put forth for them? Simply because we subjected them to the severest tests that either a paint or a roofing can be put to. Mind you, our more than a million and a half customers are scattered throughout the entire United States, REX-KOTE PAINT and HERCULES GUARANTEED ROOFING cover houses and barns in Maine and in the Far Northwest, where they are exposed to the icy blasts of winter for months at a stretch. Likewise they are exposed to the warm, moist climate of the Southern states as well as to the dry, blistering heat of Texas and Arizona. These paints and roofings are extensively used throughout the Middle West, where there are often such sudden changes in temperature that the temperature will change much as 60 degrees inside of 24 hours—a warm, sunshiny day followed by snow, hail and sleet. They are also used on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, where the salt sea air is exception-

WHY WE UNRESERVEDLY AND LEGALLY GUARANTEE OUR PAINT AND ROOFING

Before putting REX-KOTE PAINT and HERCULES GUARANTEED ROOFING on the market we knew that we would sell them on our long time, easy credit terms. Therefore, it is first put on a house or barn. It may have a beautiful color and shiny luster and to all outward appearance be as fine a paint as anyone could want. But unless it stands the test of elements, it will come along. Then it clouds up and rains for a day or so. Again the sun comes out blazing hot and you notice something looks wrong with your nice, fresh coat of paint. You examine it carefully and find that it has begun to blister and peel off. Also, it has begun to fade. You touch it with your finger and find that you can read it off—the dirt is more or less powdered. It was a good paint, after all, was it? No. And why? Well, in the first place a poor grade of color pigments was used and also a cheap grade of inacised oil. The pigments were improperly ground, hastily mixed with the oil and the whole mass run off into barrels and cans, labeled and put on the market as "Fine Ready-Mixed Paint!" No wonder it blisters, cracks, peels off and fades. The proportions are wrong, the color, the luster—the appearance—of good paint, but it does not possess the wearing and preservative qualities.

Hartman's has the experience to say about ready roofing. There are no end of different makes and brands of roofings on the market. They all look a great deal alike. But again the final test is in the length of service they give. Nine out of ten warp, crack, get dry and brittle in a few months after they are laid. They don't stand the test of time and weather. A leaky roof is bound to result and they are a constant source of trouble and expense.

We have been in business for 61 years—and WE ARE IN BUSINESS TO SELL you the finest of colors and more than half a century could not have built up this enormous business had we not always dealt fairly and honestly with our customers and endeavoured always to make our name mean "If-you-are-not-satisfied" guarantee with every article sold, and stood squarely behind that guarantee with our entire financial strength. That is our trade name and that is to be our result, we have today more than one million five hundred thousand satisfied customers and they are to be found in every state in the Union. Any one of them will tell you that Hartman's goods are of thoroughly dependable quality, that Hartman's prices are very low, that Hartman's credit terms are extremely liberal compared with those of others.
Rex-Kote
Paints, Varnishes,
Enamels, Stains, Etc.

Ready Mixed—Guaranteed

MAKES A NEW HOME
OUT OF OLD BUILDINGS

There is nothing that will add more to the attractiveness of your home than the application of a few dollars' worth of high-grade Rex-Kote Paints and Varnishes. There is no better way to make a new home out of an old one than by giving it a new face. Rex-Kote Paints will make any house look as new as if it had just been built. And the longer it lasts, the more your investment will be worth. And you are fully protected against the theft of your investment by the guarantee that Rex-Kote Paints are worth every cent that you have paid for them. They are sold at low prices throughout the nation, and the savings that you secure by using them are more than enough to pay for the labor of putting them on, because they last a short time and are so thin and worthless that they do not properly protect the wood they cover.

PAINTING PAYS BIG DIVIDENDS

An investment in good paint pays large dividends by safeguarding the money you have invested in buildings. We always advise the use of the better grades of paints on your buildings rather than the inferior extremely low priced kinds. By so doing you effect a greater saving because of their greater wearing qualities.

In the paint sold through ordinary channels there are usually three sometimes four profits, divided among the manufacturer, the jobber, the salesman and the local dealer. Because these several markups, each representing an individual profit, and in order to keep the prices down, the quality of the ingredients must be cheapened. Such paints are likely to be the labor of putting on, because they last but a short time and are so thin and worthless that they do not properly protect the wood they cover.

SOLD ON LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

 Guaranteed Rex-Kote Paints and Varnishes are sold on the liberal Hartman terms of long time credit. Study the table of terms in the front of this book, they are the terms under which you can buy guaranteed Rex-Kote Paints and Varnishes. Just stop and figure how small an amount of ready cash you require to give your house, your fence, your barn, your roof, that long-needed coat of paint. Why wait until you have saved $500 or even more and then buy paint from your local dealer? Make that improvement now, prolong the life of your buildings by buying a guaranteed paint on the Hartman liberal terms.

There are no strings tied to our offer, there is no trick about this. We trust you for the paints or varnishes you need to protect and beautify your home, just as we trust you for other goods we sell. All we care to know about you is that you are honest and will pay your word for it, we don't go to your friends, neighbors and relatives to make extensive inquiries. We have no reason to think that you will live up to our terms is all the assurance we require.

There is no more liberal and wide open proposition than ours. We trust you, you ship you a guaranteed paint, you use it, and your judgment whether or not the paint we have sold you is the best is final.

If you say that the paint blistered, peels or chalks, we don't argue, we send you new paint free of charge any time within four years from the date of the original order. Is there anything fairer than this offer?

We do not govern the quality by the price, but set the price by the quality.

READ OUR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE

We unreservedly guarantee that Rex-Kote No. A1 Ready Mixed House Paints will not crack, peel, blister or chalk if applied in accordance with our directions, and that we will, any time within four years from date of your order, replace free of charge to our customers any Rex-Kote No. A1 paint that does not come up to our claims.

That's why we produce better paints and varnishes, enamels, stains, etc., than many others.

Under these liberal terms of payment and covered by as strong a guarantee of satisfaction as we give, we could not afford to send paint that was not right—we would be taking a risk too great to contemplate. It is because of the knowledge we have of how good our Rex-Kote Paints and Varnishes are that we feel perfectly safe in making the most liberal sales offer ever attempted by any concern.

We are not asking as much for guaranteed Rex-Kote Ready Mixed Paints and Varnishes, sold on such easy terms, as some do for inferior grade of paints and varnishes sold for spot cash. Look carefully at every price quotation made in our Paint Section, then stop and consider that all quotations are made on guaranteed products, backed by our gigantic resources to be exactly as represented and finally make comparison between our prices and those of others for dependable guaranteed products. Our terms are based on the real manufacturing cost of our products, and this manufacturing cost is very low because of the remarkable facilities our factory has. Then we save money in the purchase of raw material, bought in enormous quantities for spot cash. Our cash resources help us to take advantage of every favorable market condition. With all these advantages in favor we are able to reduce manufacturing cost so low that we can sell our very best, guaranteed Rex-Kote Paints and Varnishes at less than the so-called pure paints offered by many other concerns.
REX-KOTE
Ready Mixed Paints—Durable Varnish

SCIENTIFICALLY MADE IN A

REX-KOTE PAINTS AND VARNISHES represent a marvelous improvement in paint and varnish making. Years of scientific research and practical experimentation by able chemists have achieved in the manufacture of REX-Kote Paints and Varnishes products of proven quality, whose merits are shown by actual use. The advanced method of manufacture and the tremendous output of REX-Kote Paint make it possible for us to give you these superb paints at a price far lower than you pay when you buy ordinary paints. And in addition to the saving you make, you receive the full protection of our strong guarantee.

ALL PAINTS AND VARNISHES sold by us under our guarantee brand are of a high standard of quality. They are made in one of the largest, most modern and most scientifically equipped Paint and Varnish factories. Nothing is left undone to make our Guaranteed REX-Kote products the very acme of perfection, and we know that in offering our customer our scientific and guaranteed REX-Kote ready mixed House and Barn Paints, Enamels, Stains and Varnishes, we are placing on the market thoroughly high grade paints and varnishes, and we back these products with our reputation of 61 years of honest and successful merchandising.

THE FACTORY has been equipped with every labor-saving machine known to the Paint Makers; this means efficiency and a low cost of production. The factory layout is such that there is no unnecessary handling of materials; this means more efficiency and still lower cost of production.

PAINT NOW AND PAY LATER

They are Guaranteed

THE GRINDING MACHINES. The pigments are crushed by powerful millstones until fine enough to form an imperious film. Each machine weights 120 pounds, and another operation is necessary, and so the pigments pass to the floor below through the large pipes shown in the illustration.

THE AGITATORS. Sufficient oil is added to the ground pigments to secure the proper consistency and the mixture is ground in large paddles, until a perfect paint is formed.

WHY REX-KOTE READY MIXED PAINTS ARE SUPERIOR TO ANY HAND MIXED PAINTS

It has taken many years to educate painters and property owners to appreciate the high quality of ready mixed paint, and actual service has had more to do toward proving this superiority than all the advertising in the world. Paint mixed by hand cannot equal the product made by machinery. By mixing our paints in enormous quantities we are able to secure a uniform color that is practically impossible in paints mixed by hand. When the pigments are thoroughly ground with the oil, the spreading qualities of the paint are noticeable improved and, because of this fact, are the most economical. It has been definitely shown that where two neighboring houses have been painted at the same time, one with the ready mixed paint and the other with the hand mixed paint, the ready mixed paint showed the effect of the weather in about half the time and was far inferior to the other.

READ OUR GUARANTEE ON PAGE 397.
PAINT CAN ONLY BE JUDGED CORRECTLY BY A COMPARISON OF RESULTS AND PRICE

We know full well that local dealers ask $2.00 to $2.50 for other so-called pure paints and we know from the actual tests made by master painters, paint dealers' associations and by our own and other leading chemists that Rex-Kote No. A-1 House Paint when applied presents a much finer appearance and possesses much greater wearing and preserving qualities than these other higher priced paints.

Paint good enough to be sold on easy credit terms, must, indeed, be of the highest possible quality.

So sure are we that Rex-Kote House Paint No. A-1 will make good that we unreservedly guarantee complete satisfaction from every gallon you use.

EASILY APPLIED BY ANYONE

Any hand mixed paint would require the services of an expert painter to secure satisfactory results, but because Rex-Kote being made and mixed by the most perfect up-to-date machinery in a wonderfully equipped modern paint factory, every gallon is always of the same uniform quality with every other gallon; its easy, even flowing qualities can be utilized to the fullest degree even by an inexperienced person.

In buying No. A-1 Guaranteed Rex-Kote, you are buying quality and we don't hesitate to say to you that we know of no better product in ready mixed house paint made by any one or sold at any price, and our full guarantee of satisfaction covers every gallon.

You will make no mistake in ordering A-1 Rex-Kote Ready Mixed House Paint, made according to a formula which years of experiments has proven to be best. Its covering and protecting qualities are unsurpassed.

Don't let your painter or any one else tell you that paint mixed by hand is better than our A-1 Rex-Kote Ready Mixed House Paint. Such statements can only be made by misinformed or ignorant persons. Our guarantee of satisfaction is your protection.

No. 10K413. GUARANTEED REX-KOTE

$1.42 PER GALLON IN 50 GALLON BARRELS

$1.50 PER GALLON IN 25 GAL. HALF BLS.

$16.20 Paints the Above Residence 2 Coats

Size of house, 26x28—18 feet high to eaves.

Body, 8 gallons............$12.84

Trimming, 2 gallons..... 3.36

Total ................................$16.20

$15.60 Paints the Above Residence 2 Coats

Size of house, 26x28—18 feet high to eaves.

Body, 8 gallons............$12.84

Trimming, 2 gallons..... 3.36

Total ................................$16.20

For ILLUSTRATIONS OF COLORS SEE PAGE 405

BIGGEST PAINT BARGAINS WE HAVE EVER OFFERED

From any viewpoint our fully guaranteed Rex-Kote House Paint No. A-1 is unquestionably one of the biggest Paint Bargains we've ever offered. First, it is guaranteed by the great Hartman Concern, with every last cent of its enormous resources; secondly, it is sold to you on credit, so that while you are paying for it you have a chance to watch how well it wears; lastly, the price at which we sell it, even on our liberal credit terms, is no higher than the prices asked by many for grades inferior to Rex-Kote House Paint No. A-1.

You should bear in mind, however, that in paints, like in other goods there are various qualities. It is much better in your own interest to always select the best; it may cost a trifle more in the beginning, yet in the end it will be much cheaper. The best grades of paint will cover more surface, will look better, will retain their color longer, will keep their elasticity for a greater number of years. The oil film, which is the real protector of the wood surface, will not dry out and crack on the A-1 quality for years and years, and we recommend to you in all sincerity that when considering the purchase of paints you select for the greater economy and better satisfaction, A-1 Rex-Kote Paints.

We furnish it in 39 different colors, which are illustrated on page 410. Don't forget to give name and number of the color you want. It will avoid errors.
This is our second quality in Rex-Kote House Paint. It is designated as No. 2. It would be against our long established policy of honest dealing to tell you that this grade is as good, as serviceable, as economical as our Rex-Kote No. A. When buying paint it is well to remember that the best is the really economical and most satisfactory in the long run.

However, if you desire, we can furnish you with Rex-Kote Ready Mixed House Paint, No. 2, and give you a fairly good article, which is made in our factory from ingredients carefully selected and tested. We will stand back of this paint with a limited guarantee, but we say to you in all frankness that you will be money ahead if you select our Rex-Kote No. A—it will give you much better satisfaction.

Rex-Kote Ready Mixed House Paint No. 2 comes in 22 different colors, which are shown on page 466. In your selection refer to these colors and be sure that you mention the name as well as the number of the color you want.

We guarantee that this Rex-Kote No. 2 Ready Mixed House Paint will not crack, peel, blister or chalk if applied in accordance with our directions and that we will any time within 5 years from date of your order, replace, free of charge to our customers any Rex-Kote No. 2 Paint that does not come up to our claims.

No. 10K414 Guaranteed Rex-Kote Ready Mixed House Paint No. 2

$1.14 PER GALLON
IN 50 GALLON BARRELS

$1.23 PER GALLON
IN 25 GALLON HALF BARRELS

Rex-Kote Floor Paint is made to stand successfully the hard usage to which floor paint is subjected. It is quick drying, very elastic and wear-resisting, and is guaranteed to give satisfaction. Make your old floor look like a new one by giving it a coat of fresh new paint, then it can be kept spotlessly clean by simply mopping it with a clean mop and weak soap water.

Eight different shades shown on page 466. Give name and number of the color you select.

No. 10K415. Rex-Kote Ready Mixed Porch Floor Paint

$2.12 PER GALLON
IN 5 GALLON KITS

$1.16 PER GALLON
IN 1 GALLON CANS

$2.22 PER GALLON
IN 1 GALLON CANS

$1.27 PER GALLON
IN 5 GALLON KITS

$1.37 PER GALLON
IN 1 GALLON CANS

$80c PER ONE QUART CAN

No. 10K416. Rex-Kote Ready Mixed Floor Paint

$74c PER ONE HALF GALLON CAN

$40c PER ONE QUART CAN
For wood a you is first-class the however, you gallon made improve to a it Gallon with a it free width. combination leaves will which Gallon 1 brush. PER Gallon keeping or our your It a is paint Paint, 50 Gallon better or is, J PER 5 colors, PER 4 REX-KOTE ground together. You may use it with the confidence that we stand back of it with our guarantee should it not prove to be just as we claim.

Whether you have had experience in painting or not, you can easily do a first class job with this paint if you just follow our simple directions.

One gallon of this Guaranteed Rex-Kote Mineral Barn Paint No. 1 will cover about 250 square feet of surface, two heavy coats, and sometimes much more, depending on the conditions of the structure.

Remember, this No. 1 Mineral Barn Paint is covered by our strong guarantee, and if it does not come up to our claims we will, any time within 4 years, replace it free of charge to you.

We make this Rex-Kote Barn Paint in 2 colors, bright red and brown. See the color illustrations on page 496. Don’t forget to mention the color you want.

The Kind of Brushes to Use with Barn Paint.

For painting the walls of barns, sheds, etc., use a No. 10K570 wall brush, 4 or 4½ inches in width. For fences use the same brush, but narrower, 3 or 3½ inches in width.

No. 10K417 GUARANTEED REX-KOTE READY MIXED MINERAL BARN PAINT No. 1

94 Cents PER GALLON IN 50 GAL. BARR'S

97 Cents PER GALLON IN 25 GAL. ½ BARR'S

REX-KOTE Mineral BARN PAINT No. 2

If a second quality paint will answer your purpose, or if you simply want to improve the appearance of your buildings where length of wear is a secondary consideration, then order this Barn Paint No. 2, which we can guarantee to give satisfaction. However, it does not compare with our No. 1 Barn Paint in covering quality, neither will it wear as well. For the slight difference in cost you will be better satisfied with the higher grade No. 1 Paint, and you will be more money ahead by using it. It is, however, made good enough to be covered by our guarantee of satisfaction, and we will replace it free to you any time within three years if it does not give satisfactory wear. It is made in red and brown as shown on page 496. Colors are not so perfect as Barn Paint No. 1.

No. 10K418 REX-KOTE MINERAL BARN PAINT No. 2

77C PER GALLON IN 50 GALLON BARRELS

82C PER GALLON IN 25 GALLON ½ BARRELS

86C PER GALLON IN 5 GALLON KITS

95C PER GALLON IN 1 GALLON CANS

REX-KOTE SHINGLE STAIN

Too much stress cannot be laid on the necessity of preserving your shingle roof and protecting it against the weather. Rex-Kote Shingle Stain is a paint as well as a wood preservative—a combination of pure, strong colors, ground very fine and thinned with refined creosote and oils that double the life of shingles. It is better than paint for shingles, as it does not clog the surfaces; it leaves a clear, non-porous, roof, and it will not affect the rain water which runs off the roof into your cistern.

Two and one-half gallons of Rex-Kote Shingle Stain will saturate 1,000 shingles, dipping them, or a gallon will cover from 1½ to 2½ square feet of roof surface when applied with a brush.

We furnish Rex-Kote Shingle Stain in 6 colors as shown on page 496. Specify color you want.

No. 10K419 REX-KOTE READY MIXED SHINGLE STAIN

70C PER GALLON IN 50 GALLON BARRELS

73C PER GALLON IN 25 GALLON ½ BARRELS

80C PER GALLON IN 5 GALLON KITS

90C PER GALLON IN 1 GALLON CANS
Rex-Kote Roof Paint is one of the best substances known for repairing roofs and keeping them in good condition. It preserves shingles, tin, iron or felt from the action of the weather and will make an ordinary roof last many years longer. Can also be used for structural iron work, iron tanks, iron shutters, steel bridges, stand-pipes and fire-escapes. It is an excellent damp-proof coating on brick and concrete cellar walls, when heavily applied on the outside of the wall.

Apply very heavily when painting the roof; a good thick coat of Rex-Kote Roof Paint is equivalent to an extra layer of felt.

Thus you will get the full benefit of the weather-enduring qualities of natural asphalt and linseed oil.

Linseed Oil Rex-Kote Roof Paint is guaranteed free from rosin. It is made from natural asphalt, linseed oil and other suitable ingredients which form a combination that is waterproof, acid-resisting and imperious to atmospheric and climatic conditions. When dried, it forms a waxy coat (not sticky and not brittle), therefore does not run when exposed to the rays of the hot sun, neither does it crack when covered by snow or ice.

Comes in black, maroon and green. Will cover about 250 square feet per gallon, one coat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER BY CATALOG NUMBER</th>
<th>BE SURE TO MENTION COLOR</th>
<th>SEE THESE PRICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 10K420. BLACK REX-KOTE ROOF PAINT</td>
<td></td>
<td>BLACK OR GREEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 10K421. MAROON REX-KOTE ROOF PAINT</td>
<td></td>
<td>MAROON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 10K422. GREEN REX-NOTE ROOF PAINT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**50 GALLON BARREL** Per Gallon 58c 86c

**25 GALLON ½ BARREL** “ 64c 93c

**5 GALLON KIT** “ 72c 96c

**1 GALLON CAN** “ 77c $1.08

---

**Rex-Kote Black Carbon Paint**

An excellent low-priced black paint for smoke-stacks, iron fences, bridges, fire-escapes, felt and composition roofs. It does not compare in elasticity or wearing qualities with our LINSEED OIL REX-KOTE ROOF PAINT, but at the price we sell it it is a very satisfactory product. Has been giving excellent service to thousands of users. For sheds or structures that in the course of a few years will be removed or torn away, it is an ideal preservative at a low cost. Will save its cost many times over by the protection it affords.

No. 10K423. **REX-KOTE BLACK CARBON PAINT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Gallon in 50 Gallon Barrels</th>
<th>Per Gallon in 25 Gallon ½ Barrels</th>
<th>Per Gallon in 5 Gallon Kits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30c</td>
<td>36c</td>
<td>41c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rex-Kote Auto, Carriage and Buggy Paint**

Is a very durable and beautiful color, ground and mixed in copal varnish. It is ready for use and if applied in accordance with our simple directions will refresh your auto, carriage or buggy entirely satisfactorily. You can do the work yourself. For an automobile or carriage use about ½ gallon, for a buggy one quart can is usually sufficient. The paint dries with a high lustre, which it will retain for a long time, even though it is subjected to destructive influence of mud, dust, soap and water. Order by catalog number and name of color.

No. 10K425. **REX-KOTE AUTO and CARRIAGE PAINT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$2.40</th>
<th>$1.17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PER 1 GALLON CAN</td>
<td>PER ½ GALLON CAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 64c | 34c |
| PER 1 QUART CAN | PER 1 PINT CAN |

---

**Rex-Kote Black Asphalt Paint**

We take the asphalt as it comes in hard form, and thin it out with California Liquid Asphalt, then temper it with Trinidad Semi-Hard Asphalt, and blend it in a boiling process with semi-volatile oils so as to keep the product in liquid form ready for use. An unequaled preservative for all kinds of iron work, felt, metal and composition roofing. A splendid damp-proof coating for cement and brick basement walls if applied on the outside of wall.

No. 10K424. **REX-KOTE BLACK ASPHALT PAINT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PER GALLON IN 50 GALLON BARRELS</th>
<th>PER GALLON IN 5 GALLON CANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32c</td>
<td>44c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PER GALLON IN 25 GALLON ½ BARRELS</th>
<th>PER GALLON IN 1 GALLON CANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38c</td>
<td>52c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rex-Kote Wagon and Implement Paint**

Primarily intended for repainting of farm wagons and farm implements to keep them looking new and bright. It has been conclusively proven by farm experts that ordinarily wagons and implements last about 6 years if not placed under roof and kept in paint, but that where care has been taken to give each wagon and each piece of implement one or two coats of Rex-Kote Wagon and Implement Paint in a year, they would last almost indefinitely. You will find it a lot cheaper to buy Rex-Kote Paints for your implements than to buy new implements.

No. 10K426. **REX-KOTE WAGON and IMPLEMENT PAINT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$1.92</th>
<th>$1.01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PER 1 GALLON CAN</td>
<td>PER ½ GALLON CAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 53c | 30c |
| PER 1 QUART CAN | PER 1 PINT CAN |
FURNITURE VARNISHES

EXTRA FINE FURNITURE VARNISH

Not the equal of our High Gloss, Extra durable Floor Varnish, is good enough to live up to our iron-clad guarantee. Can not be...omm of floors. Has just the right body to make it stand up under the most severe wear; dries in 6 hours to walk on it. Natural amber color. Does not pick up dust or lustre of oil, feel marks have no effect on the elastic surface. Furniture can be moved over it without marring or scratching. A nicely decorated residence would have a smooth, lustrous floor like this one. You can secure if you purchase Rex-Kote high-gloss, extra-durable floor varnish. Satisfaction results will justify your selection.

No. 10K427. REX-KOTE EXTRA DURABLE FLOOR VARNISH

3.22 PER GALLON IN 5 GALLON CAN 3.29 PER 1 GALLON 1.30 PER 1/2 GALLON 71c PER 1 QUART

DEX-KOTE INSIDE SPAR VARNISH

We are willing to match this inside spar varnish against any other varnish for durability, beauty, and finish, and as a matter of fact, no matter what you pay for varnish you can get nothing that will give better satisfaction. Rex-Kote spar varnish is made from high-grade gums and oils and the ingredients are so compounded that the product will successfully withstand the deficiencies of all weather conditions. Heat or cold will not affect it and water can not injure it. Apply over thoroughly clean surfaces with soft varnish brush 15 to 1/2 inches wide, according to the work you are to do. Will dry with glossy surface in about 40 hours.

No. 10K435. INSIDE SPAR VARNISH

$2.08 PER GALLON IN 5 GALLON CAN $1.20 PER 1/2 GALLON CAN $1.10 PER 1 QUART

EXTRA LIGHT HARD OIL FINISH

An unparalleled light colored finish for all interior woodwork, except floors; will bring out the natural grain of the wood beautifully. Dries, dust free, in from 5 to 6 hours and sets hard in 24 hours. Particularly adapted for new work on loose-grained or porous wood. Apply with flat 1-inch brush.

No. 10K433. EXTRA LIGHT HARD OIL FINISH

$1.50 PER GALLON IN 5 GALLON CAN $0.88 PER 1/2 GALLON CAN $0.52 PER 1 QUART

EXTRA FINE INTERIOR VARNISH

Made of good grade of gums, this varnish is especially adapted for interior woodwork and furniture, except chairs. Will dry with a high luster and can be rubbed if a high polish is desired.

No. 10K432. FINE INTERIOR VARNISH

$1.35 PER GALLON IN 5 GALLON CAN $0.82 PER 1/2 GALLON CAN $0.47 PER 1 QUART

COACH VARNISH

One coat of this coach varnish over slightly dull looking autos or carriage bodies will put on a new luster and preserve the paint. Will make the vehicle look new at a very moderate cost. Will harden in 2 to 4 days, according to temperature and weather conditions.

No. 10K438. COACH VARNISH

$3.33 PER GALLON CAN $1.69 PER 1/2 GALLON CAN $0.92 PER 1 QUART

EXTRA LIGHT HARD OIL FINISH

Adapted for finishing interior work of all kinds. As a sealing for planter walls; when thinned out with equal parts of turpentine, it cannot be surpassed for the money. It is of light amber color, is free flowing and will dry quickly with a rich gloss. It is very suitable for new work, especially on soft, porous wood.

No. 10K434. HARD OIL FINISH

$1.28 PER GALLON IN 5 GALLON CAN $0.76 PER 1/2 GALLON CAN $0.48 PER 1 QUART
**REX-KOTE**

**Gloss Lacquer**

**VARNISH STAINS**

Ready Mixed Guaranteed

**REX-KOTE VARNISH STAINS**

(GLOSS LACQUER)

This is about the most useful product of the paint industry and is without doubt one of the most wonderful wood finishes ever produced because of its brilliancy of colors and lasting qualities. It is far superior to the ordinary wood finishes. It is so easily applied that the purchaser can go ahead and finish any room with the proper color by himself. The price is so low that you may buy old and scratch pieces of furniture look as good as new at an expense of a few cents, and the finished work will be almost as satisfactory, and about as rich and beautiful as if it had been done by an expert painter or cabinet finisher. Indeed, the greatest merit of REX-KOTE Varnish Stains lies in this one quality—that it does not require expert handling to produce satisfactory results. It is put up by us for readiness for use; nothing is to be added by the purchaser; just open the can, pour a little of the liquid into a saucer or cup and brush it on the piece of furniture or the woodwork you wish to decorate, following the very simple directions we send with the can, and in twenty-four hours' time the newly decorated piece of furniture or woodwork will be ready for use. Apply with a flat 2¼-inch varnish brush or brush. It will make an oak finish out of mahogany and oak finish later on. If wanted, will hold the scratch finish of any dark mahogany finish. It is wonderful the amount of artistic brightening up you can do with REX-KOTE Varnish Stain. We have been in the Furniture Business for 41 years and thoroughly understand the requirements of an efficient Varnish Stain—we proclaim REX-KOTE absolutely perfect.

No. 10K440. REX-KOTE VARNISH STAIN

**$2.00 PER 1 GALLON CAN**

**$1.09 PER 1-2 GALLON CAN**

**61c PER 1 QUART CAN**

**37c PER 1 PINT CAN**

**REX-KOTE WHITE SHELLAC**

Like orange shellac, the white shellac is a necessity as a first or prime coat in finishing panel, furniture or fine interior woodwork. It should be used on such articles as are to have a color or a very light natural finish. White shellac dries in from 2 to 4 hours, comes in a thin, lightly varnished as ready for use. Can also be used to cover up knots in gummy spots on sappy woods before painting. Order by catalogue number and be sure to state that you want white.

No. 10K441. REX-KOTE WHITE SHELLAC

**$2.24 PER 1 GALLON CAN**

**69c PER 1 QUART CAN**

**$1.26 PER ¼ GALLON CAN**

**38c PER 1 PINT CAN**

**REX-KOTE ORANGE SHELLAC**

Shellac is used by finishers as a first or priming coat on pianos and fine furniture. It dries quickly in from 2 to 4 hours, is transparent, and brings out the pores of the wood, at the same time accentuating the natural grain of the wood. We do not recommend the use of liquid filler on pianos, fine furniture or store fixtures as a primer or varnish. Shellac is the priming substance and is very much more satisfactory. Use orange shellac only on furniture, pianos or store fixtures when they are to be refinished in dark oak, mahogany or any other dark finish.

No. 10K443. REX-KOTE ORANGE SHELLAC

**$2.24 PER 1 GALLON CAN**

**66c PER 1 QUART CAN**

**$1.21 PER ¼ GALLON CAN**

**37c PER 1 PINT CAN**

**REX-KOTE OIL STAIN**

A very fine stain for new interior wood work. Will imitate any natural wood finish. It cannot be used over painted or varnished surfaces. If directions are followed the most pleasing results will be had. Use liquid wood filler as a primer coat on upon grained woods.

Apply the stain, after 24 hours finish off with 2 coats of REX-KOTE varnish of a color to suit the room. We find the result very gratifying. Colors in the following colors:

- **CHERRY**
- **LIGHT OAK**
- **ANTIQUED OAK**
- **DARK OAK**
- **ROSEWOOD**
- **WALNUT**
- **MAHOGANY**

Don't fail to state color wanted and give catalogue number.

No. 10K445. REX-KOTE OIL STAIN

**$1.77 PER 1 GALLON CAN**

**54c PER 1 QUART CAN**

**99c PER ¼ GALLON CAN**

**30c PER 1 PINT CAN**

**REX-KOTE LIQUID WOOD FILLER**

REX-KOTE liquid wood filler is what its name implies, a filler, of the finest estuarine. The finest wood to be used on a first coat. It dries in about 10 hours, fills the pores of the wood and will save that much varnish as it has taken wood filler to put on the first coat. For sizing plaster about to be painted it is without an equal; in fact, for any purpose as a first coat to prepare the surface for painting or varnishing liquid wood filler is the best.

No. 10K447. REX-KOTE LIQUID WOOD FILLER

**$1.17 PER GALLON CAN**

**73c PER ½ GALLON CAN**

**1.26 PER 1 GALLON CAN**

**42c PER 1 QUART CAN**

**41c PER ¼ GALLON CAN**

**23c PER 1 PINT CAN**

**REX-KOTE GOLD BRONZE**

A rich, deep gold bronze, suitable for the many uses about the home where a gold finish is desired. Liquid and bronze powder are put in a friction top can in separate compartments; you make the mixture just before using. If you are careful not to mix more than the required amount, you will make a small can last a long time, for the friction top of both compartments of the can clos air tight and the liquid does not evaporate. There is no banana oil used in the preparation of the liquid, hence there is no objectionable odor from the gold bronze. Used on radiators, picture frames, etc., it will not tarnish.

No. 10K442. REX-KOTE GOLD BRONZE

**$55c PER ½ PINT CAN**

**$29c PER 1 PINT CAN**

**REX-KOTE ALUMINUM ENAMEL**

Gives a rich silver aluminum finish to a radiator, registers, stove fittings from which the nickel plating has worn off, etc.

Comes in 2 compartment friction top can, which keeps powder and liquid separate until you mix them. We are sure that your screens will never rust and will last indefinitely. We make this screen enamel in 2 colors, black and green, and put it up in 4 different sizes cans.

No. 10K444. REX-KOTE ALUMINUM ENAMEL

**$65c PER PINT CAN**

**36c PER ¼ PINT CAN**

**20c PER ½ PINT CAN**

**REX-KOTE SCREEN ENAMEL**

Fly screens, screen doors and screened porches should for economical reasons as well as for appearance's sake, be painted once a year. You will find that this paint will, if you follow this rule, prevent your screens will never rust and will last indefinitely. We make this screen enamel in 2 colors, black and green, and put it up in 4 different sizes cans.

No. 10K446. REX-KOTE SCREEN ENAMEL

**$1.69 PER 1 GALLON CAN**

**24c PER 1 PINT CAN**

**44c PER 1 QUART CAN**

**16c PER ½ PINT CAN**

**REX-KOTE BLACKGLOSS STOVE PIPE ENAMEL**

A glossy, quick and hard drying enamel suitable for covering stovepipes, steel ranges, gas stoves, boiler fittings, steam pipes, furnaces and furnace pipes, iron porches or lawn rails. Will not peel or bubble and drains with a rich, deep black finish. Comes put in friction top cans ready for immediate use. Apply with a spot, flat brush 1½ to 2 inches wide.

No. 10K448. REX-KOTE STOVE PIPE ENAMEL

**41c PER QUART CAN**

**23c PER PINT CAN**
Guaranteed *REX-KOTE* Ready Mixed House Paint NO. 1

THE FOLLOWING COLOR SAMPLES SHOW THE SHADES IN WHICH WE FURNISH IT. IN ORDERING BE SURE AND MENTION THE NUMBER AND NAME OF COLOR SELECTED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>514</td>
<td>*539</td>
<td>*520</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>511</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*521</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>524</td>
<td>530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*538</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>628</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>629</td>
<td>638</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALSO FURNISHED IN WHITE AND BLACK. WHEN ORDERING WHITE, SPECIFY COLOR No. 550. WHEN ORDERING BLACK, SPECIFY COLOR No. 551. COLORS MARKED * ARE 30c PER GALLON HIGHER THAN OTHER COLORS.

REX-KOTE Ready Mixed House Paint NO. 2

IS FURNISHED ONLY IN THE COLORS SHOWN BELOW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>637</td>
<td>*620</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>632</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>627</td>
<td>638</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>630</td>
<td>636</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>626</td>
<td>614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALSO FURNISHED IN WHITE AND BLACK. WHEN ORDERING WHITE, SPECIFY No. 650. WHEN ORDERING BLACK, SPECIFY No. 651. ALL COLORS MARKED * ARE 30c PER GALLON HIGHER THAN OTHER COLORS.

WHEN ORDERING ALWAYS GIVE THE NAME AND NUMBER OF THE PAINT YOU HAVE SELECTED.
### rex-kote

**Artistic Interior Gloss Enamel**

Comes in the following colors, also in pure white:

- Light Yellow
- Shell Pink
- Royal Blue
- Robin's Egg Blue
- Willow Green
- Flesh Color
- Scarlet
- Emerald Green
- Silver Gray
- Sea Green
- Rose Pink
- Wine Color

### rex-kote

**Porch Floor and Inside Floor Paint**

Comes in the same shades but they are not the same paints. Do not fail to say whether you want porch floor paint or paint for inside floors. Also give name and number of color wanted:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Color Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>379</td>
<td><strong>Battleship Gray</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385</td>
<td><strong>Yellow</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td><strong>Brewster Green</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>388</td>
<td><strong>Green</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375</td>
<td><strong>Royal Blue</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td><strong>Vermilion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382</td>
<td><strong>Slate</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### rex-kote

**Sanitary Flat Wall Finish**

This wall finish dries out flat without any gloss.

Comes in colors here shown, also in pure white:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Color Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td><strong>Emerald Green</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td><strong>Red</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td><strong>Dark Green</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td><strong>Brown</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td><strong>Battleship Gray</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td><strong>Cherry</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td><strong>Carmine</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td><strong>Medium Tan</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### rex-kote

**Shingle Stain**

Remember these colors are for two kinds of paint, one kind the Auto-Carriage and Buggy Paint, the other is the Wagon and Implement Paint. Be sure and say which paint you want. Also mention the color:

- Brewster Green
- Carmine
- Dark Green
- Slate
- Battleship Gray
- Yellow
- Emerald Green
- White
- Red
- Medium Tan

### rex-kote

**Mineral Barn Paint**

- Brown
- Bright Red
This is a high-grade all-purpose interior finish for bedroom, living room, kitchen, dining room, nursery, playroom, bathroom, and other home areas. In various sizes and colors. The finish is guaranteed to be free from flaws and imperfections.

**Rex-Kote Artistic Interior-Gloss Enamel**

- **Color Options:**
  - Deep Blue
  - Scarlet
  - Sea Green
  - Wine Color
  - Emerald Green
  - Shell Pink
  - Light Yellow
- **Prices:**
  - $1.90 per 1 gallon
  - $1.00 per 1/2 gallon
  - 61c per quart

**Rex-Kote White Enamel**

- $2.32 per 1 gallon
- $1.78 per 1/2 gallon
- 96c per quart

**Rex-Kote Sanitary Flat Wall Finish**

The new Sanitary Flat Wall Finish is another triumph of the Rex-Kote Paint Works, made to supply the need of a delicate and attractive germ-proof wall covering. After years of experimentation we have succeeded in bringing out a hard, flat drying oil paint that never does away with that old-time, unhealthful and unsanitary kalsomine and wall paper for bedrooms, library, pantry or kitchen decoration. Rex-Kote Sanitary Flat Wall Finish is washable; it is economically; its first cost is less than that of wall paper and it will last ten times as long as kalsomine and always look better.

- **Prices:**
  - $1.90 per 1 gallon
  - $1.00 per 1/2 gallon
  - 55c per quart

**Paint and Varnish Brushes for Home Use**

- **Set-in-Rubber Paint Brush**
  - Brand: "Leader" Paint Brush
  - Price: $1.00

- **All Bristle Varnish Brush**
  - Brand: No. 10K306
  - Price: $4.00

- **Black Flat Varnish Brush**
  - Brand: No. 10K312
  - Price: $0.78

**Radiator Bronzing Brush**

- Brand: No. 10K307
- Price: $0.37

**Knotted Roofing Brush**

- Made from gray Russian bristle outside, has steel ferrule. Is made very strong and extra heavy. Just the tool to use when using heavy roof coating, asphalt paint or carbon paint. Can be used for roof, brick wall or cement coating.

- Brand: No. 10K311
- Price: 3 Knot Roof Brush, $1.00
GUARANTEED ROOF PROTECTION

The roof is more continuously exposed to the weather than any other part of a building. Therefore, in the construction of any roofing material, its weather-proof and wear-resistant qualities must be given first consideration. Hence, when we decided to enter the roofing field, we determined that we would bend all our energy toward the production of roofing which could be absolutely depended upon to be of the high quality that a combination of years of experience, skill, modern machinery and unlimited capital could produce.

HIGH GRADE ROOFING AT MONEY SAVING PRICES

We occupy a position entirely different from the ordinary roofing manufacturer because we depend upon the continual patronage of our customers, not only for roofing but for their home furnishing requirements as well—not only for the present but for years to come. Therefore, we must see to it that you get your money's worth in every purchase.

Roofing good enough to be sold to you on small easy credit payments must indeed be of a very high quality—it must be a roofing without a flaw and without the slightest objection.

Our Hercules guaranteed roofing has reached a very high point of perfection in roof covering and compares very favorably with roofing sold by others on a strictly cash basis.

ABSOLUTELY UNIFORM IN QUALITY

Every inch of Hercules roofing is just exactly the same as every other inch. Its quality is the most uniform ever achieved in Ready-Made Roofing. It is not only composed of truly remarkable wear-resisting, element-resisting materials, but is so nearly uniform in its construction and manufacture that we give it our unqualified endorsement. Our experts go on the theory that if roofing is made uniform, the same throughout, that it must give out all at one time or keep in perfect shape all the time. A chain is no stronger than its weakest link, a roofing is no stronger than its weakest inch and if there are no weak inches, then how can the roofing ever show wear? Hercules Roofing should give longer wear than we guarantee it to give—it's made that way.

ROOF YOUR HOUSE AT OUR RISK

Reason for yourself why we successfully compete with all others and give our customers astounding values. We are the Largest Credit Company in the world with a capitalization of Twelve Millions of Dollars, with customers in every state in the country, numbering more than one million five hundred thousand. Because our output on roofing is enormous, every inch guaranteed with the broadest guarantee ever given—manufacturing costs are reduced down to the lowest fraction permitting of perfect quality at real genuine bargain prices. Because we are satisfied with one reasonable profit our prices are rock-bottom.

RUST-PROOF—WATER-PROOF—WEATHER-PROOF

Our Hercules Guaranteed Roofings are proof against rain or snow, heat or cold. Climate conditions and sudden changes in temperature have no perceptible effect upon them. They can be used in any part of the world—in tropical or polar regions with equally satisfactory results. For that reason you need feel no hesitancy in ordering this roofing from us. We have all grades for all purposes. Every grade is fully guaranteed.

HOW TO FIND THE QUANTITY NEEDED

To find the quantity of roofing required for your house, measure the length of the rafters and multiply this dimension by the length of the building; this will give you the number of square feet needed for one side of the roof; double this amount and divide by 100; the answer is the number of rolls of roofing you will need.

Don't waste money on tin roofs that rust into holes, and wood shingled roofs that rot away.
HERCULES GUARANTEED REVERSIBLE ROOFING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-PLY, WEIGHT 35 LBS. PER ROLL</th>
<th>2-PLY, WEIGHT 45 LBS. PER ROLL</th>
<th>3-PLY, WEIGHT 55 LBS. PER ROLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUARANTEED TO WEAR 2 YEARS</td>
<td>GUARANTEED TO WEAR 3 YEARS</td>
<td>GUARANTEED TO WEAR 5 YEARS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A strong and serviceable roofing which can be laid with the flint surface or the rubber finish to the weather, according to your preference. This roofing is easily adapted to cover temporary shelters that will be removed in a year or two. Will also make an inexpensive covering for side walls of summer houses, poultry sheds, etc.

It comes in rolls 32 inches wide, containing 108 square feet of roofing, and each roll will cover 108 square feet of roof surface. Sufficient nails and cement are packed inside the rolls for laying.

USE HEAVY WEIGHT ROOFING—IT'S GOOD ECONOMY

| No. 10K387 | 1-PLY REVERSIBLE ROOFING, PER ROLL 108 SQ. FEET, PRICE $1.21 |
| No. 10K388 | 2-PLY REVERSIBLE ROOFING, PER ROLL 108 SQ. FEET, PRICE 1.60 |
| No. 10K389 | 3-PLY REVERSIBLE ROOFING, PER ROLL 108 SQ. FEET, PRICE 2.02 |

OUR GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOU

If laid properly and in accordance with our directions it will wear and give satisfaction for a longer term of years than guaranteed. Hercules guaranteed roofing will make good, or if it doesn't, we will make good to you.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLES

We will gladly send you a set of samples showing our complete line of roofing, if you prefer to see the roofing before buying; you can, however, select your roofing right from these pages. They show and describe our complete line. They are in the form of descriptive literature, the weight in each roll of Hercules guaranteed roofing is correct, and any selection you may make is filled and shipped subject to our legal binding guarantee.

THE ECONOMY OF THREE-PLY ROOFING

Knowing Hercules guaranteed roofing as we do, knowing the comparative strength of 1, 2 and 3-ply roofing, we want to suggest to you that you carefully consider these different thicknesses of roofing before definitely deciding which to order. Remember, that while 1-ply and 2-ply roofing cost a trifle less than 3-ply, for the slight additional cost 3-ply roofing will return to you ten times the amount in longer wear and better protection to your roof.

FLINT SURFACED ROOFING

There is a real economy in Hercules guaranteed roofing. The first cost is the only cost and you save all repair money and all painting money. Your roof will not require it. Here's the reason why Hercules guaranteed roofings are superior to all others. All prepared roofings should be made from high grade roofing felt, just like Hercules—some unscrupulous makers work in paper, which weakens the life of the roofing. Pure asphalt is necessary to make a strictly high-grade, lasting roofing—here some manufacturers lower the grade by using tar substitutes. Tar cracks in cold weather, melts in summer. Oil evaporates, leaving the roof dry and brittle, so that it buckles and cracks.

Hercules Roofing contains no substitutes for pure asphalt or felt base. Whenever asphalt roofing is mentioned, the Hercules Guaranteed Flint Surfacd kind is always in the foreground. Its wearing qualities put it there.

When you buy Flint Surfaced Hercules Roofing you are guaranteed an honest roofing which will give you complete satisfaction.

| No. 10K390 | 1-PLY, WT. 55 LBS., PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 5 YEARS, PRICE $1.34 |
| No. 10K391 | 2-PLY, WT. 65 LBS., PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 5 YEARS, PRICE $1.85 |
| No. 10K392 | 3-PLY, WT. 75 LBS., PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 5 YEARS, PRICE $2.27 |
MICA SURFACED ROOFING

WEATHER-PROOF — WATER-PROOF — HAIL-PROOF

A very superior roofing of great strength and exceptionally attractive appearance. Mica, from roofing felt, thoroughly impregnated with lasting asphalt solution, which renders the felt waterproof, strengthens the fibers and makes it elastic immediately after the felt has been immersed in the asphalt, while the roofing is still hot and the asphalt yet soft, flaked mica is pressed into the surface on both sides with pressure rollers, hence imbedding the surfacing into the asphalt, so that neither wind, rain, snow nor hail will loosen the flakes. In appearance there is nothing more beautiful than the clustering surface of a roof covered with Hercules guaranteed mica roofing and the finish is as durable as the roofing itself. It can be laid tightly stretched, and will not tear or crack with the changes of temperature or weather. When laid over old shingles, be sure that all shingles are tight, that all sides are driven into the roof, that places where shingles are missing are filled in so that there will be no unevenness. For new roofs the roof boards should be laid close, and the surface clean and free from nails or splinters.

SOLD UNDER OUR IRON-CLAD LEGAL BINDING GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION.

USE THREE-PLY ROOFING — IT WEARS LONGER.

Made from felt, saturated and coated with asphalt compounds, that give wear-resisting qualities and long life, in which mica flakes have been imbedded in the asphalt saturated and coated felt base of the roofing that the surface is smooth and even. There is practically no wear out to the mastic surfacing. It is unaffected by heat or cold, sun or rain, and will stand up in any climate.

Can be laid over old shingles as well as on roof boards. It is very easy to lay and once laid needs no further attention. It makes a very attractive roof.

Comes in rolls of 108 square feet; will cover the square feet of roof surface. Nails are set firmly in sufficient quantity packed in every roll of roofing.

HERCULES

COMPOSITE

SURFACED

ROOFING

GUARANTEED

Every roll of Hercules guaranteed composite roofing is sold under our iron-clad, binding guarantee of satisfaction for the terms of years expressed below. It will outlast our guarantee many years.

No. 10K395, 1-PLY, WT. 35 LBS. PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 8 YEARS, PRICE $1.75
No. 10K394, 2-PLY, WT. 45 LBS. PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 10 YEARS, PRICE $2.25
No. 10K393, 3-PLY, WT. 55 LBS. PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 12 YEARS, PRICE $2.75

MARBLE SURFACED ROOFING

NOT AFFECTED BY HEAT OR COLD. CAN BE SAFELY USED IN ANY CLIMATE. YOU TAKE NO CHANCES WHEN YOU BUY IT.

Here is a strikingly new roofing-surface. The marble of nature is gray, a handsome silver staple that won't bleach out, will always be the same in color, just the same as the marble it is made from. The surfacing is ground marble chips, so thoroughly imbedded in the asphalt saturated and coated felt base of the roofing that the surface is smooth and even. There is practically no wear out to the mastic surfacing. It is unaffected by heat or cold, sun or rain, and will stand up in any climate.

We guarantee every roll to be made of a high grade felt impregnated with pure asphalt compound. We do not impose that it be laid smoothly and properly nailed and cemented. Anyone can do this; there is no secret process. We furnish it rolls of 108 square feet or sufficient to cover 108 square feet of roof surface and all nailing. Cement and large headed nails are packed inside to suit each roll and you can lay it yourself, even though you had no previous experience. Directions how to lay it come with each roll and you require no tools but hammer and nails, a pair of shears.

USE HEAVIEST WEIGHT ROOFING. IT'S THE BIGGEST VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY.

No. 10K399, 2-PLY, WEIGHT 15 LBS. PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 6 YEARS, PRICE $1.09
No. 10K398, 3-PLY, WEIGHT 25 LBS. PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 8 YEARS, PRICE $1.59
No. 10K397, 4-PLY, WEIGHT 35 LBS. PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 10 YEARS, PRICE $2.09
No. 10K396, 5-PLY, WEIGHT 45 LBS. PER ROLL, GUARANTEED TO WEAR 12 YEARS, PRICE $2.59
HERCULES GUARANTEED
ROCK SURFACED HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL
ROOFING

HERE'S THE VERY BEST
$2.97
ROOFING EVER MADE
Per Roll of 100 Sq. Ft.

Hercules Rock Surfaced Roofing will outlast and surpass in beauty any Ready Roofing on the market.
Its popularity is increasing every day, but its wear-resistant qualities and beauty can be fully appreciated only after it has been laid and in use for a number of years.
You can buy roofing for less money—we list such on the preceding pages—but you cannot, at any price, buy any kind of roofing that will afford you better continuous satisfactory service and lasting beauty. These facts make our Hercules Rock Surfaced Roofing the most economical in which you can invest.

Hercules Rock Surfaced Roofing is made from a very high grade felt base. It is of extra heavy strength and weight. The fibre is carefully and mechanically-saturated with the greatest water-proofing compound known to the Roofing World—Pure Asphalt. After the process of Pure Asphalt saturation is completed, it is given an additional mechanical treatment, requiring great time and care, to make it still more water-proof and durable.

THE COLORS DO NOT FADE—THEY'RE NATURE'S OWN PRODUCT

The next step in the process of manufacture is to give the roofing a bath of especially prepared high-grade coating which protects the fibres from the weather, wear, tear which is coated on both sides with finely crushed rock. This rock surface which will never fade, produces the beautiful appearance shown in the illustration and also materially aids to the fire resisting and lasting qualities of the roofing.

Great Care is Used in the manufacture of this roofing, as it is necessary that the rock surfacing is so well imbedded into the coating as to make it difficult to remove or pull off.

WILL GIVE MORE THAN 15 YEARS OF ROOFING SATISFACTION

We cannot recommend too strongly the purchase of this roofing, for it will add to the appearance of any building—it is of high quality and manufactured from Pure Asphalt—it is far superior and less expensive to apply than shingles or any other kind of roofing—it will retain its beautiful appearance—its water-proof qualities are the best because of the careful refining to which the asphalt solution is subjected—there is nothing which can be drawn out of the saturation that will discolor the crushed rock finish. Our Fifteen Year Guarantee Protects You Fully.

You cannot possibly make a mistake in ordering this guaranteed ready roofing for your house, barn, sheds or any other buildings because it successfully withstands the elements. Summer heat or arctic cold has little or no influence on its wearing quality. If laid right to begin with, if our directions covering laying and cementing are followed, it will not warp, buckle or rot, and snow, sleet or rain will not affect it in the slightest degree. While the rock surfacing is put on primarily for protection, it gives the roofing a beautiful appearance to be found in no other ready roofing.

MADE IN TWO COLORS:

Hercules Red Rock Surfaced Roofing
A natural deep red rock surface of remarkably striking beauty.

Hercules Green Rock Surfaced Roofing
A quiet, restful greyish green rock surface that is pleasing to the eye.

Send Postal For Free Sample

EASY TO LAY

No previous experience is needed in laying this roofing. Simple, yet complete instructions are sent with each roll. It requires no painting after it is put on the roof. We furnish all needed supplies, that is, cement for the laps and large headed nails to lay.

EACH ROLL COMPLETE

We furnish this roofing in one thickness and one weight only, and that is the very best.

It is put up 108 square feet to roll, sufficient to cover 100 square feet, each roll contains large-headed, rust-proof nails and cement. It weighs approximately 75 pounds to the roll.

No. 10K402. RED ROCK SURFACED ROOFING. WEIGHT, PER ROLL, 75 POUNDS. PRICE .......... $2.97
No. 10K403. GREEN ROCK SURFACED ROOFING. WEIGHT, PER ROLL, 75 POUNDS. PRICE .......... $2.97

SOLD ON LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

No reduction on prices quoted in this Catalog can be made for all cash payments. Our prices are the lowest we can possibly make for such quality as we offer.
MADE OF GLASS. The demand for sanitary utensils has evolved the set illustrated above. Each and every one of the 20 pieces is made of glass. Can be kept as clean as a water tumbler. The set embraces 1 st, measuring jug; 1 cupped measuring cup pitcher; 1 butter jar and cover (2 pieces); 1 all glass rolling pin; 1 salt shaker; 1 pepper shaker; 1 lemon squeezer; 1 jelly mold (2 styles).

Every particularly housekeeper has looked forward to the time when she could secure a strong all glass kitchen assortment. Your chance has come at last! Take advantage of it and order this practical, sanitary glass outfit.

No. 6K1130. 20 Pieces. (Ship. wt., 15 lbs.) Price...$1.49

Odds Confined to Each Section

Polished Steam Cooker With Copper Bottom

FOR preparing rice, vegetables, soups, puddings, etc. Made of copper bottom. Removable in sections. Convenient feed reservoir for water on outside so cooker can be supplied with water during preparation of food. This article saves fuel, labor and time. Is very convenient. Shipping weight, 7 lbs.

No. 6K846. Price...$1.95

Steel Base Makes This Set Unbreakable

PURE WHITE PORCELAIN ENAMELED TOILET SET. Consisting of a 11 oz. bowl and lid and cover (6 pieces); a 3½ quart pitcher; a 1½ in. wash basin; a small soap dish in two pieces. This forms a drainer for the soap, keeping it dry; has soap for that reason. Unlike the toilet sets commonly used, this set is unbreakable; it is pure white porcelain enameled over steel. The conduct has convenient handle for carrying and lid as illustrated. The wash basin has hole for hanging up out of the way when not in use. Shipping weight of set packed in carton, about 9 lbs.

No. 6K8025. (Ship. wt., about 9 lbs.) Price...$2.85

Very Sanitary

Decorated Water Cooler. White Japaned Reservoir


No. 6K847. 2 gal. Price...$1.99
No. 6K848. 4 gal. Price...$3.60
No. 6K849. 6 gal. Price...$5.25

No. 6K1999. In offering this broad new pantry set we have combined a daily necessity with a remarkably low price. The flour box has 50 lbs. capacity and measures 10 in. by 9 in. The sugar box has a capacity of 10 lbs. and is 9½ in. by 5½ in. The bread box is absolutely moisture-proof, and measures 12½ in. by 8½ in. Note the sanitary rounded corners. Take your choice of either white Japanese with gold decorations or black Japanese with fancy embroiderings. Comes nested (one set inside the other).

No. 6K1999. Shipping weight, packed in a crate, about 15 lbs., the three pieces, complete, only...$1.80

No. 6K2000. This is a complete, six-piece pantry set at a real bargain price. Consists of bread box, with sanitary round corners, measuring 13 in. by 11 in., 3½ in. high; round cake box, 9½ inches in diameter; 1 lb. tea canister with home cover; 2 lb. coffee canister, with hinged cover; 2 lb. sugar box, measuring 7½ in. by 3½ in. Shipping weight, packed in a nested style carton set inside the other...

No. 6K2000. Ship. wt., in special shipping carton, about 8 lbs. Price...$1.97
KITCHEN SETS FOR VERY LITTLE MONEY

GRAY ENAMEL WARE

No. 6K1996. An extraordinary value in a Gray Enamel ware set consisting of 21 pieces. It is made of a new metal and is guaranteed to give good service. A practical set these merits will be appreciated by the housewife. It consists of the following pieces:

- Berlin Kettle and cover...5½ qts.
- Coal scuttle...10 in.
- Teakettle and cover...7 qts.
- 1 Pail and Cover...3 pts.
- Coffee Pot...2½ qts.
- Pudding Pan...3 qts.
- Preserving Kettle...4 qts.
- 1 Pudding Pan...3½ qts.
- Pie Plates...9 in.

Wash Basin...1½ in.
Tea Pot...1½ qts.
Tea Pot...1½ pts.
Tray...12 in.

$2.95

No. 6K1996. Shipping weight about 32 lbs. Price Complete, Set of 21 pieces as shown above...

Great Bargain In A 32-Piece Gray Enamel Ware Outfit

RAY ENAMEL 32-PIECE KITCHEN UTENSIL SET. This complete set of Gray enamel ware is composed of the following 32 items:

- One milk or rice boiler...2 qt.
- Cover for same...1 qt.
- One wash basin...11¾ in.
- One bucket...1½ in.
- One cover for same...1 qt.
- One teakettle...1½ qts.
- One coffee pot...2½ qts.
- One preserving kettle...2½ qts.
- Two pie plates...9 in.
- One tea pot...1½ qts.
- One sauce pan...4 qt.
- One dish pan...1½ qts.
- One colander...9 in.
- One preserving pan...3½ qts.
- One large pudding pan...3½ qts.
- One casserole pan...2½ qts.
- One sauce pan...1¼ pts.
- One soup...11 in.

This time-saving Gray Enamel set is composed of the following 32 items:

- One handy strainer...4 in.
- One 2¼ qt. cake pans...9 in.
- One milk pan...2 qt.
- One queen size...1½ in.
- One large preserving kettle...2½ qts.
- One cover for same...9 in.
- One water jug...9 qt.
- One 6½ in.
- One fruit jar...4½ in.

Price of complete set of 32 pieces...
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FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
Aluminum Tea Kettle

The Handle Keeps Cool. Absolutely Seamless. 5 and 7-Qt. Sizes

FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE
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A BARGAIN "LONGWARE" ALUMINUM OUTFIT
ALUMINUM
IS

EVER BRIGHT.
WILL NOT

CORRODE
CHIP OR PEEL.
IS

SANITARY

LIGHT IN WEIGHT
WEAR-RESISTING.

HEATS QUICKLY
SAVES FUEL
a«ired
A
-— COMPLETE KITCHEN OUTFIT you were

by every houscw.te and if
'^
to purchase tnis flue, durable,
by i.:-ce, you would have to pay far more than the
is r&iUy essential to proper cooking is contained in this
outfit.
Don't use iusaiiitiiry cooking utensils, because the health of the family depends upoa what they eat, how their food is prepared arid the kind of cooking utensils that
Tliis aluminum will not corro^le, cliip or peeL
I>irthermore, it is easy to
are used.
clean and easy to keep clean.
It is light in weight, yet is almost indestructible; and
with ordinary care will last for a great many years.
Will outlast ordinary kinds of
utensils several times over.
It heats quickly and therefore effecis a big saving in fuel
over the dieap type of cooking utensils.
At a recent investigation it was declared that
the use of aluminum cooking utensils was absolutely sanitary, n on -poisonous, safe and
need occasioa no misgiving as to any possible ertl effects.
piactical sevenieen-piece set. inere
Every article that
price we quote.

THESE

^^® made of pure sheet aluminum of a hard and heavy
17
grade unlike many cheap, thin aluminum utensils commonly
For the assistance of those unfamiliar with the proper care of aluminum we send
with each set a reference card covering the care of aluminum utensils so that the user will
understand how to keep them properlj-. The free use of pure soap and hot water will keep
They
them in perfect condition and make them the pride of every home-loving woman.
have no plating to wear off.
They heat up evenly, require no stirring of foods and there
Is no dantter of burning.
If slight scorching should occur, food is affected only at the
bottom.
To the right we quote a complete list of the pieces that are included in tliia
It is second in quality to none on the market.
low price.

PIECES

5oia.

—

—

THE ASSORTMENT INCLUDES
1-qt.
2-qt.

FULL 20-PIECE SET

co::»ain3 following pieces:
Uii qt. lipped sauce pan,
polished finish outside. 20 gauge metal, steel handle;
pie plates; 5^<4-inch natural finish scoop; 3-inch dip finish tet
strniner: comliinaiion sfrainer funnel, polish finish (inside scratcli finish) strainer part
removable, capacity 1 pint; 4 qt., IS gauge metal, steel handled, lipped sauce pan aiid
Lover (2 pieces): 20 gauge metal, steel handled soup strainer or colander, diameter of top
outside GVi inches; Colonial style, IH Qt. ribbed percolator coffee pot. higlily polished,
seamless pot with welded spout, ebony finished wooden handle. French drip style percolating inset (2 piece;
ebonized wooden handled potato masher, heavy aluminum rod
and .T-inrh perforated disc; 3 qt.. 18 gauge, steel handled Berlin sauce pan aru1 nonheating ebonized wiTdeii knob cover (2 piece?l; 9^x5%x2H-inch bread pan, polished
finish outside;
Piut i.vlle. poli-^h JltiUh (inside scratrh flnislil.
riiiish

)

H

;

Each

nicSel
plated steel handle.
18 gauge, polished outside, white dip finish inside, nickel
(2 pieces.)
Cover 24 gauge, polished outside, has wooden knob.
plated steel handle.
6-qt. Preserving Kettle, 18 gauge, polished outside, white dip finish inside, steel bail,
polished steel ears and tilting handle.
2-qt. Pudding Pan, 22 gauge, polished outside, white dip finish inside.
Bread Pan, S^* s 5'U s 2>4 in. polished outside, natural finish inside.
1-pt. Dipper, 22 gauge, polished outside, black enamel handle, length 14^4 in.
^-pt. Measuring Cup with handle, white finish. Lines and figures show graduated measure.
Measuring Spoons, white finish, 3 spoons on ring, each spoon marked with measure;
capacity li, M: and 1 teaspoon.
Soup Strainer, white finish, 4 inches diameter.
Black enameled knob on dome
2-qt. Coffee Pot, 18 gauge, black enameled handle.
cover, patented spout.
1-qt. Mixing Bowl. 20 gauge, iwUsbed outside, natural finish inside.

m.
Shipping: wt., about Sy* lbs. Price, complete set
of 17 pieces, as illustrated above, in special corrugated sluppingr carton. Price
size

in.

s 2v

No
—
— * 6K609.

NEW "LONGWARE" ALUMINUM

two lu-inth dip

the seventeen pieces listed below.
is either full or over capacity.

Lipped Sauce Tan. 20 gauye. polished outside, nickel plated steel handle.
Lipped Sauce Pan, 2u gauge, polished outside, white dip finish inside,

SET AT

INCLUDED

A LOW

$e?5

PRICE

^^^

*^ ^ strainer ladle, polish finish (inside scratch finish), length.
12^8 inches, diameter of bowl 4^4 inches; Vi pint measuring .cup.
(lip finish, lines placed to measure '9 and 1/6 pint; 2 qt., 20 gauge metal pudding pan.
polish finish, diameter of ton 9H inches, deplh 3Va inches: lipped preserrin? kettle made
of IS gauge metal, polish finish, steel handle, interlocking ears made of steel, polished
Aluminum will not corrode, chip or peeL Is sanitary,
tipping steel handle, capacity G qts.
It beats quickly and is a saver of fuel.
tight in. weight, wear-resisting.

^ ^^ ^^
O**

O
^;g65
No. 6K2003. Shipping: Weight, About 14
—
Special Corrugated ShipPacked
10
Carton. Price
I-bs.

*

'

ping:

of

pieces.

in

Complete Set


HARTMAN’S “LONGWARE” ALUMINUM SET

THIS KITCHEN OUTFIT includes 18 pieces of large size full or over-capacity aluminum cooking utensils, each of which is durable and practical, and if bought separately they would cost more than we ask for them by the set. They are easy to clean and perfectly sanitary. Set consists of the following: 6-qt. preserving kettle and cover (2 pieces), 18 gauge metal, steel handle; combination tea kettle and double boiler with cover (2 pieces), capacity tea kettle, 5 qt., 18 gauge metal, seamless, has welded spout, steel bail, wooden handle, inset capacity 2 qt. 2 practical utensils; ladle, 11% inches long, heavy aluminum handle, 41/2-inch bowl. Cake turner, 13% inches long, polished blade; strainer handle, 12% inches long, heavy handle; lipped sauce pan, 2 qt., 20 gauge metal, steel handle; lipped sauce pan, 4 qt., 18 gauge metal.

ALSO INCLUDES colander, 91/4-inch diameter, 20 gauge metal; 2 bread pans, 9% x 5% inches, no seams; tubed cake pan, 91/4-inch, 20 gauge metal; Berlin kettle and cover (2 pieces), 6 qt. capacity, 18 gauge metal, steel handle. A very useful article.


FINEST HARTMAN “LONGWARE” ALUMINUM SET

29 PIECES constitute this very complete assortment of kitchen utensils. These embrace the pieces listed below: 20 gauge metal lipped sauce pan, polished finish, 2 qt. capacity; polished cover for lipped sauce pan, two 9% x 5%1/2-inch bread pans; 18% inch polished finish strainer, diameter top outside 13/4 inch; 8 qt. preserving kettle, 18 gauge metal, polished finish; Berlin sauce pan and cover (2 pieces), 18 gauge, polished finish, 3 qt. capacity, tinned steel handle; cake turner, length 16 in; plate, 22x2 inches; 11/2 pint ladle, length 13/4 inches; fancy shaped Colonial percolating coffee pot (2 pieces), 18 gauge metal, French drip style percolating inset, seamless body, welded spout, ebony finished wooden handle, capacity 2 quarts; combination tea kettle and double boiler (3 pieces), 2 qt. inset, 15 gauge metal, highly polished, seamless, welded spout, flat steel bail with fancy wooden ebonized handle.

IN ADDITION there is a dip finished, 1/2 pint measuring cup, graduations stamped; polish finish, 14 oz. drinking cup: 18 gauge polished finish Berlin kettle and cover (2 pieces), 6 qt. capacity; 9-inch pie plate; 18-inch 9 gauge lipped fry pan, tinned steel handle; 9-inch jelly cake pan, polished finish; lemon juice extractor, dip finish, 9% inch diameter; 20 gauge metal, 11/2 qt. lipped sauce pan; 9%-inch cake pan, 20 gauge metal, polished finish. This assortment is absolutely complete and should be ordered by the economical, far-sighted housewife.

No. 6K2002. Shipping Weight, About 30 lbs. Complete $16.35

Set of 29 Pieces. Packed in Special Shipping Carton. Only
A COMPLETE TRAIN OUTFIT

CONSISTING OF LOCOMOTIVE WITH TENDER. ONE BAGGAGE CAR,
ONE PASSENGER CAR. CROSS-OVER AND 12 PIECES OF TRACK

Engine is Equipped With Piston Rods and Brake

Order this Outfit for The Children

The Doors in Freight Car Open and Close

THE BOY who is mechanically inclined will particularly appreciate
this landy train outfit. Being very strong in construction
it will last a long time, and will always prove a great entertainer for
the child and his companions. It consists of an iron, steel-gunned
 locomotive with tender; one baggage and one passenger car; one cross
over and 12 pieces of track (two straight and ten curved). The track
is easily taken apart and just as easily put together. The locomotive
is well camouflaged in black and is thoroughly baked, trimmed with silver
bands and gold decorations.

THIS ENGINE is equipped with piston rods and brake and the
rear casing is bolted in the engine casing by a
crystalline spring. The key winds up the throttle in the engine. Bear in
mind that this is a set of which the children will not tire. The engine and
Tender cover all measures 10½ inches, the baggage and passenger car each
measures 24½ inches long and 9½ inches breadth. Comes in colors divided
into 5 sections — engine, tender, track, freight and passenger car. Shipping weight, about 14 lbs.

No. 7K1354. Price. $2.29

Credit Terms, Page 1

The Key Winds up Throttle in the Engine

A few of many models possible to build with Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 are shown on this page. Accessory sets are
shown in complete manual of instructions accompanying each outfit. Educational and highly entertaining.
Select one of these sets for the boys.

"American Model Builder" No. 4 With Electric Motor

The above outfit contains 32 parts and will build 31 models.
One of the features of this outfit is the high grade electric motor
which is included free. Made of steel, brass, bronze, bearings, etc.
This is not a toy but a real motor in miniature. Will lift 10 pounds. Can be run from one or two
dry cells. Shipping weight, about 8½ lbs. No. 7K1339. Price. $4.69

"American Model Builder" No. 5

"American Model Builder" $6.95

"American Model Builder" $6.95

"American Model Builder" $6.95
HARTMAN'S

They

14 x 30 inches; width of frame, 16 inches; length of frame, 18 inches; depth of hood, 13 inches; ¾ inch rubber tread; wheels, 7 inches, double-spoked; 32 pounds, shipping weight, about 12 lbs.

No. 2K1231. Price $2.98

DOLL-GO-CART

THIS CART is collapsible with two motions. Choice of black or green leatherette. 24 inches width and rolling back. Height of handle, 22 inches; width of frame, 16 inches; length of frame, 18 inches; depth of hood, 13 inches; ¾ inch rubber tread; wheels, 7 inches, double-spoked; 12 pounds, shipping weight, about 12 lbs.

No. 2K1232. Price $1.68

BARGAIN IN AN 8-BALL CROQUET SET

For Addicts and Child-en Alike

Made of Fibre Reed

MADE OF well-worn fibre red in Bartolli colors, upholstered in tan leatherette, real leatherette. Height of handle, 22 inch; width of body, 9 inches; length of body, 23 inches; length of hood from seat, 26 inches; 6-inch wheels; 1-inch rubber tires double-spoked, 12 spoked. Shipping weight, about 30 pounds.

No. 2K1233. Price $5.97

THESE JOY PONIES

ADD ZEST TO PLAY

REMEMBER what your toys during the mean to you when you were but a youngster? Just how many little toys are there in your own household, or among the families of your friends? There are some that no one knows, that have won your heart and that you would just love to see play- ing with some gift that came from you. Let us do our share to help you make those little kids bring up their memories of hunting on their birthday or any other occasion when they may need our help out of credit terms.

IN THIS book of bargains you will find several suggestions, but there are none that will be more to the child’s liking than the “Joy Ponies” illustrated to the right. They have a galloping motion, which makes them fun for the child in that they exercise both the mind and the body. This attractive article adds for our little friends, health, beauty, the child and even the do-gooder a great many times over. For full details of this company and the paragraphs to the right.

HORSES HAVE GALLOPING MOTION, MAKING A CHILD’S VEHICLE THAT IS IDEAL

Is Easy to Manipulate

Steel Frame, Enamelled a Bright Red. Wooden Horses With Metal Legs

Manes and Tails of Real Horse Hair

Horses Move Automatically With Galloping And Trotting Motion

12-Inch Rear Wheels

EIGHT RUBBER TIRES

BALL BEARING. This ball bearing realises every riding quality. Nickel seat rail and handle bar. Length of horse 22 inches, height of hood 15 inches, extra length of Hood 15 inches, extra length of body 24 inches. Length of body 23 inches, extra length of hood 24 inches. Length of body 23 inches, extra length of body 24 inches. Shipping weight, 50 lbs.

No. 2K1324. Price $8.45

THEY EXERCISE

BOTH MIND AND BODY

IS EASY TO MANIPULATE; HAS AN easy pedal power, is very strongly made and durable in construction; has steel frame enamelled in bright red; wooden horses with metal legs, a gleamy, dark brown color, with tan or cream horses. Manes and tails light in color or real hair, measure 15 inches long. Has a galloping and trotting motion. Two 6-inch wheels and four rubber tires prevent upsetting. The rear wheels are laced in the fundamental diameter, ¾ inch rubber tires on all wheels.

“EMPIRE” AUTO ORDER ONE

Finished in Auto Red

3½-In. Rub-

ber Tires

Body is 14 x 30 Inches

THE “EMPIRE” auto is finished in bright colors, with attractive gold and green stripes. The rear wheels are colored green, which makes it look exceptionally bright and attractive. The shape of the metal covered front is similar to the radiator on a real automobile, as is the metal-striking back. Don’t overlook the realistic crank in front. The body is 14 x 30 inches. The wheels are strong and substantial; the front ones being 10 inches and the rear 14 inches in diameter. These wheels are fitted with ½-inch rubber tires. The pedals and axles are very durable. Shipping weight, about 35 pounds.

No. 7K879. Price $4.95

A FINE HAND CAR FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

These are the Best Kind of Toys to Develop the Child Physically. They Give Strength and Muscle

Frame is Built of Fine Steel, Reinforced and Bolted and Enameled

No. 7K205

This IS of very good all steel construction, with a hardwood seat and oak handle bar. Self-propelled by hand, or can be cranked with caged gears in rear. These gears are protected to prevent any accidents to the riders, and are adjustable to different lengths for smaller children and older children.

Axles are ¼ inch in diameter and are of hardened steel. Front wheels are 10 inches in diameter; rear wheels 16 inches in diameter; ¾ inch rubber tires. Frame is built of durable steel, reinforced and bolted, and enamelled.

Weight, about 30 pounds.

No. 7K205. Price $3.95

HAPPY NEW YEAR
HAMMERLESS "SECRET SERVICE SPECIAL" REVOLVERS

HIGH QUALITY

GOOD VALUE

IN THE "SECRET SERVICE SPECIAL" we offer you a splendid guaranteed Hammerless Revolver made of thoroughly reliable materials. Made by skilled workmen who have had years of experience in revolver making and on these representations, we ask for your order with the understanding that if the revolver is not satisfactory in every way, or if it does not come up to our description and illustration, you may return it to us at our expense. They take the popular 32 S. & W. and 33 caliber S. & W. order size cartridges.

---

Choice Of 32 Or 38 Caliber $6.48

A SPLENDID POCKET GUN

LONG RANGE, SINGLE BARREL

GUARANTEED, AMERICAN MADE, BREECH LOADING, SHELL EJECTING FIRE ARM

This gun is made for us by one of America's most expert manufacturers of firearms. Although we sell it at a very low price, it is not a cheaply constructed weapon, but a gun built for service and accurate shooting. It has a genuine armory and black barrel, full choke bored automatic shell ejector, top snap break, rebounding grained walnut plated grip stock. The gun is made in 12 gauge and has a 30-inch barrel. We guarantee this gun. Order this single barrel specimen, examine and compare it carefully. If you don't find it exactly as described and illustrated you can return it to us and get your money back.

No. 8K1367. Price $7.98

SPLENDID GRADE AMERICAN BAR LOCK HAMMER GUN

FULL CHOKE BORED FOR EITHER BLACK OR NITRO POWDER

$15.89

This is unquestionably one of the greatest gun bargains we have offered. A genuine specimen from the factory of a celebrated New England maker, equal to double-barrel breech loading shot guns made and sold by some makers at a higher price.

HAS BREECH LOADING DOUBLE BARREL——HAMMERLESS

SHOT GUN 12 GAUGE

$21.65

Standard Length BARREL

How This Gun Is Made

THE BARRELS are standard length, made from standard gun barrel steel, turned out of solid bars. Barrel heavily at the breech so as to withstand any factory load of nitro powder. The RH is mated, extension rib is extra heavy. Barrels are finished and choke bored for close and hard shooting. The stock is milled from American straight grain, well seasoned walnut, beautifully shaped, with checkered plated grip, fitted with fancy butt plate, and well finished. FORE END is of the compensating type which automatically takes up any oscillation by mending and closing the gun. TRIGGERS are of the spring back type and so constructed that the safety blocks the sear of the gun, making a premature discharge almost an impossibility. THE FRAME and top lever are beautifully molded and case hardened. Gun is fitted with safety catch of the positive locking type.

At retail value and our liberal terms, this gun is a splendid value, and we strongly recommend the purchase of it.

No. 8K1368. Price $15.89

FURNISHED WITH PLAIN OR PATENTED JEWELLED HANDLE

SHOT GUNS

A WONDERFUL GUN AT A WONDERFULLY LOW PRICE

See Page 1 For Credit Terms

---

HAS BREECH LOADING DOUBLE BARREL—HAMMERLESS

SHOT GUN 12 GAUGE

$21.65

Standard Length BARREL

How This Gun Is Made

THE BARRELS are standard length, made from standard gun barrel steel, turned out of solid bars, made heavy at the breech so as to withstand any factory load of nitro powder. The RH is mated, extension rib is extra heavy. Barrels are finished and choke bored for close and hard shooting. The stock is milled from American straight grain, well seasoned walnut, beautifully shaped, with checkered plated grip, fitted with fancy butt plate, and well finished. FORE END is of the compensating type which automatically takes up any oscillation by mending and closing the gun. TRIGGERS are of the spring back type and so constructed that the safety blocks the sear of the gun, making a premature discharge almost an impossibility. THE FRAME and top lever are beautifully molded and case hardened. Gun is fitted with safety catch of the positive locking type.

At retail value and our liberal terms, this gun is a splendid value, and we strongly recommend the purchase of it.

No. 8K1368. Price $15.89
"Mercury" High Grade Guaranteed Bicycle

THE EQUIPMENT of our notable "Mercury" Bicycles is complete in every way and all parts and accessories are well made. We have found from experience that best and most satisfactory bicycles in the market.

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

$27.75

See Page 1 For Credit Terms

THE LATEST

OURS MERCURY ROADSTER can be furnished for men, ladies or youths in all the standard adult sizes, with choice of 20, 22 or 24 inch frames. The frames throughout are made from high grade steel tubing, with full finish joints. Main frame tubing is 1 inch in diameter, with head 1/2 inches in diameter, the bike being made with standard superior quality head fittings. Specify which size you want. Get your bicycle now, on credit, and make your payment in convenient sums, as shown on Page 1. Now is your best opportunity to buy a good bicycle, and you are invited to join the large number of cyclists who are paying the extra by the easy Hartman way. If you are not already an Hartman customer, become one now.

TIRES. The Well-known, serviceable "Hartman" Bicycle tires are regular equipment on all "Mercury" Bicycles. These tires are fitted with a special rubber compound and have an international reputation for service and wear.

TOOLS AND TOOL BAG. Complete set of tools, wrench, pump, oil can and repair kit, fitted with a belt or each "Mercury" Bicycle.

FINISH. Fine quality glossy enameled frame, all bright parts beautifully nickelplated and polished.

SPECIAL FEATURES. Motor Bikes complete, $2.50 extra; steel mud guards, $2.50 extra; coaster brake, $3.50 extra.

ATTENTION MENDS. We always send regular 20 inch size frame bicycle unless otherwise specified in order.

COLORS. The "Mercury" comes regularly finished in beautiful glossy black or grey enamel. Also available in maroon, bright red, yelloe, green and yellow or maroon and blue at an additional cost of $2.00.

A small, $12.00 extra.

The "Mercury" without coaster brake. Price............ $27.75

The "Mercury" complete with coaster brake. Price.... $31.25

Either style, ladies model, $10.00 extra.

THE POPULAR and low priced "La Salle" Bicycles have never failed to give complete satisfaction. We guarantee them to be perfect in every detail and we will cheerfully refund any and all payments, together with all freight charges paid by any customer who absolutely has any reason whatever to complain of any flaw in the material used in the making. Order any one of our bicycles on approval. You positively cannot make a mistake.

NOW IS THE TIME TO buy one for yourself and also for your friends. The small payments you can make covering a period of time are indicated on Page 1. Remember, you can return your equipment if not satisfied, so don't delay. Write to once and you will be pleased with your purchase in a few days afterwards.

WE HAVE OVER A MILLION CUSTOMERS. THEY ALL LIKE OUR EASY PAY SYSTEM.

IMPROVED

$29.65

Specially Equipped "La Salle" Bicycle

Details


BARS: Latest model, with cranks and shaft of spring steel, heighly polished.

GEAR: Regular gear is "72," option of "60" or "48." It specially requested in order, subject to delay in shipment of bicycle.

WHEELS: High grade wood rims, sealed, carefully laced and trued. Standard size rims for 28-inch tires.

COASTER BRAKE, IF WANTED, $5.50 extra.

CHAINS: Chain with regular and chain break. Chain with regular size chain.
Celebrated “Regent” Coaster Brake Bicycle

FOR MEN, WOMEN, BOYS AND GIRLS.

You will be more pleased than pleased in every way with our "Regent" model, and it comes fully guaranteed to give best service and complete satisfaction.

Latest MODEL

Has Latest Patent
Coaster Brake
No. 8K270

See Credit Terms on Page One

UNEXCELLED for EXERCISE and SPORT
OUR LOW PRICE enables you to buy this magnificent "Regent" coaster brake bicycle at a big savings.
A fine wheel which must be seen to be appreciated. No expense has been spared in its construction. It is a very popular model and possesses every feature which for strength, speed, comfort and satisfaction makes it a very desirable bicycle.

MEN'S COASTER BRAKE "REGENT" Choice of 24, 22, 20, 18 and 16 inch frame. Full flask joints with strong reinforcements, made throughout of brass, beautifully decorated steel tubing. Main frame 1 inch in diameter, head 1½ inch in diameter. Fine quality head fittings. Beautifully decorated in glossy colors with gold helix stripes. Ladies’ models furnished in sizes 24 inch and 22 inch only. All Ladies’ "Regent" bicycles are equipped with chain guard and rugged safety pedal.

JUVENILE MODELS BOYS AND GIRLS "REGENT" - There are two sizes of "Regent" frame with 21-inch flutes for 5 to 8 years old, and 18 inch frame with 20-inch forks for child to 11 years old. And 12 years up our full size models can be ordered according to the size of the rider.

FRAMES. Choice of 20, 22 or 24 inch frame. Full flask joints with strong reinforcements, made throughout of brass, beautifully decorated steel tubing. Main frame 1 inch in diameter, head 1½ inch in diameter. Fine quality head fittings, beautifully finished in glossy colors with gold helix stripes.

FRONT FORK. Latest improved design with steel seamless steel fork sides, heavily ribbed to give extra strength. Forks and ribs of fork nickel-plated and polished.

PEDALS. Genuine imported Brampton (English made) drop flap pedals. The most improved pedals made. WHEELS. Fine quality steel maple one-piece wheel, 1 spoke to center, 36 spokes to front wheel and 24 spokes to rear wheel. The 24 inch wheel on all models furnished. Lasers model is equipped with chain guard and rugged safety pedal.

"Oakland" Finest Coaster Brake Bicycle

A WONDERFUL BICYCLE VALUE
BUY THE "OAKLAND," now, while this chance is offered to you. We guarantee your complete satisfaction, and all of our models are skillfully made. Every feature of the latest design is featured, and finds it a most reliable, easy running, comfortable bicycle.

SIZES. Unless otherwise specified in description, we always send the 26-inch frame. The bicycle, which is proper size for a ten-year-old boy, is made for a six-year-old girl.

FRAMES. 26, 22 and 20-inch: full flask joints and strong reinforcements. These frames are built with special attention to the crown strength required for a coaster-brake. Head fittings are round, made of solid brass, and front fork is fitted with nickel-plated eyes.

HANDLE BARS. Regular "T" is standard in all models, and may be sent for under special order. Full flask joints and special attention to the crown strength required for a coaster-brake.

FORK. Full flask joints and strong reinforcements. These frames are made of solid brass and made to order. The 26 inch frame is proper size for a ten-year-old boy, and 22 inch frame for a six-year-old girl.

HEAD LIGHT. The Oakland bicycle is equipped with a head light, made of brass and complete with all necessary tools, such as wrench, tool box, and pump, repair kit, etc. FREE with each "Oakland" bicycle.

COLORED. The "Oakland" is regularly decorated in blue and maroon colors. Can be obtained also in any desired combination. The frame is topped to match the color of the bicycle.

THE LADY'S MODEL. The ladies model is equipped with rubber pedals. "Imperial" saddle, mud, chain and dress guards.

JUUVENILE MODELS. Boys and girls models are equipped with 1 spoke to center, 36 spokes to front wheel and 24 spokes to rear wheel. The 24-inch wheel on all models furnished. Lasers model is equipped with chain guard and rugged safety pedal.

THE LADIES’ MODEL. The lady's model is equipped with all of the best features of the "Regent" model, and is the ideal bicycle for use in the home.

UNEXCELLED for EXERCISE and SPORT
OUR LOW PRICE enables you to buy this magnificent "Regent" coaster brake bicycle at a big savings.
A fine wheel which must be seen to be appreciated. No expense has been spared in its construction. It is a very popular model and possesses every feature which for strength, speed, comfort and satisfaction makes it a very desirable bicycle.

MEN'S COASTER BRAKE "REGENT" Choice of 29, 27, 25 and 21 inch frame. Full flask joints with strong reinforcements, made throughout of brass, beautifully decorated steel tubing. Main frame 1 inch in diameter, head 1½ inch in diameter. Fine quality head fittings. Beautifully decorated in glossy colors with gold helix stripes. Ladies’ models furnished in sizes 24 inch and 22 inch only. All Ladies’ "Regent" bicycles are equipped with chain guard and rugged safety pedal.

JUVENILE MODELS BOYS AND GIRLS "REGENT" - There are two sizes of "Regent" frame with 21-inch flutes for 5 to 8 years old, and 18 inch frame with 20-inch forks for child to 11 years old. And 12 years up our full size models can be ordered according to the size of the rider.

FRAMES. Choice of 20, 22 or 24 inch frame. Full flask joints with strong reinforcements, made throughout of brass, beautifully decorated steel tubing. Main frame 1 inch in diameter, head 1½ inch in diameter. Fine quality head fittings, beautifully finished in glossy colors with gold helix stripes.

FRONT FORK. Latest improved design with steel seamless steel fork sides, heavily ribbed to give extra strength. Forks and ribs of fork nickel-plated and polished.

PEDALS. Genuine imported Brampton (English made) drop flap pedals. The most improved pedals made.

WHEELS. Fine quality steel maple one-piece wheel, 1 spoke to center, 36 spokes to front wheel and 24 spokes to rear wheel. The 24 inch wheel on all models furnished. Lasers model is equipped with chain guard and rugged safety pedal.

"Regent" bicycle frames can be furnished in many colors, made of stainless steel tubing, with maroon and gold maroon; green and gold; blue and green; red and nickel-plated and polished.

THE LADIES’ MODEL. The ladies model is equipped with all of the best features of the "Regent" model, and is the ideal bicycle for use in the home.

UNEXCELLED for EXERCISE and SPORT
OUR LOW PRICE enables you to buy this magnificent "Regent" coaster brake bicycle at a big savings.
A fine wheel which must be seen to be appreciated. No expense has been spared in its construction. It is a very popular model and possesses every feature which for strength, speed, comfort and satisfaction makes it a very desirable bicycle.

MEN'S COASTER BRAKE "REGENT" Choice of 29, 27, 25 and 21 inch frame. Full flask joints with strong reinforcements, made throughout of brass, beautifully decorated steel tubing. Main frame 1 inch in diameter, head 1½ inch in diameter. Fine quality head fittings. Beautifully decorated in glossy colors with gold helix stripes. Ladies’ models furnished in sizes 24 inch and 22 inch only. All Ladies’ "Regent" bicycles are equipped with chain guard and rugged safety pedal.

JUVENILE MODELS BOYS AND GIRLS "REGENT" - There are two sizes of "Regent" frame with 21-inch flutes for 5 to 8 years old, and 18 inch frame with 20-inch forks for child to 11 years old. And 12 years up our full size models can be ordered according to the size of the rider.

FRAMES. Choice of 20, 22 or 24 inch frame. Full flask joints with strong reinforcements, made throughout of brass, beautifully decorated steel tubing. Main frame 1 inch in diameter, head 1½ inch in diameter. Fine quality head fittings, beautifully finished in glossy colors with gold helix stripes.

FRONT FORK. Latest improved design with steel seamless steel fork sides, heavily ribbed to give extra strength. Forks and ribs of fork nickel-plated and polished.

PEDALS. Genuine imported Brampton (English made) drop flap pedals. The most improved pedals made.
LOW-PRICED ARTICLES FOR THE LAWN

A Fine Mower

Buy One On Our Easy Credit Plan

An Exceptional Value

Have One Sent On Approval

Low Priced “Birkshire” Lawn Mower

No. 6K2021

Our “Birkshire” is a surprising bargain in a splendid lawn mower. It has 8-inch driving wheel with spiked rim, making traveling easy. The blades are solid steel, carefully tempered and spirally formed; the bearing is plain. The red box is fitted with brass adjustment, 5-inch cross red and hardwood roller and handle. The simplicity of this lawn mower appeals to people who like a machine that will not go out of order. It is mechanically perfect. The blades will put out because the steel itself is of proper temper and the adjustment even. This is a thoroughly dependable mower. Weighting about 45 pounds.

12-inch size, Our Price $3.95
14-inch size, Our Price $4.25
16-inch size, Our Price $4.49

THE REEL

No. 6K1603

50 ft. Hose, Hose Nozzle and Reel... $4.95

No. 6K1602

50 ft. Hose, Hose Nozzle and Reel...

No. 6K1601

Price... 68c

50 ft. Length At $0.75

THE HOSE

No. 6K1603, 50 ft. Hose, Hose Nozzle and Reel...

25 ft. Length At $0.35

The Famous “Kenwood” Lawn Mower

No. 6K2022

A carefully made machine with parts accurately fitted. The red spokes are malleable iron, rigidly secured to the steel shaft. This lawn mower is put up to give the kind of service you have a right to expect and it will always cut the grass evenly and run easily if properly cared for. Wheels red and gold, gold and blue, red and blue, red and green, yellow and blue, yellow and red. The blades are made of steel, which allow the user to always turn a perfect cutting edge, as the machine is reversed and sharpened. It has 8-inch drive wheels, 5-inch red, and hardwood roller and handle. The blades are solid steel, carefully tempered and spirally formed; the bearing is plain. The red box is fitted with brass adjustment. Weighting about 45 pounds.

12-inch size, Our Price $3.95
14-inch size, Our Price $4.25
16-inch size, Our Price $4.49

REVOLVING SPRINKLER

No. 6K1621

Price... 69c

This accessory for the lawn is a big bargain at our low price, 12-inch Japanpated base and legs, red malleable cast iron pipe, and top, three 8-inch brass arms, inclines to any angle. Is a revolving sprinkler which is thoroughly efficient. Specified as shown below.

No. 6K1620...

Price... 1.17

SPRINKLER

No. 6K1621

Price... 69c

Ball Bearing

No. 6K2023

$7.55

Newly Improved “Illinois” Mower

No. 6K2023

You’re on doubt been promising yourself to buy a lawn mower and you’re waited to pick out a satisfied one. Here’s your chance to have a good one at a very close price and on easy terms. The blades of this machine are made of a fine quality of steel. The red spokes are of malleable iron and strung to the steel shaft by cross hardened steel setscrews. This is the most practical construction. 10-inch wheels, 5-inch reel. The cones are hardened and especially tempered by a secret process, producing such a hard surface that unless the frame construction is intentionally changed the cone will never require adjustment. It runs with perfect ease and is almost noiseless. A wonderful bargain at this low price and is one to give good satisfaction. Weighting about 22 pounds.

11-inch size, Our Price $1.75
16-inch size, Our Price $2.95
18-inch size, Our Price $3.33

Fine Ball Bearings

No. 6K2024

$9.95

Hartman’s “Best” Lawn Mower

No. 6K2024

This lawn mower is everything the name implies. The rear blades are made with steel, the same quality used in the 10-inch wheels, 5-inch reel, two black brass pflled steel revolving blades, well-bearing, well-lubricated iron red spindles, 5-inch cross red and solid steel, adjustable malleable cutter bar. All parts are ground and fitted. Weighting about 34 lbs.

11-inch size, Our Price... $11.95
16-inch size, Our Price... $12.85
20-inch size, Our Price... $13.25

The Larger Sizes Give The Most Satisfaction

See Page One For Our Easy Credit Terms

HARTMAN’S
FOR CREDIT TERMS SEE PAGE 1 OF THIS CATALOGUE
CHICAGO
SATISFACTION IN WATCHES

ELGIN-WALTHAM-ROCKFORD
FAMOUS WATCHES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

HARTMAN'S
JEWELRY DEPARTMENT
39TH ST. & WENTWORTH AVE.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
HARTMAN'S
LEGAL WATCH GUARANTEE.

WATCH Guarantee

We Herby Guarantee every watch we sell to be an accurate timepiece, in perfect running order and to correspond in every detail as pictured and described in this catalog. Cases and movements are positively guaranteed to wear as specified.

We Agree to replace and repair, free of charge, at any time, any part or parts of any watch purchased of us which may give out because of defective material or workmanship.

We Guarantee to ship each and every watch on approval, and if within 30 days from its receipt it does not prove perfectly satisfactory, we will accept its return and when received by us, refund all moneys paid including payment of transportation charges.

HARTMAN FURNITURE & CARPET CO.
JEWELRY DEPT.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

THE HARTMAN WAY
A YEAR TO PAY
**The Worlds Greatest Watches**

**Our Reason** for handling only the Elgin, Waltham, and Rockford watches should be your reason for owning one of these dependable standard makes. We will not carry watches unless they have an established reputation—watches which time and usage have demonstrated to be the very best that the watchmaker's skill can produce—and you cannot afford to own any other than these makes—a watch which will give you a lifetime of satisfactory service; which becomes a family heirloom and can be handed down in perfect working order from generation to generation. Such a watch is either an Elgin, a Waltham or a Rockford.

We were practically forced into the watch selling business. At first we received an occasional request from some customer for a good, accurate timepiece. Later these requests became more numerous and finally they came so thick and fast that nothing was left but to add a complete Watch Department to our already enormous and extensively departmentized business—the largest of its kind in the world.

**In Organizing** our Watch Department, we set about it with the same thoroughness and well-being of our customers in mind, which has for 60 years characterized the policy of the mammoth Hartman institution. We made a careful survey of the entire watch industry. We secured the services of some of the ablest watch experts in the business and placed the department in their entire charge. Personal visits to the leading watch factories were made to note their equipment, processes of manufacture and other phases of the watchmaking business. It might be said that every known make came up for consideration and was subjected to every conceivable test for reliability, dependability, durability—in fact, for every known watch quality.

**Why Did We** go to so much trouble and expense in establishing one of the many departments of this great business with its mammoth mail order department and more than one million, five hundred thousand satisfied customers? Simply because we were determined to carry no make of watch that would not stand up under the Hartman guarantee, and our instruction to our experts in the Watch Department was this—"Take no chance. We are not in the business to make our profit off the watches and buy inferior makes on account of making a larger profit, because we expect to make friends by the very quality of the watch we sell; and if we sell anything but a dependable watch it will affect, to a certain extent, the balance of our enormous business."

**The Result** of this investigation brought out two things—that the best watches in the world are made in America, and the best watches in America are those made by the Elgin, Waltham and Rockford Watch Companies. Therefore, those makes are the ones we selected. Every watch offered in this catalog (except a few bracelet watches) is either an Elgin, Waltham or Rockford watch. Any watch that you select is sent to you with our full assurance of absolute satisfaction. Every watch we show in this catalog is so good a watch that we unhesitatingly give it the protection of our legal binding guarantee, which means you could not possibly buy a better watch anywhere, no matter how much you paid for it, because the Hartman guarantee is the strongest document of its kind ever written. It is not within the power of written words to make it stronger.

We carry no freakish fads, which a person tires of in a month or two when the novelty wears off. The watches we show and offer are watches for a lifetime, guaranteed for lifetime satisfaction.

**The Watch Buying Public** has endorsed our plan by making our Watch Department one of the largest watch selling establishments in the world. This is because our watches are right in price and quality, and the people of the country know and trust Hartman's, just as Hartman's knows and unhesitatingly trusts the people. Trust in a literal way by giving them absolutely free credit—free from all restrictions such as the giving of notes, mortgages and other red tape annoyances. Our credit is free. Our prices are lower than the lowest. Our terms are the most liberal ever offered. Those are the reasons why the people order their watches, as well as other merchandise, from Hartman's, and why it will pay you to do likewise.

**The Prices We Quote** on the watches in this catalog are characteristic of the low prices which dominate the entire House of Hartman throughout its every department. That means that these prices are the very lowest at which these world-famous makes can possibly be sold. Our vast purchasing power of more than Ten Million Dollars, and because of it, our ability to undersell all competition, operates in our Watch Department to the same advantage to our customers as it does in every other department. When you buy a watch from Hartman's you not only get the benefit of the lowest price ever made on a watch of the particular make, size and style you select, but you also have a full year to pay for it if you wish. Search the world over and you could not possibly find the equal of the watch bargains here offered you.

---

**Hartman's Liberal Credit Terms On Watches**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Articles Ordered A mounting to</th>
<th>First Payment to Be Sent With Order Is</th>
<th>Monthly Payment Is</th>
<th>Articles Ordered A mounting to</th>
<th>First Payment to Be Sent With Order Is</th>
<th>Monthly Payment Is</th>
<th>Articles Ordered A mounting to</th>
<th>First Payment to Be Sent With Order Is</th>
<th>Monthly Payment Is</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5.00 to $ 6.24</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$17.50 to $19.99</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$40.00 to $44.99</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.25 to 7.49</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>20.00 to 22.49</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>45.00 to 49.99</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.50 to 8.74</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>22.50 to 24.99</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>50.00 to 54.99</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.75 to 12.49</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25.00 to 29.99</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>55.00 to 59.99</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.50 to 14.99</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>30.00 to 34.99</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>60.00 to 69.99</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00 to 17.49</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>35.00 to 39.99</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>70.00 to 80.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The prices quoted herein are the very lowest at which these watches can be sold. That does not mean the lowest credit prices—it means lowest prices, either cash or credit. You may pay all cash for your watch purchase if you prefer to do so, but you will not save a penny by doing so. Our prices are rock bottom. They represent the very narrowest margin at which dependable watches purchased in stupendous quantities at the very lowest cash prices, can be placed in the hands of customers. Therefore, it doesn't make a bit of difference whether you pay all cash or in easy payments to suit your convenience. The price is exactly the same in either case.

We wish it to be distinctly understood that every watch sold by us is brand new, direct from the factory. Not a single one is a "rebuilt" watch—not an old watch which has seen service and been tinkered up, put into a case and sold as new. The watch we send you will be one that comes to you exactly as it leaves the factory—brand new and absolutely perfect in every respect.

We ask you to remember that when you buy a watch from us you have the addition of our guarantee to that of the manufacturer, and you take no risk whatever. You could not possibly ask for greater protection.

A LIFETIME REPAIR GUARANTEE

We guarantee to keep the watch in perfect order, absolutely free of charge, as long as you own it. This means exactly what it says—buying a watch from Hartman means an insurance policy that at any time your watch needs repairs, we will do it for you free of charge. The watches we sell you must give you lifetime service. This is a part of our guarantee. This is an added feature to our Watch Department, exclusive with us. When you purchase a watch from us you are fully protected in every respect.

If you would rather have some other make than the Elgin, Waltham or Rockford tell us what makes you wish, we will supply you at rock bottom price on our regular easy credit terms, providing that upon investigation it proves to be a reliable make and one that we can recommend. We are sure, however, that any one of the three makes here featured will please you perfectly, and the wide range of styles, sizes and prices makes possible any selection you may wish.

Sent on Approval. You may order us to send any item you wish from this catalog. Send along remittance for the first payment as indicated in printed table on page 1, with the clear understanding that if for any reason you do not care to keep the watch, you are at liberty to return same to us and we will refund you the full amount you have paid. If you decide to keep the watch, then pay the small monthly payment as due. All watches are sent on 30 days' approval test and examination.

How to start an Account. Pick out the goods you want and write your order on one of our printed order blanks. Be sure to mention the price, catalog number, name of the article and catalog page on which it appears, giving any additional information as listed in description. Refer to page 1 which tells you how much money to send with your order, and how to pay the balance. By giving us this information in full we will be able to avoid any possible misunderstanding or delays.

Engraving. Watches illustrated in this catalog with engraved or enamelled monograms, furnished with your initials without extra cost.

Watches illustrated in this catalog without initials or monograms can be hand engraved as you may desire, providing there is suitable space for the engraving. Prices for various engravings are based upon amount of work necessary and range from 35c to $3.00, according to style and size. To prevent errors print the initials you desire engraved.

About Watch Cases. All our 14-karat gold cases are extra fine in quality and pattern. They are better in construction, richer and heavier in gold, finer in every detail of quality and design than any other cases on the market. They are cases any man or woman is proud to own or exhibit—cases that are guaranteed to last a lifetime.

Our gold-filled cases, the 10, 20 and 25 year, are offered in an almost endless variety of fancy engraved designs, Roman, Plain and Polished cases, suitable for fancy initials or elaborate monograms. Stamped in every case is the period of time for which they are guaranteed. If any of these cases do not wear satisfactorily for the full length of time as guaranteed, we will replace the defective case with a brand new one. All our watches are adjusted and regulated before they are sent out to you, assuring time-keeping accuracy and perfect condition when you receive your watch.

Charges prepaid. Whenever possible, we ship watches by express, otherwise by parcel post. We pay the delivery charges on watches and jewelry only. On small purchases (under $5.00) we request cash in full with your order, and we do not open charge accounts for less than $5.00. However, our legal, money-back guarantee remains the same in every case, whether you send cash in full on a small or a large order, or use our convenient credit system. We guarantee safe delivery and will replace any damaged watch with a new one, free of charge.

How to send money. The safest and best way to send money is by postoffice money-order, express money-order or bank draft. In any case, these must be made payable to the Hartman Furniture & Carpet Company. Currency and coin should ALWAYS be sent by REGISTERED MAIL. We would ask you to kindly avoid sending personal checks. If you live on a R. F. D. route give your money and letter to the rural mail carrier and he will buy a money order for you and send it to us.

Name and Address. Be sure to write your name and address very plainly, giving town, county, state and street. If your postoffice has a different name from your express office, please mention BOTH. If away from home when ordering, please give permanent address as well as temporary address. Women should always prefix their name with Miss or Mrs. (Mrs. using husband's initials) as may be proper. Always write your name in full and the same way each time you write to us.
The New Thin Model watches illustrated on this page are most attractive in style and offer a selection of splendid designs in high grade Gold Filled Cases complete with factory tested and regulated Elgin, Waltham or Rockford movements at heretofore unheard of prices for these well and favorably known brands of Men's 16-Size Watches. The time keeping accuracy and durability of our watches are GUARANTEED both by ourselves and the Watch Manufacturers. REMEMBER, we offer you the choice of Elgin, Waltham or Rockford watches. When ordering be sure to mention on the order the name of movement you desire. Prices are for HUNTING CASES, fitted at the factory with the movements named.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Elgin 7 Jewel</th>
<th>Elgin 15 Jewel</th>
<th>Waltham 7 Jewel</th>
<th>Waltham 15 Jewel</th>
<th>Rockford 7 Jewel</th>
<th>Rockford 15 Jewel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9J3101</td>
<td>Engraved Case, Guaranteed 10 Years</td>
<td>$12.15</td>
<td>$16.28</td>
<td>$19.35</td>
<td>$19.35</td>
<td>$22.40</td>
<td>$25.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3102</td>
<td>Engine Turned Case, Guaranteed 10 Years</td>
<td>$11.75</td>
<td>$15.88</td>
<td>$18.98</td>
<td>$18.98</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
<td>$25.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3103</td>
<td>Hand Engraved Case, Guaranteed 20 Years</td>
<td>$14.98</td>
<td>$19.15</td>
<td>$22.20</td>
<td>$22.20</td>
<td>$25.30</td>
<td>$28.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3104</td>
<td>Hand Engraved Case, Guaranteed 20 Years</td>
<td>$15.69</td>
<td>$19.80</td>
<td>$22.85</td>
<td>$22.85</td>
<td>$25.90</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3105</td>
<td>Hand Engraved Case, Guaranteed 20 Years</td>
<td>$15.94</td>
<td>$20.15</td>
<td>$23.20</td>
<td>$23.20</td>
<td>$26.30</td>
<td>$29.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3106</td>
<td>Your Own Monogram, Case Guaranteed 20 Years</td>
<td>$17.10</td>
<td>$21.35</td>
<td>$24.35</td>
<td>$24.35</td>
<td>$27.40</td>
<td>$30.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3107</td>
<td>Hand Engraved Case, Guaranteed 20 Years</td>
<td>$16.19</td>
<td>$20.40</td>
<td>$23.45</td>
<td>$23.45</td>
<td>$26.50</td>
<td>$29.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These Watches Can Be Had in Open Face Cases. Price Quoted Below

See Page One For Credit Terms

No. 9J3101 and No. 9J3102 in Open Face Case $1.00 Less Than Price of Hunting Case.
Any Other Open Face Watch On This Page $2.50 Less Than Price of Hunting Case.
16 Size Thin Model
ELGIN, WALTHAM, ROCKFORD
Gentlemen's Watches

Your Own Monogram, Lodge or Society Emblem Enameled In Colors As Illustrated On Watches No. 9J3108 And No. 9J3114

Engraved Monograms Are Very Artistic. Your Own Initials Will be Engraved If You Order Watch No. 9J3110

The accompanying illustrations show rich engravings and magnificent inlaid colored enamel work in a degree of artistic skill that can not be excelled.

Each case bears the 25-year guarantee stamp of the Illinois Watch Case Co., of Elgin, Illinois. The watch case YOU SELECT is fitted at the factory with either an Elgin, Waltham or Rockford movement, and when re-tested and timed is securely packed in a beautiful gift case.

Our LOW PRICES are for watches of individual style and great beauty; Watches that will last a lifetime and are guaranteed absolutely satisfactory in every respect by the greatest watch companies in the world and by ourselves.

Prices are for Hunting Cases guaranteed to wear 25 years complete with the following movements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Elgin or Waltham 7 Jewel</th>
<th>Elgin, Waltham or Rockford 15 Jewel</th>
<th>Elgin, Waltham or Rockford 17 Jewel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9J3108</td>
<td>Your Own Initials In Three-Colored Enamel, Inlaid</td>
<td>$24.85</td>
<td>$29.10</td>
<td>$32.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3109</td>
<td>Eagle and Shield Hand Engraved, Polished Background</td>
<td>$16.98</td>
<td>$21.25</td>
<td>$24.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3110</td>
<td>Ribbon Serpent Monogram of Your Initials, Hand Carved</td>
<td>$18.35</td>
<td>$22.55</td>
<td>$25.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3111</td>
<td>Engine Turned Style, Drop Shield For Your Monogram</td>
<td>$16.89</td>
<td>$21.15</td>
<td>$24.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3112</td>
<td>Rich Brocade Engraving Shows Contrasting Gold Colors</td>
<td>$17.35</td>
<td>$21.58</td>
<td>$24.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3113</td>
<td>Fancy Wreath and Leaf Effect, Polished Finish</td>
<td>$17.15</td>
<td>$21.35</td>
<td>$24.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3114</td>
<td>Your Lodge or Society Emblem Inlaid. Enamel In Colors</td>
<td>$24.25</td>
<td>$28.40</td>
<td>$31.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Splendid Gift Case Free

All Watches On This Page Can Be Had In Open Face Cases. Price Of Open Face Case $3.50 Less Than Hunting.
HARTMAN'S JEWELRY DEPARTMENT

39th Street and Wentworth Avenue, Chicago

12 Size Thin Model
ELGIN, WALTHAM, ROCKFORD

Gentlemen's Watches

See Inside Cover Page For Legal Guarantee On Any Watch You Buy From Hartman's

Any Lodge Or Fraternal Emblem Can Be Re-Produced In Colored Enamel On Watch No. 9J3121

Men's Thin Model 12-Size Watches of attractive design and unusual merit are shown in the illustrations on this page. REMEMBER: Watches from Hartman's come to you with a BINDING, LEGAL GUARANTEE from the greatest watch companies in the world and from us as well. All transportation charges are prepaid. You have 30 days' FREE TRIAL. Your interests are safeguarded by the strongest guarantee ever given with a watch.

We sell and recommend ELGIN, WALTHAM and ROCKFORD movements in cases made by the Illinois Watch Case Co., of Elgin, Ill.

The PRICES we quote on these well and favorably known watches are so low and our terms so liberal that you can not afford to miss the advantage of buying your watch from us. Following prices are for Hunting Case Watches. Price on Open Face Watches at bottom of page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Elgin or Waltham 7 Jewel</th>
<th>Elgin, Waltham or Rockford 15 Jewel</th>
<th>Elgin, Waltham or Rockford 17 Jewel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9J3115</td>
<td>Enamelled and engine turned case, guaranteed 10 years.</td>
<td>$12.55</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3116</td>
<td>Beautifully engraved case, guaranteed 10 years.</td>
<td>$12.05</td>
<td>$15.45</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3117</td>
<td>Hand-carved hunter's heads, Case guaranteed 20 years.</td>
<td>$15.75</td>
<td>$19.15</td>
<td>$22.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3118</td>
<td>Engine turned design, Case guaranteed 20 years.</td>
<td>$15.15</td>
<td>$18.55</td>
<td>$21.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3119</td>
<td>Etched bird and scroll pattern, Case guaranteed 20 yrs.</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td>$19.35</td>
<td>$22.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3120</td>
<td>YOUR own engraved monogram, Case guaranteed 20 yrs.</td>
<td>$17.25</td>
<td>$20.65</td>
<td>$23.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3121</td>
<td>YOUR lodge emblem, ENAMELED. Case guaranteed 20 yrs.</td>
<td>$20.35</td>
<td>$23.75</td>
<td>$26.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When ordering, please state name and grade of movement you prefer.

You Can Have A Year To Pay. See Page One For Credit Terms

No. 9J3115 and No. 9J3120 In Open Face Case $1.00 Less Than Hunting. All Other Open Face Watches On This Page $2.50 Less Than Hunting Case Watches.
# 12 Size Thin Model

**ELGIN, WALTHAM, ROCKFORD**

## Gentlemen's Watches

**We Sell Only**

Well Known

Brands of

Watches

**You Take**

Chances

When You

Buy The

Others

The Wonderful Values; the Splendid Patterns; the new, thin, compact model of the 12-Size 25 Year Guaranteed Gold Filled Watches shown in the accompanying illustrations and our liberal terms should appeal to you.

Note our remarkably low prices; consider that we offer you the choice of the best watches in the world: the Elgin, the Waltham, or the Rockford and cases made by the Illinois Watch Case Co., of Elgin, Ill., and that your watch is doubly guaranteed.

If you remember that you can buy the Hartman Way and take a year to pay, you will decide to order now.

The watches we sell have stood successful tests in every country in the world. Our prices prove that you can buy the best watches from Hartman's at the prices ordinarily asked for unknown goods.

The following quotations are for hunting case watches, guaranteed 25 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Elgin or Waltham 7 Jewel</th>
<th>Elgin or Waltham or Rockford 15 Jewel</th>
<th>Elgin or Waltham or Rockford 17 Jewel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9J3122</td>
<td>Enamed Monogram, Three Colors: Any 2 or 3 Letters, Hand Engraved Star and Fancy Scroll Pattern, Polished</td>
<td>$22.55</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3123</td>
<td>Enamed Monogram, Three Colors: Any 2 or 3 Letters, Hand Engraved Star and Fancy Scroll Pattern, Polished</td>
<td>$22.55</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3124</td>
<td>Enamed Monogram, Three Colors: Any 2 or 3 Letters, Hand Engraved Star and Fancy Scroll Pattern, Polished</td>
<td>$22.55</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3125</td>
<td>Enamed Monogram, Three Colors: Any 2 or 3 Letters, Hand Engraved Star and Fancy Scroll Pattern, Polished</td>
<td>$22.55</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
<td>$28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3126</td>
<td>Your name in colored enamel; choice red, white, blue, fancy scroll and flower pattern, contrasting background, beautiful carving, exclusive design, polished gold effect</td>
<td>$23.55</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3127</td>
<td>Your name in colored enamel; choice red, white, blue, fancy scroll and flower pattern, contrasting background, beautiful carving, exclusive design, polished gold effect</td>
<td>$23.55</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3128</td>
<td>Your name in colored enamel; choice red, white, blue, fancy scroll and flower pattern, contrasting background, beautiful carving, exclusive design, polished gold effect</td>
<td>$23.55</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These watches can be had in open face cases—see price below.

**Please State On Your Order Movement Desired**

**Any Open Face Watch On This Page $3.00 Less Than Hunting**

---
14 Karat Solid Gold and Permanent Guarantee Cases

12 Size Thin Model
ELGIN, WALTHAM, ROCKFORD
Gentlemen's Watches

| Catalog Number | Description | Price
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9J3129</td>
<td>Inlaid Colored Hard Enamel, Case Guaranteed to Wear Permanently</td>
<td>$23.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3130</td>
<td>Your Own Monogram Engraved, Case Guaranteed to Wear Permanently</td>
<td>$21.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3131</td>
<td>Any Lodge Emblem, Engraved, Case Guaranteed to Wear Permanently</td>
<td>$24.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3132</td>
<td>Best Diamond, Raised Ornamented, Case Guaranteed to Wear Permanently</td>
<td>$38.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3133</td>
<td>Colored Gold, Raised Ornamented, Case Guaranteed to Wear Permanently</td>
<td>$30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3134</td>
<td>Beautifully Carved By Hand, Heavy Weight 14K Solid Gold</td>
<td>$41.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3135</td>
<td>Popular Engine, Turned Design, 14K Solid Gold, Heavy Weight</td>
<td>$39.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These Watches Can Be Had In Open Face Style—See Price Below.

For Credit Terms
Refer To Page 1
## Hartman's

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>9J3136</th>
<th>9J3137</th>
<th>9J3136</th>
<th>9J3137</th>
<th>9J3136</th>
<th>9J3137</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With 17</td>
<td>B. W. Raymond, Elgin</td>
<td>With 19</td>
<td>B. W. Raymond, Elgin</td>
<td>With 19</td>
<td>B. W. Raymond, Elgin</td>
<td>With 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewel B. W. Raymond Movement</td>
<td>$37.25</td>
<td>$42.50</td>
<td>$33.75</td>
<td>$36.65</td>
<td>$39.85</td>
<td>$43.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Veritas, B.W. Raymond, Father Time and Rockford Movements

Guaranteed to Pass Railroad Inspection

The watches illustrated and described on this page are made to meet a demand for the utmost in time keeping accuracy and the hard wear incidental to railroad service. The cases are Dust and Damp Proof and guaranteed for 25 years actual use. You can have your own Lodge, Fraternity or Society emblem engraved in 3 colors on Watch Number 9J3136. READ the true, factory description of these World RENOWNED Watches. READ OUR VERY LOW PRICES, and REFER to PAGE 1 for heretofore unheard of generous CREDIT TERMS upon which Hartman's offer 25 year Guaranteed watches that meet ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAILROAD inspection.

### Case No. 9J3136

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With 17 Jewel B. W. Raymond Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$37.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### B. W. Raymond, Elgin

- Lever setting, for railroad service; pendant winding; 15 ruby and sapphire jewels; gold jewel settings; double roller escapement; steel escape wheel; exposed sapphire pallet stones; compensating balance; Breguet hairspring, with micrometric regulator; adjusted to temperature, isochronism, five positions; exposed winding wheels; patent recoiling click and self-locking setting device; dust ring; double sunk glass enamel dial; engraving inlaid with gold; plates damasked and finely finished.

### Case No. 9J3137

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With 19 Jewel B. W. Raymond Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$42.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### B. W. Raymond, Elgin

- Lever setting, for railroad service; pendant winding; 19 ruby and sapphire jewels; gold jewel settings; barrel arbor pivot running in jewel; double roller escapement; steel escape wheel; exposed sapphire pallet stones; compensating balance; Breguet hairspring with micrometric regulator; adjusted to temperature, isochronism, five positions; safety barrel, with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge; exposed winding wheels; patent recoiling click and self-locking setting device; dust ring; double sunk glass enamel dial; engraving inlaid with gold; plates damasked, finely finished.

### Case No. 9J3136

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With 21 Jewel Father Time Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$43.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Father Time, Elgin

- Lever setting, for railroad service; pendant winding; 21 ruby and sapphire jewels; gold jewel settings; double roller escapement; steel escape wheel; exposed sapphire pallet stones; pallet arbor cone pivoted and cap-jeweled; escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled; compensated balance; Breguet hairspring, with micrometric regulator; adjusted to temperature, isochronism, five positions; safety barrel, with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge; exposed winding wheels; patent recoiling click and self-locking setting device; dust ring; double sunk glass enamel dial; engraving inlaid with gold; plates damasked, finely finished.

### Case No. 9J3137

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With 21 Jewel Father Time Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$39.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Father Time, Elgin

- Lever setting, for railroad service; pendant winding; 21 ruby and sapphire jewels; gold jewel settings; double roller escapement; steel escape wheel; exposed sapphire pallet stones; pallet arbor cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled; escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled; compensated balance; Breguet hairspring, with micrometric regulator; adjusted to temperature, isochronism, five positions; safety barrel, with spring box rigidly mounted on bridge; exposed winding wheels; patent recoiling click and self-locking setting device; dust ring; double sunk glass enamel dial; engraving inlaid with gold; plates damasked, finely finished.

### Case No. 9J3136

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With 21 Jewel Veritas Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$49.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Veritas, Elgin

- For railroad service; 21 fine ruby jewels (gold settings); adjusted to temperature, isochronism and five positions; double roller escapement; steel escape wheel; pallet arbor and escape pinion cone-pivoted and cap-jeweled; exposed pallets; compensating balance; Breguet hairspring; micrometric regulator; display winding case; patent recoiling click; patent recoiling click; self-locking setting device; double sunk glass enamel dial; dust ring; engraving inlaid with gold; damasked plates.

### Case No. 9J3137

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With 21 Jewel Veritas Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$47.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Watches On This Page Are Open Face
Solid Gold and Gold Filled Bracelet Watches
Complete with Expansion Bracelets

Elgin, Waltham & Swiss Movements

Ladies' Wrist Watches shown on this page are choice selections, illustrated in actual size. Bracelet watches are rapidly growing in popular favor. Those we sell and recommend are dependable for time keeping accuracy. The cases and bracelets are guaranteed for wear and satisfactory service both by the makers and by ourselves. We furnish a handsome presentation box with each watch bracelet, assure safe delivery and prepay all forwarding charges. See our liberal credit terms on these satisfactory, doubly guaranteed watches, shown on page 1.

9J3138 Bracelet watch complete with 14k gold filled expansion and colored enamel bracelet. The watch case and bracelet are plain, highly polished gold filled and guaranteed for 20 years actual wear. The movement is imported, has ten jewels, and is guaranteed to be a dependable time piece. Wonderful value at our price...

9J3139 Ten year guarantee Gold Filled Bracelet Watch. Case and bracelet are plain and highly polished gold filled. Movement is imported and has ten jewels. A great bargain. Price...

9J3140 Convertible Bracelet Watch. Beautifully finished Gold Filled watch and bracelet bearing an unqualified guarantee of satisfaction from the maker and our endorsement as well. The watch and bracelet are guaranteed for 20 years. The bracelet is expandable and may be detached so the watch can be worn on a chain or choker pin. When preferred, you can depend upon the time keeping accuracy of the movement. It has a patented lever escapement and 15 Jewels. No finer watch bracelet can be obtained at the very low price quoted. Order this watch and you will be convinced of having saved money. Price...

9J3141 The smallest dependable bracelet watch we know of that can be guaranteed for actual service. This watch movement has patented lever escapement, 15 Jewels and a record for time keeping accuracy that is still to be expected in much more expensive watches. The case and bracelet are plain polished Gold Filled. Watch is guaranteed for 20 years. Price...

9J3142 Magnificently carved and filled colored enamel are but a faint idea of the richness of this elegant 9 year guaranteed watch bracelet. The case is highest quality gold filled ornamented as desired. The bracelet is expandable and will fit any wrist. The movement has 15 jewels and an expandable lever escapement. A more beautiful watch can not be had for this price. Price...

9J3144 We feel safe in claiming this watch bracelet to be the greatest value ever offered and when you consider an Elgin or Waltham movement, 14k Solid Gold Case and Bracelet and read our remarkably low price, you will be convinced. Both watch case and bracelet are solid 14k Gold Throughout. The bracelet is expandable and may be detached so the watch can be worn as a regular watch. The movement is full nickel 7 Jewel Elgin or Waltham which will keep accurate time. The watch comes to you with a double guarantee. You have the legal Binding Guarantee from Hartman's and the makers as well. The rich, elegant appearance and splendid workmanship; the high quality and extraordinary value of this watch bracelet and an unqualified assurance of bearing excellence and satisfactory service urge us to especially recommend this magnificent watch bracelet.

Normal price, only...

9J3144A Waltham or Rockford Movement...

9J3143 Twenty Year Guaranteed Expandable Watch Bracelet. The watch is fitted at the factory with an Elgin or Waltham 7 Jewel Movement and comes to you with a double Guarantee of complete satisfaction. Note the rich enameled on the watch case and you can be assured of the magnificent beauty of the watch. The Bracelet is thick and the watch worn on a chain or pin as desired. The unmatched value of this watch bracelet and our unlimited guarantee of satisfaction the very low price should be convincing that this is the watch you want. Price...

9J3145 A fine Elgin or Waltham 7 Jewel movement in a convertable, bracelet watch at a here-to-take unheard of price. We have made a bargain price on a 9 year guaranteed brace-let watch and we believe this watch is beyond all competition. Both watch and bracelet are plain polished and finished throughout in the best possible manner. The bracelet may be detached and the watch worn separately when desired. Remember this watch is guaranteed by the greatest watch companies in the world and by us. Order this watch, the value is matchless...

When ordering above watches, please state your preference of Watch Movement.
10 Year and 20 Year Guaranteed Gold Filled Cases

ELGIN, WALTHAM, ROCKFORD

Ladies' Watches

Beautiful Silk Velvet Watch Box Free
For Credit Terms
Refer to Page 1
Read Our 30 Day Free Trial Offer

The Ladies' Watches illustrated, priced and described on this page are what we consider the best values ever offered. In selecting the splendid watches here shown, choice was made on account of the dependable service they would give. You can buy a watch on our Liberal Credit Terms and with a binding legal guarantee that the watch will give you the kind of satisfactory service you have a right to expect. The following prices are for Hunting Cases fitted at the factory with your choice of the movements named. Watches illustrated can be had in Open Face Case for $1.50 less than price of Hunting Case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Elgin or Waltham 7 Jewel</th>
<th>Elgin, Waltham or Rockford, 15 Jewel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9J3146</td>
<td>Engraved Bird and Fancy Scroll, Case Guaranteed to Wear 10 Years...</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>$17.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3147</td>
<td>Beautifully Wrought Landscape Pattern, Case Guaranteed to Wear 10 Years...</td>
<td>$13.25</td>
<td>$17.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3148</td>
<td>Very Rich, Hand Carved Landscape, Case Guaranteed for 20 Years...</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3149</td>
<td>Engraved 3 Letter Fancy Monogram, Case Guaranteed to Wear 20 Years...</td>
<td>$16.75</td>
<td>$21.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3150</td>
<td>Four Rose Cut Genuine Diamonds, Case Guaranteed to Wear 20 Years...</td>
<td>$19.25</td>
<td>$23.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3151</td>
<td>Hand Ornamented, 1 Rose Cut Real Diamond, 20 Year Warranted Case</td>
<td>$20.15</td>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3152</td>
<td>Plain Polished, Rich Gold Finish, Case Guaranteed to Wear 20 Years...</td>
<td>$14.55</td>
<td>$19.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3153</td>
<td>Elegant Landscape and Scroll Design, Case Guaranteed to Wear 10 Years...</td>
<td>$10.89</td>
<td>$13.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3154</td>
<td>Very Rich Hand Carved Floral Pattern, Case Guaranteed to Wear 20 Years...</td>
<td>$15.55</td>
<td>$20.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9J3155</td>
<td>Engraved Gold Enameled, Hand Engraved, Case Guaranteed to Wear 20 Years...</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use Your Credit

Remember: Our Watches are sold with a broad and liberal Guarantee. It is printed on the inside front cover of this catalog. We mean to sell you a serviceable timepiece.

Back of the guarantee stamped in the case by the manufacturer and the well and favorably known reputation gained by the Elgin, the Waltham and the Rockford Watch Companies stands the great house of Hartman, whose Integrity and Responsibility are unquestioned.

It is understood that any watch you buy from Hartman's must agree in every detail to the catalog description and MORE—It must prove SATISFACTORY to you as you understand satisfaction.

Price of Open Face Watches $1.50 Less Than Hunting Case.
14 K.
Solid Gold
and 25 Year
Guarantee
Gold Filled
Cases.

---

**14 K. Solid Gold and 25 Year Guarantee Gold Filled Cases.**

---

**ELGIN, WALTHAM, ROCKFORD Ladies' Watches**

---

**0-00 Size Thin Model**

---

**The Most Handsome Hand Carved Three Letter Monogram on Watch No. 9J3156. Inlaid Three Color Enameled Monogram on Watch No. 9J3158.**

---

**Time Keeping Accuracy And Wearing Quality Fully Guaranteed By The Greatest Watch Companies In The World and By Hartman's**

---

**Catalog Number | Description | Elgin or Waltham 7 Jewel | Elgin, Waltham or Rockford 15 Jewel**
---

| 9J3158 | Inlaid Three Color Enamel Monogram, Polished gold filled case. Guaranteed 25 years | $22.85 | $27.40 |
| 9J3160 | Carved Bird and Fancy Scroll Pattern. Polished gold filled case. Guaranteed 25 years | $17.00 | $21.55 |
| 9J3163 | The greatest value ever offered | $25.55 | $30.15 |
| 9J3164 | Elaborate Fancy Scroll Design. Extra Heavy Weight 14 K. Solid Gold. Most artistic hand engraving. | $27.85 | $32.50 |
| 9J3165 | Magnificent Floral and Scroll Design. Massive 14K solid gold throughout. No finer workmanship is possible | $29.45 | $33.95 |

---

**How To Select Your Watch**

Women never buy men's watches for themselves, but men frequently make the mistake of buying a lady's watch for their own use.

Some men say they only want a watch for Sundays. All watches illustrated in our Catalogs are for sale and we want to sell you the kind of watch you prefer but do not buy a "Sunday Watch." A watch that is not durable enough to have with you every hour of every day in the week is not a good investment, no matter what its price may be.

**Silk Velvet Gift Case Free**

**Refer To Page 1 for Credit Terms**
### Mens Fobs, Coat and Vest Chains

**Solid Gold & Gold Filled CHAINS & FOBS**

**The Kind You're Proud to Wear**

---

**Men's HIGH GRADE Gold Filled Vest Chains at the price of the ordinary kind. Our chains are LOW in PRICE, BEST in QUALITY and MORE—Any chain bought of us and found not entirely satisfactory may be returned AT ANY TIME and a brand new chain will be given in exchange for it. All chains are full regular length and are complete with bar, torqie, jump ring and swivel same as chain shown bearing the number 531198.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>933180</td>
<td>Combined fancy and plain links—gold soldered; sgd. value:</td>
<td>$3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>933166</td>
<td>Polished finish curb links—polished links.</td>
<td>$2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>933167</td>
<td>Boston links. Matchless value.</td>
<td>$2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>933168</td>
<td>Fancy rope pattern. Gold soldered links.</td>
<td>$4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>933169</td>
<td>Plain and fancy links, beautifully finished.</td>
<td>$3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>933170</td>
<td>New design of extended Boston and curb links.</td>
<td>$3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>933171</td>
<td>Heavy weight gold soldered curb links.</td>
<td>$9.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>933172</td>
<td>Medium size rope links. Matchless value.</td>
<td>$3.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Fobs Illustrated are GOLD FILLED—Some HIGH QUALITY and Low Price as the vest chains. Each fob is complete with PATENTED SAFETY ATTACHMENT and regular length watch chain. Illustrations are greatly reduced. Exact dimensions given in the following descriptions:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>933183</td>
<td>Engraved button. Length 1½ in. wide.</td>
<td>$2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>933184</td>
<td>Engraved fancy buckle. Hand engraved design.</td>
<td>$1.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Coat Chains are all NEW, ATTRACTIVE Patterns. Each chain is full obstruction length and is guaranteed good by the manufacturer and by ourselves. Number 531197 is Fine Solid Gold—all other coat chains are GOLD FILLED.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>933185</td>
<td>Solid gold cable chain, engraved button.</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ladies' full length watch chains priced and illustrated below were selected for BEAUTY of DESIGN, WEARING QUALITY and VALUE. All are highest grade—every link is GOLD SOLDERED and the chain MUST SATISFY YOU in all respects or it may be returned at any time for exchange. Number 531195 is fine SOLID GOLD—All other chains are fine quality GOLD FILLED.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>933189</td>
<td>Roman finish curb chain. Pearl in slide.</td>
<td>$9.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>933190</td>
<td>Heavy rope. 3 brilliants, 5 pearls.</td>
<td>$6.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**HARTMAN'S**

39th Street and Wentworth Avenue, Chicago
**Bargain Watch Outfit**

We especially recommend this Watch, Locket and Chain outfit and positively guarantee the wearing quality to give the utmost satisfaction. The watch is 16-size Open Face, new thin model. The case is dust and damp proof, finest quality, gold filled, guaranteed to wear twenty years, and you have the choice of engraved, plain or engine turned styles. Elgin’s highest grade, 15 jewel, full nickel movement is fitted and retested. In the case at the factory, insuring time keeping accuracy of the watch you receive. The Gold Filled Chain is regulation length, curb link pattern, made and finished in the best possible manner, and bears our unqualified endorsement for durability. The Locket is engraved as illustrated. Has space for picture. You can order the outfit complete or each item separately, at the very low prices quoted.

- No. 9J 2501 — Outfit Complete, Price.................. $19.95
- No. 9J 2501A — Watch Only, Price.......................... $15.95
- No. 9J 2501B — Chain Only, Price.......................... $2.28
- No. 9J 2501C — Locket Only, Price.................. $1.72

**Ladies’ Watch, Chatelaine and Bracelet Watch**

Illustrated below, we show in actual size Elgin’s latest and most favorite Watch, Chatelaine and Bracelet Combination for Ladies. The Watch case is plain polished, highest grade Gold Filled, guaranteed for 20 years. The movement is solid nickel, has 7 Jewels, and is fitted at the factory and guaranteed for time keeping accuracy. The Bracelet is the newest style expansion, link design and will fit any wrist. The Chatelaine is heavy weight, fine solid gold, with extra strong hook and patented locking device. The watch may be worn as a pendant on the chatelaine, on a chain, or as a wrist watch. The great beauty, utility and exceptional value of this outfit make it one of Hartman’s Greatest Offerings.

- No. 9J 2503 — Price of Complete Outfit Only ............... $19.75

**Ladies’ Watch with Chatelaine**

We offer here a Ladies’ extra small size Gold Filled Watch and beautiful Chatelaine that can be recommended for satisfactory service in every respect. The watch is exactly the size as illustrated and although extra small and very compact, may be absolutely depended upon for timing accuracy. The case is dust and damp proof, plain polished rich gold filled, of highest quality, and guaranteed for 20 years. A famous Elgin or celebrated Waltham, full nickel, 7 Jewel movement is fitted and timed at the factory in each case. The Chatelaine is polished and Roman color; fancy scroll, with extra strong hook and patented locking device. This splendid watch and beautiful chatelaine comes in a silk velvet presentation case and makes a handsome gift that will last a lifetime.

- No. 9J 2502 — Price Complete ...................... $13.98

**Watch, Chain and Locket Combination for Young Men**

The utmost in value and durability—time keeping accuracy that is only expected in much higher priced watches—and our unlimited guarantee of satisfaction accompanies Hartman’s great watch outfit for young men. The Case is 16 size, thinnest model (Open Face Only.) Hard white metal which is wear, dust and moisture proof, and is fitted at the Elgin factory with a genuine Elgin 7 jewel gilded movement. Both case and movement are stamped with the Elgin brand and trade mark. The chain is highest grade Gold Filled, regulation length, polished finish, Boston link design. The Locket is hand engraved, high grade Gold Filled and has space for picture. You can buy this splendid outfit complete, or any of the items you desire.

- No. 9J 2504 — Outfit Complete .................. $9.89
- No. 9J 2504A — Watch Only .................. $5.50
- No. 9J 2504B — Chain Only .................. $2.69
- No. 9J 2504C — Locket Only .................. $1.98
Hartman’s Greatest Watch Offering

Most popular and newest thin model watch, chain and knife combination for men. (Illustration actual size.) The world renowned Elgin National Watch Company with a record of more than half a century for making dependable watches, and millions of well satisfied wearers of Elgins, attest to the reliability of the well and favorably known Elgin watch.

Hartman’s Great Special Watch Case is most fashionable, new thin model, 12 size, finest quality Gold Filled, and guaranteed for twenty-five years actual wear. Every improvement known to the science of fine watch making is built into our splendid fifteen jewel, factory tested and regulated Elgin Watch movement.

The elegant Waldemar vest chain is substantial weight, fine solid gold, regulation length. Each and every link of this beautiful chain is welded so that the joints are not visible.

The knife handle is gold strengthened, fine solid gold. The two blades are full regulation size. Finest spring tempered steel.

In addition to guaranteed Satisfactory Service, Wear for a Life Time and Rich, Elegant appearance, the Wonderful Value of Hartman’s Great Watch Outfit should appeal to you.

Our Special Price on this truly magnificent Watch, Solid Gold Chain and Gold Handle Knife in Handsome Morocco Gift Case is very low.

No. 9J2105 - Price Complete Outfit $26.85
THE REASONS FOR OUR 61 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS - SHOWING - THE MODEST BEGINNING AND OUR PRESENT TRIUMPHANT SUPREMACY

OUR MAMMOTH PLANT TODAY THE LARGEST HOME FURNISHING CONCERN IN THE WORLD

BUYING POWER
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
PROMPT SERVICE
LIBERAL CREDIT
HONEST VALUES
HIGHEST QUALITY

OUR FIRST HOME ESTABLISHED 1855

HARTMAN FURNITURE & CARPET CO., CHICAGO